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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Znstructton Copany
Marine Corps Engtneor School

Marine Corps Base
Camp LeJeune, North Carollna 2B542

STUDENT OUTLINE

U-ZOEO 
Oct 1983
(D-Sl4)ed

M12A1 DE,CONTAmINATION APPARATUS

PURPOSE: The purpose of this period of instruction is to provide you withkoledge and skill to perform operation procedures on the Decontamination
apparatus.

STUDENT REFERENCE(S): TM 3-4230-20g-12

TERMINAL LEA,NING OBJECTIVE(S): Tasked to operate a decontamination unit for ad’econtaminat,on team and provided with an MIAI DeconLamination Apparatus, fuel,and water, operate the unit in accordance with TM 3-4230-209-I, chapter 3.

ENABLING LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with an N|2A| DecontaminationiHatuS, fuel, and wa’te(:

I. po’nt ot, +v mor cponents Of the unit. (1.5.2a)

2. install the unit. (1.5.2b)

3. perform before operation maintenance on the unit. (1.5.2c)

4. start the unit. (I.5.2d)

5. adjust the unit. (1.5.2e)

6. shut the unit down. (1.5.2f)

7. perform after operation maintenance on the unit. (l.S.2g)

in accordance with FM 3 4230-209-12, chapter ,
OUTLINE:

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIT

a. The Decon Unit is not really part of water supply equipment, but since
it does contain a water pump and engine, it is in most cases operated and
maintained by the Water Supply Men.

b. The Decon Unit consists of three parts: A Pump Unit Assembly, B
Tank Unit Assembly and C M2 600 GPH Skid-Mounted Liquid Fuel Water Heater.
The Decond Unit Model is ABC-MI2AI.

c. The ABC-M12A1 Decon Unit is intended for field use, and it is used for:



{1) Spraying decontaminating materials.

(?) Firefightlng with water or foam.

(3) De-icing.

(4) Cleaning vehicles.

(5) Pumping various fluids.

(6) Showering personnel.

d. The Decon Unit is NOT AUTHORIZED for use with:

(1) Defoliants (killing vegetation) Ex."

(2) herbicides (killing plant life)

(3) Insecticides (killing insects)

Agent Orange

PUMP UNIT ASSEMBLY

a. Cot ;;ists of

(1) Skid Assembly

(2) Frame Assembly

(3) Cover Panels

(4) Gasoline Engine, which is:

U-IOE03

(5) Fuel Tank

(6) Prime-Detergent Tank



U-lOE03

(7) Water Pump

(8) Water piping system

(9) Battery

(10) Two 50 ft. discharge hoses

(11) Generator

{[2) Control panel

(13) Connector pane] ocated at the back of the unit contains suction
nose nd Lo discharge hose .c:onnections.

c’ Cover

(15) Exhaust pipe extentions

(16) Three types of nozzles for the gun assembly

(a) Slurry nozzle
(b) Fire hose water nozzle
(c) Fire hose foam nozzle

b. Tank Unit Assembly consists of:

(1) Tank Maximum working capacity of 447 gallons.

(2) Suction hose

(3) Foot Valve

(4) Blender hose

(5) Tank Drain Valve regulates the flow of water from tank

(6) Hopper-Blender Assemb)y
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(7) Personnel Shoer Assembl),

U-IOE03

Ce M2 Water Heater
(ON TP-6)

(1) The M2 Water Heater is a fully enclosed, skid-ounted unit

(2) The M2 Water Heater consists of:

(a) Fuel and ignition system
(b) Combustion system
(c) Control system

(2) The M2 Water Heater has a multi-fuel capacity.

(OFF TP-6)’"

NOTE: If using gasoline, mix I pint of No. Z burner fuel o11 or dlesel with
each 5 gal. of gasoline. This is to prevent "freezlmg" of the fuel )}.

d. Controls and Instrents (ON TP-/)

(1) Voltage Regulator Switch

(2) Valve No, 1 Offset

(3) Valve No. 2

(4) Valve No. 3

(5) Fuel Indicator Switch

(6) Fuel Quantity Gauge

(7) Vacuum Gauge
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{8) Generator Warning Light

U-IOE03

(9) Fuel Shutoff Valve

(10) Low Oil Pressure Switch

11 st art-Magneto-Swi tch

(12) Pressure Gauge

(13) Tachometer-Hourmeter

(14) Valve No. 4

(15) Oil Pressure Gauge

(16) Throttle

(17)

(18)

Pump Drain Valve

Tank Drain Valve

(19) Water Pressure Gauge

(20) Fuel Pressure Gauge This gauge indicates te pressure of
fuel being supplied to.the fuel nozzle. Different fuel atemizlng pressures are
required for different types’of fuels used.

(a) Gasoline 15 PSI
(b) JP-4 - 75 PSI
(c) Kerosene 70 PSI
(d) No. 2 Diesel or Fuel Oil 60 PSl



(21)

(22)

Water Temperature Gauge

Temperature Selector Control

U-IOE03

(23) Heater On-Purge On Switch

OPERATION OF THE DECON UNIT

a. StartingPump Unit Assembly

(1) Pre-Operation Check

(a) Perform visual .inspection

(b) Inspect and install gun assembly

(c) If using showers

(d)

(e)

(f)

Close pump drain and valves No. I, Z, 3 and 4.

Fill prime-detergent tank with water.

Open valve No. 4.

(g) Connect suction hose

(h)
the tank unit.

Connect the other end of suction hose to the drain valve on

(i) If running the Decon Unit indoors

(j) Check oil level in the engine crankcase

S0-6
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(k) ’ke sure that the finger nut on the sediment bowl beneath

(1) Open rue] shutoff valve.

(m) See that adequate fuel is trl the fuel tank

(n) Check the air cleaner intake shutter.

(o) Set the manual choke control at half throttle position.

(p) Set the air control handle

(q) Make sure that engine cover is properly Installed over the
,gine and clamped in place.

(r) Fill tank unit with water

(s) Open tank unit drain valve

(t) Make sure batter), cables are properly connected

(u) Set the throttle at half way open position.

(2) tarting Pump Unit Assembly

(a) Press in the low oii pressure switch and hold it

(b) As soon as the engine starts

(c) Adjust the throttle unit 30 RPM

(3) Operational Adjustments

(a) The punp suction vacuum gau(Je may be indicating from 0 to 15
.inches of mercury, depending on the height of the pump above the |evel of water.
When the pnp is fully primed, pressure gauge indication should be between 60
and 120 PSI.

(b) Close valve No. 4

(c) Open valves No. I and 2 or 3

(4) Engine Shut Down
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(a) Turn down engine throttle

U-IOE03

(b)

(c)

(d)

Turn the start-magneto switch

After engine stops

b. Water Heater

(I) Fre--Operation Check

a) Connect the stem and nut end of the blender hose to the open
eT:d oi the o.er discharge pipe connector

(b) Connect the quick-disconnect coupling half end of the blender
:c.se to the quick-disconnect inlet coupling half on the M2 water heater.

Open the cover on top of the M2 water heate,

(d)

(e)

(f) Connect the fuel tank plug ed of the fuel hose to the 5gal
gasoline can

(g) Remove caps from the quick-disconnect coupling half hose
connectors at the skid assembly base

NOT_._E: Make certain that the voltage regulator switch is in the OFF position.

(h) Make certain that the power cable or the water hose do not
pass over the exhaust stack.

(i) Close Valve No. I.

(j) Open Valve No. 2 and/or 3

NOTE: Circulate only clear water throuqh the boiler to avoid dmage to the M2r heater.

S0-8
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(2) Startin9 the M2 Water Heater

(a) Make sure the heater-on purge-on switch on the heater unit
is set in purge-on position.

(b) Make sure the voltage regulator switch

(c) Start the pump unit.

(d) Place the voltage.regulator switch in the ON position.

(e) Operate the unit in purge-on position for 2 minutes

position.
(f) Place the heater-on purge-on switch in the "heater-on"

(g) Adjust the temperature selector

(h) If operation is satisfactory

(i) Readjust for desired water temperature

(3) Deactivate Heater

(a) Place the heater-on purge-on switch to purge-on position.

(b) Continue to cycle water through the boiler until

(c) Place the voltage regulator switch in OFF position.

(d) For short shutdown the unit can be left like it is.

c. ..Operators Maintenance

Refer to TM 3-4230-209-12, Chapter 3 and TM 3-4410-201-12, Chapter 4 for
the weekly and monthly maintenance services.

SO-9
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INTRODUCTION TO WATER SPPLY

When primitive man found that his land was unfit for producing water
from wells, he joined his tribal brethren in a communal enterprise to put
down a well, or convey surface water in channels, where all could get
water. An early instance of a community well is recorded in the 26th
chapter of Genesis; the.herdsmen of Isaac struggled with the natives of

the valley of Gerar, for the possession of wells in the valley, one of

which was reputedly dug by Abraham, but filled by by the Phillistines.

Some centuries later Hezekiah made a pool, and conduit and brought water
into the city of Jerusalem (II Kings: 20, 20). The woman of Samiria

(John :7) drew water from a well donated centuries before by Jacob.

Pliny, the Younger, who had been connected with public works in Rome

in the ist Century A.D. and was a friend of Forontinus, the author of a

treatise on the water supply of Rome, praised the early artisans "if we

only take into consideration the abundant supply of water to the public;

baths, ponds, canals, household purposes, garden, places in the suburbs,
and villas; and the reflect upon the distances that are traversed, the

arches that have been constructed, the mountains that have been pierced,
the valleys that have been fSled up, we must of necessity admit there is

nothing to be found more worthy of our admiration throughout the whole

universe." The conduits of the Romans were of the gravity type, perforce,

as they antedated by centuries the invention of pipes and of pumps that

could withstand necessary pressures.

Similarly, of remote antiquity is the appreciation of the relation of

the drinking-water supply to disease. In the th century before Christ,
Hippocrates, termed the Father of Medicine, advocated the boiling and

filtering of polluted water before drinking. Pliny, the Elder, in his

Natural History (about 70 A.D.) discusses the characteristics of potable

water. Water treatment my have originated in China, or India, thousands

of years ago. From olden times, the Chinese were accustomed to putting

Alum in tubs of water to clarify it. The same thing was done in Egypt.
Elisha is recorded in (II Kings 2: 19-22) as treating worthless water

(,, the water is naught") with salt so that it became usable "unto this

da’. This probably occured in the reign of Jethosophat about 900 B.C.

The treatment of water to remove pathogenic or organisms which are pre-

valent in many natural sources of water supply after pollution by man,
had its beginning about 1892, after Dr. Robert Koch had traced the cholera

epidemic in Hamburg, Germany, to its unfiltered raw water supply, by ob-

serving that Altona, on the opposite bank of the Elbe, which used the same

river water, but filtered it, had no cholera. Previously, since 1855,
London had been required by parliamentary statute, to filter its water

supply through slow sand filters, but the efficiency of the process was

clearly demonstrated by Dr. Koch. Filters were not introduced in

America until about 1870 and were of the slow type; the first important

modern rapid-sand filtration plant was built in 1902 at Little Falls, New

Jersey, and is still used by the Passaic Valley Water Commission.



In 1912, liquid chlorine was developed for the disinfection of water
supplies, and the subsequent development of modern equipment for its
automatic supplication has made this procedure standard practise for
combating pathogenic bacteria, with less and less rel. ance being placed
on other treatment processes.
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MILITARY WATER SUPPLY

WATER PRDBLEM: IMPORTANCE

In order that you may understand the importance of water, we must
understand the three major essentials of modern warfare.

AIIUNITION

Of these three WATER is considered to be the most important. Tactical
missions cannot succeed unless troops have enough safe .water. Depending
on the situation, a Marine could live indefinitely without rations or
ammunition. If a Marine had no ammunition, he could hide and deceive the
enemy for a long time. If he had no rations, he might replenish it by
living off the "fat of the land". He could kill animals, eat berries and
vegetables that he may find. However, this is not true of water, water
is more important than food. A man cannot live without water. During
extreme heat or extreme physical exertion lack of water can put a man out
of action in 16 hours, less than a day. Untreated or improperly treated
water almost always contains enough disease germs to make it dangerous to
drink. Water must be rendered safe for human consummtion by treatment to
eliminate disease germs and injurious chemicals. A Marine’s water supply
affects his health, general welfare, combat efficiency, and morale. The
health of the entire command is in the hands of YOU, the water purification
equipment operators. You must know your job and be capable of doing it
right.

UANTITY
The Marine Corps requires large quantities of treated water. The follow-

ing table shows the minimum daily water requirements for Marines in combat,
on the march, and in bivouac, camps, or hospitals, and the daily average
requirements for vehicles, and under different climates.

DAILY WATER RUIREMETS

CONSUMPT CONDITION CONSUMPTION REMARKS
OF USE (gal. per day)

i iMan Combat W
Minimum

For period not ex-
ceeding 3 days.

Normal 2- 3 Drinking plus small
amount for cooking
and personal hygiene.

March or Bivouac Drinking plus small
amount for cooking
and personal hygiene.



CONSUM

HOSPITAL

DAILY, WATER RIKEMENTS ,CONTINUED

CONDITION
O.F USE

Temporary camp
without bathing or
sewage fac ] ities.

CONSUMPTION
,(G. P DA)

Temporary camp w/
bathing fac ] ities.

Semi-permanent camp 30- 60

Permanent camp 60- i00

Drinking and cooking I0 per bed

With waterborne
sewage.

Level and rolling
country

Mountainous country

50 per bed

to

to i

REMARKS

Desirable for all
purposes. (Does
not include bath-
ing.)

Includes allowances
for water borne
sewage.

Includes allowances
for waterborne
sewage.

Minimum does not
include bathing or
waterborne sewage.

Includes water for
medical personnel

Depends on size of
vehicle.

Depends on size of
vehicle.

(Table i)



RESPONSIB..IL,ITIES
The responsibilities for water in the Marine Corps is shared by the

Unit Commander, the Engineer Battalion, and the Medical Department.

The Unit Commander is responsible for all units and individuals of his
command having the required amount of safe drinking water at all times.
He must make clear to every individual the dangers in drinking unsafe
water. He must enforce strict water discipline.

ENGINEE BATTALION

The Utility Section of the Engineer Battalion is responsible for making
available a supply of treated water for all purposes to all Marine Corps
units. It is responsible for the design, procurement, installation, opera-
tion, and maintenance of water supply equipment. In addition, it makes
water reconnaissance, develops water sources to meet requirements and
treats and dispences water. It works closely with the Medical Department
to make certain the water is safe to use.

MEDICAL DPARTMET

The Medical Department is responsible for determing whether or not
water is safe, and for making recommendations to proper commands. To do
this, the medical department inspects water points, and sources, tests
water, and in general, works closely with the Utity Section of the En-
gineer Battalion, to insure that water is properly treated and distributed.
In addition the Medical Department studies and makes recommendations
about the design and selection of water supply equipment.

WATER DISCIPLINE RULES

The Unit Commanders are responsible for informing his command of the
water discipline rules, which are as follows;

i. Drink treated or approved water only.
2. Do not waste purified water.
3. Protect sources of water by practicing good sanitary habits.

WATER SOURCES

I. Existing public systems. (First consideration if safe)
2. Existing wells or springs. (Usually better than surface sources)
3. Surface sources:

a. Rivers b. Streams c. Lakes d. Ponds
A. New ground water sources (not practical unless in rear echelons,

when surface water sources are highly contaminated (as in Asia)
&. Sea Water (Distillation)

or



6. Rain water.
7. Snow or Ice.

WATER SOURCES COFINUED

Water for nklitary use must be treated to the degree required, and be
free of disease-producing organisms, poisons, CBR agents, and excessive
mounts of mineral or organic matter. Under these conditions the water
is safe for drinking cooking washing. In addition when time permits,
the water should be clear, cool, and free from objectional tastes and
odor. Every effort should be made to provide troops with high quality
water. Remember absolutely pure water is never found in nature.

WATER SUPPLY TEESLOGY

1. CONTAMINATED WATER This is water that contains germs or other sub-
stances which make it unfit for use. The impurities usually cannot be
detected by sight taste or smell.

2. POLLUTED WATER Contains substances which make it objectionable be-
cause of the appesrance, taste, and odor, and can usually be detected
very easily. Polluted water is usually contaminated, although contamina-
ted water does not necessarily have to be polluted.

3. PALATABLE WATER Is water that is plcasing to the taste, but not,
always safe Go drink. It can contain harmful impurities which cannot be
detected by sight or taste.. POTASLEWATER Is water that is both safe and drinkable. All harm-
ful impurities have been destroyed or removed by the complete purifica-
tion processes that we use.

5. PARTS PER MIL..ON (ppm) ratio by weight of the parts of a substance
in one million parts of water by weight. (Example, one pound of sugar to
one million pounds of coffee).

6. GRAINS PER GALLON (gpg) unit expressing the ratio of chemicals in,
or to be added to a gallon of water. (One pound equals 7000 grains).

The Hydrologic cycle is the term used to describe the natural circula-
tion of water in, on, and above the earth’s surface. Water occurs in many
forms as it moves through this cycle. On the next page is a simplified
illustration showing the steps in the cycle. The steps in the hydrologic
cycle include precipitation, evaporation, infiltration, transpiration and
runoff. Water is placed inthe air by evaporation from water and land
surfaces, and by transpiration from plants. It is then condensed to pro-
duce cloud formations, and returned to earth as rainy snow, sleet, or
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hsd. A portion of the percipitation evaporates, some flows over the

earth as runoff into lakes and streams, and the remainder goes into the

sol and thence into underlying rock formations by seepage or infiltration.

Eventually, the water which has seeped through the earth find its

way to the surface through springs, or will flow through porous media

until intercepted by streams, lakes, or the ocean.

SOURCES AND COLLECTION Hydrological conditions as to rainfall, runoff

and percolation must be understood in developing and collecting a water
supply. Rainful infiltrates into the soil, runs off over the surfacer or
is transpired by vegetation; evaporation follows; then condensation into

cloud formations, and returns to earth as rain or snow; this is known as

the hydrologic cycle. Although precipitation is the source of all water
supply, only a small part is divertible by man to his own uses, since less

than half of it appears promptly as stream flow, the remainder undergoing
either infiltration into the porous substrata, transpiration from vegeta-
tion, or evaporation and transpiration is not available in the immediate

phase of the hydrologic cycle for man’s use. On Long Island, where there

are no surface streams of fresh water of ar appreciable size, all the

water supplies are derived from the ground-water, rain-water which has in-

filtrated into the porous substrata. It has been found by the water
works officials on the island that the safe yield of the aquifers is about
one half the rainfall, the rest running off to the sea over or through the

ground, or lost through evaporation and transpiration.

SOI/RCES OF IMPURITIES
Water gathers impurities as it goes through its natural cycle. It

first picks up the organisms, dust, smoke, and gases which fill the air

through which rain, snow, hail, and sleet fall. Rain water then is not
pure, although it is relatively free from dissolved minerals. Water flow-

ing over the earths surface picks up dirt, disease organisms, chemicals,
or anything else in its path which can be dissolved or moved. Water which

soaks into the ground loses some of its suspended impurities as it filters

through the earth. However, although it becomes clearer, it dissolves

minerals and their chemicals at the same time. Ground water then my be

clear but it is not pure and may contain harmfl organisms as well as

chemicals.

TYPES OF IMPURITIES All impurities in water are either suspended or dis-

solved. Each of these main classes can be further divided as shown in

table 2. Suspended impurities are usually more dangerous to health than
dissolved impurities. The suspended impurities consist of mineral matter
such as sand, silt, or clay, of disease organisms such as bacteria or pro-
tozoa, and of water plants such as algae. It is absolutely necessary to
remove or destroy the disease-producing organisms in the water to be con-

sumed by troops.
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COMMON IMPbRITIES IN WATER

Organisms Some cause disease.

Algae Cause taste, odor, color, turbidity.

Suspended solids

Salts

Iron

Calcium and
magnesium

Bicarbonate
Carbonate

Sulfate

Chloride

Sodium

Cause murkiness or turbidity.

Causes alkalinity, hardness
Causes alkalinity, hardness,

evaporator scaling.
Causes hardness, evaporator

scaling.
Causes hardness, corrosive to
boilers.

Bicarbonate Causes alkalinity.
Carbonate Causes alkalinity.
Sulfate Causes foaming in steam boilers.
Fluoride Causes mottled enamel of teeth.
Chloride Causes salty taste.

Causes taste, red water, incrusta-
tions on metal.

Mangan, se Causes black or brown water.

Veget le Causes color, acidity.

de

Oxygen
Carbon dioxid

Gases Hydrogen sul

Nitrogen

Lde

Causes corrosion of metals.
Causes acidity corrosion of

metals.
Causes odor acidity, corrosion

of metals.
No effect.

(Table 2)
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WAT]R CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum

0

ACID

Water takes on various characteristics or properties depending on

the substances which it meets. These characteristics and properties
include turbidity, color, taste, odor, Ph value, and dissolved

gaseous and mineral substances.

TURBIDITY Turbidity is a muddy or unclear condition of water which

is caused by suspended material and must be removed to
make the water potable.

COLOR Types of color found in water.

1. True color Caused by dyes from decaying vegetation and
organic substances.

2. Apparent color Caused by suspended solids.

How removed.

True color by aeration and activated carbon.

Apparent color by coagulation and filtering.

Odor and Taste

Caused by algae, decomposing organic matter, dissolved gases,
and industrial waste.

Most prevalent in surface water and warm water.

PH VALUE

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

What is PH value in reference to water?

Measurement of acid and alkaline strength in water.

How measured?

On a PH scale.

ALKALINE

Neutral

PH SCALE

i0

"iA"
Maximum

Alkalinit[f



3
How Dete.rmined With a water testing comparator.

A Ph of 7.0 is no indication of pure water.

The Ph range of most natural water is 3.& to 9.0.
The Ph which produces the best treatment has a Ph between 5.5 to 9.0.

DISSOLVED MINALS

The amount of dissolved minerals in water is dependent upon how long
the water stays in contact with the minerals.

ON AND MANZANESE

Gives water a disagreeable taste and odor and causes red water which
stains fixtures.

DISSOLVED GASES

1. Oxygen Causes corrosion of metals.
2. Carbon dioxide Causes acidity, corrosion of metals.

3. Hydrogen sulfide Causes water to have rotten egg odor, acidity.
&. Nitrogen- Causes no effect to water.

WATER-BCRNE DISEASES

Water carries mar disease germs which, if contacted, may seriously
reduce the efficiency of the victim. These disease producing organ-
isms carried by water fall into two classes; those readily destroyed
by chlorination, and those that are chlorine resistant, although the

chlorine resistant organisms require careful treatment, they can be
destroyed by various treatments.

It is important to understand that water-borne diseases do not appear
immediately after drinking contaminated water. These organisms need

time to grow and multiply inside a man before they make him sick. The
time between drinking contaminated water and the appearance of the
disease is called the incubation period. Absence of the disease

symptoms for several days after drinking the contaminated water is

therefore no guarantee that the water is pure. Lack of disease

symptoms among natives is no test of purity either, as they have

become immune.

TYPHOID FEVE is an intestinal disease, non-chlorine resistant and

can be destroyed by standard field chlorination, the colder the water
the longer the organisms Live. In ice, they may live three months.

PARATYPHOID FEV is very much like typhoid fever and readily destroyed
by standard field chlorination.
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CHOLerA (Cholera Asiatica; Cholera Indica) An acute, specific,
infectious and contagious disease affecting the terminal ileum of
the small intestines. It is caused by the Vibrio cholerae, the so-
called comma bacillus. The casual organism is a small, curved, motile,
gram-negative bacillus having a flagellum at one e. The disease is
confined entirely to man and the bacillus finds its way into the body
through the mouth, by way of contaminated food or drink. The greatest
single source of infection is a contaminated water supply, as exem-
plified especially by serious epidemics occurring in cities near the
river Ganges in IAia throughout mar centuries and in the latter part
of the 19th century in Hamburg, Germany. The organism can persist in
water for as long as 7 days. Other sources are through insect carriers,
such as roaches and flies which convey the bacilli from human feces to
food.

HIST(Y

Cholera has a long history and is said to have originated in the Far
East, perhaps thousands of years ego. Sanskrit writings indicate
that it existed mar centuries before the Christian Era. It was first
described adequately, however, in comparatively modern times in the
year 1563, by Garcia del Huerto (1$0-1570), a Protuguese physician
at Goa, India. The mode of communication by infected water was first
demonstrated in 189 by John Snow 183-1858), a well known hysician
of London. Robert Koch of Berlin (183-1910), discovered the bacillus
of cholera in 188. Serious epidemics of the disease occurred in the
17th and 18th centuries but were confined to’Asiatic countries. The
great epidemics of 1826 to 1837 resulted in chlorea spreading to
Europe for the first time. Eventually it reached Marseilles, from the
eastern countries, and from there it spread to Paris. In the United
States it was first observed about 1832 and was in epidemic from 1835,
1836, 189, 185, 1867, 1873 and 188. The last epidemic was in i93,
but it was not assumed serious proportions since 1873, when it ceased
to be a menace. In the Philippine Islands it has existed in sporadic
form during the present century. The last epidemic of any size was
in 1911.

CHOLEP

Cholera is an infectious intestinal disease. This disease if con-
tacted is % fatal. Drinking contaminated water is the chief cause
of cholera epidemics. The organism is readily destroyed by standard
field chlorination.

BACCILLANY DYSENTANY

Baccillary dysentary is an infectious intestinal disease readily
destroyed by standard field chlorination methods. The organism
resists cold and will live in soil or on clothing for many days.
It is found in tropical and sub-tropical areas.
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AMOEBIC DYSENTARY

Amoebic dysentary is an infectious intestinal disease. This organism
is a very small animal rather than a bacteria, and it resists ordinary
chlorination. Amoebic dysentary is primarily a disease of the tropi-
cal and subtropical regions, but it is also widespread in the temperate
zones.

SCHISTOS.CIASIS ( shis ’-toe-so-my’ -ah-sis)

Schistosomiasis is a disease caused by a small worm (schistosome)
enterirg the body either through the skin while bathing, swimming
or washing in the contsminated water, or by drinking the water.
There are three types of schistosomes:

1. Schistosome Haemotobium, found principally in Africa.

2. Schistosome Mansoi, found in northern South America aud Africa.

3. Schistosome Japonica, four principally in Japan and China.

All types of schistosomes have a similar complicated life cycle.

Eggs

Eggs hatch into very small free swimming larva which cannot
infect the human body.

Larva

Before becoming infectious to humans, they must find fresh water
snails inside of which they change into the next form called
cercariae. If the larva does not enter a snail within 2&hours
of hatching they die.

Cercariae

They are highly infectious to humans, since they can go through
the skin. The cercariae can live orly 36 hors in water.
Therefore, snail-free water which has been stored more than 36
hours is safe. Water highly contaminated with schistosomes can
be detected by its milky turbid appearnce.

COMMON DIARRHEA

Diarrhea is the name given to a number of intestinal diseases which

cramps and frequent emptying of the bowels. Usually caused by dirty
mess gear, food or drinking contaminated water.
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HEPATITIS VIRAL Infectious disease of the liver occurring in two
known forms, each caused by a different virus and producing acute
illness with or without jaundice. One form, designated also as epi-
demic infectious hepatitis, has been known for thousands of years.
Epidemics of this type affect both rural and urban parts of the world
and reach tremendous proportions during wartime in army camps. The
second type of the disease was first recognized during World War II
in the course of an investigation of the cause of over 50,000 cases
of jaundice. The cases occurred about three months after innocula-
tions With yellow fever vaccine containing human serum. Experimental
studies of the serum demonstrated the presence of an infectious agent
differing in several respects from the virus known to cause infectious
hepititis. The newly identified type, called originally serum hepa-
titis, is transmitted by injection of human blood or certain of its
products and by improperly sterilized needles used in hypodermic
injections. The two forms of viral hepatitis greatly resemble each
other. Organs other than the liver become involved as the disease
progresses. Early symptoms characteristic of the acute phase in adults
are abdominal pains, nausea and fever accompanied often by chills. In
children the disease is generally milder and some cases are entirely
symptomatic. The incubation period of epidemic infectious hepatitis
average about 25 days. It primarily affects the young, the incidence
decreasing sharply among individuals over 30 year of age. The virus
known to be present in feces during the acute and convalescent stage
and in the blood during the incubation period and acute phase. The
mode of transmission is from person to person or by fetal contamintion
of food or water. The case mortality in epidemics is estimated to be
less than 0.2 percent. In so-called serum hepatitis, the incubation
period is much longer, ranging from 6 weeks to 6 months. In addition,
the virus has been demonstrated in the blood only and it produces
illness more severe and of longer duration than that associated With
the other virus. Mortality rates as high as 20 percent have been
observed during outbreaks. In sporadic cases developing in patients
over 30 years old after blood or plasma transfusions, the mortality
rate was as high as 30 percent; it rose to 0 percent in the over 50
year age group. By 1956 no specific immunologic or diagnostic tests
had been found for either type of viral hepatitis.



POISONED WATER

Water may be poisoned by mistake or on purpose. Lead in water,
certain industrial wastes, are the two major types of accidental
poisoning. Chemicals like those used in chemical warfare are the
most important of the substances used to poison water deliberately.
This section discusses the various poisons.

LEAD POISONIN3

Because the human body cannot rid itself of lead, the continual
drinking of water containing small amounts of lead eventually cause
lead poisoning. Often acid water such as rain or swsmp water is
likely to pick up lead, especially if it is run through lead pipes.

FLOURIDES

Flouride in water is not a poison. Its only effect is to stain the
teeth of some childeren. It is believed that flouride msF be
beneficial to the teeth.

CHEMICAL POISONS

Poisonous chemicals which may be used to poison water are; chemical
warfare agents, chemical agents are the greatest threat of large-
scale poisoning, because they can be sprayed from airplanes or spread
by aerial bombs and by shells over wide areas.

IDS

Alkaloids such as nicotine, strychnine or colchicine can be used
to poison small water sources. Generally they are too difficult to
obtain for large-scale use.

CYANIDES

Cyanides represent a definite threat while in industrial areas.
These compounds, common in plating and other metal industries,
are highly soluble and poisonous in water.

HEAVY METAL SALTS

Very few heavy metal salts are soluble enough to poison water. The
more soluble ones are the acetates and nitrates of lead and mercury.
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Manual of the Medical Department

Chapter 22 General Provisions Concerning Preventive Medicine
Section V Food and Water Supply

22-1&. Water

1. The Medical Department is charged with the responsibility for
advising and making recommendations to insure an adequate supply
of potable water. The medical officer shall make periodic inspec-
tions and special surveys of water supply systems, including all
measures for purification, and make necessary recommendations for
the correction of any sanitary defects. In the event of an acute
water shortage, the medical officer shall advise the Commanding
Officer relativ to the rationing of water.

2. In determining the potability of water, the medical officer may
use as a guide the Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards.

3. For purification of drinking water in the field, reference
should be made to the Landing Party Manual, U. S. Navy.

&. References should be made to the Bureau of Ships Manual for
the proper operation of water supply plants aboard ships and to the
Bureau of Yards and Docks Manual for Installations ashore.

Extract from Division Memorandum No. 255-5&, Preventive Medicine
and Sanitation (lst Marine Division (Reinf), FMF, c/o FPO, San
Francisco, California) dated 19 November 195A:

9. Water Supply

a. All water shall be considered contaminated until properly
treated or otherwise proven to be potable. Water shall not be
used for drinking, cooking, washing of mess gear, or bathing until

approved by a medical officer.

b. Water points, as required, wili be operated by Engineer units.

c. Units or personnel unable to obtain water from authorized

water points or sources shall chemically treat water according to
established procedures in individual canteens or lister bags.

d. A minimum chlorine residual of 5 ppm shall be maintained in

all water use for potable purposes.

e. Activities shall submit water samples for bacteriological
analysis at weekly intervals. The Division Sanitation and Preven-
tive Medicine Officer shall maintain medical surveillance over all

water points and collect water samples for bacteriological analysis
as required.
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I0. Ice Supply

a. Only ice from authorized military sources will be used for

cooling foods and beverages including canned or bottled beverages.
Under no circumstances will indigenous or native manufactured ice

e used.

Ii. Shower.,s

a. Every effort shall be made to use only chlorinated water
for all shower purposes.

b. Showers shall be provided with wooden duck boards. Duck
boards shall be removed daily, weather permitting, scrubbed with

soap and water and sunned.

c. Shower deck shall be scrubbed with soap and water daily.

d. Signs to the effect that the shower water is not potable
shall be conspicuously posted in all showers.

e. Proper drainage and disposal of shower water shall be

provided so that it will not create a nuisance or an unsanitary
condition.

12. Laundries

a. Where adequate facilities are available all laundry water
shall be chlorinated (5 to 7 parts per million chlorine, per
million parts water. )

b. Clothing drying lines shall be of sufficient height that

the lower part of clothing will be at least two (2) feet above

ground or vegetation.

Extract from actual Sanitation & Preventive Medicine Section, ist

Medical Battalion, 1st Marine Division (Reinf), FMF, letter to
Division Surgeon, 1st Marine Division (Reinf), FMF regarding "Weekly
water and ice cream analysis, report of:

17
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bITbb SFATLS FiaHI.E CUSPS
Utilities Instruction Co.lpany
marine Corps .gineer SChool

i,iarime Corws ase
Lamp ejeune. l.orn .aruli)a 2bbu

UiILLu OUILh

u-iubl

IITDUCTIU, I ’ilLITY iTcl< SUHHLY

I. bIN T1LlTlOw: How long oo ou think ou can go without logo beture
inal } SUCCU,Din u starvationY Fve, en, aoe iten oays? actuall ou
coulo survive for tnirt Oas winou fooo, madbe even loner, however, ou
coulu or, l live auout tour uas witnou water rlu tia is Wluur ioel

. PUKHUSE: [0 kroviae lie stuaent illi IF-he i,u’,/leuge about cllarcteristics of
wdter, &ers useo iI water suppl}., types ot impurities 1-ou(u i(i waer, water
urne uiseases, aria poisons mlici ma. De toulcl i waer.

i. i-ii,uLii,lj Li"ailitli’lB UbJF_.OTIVL(5)

{lj Fruvueu wiLil a list ot sven characteristics of water
uT LF, e causes uf te cldraccrislics, matcI eac ciaroccerlsLic to its cause
accordance win [,i b-TUU, Ohapter Z.

(Z) Proviueo with sevei uefirliiuris of er,,s used in idter supply iu a
list ot terms useu in ater suppl’, for eacii aetinition, in writing select
erln i defines in accordance .itii T, D-]UD Ci,awer Z.

(3) Hrovioea witil uescripions uf tour p,iases oi: the n.uroluic ccle
list o tour pleases of te #yurologic ccle, ur each escriFciun, in

;ricing. specify t,e proper p,se ot the narulugic cc|e in accuraance with T,,

{.#aFter 2_. (I.3.1c}

{4J Provided witll a list uf ei9nt i,luritis fuunu li v,ater aiu a
uT lne Ttecs el- impurities fOUhd ih v.almr, li,tCil tdCl llupbriiG}" tu its
in accoruance wiLn Ira a--/bU, bnapter Z.

(5) droviueu .itn a list of six ivLer uur.e uiseases d,lo list ut
categories uf uiSedS, for eacl .ater uurne isease in v,riti,.j select the

cateuory uT the disease in accoraaice witi, I-, b-TgU, chapter b. {1.3.1ej

(6) Vruvieu v, itn a list el: ix poisuNs w, icn mv be tOUIKI lii ,afar anu
a list uf aer tralmunLs tu nuralize eac wuisun, i,tc, eci IOISLIII t its

u. I will uu tis U) |ecture.

_T
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TKIITiuh: bn Qi tle 1:irs things we must ulderstan arc soue importont facts
auuut uBanu an qualit.v.

Ii (.odern ,arfare here dre three major sserlI;ia]s nee(eu to survive.

(z)

(j) Ra. ions

a. t unlv seems logical z.at water shuulu be at

Suppla ut :..untion SnOb]O ue Qepletu.
dno vewetatio suoulo te rdtions ru( out. You tun Wet iater troh, vrous

,,id cause smver l-arhl to joursIf.

TSITIu: ic. tlis in lll.illL 1t US miruct uur at(cliIiol| T.o .li( .dter

6. [i;e ,,ission uf t.e water suvpl-man IS to SUp-lV i.il tI’UUpS iL. enuuh

should be t.il iar wiLn ne iiUUll U vaer requireu ur ac, ,.an vr uay u.mer
vriou cuhmiLios.

l) 6,bt Une iolf to one Wa1|on for periuus rOt mXCbeUlhW three

das v.,nn ,;ess rotiuns re useo. This is the

L2) %omoat (iormal .onuitions) Two 9alIos vv,, rielu rations are
usee. b.e llu is tur urinKi.g anu the ot.er al]u. is ?ur a ail ah,ou. ot
cooin9 or Nersonal i,gie.

(3) ;.arch or biVOUaC To 9alions ini,u ?ur all purpuses.

(#) TemhurdrV Ca::p rive galluses v..icn is uesir,u]e ror all hurpuss.
put uoes no1 incluue ua’cl9 anu sewa9.

Camp (v.iti uatlli.g rocilities) rituen alluns

0) 3h, iper;hanenL Camp 3U to uu al lu.s llCiuui. llov.ces for
ater burri svase.

Camp uU to IUU 9allis.
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() F,ospi.tal fen 9allo,s per
9al]ons per ued wn water seage,

u. i.ualicy urinKig water us De rre of isease proouci organisms
vuisunous cemIcals, an oujectiunable culur, ouur, anu taste. ll untreaeu
water is consiuereo unsafe until apvruveo b a meuical officer.

Tt<l31llu: now ta we know a litcle about wn ie waer rquireens dre,
ls look where we obtain tiis wr frum.

a. mater may ue outaineo trum strs, rvers, ]aRes, .e]ls, spri,gs snow,
or ice.

u. I popu]ate dreas, estu]is,w .,.unicipal Taciliies snuu] be
w, en i;ossibI. Tie firs consideration soulu ]vaas ue Siven u exisin9
public sources.

c. ocher possible sources s;oulo ue cunsiuereu i, the tullowili9 uruer.

(u, P 3

{i) Lxsting ells or springs.

(2) 3urface water sources, such as rvrs, srehs or lakes.

3) i’,ew grounu waer sources.

(4) uisillaLion of sa ,ater.

(5 Snow ah ice.

{o) Kain ,,ater.

Tk,SITIb,,: Lets tal about Lle responsibilities L,L nave in assurin Lnat
water Is sfe for orinKng.

a. The resusiuiiiLies are si,ard u L u,iC cuh,,anoer, Cngner
bactalion, onu he medical oepartmen.

o. lhe unit com,anoer s responsible tot all uis
co;manu havln9 e rquiruo a,ount of sate uricki waLr at all Ces. [’ must
;,aKe cler o ver inoivioual t,e uIger
rforc stric wter uiscipIie.
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c. Tile utilitj, sectio,i of the enyineer battalion, is responsible for maKin
availale a suppl ot Creaced water tot all purposes Co all marine Corps units.

is alsu rs.oasile Tot h,aKinS Iar rcomaissnc Lo eCer;hie he ype ot
equipn na is 9uing u e used an the a,ount u cIei, icals requirau o
suppor these uniCs, it ,,.orKs Closly with the .edica] evart,IC to .aKe
certain te v, ater is sate to us.

o. lne h,euical aeparthent is responsible for ueenininS whether or not the
ater is safe, ano fur making reco;meneations co proper
ne meuicai oeharbent inspects v,ater points anu sources, esCs waer, ano
general, v,urks closely vitn the uiliies secioi o tne erbineer basralion to
insure nat the waCer is properl5, trea and uisCriuute. In uuition,
meuical Qparu,lent studies ano nakes reco,enaiuns about t(e usign an
selection of water quipent.

IKh5 I-I iU’

ine unit co,(anuer is respurisiul Tor wr discipline.

,atr usciplie rules.

brink reaeu ur ppruve vaer uni.

Do o wase puritieQ waer.

Protect sources uf war u practicin9 5ooa sanicar habiCs.

Let’s look a rms pertaining to ater suph.l.

c. [Ek {ULITY TEK,",3

a. bolllilillateu ,a-er later tna COltCaillS berhis or uther suusalces {Vl|lCil

taste, or shell.

ot the appdrdnCe, Lase, or uuor arla can usually ue uutecteu verjv easiI.
Polluteu water is usual l contninaeu, ov,ever, C(JhciilliIi(LU waer ues nu
necessdrily nav to b pulIue.

c. va|aable aer ater nat is plosimj o tlie Iasle, bull IlUl; a1’^a)s
sate to drik.
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u-IuCul. Potaule vdter water I,a is uotn sate an urikale.

e. Parts Fer i,ilion ratio by eigIit oT ne i,ars uT a subsace in one
,illioF FarC oT vater. The areviation is p,.

T. Grains per uallon U,it expressi9 ne rdtU OT cne,ica]s in or to be
doeu o d 9alio{ uf .vaLer. Tle abbreviation is

9. i.h a,ount ot acid or a]kalie prse(t in ,aer.

.HHbKTUiIY Fbk QbhSTIUN3 (b

i. burst ions fron the class

2. uesio,s o the class

a. nicn oT the three ,ajor sseutials u hOUeF’h varTr is ne ,os

b. Uoes aer ave Co be pulluteu u ue cuninaeo?

bbvl,,KY: duril9 Che hdSt l;our v,e ilave discussu:

i. Te hi itry i,lurtanc OT

Z. aer

3. Sources.

4. Kespunsiilties.

5. ,ar isciwle.

O. ater qual

about ne orulogc c)cle.

buOY {4u

7. hYuKULDblC CYCL

{ut 1H #7 iYbNULUGI%

a. The .drolugic c)cle is ufinu s series uf prucsss u ,icl vaer
au cunueseu h,oisture circula troiu c{,e various ater suurces tl)rougu
ab,usinere, ]Io surface ter ,u ruuno war, anu reCurs to tll oceaF.
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c. lne processes in the nyorologic cycle incluQe:

(I) vaporatio hater is evaporateo from aer surfaces anQ |n

surTaces.

() [r,;spiration ,,oisture given off uy plant lif=.
co-Ioenseu o Iroduce c]ou formations.

3) Precipitation The waer returns so ne earth as rin, sleeL,
snow, or nail. portion ut the precipiaCiun evaporates. Some flos over tne
earth as runoff into lakes ane srals. Ine re,hainoer 9oes into the soll a,u
tl,un iHtc rock forntions by seepage ur Dy itlration.

4) znfilratiun venuall) LneIwaLr ,,icn seuweu 1hrougil tile cart.
,,ill tilu iCs wav to the surTace nroujn sprinys or ilI ?low hruui porous
h.aceriaI until intercepte u srea,},s, lakes, ur u,e ocean.

TkhSITIUi: As v,ater tlu.s over ne eart, s runuTf, i may pic up susperlueQ
maierials as ell as uisease hrouuci, ornis,,s anu ChB,ical wroleries .nich
will yive ue water uitferen pruiertis.

Impurities are dcilereu as water passes tirobyll its atura] ccle. Oust, smoke,
ano gases wnic, fill uie air ;,aRe rain, snov, nai|, anu sleet sl ignl impure.
As ru,otf, he aer Nicks ui) sil.

Tile t$ tVpes ot imiuriies TOUnU in -.ater (r iLr suspe;ueu or uissolveu.

(u,, TP

a. Suspenoe i,puriies are usual l. u ;;os oangeruus Co our ;ieal1il.
include mineral ,,ater, uis_ase

co.,mon suspeneu i,,puriies Tolluvv:

I) brgr, is,s some cause Uisease.

(2) lgae causes Caste, uuor, color, 6nu turuidi).

(3) buspe,,ueu So]ius causes murkiness or uruiuit2.

fit"
O:

Z:
-l-
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(4) l-ilese i,,,puriis are either renioveu uy coagulation or the use OT

D. uSSU]VU lh,pur is

i. icarboae- causes aIaliFit anu Haruness.

Z. Caruonate causes a]Kalii]it2 aHu iiaruness.

3. bu]fate causes aruness.

4. un}oriue causes Hardness o uo]ers.

i. icrboae- causes

2. CaruuaC causes

3. Sulfate causes ua:,in i steam uoilers.

4. ruuriu- cuss HuLt]u e,;e o tetn.

b. chloride- cuss sc caste.

(2) Iro( couses taste, reu .aCr, ou i,crustations

(3} Hansanese causes back or 9rm2 aer.

(4) VtgeauI bye causes color d,- aciut.

(a) Uxwen causes currusiu(s oH

(b) C:rbui Dixiu cuses cuit2 au currosion

{c) uroge 5ultiu cause v.er to iave d rotten e99 uuur,
acidi, nu curros]un on .etals.

(u) itrogn Ha ,o eTct u U,e vaer.

Hen orKing wi) hater r ver

a. s mcer passes over ur urouH H eartH, it takes un variuus
characteristics ur Wrowertis. T#ese vdr o,U ore omFende
ncouhereu. lne hOSt HHhortat arm curbiuity, color,
uisso]veo 9ss anu ,,i=ra suuscances. [ac, uf tse as an mect
qua ity.

uU-7



o. Furbiuit is d muuoy ur unclear
suspenueu ,aterial v,imich s to be rumoveu to i.aKe

haeriai .,dy contain i,ir]sone rs ond cuniueu urihkin uf
cause uiarrnea.

c. color Tner are o Uenral types uf culor fuunu in vater. These are
aiparenc ane truu color. ppdrent cuIor s causeu b suspe{ueu moterial an
true color is cause uy es Tru meca.in9 vegetation anu organic substances.
[he meti,ocs oT r;ovi(9 each type ot co lur ditier. There,ore, these colors must
me uistingushee.

o. ()or an taste n water are causeo o. algae oecomposin8 oryanic iatter,
uissolveu ases, or industrial wastes, mineral suustances mv also u a cause.
lastes anu moors are ;ore revalent ]n surfac water tnn n 8ruunu :ter. Iarm
water has ,ore taste ano odor than colu wter, uisagreeable tastes an omurs
can be causeu nrogen sulioe anu Tree chlorine.

(u#’w TH #lu

e. ph value s -,ater r:vels over ur tiruugn te soil, it Nicks up on
mpuriies. Tnes fall i=LO t;u eneral roups.

,uT: 3ice vvater usually contains oIaii= or aciiy, it is necessar tu Know

process. The vn value s a ;,asur ot the srehwCn of ciuc O? aIKaJ niC
exwresseG os IIbr ransi9 from 0 ,,ic Is t,e hiilnB aciuit3, to I (icn
is the ,axL,u. aIRa]init. It cn ue seu co ueBrz, ie ,e ,oun chhica}s

2.0 o, e ,li scal.

(a) Vinegar, cioer, smft urlnKS nu ihes are aciuic i pii
values luv G.u.

c) ,ilK has ph of ouut u.b.

(u) :-uter (avin9 a ph ut 6. mr Iss, h.v bu oo inuicatimn
CHOL tle v,ter ia cotain som type o? poiso(.

(,c) IKlini i al.<aline preuu.i,es i ii Ler, the h value
wiil uu auuv ?.o oh Lc h scale. ESgs ,,d nave Fi-, uf /.o m o.u.

{) 3irate tIe ph in ’,aer vorics nu llccs puriTication rucesss,
its levI ,,,ust ct’iQ ((i llu.eu for ruierlj trdLih9 ,atr for
Corl SUlhp 0I.

rrl-
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() ,U[l.[’al waIlr is Se|(aOhl tOtll(J i[i llalF.ur (liQ is llut lleCessrj.

D) t gi- uT 7.U iS Ot ri luicatluli tilat t|l water IS pure.

cu .U. .,er in its ,acura| ce .iIi nave a Wh f 3. to .U.

(OFF IP #tu’"

f. uiSsuiveu ,iieraIs Tile ,uui[ at oisso|veQ

v,ater elalib30li the llLil of Lime tlle water is iI
iruu J water is u[}Qesirab]e Decus ic Mas a taste, a ru color wnc. stai,s
p]uhbin 9 iixtures, rind causes iucrust[iuns tu turin i(siue ipi. iron is
fteli ?ou{i in wter in the Ton at frruus uicruoate. Tiis irl Curd reacts
i,ih ox)geil iu tie air auu forms oxides niLu 9ivs I ioter rust culur dn a
au tste, iro.n il water is soli}eiiles accodlpalieu iitM uactr]a ca]ibU
r’euotnrix ;,.ic; oxidizes ti iro[. ],se r’ow, i,,&, b expcu o cause
taste, uor, ouu wipe cloggih if ruM s prusn i
9rearer tiai . p;. Tu i.,a=r" ir ue uuurtlous ua r cu,talus i. p, orl

p, over toe coucentraiu hat is l]uv,eu T. D-ZbU. Ti is
roublesuihb i,puria fouu iu uis prt e couatr, i.,ohganese Is less
co,,on uan iron, out Has similar tnoun (,,or prouu[ceu fiects ou causes
v..or u udv a block ur gr03 culur.

9- uJssolveu gases.

) Oxyen largo hOUIICS TUbl III rlli vatr v,i,ICa cauSes
tu corruue.

{2) laruol] uioxJue- il;ers iater rruh, utcorpusill9 vegetotiod.

(3) hymroge, suIfime dissulvQ 9as v.,icu gives water a rutte,, eg9
ouur. iZ has corrosive effects u heta]. In ,,all a,ouuts, it is unpleasant,
out not angerous. In large aaounts, it is ruTU]. i is p, ro(JiJCeia uj
oecomposition uf urganic matter.

T#AhblTIuh: Tile next area of cuncr is oter uor isases.

(ui, Tv

a. belr] hater is a carrier uT ,,or.a orgalliSluS resposiule tar
i,tesCiF, al diseases. atr uor,e usass ore closs$ as cu]uri, resisaht,
and aol]cfilorl rsiszanC. CiloriH resisto,t useass ar the ous tuft r
nut reaull Killeu bj Cll]urlle. lOcluri, ristt tire the oMs tnt dre

KI] ]eU ri31t

b. ,ater uur,e uisases uu oat apheor Jli,edlLl. afLur uriiKill9
co(,t,iuatu wocur. It LaKtS a periou ol Limb c.lleu ue iuCUUdtiO, periou fur
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the or{anisnis l;u 5rOV aI|Q mulCiQly insiue the od2/ bei;ur iari bcu.s SICK.
bsence of oisease smpoms ?or several as afl;er orinkib cuninae ater
ues nuC ,e. tac Ci war is ?re ?ro; er,s or tit
rinK. lne aosence of uisease aron9 natives oues o[ assure ou tna te war
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GLOSSARY CHEMICAL TERMS AND DEFI)/ITIONS

The following terms and definitions have been modified to apply specifically
to this particular water purification equipment.

Acid See pH value.

Algae Microscopic plants some of which form a green
scum on water and which may give the water un-
pleasant tastes and odors.

Alkalinity See pH value.

Alum A coagulating chemical. See pH value.

Amoebic dysentery See Endamoeba histolytica.

Backwashing The procedure by which water flow is
reversed through the filter elements with sufficient
velocity to break and dislodge the filter cake with
accumulated dirt, organisms and bacteria. "Air-
bump backwashing" is the method used to clean the
filter elements in this equipment, and is described
in detail in the text (par. 2-5).

Body feed A slurry of diatomite and water fed during
the filter run by the slurry feeder to maintain the
porosity of the filter cake.

Calcium hypochlorite A chemical compound in gran-
ular form containing available chlorine, used to
disinfect water by chlorination.

Cercariae One form in the life of schistosomes which
cause schistosomiasis. See Schistosomes.

Chlorination The purificationor disinfection of water
by adding chlorine in the form of calcium hypochlo-
rite.

Chlorine demand The amount of chlorine absorbed
by foreign matter in the water; the difference be-
tween chlorine dosage and residual chlorine.

Coagulants Chemicals, such as alum, used to pro-
duce a floe. See Flocculation.

Color- True color is caused by dyes from decaying
vegetation in swamps, weedy lakes and streams, and
slould not be confused with apparent color caused
by turbidity of the water.

Comparator- An instrument to determine chlorine
residual and pH values colormetricaIly.

Contamination Water is said to be contaminated when
it is unsuitable for drinking or consumption because
of harmful bacteria or other harmful substances in it.

iv

Cysts The shell or sac surrounding certain amoeba
which makes them resistant to ordinary chlorination.

Diatomite (also called diatomaceous earth or filter-
aid). Consists of the skeleton remains of small al-
gae called diatoms and is found in marine deposits
which have been lifted above sea level. The dlato-
mite is quarried and processed before use. It is an
excellent filter medium which permits maximum
flow without great loss of head.

Dosage The quantity of chemical necessary to obtain
a desired result; the amount of calcium hypochlorite
necessary to disinfect water.

Effluent Discharge, water flowing out.

Endamoeba histolytia A microscopic, one cell ani-
mal or parasite which causes an intestinal disease
called amoebic dysentery. In one stage of its devel-
opment, the animal is covered by a shell or sac called
a cyst. In the cyst form the organism is difficult to
kill by chlorination but can be removed by proper
treatment and filtering of the water.

Filter section- A device in which suspended solids
are separated from water by passing the water
through a porous medium such as diatomite.

Filteraid See Diatomite.

Filtering The process of forcing raw water through
a fine porous medium to remove suspended dirt,
organisms and bacteria from the water.

Floc- Jelly-like curd formed by flocculation. See
Flocculation.

Flocculation The term used to describe the forma-
tion of the jelly-like curd called floe, following the
addition of alum to the raw water as the water is
agitated. The irregular shaped, feathery particles
of floc enmesh most of the suspended bacteria, dirt
and coloring matter and settle with it to the bottom
of the tank leaving lhe water relatively clear. Floc-
culation or coagulation does not purify the water.
It must still be chlorinated and filtered.

Head The pressure exerted by a column of water.
Aheadof 2.31 feet of water exerts a pressure of 1
pound per square inch.

Influent Inlet or intake, water flowing in.



GLOSSARY CHEMICAL TERMS AND DEFINITIONS (cont)

Optimum pH The pH for a particular raw water at
which the best floc formationoccurs in the shortest
time.

pH value A term used to represent the degree of
acidity or alkalinity of water. The pH scale ranges
from 0.0 to 14.0. The neutral point is 7.0. A pH
below 7.0 represents an acid condition, a pH above
7 represents an alkaline condition. Alum is acid in
reaction and when added to water lowers the pH.
Soda ash is alkaline in reaction and when added to
water raises the pH. pH is measured to help de-
termine the amount of alum (or soda ash) needed to
produce a floc.

Post-chlorination The addition of calcium hypo-
chlorite to the clear water storage tanks.

Pre-chlorination The addition of calcium hypochlorite
to the raw water in the settling tanks.

Precoating The process of depositing a cake of diato-
mite filteraidon the filter elements prior to filtering
water.

Raw water Water as it is taken from a stream, lake
or pond before it has been settled, chlorinated and
filtered.

Residual chlorine The amount of chlorine remaining
in the water after satisfying the chlorine demand.

A chlorine residual of 1.0 ppm (part per million) is

generally sufficient to guarantee water purity.

Schistosomes A small worm parasite or blood fluke
which can enter the bedythrough the akin while bath-
ing, swimming or washing in contaminated water, or
by drinking the water. It causes a disease called
schistosomiasis. In one stage of life, as cercariae,
the animal is highly infectious to humans as it can
go through the skin.

Slurry A thin mixture of water and chemical, such
as diatomite and water.

Soda ash A chemical used for adjustment of pH dur-
ing coagulation.

Turbidity Mud, sediment or other suspended matter
in water. Turbidity ruins the appearance and gen-
erally makes water undesirable for drinking pur-
poses. Bacteria become lodged in the suspended
matter and are protected from sterilizing agents
such as calcium hypochlorite. Turbidity must be
removedbyfloccuiation andfiltering before the water
is used.

Water-borne A term meaning conveyed or carried
by water.

Water point (or: water site) The location where water
is treated and distributed.
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SECTION 1

SELECTION OF WATER SOURCE

I-I. ISPONSIBILITIES.
a. Commanding Officer or Officer-in-Charge. The

Commanding Officer or Officer-in-Charge is respon-
sible for the supply of safe drinking water to all indi-
viduals ,nder his command. Accordingly, he directs
the establishment of the water supply system and the
rules governing its operation. In addition he promul-
gates water discipline rules and is vested with full
authority to enforce them.

b. Medical Officer. The Medical Officer, who is re-
sponsible to the Commanding Officer or the Officer-
in-Charge, closely supervises the testing and treating
of all contaminated water.

I-2. GENERAL WATER TREATMENT
INFORMATION.

a. General. Field water purification consists of re-
moving or destroying impurities in water so that it is
safe and pleasant to drink. The first and most impor-
tant step in purification is to select the correct treat-
ment processes and then arrange them in the right
order to do the job. No single treatment process will
do a complete job of purification. Generally, good re-
sults are obtained by the following arrangement of water
treatment processes, however, specific purification
problems can require additional processes or a dif-
ferent arrangement:

(1). Sedimentation coagulation and flocculation.
(2). Filtration.
(3). Disinfection.
(4). Distribution.

b. What the Equipment Does. The equipment cov-
ered in this manual is used /or the filtration and dis-
infection of water. Auxiliary equipment is necessary
for pretreatment and distribution of this water.

1-3. SELECT THE WATER SOURCE.
a. General. The selection of a source of water and

the location of the equipment is of primary importance
and must be coordinated with the Medical Officer. The
following factors should be taken into consideration:-
type, quality, and quantity of water available; accessi-
bility to using personnel or transporting vehicles; char-
acteristics of the site and space available to erect
equipment; concealment or natural camouflage; drain-
age; and bivouac for operating personnel.
b. Factors Influencing the Selection of Water Source.

(1). Quantity. The most important factor in the
selection of a new water source is adequacy. Adequacy
depends on the quantity of ,ater needed and the length
of stay at the location.

(2). Type of Supply. Where there is a choice of
water sources of equal and adequate capacities, the
order of selection ordinarily would be wells, springs,
streams, and lakes or ponds.

(3). Quality. Even though purification is used, care-
ful consideration should be given to the probable bac-
terial content of the water selected. For instance, it

is only common sense to avoid taking waters that are
near a bathing area, a sewer outlet, or a latrine.

(4). Sewers. Take water from a point well above
sewer discharges. Never take water from directly
below such discharges. Sewage contains bacteria, and
the bacteria in a small amount of sewage can cause
sickness just as quickly as bacteria from a large
amount of sewage.

(5). Swimming and Bathing Area. Try to avoid
taking water from a swimming or bathing area, or
from a point below such an area. At such points the
water will contain considerable suspended matter and
many bacteria.

(6). Latrines. Keep upstream of latrines. The
dangers of not doing so are obvious.

(7). Camp Sites. Locate the bivouac area for the
operating personnel at a point below the water source.
Beware Of drainage and refuse from camp areas. Such
drainage and refuse can be highly contaminated and of
sufficient quantity to seriously pollute the water source.

(8). Oily Areas. Keep away from oily areas. Oil
from spent oil dumps may seep through river banks
and impart oily or chemical tastes to the water. Oily
or chemical tastes in water may drive personnel to
drink more palatable but less safe water.

(9). Clear Water. Use clear water whenever pos-
sible. Avoid ponds, or any water source where the
surface is bright green. A bright green surface usu-
ally denotes an overabundance of algae which will
quickly seal the filter elements and prevent the pas-
sage of water.

(10). Turbid Water. Use the least turbid water
available, unless the alternate source is visibly pol-
luted with sewage or refuse. Turbid water (water
containing suspended dirt) reduces the yield of each
filter run by clogging the filter elements more quickly
than clear water.

(11). Colored Water. Clear colored water is usu-
ally acceptable. Its main disadvantage is high coagulant
requirements.

(12). Water Containing Iron Deposits. Water con-
taining visible soft red deposits of iron should be used
only as a last resort. Suchirondeposits are not harm-
ful to health, but they do make clarification difficult.

(13). Green Slimes and Gray Slimes. Ordinary
green slimes that are often found on the shores of
swamps or in shallow water are not detrimental to
health, but they do plug the filter elements. Water
containinggray slimes should be avoided. Gray slimes
are usually an indication of sewage pollution.

(14). Rotten Egg Odor. If the water source smells
like rotten eggs, it contains hydrogen sulphide. Such

1-1



water is not pleasant to drink. The taste and odor can
be overcome by chlorination, but it will be impossible
to maintain a chlorine residual in such water until the
hydrogen sulphide is eliminated or neutralized.

(15). Dissolved Oxygen. Water devoid of dissolved
oxygen tastes flat. Many well waters have no dissolved
oxygen; most surface waters contain dissolved oxygen.

(16). Camouflage. Locate equipment in well-camou-
flaged positions consistent with good military practice.

(17). Site ’Characteristics. Select a water point
near using personnel and accessible to transporting
vehicles. There must be enough space to set up the
equipment. Drainage is important, otherwise spillage
may turn the water site into a mud hole. Always locate
raw water pumps close to the water source to reduce
the suction lift and increase the pump output. Keep
hose lines short to reduce friction. Avoid bends which
might kink the hose.

1-2



SECTION 2

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPNIENT

2-1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF WATER PURI-
FICATION EQUIPMENT. A typical arrangement of
water purification equipment is shown in figure 2-1.
This manual is primarily concerned with the filter
section, the machinery section, and accessory equip-
ment furnished by Wallace and Tiernan
Belleville, New Jersey. As can be seen in figure 2-1,
auxiliary equipment is needed for a complete, operat-
ing, water purification system.

2-2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF WALLACE AND
TIERNAN MODEL U22446 WATER PURIFICATION
UNIT. The 10-40 g.p.m. (gsllon per min-

ute), frame mounted, distomite type,
water purification unit, consists prim-
arily of:
a. The pressure filter section (ModelA694020) con-

taining:
(i). Seven filter elements mounted inand enclosed

by a steel shell figure 2-3).
(2). A precoat and recirculating tank (figure 2-2).
(3). Control valves.

b. The machinery section (A695020 containing:
(1). A centrifugal pump.
(2). A gasoline engine that drives the pump.
(3). Reservoir and apparatus (slurry feeder) for

feeding diatomite filteraid slurry during the filter run.
(4). Reservoir and apparatus (hypochlorinator) for

feeding calcium hypochlorite solution into the water
being filtered.

(5). A tool box.
(6). Operating controls.
(7). A mounting frame.

c. Residual chlorine and pH testing comparator with
indicating solutions.
d. Suction strainer.

2-3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AUXILIARY
EQUIPMENT. The following auxiliary equipment and
accessories are required for a complete operating
water purification system:
a. Tanks for settling and storing water.
b. Suction and discharge hoses as dictated by re-
quirements of the water point and layout of equipment.
c. A raw water pumping unit, and equipment forwater

distribution.
d. Filteraid, calcium hypochlorite, and alum and soda

ash, as required for continuing operation.
e. Chemical feed baskets.
f. A supply of diatomite.

2-4. PURPOSE OF THE EQUIIMENT. The primary
purpose of water purification is to make water safe
for human consumption by removing or killing harm-
ful bacteria which could cause sickness or death. The
water must be made free of objectionable suspended
matte, color and odors, otherwise personnel may turn
to more pleasing appearing water that might be unsafe
to drink. Chlorination, by the addition el calcium hy-
pochlorite to the water, willkill most bacteria. Other

organisms such as amoebic cysts, endamoeba histoly-
tica and schistosomes must be removed by coagulation,
settling, and filtering through a diatomite filter cake.
Coagulation and settling is accomplished by adding alum
and soda ash which coagulate and enmesh most of the
suspended small particles in the water carrying them
to the bottom of the tank; this process is called floc-
culation. After settling, the water from the top of the
tank is drawn off and filtered. The water purification
equipment described in this manual will purify fresh
water but will not remove salt from water.

2-5. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF EQUIPMENT OPERA-
TION. Figure 2-1 shows a typical arrangement of water
purification equipment. Other arrangements are pos-
sible, and often desirable, depending on many factors.
In the arrangement shown in figure 2-1 raw water is
pumped from the source into settling tanks. Chemi-
cals (alum and soda ash) are added during filling. Co-
agulation tests are made to determine the amounts of
chemicals to use. Several tanks are used for settling
to allow time for as much suspended matter as possible
to be deposited on the bottom of the tank before the
water is pumped through the filter. Settling is impor-
tant, for suspended matter in the water will quickly
clog the filter elements. The machinery section draws
water from the settling tanks and forces it through the
filter elements in the filter section. Before the set-
tled water can be filtered, a mixture of water and dia-
tomite filteraid (called a slurry) is made in the pre-
coat tank and pumped through the filter section where
the filteraid is deposited on the seven filter elements
in the form of a cake. This cake will pass water but
screen out any suspended matter and bacteria. In the
machinery section a slurry feeder adds a small amount
of filteraid slurry (called body feed) to the water. This
slurry maintains the porosity of the filter cake and per-
mrs longer filter runs. The hypochlorinator in the
machinery section adds a controlled amount of calcium

hypochlorite solution (a sterilizing agent) to the water.
When the filter elements become clogged as indicated
by the pressure gages, and by the reduction in the out-
putoffilteredwater, the filter elements must be back-
washed. "Air-bump backwashing" is used to dislodge
the filter cake with accumulated suspended mtter
from the filter elements so it may be easily drained

from thefilter shell. After draining, th bottom of the
filter shell must be flushed to wash waste through the
drain. (See figure 2-6.) Before filtering is resumed,
the filter elements must again be precoated with fil-

teraid. The filtered water is stored in the filtered
water storage tank pending delivery to using personnel.
Filtered water must be tested for residual chlorine

(using the comparator) before it is distributed, to make
sure it is sale.

2-6. FILTER SECTION.
a. General. The filter section (figures 2-4 and 2-5)

is generally placed close to and between the settling
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Figure 2-1. Typical Arrangement of Water Purilication Equipment
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and storage tanks (figure 2-1). This is for conveni-
ence in operation and to keep the hose lines as short
as possible. The filter is of the pressure type having
a steel shell attached to a steel base in which are
mounted 7 cylindrical filter elements (c. below).
Valves, controls and hose adapters are mounted on the
filter section. By proper manipulation of the valves
the basic operations of precoating, filtering and air-
bump backwashing are performed. A steel cover (b.
below) protects the top of the filter during transpor-
tation and is used as a precoat and recirculating tank
during operation. Test samples are withdrawn through
a-filtered water sample valve. The adjustable flow
control valve (d. below) maintains a constant preset
flowduring filtering. The air release valve (e. below)
is mounted on top of the filter shell. A window in the
filter shell permits visual observation during opera-
tion. The filter section is equipped with a tubular pipe
ring for protection and ease in handling. 2-inch hose
adapters and fittings are furnished on the unit. The
inletvalve is a 2-inch globe valve. The drain valve is
a quick-acting lever-operated 2-inch valve. The out-
let valve is a 3-way valve with retractable handle that
slides inside the tubular frame when the filter is out
of service.
b. Precoat and Recirculating Tank. When’the filter

is not in use the steel precoat and recirculating tank
(which is part of the filter section) fits over the filter
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shell and protects the top of the filter from damage.
The tank is secured by 4 clamps. When the filter is
in service the precoat diatomite filteraid slurry is
mixed in the tank and then applied to the filter elements
by recirculating the slurry through the filter (par. 6-4).
Figure 2-2 shows the precoat tank in its normal oper-
ating position. The tank is also used for recirculating
water during filtering as explained in par. 6-5h.
c. Filter Elements. Seven identical filter elements

(figure 2-3) are individually mounted on nipples welded
to a false bottom of the filter base. The elements ex-
tend verticallyinside the filter shell. Each filter ele-
ment is made upof a plastic sleeve and perforated steel
tube assembly, a brass top cap, a tie rod, 12 plastic
air cups, 2 spacers, a cast bronze base, and an "O"
ring gasket. The filter elementassembly is essentially
a fine strainer which is rigid and strong enough to sup-
port a cake of diatomite filteraid. During precoating
the filteraid builds up on the surface of the filter ele-
ments, covering all holes with a layer of filteraid (fig-
ure 2-6 (1)). The filteraid will allow water to pass
through the filter element into the bottom of the filter
base, but will screen out dirt, suspended matter, coagu-
lant floc, and any other solid particles in the water
(figure 2-6 (2)). During the filter run it is necessary
to add filteraid slurry body feed continuously by means
of the slurry feeder to maintain the porosity of the fil-
ter cake. At the start of the precoat cycle air is trapped
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in the plastic cups inside the filter elements, and in the
dome of the filter shell above the elements. As filtering
progresses, the pressure loss through the filter cake
increases (as shown by the difference between inlet
and outlet pressure gages). Loss of outlet pressure,
accompanied by a reduction of flow of filtered water,
indicates that the filter cake has lost its porosity and
the elements should be backwashed. In backwashing
the filter outlet valve (figure 2-5) is closed and as the
pump continues to pump water into the filter shell the
inlet and outlet pressure increases thus compressing
the air trapped in the plastic cups inside the elements
and the air in the filter shell dome. When the inlet
valve is closed the filter section is a sealed unit under
about 25 psi pressure. Opening the air release valve
(e. below) causes an instantaneous loss of pressure in
the filter shell. The air trapped in the plastic cups
expands and pushes a small amount of filtered water
from within each filter element outward through the
perforations of the element at an extremely high ve-
locity. This high velocity water movement blasts the
filter cake from the elements. The broken cake and
contents of the shell are then drained to waste. Ele-
ments must be backwashed at the end of each filter
run or whenever operation is interrupted.
d. Adjustable Flow Control Valve. The flow control

valve (figure 2-5) is located at the bottom of the filter
base where the filtered water leaves the filter. This
valve automatically maintains a constant flow through-
out the filter run. The rate of flow can be adjusted
between 10-40 gpm by turning the adjustment knob to
the rate of flow desired.
e. Air Release Valve. The quick-acting manually

operated air release alve (figure 2-4) is located on
top of the filter shell. The valve releases pressure
inside the filter shell instantaneously to permit air-
bump backwashing (see c. above).
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Figure 2-6. Filter Element With Section Removed
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2-7. MACHINERY SECTION.
a. General. The machinery section is placed close

to the filter section and near the settling tanks (fig-
ure 2-1). This is for convenience in operation and to
keep the hose lines as short as possible. The machin-
ery section (figures 2-7 and 2-8) consists of a pump-
ingunit, a tool box a diatomite slurry feeder, a calcium
hypochlorite solution feeder (hypochlorinator), hoppers
or reservoirs for slurry and solution and all necessary
valves and fittings for connection to .’.. ’2-inch hose.
A canvas cover (figure 1-1) is also supplied to protect
the equipment during inclement weather.
b. Pumping Unit. The pumpingunit (figUre 2-9) con-

sists of a centrifugal pump capable of delivering con-
tinuously 55-gpm against a total head of 50 feet in-
cluding a 15-foot suction lift, and a single cylinder,
four-cycle, air-cooled gasoline engine. The pump and
engine are close coupled, with the pump impeller
mounted on the end of the engine crankshaft. The en-
gine is capable of operating the pump continuously at
rated capacity. By proper manipulation of the pump
suction valve (figure 2-8) and the valves on the filter
section the unit performs the pumping necessary for
precoat, filter and backwash operations. A power
take-off from the engine starting ’pulley drives the
slurry feeder.

(I). Pump. The general features of the pump are
shown in figure 2-10. The pump housing mounting
flange (13) connects the pump directing to the engine.
Before the pump is placed in operation the priming
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chamber (18) must be filled with water through prim-
ing plug (2). Impeller (12) screwed on the engine
crankshaft (16) forces some of the priming charge
out pump discharge nipple (1), restrictor (3), and
discharge hose adapter (4). This action creates a
vacuum in the housing which draws water into the
pump through suction inlet elbow (10), and suction
fitting (9) to impeller (10); and then out discharge
nipple (1). Check valve (8) holds water in the priming
chamber when the pump is stopped. The retained
water serves as the priming charge when the pump is

restarted, and acts as a lubricant for the pump and
seal ring assembly (14). The seal is further lubri-
cated through oil cup (17). Clean out plug (19) pro-
vides access for removing sediment from the pump.
Drain plug (7) provides a means of draining the pump.

(2). Engine. A Wisconsin model ACND single cyl-
inder, four-cycle, air-cooled, rope-started, gasoline
engine drives the pump. The general features of the
engine are shown ia figure 2-11. Air enters the car-
buretor (6) through oil both cleaner (8). Gasoline from
the tank and air are mixed in the carburetor in the
proper proportions by the manipulationof needle valve
(7) and choke lever (5). The mixture is ignited in the
engine cylinder by a high tension spark produced by
the ignition system consistingof magneto (10), ignition
cable (1), and sparkplug (2). Exhaust is through muf-
fler (4). Engine valves are located under inspection
plate (ll). The engine is stopped by pushing.in on
magneto stop switch (9). Gasoline flows by gravity
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from the fuel tank mounted above the engine, through
a fuel filter to the carburetor. A speed governor con-
trol is connected to the carburetor to control the en-

gine speed. Air cooling is accomplished by a flow of
air over the cylinder head, circulated by a combina-

tion fan-flywheel encased in.a shroud (2). The engine
is more fully described in Wisconsin Motor Corpora-
tionInstructionBook, Issue MM-270-E, and is shipped
with this manual.
c. Tool Box. The tool box (figure 2-7) has compart-
ments for storing the comparator and any tools and
spare parts. Flow diagrams similar to figures 6-1,
6-2 and 6-3 are mounted inside the hinged cover.
d. Slurry Feeder. The slurry feeder (figure 2-8) is
mounted alongside of the gasoline engine and is driven
at approximately one-quarter engine speed by a V-belt
and pulleys. A slurry of filteraid and water is made
in tize slurry hopper (figure 2-8). The hopper has a
strainer, to keep leaves, stones, debris and other for-
eign matter from the feeder mechanism, and a clamp-
on cover. A diaphgram type air compressor, powered
by the slurry feeder shaft, pumps air to the slurry
hopper. Thisair agitates the slury and keeps the fil-
teraid from settling to the bottom of the hopper. The
slurry feeder draws a small amount of slurry from
the hopper into the feeder. By means of valves in the
feeder and a pressure differential caused by the re-
strictor (f. below) flushing water flows through the
feeder and automatically flushes the charge of slurry
from the feeder to the pump discharge where it is

pumped to the filter via the pump discharge hose (fig-
ure 2-1). In the filter the filteraid in the slurry is

deposited on the elements (par. 2-5c). The amount of
slurry feed required depends on the amount of foreign
matter in the water being filtered, which in turnde-

Figure 2-9. Model UXA21410 Pumping Unit
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Figure 2-10. Cross Section of Pump

pends on the efficiency of coagulation. The more for-
eign matter in the water the more slurry is required.
Rate of slurry feed is changed by moving the rate of
feed adjuster (figure 2-8).
e. Hypochlorinator. The hypochlorinator (figure 2-8)

is mounted inline with the slurry feeder and isdriven
through a flexible coupling from an extension shaIt of
the slurry feeder. A solution of calcium hypochlorite
and water is put in the hypochlorite reservoir. The
pumping action of the hypochlorinator draws a small
amount of solutionfrom the plastic hypochlorite reser-
voir through a strainer, hose and sight glass to the
hypochlorinator. The charge of solution is then pumped
from the hypochlorinator to the pump discharge. The
solution kills harnul bacteria that may be in the water.
The amount of calcium hypochlorite required for pu-
rificationdepends onthe amount of foreign matter and

bacteriainthe water. The amount is varied by mixing
different strength solutions and/or changing the rate
of solutionfeed. Rate of feed is altered by moving the
control handle (figure 2-8). The sight glass (figure
2-7) provides a visual check on the operation of the
hypocb_lorinator.
f. Restrictor. The restrictor (figure 2-7) islocated
between the pump and the pump discharge hose con-
nection. Water flowing from the pump is restricted by
a flap valve and weight inside the restrictor housing
which action produces a small differential in pressure.
Water drawn from the restrictor at a point of higher
pressure provides flushing water to the slurry feeder
(d. above). This flushing water dilutes the slurry in
the feeder, prevents filteraid from settling in the feeder
and flushes the slurry to the pump discharge. There
are hose connections on the restrictor housing for
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make-upwater to fill the slurry hopper and hypochlorite
reservoir, and for discharge hoses from the slurry
feeder and hypochlorinator.
g. Pump Suction Valve. The pump suction valve (fig-

ure 2-8) is a 2-way valve. By positioning the handle
water can be drawn from the precoat tank during pre-
coating or from the settling tanks for filtering.

2-8. ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT SHIPPED WITH FIL-
TER AND MACHINERY SECTIONS.

a. Comparator. The comparator (figure 2-12) with
its accessories is used to measure the residual chlo-
rine content of the filtered water to make sure the
water is safe todrink. The comparator is alsoused to
determine the pH value of the water prior to coagula-
tion.
b. Operating accessories, tools, and spare parts.

Accessories, tools, and spare parts are listed below
(figure -i).

(1). One polyethelene 2-quart measuring cup for
filteraid.

(2). One polyethelene 5-ounce (fluid measure) cup
for hypochlorite.

(3). One 2-inch hose cap.
(4). One 2-inch strainer assembly for stopping

debris from the raw water source from entering the

suction hose.
(5). One 15/16-inch hexagon T-handle socket

wrench.
(6). Seven filter element "O" rings.
(7). Two instruction books.
(8). Two 500-cc bottles, each, of orthotolidine,

bromthymol blue, and bromcresol purple-green indi-

cator solutions.

2-9. PERFORMANCE, CAPACITY AND WEIGHT
DATA.

a. Performance. Under normal operating conditions,
the water purification system will produce filtered and
chlorinated water at a constant rate, except for the
short time required for backwashing and precoating
the elements. This system delivers 40-gpm, plus or
minus 4 -gpm, from beginning to end of the filter run.

(1). Hypochlorinator. The hypochlorinator will
pump from 0.6 to 2.4gallons of solutionper hour when
driven at a speed of 600 rpm. This gallonage corre-
sponds to from 0.05 to 0.2 pounds of available chlorine
when using a 1% solution.

(2). Slurry Feeder. The slurry feeder will pump
from 0.33 to 1.66 gallons of slurry per hour when
driven at a speed of 600 rpm. This gallonage corre-
sponds to 0.5 to 2.5 pounds of filteraid (dry weight)
when using a slurry made from 5 pounds of filteraid
and 3 gallons of water.

(3). Adjustable Flow Control Valve. Once the flow
control valve is set, as long as the pressure drop
through the filter cake is small, the valve will main-

tain the flow rate at any gallonage from 10 to 40 gpm.
As the pressure drop through the filter cake rises,
the amount of water passed by the filter cake becomes
the controlling factor and the flow rate will fall below
that set on the flow control valve.

(4). Pump. The Carter 8T-2 centrifugal pump
can deliver 55 gpm against a total head of 50 feet and

a suction lift of 15 feet.
(5). Engine. TheWisconsinACND four-cycle, air-

cooled, gasoline engine, at governed speed of 2600 rpm
delivers 4.5 horsepower and a crankshaft torque of 110

pound-inches.
b. Capacities.

(1). Slurry Feeder. The slurry feeder gear box

requires slightly less than one quart of oil.

(2). Slurry Feeder Hopper. The slurry hopper

whenfilled to within 2.5 inches of the top holds 3 gallons
of water.

(3). Hypochlorinator. The hypochlorinator case
holds 3-1/2 quarts of oil.

(4). Hypochlorite Reservoir. The hypochlorite
reservoir when filled to within 2 inches of the top
holds 5 gallons of solution.

(5). Engine Crankcase. The engine crankcase holds

2 pints of oil.
(6). Engine Fuel Tank. The fuel tank holds 1 gallon

of gasoline.
(7). Engine Air Cleaner. The air cleaner bowl

holds 1/4 quart of oil.
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Figure 2-12. Comparator with Accessories

(8). Filteraid Measuring Cup. This is a 2-quart
polyethelene cup that holds approximately 1-pound of
filteraid.

(9). Hypochlorite Measuring Cup. This is a 5-fluid
ounce polyethelene cup that holds sufficient calcium
hypochlorite to make a 0.375% solution when mixed
with 5 gallons of water (see paragraph 6-2e).
c. Weights.

(1). Machinery Section. The uncrated weight of the
machinery section is about 450 pounds.

(2). Filter Section. The uncratedweight of the fil-
ter section is about 325 pounds.

2-10. DIFFERENCES 1 MODELS. This instruction
bookand parts catalog covers the Wallace and Tlernan,
10-40 gpm, frame-mounted, dtatomite type, water puri-
fication unit No. U22446 Minor differences in at-
taching parts, water connections, hardware, or finish
may be found in later units however, operating prac-
tices and repair procedures will still apply.

2-11. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT.
a. General. For a complete water supply system,

the auxiliary equipment discussed in paragraph 2-3
must be available. This paragraph lists the auxiliary
equipment needed for normal operation.
b. Equipment Required When Water is Not Pre-

treated. Very clear water need not be coagulated and
settled but may be pumped by the machinery section

right from the raw water source. For such water
sources only the following auxiliary equipment will
generally be required:

(1). Calcium hypochlorite (U.S.P.).
(2). Filteraid (diatomite).
(3). Hose. 2-inch suction hose must be used on

connections to the suction of any pumping unit. Suction
or discharge (pressure) hose may be used where the
water carried is under pressure. Hose needed for the
distribution system will depend on the water plant
layout.

(4). Tanks. When the water is pumped directly
from the clear water source, the capacity of the sys-
tem is usually greater than 25,000 gallons per day.
All available tanks, including those supplied for set-
fling, should be set up and used for water storage.

(5). Distribution System. Other equipment (pump-
ing units, hose, water cans, tanks, and so on) is needed
for water storage and distribution, depending on the
way the treated water is to be utilized.
c. Equipment Required When Water is Pretreated.

Turbid water must be coagulated and settled before it
is filtered. For such water sources, in addition to the
auxiliary equipment listed in b. above, the following
additional auxiliary equipment will be needed:

(1). Ground alum (aluminum sulfate,’ U.S.P.).
(2). Soda ash (U.S.P.).
(3). Chemical baskets (figure 5-1).
(4). lw water pumping unit (figure 2-1).
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SECTION 3

INSTALLATION AND SET-UP OF EQUIPMENT

3-1. UNPACK THE EQUIPMENT AND REMOVE
PRESERVATIVES. Unpack, clean and inspect the
equipment away from the water point if itwillbe diffi-
cult to camouflage or dispose of packing material at
the water point. Save boxes and packing material for
re-use if practical. No special protective materials
have been used for any of the equipment other than that
required for equipment packed for overseas shipment.
Protective tape, cloth, and waterproof coverings may
be slit with a knife and removed. Flush out the pump
housing with chlorinated water.
3-2. ASSEMBLE PARTS REMOVED FOR SHIP-
MENT. The filter section is shipped completely as-
sembled. The machinery section is shipped completely
assembled, except for the pump suction valve which
would protrude ff left in place. The pump suction valve
is packed in a regular slotted carton and fastened in-
side the machinery section frame. The valve and the
pump suction fitting are tagged for easy reassembly.
Examine the equipment for damage from shipment,
storage, or handling, by visually checking fittings,
valves, frames, mounting parts, connections, hose,
accessories, tool box, and other parts.

3-3. LUBRICATION. Fill the engine, hypochlorinator
and slurryfeederwithoil (par. 7-2). Grease the pump
seal. Prime the pump. If plug type valves are hard to
turn, loosen the nut (par. 7-5f.).

3-4. SET UP EQUIPMENT AT WATER POINT.
a. General. Before the system is erected the loca-

tion of each item of equipment must be planned and the
site prepared as explained in the following paragraphs.
If water is required in the shortest possible time the
filter and machinery sections may be set in place (fig-
ure 2-1)and raw water filtereddirect from the source
without settling. The unsettled water will clog the ele-
ments faster than settled water but a limited amount
of filtered and chlorinated water can be obtained quick
ly. If the water is very turbid but quick production is re-
quired set up one settling tank and fill it. During fill-
ing add coagulants so that the water will be well settled
by the time the filter is ready for operation. Set up
other settling tanks and fill them as soon as possible
to have additional settled water available. If time is
not a factor, erect settling tanks and fill them, set up
the machinery and filter sections and then the storage
tank and distribution system.
b. Drainage. Waste from backwashing is highly con-

taminated. Always have the waste hoe directed away
from the site and to a point down stream from the raw
water inlet. There is usually considerable spillage at
a water point and all material should be located on
slightly higher ground that will drain away from other

items of equipment. A muddy water point is unsightly,
unsanitary, and unpleasant for operating personnel.
Erect duck boards around and between the equipment
il necessary.

c. Settling Tanks. The ground location for settling
tanks should be as level as possible, lor sloping ground
will cause excessive strain when the tank is Iilled with

water. Tanks are made of fabric and must be protected
from stones, sticks, roots, nails, or other objects that

may puncture them. Do not drop heavy or sharp tools
on the tank. Do not walk on the collapsed tank as shoes
or boots may scuff or damage the fabric. Stakes may
not be supplied with the tanks. Five stakes are re-
quired for each tank. Place the collapsed tank on the
ground cloth. The cloth must be free of wrinkles. If
no ground cloth is provided, and if possible, erect the
tank so it does not have direct contact with the ground.
This will prevent mildew and mold. Insert the wood
staves in the loops of the tank. Raise the tank by pull-
ing on the guy ropes and anchor guy ropes to stakes.
As the water level rises in the tank coagulants must
be added and the horizontal supporting ropes around
the tank adjusted to relieve pressure on the walls. See
that the staves remain vertical.
d. Hose. All hose connections mustbe tight and made

with gaskets. Suction hose must be used for each suc-
tionconnection and there must be no leaks or the effi-
ciency and operation of the pump will be reduced. A
small suction leak may prevent the pump from deliver-

ing any water. Pressure leaks mean loss of water and
cause muddy water points. Keep hose runs as short
as practical to Conserve hose, reduce friction losses
and prevent kinks. Do not walk on or drive over hose.
e. Paw Water Pumping Unit.

(1). General. The raw water pumping unit must be
located no more than 15 feet above the water and it is
advisable to have the suction lift as short as possible
for maximum pump efficiency. The total lift from the
surface of the raw water source to the top of the settling
tank should be no more than 10 feet. Always prime the
pump before starting the engine.

(2). Pump Suction. Connect the strainer to the one
end of a length of 2-inch suction hose and connect
the other end of the hose to the fitting on the pump
suction. The strainer will be under water and a tight
connection is not required except to prevent losing the
strainer. The pump suction connection must be tight.
Use nonhardening pipe compound if hose is connected to
tapered pipe but do not permit the compound to enter the
hose or pump as it may impart a taste to the water. The
strainer must be submerged and off the bottom or it

will clog quickly. Never operate the pumping unit with-
out a strainer as debris will damage the pump impeller.
If the raw water source will have a constant level, drive
a stake in the bottom and tie the strainer to the stake
at a point where bottom and surface debris will be at a
minimum. If water level will change tie the strainer
to an anchored float. If the source is shallow it may
be necessary to sinkaclear well made of a perforated
drum. Some strainer clogging will always occur and
the strainer should be accessible for easy inspection
and cleaning.
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(3). Pump Discharge. Use suction or pressure
.2-inch hose from the pump discharge to the settling

tanks. The hose must be long enough to reach well over
the side of each tank (figure 5-1).

f. Filter and Machinery Sections. Set up the filter
and machinery sections as illustrated in figures 2-1
and 2-2. This equipment should be approximately on
the same level as, and near the settling tanks. The
machinery section cannot be more than 15 feet above
the bottom of the tanks or the pump will not operate.
Use 10 foot lengths of ’2-inch suction hosefor pre-
coat hoses and the pump discharge hose. Suction hose
must be used between the machinery section and the
settling tanks. The hose must be long enough to reach
almost to the bottom of each tank. Tie afloat to the tank
end of the hose so that the end will be just under the
water. When the water level in the tank becomes so low
that sludge, which accumulates in the bottom, may be
drawn into the filter the hose should be moved to the
second tank. Run 2-inch suction hose from the filter
sectionwaste connection to the point where waste water
is to be discharged. If water will eventually drainback
into the raw water source, make sure that the pointof
entry is downstream from the raw water intake and not
upstream from it.

g. Storage Tank. If a fabric tank is used for storage

set it up the same.as the settling tanks. If a steel or
wood tank is used follow directions shipped with the
tank. For efficient operation the storage tank should
be in a cool spot, near the filter section, with the top
water level no more than 10 feet above the machinery
section unless a booster pump is installed between the
tank and the filter section. Suctionor discharge 1-1/2-
inch hose may be used between the filter outlet connec-
tion and the tank. The hose must be long enough to reach
over the side of the tank. Directthehose into the tank
and tie it in place. The storage tank should be covered
at all times.
h. Distribution System. The distribution system will

depend on many factors. Water should be drawn from
the bottom of the storage tank as it will be cooler and
the pressure of the water in the tank will help distri-
bution. Shut-off valves, as required, should be installed
at the tank outlet. Distribution piping may be bose or
pipe as required. Long runs or high lift will refluire
booster pumps. If distribution is to be into tank trucks
and/or 5-gallon cans proper fac ilities mustbe provided.
Provision must be made for drawing off the small quan-
tity of wafer needed to conduct the frequent tests for
residual chlorine. This outlet should be near the tank
outlet to make sure that the tests are made of water
that is being delivered.
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SECTION 4

CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

4-1. GENERAL. This sectiondescribes, locates, il-
lustrates and furnishes sufficient information about
the various controls and instruments for the proper
operation of the equipment.

4-2. COMPARATOR.
a. Description and Purpose. Both chlorine residual

and pH values may be determined colorimetrically.
The Wallace and Tiernan permanent glass standard
type comparator (figure 2-12) is designed to give con-
venient and accurate colorimetric measurements. The
colorimetric method is based on the fact that when
orthotolidine indicator solution is added to a water
sample containing chlorine, a characteristic color is
produced which is indicative of the amount of chlorine
present. The same principle applies to pH measure-
ments except that a different indicator solution is used.
In either case, with a calibrated set of color standards,
the value of the sample may be determined by compar-
ing its color with those of the standards. Permanent
glass color standards are employed in the comparator
and the comparator is constructed so that the water
sample is easily compared with the standards. Apris-

matic eyepiece brings the sample and standard side
by side for accurate comparison.
b. Test Procedure, Chlorine Residual. The measure-
ment of chlorine in water is extremely important since
the bacterial purity of the water is governed by the
amount of chlorine present. It is generally agreed that
if water contains a chlorine residual of 1 ppm (part
per million) i0 minutes after the calcium hypochlorite
solution is added, the water will be bacterially safe
after an additional 20 minutes contact. Chlorine resi-
dual test procedure is as follows:

(i). See general test precautions (par. d. below).
(2). Remove two knurled screws on front of com-

parator and lift off front cover (figure 4-1). Install
chlorine disc on comparator body so that the recess
at the center of the disc fits over a hub on the body,
replace front cover and install knurled screws.

(3). Install prism assembly (figure 4-2) by engag-
ing two pins in the prism in matching holes in the front
cover.

(4). Wash two sample tubes in the water to be tested.
Fill both tubes to the graduation mark with the water
to be tested. The samples should not be collected until

DISC

COVER

KNURLED SCREW (2}

COMPARATOR BODY

Figure 4-1. Installation of Comparator Disc
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PRISM MOUNT (2)

PRISM

RONT COVER

Figure 4-2. Installation of Comparator Prism

the water and calcium hypochlorite have been in con-
tact for 10 minutes. This will allow proper time for
mixing. Place one of the sample tubes in the right-
hand compartment of the comparator (figure 4-3).

(5). Fill the dropper to the graduation mark with
the orthotolidine indicator solution, then add this solu-
tion to the second sample tube (figure 4-3).

(6); Place the second tube (containing the water tc
be tested and the orthotolidine solution) in the cente
compartment of the comparator (figure 4-4). Make
sure that both sample tubes are pushed down as
as they will go. Wait until the sample in the centei
compartment has developed its maximum color.. Thi
should occur within 5 minutes alter the reagent i,

added.
(7). Compare the sample color with that of th

standard by rotating the disc until the best match i,

obtained between the sample and the glass standard
Hold comparator so prism is approximately 12 inche,

from the eye (figure 4-5). Read the residual value
the opening in the front upper left-hand corner of th
comparator. If the sample color falls between that ol
.two of the glass standards, the chlorine residual valu
must be estimated.

(8). When the test has been completed, remov
both sample tubes from the comparator, empty ou
the samples and wash the tubes with clean water
c. Test Procedure, pH. See general test precau-

tions (par. d. below). The general procedure for mak-
ing pH determinations is the same as for residua
chlorine determinations. A pH indicator solution mus
be used and a pH color disc substituted for the chlo-
rine disc. The range of the solution and disc must b
the same. Two pH discs are furnished: one with;

pH range of 6.0 to 7.6 for use with bromthymol blu
indicator solution; the other with a pH range of 4.4 t
6.0 for use with bromcresol purple-green indicato:
solution. The pH test procedure is modified by th
fact that time is not a factor. In this test, to insur
proper mixing, the correct amount of pH solutio
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Figure 4-3. Addition of Indicator Solution

Figure 4-4. Insertion of Second Sample Tube

hould be put in the second sample tube before the
ample tubes are filled with the water being tested.
[’he color development is practically instantaneous
,nd the pH value may be read as soon as the sample
ubes are placed in the comparator.
d. General Test Precautions. Because of the small
luantities being measured, the color tests described
n b. and c. above are delicate chemical tests and, to
nsure greatest accuracy, several precautions should
)e followed.

(1). Color Discs and Indicator Solutions. All color
liscs and solutions are adjusted for sample tubes
laving a 26-mm depth andon the basis of 15-cc water



Figure 4-5. Reading the Comparator

sample and 0.75-cc of orthotolidine indicator solu-

tion, or 0.5-cc of pH indicator solution. For correct
results, it is essential that only Wallace and Tiernan

color discs and solutions be used with the comparator.
The graduated mark on the sample tubes is at 15-cc.
The graduated markon the orthotolidine dropper is at
0.75-cc, and the mark 0nthe pH droppers is at 0.5-cc.
The discs supplied will measure 0.1 to 5.0 ppm chlo-
rine residual, 4.4 to 6.0 pH and 6.0 to 7.6 pH value.

(2). Clean Equipment. Before taking readings be

sure that the glass color standards in the disc and the
white frosted glass plate in the back of the case are
clean.

(3). Color and Turbidity. To eliminate errors due
to natural color and turbidity of the sample make sure
that water is added to the right-hand tube before mak-
ing a color comparison.

(4). Sunlight. Do not allow direct sunlight to fall
onth samples being tested. Sunlight caUses the color

developed by the indicator solution to fade.
(5). Cleanliness. When taking samples, adding so-

lutions and mixing solutions with water in the sample
tubes be sure that the hands are free of all traces of
chemical so that the sample will not be contaminated.
Any contamination of the samples will change the true
chlorine residual or pH.

(6). Clean Droppers. The solutionsused inmaking
pH determinations are susceptible to change through
bacterial action if the solution becomes contaminated.
Care must be taken, therefore, not to contaminate the
indicator solution by the introduction of droppers that
are not perfectly clean.

(7). Adding Indicator Solution. In carrying out the
test for pH it is recommended that the correct amount
of indicator solution be introduced into the tube before
the water is added. In so doing, do not touch the drop-
per with the fingers or allow it to come in contact with
the side of the tube. Never use the dropper to stir the
sample. As soon as the solution has been introduced
into the tube, replace the dropper in the bottle of indi-
cator solution.

4-3. PUMPING UNIT.
a. Rope Starter. The engine is equipped with a rope
Starter (figure 4-6) consisting of a notched starting

Figure 4-6. Use of Engine Starting Rope

pulley (mounted on the flywheel end of the crankshaft)
and a starting rope. Proper application of the rope in

conjunction with the pulley imparts two full revolu-
tions to the crankshaft. The knot of the starting rope
is placed in a notch of the starting pulley. The rope
is then wound clockwise in the pulley groove. The rope
is pulled gently until an increased resistance is felt
on the compression stroke. At this point the pulley
is turned back a half turn. The rope is then rewound
fully and pulled briskly to turn the crankshaft over ra-

pidly. The operation is repeated until the engine starts.
b. Governor Control. A variable speed governor

control lever (figure 4-7) is .mounted on the engine

crankcase housing under the pump end of the fuel tank.
This lever, connected by a linkage to the governor
shaft and carburetor, increases or decreases the gov-
erned speed of the engino. Moving the lever towards
the pump decreases the governed speed. Moving the
lever towards the fuel tank increases the governed
speed of the engine.
c. Carburetor Controls (figure 4-8).

(1). Choke Lever. The lever (1), located on top of
the carburetor at the air cleaner end, controls the
choke valve. The choke is closed, when starting the
engine, by turning the lever counterclockwise. The
choke will remain closed until the engine starts, at
which time it will open automatically.

(2). Idle Valve Adjusting Screw. The idle valve
adjusting screw (2), located on the fuel inlet side of
the carburetor, controls the fuel-air mixture at low

engine speed. Turning the screw IN restricts the flow
of fuel. Turning the screw OUT increases the flow of
fuel.

(3). Main Fuel Valve Adjusting Screw. The adjust-
ing screw (4) for the main fuel needle valve extends
from the underside of the carburetor float bowl. Turn-
ing the screw IN restricts the flow of fuel through the
main nozzle; turning the screw OUT increases theflow.

(4). Throttle Stop Adjustment. The throttle stop
screw (3) provides the means of obtaining the proper
idle speed after the idle valve adjusting screw (2) has
been set. Turn the screw left to reduce engine idle
speed and turn it right to increase engine idle speed.
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Figure 4-7. Engine Speed Governor Control

1. Choke lever 3. Throttle stop adjustment
2. Idle valve adjust- 4. Main fuel valve adjust-

ing screw ing screw

Figure 4-8. Carburetor Controls

(5). Carburetor Adjustments. Detailed adjustment
procedures for the carburetor are given in Wisconsin

Motor Corporation Instruction Book, Issue MM-270-E.
Once the carburetor is properly adjusted the adjust-

i screws usually require no further attention.

4-4. ADJUSTABLE FLOW CONTROL VALVE.
a. Location, Description and Purpose. The adjus-

table flow control valve (figure 4-9) is attached to the
outlet valve at the bottom of the filter se.ction. After
the water leaves the filter section it goes to the flow
control valve. The valve is a diaphragm-operated,
balanced seat, differential pressure controlled, water
throttling valve deigmd to maintain the rate ol flow

at the rate set on the pointer (5)(figure 4-9). The flow
control valve will maintain the preset rate of flow,
plus or minus 10percent, from beginning to end of the
filter run thus providing more even filter output. The
valve is adjusted by turning knob (6) and pointer (5)to
the desired rate of flow. During operation check the
rate of delivery of filtered water to check the perfor-
mance of the flow control valve.
b. Operation. At the start of a filter run pressure

of the filtered water (as indicated by the discharge water
pressure gage) is high and gradually decreases as the
filter cake on the elementsbecomeslessporous. High
pressure at the flowcontrol valve inlet is transferred
through the inlet pressure passage (2) (figure 4-9) to
the diaphragm (1). This high pressure acts against the
spring (9) and the reduced pressure in the valve body
(11). The reduced pressure is caused by the pressure
drop as the water flows through the inlet orifice (3).
The inlet orifice can be opened wide, or closed com-
pletely, by turning knob (6) which rotates gate (4) across
the front of the orifice. The pressure difference moves
the valve disc shaft (7) and valve discs (8) causing them
to close the valve outlet thereby increasing the pres-
sure in the valve body chamber (11). This action bal-
ances the pressure on the diaphragm (1) with the result
that the valve is automatically opened just enough to
allow the preset rate of flow. As the filter run pro-
gresses, the pressure at the valve inletdecreases, and
the spring pressure opens the valve to its full-open
position to help maintain the rate of flow.

4-5. SLURRY FEEDER.
a. Location, Description and Purpose. The rate of

feed control for the slurry feeder is located on the

slurry feeder diaphragm cap assembly (figure 4-10).
The control consists of a dial plate graduated from 0

to 10 mounted on a knurled feed cam and a vertical

pin which serves as an indicating pointer. Once the
dial is set for the desired rate of feed it is locked in

place by a screw protruding from the center of the dial.

The rate of feed control changes the length of stroke

of the slurry feeder pumping diaphragm and conse-

quently the volume of filteraid slurry drawn into the

feeder during the diaphragm suction stroke. The rate
of filteraid slurry feed required will depend on the

turbidity of the water being filtered which in turn de-

pends on the efficiency of coagulation.
b. Operation. Slurry in the hopper is usually made

in the proportion of 5 large cups of filteraid to 3 gal-
lons of water. With this slurry, and input shaft speed
of 600 rpm, slurry will be pumped at the rate of 0.33
gph (gallons per hour) when the dial is set at "2", and
1.66 gph at a dial setting of "10". This corresponds
to from 0.5 to 2.5 pph (pounds per hour) of Iilteraid.

If the water is very clear it may be desirable to re-

duce the concentration of filteraid slurry. When the

concentration is reduced, the rate of feed for each dial

setting will be reduced proportionally. When a system
is first started the dial should be set at 2 during pre-

coating and the operationof the feeder valves checked

by observation through the valve chamber window.

Before the filter run is made the dial should be set to
the desired rate of feed which is determined by ex-

perience as being best for filtering water of that par-
ticular turbidity, say about 5. Too much filteraid with

clear water will shortenthe filter runas will too little

filteraid with turbid water. The optimum rate of feed
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Figure 4-9. Adjustable Flow Control Valve Cross Section
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Figure 4-10. Slurry Feeder and Controls

for the particular water must be determined by trial
and error. Once the optimum setting is determined
the dial need not be changed during any of the opera-
tionsof precoat, filteror backwash. A little extra fil-
teraid will be used during precoat and backwash, but
this should be minor. Before the engine is stopped
set the dial at 0 so no slurry will remain in the valve
chamber where the filteraid will settle and clog the
valves. The dial should also be set at 0 if the engine
is running and no water is being pumped to the filter.
This will prevent build-up of filteraid in the valve
chamber. The dial may be turned easily while the
feeder is in operation if the actual turn is made dur-
ing the pumping stroke.

4-6. HYPOCHLORINATOR.
a. Location, Description and Purpose. The hypo-

chlorinator control handle is located on top of the hy-
pochlorinator (figure 4-10). Turning the control handle
changes the amount of solution pumped. When the dial
is set at "2" a minimum amount of solution is fed.
When the dial is set at "10" the maximum amount of
solution is fed. The handle can be turned and the rate
of solution feed changed while the hypochlorinator is
in operation or at rest.
b. Operation. The hypochlorinator is a diaphragm
pump. The movementof the hypochlorinatordiaphragm
is controlled by the action of a cam which actuates a
rocker arm. With a setting of "2" on the hypochlori-
nator "dial, the rocker arm stroke is short and only
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about 0.6 gph of solution is pumped. The stroke in-
creases as thedial is turnedup to "I0", and the amount
of solution pumped increases with the result that at
"I0" about 2.3 gph of solution is pumped. The solution
is pumped from the hypochlorite reservoir through a
strainer (inside the reservoir) and sight glass (fig-
ure 2-7) into the hypochlorinator from whichit is dis-
charged into the restrictor and mixed with the raw
water as it leaves the pump. It is recommended that
when a water purification system is first set up a
0.375% solution of calcium hypochlorite be prepared
and the hypochlorinator set at "10" to start the solu-
tion pumping, then moved down to "2" while the ele-
ments are precoated, and finally turned up to "6" or
"7" for thefilter run. Depending on the chlorine resi-
dual to be maintained inthe filtered water, the rate of
solution feed may be either increased or decreased.
The chlorine residual can also be changed by changing
the strength of the calcium hypochlorite solution. The
optimum setting and solution strength for the parti-
cular water being treated can only be found by trial
and error. Generally, it is best to use a relatively
weak solution (under I%) of the hypochlorite solution
and a dial setting of "6" or "7" which will allow quick
changes in the amount of solution pumped either up or
down.
c. Priming the Hypochlorinator. When the hypo-

chlorinator is functioning normally, solution will spurt
into the sight glass at regular intervals. At start-up,
with the stroke control handle set at 10, observe the



sight glass to see if solution is being pumped. If no
spurting is observed it will be necessary to bleed air
on the pump stroke and seal off the pump body on the
suction stroke. To do this loosen priming plug (fig-
ure 4-10)on the pump stroke and tighten it at the start
of the suction stroke. If this does not produce results,
remove the solution strainer from the suction hose and
fill the sight glass by pouring water down the hose.
Replace the strainer on the hose and place in the hy-
pochlorite reservoir. If the unit still does not prime,
then the suction line, the sight glass, the pump body
and the valve body should be checked for air leaks.

4-7. AIR RELEASE VALVE.
a. Location, Description and Purpose. The air re-

lease valve is bolted tothe topof the filter shell. This
is a quick-acting valve which moves from closed to
open position in 1/60 of a second. The valve is de-
signed to release the pressure in the filter instantane-
ously to permit air-bump backwash of the elements at
the end of a filter run.
b. Operation. To open the air release valve slap the

handle down with the heel of the hand. To close the
valve press the disc down with both thumbs {figure
4-11) and while holding the disc down with one thumb
lift up on the handle with the other hand (figure 4-12).

4-8. WATER PRESSURE GAGES.
a. Location, Description and Purpose. The inlet

water pressure gage (figure 2-4) is attached to a tee
at the top of the filter shell. The discharge water
pressure gage (figure 2-4)is attached to a nipple at
the bottom of the filter base. Both gages are standard
2-inch dial, steel case and brass movement, reading
from 0 to 60 psi with 1/4-inch male pipe connection.

The inlet gage gives the pressure of the unfiltered
water in the filter shell. The discharge gage gives
the pressure of filtered water in the bottom of the
filter base after the water has passed through the ele-
ments. The gages give the operator an indication of
how the filter is working and when to backwash the
elements.
b. Operation. Atthe start of thefilter run both gages

will have the same reading. As the filter run progres-
ses the inlet gage reading will increase and the dis-

charge gage reading will decrease. During the filter
run the inlet gage will remain farily constant or rise

slowly 2 to 4 psi until the flow control valve (par. 4-4)
is wide open. From this point the output of the filter
starts to drop and the inlet pressure will rise about 4
pounds during a relatively short time, say about 5 to
10 percent of the total filter run. This indicates that
the filter cake on the elements is losing its porosity
and the elements should be backwashed. The dis-

charge gage will drop gradually during the filter run
as the flow control valve opens wider (par. 4-4). If
the storage tank is about the same level as the filter,
the discharge gage will drop to about 4 psi at which
time the elements should be backwashed. However, if
the storage tank is above the filter, back pressure will
give a higher discharge pressure reading. A notice-
able drop in the flow of filtered water is a definite in-
dication that the elements should be backwashed. It is

recommended that the flow of filtered waterbewatched
during the first few filter runs ata new water site and
the gage readings noted when output decreases. These
readings may then be used for future filter runs. At
the end of a filter run, the filter outlet valve {figure.
2-5) is closed and the pressure on the discharge gage
is allowed to build to that on the inlet pressure gage
as a preliminary to air-bump backwashing.

Figure 4-11. Air Release Valve
Positioned for Closing

Figure 4-12. Air Release Valve Setting Valve
Handle in Closed Position
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Figure 5-1. Filling Settling Tank
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SECTION 5

PRETREATMENT OF WATER

5-1. GENERAL. Surface water usually has disease

organisms and dirt, sand, silt, clay, decaying vegeta-
tion, or chemicals in it. Suspended particles make the

water turbid, as opposed to clear water which has little

or no visible suspended matter. All water, regardless
of turbidity, must be filtered and chlorinated since

even clear water can contain microscopic organisms
and bacteria that will be injurious to personnel using
or drinking it. Very clear water may be filtered direct
Irom the raw water source. Most water is turbid and
must be pumped into settling tanks where the suspended
matter is removed by the pretreatment process ex-

plained in this section.

5-2. OPTIMUM pH. All water has a pH valueatwhich
the best flocculationoccurs in the shortesttime. This

is called the optimum pH. The optimum pH may be

determined by a series of trial and error tests using
equal samples of the water to be tested and adding vary-
ing measured amounts of alum and sometimes soda
ash. Coagulation test procedure is explained in para-
graph 5-5. The optimum pH generally falls between

4.5 and 7.5. Turbid water with considerable natural

alkalinity flocculates best at a pH of between 6.0 and

7.b. Colored water usually flocculates best between
4.5 and 6.0. It is not usually adv.isable to add soda ash
during coagulation of colored water as this may fix the
color. If good coagulation occurs for a number of pH
values use the pH that will require the least amount of

coagulating chemicals.

5-3. FILLING SETTLING TANKS. Tie the raw water
iilling hose on the side of the tank {figure 5-1) and di-
rect the water along the wall of the tank so the water
swirls inside the tank. The whirling motion helps to
distribute the coagulating chemicals and should be al-

lowed to continue even when the tank is full as the cir-

cular movement will aid in flocculation. While the
tank is beingfilled, coagulants and sometimes calcium
hypochlorite are added as explained in paragraphs 5-4
and b-6.

b-4. COAGULATION PROCEDURE. From coagula-
tion tests (par. 5-5) determine the optimum pH value

of the water. This is the pH that should be maintained
in the settling tanks to obtain the best and tastestfloc-
culation. The optimum pHmay change from day to day
for a particular water and coagulation tests should be
repeated if flocculation is not satisfactory. Estimate
(par. 5-bc) the amount of coagulants required to ob-

tain the optimum pH for 3000 gallons of water. Put
twice the amount of alum in one chemical basket and,
if soda ash must be used, puttwice the amount of soda
ash in the other basket. More than the required dos-
age is needed as all of the chemical does not dissolve.
a. Add Coagulants to Water. Use a rope or cord to

suspend the alum basket (and if soda ash is required,

the soda ash basket)in the tank (figure 5-1). The bas-
kets should be about 4 or 5 feet from the stream of

water from the hose and immersed in the water. As
the water rises in the tank the baskets must be raised.

When the tank is about half full remove the baskets,
take the pH, and note the quantity of chemicals dis-

solved. The nearer the baskets are to the stream of
water, the faster the chemicals will dissolve. If the

coagulants are dissolving too fast for optimum pH,
move the baskets away from the stream of water. If
the coagulants are not dissolving fast enough, move
the baskets closer to the stream. R may be ncessary
to remove the baskets from the tank for a short while

if too much chemical has dissolved. If the tank is full
and too little coagulant has dissolved leave the baskets
in the tank after the filling hose has been removed. If
necessary to maintain the circular motion, stir the

water with a piece of clean wood. The direction of flow
must be the same as when the tank was filling.
b. Flocculation. The purpose of adding coagulants

is to obtain a good floc that will trap suspended matter
and carry it to the bottom of the tank. The jelly-like
floc first appears in particles so small that the water
has a milky aPpearance. As the water swirls, the small
particles join with others to torm large particles. If
the alum dosage is correct a distinct floc will appear
shortly after the tank is full. If too much alum was
dissolved the floc will be large and feathery. If too
little was dissolved the floc will be fine and indistinct.
A good floc is between the two and should be large
enough to enmesh suspended matter and heavy enough
to settle to the bottom. The settledfloc and suspended
matter form a sludge at the bottom of the tank. This
sludge in the tank aids settling. Do not remove it ex-
cept as required to draw clear water. To remove sludge
attach the drain hose to the suction of a pumping unit

and .pump to waste. At the same time pump raw water
into the tank in such a way as to disturbthe sludge and
keep it in suspension.
c. Settling Time. After the tank is full and the fill-

ing hose has been removed, the water will still con-
tinue to swirl for some time. The floc and suspended
matter will gradually settle to the bottom. Settling
time is at least 30 minutes and will vary with the water
to be treated and the efficiency of the treatment. The
longer the water has settled the faster it can be fil-

tered. Always let water settle as long as is practical
and use all available settling tanks to settle water
overnight or during inactive periods.

5-5. COAGULATION TESTS. Expedient apparatus
for conducting coagulation tests can be made by using
a series oI clear jars, glasses, bottles or similar con-
tainers. The containers used need not be of the same
size or shape but must contain the same amounts of
water to be tested (about 1 pint). It is suggested that
one container be used to measure the water placed in

all of the containers.
a. Prepare Test Solutions. Saturated solutions of

alum and sodaash are made by dissolving alum in one
small jar of water and soda ash in another until no
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more chemical dissolves in the water despite vigor-
ous stirring. In each case, leave a few undissolved
crystals to be sure of saturation. The saturated solu-
tions are too strong for use so adjusted-strength solu-
tions must be formed. Diluting 1 part of the saturated
alum solution with 10 parts of water produces approxi-
mately the desired strength alum solution. Diluting
1 part of the saturated soda ash solution with 20 parts
of water produces approximately the desired strength
soda ash solution.
b. Conduct the Test. Use the comparator to deter-

mine the pH of the raw water.
(1). If pH is above 6.4 and the water is practically

colorless, or tf the pH is below 6.4 and the water has
a high color, place equal volumes of water in six jars.
Add increasing amounts of adjusted alum solution to
each jar of water. As a start, add 1 cc to the first jar,
2 to the second, 3 to the third, etc., for all the jars.
The pH dropper (par. 4-2d.(1)) holds 0.5 cc.

(2). Quickly stir all jars with a clean stick, but do
not use more than two circular movements to mix the
chemical and water. Continue stirring only enough to
keep water barely moving for a period not less than 5
minutes. Violent stirring breaks up the floc and does
not allow it to form into visible particles.

(3). Observe all jars while stirring and note the jar
or jars in which the floc forms first. Record the stir-
ring time at which the floc first becomes visible. If
floc forms within 2 minutes after chemical solution is
added, the result may be of value. Observe the char-
acteristics of the floc and of the water between the par-
ticles after stirring has stopped. A clear, sparkling
water between well-formed floc particles is desired.
For completeness the test should be continued, after a
good floc is obtained, until poor floc is obtained when
increased amounts of alum are added. A series of jars
in which a good floc or series of good flocs is preceded
and followed by a series of jars having poor flocs indi-
cates a complete test.

(4). Determine the pH of the water in each jar to
which alum solution was added. The pH value of the
water in the jar having the best floc is the optimum
pH. The pH values of all jars in which good floc has
formed may be included within the pH range.

(5). If the pH value of the raw water is below 6.4
and the water is practically colorless, or if the re-
sults of the jar test using alum alone indicate that the
water has insufficient alkalinity, soda ash mast be
added. The series of jars are filled with raw water.
A measured amount of adjusted soda ash solution suf-
ficientto raisethe pHvalue to 7.6 is added to each jar.
An additional 4 cc are added to each jar and the ad-
justed alum solution is added (see (1), (2), (3) and (4),
above).

(6). If an optimumpHhas not been found or the floc
takes too long to form, the test is repeated with in-
creased amounts of soda ash and alum.

c. Summary. When soda ash is added in the final
treatment, approximately the same ratio of soda ash
to alum is used as in the jar test. In general, the opti-
mum pH can be determined with alum alone. Sodaash
should be used only when absolutely necessary.

5-6. PRE-CHLORINATION IN SETTLING TANKS.
The hypoehlorinator in the machinery section is capa-
ble of chlorinating most raw waters. However, if hard
to kill organisms as schistosomes or amoebic cysts
are in the water it may be advisable to pre-chlorinate
the water in the settling tanks. The advantage is that
the longer period of contact with the chlorine will kill
more of the resistant organisms, and the hypochlorite
solution in the hypochlorinator will not have to be too
strong to maintain a 2 ppm chlorine residual in the
filtered water. The disadvantage is that more calcium
hypochlorite is required since it must disinfect all the
bacteri and suspended matter that normally would re-
main in the settling tank. To pre-chlorinate make a
slurry of 3 tablespoons of calcium hypochlorite in the
large measuring cup. Add this slurry to the settling
tank at the start of the filling operation. When the tank
is full, test the water for residual chlorine. If the
residual is less than 1.5 ppm add sufficient calcium
hypochlorite slurry to bring the residual to this level.
The hypochlorinator should be adjusted to give a chlor-
ine residual of 2 ppm in the filtered water when schisto-
somes or amoebic cysts are in the raw water.
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SECTION 6

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

6-1. STARTING AND STOPPING. When water is flow-
ing through the equipment, it is started or in operation.
When water ceases to flow, the equipment is stopped
or at rest. Therefore, starting and stopping of the water
purification equipment coincides with the starting and
stopping of the pumping unit. This section gives all
the instructions needed for satisfactory operation of
the water purification equipment.

6-2. PREPARATORY OPERATIONS.
a. Visual Inspection. Make acomplete visual inspec-

tion of the equipment set-up to make sure that hose
connections are secure, there are no broken or dam-
aged parts, and all units are securely mounted. Check
equipment for leaks in any of the water hoses, the fuel
line, and leaks in any of the machinery section com-
penents. Check that all equipment is on firm level
footing.
b. Lubrication. Givethe equipment a complete daily

lubrication (par. 7-2).
c. Precoat Tank. Fill the precoat tank with clean,

settled water. Add 1/4 of the 5-ounce measuring cup
of calcium hypochlorite to sterilize the water in the
precoat tank, and to sterilize the pumpandfilter. Steri-
lization is necessary only when the equipment is first
started and no chlorinated water is available. During
normal operation filtered and chlorinated water will be
left in the precoat tank ready for use. Stir one mea-
suring container (2-quart) of filteraid into the water
in the precoat tank.

WARNING

Keep calcium hypochlorite away from the eyes.
Be especially careful when opening cans and
turn the head so the chemical dust does not
fly up into the eyes.

d. Slurry Feeder. Fill the slurry hopper with clean
settled water to within 2.5 inches of the top (3 gallons).
Add 5 measuring containers (2-quart) of filteraid to
make the slurry (par. 4-bb). After the equipment is
in operation, water for preparing the slurry can be
obtained through the make-up water valve. The slurry
rate of feed adjuster should be set at "0" until the
equipment is in operation.
e. Hypochlorinator. Make a solution in the large

measuring cup of one small cup (5 ounces) of calcium
hypochlorite and two quarts of water. Stir the mix-
ture, until all the chemical dissolves, then allow the
solution to settle. Decant the clear liquid into the hy-
pochlorite reservoir. Add water to bring the levelin
the hypochlorite reservoir to within 2 inches of the top,
making a total of 5 gallons of solution in the reservoir.
The strength of the hypochlorite solution prepared in
this way is about 0.375%. Depending on the amount of
chlorine required to sterilize the water, the strength
of the solution can be increasedor decreased by using
more or less calcium hypochlorite. In any case, do
not make the hypochlorite solution stronger than 1%.

NOTE

When the water used to prepare the solution is
"hard", it is necessary to precipitate as much
of the "hardness" as possible before passing
the solution through the hypochlorinator. To
precipitate the "hardness" add soda ash (wash-
ing soda) to the solution. A slight excess of
soda ash is not harmful. Allow the precipitate
that forms to settle to the bottom of the con-
tainer, then s,phon off the clear hypochlorite
solution into the hypochlorite reservoir. Dis-
card the precipitate.

f. Pump. Never run the pump withoutlubrication or
without water in the housing. Prime the pump by re-
moving the priming plug in the top of the restrictor
and filling the priming chamber with water. Replace
the plug. When the engine is started, air in the uc-
tion hose will be drawn into the pump, mixed with the
priming water and discharged out the discharge hose
until the pump starts to draw water through the suction
hose. All pumpconnecttons subject to suction must be
air tight or reduced capacity, failure to prime, or de-
lay in priming will result. During normal operation
the pump will retain its prime, and the pump can be
stopped and started without repriming.
g. Engine. Fill the fuel tank with 70-75 octane

gasoline. Open fuel shut-off waive. If the engine is

new, or if it has been out of operation for some time,
the compression may be poor due to oil draining off
the cylinder. This may cause difficulty in starting
and it will be necessary to restore the compression.
To restore compression, remove the spark plug and
pour about a tablespoon of crankcase oil through
the spark plug hole. Turn the engine over several
times with the rope starter to distribute the oil
over the cylinder wall. Replace the spark plug.
Compression should now be restored. When proper
compression is present considerably more resist-

ance is felt in cranking on one stroke of the piston
(the compression stroke) than on the other three
strokes.
h. Valves. Check that the values operate freely

before starting the pumping unit. Set the valves for
the filter operation to be performed (generally pre-
coating, see paragraph 6-4 below) before starting the
engine. Valves may be opened and closed with the
engine running to change from precoat to filter, to
backwash, and back to precoat. The valves must be
manipulated in a definite order, however, to avoid
contaminating a batch of clean water. Always service
the engine and pump between backwash and precoat
when shut-down will not interrupt a filter run. Al-
ways have a supply of settled water available, and
be prepared to switch from one tank to the other with-
out interrupting the flow, to insure continuous opera-
tion.

i. Pretreatment of Water. Pretreat the water in set-
tling tanks as described in Section 5.
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1 Influent suction line
2 Pump suction 3-way valve
3 Precoat suction line
4 Pump
5 Pump discharge line
6 Filter inlet valve

7 Filter shell
8 Filter element
9 Air release valve
10 Air bleed valve
11 Quick-acting drain valve
12 Filter discharge 3-way valve

13 Effluent discharge line
14 Precoat discharge line
15 Precoat discharge orifice
16 Adjustable ilow control

valve
17 Precoat tank
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6-3. STARTING, OPERATING, AND STOPPING
THE PUMPING UNIT.

a. Starting the Engine.
(1). If the equipment is being started for the first

time and hoses are empty, position the valves for fil-
ter bottom flush-out (par. 6-6f). After the pump is

started allow it to operate until water issues from the
filter drain line, then proceed with precoating opera-
tion (par. 6-4). If equipment is being restarted use
normal precoat procedure.

(2). Open the carburetor main fuel adjustment valve
between three-quarters to one and a quarter turns.
Close the carburetor choke lever (par. 4-3c).

(3). Wind the starting rope on the starting pulley
(figure 4-6). Pull gently on the top untilincreased re-
sistance indicates the compression stroke, then turn
the starting pulley back half a turn. Rewind the rope
fully and pull briskly to turn the crankshaft over rap-
idly. Repeat this operation until the engine starts. If
the choke accidentally snaps open before the engine
starts, close it again.

(4). If, after several attempts, the engine fails to
start, and gasoline starts to drip from the carburetor,
open the choke. Continue the starting procedure with
the rope starter leaving the choke open. Less choking
is necessary in warmer weather, or when the engine
is warm, than when it is cold.

(5). After the engine is started and warmed up for
several minutes, the carburetor main fuel adjustment
valve should be readjusted for best operation (par.
7-9c). This adjustment need only be made the first
time the engine is started.

(6). The engine may fail to start due to defects in
either the fuel or ignition systems. To determine the
cause, prime the engine by removing the spark plug
and pouring a half teaspoonful of gasoline into the spark
plug opening. Replace the spark plug and perform
starting procedure with the starting rope. If the en-

gine fires for three or four revolutions and stops, the
defect is in the fuel system. II the engine does not
fire at all, check the compression (par. 6-2g) and
ignition system.
b. Operating the Pumping Unit.

(1). After the engine is started, allow a sufficient
length of time for the pump to operate and pick up its
prime. The longer the suction line, the longer the
priming time required.

(2). The engine speed during pumping should be
2600 rpm. Adjust the governor control (par. 4-3b) as
necessary to change the engine speed.

(3). Check for any unusual operation, such as en-
gine running below governedspeed, engine overheating,
excessive pump vibration, and pump not delivering full
volume. Look for leaks in all connections, hoses, fuel
line, in the casing, and at the pump impeller shaft seal.

(4). Stop operation immediately if any unusual noise
develops in the pump or engine.
c. Stopping the Pumping Unit.
(1). Backwash and flush out the filter (par. 6-6).

Leave valves set for filter bottom flush out.
(2). Stop the engine by pressing in the grounding

switch (7) (figure 2-11) on the magneto and holding it
until the engine stops.

6-4. PRECOAT OPERATION (figure 6-1).
a. Before water can be filtered, it is necessary to

coat the filter elements (8) inside the filter shell (7)

with a cake of diatomite filteraid that will screen out
the suspended matter and organisms that remain in

the settled water. This paragraph gives the proper
procedure for precoating.
b. Close the air release valve (9) and open the air

bleed valve (10).
c. Set the filter discharge valve (12)in "precoat"

position. In this position the water is returned to the

precoat tank after it passes through the filter ele-
ments (8).
d. Close the drain valve (11).
e. Turn the pump suction valve (2) to "precoat" po-

sition. In this position the pump draws from the pre-
coat tank (17) through the precoat suction line (3).

f. Stir one large measuring cup of filteraid into the
precoat tank water.
g. Start the pumping unit (par.
h. Bleed air from the filter shell (7) through the air

bleed valve (10) until the water spurts out of the valve.
Close the air bleed valve.

i. As soon as the equipment is operating, adjust the
rate of slurry feed (par. 4-5) and the hypochlorinator
control (par. 4-6). Check the operation of the slurry
feeder and the hypochlorinator during the precoat op-
eration.

j. During the precoating the filteraid slurry is drawn
from the precoat tank (17) through the precoat suction
hose (3)and pump suction valve (2) to the pump (4).
The pumpforces the slurry through the pump discharge
line (5), through the inlet valve (6) into the filter shell
(7). In the filter shell the filteraid is deposited on the
filter elements (8) and the water from the slurry passes
through the elements. The water collects in the bottom
of the filter shell and pressure forces it through the
filter discharge valve (12), the precoat discharge ori-
fice (15), and through the precoat discharge line (14)
back to the precoat tank (17). Slots around the base
of the filter shell (7)distribute the incoming slurry or
water giving more even exposure to all elements and
preventing the flow of liquid from scouring any of the
elements. Orifice (15) controls the flow during pre-
coating.
k. The pump continues to recirculate the precoat

water until all the filteraid has been deposited on the
filter elements. This is indicated by the clarity of the
recircutating water. When precoating is complete,
proceed with filter operation (par. 6-5).

6-5. FILTER OPERATION (figure 6-2).
a. Flow must be maintained through the filter shell

(7) between precoat and filter operation to eliminate
the possibility of the filter cake dropping off the ele-
ments (8). To go from precoating to filtering proceed
as follows:
b. Turn the pump suction valve (2) to "filter" posi-

tion so the pump draws water through the suction line
(1) from the settling tank. Stand by the filterdischarge
valve (12) and watch the level of water in the precoat
tank (17). As soon as the precoat tank is full, turn the
filter discharge valve (12) to "filter" position so the
filtered water is delivered to the effluent discharge
hose (13). The discharge hose (13) should now deliver
clear filtered water to the storage tank. If the water
is not clear the filter is not operating properly the
discharge valve (12) should be shut, the elements back-
washed and the trouble located, before filtering is re-
sumed.
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INDICATES FLOW OF WATER TO
REFILL PRECOAT BUCKET AFTER
PRECOATI NG.

INDICATES FLOW OF WATER
DURING FILTERING.

1 Influent suction line
2 Pump suction 3-way valve
3 Precoat suction line
4 Pump
5 Pump discharge line
6 Filter inlet valve

7 Filter shell
8 Filter element
9 Air release valve
10 Air bleed valve
11 Quick-acting drain valve
12 Filter discharge 3-way valve

13 Effluent discharge line
14 Precoat discharge line
15 Precoat discharge orifice
16 Adjustable flow control

valve
17 Precoat tank
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c. During filtering, settled raw water is drawn from
the settling tank through the suction line (1} and pump
suction valve (2) to the pump (4}. The pump forces
the raw water through the pumpdischarge line (5) and
the inlet valve (6) into the filter shell (7}. The water
passes through the filter elements (8} depositing sus-
pended matter, organisms, and the filteraid added by
the slurry feeder. The chlorinated and filtered water
is forced out the bottom of the filter shell through the
filter discharge valve (12}, flow control valve (16} and
the discharge hose (13) to the filtered water storage

d. Check the operation of the slurry feeder (par.
4-5) to make sure it is operating properly and is

feeding the required amount of filteraid to the raw
water. The continuous feeding of slurry during the
filter run is important to maintain the porosity of the
filter cake.
e. Check the operation of the hypochlorinator (par.

4-6}. Check the chlorine residual (par. 4-2b) of the
filtered water to make sure the chlorine demand of
the water is being met. Make chlorine residual tests
on a filtered water sample drawn through the sampling
valve on the bottom of the filter shell. Adjust the hy-
pochlorinator as necessary (par. 4-6) to achieve the
desired chlorine residual.

f. Continue the filter run until one of the following
Occurs:

(1). The discharge water pressure gage drops to
4 psi and the filtered water flow drops noticeably (see
par. 4-8b).

(2}. The supply of settled water is exhausted.
(3}. The filtered water storage tank is full.
(4). The filter run is interrupted for any reason.

g. To terminate a filter run, backwash the elements
and flush-out the filter bottom (par. 6-6}. The equip-
ment.may now be stopped, or the elements precoated
and the filter cycle resumed.
h. Sometimes it may be necessary to switch the raw

water suction line (1) from one settling tank to the
other in the middle of 3 filter run. For such short in-
terruptions in the continuous flow of raw water it is
not necessary to stop the filter run, instead proceed
as follows:

(1}. Turn the pump suction valve (2} and the filter
discharge valve (12} to their "precoat" positions.

(2}. Water will circulate from the precoat tank(17)
through the elements maintaining a filter flow and pre-
venting the filter cake from falling off the elements (8}.

(3}. Switch the raw water suction line to the fresh
settling tank without emptying the line.

(4). Turn pump suction valve (2)and the filter dis-
charge valve (12} back to their "filter" positions.

(5). Open air bleed valve (10} until waterflows out,
then close the valve.

6-6. BACKWASH AND FILTER BOTTOM
FLUSH-OUT OPERATION (figure 6-3).

a. Backwashing is necessary whenever the filter
run is to be stopped. Backwashing removes the old
filter cake from the elements, and drains it out of the
bottom of the filter shell through the drain valve
To go from filtering to backwashing proceed as fol-
lows:
b. Close the filter discharge valve (I 2) and watch the

pressure on the discharge water pressure gage (18).

When the pressure on the discharge gage is the same
as the pressure on the inlet gage (19) close the filter

inlet valve (6). This shuts off water pressure from
the pump (4) and seals the filter shell (7).
c. Slap open the air release valve (9). There will

be a loud "bang" caused by the instantaneous rush of
air from the filter (par. 2-6c). With this action the
filter cake is blasted off the outside of the filter ele-
ments.
d. Open the drain valve (11). The broken cake and

water will drain out of the filter shell.
e. Flush out the bottom of the shell by opening the

filter inlet valve (6) one turn. Water from the pump
(4) will flow into the filter shell and flush out any filter
cake or foreign niatter remaining in the filter bottom.
Re-backwash should not be necessary but, if observa-
tion through the filter window discloses that all of a
sticky cake was not completely removed, re-backwash.
To re-backwash, close the drain valve (11) and the
air release valve (9). Open inlet valve (6) and open
the air bleed valve (10) until water flows out of it, then
close the air bleed valve. Allow the discharge pres-
sure to build up to the inlet pressure, then close the
filter inlet valve (6). If re-backwash is necessary,
subsequent precoat water must be chlorinated with
1/4 cup of calcium hypoahlorite.

f. Backwash and flush the filter repeating the pro-
cedures of steps c, d, and e above.
g. The waste from backwashing is contaminated.

Keep this waste off hands and clothing and direct it
away from the working area. Personnel should be
warned to avoid contact with it.
h. If more raw water is to be filtered immediately,

check the settling tanks to make sure enough water re-
mains for a full filter run. Check that storage capacity
is adequate for a full filter run. Begin filter cycle
by precoating the elements (par. 6-4).

6-7. SHUTTING DOWN.
a. After backwashing, if no more water is to be fil-

tered, set all valves for filter bottom flush-out, and
set the slurry feeder dial at zero.
b. Allow engine to operate at idling speed for a few

minutes before stopping it. Stop the engine (par.
6-3c(2)).
c. If freezing temperatures are expected drain the

water from all equipment and hose.
d. Lubricate the equipment as necessary (see par.

7-2).
e. Clean the equipment of all dirt and grease. Make

sure engine cooling fins are clean. Clean strainers
of accumulated debris. If shut-down is to be for more
than a day, drain slurry hopper and flush out any set-
tled filteraid.

f. Give all equipment units a complete inspection
checking for loose mounting, bent or broken parts, or
signs of improperoperation. Make necessary repairs
or replace defective units.

6-8. OPERATION SUMMARY.
a. General. This paragraph provides a quick refer-

ence for the operator giving all the basic motions re-
quired to filter water.
b. Preparatory Operations.

(1). Give equipment a complete visual inspection.
(2). Lubricate equipment as necessary.
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INDICATES FLOW OF WATER TO
BUILD UP OUTLET PRESSURE
BEFORE "AIR BUMP" BACKWASH.

INDICATES FLOW OF WATER TO
FLUSH OUT FILTER BOTTOM AFTER
"AIR BUMP" BACKWASH.

1 Influent suction line
2 Pump suction 3-way valve
3 Precoat suction line
4 Pump
5 Pump discharge line
6 Filter inlet valve
7 Filter shell

8 Filter element
9 Air release valve

10 Air bleed valve
11 quick-acting drain valve
12 Filter discharge 3-way valve
13 Effluent di.scharge line
14 Precoat discharge line

15 Precoat discharge orifice
16 Adjustable flow control

valve
17 Precoat tank
18 Discharge gage
19 Inlet gage
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(6).
(7).
(8).
(9).

tion.
(10).

(3). Fill precoat tank. Add 1/4 cup of calcium

hypochlorite if filtered and chlorinated water is not
available. This step is necessary only when equipment
is first started.

(4). Fill slurry hopper with 3 gallons of water.
Add 5 large measuring containers of filteraid.

(5). Pour solution of 1 small cup of dry calcium

hypochlorite and 2 quarts of water into the hypochlorite
reservoir. Fill the reservoir to within 2 inches of the

top to make a total of 5 gallons of hypochlorite solution.
(6). Prime pump.
(7). Fill fuel tank. Open fuel shut-off valve.
(8). Check operation and settings of valves. Set

the adjustable flow control valve for the flow desired.

(9). Check settling tanks and pretreatment of water.
c. Precoat Operation.

(1). Pump suction valve open to settling tank

("filter" position).
(2). Inlet valve open.
(3)..Air release valve open.
(4). Air bleed valve open.
(5). Drain valve open.

Filter discharge valve closed.
Start engine discharge some water to waste.
Close air release valve.
Turn filter discharge valve to "precoat" posi-

Close drain valve.
(11). Add 1 large measuring container of filteraid

to precoat tank.
(12). Turn pump suction valve to"precoat" position.
(13). Close air bleed valve as soon as water flows

out oI it.
(14). Adjust rate of slurryfeed and hypochlorinator

con.trol. Check operation ol slurry feeder and hypo-
chlorinator.

(15). Precoat until the water returning to the pre-
coat tank is clear.
d. Filter Operation.

(1). As the precoat operation is completed, turn
the pump suction valve to "filter" position.

(2). Allow the precoattank to fill with clearwater.
(3). Turn the filter discharge valve to "filter" po-

sition.
(4). Check slurry feeder and hypochlorinator ad-

justments.
(5). Continue filtering until discharge pressure

reaches 4 psi, or filter output falls off noticeably.
e. Backwash and Filter Flush-out.

(1). When the filter operation is completed, close
the filter discharge valve. Allow the discharge pres-
sure to build up to equal the inlet pressure.

(2). Close the filter inlet valve.
(3). Open the air release valve.
(4). Open the drain valve.
(5). Open the filter inlet valve one turn to admit

flushing water.
(6). Precoat repeating cycle from c. (8) above.

6-9. FILTERED WATER STORAGE TANK.
a. General. The filtered water storage tank should

be kept clean and covered at all times to preventcon-
tamination of the water. Further, if covered, the water
will stay cooler, making it more pleasant to drink.
Do not dip containers into the tank for filling; use the

distribution system. Keep the tank full of chlorinated
and filtered water so it will be available for quick

distribution.
b. Chlorination. The filtered water storage tank is

always subject to contamination and a chlorine resi-
dual of at least 1.0 ppm ten minutes after the final
addition of calcium hypochlorite should be maintained
at all times (par. 4-2b). Make sure the water dis-
tributed to using personnel is pure and attractive.

6-10. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.
a. General. There are no special problems in-

volved in operating the distribution system. Keep
hose lines free of kinks and from damage by person-
nel or vehicles. Excessive spillage at water delivery
points wastes water, causes mud, and should be avoided.
Keep nozzles and the open end of hose off the ground,
clean and uncontaminated.
b. By-passing Storage Tank. Sometimes it may be

necessary to distribute water direct from the filter
section into a tank trailer, by-passing the storage
tank. If this must be done in the middle of a filter
run, or if the trailer is full in the middle of a run, it

is not necessary to stop the run, backwash and pre-
coat in order to move the filtered water discharge
line. Simply recirculate water from the precoat tank
to keep the cake on the elements as explained in para-
graph 6-5h.

6-11. COLD WEATHER OPERATION. When operat-
ing the unit where freezing temperatures are likely
to be encountered, drain slurry, solution, and water
from all equipment, except the tanks, during shutdown
periods. Be sure to drain water from the pump by
removing drain plug. Disconnect pump suction line
and drain it completely, then reconnect to pump. Check
fuel strainer bowl for signs of water. If water is pres-
ent, remove bowl and empty it of accumulated water.
Keep fuel tank full. Drain slurry feeder and hypo-
chlorinator following procedures given in paragraphs
7-6c{1) and 7-7b.

6-12. OPERATION WITH EXTREMELY TURBID
WATER. Extremely turbid water may not settle when
treated with the normal amount of coagulants. If water
of such turbidity must be used, continue to add coagu-
lants to the settling tank after the tank is full and agi-
tate by stirring the water with a clean piece of wood.
The direction of flow must be the same as when the
tank was filling.
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ENGINE CRANKCASE OIL, DRAIN AND FILLER
PLUGS:

Weekly (each 50 hours of operation) drain oil from

crankcase when unit is hot after operation. Wipe

plug clean and replace. Remove filler plug and

install oil. Use SAE 30 between 120F and 40F,
SAE 20-20W between 40F and 5F, and SAE 10W

between 5F end -20F ambient temperature. Fill

crankcase to top of filler plug. Every 8 hours

check oil level, and add oil as necessary to main-

rain oil level at top of filler opening. Refer to
Wisconsin Motor Corporation Issue MM-270-E
Instruction Book for complete engine lubrication
information.

DRAIN PLUG

AIR CLEANER:
Daily (each 8 hours of operation) replace oil in air

cleaner bowl. Use SAE 30 above 32F and SAE I0

below 32F. Fill bowl to level mark. Weekly,
disassemble unit, clean parts, and reassemble.

OIL
CUP

PUMP SHAFT SEAL:
Daily (each 8 hours of operation) fill oil cup in

pump seal area with SAE 10 oil.

7-0
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SECTION 7

MAINTENANCE INSTIUCTIONS

7-1. GENERAL. Keep the equipment clean and free
of dirt, mud, and grease. Where paint chips off or
rust occurs repaint as required. Keep hoses clean
and out of the sun insofar as possible. Do not walk
on or driv over hoses. Be careful not to damage
hose threads and make sure gaskets are in good con-
dition. Hose and hose fittings or adapters have straight
threads and cannot be rechased with a tapered tap or
die as canbedone with pipe fittings. Use a file to re-
pair damaged threads. Keep storage tanks covered
to keep the water cool and to prevent contamination.
Tighten tank guy and supporting ropes as required.
If a fabric tank is punctured, cement and sew a patch
of canvas on the inside so the water pressure will
help hold the patch in place. If plug-type valves are
hard to turn, remove nut and clean the plug and body.
Coat the plug with a small amount of water pump

grease, but do not use too much as it may impart a

taste to the water.

7-2. LUBRICATION.
a. Engine and Water Pump. Complete lubrication

instructions for the engine and water pump are given
in figure 7-1 and in the Wisconsin Motor Corporation
Issue MM-270-E Instruction Book.
b. Hypochlorinator. Keep the hypochlorinator case

(8) (figure 7-15) filled with SAE 30 engine oil to the
level of the filler plug (43). Drain oil through drain

plug (49) when necessary to drain gear case. No
other lubrication is required.
c. Slurry Feeder. Keep the slurry feeder gear box

(43) (figure 7-12) filled with SAE 30 engine oil to the
level of the filler plug (27). Drain oil through drain
plug (44) when necessary to open gear case. No
other lubrication is required.

7-3. TROUBLE SHOOTING.

PROBABLE CAUSE

a. Filter Run is Too Short

(1) Inefficient pretreatment of raw water.

(2) Too little or too much slurry feed.

(3) Filteraid settled in hopper or feeder
chamber (see f. below).

(4) Sludge in settling tank entering filter.

(5) Filter was not backwashed and flushed.

(6) Raw water extremely turbid and will
not settle.

(7) Filter elements plugged.

b. Water Not Clear After Filtering.

(1) Elements were not precoated.

(2) Filteraid cake is broken.

(3) One or more filter elements are broken.

c. Discharge Pressure Gage Reading Drops
Faster Than Usual Over A Series of Runs.

(1) Elements are plugged.

d. Discharge Pressure Gage Reading Rises
Suddenly.

(1) Filteraid cake is broken.

POSSIBLE REMEDY

Pretreat water properly (Section 5).

Adjust slurry feed (par. 4-5) or repair feeder (par. 7-6).

Clean out hopper, chamber, and valves. Check air com-
pressor and feeder.

Clean sludge from tank or watch that sludge is not drawn
from bottom of tank.

Backwash and flush (par. 6-6).

Add alum and stir water (par. 6-12).

Remove elements and clean (par. 7-5c).

Backwash (par. 6-6) and then precoat (par. 6-4).

Backwash and then precoat.

Replace broken elements or cap openings (par. 7-5c).

Remove elements and clean (par. 7-5c).

Backwash (par. 6-6) and precoat (par. 6-4).
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PROBABLE CAUSE

(2) One or more elements are broken.

e. Filteraid Settles in Slurry Tank..

(1) No air from air compressor.

(2) Filteraid caked at bottom of hopper.

f. Filter Will Not Deliver Water at Start of
Filter Run with Engine Running.

(1) A valve may be in wrong position.

(2) Hose is collapsed, kinked, or clogged.

(3) Suction leak in hose, fitting, or valve, or
clogged strainer.

(4) Pump trouble.

g. Hypochlorinator Does Not Maintain Proper
Chlorine Residual in Filter Water.

(I) Chlorine demand of water may have
increased.

(2) Hypochlorite solution too weak.

h. No Solution Flowing Through Hypochlorinator
Sight Glass.

(1) Solution below strainer level.

(2) Air leak in suction line hose, hose
connections, sight glass, suction
nipple, or in body.

(3) Obstruction in hypocldorinator suction
line, discharge line, or suction inlet
connection.

(4) Priming plug is not seated properly,
plug is defective, or plug gasket leaks.

(5) Poppet valves are not seating properly.

i. Pump Fails to Prime.

(I) Insufficient priming water.

(2) Air leaks in suction line.

(3) Clogged Suction Strainer.

j. Pump Fails to Pump to Capacity.

(1) Impeller worn or out of adjustment.

(2) Engine not running at recommended speed.

TROUBLE SHOOTING (CONT)

POSSIBLE REMEDY

Replace broken elements or cap openings (par. 7-5c).

Repair air compressor (par. 7-6c).

Clean out hopper (par. 7-6c).

Check valves (par. 6-5).

Straighten hose. Locate clogged hose by loosening con-
nections at various joints and observing flow.

Check all connections, valves, and washers.

See i below.

Adjust hypochlorinator control (par. 4-6b).

Increase strength of solution.

Add more hypochlorite solution to reservoir.

Check system for leaks. Tighten connections or repair
as necessary.

Check lines for obstructions and remove if present.

Prime hypochlorinator (par. 4-6C) and seat plug so it is
air tight.

Disassemble hypocb.lorinator pumping body and repair
as necessary (par. 7-7b).

Fill priming chamber (par. 6-2).

Check connections in suction line.
replace.

Clean strainer.

If line is damaged,

Adjust or replace impeller as necessary (par. 7-9).

Increase engine speed to recommended rpm.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING (CONT)

PROBABLE CAUSE POSSIBLE REMEDY

k. Engine Fails to Start.

(I) No fuel in tank or fuel shut-off valve
closed.

(2) Carburetor not choked sufficiently.

(3) Carburetor clogged.

(4) Needle valve of carburetor in-
sufficiently open.

(5) Engine flooded.

(6) Defective ignition continuity.

(7) Spark plug wet or dirty.

(8) Improper spark plug gap.

I. Engine Hard to Start or Malfunctioning.
Refer to Wisconsin Motor Corporation
Instruction Book Issue MM-270-E for
detailed description of engine troubles,
causes, and remedies.

Fill gas tank. Open fuel shut-off valve.

Close choke.

Replace carburetor (par. 7-9c).

Turn needle valve one and a quarter turns open.

Remove spark plug and turn engine over a few times with

starting rope to blow out excess fuel.

Check spark plug and magneto connection. Check con-

dition of ignition cable. Secure connection, replace
ignition cable if defective.

Remove spark plug, dry out, and clean electrodes.

Reset spark plug electrodes (par. q-9g).

7-4. COMPARATOR MAINTENANCE.
a. General. Handle the comparator with care so as

not to break the plastic case, milk glass, or other
parts. Do not disassemble unless it is necessary to
replace a broken or damaged part. This paragraph
gives the essential disassembly and reassembly pro-
cedures.
b. Comparator Disassembly.
(1). Remove FrontCover and Prism (figure 7-2).

Remove prism (1) by pulling it straight out from the
front cover (3). Remove two screws (2)which hold
front cover (3) to body (5) and detach front cover from
body. Remove disc (4). Remove tubes (11) and bot-
tle (10).

(2). Disassemble Back Cover, Body, Milk Glass,
and Spring (figure 7-2). Remove screws (9); then
remove back cover (8) from body (5). Pry spring (6)
and milk glass (7) from back cover (8).
c. Comparator Reassembly.
(1). Reassemble Back Cover, Milk Glass, Spring

and Body (figure 7-2). Apply a few drops of cement
to sides of milk glass (7) and place in back cover (8)
recess. Apply a few drops of cement to the back of
spring (6) and place spring on back cover (8) so that
the rectangular portion of the spring frames the milk
glass. Place back cover (8) against body (5), making
sure that the two small bent portions of the spring fit
into the sample compartrnentand point upward; then
secure back cover to body with screws (9).

(2). Installation of Front Cover, Prism, and Disc
(figure 7-2). Replace parts by reversing the proce-
dure given in paragraph b. (1) above.

7-5. FILTER SECTION MAINTENANCE.
a. General. The filter section need not be disas-

sembled except to clean or repair the filter elements,
to replace a leaking gasket, broken window, or de-
fective valve. This paragraph gives the necessary
maintenance, repair, and cleaning information to
properly service the filter section.
b. Filter Shell. The filter shell (1) (figure 7-3)

encloses the seven filter elements (figure 7-4) that
mount on the threaded nipples welded in the filter
base (1) (figure 7-4). The filter shell must be re-

moved to repair any damage to it, or to the filter
elements.

(1). Remove Filter Shell (figure 7-3). Loosen the
four clamp screws (13) to release the clamps (15),
then lift the precoat tank (2) straight up off the filter
shell (1). Remove the two screws (6) that clamp the
halves of the ring (7) together. Two men should lift
the filter shell straight up off the filter base. Take
care not to hit or damage the filter elements.

(2). Clean and Repair Filter Shell (figure 7-3).
Clean inside of filter shell (1)with filtered and chlor-
inated water. Do not use solvents to clean any part
of the equipment. Rinse shell thoroughly after clean-
ing. Straighten dents in filter shell. Weld, or braze,
any cracks in the shell. Replace window (11)and
gaskets (10) and (12) if they are damaged.

(3). Install Filter Shell (figure 7-3). Make sure
the gasket (3) is in good condition and properly posi-
tioned on the filter base. Install filter shell (1) on
filter base reversing the procedure for removal (see
(1) above). Precoat tank (2) is placed over the filter
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1 Prism
2 Screw, bskelite (4)
3 Cover, front
4 Disc, bromocresol purple-green,

4.4-6.0 pH
4 Disc, bromothymol blue, 6.0-7.6 pH
4 Disc, orthootolidine, 0.1-5.0

ppm chlorine residual
5
6 Sprin
7 Mi gls
8 Cover back

9 Screw, No. 2-56 x 5/16 in. long (4)
10 1/2ooz. bottle bromocresol purple-

green solution, 0.5 cc graduated
dropper, pH indicator

10 1/2-oz. bottle bromothymol blue solution,
0.5 cc graduated dropper, pH indicator

10 1/2-oz. bottle ortho-tolidine solution,
0.75 cc graduated dropper, chlorine
residual indicator

11 Tube (cell), 26-ram sample (2)
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shell (I) only when the unit is being transported or is
to be out of service for some time.
c. Filter Elements. Observation of the filter ele-

ments Ifigure 7-4) can be made through the plastic
window (11) (figure 7-3) to heip determine when the
elements must be cleaned. Generally, backwashing
will remove all the filter cake from the elements,
however, if the cake has built up and hardened be-

tween the elements, or if the filter cake is particu-
larly sticky, the elements must be cleaned by re-

moving and washing. Plugged elements are indicated
by a high pressure drop at the start of the filter run.
If the difference in pressure between the inlet gage
(19) (figure 7-3) and the outlet gage (2) (figure 7=4)
is morethan 5 psi at the startof two successive filter
runs, the elements must be cleaned. An element is
broken if the filtered water is turbid, if the discharge
pressure rises suddenly, or if it is dlfficuR or im-
possible to precoat the fiRer elements.

(1). Remove and Disassemble FiRer Element. Re=
move the fiRer shell (see b. (1) above). Remove seven
nuts (20) (figure 7-4) and lockwashers (19) and lift off
the filter element brace (18). If elements merely
need cleaning, clean them by washing in clean water.
If an element must be removed, it should be disas-
sembled as it is removed. Attempting to remove a
filter element as an assembled unit would probably
damage the plastic lifter sleeve or the perforated
tube. Remove the filter element by unscrewing the
nut (1) (figure 7-5) from the tie rod (7). Lift the
dome (2), plastic sleeve and tube assembly (4) and (5),
then slide the top spacer (3), 12 plastic air cups (6),
and bottom spacer (8) off the tie rod. If necessary to
unscrew the filter element base (9) off nipple welded
on fiRer base, use a suitable wrench. The tie rod
(7) should be lea tightly screwed in the top of the
base (9).

(2). Inspect and Repair Filter Element. If the
element is leaking due to the dome (2) (figure 7-5) or
the base (9) not seating pr)perly with the plastic
sleeve (4) assembly, correc.t this by straightening
and reseating the parts. Assemble element and
tighten the top nut (1) until all parts are secure. If
the plastic sleeve has been damaged it must be re-
placed. The plastic sleeve and perforated tube as-
sembly consists of a plastic sleeve (4) perforated
with 0.004 inch slots 1/32 inch long and mounted on
a perforated stainless steel tube (5). The plastic
sleeve can be stretched to permit removal from, or
insertion of, the steel tube. If a replacement part is
not available, the nipple on the filter base (1) (figure
7-4) should be capped with a 2-inch hose cap. A
capped nipple reduces the filter area by one seventh.
Install a new filter element as soon as possible so
the equipment can again be operated at full capacity.

(3). Reassemble and Install Filter Element. Check
that "O" ring (10) (figure 7-5) is in place inside the
element base (9), then screw base on threaded npple
in filter base (1) (figure 7-4). Slide bottom sp..cer
(8) (figure 7-5), 12 plastic air cups(6) and top spacer
(3) on tie rod (7) screwed in top of element base (9).
Slide assembly of plastic sleeve (4) and perforated
tube (5) down into base (9), then place dome (2) on top
of plastic sleeve. Check that parts are seating pro-
perly. Turn nut (1) on tie rod and tighten until
parts of filter element are snug and secure. Place
filter element brace (18) (figure 7-5) on protruding

ends of the fiRer element tie rods, and secure with
seven lockwashers (19) and nuts (20).
d. Air Release Valve (figure 7-7). The air release

valve can be adjusted for tightness of the sealing disc

(11) by turning the eccentric shaft (5). If the valve
still leaks after the shaft is turned through its maxi-
mum ad|ustment, remove the filter shell (see b. (1)
above) then remove the valve from the shell by un-

screwing the six cap screws (17). Remove the clip
ring (12) by squeezing its ends with a pair of pliers,
then slide rubber disc (11) off stem (10). Examine
rubber disc and matching surface on base (15) to de-
termine cause of leak. Replace rubber disc if it is
worn or fatigued. Replace spring (13) if it is broken
or distorted. Two discs (8) are used for strength
and rigidity, ad at least one spacer (9) is furnished
to allow for stem length adjustment. When the stem
is shortened by wear on the tip to the extent that disc
(11) does not seal, remove spacer (9) and reassemble.
Assemble parts in sequence shown in figure 7-7. If
the valve is hard to operate put a drop of oil on the
roller (18). When installing the valve on the fiRer

shell, the gasket (14) and base (15)should beinside
the sbell. Line up holes and hold these parts against
the top of the inside of the she11. With the balance of
the parts assembled on the stem (10)and body (6), lift
and guide them into place on the top outside of the fil-
ter shell. The stem (10) should have spring (13)on
its lower end and should fit into the holes in the base
(15) and in the body (6). Hold the parts together and
install the six cap screws (17) and lockwashers (16)
to secure the assembly in place. Install the filter
shell (see b. (3) aboye).
e. Flow Controller Valve Assembly (figure 7-7). No

spect.al maintenance is needed for the flow controller
valve. Paragraph 4-4 describes the operation of the
valve. In freezing.weather it is essential that the
body of the valve be drained by opening petcock (8).
If it is determined that the flow controller valve is
not functioning properly, disassemble the valve ss sh-
own in the exploded view, figure 7-7. Check that parts
move freely, and that no physlcsl obstruction has in-

terfered with proper operation. Inspect diaphragm
and replace if torn. Examine seats in the valve body
(9) and the umtchlng surfaces on the stem (20). Check
that spring (5) is not broken or fatigued. The valve
can be adjusted internally to correctly calibrate it,

by moving spring retainer (4). If spring tension is

increased, flow through the valve is Increased. If

spri,ng tension is decreased, flow through the valve is

decreased. This internal adjustment should be made

only after it has been determined that the flow con-

troller valve is not delivering 10-40 gpm +10% of flow,
and that the machinery and filter sections are func-

tioning normally.

f. Inlet Valve, Drain Valve, 3-Way Filter Valve,
and Sampling Valve (figure 7-4). The inlet valve (16),
drain valve (7), 3-way valve (14), and the sampling
valve (3), are standard commercial units that require
no special maintenance. If a valve is hard to turn,
remove the valve nut, clean out the inside of the valve
and lubricate. Replace valve nut and tighten it until

snug and valve does not leak.
g. Filter Base (figure 7-4). Examine the filter

base for leaks around the nipples welded in the bottom
portion. Repair leaks by filling in with welding rod,
or by brazing. Keep mating parts of filter base and fil-
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AIR
RELEASE
VALVE
FIG 7-6

18

7

Shell, filter
2 Tank, precoat and

recirculating
3 Gasket
4 Nut, No. 5/8-16 (2)
5 Instruction plate,

backwash
6 Screw, No. 5/8-18 x

6 in. long (2)
7 Ring, clamping

7-6

8 Strip, backing
(long) (2)

9 Strip, backing
(short) (2)

I0 Gasket, window (inside)
II Window, plastic
12 Gasket, window (outside)
13 Screw, No. 5/16-18 (4)
14 Washer, 5/16 in. (4)
15 Clamp (4)

16 Pin, cotter, 3/32 x
3/4 in. long (4)

17 Spring, clamp (4)
18 Nut, No. 1/4-20 (16)
19 Gauge, 1/4 in. pres-

sure, water inlet
20 Tee, 1/4 in. brass
21 Nipple, 1/4 in. close
22 Valve, 1/4 in. angle
23 Connection,1/2in. hose

Figure 7-3. Upper Half of Filter Section Exploded

24 Instruction plate,
bleed valve

25 Instruction plate, air
release valve

26 Screw, drive, instruc-
tion plate (8)



1 Base, filter
2 Gauge, 1/4 in. pressure,

water outlet
3 Valve, 1/4 in. globe
4 Connection, 1/2 in. hose
5 Elbow, 2-1/2 in. x 2 in. reducing

6 Nipple, 2 in. x 2-1/2 in. long
7 Valve, 2 in. drain,

quick-opening
8 Nipple, 2 in. male hose
9 Handle, wrench
10 Pin, handle
11 Pin, cotter, 3/32 x

3/4 in. long (2)
12 Wrench barrel

Figure 7-4.

13 Nipple, 2 in. x 3 in. long
14 Valve, /2 in. plug, 3 way
15 Orifice nipple
16 Valve, inlet, 2 in. angle
17 Coupling, 2 in. hose,

male and female
18 Brace, filter element
19 Lockwasher, 3/8 in. (7)
20 Nut, No. 3/8-16 (7)
21 Bracket, handle
22 Screw, No. 1/4-20 x

i-3/4 in. long (2)
23 Washer, I/4 in. flat (2)
24 Lockwasher, I/4 in. (2)

Lower Half of Filter Section Exploded

25 Nut, No. 1/4-20 (2)
26 Nipple, 1/4 in. close
27 Bracket, drain valve

instruction plate
28 Instruction plate, drain

valve
29 Screw, drive, instruc-

tion plate (6)
30 Handle, drain valve
31 Instruction plate,

filter outlet
32 Instruction plate,

inlet valve
33 Plug 3/8 in. NPT
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00oeool 5

1 Nut
2 Dome
3 Spacer tube-top
4 Sleeve, plastic
5 Perforated tube,

stainless steel

6 Cup, plastic (12)
7 Tie rod
8 Spacer tube-bottom
9 Base, filter element

I0 "0" ring

Figure 7-5. Plastic Filter Element Exploded

7-8

ter shell clean and maintain the same relative posi-
tions of the filter base and shell.

7-6. SLURRY FEEDER MAINTENANCE.
a. General. This paragraph gives maintenance

procedures for the slurry feeder. The slurry feeder
is made up of several component assemblies: the
mixing and valve chamber, gear box, and air com-
pressor assemblies. These parts are all assembled
or connected by standard fasteners and present no
special removal or installation problems. All parts
are listed in the parts catalogue (Section 8) to enable
identification and parts replacement.
b. Slurry Feeder Principles of Operation. A gen-

eral description of the slurry feeder is given in para-
graph 2-7d. and the generaloperation of the feeder is
discussed in paragraph 4-5. A more detailed explan-
ation of how the slurryfeeder operates is given below:

(1). Air Compressor (figure 7-8). The high speed
shaft is driven at 1/4 engine speed by a V-belt and
pulleys. Agitation of the slurry in the hopper to
maintain the diatomite in suspension is done by air
admitted at the hopper bottom through a rubber check
valve. The air is pumped by a cam-actuated dia-
phragm pump run off the slurry feeder high speed
shaft.

(2). Slurry Feed (figure 7-8). The measuring dia-
phragm and feeder valves are actuated by cams on
the main cam shaft which is driven through a worm
reduction gear. With the measuring diaphragm in its
extreme forward position, the flushing water inlet
and slurry discharge valves are closed and the inlet
valve from the slurry hopper is open. The backward
or suction stroke of the measuring diaphragm draws
a small amount of concentrated slurry into the pump-
ing chamber. At the end of the suction stroke, the
slurry inlet valve is closed and the flushing water
inlet and slurry discharge valves are opened. The
diaphragm then moves forward and during the period
of forward diaphragm travel, these valves remain
open. The restrictor (paragraph 2-7f.) located in
the raw water pump discharge line produces a 2 psi
differential and causes a flow of water through the
feed chamber which dilutes the charge of slurry
drawn from the hopper and flushes it into the main
water stream. When the measuring diaphragm again
reaches its forward limit of travel, there is a short
dwell period during which the flushing water inlet
and slurry discharge valves close and the inlet valve
from the hopper opens to allow slurry to be drawn
from the hopper by the suction stroke of the dia-
phragm. The rate of slurry feed is not materially
affected by the pressure of the line into which it
feeds because the diaphragm does not act as a pump,
but only as a metering device. This is accomplished
by causing all valve operation to occur during peri-
ods of no diaphragm motion, and when there is no
pressure on the diaphragm. Valves are either fully
open or fully closed so that filteraid will not foul the
seats and flushing water flow is liberal to scavenge
the feeder body at the end of each stroke. The rate
of slurry feed is determined by the diaphragm stroke
adjuster cam which has a dial graduated from 0 to
10. This adjustment controls the diatomite slurry
feed by limiting the suction stroke of the diaphragm
(par. 4-5).



c. Disassemble and Repair Slurry Feeder.
(1). General. Most adjustments and repairs re-

quired for the slurry feeder can be made without
disassembling the entire feeder. The trouble ex-

perienced will determine the amount of disassembly
work needed. The following paragraphs, covering
the complete assembly and eachmajor sub-assembly,
give detailed adjustment and repair information.

WARNING

Never make adjustments or work on the slurry
feeder without first removing either the drive
belt or the ignition cable from the spark plug.
Turning the feeder over by hand with the drive
belt in place during the adjusting might start
the engine and cause serious injury to the op-
erator.

(a). Drain and Filling Plugs. There are two
plugs (3) (figure 7-10) in the mixing and valve cham-
ber to drain water and slurry from the valve cham-
ber. FLUSHING WATERVALVES MUST BE IN OPEN
POSITION TO COMPLETELY DRAIN THE VALVE
CHAMBER. Plug (16) (figure 7-11) drains slurry
from the slurry hopper and mixing chamber. There
is a filling plug (27) (figure 7-12) and an oil drain
plug (44) in the gear box assembly. Water and slurry
must be completely drained from the valve chamber
during freezing weather (see par. 6-11.)

(b). Remove Major Components (figure 7-9).
Remove sheave and hopper from slurry feeder. Dis-
connect hoses. Remove three cap screws (1)and lock-
washers (2)to separate mixing and valve chamber as-
sembly from the slurry feeder gear box. See para-
graphs (2) and (3) below for disassembly and repair
instructions on the mixing and valve chamber assem-
bly. See paragraph (4) below for disassembly and re-
pair of the gear box. Remove gear box from frame,
when necessary, to facilitate disassembly and repair.

(c). Install Major Components (figure 7-9). At-
tachslurryfeeder gear box to frame. Position mixing
and valve chamber assembly on the gear box and se-
cure with three lockwashers (2) and cap screws (1).
Connect hoses. Install sheave and hopper on slurry
feeder.

(d). Adjust Major Components. With the dial on
the diaphragm cap control set at 10, turn the slurry
feeder shaft until the diaphragm is at the end of the
suction stroke and at the start of the pumping stroke.

Key to Figure 7-6

1 Nut, No. 1/4-20 11 Disc, rubber
2 Handle, release 12 Ring, clip
3 Lockwasher, 1/2 in. (2) 13 Spring
4 Screw, pivot (2) 14 Gasket
5 Shaft, eccentric 15 Base
6 Body 16 Lockwasher,
7 Nut, No. 3/8-24 3/8 in. (6)

elastic stop 17 Screw, No. 3/8-
8 Disc (2) 16 x 1-1/4 in.
9 Spacer long

(As Required) 18 Roller
10 Stem 19 Spacer (4)

9

Figure 7-6. Air Release Valve Exploded
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Figure 7-7. Adjustable Flow Control Valve- Exploded
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A slight clearance of about 0.005 to 0.010 inches
should be left between adjusting screw (6) (figure 7-9)
and the end of the yoke (17) (figure 7-12) of the gear
box. Lock screw (6) (figure 7-9) in place with nut
(7). The shorter of the trip arms on the outside of
the gear box assembly opens the slurry inlet valve,
the longer trip arm opens the two flushing valves.
Adjustments must be made in the trip arm positions
for proper valve operation and this adjustment is ex-
plained in paragraph (4) (b) below.

(2). Disassemble and l%pair Diaphragm End.
(a). Disassemble Diaphragm and Diaphragm Cap.

It willnot be necessary to disassemble the diaphragm
and diaphragm cap unless diaphragm (20) (figure 7-
10) leaks, as indicated by slurrydrippingfrom the hole
in the bottom of cap (9). To disassemble, loosen two
set screws (8) (figure 7-9) and remove diaphragm
lever shaft (4) and diaphragm lever (5). Remove screw
(15) (figure 7-10), press on exposed end of push rod
(4) and lift off cam (13). lemove four screws (11)
and lockwashers (12). Lift cap (9)from mixing and
valve chamber. Push rod (4) and associated parts
will come off with cap unless diaphragm (20) is stuck
to mixing and valve chamber. Remove push rod (4)
and associated parts from cap or chamber, as neces-
sary. If diaphragm (20) is stuck to chamber, loosen
edge at one point and peel with care to avoid damage
to diaphragm. Compress spring (7) by pushing on
spring seat (8) and remove pin (19). lelease spring
(7) slowly and lift off seat (8), spring (7), and seat
(5). Unscrew diaphragm (20) from rod (4). Remove
backing gasket (21) from rod (4). Do not remove
bearing (10) unless it must be replaced.

(b). Reassemble Diaphragm and Diaphragm Cap.
Stretch backing gasket (21) (figure 7-10) over end of
rod (4) and slip it into the groove. Screw diaphragm
(20) onto rod (4). Slip seat (5) over rod (4) sothatthe
pin in the rod passes through the hole in the seat.
Place spring (7) and seat (8) over rod (4). Compress
spring (7) with seat (8) until pin (19) can be pushed
into place and be retained by seat (8). Insert rod (4)
out through bearing (10) in cap (9) and engage seat (5)
with pin (6). Position cap with parts on mixing and
valve chamber and secure with four screws (11)and

1. Cover 17. Plug, 1/8 in. pipe

2. Plate, backing (2) 18. Screw, drive (4)
3. Diaphragm 19: Dial and nameplate
4. Seat, spring 20. Disc, valve

5. Spring 21. Pin, guide (2)
6. Orifice 22. Nut, elastic stop,

7. Gate No. 10-32
8. Petcock (2) 23. Lockwasher,
9. Body 5/16 in. (8)
10. Packing, asbestos 24. Screw, machine,

cord No. 5/16-18 x

11. Gland, packing 1 in. long (8)
12. Spring 25. Plug, 1/8 in.

13. Pointer pipe, (2)
14. Knob
15. Nut
16. Screw, set,

No. ]/4-20 x 1/4
in. long
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XING AND
VALVE CHAMBER
ASSEMBLY

FIGS. 7-10 AND7-11

1 Screw, cap, No. 5/16-18 x 3/4 in. tg (3)
2 Lockwasher, 5/16 in. (3)
3 Tubing, 1/4 in. plastic, 6-1/2 in. lg.
4 Shaft, diaphragm lever
5 Lever, diaphragm
6 Screw, adjusting
7 Nut, No. 1/2-20
8 Screw, Allen set, No. 1/4-20 x 3/8

in. lg (2)

5

SLURRY FEEDER
GEAR BOX

7-12

Figure 7-9. Slurry Feeder Exploded



1 Nipple, 1/2 in. hose (2)
2 Plug, 3/8 in. pipe, flush type (2)
3 Plug, 1/8 in. pipe,

drain (2)
4 Push rod assembly
5 Seat, spring
6 Pin, 3/32 x 1/4 in. long
7 Spring
8 Seat, spring
9 Cap, diaphragm

10 Bearing
11 Screw, machine, No.

1/4-20 x 5/8 in. long (4)
12 Lockwasher, 1/4 in. (4)

FOR
DETAILS
OF VALVE

CHAMBER END
SEE FIG. 71
2

9

6
7

8

13 Cam feed
14 Scale
15 Screw, shoulder
16 Handle, screw
17 Screw, machine, No. 4-36

x 3/16 in. long (2)
18 Pin, scale
19 Pin, 3/32xll/16in. long
20 Diaphragm
21 Gasket, backing

Figure 7-10. Mixing and Valve

lockwashers (12). Push on exposed end of rod (4) and

drop cam (13) in position with ten on scale (14) oppo-
site pin (18). Install screw (15) but do not tighten.
Place one drop of oil on bearing (10). Press on end
of rod (4) and rotate cam (13) to zero. Install dia-

phragm lever (5) (figure 7-9), diaphragm lever shaft
(4) and tighten set screws (8).

(3). Operation, Disassembly, and Repair of Mix-

ing and Valve Chamber.
(a). General. One valve mechanism is assem-

bled in each of the three valve compartments of the

mixing and valve chamber (1) (figure 7-11), however,
only the center mechanism is exploded in figure 7-11.

(b). Operation of Valve Chamber. Window (25)
in valve chamber is transparent and the operation of

the valves may be observed with the slurry feeder in-

stalled in the machinery section. During normal
operation a white charge of filteraid slurry enters the

slurry (center) compartment on the suction stroke of

Chamber-Diaphragm End Exploded

the diaphragm and is discharged on the pumping stroke

when theflushing water inlet (lower) and outlet (upper)
valves are open. Valves must open from 1/16 to 3/32
inches. If the slurry valve in the center compartment
does not open, no white charge will be seen. If the

inlet or both flushing valves do not open the white

charge will not move out of the chamber and filteraid
will collect in the bottom of the chamber. If the out-
let flushing valve does not open the white charge will

collect and settle in the valve chamber. If the slurry

valve leaks and does not seat, a white ring of filteraid

will form at the base of the valve during flushing. If

either flushing valve leaks, no white charge will enter
the slurry chamber on the suction stroke. For valve

adjustments that can be made prior to disassembly,

see paragraph (4) (b) below.
(c). Disassemble Mixing and Valve Chamber.

Remove Thomas vent adapter (14), Thomas vent (13)
and "O" ring (12) from bottom of mixing chamber.
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1 Valve chamber
2 Plug, 1/8 in. pipe
3 Washer, backing (6) 13
4 Washer, sealing (6) 14
5 Push rod, valve plug (3) 15
6 Pin, swivel (3) 16
7 Spring (3) 17
8 Plate, clamping (3)
9 Screw, No. 8-32 x 18

3/8 in. long 19
10 Elbow, 1/8 in. street 20
11 Nipple, 1/4 in. hose 21
12 "O" ring, 3/4 in. x 1 in. 22

19

Vent, Thomas
Adapter, Thomas vent
Plug, valve (3)
Plug, 3/4 in. pipe
"O" ring,’ 1/2 in. x
3/8 in. (3)

Seat, valve (3)
Washer, screw retaining (6)
Spring, inner (6)
Plate, clamping (3)
Lockwasber, No. 6 (6)

23 Screw, No. 6-32 x 3/8
in. lg

24 Gasket
25 Window
26 Frame, window

27 Lockwasher, 1/4 in. (8)
28 Screw, No. 1/4-20 x 3/4

in. long (6)
29 Screw, No. 1/4-20 xl-1/4 in.

long (2)

Figure 7-11. Mixing and Valve Chamber Valve Chamber End Exploded

Remove nipple (II) and elbow (I0). If the valves can-
not be adjusted for proper operation as descrbied in
paragraph (4)(b) below, or if a valve leaks, disas-
semble the valve chamber and any of the three valves
as follows: Remove the six screws (28), two screws
(29) eight loclvashers (27), the window frame (26),
and the window (25). Be careful not to damage the
gasket (24). Remove two screws (9) and the clamping
plate (8) and spring (7). Pull out rod (5), pin (6), two
washers (3) and two seals (4) as a unit. Remove two
screws (23), lockwashers (22), clamping plate (21),
spring (20) and washers (19). Withdraw valve plug
(15). Use a hooked wire to remove valve seat (18)
and "O" ring (17).

(d). Inspect and Clean Parts. Thomas vent (13)
acts as a check valve. It permits air from the gear
box air compressor to bubble up through the mixing
chamber (1), but prevents slurry from backingup
into the air line (3) (figure 7-9) and the air compres-
sor. The vent must be soft and pliable and the slot in
the top must close off. Test the vent by blowing in the
reverse direction to see if it is tight. Check the seat-
ing surface of the valve seats (18) (figure 7-11). Seat-
ing surfaces must be smooth, clean, and free of nicks.
Wash filteraid slurry outof valve compartments and
out of mixing chamber.
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(e). Reassemble and Adjust Mixing and Valve
Chamber.
Care must be taken in reassembling the valve mech-
anisms. The compartments must be clean, and all
seating and gasket surfaces must be smooth. Replace
seals (4) (figure 7-11) and rings (12 and 17) if damaged.
Replace valve plug (15) and seat (18)if seating sur-
faces are not in good condition. To reassemble, lu-
bricate valve seat (18) and "O" ring (17) with glycer-
ine and water, slip ring onto seat and carefully press
into mixing and valve chamber (1). Insert valve plug
(15) over valve seat (18) with button end out and secure
with inner spring (20), washers (19), clamping plate
(21), lockwashers (22) and cap screws (23). Assemble
pin (6), rod (5), two seals (4) and two washers (3) and
insert as a unit through hole in valve compartment.
HOLE IN THE PROTRUDING END OF ROD (5) AND
THE PIN (6) MUST BE PARALLEL TO THE LONG
DIMENSION OF THE CHAMBER. Solid end of rod (5)
should slide into hole in valve plug (15). Secure parts
with spring (7), clamping plate (8), and two cap screws
(9). Loosen screws (23), press down gently on springs
(20) while retightening screws (23)to obtainthe proper
spring load on the valve seat. For valve adjustment
see paragraph (4)(b) below. Install gasket (24), win-
dow (25), window frame (26) and secure with two
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51j"

48
649 15

41 4O

22 28

1 Gasket
2 Lever, compressor

diaphragm
3 Shaft, drive
4 Pin, shaft
5 Retainer, bearing
6 Lockwasher No. 10 (16)
7 Screw, No. 10-32 x

3/4 in. long (4)
8 Seal, oil (3)
9 Ring (3)

10 Locknut
11 Lockwasher
12 Bearing, ball (2)
13 Cam, compressor
14 Ring (2)
15 Screw, No. 1/4-20x

1/4 in. long, Allen (2)
16 Pin, guide
17 Yoke

18 Follower (flushing water)
19 "O" ring (2)
20 Bushing (2)
21 Follower (slurry feed)
22 Gear, worm
23 Bar, bearing
24 Bearing, ball (2)
25 Nut, No. 1/4-20
26 Gasket
27 Plug, 1/2 in. pipe
28 Cover
29 Lockwasher, 1/4 in. (7)
30 Screw, No. 1/4-20x 3/4 in. long (7)
31 Screw, No. 5/16-18x3/4in. long(2)
32 Lockwasher, 5/16 in. (2)
33 Screw, No. 10-32x 1/4 in. long (2)
34 Locknut
35 Lockwasher
36 Cam, diaphragm

37 Spacer
38 Cam (slurry feed)
39 Cam (flushing water)
40 Shaft, cam
41 Key
42 Pin, 1/8 x 3/4 in. long (2)
43 Box, gear
44 Plug, drain, 1/8 in. pipe
45 Cap, bearing
46 Bushing, 5/16 in. x 7/16 in. x

3/8 in.
47 Pin, 1/4 x 1-1/4 in. long, dowel
48 Screw, No. 10-32xl/2in. long(8)
49 Cap, oil seal
50 Arm, trip (short-slurry feed)
51 Arm, trip (long-flushing water)
52 Screw, No. 10-32x 3/4 in.

long (4)
53 Bushing, 5/16 in. x 7/8 in. x

in. (2)

Figure 7-12. Slurry Feeder Gear Box Exploded
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screws (29), six screws (28), and lockwashers (27).
Draw parts down evenly. GaSket and pipe compound
should not be needed, but if used they should be of the
non-hardening type. Install ’!O" ring (12), Thomas
vent (13), Thomas Vent adapter (14), elbow (10) and
nipple (11) to complete reassembly of the mixing and
valve chamber.

(4). Disassemble and Repair Gear Box.
(a). General. A minimum of repairs is required

for the gear box. Cams (38) and (39) (figure 7-12) may
wear and affect valve chamber operation beyond ad-
justment (par. (4)(b) below). Wear in cam (36) can
usually be compensated for by adjusting screw (6)
(figure 7-9)(par. (1)(d) above), lepair of the air com-
pressor (which is part of the gear box) is explained in
par. (5) below. Bushings and bearings are press fit,
flush or against a shoulder. Grease is not required,
however, it is necessary to maintain the oil level in
the crankcase to the top of the oil filler plug. Direc-
tion of rotation of the slurry feeder is clockwise when
facing the drive end of the shaft (3) (figure 7-12).
Starting with par. (c) below, disassembly steps are
listed in logical sequence, however, it may not be
necessary to remove all previously listed parts to
replace any particular part.

(b). Adjust Slrry and FlushingWater Trip Arms
(figure 7-12). Arm (50) opens thslurry feed valve
and arm (51) opens the inlet and discharge flushing
water valves of the valve chamber assembly (par. (3)
above). The action of cam (38) on follower (21) is
transferred to arm (50) which opens the slurry valve.
Similarly cam (39), follower (18) and arm (51) opens
both flushing water valves. Valves are closed by the
two springs inside each valve compartment of the
valve chamber. The position of cams (38) and (39) on
shaft(40) is fixed by key (41). Therefore, valve open-
ing can only be adjusted by loosening screws (52) and
moving arms (50) and (51). These arms are outside
gear box (43) and adjustment can be made without re-
moving or disassembling the slurry feeder. Always
adjust valves in the closed position. To adjust the
slurry valve: turn shaft (3) until the diaphragm (par.
(2) above) is at the pumping stroke and the slurry
valve is in closed position. With a 3/32-inch Allen
set screw wrench loosen two screws (52) which lock
arm (50) to follower (21). Insert a wire or nail in the
hole in the end of follower (21) and turn counterclock-
wise to press follower (21) against cam (38). Holding
follower in this position, press arm (50) against the
push rod of the slurry valve and tighten two screws
(52). Turn shaft (3) by hand and check by observation
to make sure the valve opens and closes. To adjust
the two flushing water valves turn shaft (3)until the
diaphragm is at the suction stroke and the flushing
valves are in closed position. Loosen two screws
(52) which lock arm (51) to follower (18). With wire
or nail in hole of follower (18) turn counterclockwise
to press follower against cam (39). Hold follower in
this position, press arm (51)against the two push rods
of the flushing water valves and tighten two screws
(52). Check valve operation by observation. Valves
must open from 1/16 in. to 3/32 in.

(c). Disassemble Gear Box (figure 7-12.)
1. Remove Yoke and Worm Gear. Remove plug

(44) ad drain out oil. Remove seven screws (30),
washers (29) and lift cover (28) from box (43). Do not
damage gasket (26). Remove nut (25), two screws (31),
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two screws (33) and lift out bar (23). Press bearing
(24) from the bar. Remove screw (15) and pull out
pin (16) and ring (14) which hold yoke (17)inplace.
Remove four screws (48) and lift off seal (8), bushing
(46), cap (45) and ring (9) as a unit. Drive out pin
(47) if yoke (17) cannot be lifted out. Lift out locknut
(34), lockwasher (35), cam (36), gear (22), spacer
(37), cam (38), cam (39), shaft (40), key (41)and
bearing (24) as a unit. To disassemble this unit
straighten lug on lockwasher (35), remove locknut (34)
and lift the parts from the shaft (40).

2. Remove Air Compressor and Lever. te-
move ir compressor (see (5) below). Remove screw
(15) and lift out pin(16), ring (14) and lever (2).

3. Remove Drive Shaft. Iemove seal (8), cap
(49) ad ring (9) as a unit. Straighten lug on lock-
washer (11). Remove locknut (10), lockwasher (11),
bearing (12), and slide shaft (3) out of box (43) from
right to left. Remove pin (4) to release cam (13).
Drive off bearing (12).

4. Remove Valve Followers. lemove two
screwE (52) and pull arm (51) from tollower (18).
Withdrawfollower (18). Remove "O" ring (19). Press
bushing (20) from box (43), if necessary. In a simi-
lar manner remove arm (50) and follower (21).

(d). Reassemble Gear Box (figure 7-12.)
1. Install Valve Followers. Reassemble in re-

verse-order of the disassembly procedure. Check
parts for damage or wear and replace if necessary.
Press bushings (20) flush to the inside of box (43).
Insert follower (21) in hole in box (43) as illustrated.
Place "O" ring (19) on follower (21) and push into
space in bore outside bushing (20) to make satisfactory
seal With two screws (52) and washers (6) attach
arm (50) loosely to follower (21). The arm must be
adjusted later (see (b) above). The screws must en-
gage in the groove of the follower. This will auto-
matically position the arm. Similarly, install follow-
er (18), ring (19), and arm (51) with screws (52) and
washers (6).

2. Install Drive Shaft Check all parts, espe-
cially-shaft (3) and cam (13)for wear and replace if
necessary. Press bearing (12) on left (short) end of
shaft (3). Slide cam (13) on shaft (3) and lock in place
with pin (4). Slide shaft through box (43) from left to
right. Slide bearing (12) on right end of shaft, install
lockwasher (11) and loclmut (10). Tighten locknut (10)
to the nearest lug on lock-washer (11). Lock in place.
Assemble retainer (5), seal (8) and ring (9) as a unit,
and installon box (43) withfour washers (6) and screws
(7). Assemble seal (8), ring (9) and cap (49) as a
unit, and install on box (43) with four washers (6) and
screws (48).

3. Install Air Compressor and Lever. Attach
lever -2) to box (43) with pin (16), ring (14) and screw
(15). The screw must fit in the groove of the pin
which automatically positions the pin. Place gasket
(1) on box (43) and install air compressor as ex-
plained in paragraph (5) below.

4. Install Worm Gear and Yoke. Inspect all
parts,-especially cams (36), (37), and (38), for wear
and replace if necessary. Press bearing (24) on left
end of shaft (40). Place key (41) in shaft (40) and
stack cam (39), cam (38), spacer (37), gear (22),
cam (36), and loclvasher (35) on shaft (40). Tighten
locknut (34) to nearest lug on lockwasher (35). Lock
in place. Push followers (18) and (21) out of the way



to the right and place shaft assembly in box (43). The
low point of cam (36) should be to the left and gear
(22) must mesh with worm of shaft (3). Placeyoke
(17) in box (43). Press pin (47) flush to outside of
box (43), with the beveled end of the pin inside the
box and engaging the lugs of yoke (17). Assemble
ring (9), cap (45), bushing (46) and seal (8) as a unit

and attach to box (43) with four washers (6) and screws
(48). Installpin(16) and ring (14) in yoke (17). Screw
(15) must engage the groove in pin (16)which auto-
matically positions the pin. Press two pins (42) and

bearing (24) in bar (23). The bearing seats on the
shoulder of the bar and the pins are flush with the
bearing side of the bar. Install two screws (33) to
hold bearing (24). Place bar (23), with bearing out
and the longer end to the top, on shaft (40) and se-
cure with nut (25), two washers (32) and screws (31).

(e). Inspect and Test the Gear Box (figure 7-12).
Turn shaft (3) by hand and make certain that no parts
bind, that gears mesh and that cams operate prop-
erly. Install drain plug (44), gasket (26), cover (28),
fill with oil to the level of the oil filling opening and
install plug (27). Arms (50) and (51) are to be ad-
justed after the valve chamber assembly has been
installed on the feeder and the complete unit is to be
tested after assembly in the machinery section by
operating the equipment.

(5). Operation and Disassembly of Air Compres-
sor (figure 7-13).

(a). Operation of Air Compressor. The action
of the air compressor lever compresses spring (6)
andpulls backon diaphragm (14) which creates a suc-
tion in front of the diaphragm and draws air through
strainer (24) into cap (15). On the pressure stroke
the spring pushes outon the diaphragm and forces the
air out of cap (15) through nipple (16)to the slurry
hopper. Valve cages (3) serve as check valves. Felt
strainer (24) screens out dirt that may clog the valves
and, depending on the cleanliness of air entering the
compressor, will have to be replaced periodically. If
a new strainer is not available, make one from several
thicknesses of cloth such as a handkerchief. If the
diaphragm leaks or if the strainer or valves clog no
air will bubble up in the slurry hopper. The air com-
pressor need only be disassembled to replace a part,
or partially disassembled to installthe compressor on
the gear box housing.

(b). Air Compressor Removal and Disassembly.
1. Remove Body. Loosen three screws (8),

twist cup (9) and remove .the cup. Take care that
spring (6) does not fly out when the cup is removed.
Remove screw (10), lockwasher (11) and washer (12).
Remove two screws (13), washers (11)and lift body
(5) from gear case housing and the lever arm.

2. Remove Strainer and Diaphragm. Remove
three screws (20), lockwashers (21) and washers (22).
Lift off disc (23), strainer (24), and disc (17). Re-
move two screws (19), four screws (25), six washers
(18) and lift off cap (15) and diaphragm (14). Remove
four screws (1) to remove two cages (3).

.(c). Air Compressor Reassembly and Installa-
tion. Check strainer for dirt, inspect diaphragm for
holes or cracks and blow and suck through valves to
test operation. Assemble four screws (1), washers
(2), two gaskets (4), cages (3), nipple (16), disc (17),
strainer (24), disc (23), three screws (20), lock-
washers (21) and washers (20) on cap (15). Install

body (5) on gear box housing using two screws (13)
and washers (II). The small end of body (5) must
face the open end of the gear box housing. To in-

crease pumping rate, move the body ts far as pos-
sible toward the open end of the gear box. Install
cap assembly (15) and diaphragm (14) loosely on
body (5). Only take three to four turns on screws

(25) and (19). Install washer (12), lockwasher (11)
and screw (10) in diaphragm (14). The metal adapter
of the diaphragm must be between the lugs of the
actuating lever. Turn the drive shaft of the gear box
until the lever is at a point farthest away from the
open end of the gear box housing. Install three washers
(7) and screws (8) loosely in body (5), place cup (9) on
large end of spring (6) and insert other end of spring
in body (5). Press in on cup (9) and twist to lock in
place. Tighten three screws (8), four screws (25)
and two screws (19). Screws (25) and (19) must be
tight or the diaphragm will leak and the compressor
will not pump air.

7-7. RESTRICTOR MAINTENANCE.
a. Disassemble Restrictor (figure 7-14). Plug (I)

is the priming ping for the pump. The restrictor need
not be disassembled except to clean it out or to re-
place the combination gasket and flap valve (5). Re-
move two screws (9), two screws (8) and remove body
(7) and gasket assembly (5). Remove three screws
(11), washer (10) and separate plate (4) and weight (6)
from gasket (5). Bushing (3) is press fit into body (2).
b. ReassembleRestrictor. Reassemble the restric-

tor in the reverse order of the disassembly proce-
dure. Gasket (5) must be flexible and the hinged flap
intact. Weight (6) must be toward body (7).

7-8. HYPOCHLORINATOR MAINTENANCE.
a. Description and Operation (figure 7-15). The

hypochlorinator is a diaphragm pump with gears,
bearings and cams running in oil and enclosed in a
cast iron housing. On the suction stroke, the vacuum
created by the backward motion of diaphragm (17)
closes the discharge (upper) poppet valve (20), opens
the suction (lower) poppet valve (20) and pulls hypo-
chlorite solution from the hypochlorite reservoir,
through a strainer (inside the reservoir) and sight
glass into the space between the diaphragm (17) and
body (25). On the forward or discharge stroke, the
pressure created by the forward movement of the
diaphragm closes the suction poppet valve, opens the
discharge poppet valve, and discharges the solution
through a hose connection into the restrictor in the
pump discharge line. Shaft (11) is directly connected
to the diaphragm and is actuated by rocker arm (10)
which in turn is moved by cam (48) driven through
suitable gearing from the main drive shaft (51). As
cam follower bearing (54) on the lower end of rocker
arm (10) follows the rise on cam (48), the upperend
of the rocker arm pushes shaft (11) forward. When
the cam follower bearing (54) passes the tip of the
cam, spring (13) accomplishes the backward or suc-
tion stroke. A variable lever fulcrum roller (58)
moves up and down as handle (1) is turned to effect
changes in the length of the pumping stroke, causing
proportionate changes in the amount of solution
pumped.
b. Pumping Body Assembly. Repairs to the hypo-

chlorinator may be made without removing the unit
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022 23 24 25 18

1 Screw, No. 6-32 x
3/16 in. long (4)

2 Washer, No. 6 (4)
3 Cage, valve (2)
4 Gasket, valve (2)
5 Body
6 Spring
7 Lockwasher, 1/4 in. (3}

8 Screw, No. 1/4-20 x
1/2 in. long (3)

9 Cup, spring
10 Screw, No. 5/16-18 x

1/2 in. long
11 Lockwasher, 5/16 in. (3)
12 Washer, 5/16 in.
13 Screw, No. 5/16-18 x

1/2 in. long (2)

Figure 7-13. Gear Box Air

from the machinery section. If it is necessary to dis-
assemble the pumping portion of the hypochlorinator
for draining or repair proceed as follows:

(1). Remove Pumping Body Assembly. Loosen
screw (31)sufficiently to relieve pressure on nuts (29)
and remove four nuts (29) and washers (28). Pull
plate (27) and clamping disc (26) from studs (16). Re-
move screw (23), yoke (24), valve bodies (21) and lift
out valves (20) and seats (19). Lift pump body (25)
from studs to expose diaphragm (17). Diaphragm (17)
screws onto shaft (11). Do not remove the diaphragm
unless it must be replaced or adjusted.

(2). Clean and Examine Parts. Examine valves
(20), seats (19), valve bodies (21), diaphragm (17)
and pump body (25) for damage, cracks, leaks, or
breaks. Clean any hard water deposit from parts.
The formation of a white coating on diaphragm (17),
poppet valves (20), or valve seats (19), is an indica-
tion of hard water and may bring about improper
operation of the hypochlorinator. The coating can be
easily removed by soaking the parts in 5% hydrochloric
Icid. The commercial form of hydrochloric acid,
known as muriafic acid, is quite acceptable. Where
hard water exists, deposits may form also on the in-
side of the tube on the restrictor through which the
hypochlorite solution is fed into the water. Inspect
this tube at regular intervals and clean out if neces-
sary.
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20 Screw, No. 8-32 x
14 Diaphragm 1/4 in. long (3)
15 Cap, pump 21 Lockwasher, No. 8(3)
16 Nipple, 1/4 in. hose 22 Washer, No. 8 (3)
17 Disc, inner 23 Disc, outer
18 Lockwasher, No. 10(6) 24 Strainer, felt
19 Screw, No. 8-32 x 25 Screw, No. 10-32 x

1 in. long (2) 5/8 in. long (4)

Compressor Exploded

(3). Adjust Diaphragm. The hypochlorinator is
designed so that when the stroke control handle (1) is
set at 10 on the calibrated dial (72) the pump shaft (11)
and diaphragm (17)move one-quarter of an inch. This
setting represents the maximum length of stroke. For
long life of the diaphragm and for correct pumping
rates, it is essential that the diaphragm be set so that
it flexes an equal distance ba.ckwards and forwards
from its normal position. To accomplish this setting,
the following procedure should be followed:

(a). Set the stroke control handle (1) on the hy-
pochlorinator at a reading of 10 on the dial (72).

(b). Rotate the pulley onthe slurry feeder clock-
wise until the pump shaft (11) is at the extremeend
of the suction stroke.

WARNING

Never make adjustments or work on the hypo-
chlorinator without first removing either the
drive belt or the ignition cable from the spark
plug. Turning the feeder shaft over by hand
with the drive belt in place during adjusting
might start the engine and cause serious injury
to the operator.
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I0

........ -/’ Plug, 1-1/2 in. priming

5 Gasket
6 Weight
7 Body, outlet
8 Screw, No. 3/8-16 x 1-14 in. long (2)
9 Screw, No. 3/g-16x2-1/4 in. long (2)

10 Washer, No. 10 (3)
11 Screw, No. 10-32 x 1/8 in. long (3)

Figure 7-14. Restrictor Exploded

This point can be most readily determined by remov-
ing the diaphragm (17) altogether and observing the
movement of the pump shaft.. If visual inspection is
not feasible, the correct position may be determined
by holding the thread end of the pump shaft lightly
with the fingers.

(c). Screw the diaphragm on the pump shaft and
place a straight edge across the face of the diaphragm
as shown in figure 7-16. Adjust the diaphragm on the
shaft as required to obtain a clearance of 1/8" between
the flat position of the diaphragm and the edge of the
straight edge.

(4). Reassemble Pumping Body Assembly (figure
7-15). Reasse,nble in reverse of the removal pro-
cedure. Care should be exercised to insure that all
gaskets are in place and thaf the poppet valves (20)
are in the positions shown on figure 7-16. When
disc (26) and plate (27) are installed, nuts (29) should
be turned up finger-tight. The assembly may then be
made secure by tightening screw (31). This method
insures an equal distribution o1 forces over the face
of the hard rubber pumping block and tends to elimi-
nate damage to the block.

c. Cam Shft Assembly (figure 7-15). This assem-
bly consists of two bearings (37), pin (38), gear (39),
pin (40), bar (41), two pins (45), shaft (47) and cam
(48). Bearings (37) are force fit against shoulders of
shaft (47). Gear (39) is force fit against a shoulder
and attached to the shaft with pin (38). Pin (40) holds
cmn (48) to shaft (47). To install a new cam (48) pull
outside bearing (37) from the shaft, drive pin (40) out
of cm (48) and remove the cam. Place the new cam
in position as illustrated so that with counterclockwise
rotation of gear (39) bearing (54) will follow the rise
of the cam anddroptothelowpointof the cam. Clear-
ance between cam (48) and bearing (37) must be 37/64
inches. Use drill holes in one side of the cam and in
the shaft as a guide and drill through the other sideof
the cam with number 42 (. 093")drill. Force fit pin
(40) m place. Where a new shaft (47) is used it will
be necessary to drill the shaft for the pin. Pins (45)
arc force fit into bar (41) with 1/8-inch protruding
outside the bar.
d. Stroke Adjusting Shaft Assembly (figure 7-15).

This assembly consists of handle (1), shaft (7), bush-
ing (69), pin (70), pinion (71), dial (72) and pin (38).
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39 Gear, worm
40 Pin, 3/32xl-5/32

in. long IL
a a, cos

1 Handle, stroke control 21 Valve seat ide 42 Gasket, cover
2 Screw, No. 8-32 x assembly (2) 43 Plug, I/2 in.

I/4 in. long (2) 22 Pin, i/4x2in, long 44 Screw, No. I/4-20 60 Pin, stop
3 Cover, dial 23 Screw, clamping x 1 in. long (9) 61 Bearing
4 Screw, idler gear 24 Yoke, clamping 45 Pin, I/Sx3/4in. long(2) 62 Gasket
5 Gear, idler 25 Body, pump 46 Screw, No. 1/4-20 x 63 Screw, No. 8-32 x
6 Stud, idler gear 26 Disc, clamping 3/4 in. long 1/4 in. long (3)
7 Shaft, stroke adjusting 27 Plate, end, clmuping 47 Shaft, cam 64 Retainer
8 Housing 28 Washer (4) 48 Cam 65 Screw, No. 5/16 x
9 Block, pivot 29 Nut, No. 3/8-16 (4) 49 Plug, 1/4 in. drain 1 in. long (2)
10 Arm, actuating (rocker) 30 Pin, 3/8 x 4 in. long 50 Retainer, bearing 66 Block, bearing, pivot
11 Shaft, pump 31 Screw, body clamp- 51 Shaft, drive block guide
12 Retainer, spring (2) ing 52 Pin, fulcrum (2) 67 Pad, friction
13 Spring 32 Plug, priming 53 Washer (2) 68 Spring, fulcrum
14 Bearing 33 Gasket 54 Bearing, cam follower 69 Bushing
15 Bushing pump shaft 34 Tube, air vent 55 Shaft, cam follower 70 Pin, 3/32 x 1/2 in.
16 Stud (4) 35 Retainer 56 Spacer long
17 Diaphragm 36 Seal, oil (2) 57 Screw, No. 10-32 x 71 Pinion
18 Gasket (4) 37 Bearing 1/4 in. long, set 72 Dial
19 Seat, valve (2) 38 Pin, 3/32 x 3/4 in. 58 Roller, fulcrum 73 Decal, arrow
20 Poppet, valve (2) long 59 Bracket, fulcrum roller 74 Nameplate

Figure 7-15. Hypochlorinator Exploded

Handle (1) and pinion (71) are pinned to shaft (7)by
tapered pins (38) and (70). Bushing (69) and dial (72)
are free to rotate on the shaft.

(1). Remove Stroke Adjusting Shaft Assembly. Re-
move two screws (2) and lift off cover (3). Remove
screw (4) and gear (5). Remove pin (60)and screw
shaft (7) until it is disengaged from support (59). Un-
screw bushing (69) and lift out the assembly.

(2). Install Stroke Adjusting Shaft Assembly. When
the assembly is installed, gears must be meshed prop-
erly. Insert the shaft assembly through the hole in
case (8) and through the hole in guide (66). Tighten

bushing (69). Place support (59) in position and engage
shaft (7) in support (59). Install pin (60). Turn shaft
(7) until, support (59) hits pin (60). Turn dial (72) so
that number 10 is centered over the hole in stud (6).
Maintain. this setting and install gear (5), screw (4)
and mesh the gears. Install cover (3). If the gear
setting is correct, the index mark on cover (3) will
coincide with 10 on dial (72) when support (59) is
against pin (60).
e. leplace Main Spring (figure 7-15). To replace

spring (13)remove pump body (25) and diaphragm (17)
(see b (1) above). Loosen screw (57) and unscrew
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Figure 7-16. Hypochlorinator Diaphragm Adjustment

shaft (11) from block (9). Lift out spring (13) and re-
tainers (12). To reinstall, slide on retainer (12) over
the shoulder of block (9). Compress replacement
spring (13) and tie it in compressed position with
strong cord or string. Install the compressed spring
and second retainer (12) on shaft (11). Tighten shaft
in block (9) and tighten screw (57). Cut and remove
string. Adjust diaphragm and replace pumping body
ssembly (see b. (4) above).

f. Sight Glass (figure7-17). The sight glass need
only be disassembled to remove any hard water de-
posit, to stop a leak, or to replace a broken gtass.
Remove two nuts (6) and washers (7). Replace glass
(3) and gaskets (2) if necessary. Reassemble in re-
verse of the disassembly procedure.
g. Removal and Installation of Hypochlorite Reser-

voir Cover (figure 7-18). To remove the cover turn
the two locking knobs (34) until flat side of knobs are
faced in and edge of cover is free. Lift freed edge of
cover and slide out from under the opposite cover clips
(33). To install the cover, slide one edge under cover
clips (33), press it fiat ontop of the hypochlorite res-
ervoir and lock in place by turning the locking knobs
(34) until their curved sides bind the rim of the cover.
The drain tube (5) when not in use is clamped to the
reservoir (2) to prevent unwanted drainage.

7-9. PUMP AND ENGINE ASSEMBLY
MAINTENANCE.
a. General. Thepump and engine assembly consists

of a close-coupled Wisconsin Model ACND single cyl-
inder, four-cycle, air-cooled, rope-started, gasoline
engine; and a Carter Model 8T-2 self priming centrif-
ugal pump.
b. Removal. Remove the engine and pump as a unit

mounted on the engine and pump mounting base (13)
(figure 7-19).

(1). Remove pulley guard (17) (figure 7-18), and
screws and washers (18). Pull idler arm (8) (figure

7-19) downward away from V-belt (3) and remove belt
from starting pulley (2) and sheave (1).

(2). Drain pump by removing drain plug (3) (figure
7-20) and priming plug (I) (figure 7-14). Bemove
nipple and reducing bushing (38) (figure 7-18), and
valve (26) from pump inlet elbow (4) (figure 7-20).
Remove nipple (2) (figure 7-20) and restrictor assem-
bly (1) from pump housing (25).

(3). Remove cap screws, nuts and washers (12)
(figure 7-19); then lift pump and engine mounting base
(13) from mounts (11) and remove from machinery
section frame (25) (figure 7-18).
c. Separate Pump and Engine.
(1). Remove hardware (figure 2-9) securing pump

and engine to mounting base (13) (figure 7-19).
(2). Remove pump housing cover (14) (figure 7-20),

gasket (15), and nuts (13). Disconnect the ignition
cable from the sparkplugon the engine before attempt-
ing to remove the impeller. Hold the starter rope

1 Block, mounting
2 Gasket (2)
3 Glass
4 Connection, 3/8 in.

hose
5 Plate, clamping

6 Nut, No. 10-32 elastic
stop (2)

7 Washer, No. 10 (4)
8 Rod, tie (2)
9 Nipple, 3/8 in. hose

10 Nut, No. 10-32, acorn(2)

Figure 7-17. Hypochlorinator Sight Glass Exploded
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1 Screw, cap, No. 1/4-20 x 3/4 in. lg (4)
(with nuts and washers)

2 Hypochlorite reservoir, cover, and strainer
3 Sight glass assembly
4 Screw, machine, No. 10-32 x 1-5/8 in. lg (2)

(with nuts and washers)
5 Drain tube
6 Drain tube clamp
7 Slurry tank, cover, and strainer
8 Hose clamp, 3/8 in. (4)
9 Restrictor assembly

10 Connection to main
11 Adapter, 2-in. to 2-in. hose
12 Connector and street elbow (2)
13 Hose clanp, 1/2 in. (2)
14 Pump and engine unit assembly
15 Valve, globe, 1/4 in., nipple, hose connector,

and clamp
16 Nipple, 2x4in. lg
17 Pulley guard
18 Screw, self-tapping, No. 14 x 1/2 in. lg (4)

(with washers)
19 Tool box
20 Instruction plate
21 Screw, machine, No. 4-36 x 1/4 in. lg (2)

(with nuts, washers, and lockwashers)
22 Screw, cap, No. 1/4-20 x 5/8 in. lg (2)

(with nuts, washers, and lockwashers)
23 Identification plate
24 livet, brass, 3/16 x 1/4 in. lg (4)
25 Chassis (frame)
26 Valve, 3-way, 2-position
27 Union, 2 in. (2)
28 Hose, 3/8IDx 24 in. lg
29 Hose, 3/8IDx30in. lg
30 Hose, 1/2 ID x 48 in. lg
31 Screw, cap, No. 1/4-20 x 5/8 in. lg (3) (with

nuts, washers, and lockwashers)
32 Tape, plastic, 3/4 x 12 in. lg
33 Clip (2) (with screws and nuts)
34 Knob, locking (2) (with 4 spring washers,

2 screws, and 2 nuts)
35 Hose clamp, 3/8 in.
36 Nipple, adapter
37 Screw, cap, No. 1/4-20 x 5/8 in. lg (with nuts,

washer, and lockwasher)
38 Nipple, 2 NPT x 12 in. lg, with reducing

bushing
39 Hypochlorite feeder assembly
40 Screw, cap, No. 1/2 x 13 x 1-1/4 in. lg (2) (with

nuts and lockwashers)
41 Coupling
42 Hose, 1/2IDx30in. lg(2)
43 Hose clamp, 1/2 in. (2)
44 Slurry feeder assembly
45 Screw, cap, No. 3/8-16 x 1-1/4 in. lg (3) (with

nuts, washers, and lockwashers)
46 Hose sleeve, slurry feeder inlet
47 Hose clamp (2)
48 U-Bolt 3/4-16 nuts and washers

Figure 7-18. Machinery Section Assembly
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13

12

H

1 Sheave
2 Pulley and sheave
3 Belt, "V"
4 Pulley assembly, tension
5 Spacer
6 Screw, No. 3/8-16 x 1-3/4 in. lg

(with nut)
7 Pin, cotter, 3/32 x 1 in. lg (2)
8 Idler arm
9 Spring, torsion

10 Screws, cap, No. 5/16-18 x 3/4 in.

lg (8) (with nuts and lockwashers)
11 Mount, engine and pump (4)
12 Screw, cap, No. 3/8-16 x 2-1/4

in. lg (4) (with nuts and washers)
13 Base, mounting
14 Pump and engine assembly

I0 6 9 8 7 5 4 3

Figure 7-19. Machinery Section with Pulley Guard Removed

pulley and unscrew the impeller locknut (16) and the
impeller (17) by turning counterclockwise off the

engine shaft (23). Use a block of hard wood and a

hammer to loosen the impeller. Do not damage the
impeller vanes.

(3). Remove nuts (21) and separate pump housing
from engine housing.
d. Installation.
(1). Reassemble pump and engine as described in

paragraph 7-10. d, through f.
(2). Complete installation by reversing removal

procedure (7-9. (b). above).

7-10. PUMP MAINTENANCE.
a. General.
(1). Description and Operation. Refer to paragraph

2-Tbfor adetailed discussion of the internal features
of the pump. Operation of the pump is simple. As the
impeller (12) (figure 2-10)turns withthe engine crank-
shaft, water is sucked throughthe suctionline and fit-

ting (9) to the center of the impeller. The vanes on
the impeller whirl the water from the center out,
building up a positive pressure inside the pump hous-
ing (6). The housing is designed to collect the water
as it is whirled off the impeller and direct the flow
out through the pump discharge nipple (1) into the re-
strictor (3) and then into the discharge line.

(2). Cleaning and Draining. Solid particles must
be kept out of the pump as they will clog the passages
and the impeller vanes, keep the check valve (8) from
closing properly, and possibly cause internal damage.
If it is necessary to clean out accumulated muck and
dergs without disassembling the pump, remove the
</rain plug (7}, priming plug (2), clean-out plug (19),

and suction check valve assembly (8). Flush out
housing (6) with clean water. Clean passages and im-

peller vanes. When necessary to drain the pump, re-

move the drain plug (7) and priming plug (2) to be sure
all water flows out of the housing (6). Be sure to
drain the pump after use in freezing weather as ice

formation inside the pump housing can cause trouble.

(3). Shaft Seal ting Assembly. The seal ring as-
sembly (14) mounts on the engine crankshaft (16) and

prevents water from leaking from the pump housing
into the engine, and also prevents air from being
sucked from the engine into the pump. An air leak

will reduce the pump capacity, and may prevent or

delay priming. The slightest scratch on the polished
surfaces of the two matching seal rings will cause a

leak. Be careful when handling these parts. Keep
the polished surfaces lubricated. If the pump is run

without water in it, or if the sealis not well lubricated,
the surfaces will score and the seal will leak. Do not
replace part of a seal assembly, always replace the

complete seal assembly.
b. Removal and Disassembly.
(1). Remove the pump from the machinery section

and separate from engine as described in paragraph 7-9.
(2). Remove four nuts (5) (figure 7-20) from studs

(7). Pry suction fitting (6) off housing (25). Remove
check valve flapper (31) assembly. Remove nut (9)
and separate check valve flapper (8), weight (10),
washer (11) and bolt (12). Do not remove the studs
(7) unless they must be replaced, since it is difficult
to remove them without damaging the threads. Re-
move clean-out plug (26) and drain plug (3).

(3). Remove seal ring assembly (19) from housing
(25) using a suitable punch. Turn housing over and
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17
18

15

14

24

1 Restrietor assembly
2 Nipple, pump outlet
3 Drain plug, I/4 in. NPT
4 Elbow, street, 2 in. NPT
5 Nut, hex, steel, No. 5/16-18
6 Suction fitting
7 Stud, steel, No. 5/16-18 x 1-1/4 in. Ig
8 Flapper, check valve
9 Nut, No. 1/4-20

10 Weight, check valve
11 Washer, check valve
12 Screw, machine, No. 1/4-20 x I in. Ig
13 Nut, hex, steel, No. 5/16-18

14 Cover, pump housing (volute)
15 Gasket, volute
16 Lockscrew, impeller
17 Impeller
18 Stud, steel, No. 5/16-18 x 1 in. lg
19 Seal ring assembly
20 Cup, oil
21 Nut, hex, steel, No. 7/16-14
22 Stud, steel, No. 7/16-14 x 2-3/4 in. lg
23 Crankshaft, engine
24 Seal, oil
25 Housing (volute)
26 Clean out plug

Figure 7-20. Pump and Engine Assembly Exploded



punch out oil seal (24). Unscrew oil cup (20) from
housing (25). Carefully press out seal ring assembly
parts (1 through 5) (figure 7-21).
c. Inspection and Repair.
(1). Pump Housing and Check Valve. Thoroughly

scrub and flush out the passages inside the housing
(25). Clean the impeller (17), remove all dirt and
debris from between the impeller vanes. Inspect all
parts, gaskets, and the check valve for wear or dam-
age and replace if necessary. The check valve flap-
per (8) must seal the housing (25) when the pumpis
shut off or the priming charge will siphon out and be
lost. Make sure all gaskets and seals are sound; use
new ones if in doubt. Before installing the seal as-
sembly (19), thoroughly clean the engine crankshaft
(23) of all foreign matter and oil the shaft so the seal
parts will slide on easily.

(2). Impeller. Inspect the open face of the impel-
ler to determine the extent of wear. (See figure 7-22.
Place a straight edge across impeller face at several
locations and note if face is worn uniformly. If the
face of the vanes have worn suchthat there is adiffer-
ence of 1/32 to 3/64 between the face near the tip and
the face near the hub or if the leading edges of the
vanes have been rounded to a 1/8 radius, the impel-
ler should be replaced.
d. Reassembly of Seal Ring Assembly.
(1). Reassemble Stationary Seal. Install station-

ary seal (4) (figure 7-21) and vibration ring(5) in hous-
ing (25) (figure 7-20) and carefully tap into place.
Cover the synthetic rubber vibration ring (5)(figure
7-21) with grease or permatex to facilitate installation.
Make sure ceramic face of stationary seal faces out-
ward to make contact with rotating seal (3).

(2). Reassembly Engine and Pump Housings. In-
stall oil seal (6) into housing (25) (figure 7-20). Wipe
engine shaft (23) clean and then cover with oil or
grease so that rotating seal assembly parts (1, 2, and
3) (figure 7-21) may later be slipped on easily. Join

1 Spring holder
2 Spring
3 Rotating seal
4 Stationary

seal
5 Vibration

ring
6 Oil seal

11

engine housing and pump housing (25) using studs (22)
and nuts (21).

(3). Reassemble Rotating Ring Seal. Slide rotat-
ing seal (3) (figure 7-21) onto engine shaft so that
rotating seal carbon face is in contact with the sta-
tionary seal (4) ceramic face. Install spring (2) and
spring holder (1). Hold seal ring assembly in place
until impeller (17) (figure 7-20) is started on crank-
shaft threads.
e. Installation and Adjustment of Impeller.
(1). Turn the impeller (17) (figure 7-20) clockwise

on the shaft (23) three or four complete revolutions.
(2). Push the impeller toward the engine. This

will eliminate the affect on the adjustment of any end
play of the crankshaft.

(3). Slowly rotate impeller (17) clockwise until a
slightdrag is felt between the housing (25) and impel-
ler. Back off the impeller from this point 1/8 of a
revolution.

(4). Install the impeller lockscrew (16) and lock it
by striking the hex wrench with a mallet.

f. Reassemble Cover. Install gasket (15), and
housing cover (14) on housing (25) using nuts (13).
g. Installation.
(1). Secure assembled pump and engine to mount-

ing base (13) (figure 7-19) as shown in figure 2-9.
(2). Complete installation by reversing removal

procedure 7-9. (b).

7-11. ENGINE MAINTENANCE.
a. General. When extensive repairs are necessary,

remove the engine from the machinery section and
separate from pump as described in paragraph 7-9.
It is not necessary to remove the engine when per-
forming tune-ups and other minor repairs.
b. Maintenance and Repairs. Refer to Wisconsin

Motor Corporation Instruction Manual Issue MM-
270-E, shipped with this equipment, for a complete
description of repair and maintenance procedures.

FACE OF VANE

IMPELLER HUB

OPENF
LEADING
EDGE

VANE TIP

Figure 7-21. Details of Seal Ring Assembly Figure 7-22. Pump Impeller Inspection
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SECTION 8

PARTS CATALOG

8ol. INTRODUCTION.
a. Cnaral. This catalog lists and describes

the parts for the 10-40 gpm, frame-mounted, dis"

to.iCe type, water purification unit manufactured
by ICsllsce & Tiernsn D/v. Pennvalt Corp., Belle-
villa, New Jersey. Parts ere listed in the Croup
Assembly Parts List (par. 8-2) according to func-
tional groups snd assemblies (See e. belo).
Parts are listed in the Numerical Parts List (par.
8-3) in alphabetical-numerlcsl .o.rder.
b. Explanation of Columns of GroupAssembly Parts

List.
(I). Figure Number Column. The number of the

illustration on which the part is shown’In relation to
adjoining parts is listed in the figure number column.

(2). Index Number Column. The" number assigned
the part on the illustration is listed In the index num-
ber column. Where no index number is given, the
part listed is either an assembly of detail parts shown
In the illustration, or is a part that is related to the
assembly but is not illustrated.

(3). Part Number Column; The part number shown
is the number assigned the part by the manufacturer
listed in the manufacturer column. Parts can be ob-
tained either from that manufacturer, orfrom Wallace
& Tiernan

(4). Manufacturer Column. The prime manufac,

turerof the part is listed in the manufacturer column.
To conserve space, the following codes are used to
designate the manufacturers of parts used in the water
purification unit:

MFR
CODE MANUFACTURER’S NAME AND ADDRESS

CK Champion Spark Plug Co
Toledo Ohio

CRF Ralph B Carter Co
Hackensack NJ

FAMO Fairbanks Morse and Co
Magneto Div
Beloit Wis

MSC Marvel-Schebler Carburetor Div
Borg-Warner Corp
Flint Mich

TMC Tillotson Mfg Co
Toledo Ohio

MFR
CODE

USC

WT

MANUFACTURER’S NAME AND ADDRESS

United Specialties Co
Chicago Ill

Wisconsin Motor Corp
Milwaukee WIS

Wallace & Tiernan Dv. Pennwalt: Corp.
Belleville NJ

(5). Part Name Column. The name given the part
by the manufacturer, and any clarifying modifiers, is
shown in the part name column. If there is a discrep-
ancy between the part name shown in the.parts list,
and the nomenclature given the part in the text, use
the part name in the parts list when ordering the parL

(6). Number Required Column. The number of
identical parts used in the assembly shown in the fig-
ure referenced is listed in the number rquiredcolumn.
c. Numerical parts List. Parts are listed in the

numerical parts list in alphabetical-numerical se-
quence. The listing of parts starts at the left-hand
column with letters A-Z, then numbers 1-9. Second
and succeeding position order is numbers 1-9, fol-
lowed by letters A-Z. Whenever the number "0" ap-
pears In either first or second positions as the first
number appearing in the part number, it is treated as
an alphabetical "0" and listed accordingly. For ref-
erence, when a partnumber is known and it is desired
to locate it in the assembly, refer to the numerical
parts list. Opposite the part number will be found the
figure No. and the page on which the part is listed in
the Group Assembly Part List.
d. Ordering Parts. When ordering a part, give the

part number, part name, the assembly it is used In,
and the number desired. The model and serial num-
ber of the water purification unit should also be given
to be sure of obtaining a satisfactory replacement
part. Equipment furnished under this contract is
painted color, Marine Corps Green No. 23. When
ordering replacement parts for equipment furnished
under this contract the order must definitely state the
color desired, namely, Marine Corps Green No. 23.
e. Functional Group Index. Assemblies and func-

tional groups are listed in the Group Assembly PartF
List (par. 8-2) in the following order:
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FUNCTIONAL GROUP INDEX

Water Purification Unit

Page

8-3

Comparator and Accessories Assembly No. U20487
Comparator Housing Assembly No. U18935

8-3
8-3

Filter Section Assembly No. A694020
Filter Element Assembly No. U14990
Air Release Valve Assembly No. U14071
Flow Controller Assembly No. U15005

8-3
8-5
8-5
8-5

Machinery Section Assembly No. A695020
Restrictor Assembly No. U13412
Slurry Feeder Assembly No. A665013

Mixing and Valve Chamber Assembly No. U15680
Slurry Feeder Gear Box Assembly No. U13404

Hypochlorinator Assembly No. UXA15182
Sight Glass Assembly No. U13919
Pump and Engine Unit Assembly No. UXA21410

Carter Centrifugal Pump Model 8T-2
"O" Kit No. U21789

Strainer Assembly No. U15047

8-6
8-8
8-8
8-8
8-9

8-11
8-12
8-12
8-12
8-13
8-13

8-2



8-2. GROUP ASSEMBLY PARTS LIST.

Figure Index
No. No. Part No. Mfr.

NO.
Part Name Reqd.

WATER PURIFICATION UNIT ASSEMBLY U22446

I-I
i-I

I-I
I-I
I-I
I-I
I-I

I-I

I-i
I-i
I-I

i-i
i-I

i-i
I-I
I-i
I-I

2-12
2 -12
2-12

2-12

2-12
2-12
2-12
2 -12
2 -12

A694020 WT
A695020 WT

U20487 WT
U22447 WT
U22455 WT
U22456 WT
P47631 WT

U15384 WT
U21791 WT
07787 WT
U7788 WT
A528092 WT

U14996 WT
U15047 WT

P31035 WT
WAAJ83459 WT
P32486 WT
P32487 WT

Filter section assembly (See page 8-3)
Machinery section assembly

(See page 8-6) I
Comparator and accessories (See page 8-3) i
Tools and Accessories (See page
Hose Suction 6
Hose Fire 3
Wrench Spanner 3

TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES

Wrench, 15/16-inch socket, T-handle 1
Allen Key set

500 cc bottle of orthotolidine solution 2
500 cc bottle of bromthymol blue solution 2
500 cc bottle of bromcresol purple-green
solution 2

2-inch hose cap
Strainer assembly, 2-inch suction hose

(See page 8-13) i
"0" ring, filter element (spare) 7
Instruction book 2
Cup, 5-ounce polyethylene 1
Container, 2-quart polyethylene I

COMPARATOR AND ACCESSORIES ASSEMBLY NO. U20487

U3160 WT
U3145 WT
U8491 WT

UI1204 WT

U20490 WT
U8579 WT
UI0597 WT
U18935 WT
P7201 WT

Prism

Disc, indicator, bromthymol blue, 6.0-7.6 pH. 1
Disc, indicator, bromcresol purple-green, 4.4-

6.0 pH i
Disc, indicator, orthotolidine, 0.1-5.0 ppm

chlorine residual i
Case i
Bottle, reagent dropping, pH 2
Bottle, reagent dropping, orthotolidine I
Comparator housing assembly (See page 8-3) I
Cell, sampIe 4

COMPARATOR HOUSING ASSEMBLY NO. U18935 (Part of U20487)

7-2 2 P7215 WT
7 -2 3 P 72 12 WT
7-2 5 P7211 WT
7-2 6 P7216 WT
7-2 7 P7202 WT

7-2 8 P7213 WT
7-2 9 PD701 WT

FILTER

1
2
3

7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3

Screw, bakelite 4
Cover, front
Body I
Spring I
Class, milk I
Cover, back
Screw, machine, No. 2-56x5/16 in. Ig 8

SECTION ASSEMBLY NO. A694020

U14071 WT

UXAIS000 WT
P32344 WT
P32345 WT

Air release valve assembly (See page 8-5)
Shell, filter 1

Tank, pre-coat
Gasket
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Figure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

8-4

7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-3

7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7"4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4
7-4

FILTER SECTION ASSEMBLY NO. A694020 (cont)

4 P32358 WT
5 P32363 WT
6 P30171 WT
7 U15008 WT
8 UXAI5002 WT
9 UXAI5001 WT

i0 PXA33204 WT
Ii PXA32382 WT
12 PXA32366 WT
13 P32357 WT
14 PC2475 WT
15 R30837 WT
16 PC2246 WT
17 P32346 WT
18 PN886 WT
19 U13442 WT
20 P695 WT
21 P629 WT
22 U20980 WT
23 PC3312 WT
24 P32360 WT
25 P32361 WT
26 P33588 WT

U14990 WT
U15005 WT

I U14999 WT
2 U13442 WT
3 U608 WT
4 PC3312 WT
5 P32351 WT
6 P15402 WT
7 U15677 WT
8 P15425 WT
9 U15003 WT

i0 P32350 WT
II PC2246 WT
12 P32365 WT
13 P6122 WT
14 U15033 WT
15 U15006 WT
16 U15698 WT
17 U9421 WT
18 U15009 WT
19 P16509 WT
20 P18644 WT
21 P32388 WT
22 PC2844 WT
23 PCI089 WT
24 PC6337 WT
25 PN886 WT

26 P629 WT
27 P33574 WT
28 P33575 WT
29 P33588 WT
30 P33572 WT

Nut, No. 5/8-18 2
Identification plate, backwash instruction. 1
Screw, No.5/8-18 x 6 in.long 2
Ring, clamping i
Strip, window backing (long) 2
Strip, window backing (short) 2
Gasket, window (inside) i
Window i
Gasket, window (outside) i
Screw, clamp, No.5/16-18 4
Washer,5/16 in. brass 4
Clamp 4
Pin,cotter, 3/32x3/4 in. long 4
Spring,clamp 4
Nut,hex,No. 1/4-20 16
Gauge,pressure, 60 Ib 1
Tee,I/4in. NPT brass i
Nipple, 1/4 in. NPT close I
Valve, 1/4 in. NPT angle i
Nipple,i/2in. hose connection 1
Identification plate, air bleed valve i
Identification plate, air release valve I
Screw,drive,identification plate,No.0x3/16in, lg 8

Filter element assembly (See page 8-5) 7
Flow controller assembly (See page 8-5) 1
Base, filter 1
Gauge,pressure, 601b
Valve, globe, 1/4 in. NPT I
Nipple, 1/2 in. hose connection I
Elbow, reducing, 2-1/2x2in. NPT I
Nipple, 2in. NPT x 2-I/21n. ig I
Valve,drain,quick action, 2in. NPT I
Nipple,hose, 2 in. NPT x 2in.lg i

Handle, wrench I
Pin, handle I
Pin,cotter, 3/32 x 3/4in. long 2
Wrench i

Nipple, 2 in. NPT close i

Valve, plug cock, 3-way, 2in i

Nipple, orifice I
Valve, inlet, 2 in. NPT angle I
Coupling, 2in. hose x 2in. NPT I
Brace, filter element i

Lockwasher, 3/8 in 7
Nut, No. 3/8-16 7
Bracket, handle 1

Screw, machine,No. I/4-20xl-3/4in. long 2
Washer, i/4in 2

Lockwasher, 1/4 in 2

Nut, No. I/4-20 2

Nipple, I/4in. NPT close
Bracket, dentification plate,drain valve 1
Ident[ficot[on plate,dr][n valve
Screw,drlve,dentificatLon plate,No. Ox3/16in.lg 6

H;mdle, drain vlve I



Flgure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

FILTER SECTION ASSEMBLY NO. A694020 (cont)

7-4 31 P32362 WT
7-4 32 P32359 WT
7-4 33 P994 WT

Identification plate, filter outlet
Instruction plate, inlet valve
Plug, 3/8 in. NPT

7-5
7-5
7-5
7-5
7-5
7-5
7-5
7-5
7-5
7-5

FILTER ELEMENT ASSEMBLY NO. U14990 (Part of A694020)

1 P32330 WT
2 P32316 WT
3 P32319 WT
4 P32320 WT
5 U14989 WT
6 P32321 WT
7 P32317 WT
8 P32318 WT
9 P32315 WT

I0 P31035 WT

Dome
Spacer, tube-top
Sleeve, plastic
Perforated tube assembly, stainless steel
Cup, plastic
Tie rod
Spacer, tube-bottom
Base,septum,filter element
"0" ring

1
1
1
1
1

12
1
1
1
1

7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6
7-6

AIR RELEASE VALVE ASSEMBLY NO. U14071 (Part of A694020)

1 PCI0946 WT
2 P30478 WT
3 P14636 WT
4 P30475 WT
5 P30469 WT
6 P30479 WT
7 P30175 WT
8 P32354 WT
9 P30474 WT

i0 P30472 WT
II P30471 WT
12 P30470 WT
13 P30476 WT
14 P30473 WT
15 P30477 WT
16 P16509 WT
17 PC9606 WT
18 P30468 WT
19 PII149 WT

Nut, No. I/4-20
Handle, release
Lockwasher, 1/2 in
Screw, pivot
Shaft, eccentric
Body
Nut, elastic stop, No. 3/8-24
Disc
Spacer
Stem
Disc, rubber
Ring, clip
Spring
Gasket
ase
Lockwasher, 3/8 in

Screw,cap, No.3/8-16xl-I/4 in. lg

Roller
Spacer

7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7
7-7

ADJUSTABLE FLOW CONTROL VALVE ASSEMBLY NO. U15005 (Part of A694020)

I P30672 WT
2 P30671 WT
3 P30669 WT
4 U14178 WT
5 P30674 WT
6 U14179 WT
7 U14180 WT
8 UC648 WT
9 U15004 WT

i0 P538 WT
Ii PI1516 WT

Cover ...................
Plate, backing
Diaphragm .................
Seat, spring ...............
Spring....................
Orifice ..................
Gate....................
Petcock ..................
Body ...................
Packing,asbestos cord, as required

Gland, packing

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

i
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gure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

FLOW CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY NO. U15005 (Pa t of A694020 (toni)

7-7 12 PI1518 WT
7-7 13 PXC12556 WT
7-7 14 PXDI2555 WT
7-7 15 PC12557 WT
7-7 16 PC17854 WT
7-7 17 PC288 WT
7-7 18 PC3689 WT
7-7 19 P32485 WT
7-7 20 U14177 WT
7-7 21 P30670 WT
7-7 22 P8863 WT
7-7 23 P15363 WT
7-7 24 PC9508 WT
7-7 25 PC288 WT

Spring 1
Pointer 1
Knob I
Nut 1
Screw, set,No. 1/4-20 x 1/4 in.lg I
Plug, 1/8 in. pipe i
Screw, drive 4
Dial and name plate i
Disc, valve I
Pin, guide 2
Nut, elastic stop, No. 10-32 2
Lockwasher, 5/16 in 8
Screw,machine,No. 5/16-18 x 1 in. Ig 8
Plug, 1/8 in. pipe 2

MACHINERY SECTION ASSEMBLY NO. A695020

8-6

7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18

7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18

7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
.7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7"-18
7-18
7-18
7-18
7 -18
7-18

1 PC8864 WT
1 PCI089 WT
1 PC34088 WT
2 U15018 WT
2 P33183 WT
2 UI1856 WT
2 P17500 WT

3 U13919 WT
4 PC8863 WT
4 PC5663 WT
4 PC20607 WT
5 RP52-4534 WT

6 P32396 WT
7 U14229 WT
7 U13632 WT
8 UI0118 WT
9 U13412 WT
i0 U3758 WT
II P15425 WT
12 PC698 WT
12 PC3312 WT
13 UI0119 WT
14 UXA21410 WT
15 U608 WT
15 PC629 WT
15 PC3312 WT
15 UI0119 WT
16 P17723 WT
17 P36490 WT
18 P23136 WT
18 PC657 WT
19 UXAIS022 WT
20 P47808
21 PC3542 WT
21 PC3638 WT
21 PC5662 WT
21 PC17244 WT
22 PC16533 WT
22 PC886 WT
22 PCI089 WT
22 PC6337 WT
23 PA7574 I
24 P35628 WT
25 U15019 WT
26 U13504 WT

Nut, elastic stop, No. 1/4-20 4
Washer, 1/4 in 4
Screw,cap, 1/4-20 x 3/4 in. Ig 4
Reservoir, hypochloriet 1
Cover, reservoir, hypochlorlte 1
Strainer, hypochlorite I
Hose,rubber,3/81D-5/8 0D x 16in. ig

(hypochlorite strainer to sight glass). I
Sight glass assembly (see page 8-12) i
Nut, elastic stop, No. 10-32 2
Washer, flat, No. I0 2
Screw,machine,No. 10-32 x 1-5/8 in. ig 2
Tube,drain, PVC, 1/2 ID-I/8 wall x 22 in.

ig 1/2 in. ID, 3/4 in. 0D, 22 in. Ig I
Clamp, drain tube I
Slurry tank and cover 1
Strainer, slurry tank I
Clamp, hose, 3/8 in 4
Restrictor assembly (see page 8-8 I
Connection to main i

Adapter, 2 in. NPT to 2 in. hose i

Elbow, street, 1/4 in 2
Connector, hose, 1/2 in 2
Clamp, hose, 1/2 in 2

Pump and engine unit assembly (see page 8-12) i

Valve, globe, i/4in i

Nipple, close, 1/4 in. .- i

Connector, hose, 1/2 in I
Clamp, hose, 1/2 in i

Nipple, 2 in. x 4 in. ig i

Guard, pulley i

Screw,sheet metal,No.14 x /2 in. Ig 4

Washer,brass, 5/8 in. ODx0.280 in. ID 4

Box, tool I
Instruction plate, flow diagram i

Screw,machine bolt, No. 4-36xi/4 in. Ig 2

Nut, No. 4-36 2

Washer, flat, No. 4 2

Lockwasher, No. 4 2

Screw,cap,i/4-20 x 5/8 in. Ig 2

Nut, 1/4-20 2

Washer, 1/4 in 2

Lockwasher, 1/4 in 2

Identification plate
Rivet,brass,ldentification plate,3/16xl/4in.lg 4
Chassis (frame)
Valve,plug cock,3-way 2-position, 2 in.



Figure Index No.

No. No. Part No. Hfr. Part Name Reqd.

MACHINERY SECTION ASSEHBLY NO. A695020 (cont)

7=18 27 U9421 WT

7-18 28 P17500 W

7-18 29 P17500 WT

7-18 30 P5176 W
7-18 31 PC16533 WT
7-18 31 PC886 WT
7-18 31 PC1089 WT
7-18 31 PC6337 WT
7-18 32 E574 WT
7-18 33 P33181 WT
7-18 33 PC34088 WT
7-18 33 PC8864 WT
7-18 34 P33182 WT
7-18 34 P33184 WT
7-18 34 PC2844 WT
7-18 34 PC8864 k
7-18 35 UI0118 WT
7-18 36 P32397 WT
7-18 37 PC16533 WT
7-18 37 PC886 WT
7-18 37 PCI089 WT
7-18 37 PC6337 WT
7-18 38 P21012 WT
7-18 39 UXA15182 WT
7-18 40 PC855 WT
7-18 40 PC889
7-18 40 PC12230 WT
7-18 41 U13444 WT
7-18 42 P5176 WT

7-18 43 UI0119 WT
7-18 44 A665013 WT
7-18 45 PC2758 WT
7-18 45 PC888 WT
7-18 45 PCI090 WT
7-18 45 PC8334 WT
7-18 46 P29371 WT
7-18 47 U14417 WT

7-18 48 P47807 WT
7-19 I P29372 WT
7-19 2 2S-308-C CRF
7-19 3 P36691 WT
7-19 4 U13446 WT
7-19 5 P29364 WT
7-19 6 PC6171 WT
7-19 6 PC888 WT
7-19 7 PC4731 WT
7-19 8 U15014 WT
7-19 9 P30849 WT
7-19 I0 PC873 WT
7-19 I0 PC887 WT
7-19 I0 PC4763 WT

7-19 ii U13471 WT
7-19 12 PC33975 WT
7-19 12 PC17308 WT
7-19 12 PCI090 WT

Union, brass, 2 in. NPT x 2 in. hose
swivel connection 2

Hose, rubber, 3/8 ID-5/80D x 24 in. Ig
(hypochlorite feeder outlet to restrictor) 1

Hose, rubber, 3/8 ID-5/80D x 30 in.lg (sight
glass to hypochlorite feeder inlet) 1

Hose,utility,rubber, I/2 ID-31/32 0D x48in.lg I
Screw,cap,I/4-20xS/Sin.lg 3
Nut, 1/4-20 3
Washer, 1/4 in 3
Lockwasher, 1/4 in 3
Tape,plastic electrical, 3/4x12in 1
Clip 2
Screw,cap, 1/4-20x3/4 in. Ig 2
Nut,elastic stop, 1/4-20 2
Knob, locking 2
Washer, spring 4
Screw,cap, i/4-20xi-3/4 in. lg 2
Nut,elastic stop, 1/4-20 2
Clamp,hose, 3/8 in 1
Nipple, adapter 1
Screw,cap,1/4-2OxS/8 in. Ig 1
Nut, 1/4-20
Washer, 1/4in 1
Lockwasher, 1/4 in

Nipple, 2 NPT x 12 in. lg 1
Hypochlorlnator feeder assembly(see PgS-11) 1
Screw,cap, 1/2-13xl-1/4 in.lg 2
Nut, 1/2-13 2
Lockwasher, 1/2 in 2

Coupling 1
Hose,rubber,l/2 ID-31/32 ODx30 in. lg

(Slurry feeder to restrictor) 2

Clamp,hose, 1/2 in 2
Slurry feeder assembly.(see pg 8-8) 1
Screw,cap, 3/8-16xl-1/4in.lg 3
Nut, 3/8-16
Washer, 3/8 in 3
Lockwasher, 3/8 in
Hose sleeve,slurry feeder inlet 1

Clamp,hose sleeve,slurry feeder inlet 2

U-Bolt

Sheave 1
Pul].ey and sheave,special starting I
Belt, "V" I
Pul].ey assembly, tension i

Spacer 1
Screw, 3/8-16 1-3/4 in. Ig
Nut, 3/8-16 1

Pin,cotter, 3/32 x I in 2

Arm, idler I
Spring, torsion

Screw, cap, 5/16-18 x 3/4 in. Ig 8
Nut, 5/16-18 8

Lockwasher, 5/16 in 8

Mount,engine and pump 4

Screw,cap, 3/8-16 x 2-1/4 in. Ig 4

Nut, elastic stop, 3/8-16 4
Washer, 3/8 in 4
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Figure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

7-19
1-1

13

MACHINERY SECTION ASSEMBLY NO. A695020 (cont)

P45509 WT Base, mounting, pump and engine
U15020 WT Cover, canvas, machinery section

7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14
7-14

RESTRICTOR ASSEMBLY NO. U13412 (Part of A95020

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

P14847 WT
P29374 WT
P29377 WT
P29388 WT
P29400 WT
P29387 WT
P29386 WT
PC2758 WT
PC6107 WT
PC5663 WT
PC746 WT

Plug, 1-1/2 in. pipe
Body, inlet
Bushing orifice
Plate, check
Gasket
Weight
Body, outlet
Screw, cap, No. 3/8-16 x 1-1/4 in. lg
Screw, cap, No. 3/8-16 x 2-1/4 in. lg
Washer, flat, No. 10
Screw, No. 10-32 x 3/8 in. lg

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3

7-9
7-9
79
7-9
7-9

7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
7-9

SLURRY FEEDER ASSEMBLY NO. A665013 (Psrt of A695020)

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

U15680 WT
U13404 WT
PC8427 WT
P15363 WT
RP52-4464 WT

P29324 WT
U1408I WT
P29348 WT
P3905 WT
PC5804 WT
P12053 WT

Mixing and vRlve chamber assembly (see page 8-8)
Slurry feeder gear box assembly (see page 8-9)
Screw, cap, No. 5/16-18 x 3/4 in. lg
Lockwasher. 5/1 in
Tube,PVC,translucent,1/4 ID-1/16 wall x6-1/2
n. lg

Shaft, diaphragm lever
Lever, diaphragm
Screw, adjusting
Nut, No. 1/2-20
Screw, Allen set, No. 1/4-20 in. lg
Tag, oil

7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10
7-10

MIXING AND VALVE CHAMBER ASSEMBLY NO. U15680 (Part of A665013)

1
2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

PC3312 WT
PC27373 WT
PC34365 WT
U13607 WT
P29319 WT
P20222 WT
P24697 WT
P29323 WT
P29316 WT
P22295 WT
PCl1559 WT
P14635 WT
P2932U WT
P29579 WT
P30319 WT
P21596 WT
PC6113 WT

Nipple, 1/2 in. hose
Plug, 3/8 in. pipe, flush type
Plug, 1/8 in. pipe
Push rod assembly
Seat, spring
Pin, 3/32 in. dis. x 1/4 in. lg
Spring
Seat, spring
Cap, diaphragm
Bearing
Screw, machine, No. 1/4-20 x 5/8 in. lg
Lockwasher, 1/4 in
Cam, feed
Scale
Screw, shoulder
Handle, screw, groov ;in: 14" x’l "12 "in: l
Screw, machine, No. 4-36 x 3/16 in. Ig
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Figure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

MIXING AND VALVE CHAMBER ASSEMBLY NO. U15680 (Part of A665013) (cont)

7-10 18 P30318 WT
7-10 19 FP5407 WT
7-10 20 U13403 WT
7-10 21 P31191 WT
7-11 1 U15812 WT
7-11 2 PC288 WT
7-11 3 P29309 WT
7-11 4 P29310 WT
7-11 5 P29307 WT
7-11 6 P29308 WT
7-11 7 P33764 WT
7-11 8 P33567 WT
7-11 9 PC3774 WT
7-11 10 PC697 WT
7-11 11 PCSO0 WT
7-11 12 P26822 WT
7 11 13 SP42 WT
7-11 14 P29326 WT
7-11 15 P29306 WT
7-11 16 PC12262 WT
7-11 17 P26482 WT
7-11 18 P29313 WT
7-11 19 P33569 WT
7-11 20 P29304 WT
7-11 21 P33584 WT
7-11 22 P13662 WT
7-11 23 PC16058 WT
7-11 24 P33566 WT
7-11 25 P33565 WT
7-11 26 P33521 WT
7-11 27 P14635 WT
7-11 28 PC14289 WT
7-11 29 PC16105 WT

Pin, scale
Pin, monel, 3/32 in. dia x 11/16 in. lg
Diaphragm
Gasket, diaphragm backing
Chamber, valve
Plug, 1/8 in. pipe
Washer, backing
Washer, sealing
Push rod, valve plug
Pin, swivel
Spring
Plate, clamping
Screw, machine, No. i- 2
Elbow, 1/8 in. street
Nipple, 1/4 in. hose
"(7’ ring, 3/4 in. x 1 in
Vent, Thomas
Adapter, Thomas vent
Plug, valve
Plug, 3/4 in. pipe
"(7’ ring, 1/2 in. x 3/8 in
Seat, valve
Washer, screw retaining
Spring, inner
Plate, clamping
Lockwasher, No. 6
Screw, machine, No. 6-2;/;in.’lg"
Gasket
Window
Frame, window
Lockwasher, 1/4 in.
Screw, machine, No. 1/4-0 / i’n.’lg"
Screw, machine, No. 1/4-20 x 1-1/4 in. lg

7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12
7-12

SLURRY FEEDER GEAR

1 P29594 WT
2 U13994 WT
3 P29330 WT
4 P30339 WT
5 P30325 WT
6 P13619 WT
7 PC18546 WT
8 P27238 WT
9 P39952 WT

10 PC12668 WT
11 P12667 WT
12 U5889 WT
13 P29331 WT
14 P30343 WT
15 PC17854 WT
16 P30340 WT
17 U13996 WT
18 U13985 WT
19 P26234 WT
20 P29276 WT
21 U13986 WT

BC ASSEMBLY NO. U13404 (Part of A665013)

Gasket
Lever, compressor diaphragm
Shaft, drive
Pin,
Retainer, bearing
Lockwasher, No. 10
Screw, No. 10-32 x 3/4 in
Seal, oil
"(7’ ring, 1-3/8 in. ID x 1-5/8 in. OD
Locknut
Lockwasher
Bearing, ball
Cam, compressor
"(7’ ring, 3/16 in. ID x 5/16 in. OD
Screw, Allen set, No. 1/4-20 x 1/4 in. lg
Pin, guide
Yoke assembly
Lever, cam follower {flushing water)
"(Y’ ring, 5/16 in. ID x 7/16 in. OD
Bushing, 5/16 in. ID x 7/16 in. OD x 3/4 in. lg
Lever, cam follower (slurry)

1
1
1
1
1

16
4
3
3
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
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Figure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

SLURRY FEEDER GEAR BGX ASSEMBLY NO. U13404 (Part of A665013) (cont)

7-12 22 P29334 WT
7-12 23 P29332 WT
7-12 24 U3840 WT
7-12 25 PC8864 WT
7-12 26 P29328 WT
7-12 27 PC634 WT
7-12 28 P29329 WT
7-12 29 P14635 WT
7-12 30 1?C14289 WT
7-12 31 PC5594 WT
7-12 32 P15363 WT
7-12 33 17C29546 WT
7-12 34 P21160 WT
7-12 35 P21159 WT
7-12 36 P29335 WT
7-12 37 P30320 WT
7-12 38 P30321 WT
7-12 39 P30322 WT
7-12 40 P29333 WT
7-12 41 P30323 WT
7-12 42 Pl1008 WT
7-12 43 P2932/ WT
7-12 44 PC18224 WT
7-12 45 P30327 WT
7-12 46 P29273 WT
7-12 47 1721415 WT
7-12 48 PC999 WT
7-12 49 1730326 WT
7-12 50 P29345 WT
7-12 51 1730324 WT
7-12 52 P21775 WT
7-12 53 1729360 WT
7-12 WT

7-13 1 PC15361 WT
7-13 2 PC6456 WT
7-13 3 U13988 WT
7-13 4 1729593 WT
7-13 5 1730337 WT
7-13 6 1729575 WT
7-13 7 1714635 WT
7-13 8 17C7778 WT
7-13 9 1730338 WT
7-13 10 PC15340 WT
7-13 11 1715363 WT
7-13 12 17C2475 WT
7-13 13 17C872 WT
7-13 14 U13987 WT
7-13 15 P29351 WT
7-13 16 PC500 WT
7-13 17 1729586 WT
7-13 18 1713619 WT
7-13 19 PC23986 WT
7-13 20 17C6224 WT
7-13 21 1712850 WT
7-13 22 PC9581 WT
7-13 23 1729355 WT
7-13 24 P29354 WT
7-13 25 17C10945 WT

Gear, worm 1
Bar, bearing 1
Bearing, ball 2
Nut, elastic stop, No. 1/4-20 1
Gasket 1
1?lug, 1/2 in. pipe 1
Cover 1
Lockwasher, 1/4 in. 7
Screw, machine, No. 1/4-40 / i.’lg" 7
Screw, machine, No. 5/16-18 x 3/4 in. lg 2
Lockwasher, 5/16 in 2
Screw, No. 10-32 x 1/4 in. Ig 2
Locknut 1
Lockwasher 1
Cam, diaphragm 1
Spacer 1
Cam (slurry) 1
Cam (flushing water) 1
Shaft, cam 1
Key 1
1?in, groove, i/8n;da;/ii’n.’l 2
Box, gear 1
Plug, 1/8 in. pipe 1
Cap, bearing 1
Bushing, 5/16x7"/1"6/i." 1
Pin, dowel, 1/4 in. dia x 1-1/4 in. lg 1
Screw, machine, No. 10-32 x 1/2 in. lg 8
Cap, oil seal 1
Arm, trip (short-slurry feed) 1
Arm, trip (long-flushing water) 1
Screw, No. 10-32 x 3/4 in. 4
Bushing, 5/8 in. IV x 7/8 in. (D’x’l ’n 1" 2
Air compressor (part f U13404, not available as an
assembly, parts listed below)

Screw, No. 6-32 x 3/16 in 4
Washer, flat, No. 6 4
Cage, valve 2
Gasket, valve 2
Body, air compressor 1
Spring 1
Lockwasher 3
Screw, No. 1/4-2;l’/2"i.ig" 3
Cup, spring 1
Screw, machine, No. 5/16-18 x 1/2 in 1
Lockwasher 3
Washer, flat, 5/16 in 1
Screw, cap, No. 5/16-18 x 5/8 in. lg 2
Diaphragm 1
Cap, pump 1
Nipple, 1/4 in. hose 1
Disc, inner 1
Lockwasher 6
Screw, No. 10-32 x 1 in. lg 2
Screw, No. 8-32 x 1/4 in. lg 3
Lock’washer, No. 8 3
Washer, No. 8 3
Disc, outer 1
Strainer, felt 1
Screw, machine, o’.iO’3x’58"in’.ig" 4
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Figure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

HYPOCHLORINATOR ASSEMBLY NO. UXA15182 (Part of A695020

7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15

7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15
7-15

1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

P15178 WT
PC5338 WT
P14589 WT
P15188 WT
U15179 WT
P15171 WT
P32696 WT
U14206 WT
P14675 WT
P15179 WT
P15186 WT
P14689 WT
P15386 WT
U4928 WT
P14657 WT
PXA12599 WT
UXA5886 WT
PXB12601 WT
P12600 WT
PXA12638 WT
U5334 WT
Pl1020 WT
PXA12598 WT
PXA12585 WT
P12582 WT
PXE12583 WT
PXA12584 WT
PC2247 WT
PC6145 WT
Pl1901 WT
PXA11890 WT
P12587 WT
P12588 WT
P12592 WT
P15164 WT
U5888 WT
U3840 WT
P11004 WT
P14692 WT
P14661 WT
P15165 WT
P14684 WT
PC634 WT
PC2509 WT
Pl1008 WT
PC10381 WT
P14670 WT
P32697 WT
P18224 WT
P15163 WT
P28524 WT
P15180 WT
P15182 WT
U3843 WT
P15184 WT
P14671 WT
P9877 WT
P15183 WT
P32698 WT

Handle, stroke control ."
Screw, machine, No. 8-32 x 1/4 in. lg
Cover, dial
Screw, idler gear
Idler gear assembly
Stud, idler gear
Shaft, stroke adjusting
Housing
Block, pivot
Arm, actuating

Retainer, spring
Spring
Bearing
Bushing, pump sha/t
Stud
Diaphragm
Gasket
Seat, vaZve
Poppet, valve
Valve seat guide assembly
Pin, groove, 1/4 in. dia. x 2 in. Ig
Screw, clamping
Yoke, clamping
Body, pump, hard rubber
Clamping disc
Plate, end, clamping
Washer
Nut, No. 3/8-16
Pin groove, 3/8 in. dla. x in.
Screw, body clamping
Plug, priming
Gasket
Tube, air vent
Retainer, bearing, drive worm shaft
Seal, oil
Bearing
Pin, groove, 3/32 in. dia x 3/4 in. lg
Gear, worm
Pin, cam, 3/32 in. dia x 1-5/32 in. lg
Bar, cross
Gasket, cover
Plug, 1/2 in. pipe
Screw, machine, No. 1/4-20 x 1 in. lg
Pin, groove, 1/8 in. dia x 3/4 in. lg
Screw, machine, No. 1/2-20 x 3/4 in. lg
Sha/t, cam
Cam
Plug, 1/4 in
Retainer, cam shaft bearing
Shaft, worm, drive
Pin, fulcrum
Washer
Bearing
Roller shaft
Spacer
Screw, setl No. 10-32"x 1/4 in. 1
loller, fulcrum
Bracket, roller, fulcrum

1

1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
4
1
4
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
9
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
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Figure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mir. Part Name Reqd.

HYPOCHLORINATOR ASSEMBLY NO. UXA15182 (Part of A695020 (cont)

7-15 60 P15187 WT
7-15 81 U5889 WT
7-15 82 P15289 WT
7-15 63 PC743 WT
7-15 64 P15290 WT
7-15 65 PC9508 WT
7-15 66 P32699 WT
7-15 67 P18092 WT
7-15 68 P18091 WHT
7-15 69 P14666 WT
7-15 70 Pl1012 WT
7-15 71 P32685 WT
7-15 72 U15178 WT
7-15 73 P27650 WT
7 15 74 P5781 WT
7-15 P12053 WT

Pin, stop 1
Bearing 1
Gasket 1
Screw, m  hin;, ;/; ;n.’lg" 3
Retainer, seal 1
Screw, machine, No. 5/16-18 x 1 in. lg 2
Block, bearing 1
Pad, friction 1
Spring, friction 1
Bushing, adjusting rod 1
Pin, groove, 3/32 ln. diax’l2"in’.l’g" 1
Pinion, adjusting shaft 1
Dial 1
Decal, arrow 1
Nameplate 1
Tag oil 1

7-17 1
7-17 2
7-17 3
7-17 4
7-17 5
7-17 6
7-17 7
7-17 8
7-17 9
7-17 10

SIGHT GLASS ASSEMBLY NO. U13919 (part ofA695020)

P30144 WT
P5536 WT
P30140 WT
P30143 WT
P30141 WT
PC8863 WT
PC5663 WT
P30142 WT
P16590 WT
PC16558 WT

Block, mounting 1
Gasket 2
Glass 1
Connection, 3/8 in. hose 1
Plate, clamping
Nut, elastic stop, No. 10-32 2
Washer, flat, No. 10 4
Rod, tie 2
Nipple, 3/8 in. hose 1
Nut, acorn, No. 10-32 2

2-9

2-9
2-9
2-9
2-9
2-9
2-9
2-9
2-9

PUMP AND ENGINE UNIT ASSEMBLY NO. UXA21410 (Part oiA695020)

ACND WIS

8T-2 CRF
2S-308-C CRF
2S-432 CRF
2S-433 CRF
2S-434 CRF
XK-2A WIS
2S-435 CRF
XK-73 WIS

Engine, 1 cylinder, air cooled (Refer to Wisconsin
Issue MM-270-E Instruction Book and Parts List
Manual for complete engine breakdown) 1

Pump, centrifugal (see page 8-12) 1
Pulley and sheave, special starting 1
Bracket, gas tank 1
Bracket, guy, gas tank 1
Spacer, bracket, gas tank 1
Drain plug, magnetic, engine crankcase 1
Fuel line 1
Elbow, street, 2 in. NPT (muffler mounting) 1

CARTER CENTRIFUGAL PUMP MODEL 8T-2 (Part of UXA21410)

7-20 3 CRF
7-20 4 CRF
7-20 5 CRF
7-20 6 2S-293 CRF
7-20 7 CRF
7-20 8 2S-296 CRF
7-20 9 CRF
7-20 10 2S-154 CRF

Drain plug, 1/4 in. IPT I
Elbow, street, 2 in. NPT 1
Nut, hex, steel, No. 5/16-18 4
Suction fitting 1
Stud, steel, 5/16-18 x 1-1/4 in. Ig 4
Flapper, check valve 1
Nut, No. 1/4-20 1
Weight, check valve 1
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Figure Index No.
No. No. Part No. Mfr. Part Name Reqd.

CARTER CENTRIFUGAL

7-20 11 2S-108 CRF
7-20 12 CRF
7-20 13 CRF
7-20 14 2S-291 CRF
7-20 15 2S-292 CRF
7-20 16 2S-318 CRF
7-20 17 2S-294 CRF
7-20 18 CRF
7-20 19 2S-5119 CRF
7-20 20 1S-101 CRF
7-20 21 CRF
7-20 22 CRF
7-20 24 2S-297 CRF
7-20 25 2S-290 CRF
7-20 26 CRF

PUMP MODEL 8T-2 (Part of UXA21410) (cont)

Washer, check valve
Screw, machine, 1/4-20 x 1 in. lg
Nut, hex, steel, No. 5/16-18
Cover, pump housing (volute)
Gasket, volute
Lockscrew, impeller
Impeller
Stud, steel, 5/16-18 x 1 in. lg
Seal ring assembly
Cup, oil
Nut, hex, steel, No. 7/16-14
Stud, steel, 7/16-14 x 2-3/4 in. lg
Seal, oil
Housing (volute)
Plug, 2 in. IPT

7-21

2-11

"O" KIT

U21783 WT

U21784 WT
U21785 WT
U21786 WT

U21787 WT

NO. U21789 (Part of A695020)

Packing set, pump (consists of one each of
CRF PN 2S-5119, 2S-292, and 2S-296)

Coil, magneto (WIS PN S-2477C)
Condenser 0rIS PN AX-M-R2433)
Breaker arm, support bracket and points (WIS
PN A-2437A)

Spark plug (2 supplied in Kit No. U21789)
0;VIS PN YD-6-SI; Champion PN D-16-J;
A.C. PN C86 Commercial)

U15046
P15425

STRAINER ASSEMBLY NO. U15047

WT Strainer and foot valve
WT Adapter, 2 in. NPT x 2 in. hose
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28540

DETAILED OUTLINE

ROUTINE CONTROL TESTS

U-1UCU2
Sep 1984
(D-69) gvf

INTRODUCTION:

(ON TP 1) ( MIN)

1. GAIN ATTENTION: During the previous perioa of instruction we learned that
water in its natural state will contain many disease prooucing organisms, silt,
and poisons, but have you ever considered what kinds of tests must be performed
in order to render the water safe for human consumption?

2. PURPOSE: The purpose of this period of instruction is to provide you with
the Knowleage an skills necessary to perform the required routine control tests
when working with water.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNING OBjECTIVE(S): MIN)

a. TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S):

(i) Provided with a water source and a color comparator:

(a) perform a pH determination test (1.3.1)

(b) perform a chlorine residual test (1.3.2) on the water in
accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6.

(2) Provided with a water source, two i gallon jugs, five ounce jars,

two stopper bottles, a color comparator, alum, soda ash, and two eyedroppers,
perform a coagulation jar test on the water in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter
6. (i.3.3)

(3) Provided with a color comparator, two canteens, HTH, and a water
source, perform a chlorine dBnand test on the water in accordance with TM 5-7U0,
Chapter 6. (i.3.4)

b. ENABLING LEARNING OBjECTIVE(S):

(1) Provided with a color comparator:

(a) point out the components of the color comparator. (I.3.1g)
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(b) assemble the color comparator. (1.3.1h)

in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6.

(2) Provioed with a water source and a color comparator:

(a) prepare a water sample for a pH determination test (1.3.1i)

(b) prepare a water sample for a chlorine resiaual test (1.3.2a)

in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6.

(3) Provided with a list of step numbers and a list of steps for making
a standard solution, match each step for making the solution to its step number
in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6. (i.3.3a)

(4) Without the aid of notes or references, list the materials
necessary to perform a coagulation jar test in accorcance with TM 5-700, Chapter
6. (I.3.3b)

(5) Provided with a list of step numbers and a list of steps for
performing a coagulation jar test, match each step for performing a coagulation
jar test to its step number in accordance with TM 5-70U, Chapter 6. (i.3.3c)

(6) Without the aid of notes or references, write the coagulation
formula in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6. (i.3.3a)

(7) Provided with the dosage of alum required to floc a sample of water
and the coagulation formula, calculate the amount of alum required to floc 3000
gallons of water in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6. (1.3.3e)

(8) Provided with the dosage of soaa ash requirec to floc a sample of
water and the coagulation formula, calculate the amount of soda ash required to
floc 3000 gallons of water in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6. (io3.3f)

(9) Without the aid of notes or references, list the materials
necessary to perform a chlorine demand test in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter
6. (i.3.4a)

(i0) Provided with a list of step numbers and a list of steps for
performing a chlorine demand test, match each step for performing a chlorine
demand test to its step number in accormance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6.
(i.3.4b)

(11) Without the aid of notes or references, write the chlorine demand
formula in accoraance with TM 5-700, Chapter 6. (i.3.4c)

(12) Provided with a pH factor, a chlorine residual requested by the
Medical Department, and a chlorine residual from the raw water canteen, compute
the amount of chlorine requirea to treat 3000 gallons of water in accordance
with TM 5-700, Chapter 6. (i.3.4d)
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TRANSITION: Now that we know what the learning objectives are, let’s begin with
some general information about the tests.

(OFF TP #1)

BUDY:

i. pH What do we mean by the term pH? ( ilN)

a. The term pH is a chemical term for measuring the amounts of acid or
alkaline in solution.

b. pH stands for "potential of electricity for positive hydrogen ions".
pH measures the quantity of free hydrogen ions, which are the foundation for all
acids that are present in a known solution.

(ON TP #2)

c. pH is based on a scale ranging from 0 which is the maximum acid, to 14
which is the maximum alkalinity.

d. 7.0 on the scale indicates neutral water acid and alkaline are
balanced but this does not mean that the water is free from germs.

TRANSITION: As water travels over or through the soil, it picks up many
impurities.- These fall into two groups, either acidic, similar to vinegar or
alkaline like lye. It is important for us to know which one is the most
prominent in water for this will affect the purification processes of
coagulation and sedimentation.

e. The pH value is a measure of the strength of acid or alkalinity
expressed as a number. It can be used to determine the following:

(1) The amount of chemicals needed for adequate coagulation.

(2) The amount of chemical needed for controlling corrosion.

(3) If there are poisons present in the water.

(4) The effects chlorine has on germs.

f. The pH can be maintaineo at the desired level by the addition of:

(1) Soda ash (sodium carbonate) will raise the pH of the water.

(2) Aluminum sulfate will lower the pH.

(OFF TP #2)

g. Neutral water is seldom found in nature and is not necessary. As water
goes through its hydrologic cycle, it will pick up acids from either industrial
wastes such as sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, carbon dioxide or other
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dissolved gases which will give the water a high acia base which will lower the
pH.

h. The alkaline contents in the water may be caused by carbonates or
bicarbonates. When water comes into contact with limestone, the water will have
a high pH.

i. When both alum and soda ash are adaed to the water in the same amounts,
the pH will not be affected.

(ON TP #3)

2. pH DETERMINATION TEST:

( vIN)

There are basically six reasons why we must perform

a. Chlorine is less effective in water having a high ph.

b. A pH of 6.0 or less could be an indication that the water may have some
type of poison, such as chemical warfare agents.

NOTE: There will be times when you will encounter water with a low pH which is
not poisonea. However, in a tactical situation, oftentimes the enemy will
poison a water source to keep you from using it. If at any time you find a
water source with a pH of 6.0 or less you should have the medical epartment run
a laboratory analysis to find out what type of poison is in the water.

c. A sudden change of one or two points on the pH scale is an inmication
that some type of harmful contamination could have gotten into the water.

a. We need to know the optimum pH (pH where the floc forms the heaviest in
the least amount of time).

e. We need to know the optimum pH (pH where the floc forms the heaviest in
the least amount of time).

f. Water with a pH of 7.0 or less has corrosive effect insiae cooling
systems of equipment.

(OFF TP #3)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

1. Questions from the class:

2. .questions to the class: No questions are require at the time.

SUMMARY:

During the past hour we discussed pH and pH determination test.

BREAK: (i0 MIN)
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INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: In order to perform a pH determination test we must
first know about the required tools or equipment, the first being a color
comparator which is also used for performing a chlorine resioual test.

NOTE: At this time the instructor or assistant instructor will issue out all
able color comparators to the students.

BODY:

(ON TP #4)

3. NOMENCLATURE OF THE COLOR COMPARATOR ,IN)

a. A color comparator is used for performing two tests, the pH
determination test and the chlorine residual test.

r
b. Comparator Boay a box-like configuration with two viewing holes in the

front, one in the center to view the color of the test tube and one on the right
to view the color of the color aisc. It also has an opaque lens in the back to
distort the direct rays of the sun. On the top, there are three slots; two
narrow slots for the two test tubes and one wide slot for storing the reagent
bottle. The two narrow slots have metal springs to hold the test tubes
securely.

c. Face Plate a flat piece which fits over the front of the comparator
body. The face plate also has two viewing holes on the front which are in the
se place as the two viewing holes on the comparator body. It also has two
holes for the hold down screws; one in the upper right hand corner and the other
in the lower left hano corner.

d. Hold Down Screws there are two holo down screws used to secure the
face plate to the comparator body.

e. Eyepiece a prism type lens which draws two objects closer together.
In our case, it will make the colors of the two viewing holes appear to overlap
making the comparison of the two colors easier to match.

f. Two test tubes with a capacity of 26 ml and marked at 15 ml.

g. Two eyedroppers.

h. Orthotoluioine a reagent used to determine how much chlorine is
present in the water.

i. DPD tablets put 2 tablets into 15 ml of water to be tested.

j. Wide range reagent a reagent used to determine the pH of the water anv
where on the pH scale.

k. Ortbotoluidine disc ranges from 0.1 to 5.0.

I. DPD disc ranges from 0.1 to 10.0.
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m. Wide range disc ranges from 3.0 to 11.0.

n. A carrying case to store the components of the color comparator.

(OFF TP#4)

TRANSITION: Now that we know what the components of the color comparator are,
let’s take a look at how to assemble it. Since the first test is going to be

the pH determination test, let’s assemble the color comparator.

4. ASSEMBLING THE COLOR COMPARATOR

a. The first thing you need is the comparator body. Inspect it for
damages.

b. Take the disc marke wide range from the case and place it on the front
of the comparator body with the numbers facing you.

c. Install the face plate over the color disc. The face plate can be
installed either right side up or upside down, so be sure that the viewing holes
in the face plate are aligned with the viewing holes in the comparator booy.

d. Install the two hold down screws to secure the face plate to the
comparator body.

e. Install the eepiece on the front of the face plate covering both of the
viewing holes.

TRANSITION: The color comparator is now assembled ana reaoy to go, except now
we need some water to test.

5. PERFORM A pH DETERMINATION TEST: (__

a. As with all tests performed with the color comparator, you must clean
the test tubes thoroughly.

b. Fill both test tubes to the 15 ml mark. Make certain that both test
tubes are filled from the same source.

c. Insert one test tube completely into the narrow slot on the right of the
comparator body.

a. Insert the other test tube partially into the center slot of the
comparator body just to have a place to rest it an to keep from knocking it
over.

e. Put .5 ml of the wide range pH reagent into the test tube in the center
slot of the comparator body. There is an eyedropper in the reagent bottle
marked at .5 ml.

f. Take the test tube out of the center slot and agitate it so the
reagent will mix thoroughly in the water.
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g. Insert this test tube partially back into the center slot of the
comparator boay and using the pH reagent bottle, push the test tube all the way
down into the comparator body.

CAUTION: Do not use your fingers to push the test tube into the comparator booy
or place your finger over the test tube to shake it to mix the pH reagent with
the water. The oils from your skin will get into the water and change the pH
giving you an erroneous reading.

TRANSITION: Now that we have the water ready for testing, let’s determine what
the pH value of the water is.

h. Take the color comparator ana put the eyepiece close to your eye.

i. Turn the color disc until the color on the aisc matches the color in the
test tube.

j. The nnber appearing in the upper left hand corner of the comparator
indicates the pH of the water.

NOTE: If the color of the water Deing tested is darker than the aisc, give the
pH Value an additional .6 value.

Example: Instructor will explain.

k. Once you have found the pH of the water, record it for future use.

TRANSITION: Now that we have completec1 the first test with the color
comparator, let’s begin with the secona test the chlorine resimual test.

6. PERFORM A CHLORINE RESIDUAL TEST (MIN)

a. The purpose of the chlorine residual test is to fin out how much
chlorine is present in the water. The chlorine residual test is performed in
very much the same way the pH aetermination test is conducted.

b. Remove the pH color disc from the comparator body and install the
chlorine disc.

c. Rinse thoroughly ana fill tne two test tubes to the 15 ml mark with the
water to be tested.

d. Hol the test tube that is going into the center slot of the comparator
body in your hand for about one minute. This will warm the water a little.
Orthotoluiine works best when the water is approximately 70 degrees.

e. Performing this test in the same sequence as the pH etermination test,
use .5 ml of Orthotoluidine in the test tube in the center slot. Orthotoluiine
is clear and depending on the amount of chlorine in the water, will change color
anywhere from light yellow to red. When using 2 DPD tablets the water will turn
pink to dark red depending on the amount of chlorine in the water.
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f. If you get a reading, record it for future use. If the color in the
test tube is less than 0.1, it is considered to have no chlorine resiaual.

TRANSITION: Now that we know the procedures for using the comparator, let us go
out and perform both tests.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: ( IN)

1. Students will be broken down into teams.

2. At this time the instructor and assistant will take students to Camp Sweat
where every member of each team will get a chance to use the color comparator
for performing a pH determination test ana a chlorine residual test.

3. The instructor and assistant instructor will remain with the students to
assist them with the tests being conducted and answer any questions the student
may have.

4. Upon completion of the tests the stuaents will take a break before returning
to classroom.

BREAK: (10 MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that we know how to use the color comparator an
conduct a pH aetermination test and a chlorine resiaual test, let’s talk about
the coagulation of water.

BODY:

7. COAGULATION: MIN)

a. Coagulation is the process of adding a chemical to water to gather the
suspended impurities into particles large enough to settle rapialy.

b. Plain sedimentation is the process of allowing the suspendeo impurities
to settle by themselves, which is a very slow process. Military water supply
demands are so great that we must accelerate the settling process by artificial
means.

c. Chemical treatment not only hastens the natural sedimentation of
suspended impurities which are too finely divided to settle at normal perio(s of
time, but hastens the natural settling of regular suspenced impurities.

d. Coagulants There are five coagulating agents useo in the Marine Corps
today, however, at this time we will only be discussing two of them.

(1) Aluminn sulfate when hydrolized by the alkalinity of most
waters, will produce a flocculant precipitate of aluminum hydroxide.

(a) The precipitate or "FLOC" is a jelly like substance which
absorbs suspended silt and oisease organisms and cause them to settle out.
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(b) The turbidity in the water will also cause the FLOC to become
very heavy ana will settle to the bottom of the pretreatment tank.

(c) Some of the FLOC will remain in suspension but will be easily
removed by the filtration cycle.

(2) Sodium carbonate (soda ash) whenever there is not enough natural
alkalinity in the water to react with the coagulant, it will be necessary to aa
a coagulant aid such as soda ash. This coagulant aid will o basically two
things:

(a) Cause the Floc to become heavy for faster seaimentation.

(b) Adjust the pH in the water to make it thirst quenching.

Now let us take a look at some of the factors which will affect theTRANSITION:
coagulation process.

(ON TP #5)

8. SIX FACTORS AFFECTING COAGULATION:

The formation of an acceptable FLOC depends on six factors. Flocculation

itself is only one step in the coagulation process which of course is the
addition of chemicals. The other factors affecting coagulation are:

a. pH value also known as the optimum pH. This is the pH value on the pli
scale where the FLOC will form the heaviest and in the least amount of time.

(1) The optimum pH values fall between 4.5 to 7.5, Oepending on
impurities present in the water.

(2) Colored water containing only a small amount of dissolvea minerals
generally FLOCS best between a pH of 4.5 and 6.0.

(3) Turbid water with a considerable amount of natural alkalinity,
FLOCS best at pH values between 6.0 and 8.0.

NOTE: These values are only indicators. Remember that there is only one
optTmum pH for any given water. The optim pH will vary with rainfall,
seasonal changes, etc. Now lets continue with the second factor.

b. Turbidity the presence of a certain amount of turbidity oftentimes is
necessary in order to produce a large FLOC which will settle out rapialy.

(1) Without particles to weight the FLOC down, it will hang in
suspension in the water for a consiaerable amount of time.

(2) Turbiaity is a muddy unclear condition caused by dirt particles
which usually have entrapped disease organisms and bacteria. It is not really
desirable. Therefore, in order for the FLOC to be heavy enough when working
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with clear water, a larger amount of chemicals must be added to the water to
compensate for the absence of turbidity.

c. Temperature is the third factor.

(1) Temperature is actually a measurement of molecular activity of a
substance.

(2) In warm water, the molecules are in relatively high motion, the
probability of collision of the aluminum ions and hydroxyl ions is increased,
ano the result is that the FLOC forms faster.

(3) In cold water the molecular activity is less active, therefore the
formation of the FLOC will be slower.

o. Agitation In oroer to obtain the best FLUC in the least amount of time
(especially in cold water) it is necessary to agitate or stir the water and
chemicals in order to accelerate the flocculation process.

(1) Agitation is best accomplished by directing the stream of water
along the sioe of the tank as the 3,000 gallon tank is being filled.

(2) Use of wooden paddles (tank staves) can also aid the agitation
process.

e. Amounts of chemicals added The amount of alum adeo to the water will
determine the amount of FLOC that is produced.

(1) Alum and soda ash (sooium carbonate) are aded in proportion in
order to:

(a) Form the necessary FLOC.

(b) Provide a means of controlling the pH value in the water.

(2) Alum is amded to the tank when the tank is filled one fourth to one
half from the bottom.

(3) Soaa ash (sooium carbonate) is aomea when the tank is filled three
quarters full.

NOTE: The chemicals must be addem to the tank as stateo. Never! amO soda ash
before alum. The introduction of soda ash before alum will set the true color.
Once the color is set, it cannot be removed.

f. Color Generally color can be removed by the FLOC by coagulating on the
acid side of the scale.

(1) Color is caused by organic substances which are negatively charged
while FLOC formed at a low pH is positively charged.

(2) Color, being a negative charge will be attracte( by the positive
charges forming the FLOC and will settle very easily.

0
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(3) If the pH value is increased later, the color ma) re-appear to some
extent. Therefore if soda ash is addem to the water before alum, the color may
be fixed anm can never be removea.

(OFF TP #5)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTION: MIN)

1. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class:

a. Define Coagulation process.

A. The adding of chemicals to the water to gather the suspenaed
impurities into particles large enough to settle rapidly.

D. What are the two coagulating agents which were discussed during this
hour?

A. Aluminum sulfate and sodium carbonate (soma ash).

c. What are the six factors that will affect the coagulation process?

A. pH value, turbimity, temperature, agitation, amounts of chemicals
added and color.

SUMMARY: During the last period of instruction I covered: ( MIN)

1. Coagulation process.

2. Six factors affecting coagulation.

BREAK: (10 MiN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that we know what coagulation is and the six
factors which will affect it, let’s talk about the coagulation jar test.

(ON TP #6)

BODY: ( MIN)

9. COAGULATION JAR TEST: The coagulation jar test is performe to find the
optimum dosage and the optimum pH of a sample of water. Therefore, we can say
that there are two reasons for performing the coagulation jar test.

a. Optimum dosage is the amount of chemicals in grains per gallon (gpg)
that will form the best FLOC in the shortest time. The optimum dosage is the
cumulative total amount of alum an soaa ash (sodium carbonate) to be added to a
sample of water.

b. Optimum pH is the pH at which the FLOC will be the heaviest for that
sample of water.
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NOTE: The heaviest FLOC does not necessarily have to be the largest particles
FLOC, or the smallest particles.

(1) The FLOC of the jar test is satisfactory if it has attractea all of
the suspended materials and caused them to settle to the bottom of the jar.

(2) The FLOC should be visible to the eye within two minutes once the
water has been agitated.

(3) In some instances where the FLOC is not obtained during the first
test, it is due to the lack of alkalinity in the water and an aaaitional test
must be performed.

c. The dosages are addea to the jars by using an eyearopper which must be
calibrated in milliliters.

(1) One milliliter is the same as one cubic centimeter or 20 drops of
water.

(2) When one milliliter of any of the two coagulants is amaed to the
water, the pH of the water will have a change from 0.2 to 0.3 on the pH scale.

(3) The dosage is defined as the quantity of chemicals necessary to
obtain the desired results. Dosages of coagulating chemicals are represente in
grains per gallon (gpg). Since one pouna is equal to 7,000 grains, the osage
can be determined by using the coagulation formula which we will cover later in
this block of instruction.

d. In the coagulation jar test, the amounts of chemicals aoded to the water
are in such a small amount, grains are usem to express weights rather than
pounds or ounces. Therefore we can say that the quantity is expressem in grains
per gallon.

e. The four units of measurement that we will be using with the coagulation
jar test are:

(1) Pounds of chemicals The final results once the jar test has been
completed this result is the amount of each chemical that must be added to a
3,000 gallon tanK.

(2) Gallons of water Quantity of water that we will be treating at
one time, usually 3,000 gallons.

(3) Grains per gallon (gpg).

(a) Dosage is aaaea to the jars in grains per gallon.

(b) One milliliter represents 2 grains per gallon.

(4) Grains per pound nmlber of grains in a pouna, which is 7,000
grains to a pound.
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f. The formula which we use for figuring the amount of chemical solutions
into the jars is this:

(OFF TP #6)

POUNDS OF CHEMICALS Gallons of water x Dosage (gPg) x 2
7,000

Example: Let’s take for example, that we are going to coagulate 3,000
gallons of water. To find out how many pounds of alum we need, let us suppose
that we put 8 milliliters of alum solution into the jar we deciaed had the best
FLOC. Then we would:

Multiply 3,000 times 16. Why 167 We saia that 1 milliliter 2
gpg. This will give you 48,000 grains.

pound).
of alum.

Divide 48,000 grains by 7,000 (which is the number of grains per
The result will be 6.85 or if you round it off, it will be 7.0 pounds

When the number to the right of the decimal point is 5 or greater
then the whole number will be rounded off to the next higher number.

INSTRUCTORS NOTE: Have all necessary equipment and materials readily available
fre going into the next topic.

TRANSITION: Now that have the oasic foundation of what the coagulation jar test
is about, including the formula, let us talk about the materials needed in order
to perform the coagulation jar test.

10. EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: (SHOW EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS) MIN)

The two main reasons we perform a coagulation jar test are to find the optimum
pH and to determine how much chemicals are required to a 3,000 gallon tank.
Before you can perform this test, however, you must have the proper materials.
These materials are:

a. 2 one gallon containers

b. 2 stopper bottles

c. 5 eight ounce jars

d. Color comparator

e. Soda ash (pulverized)

f. Alum (pulverized)

g. 2 eyedroppers

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:
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questions from the class:

Questions to the class:

a. What are the two reasons for performing a coagulation jar test?

A. To find out the optimum dosage anm the optimum pH.

b. How many drops of water are there in milliliter?

U-10C02

ae 20 drops.

SUMMARY: During the last hour I covered. (MIN)
1. Coagulation jar test.

2. Equipment and materials.

BREAK: (i0 MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that we know what kincls of equipment and materials
are needem to perform the coagulation jar test let’s continue. The next thing
that we are going to do is to make up the standaro chemical solutions.

BODY:

(MIN)

NOTE: INSTRUCTOR WILL ACTUALLY PERFORM THE TEST.

11. PREPARATION OF CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS:

a. The first step that must De .one before we can start the test is to
procure some water.

b. Rinse containers thoroughly and fill the two one gallon containers with
the best water available, preferably oistilled water. If no distilled water is
available, use regular tap water or water usem for consumption.

c. Mark one of the one gallon containers ’Alum’ and the other ’Soma Ash’

d. Using the two test tubes from the color comparator, fill one test tube
completely full and the other half way full of alum.

e. Pour these one and a half test tubes of alum into the one gallon
container marked ’Alum’.

f. Tighten the cap on the one gallon container securely anm shake it
vigorously for about one minute. This dissolves as much of the alan the water
can take. This process is callem saturation.

g. Using one test tube from the color comparator, fill it completely full
of soma ash.

Pour the soma ash into the one gallon container markem ’Soma Ash’.
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i. Tighten the cap on the one gallon container securely and shake it
vigorously for about one minute thereby saturating the water with soda ash.

j. Fill the two stopper bottles, one with soda ash an the other with
alum.

k. Mark the two stopper bottles appropriately.

TRANSITION: We have just made our chemical solutions. Now let’s perform the
coagulation jar test.

12. PERFORM COAGULATION JAR TEST: ( IN)

a. Make up a chart to snow how much alan and soda ash you have put into
each of the five jars. It should look something like this:

Jar 1 2 3 4 5

A
SA

b. Rinse and fill the five eight ounce jars with the raw water to be
testeo. Fill these jars up to the neck of the bottle.

c. Take the two eyedroppers from the color comparator and caliorate them at
one milliliter. This can be done by taking the rubber cap off one eyearopper,
placing your finger over the small orifice at the bottom, ana using the other
eyedropper, count twenty arops into the eyedropper. Mark it off so it will be
calibrated and replace the rubber cap. Do the same to the other eyedropper.

d. Using a two to one ratio (2 ml of alum to 1 ml of soda ash), begin
adding your dosages of solutions to the jars. The alum is the coagulant, so it
should be adoed first to start the FLOC. The soda ash adds weight to the FLOC
making it sink to the bottom of the jars. Record these dosages on your chart.
An example would look something like this:

jar 1 2

A 2 4
SA 1 2

3 4 5

8 12 16
8 12 16

e. When all of the dosages have been added, take the jars and move them in
a circular motion causing the water in the jars to swirl. This will agitate the
alum, speeding up the flocculation process. The jar that flocs and settles the
fastest is the jar with the optimum pH.

f. Take a pH test of that jar to see if the pH is within the 7.2 to 7.b
range. If not, an adjustment in dosages is needed. Keep in mind that for every
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milliliter of alum the pH will be lowered by .3 and for every milliliter of soaa
ash the pH will be raisea by .3.

TRANSITION: We have selected the jar with the optimum pH anc have the osages
of that jar recorded; however, this is only an eight ounce jar an we nee to
figure out how much chemicals are requirea to treat a 3,000 gallon tank.

13. CALCULATING CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS:

a. Using the dosages from our selected jar, we can figure out the requireo
chemicals for 3,000 gallons of water with the following formula:

Gallons of water X Dosage X 2
7,000

The amount of water may change. However, for our purposes it will be 3,000
gallons.

b. The dosages are from the chart in reference to the jar that was
selecte.

c. The cosages in the chart are in milliliters ana the formula is in grains
per gallon (gpg). One milliliter is equal to two gpg so you have to multiply
these aosages times two.

d. Since the formula is in gpg and you want to know how many pounms of
chemicals you need, you have to divide all of this by 7,000. There are 7,000
grains in a pounm.

e. Figure this formula once for the alum and again for the soda ash.

NOTE: Instructor will work out one or more problems on the chalkboard
explaining each step anm reasons why.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS: (MIN)
1. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class:

a. How many milliliters do you calibrate your eearoppers?

A. i ml.

b. Why do we multiply our aosages times two?

A. Because one milliliter of solution is equal to two gpg.

SUMMARY: During the last perioa of instruction I covered: ( MIN)

1. Preparation of chemical solutions

2. Performing the coagulation jar test
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3. Calculating chemical requirements

BREAK:

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION:
coagulation formula.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION FOR PRACTICING THE COAGULATION FORMULA:

U-10C02

(10 MIN)

At this time we will solve problems using the

( MIN)

1. At this time, I want everybody to take out some paper so we can figure a few
practice problems.

2. I am going to put some dosages n the chalkboard ana I want you to tell me
how many pounds of each chemical you will neea for 3,000 gallons of water.

3. When figuring your problems, figure it to the nearest tenth of a pouno.

TRANSITION: The nxt test which we will talk about is very important because
from this test, we can etermine the amount of disinfectant requireo to purify a
certain amount of water and still have a satisfactory residual in it to make it
safe for drinking.

BODY:

14. CHLORINE TEST: MIN)

a. The most widely used disinfectant used in water today is chlorine. This
chlorine can either be in the form of iquio, granular or gas. Chlorine is
added to the water to kill or destroy all disease producing organisms, organic
substances and parasites anc to maintain a oesired chlorine resiaual in the
water in order to maintain the water germ free.

(i) The most common form of chlorine used in the military is a dry
granulated or what is referred to as "solid form", called calcium hypochlorite,
the trae name is high test hypochlorite (HTH).

(2) HTH has 70% free chlorine in it.

(3) It also has 30% calcim which entraps the chlorine to keep it from
evaporating.

TRANSITION: Before we can perform the chlorine demand test, there is some
termlnoIogy which we must define.

b. Contact time: is the length of time that chlorine must remain in the
water to Kill or satisfy all of the chlorine consuming agents present in the
water. The contact time is a variable, oepenming on several conditions.

(1) The form of chlorine used. It is readily apparent that gaseous
chlorine will have a somewhat shorter contact time.

(2) The amount of organic matter in the water. All organic matter in
the water affects the chlorine consuming ability of the water, and not just
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disease causing organisms. Also any dissolved chemicals or minerals in the
water will consume chlorine.

(3) iineral content chlorine may be absorbed by certain mineral
materials. Super chlorination, or ading chlorine in excess of 10 p is used
by municipal plants to remove iron and manganese from water.

(4) pH of the water will affect chlorine. The effectiveness of
chlorine is higher in water with a low pH.

(a) A pH of 8.0, chlorine is about one half as effective as it is
at a pH of 7.0.

(b) For the pH, a factor of 1.0 ppm of chlorine snall be usea
since the pH will be maintained at 7.0 to 7.6.

(5) Temperature of the water chlorination is most effective at 70
degree F. At 35 F chlorine is only one half-as effective as it is at 70 F.

(6) Most organisms in the water will be killea off within ten minutes
of contact time. (Nonchlorine resistant)

(7) Chlorine resistant parasites will resist 2.0 ppm chlorine for
thirty minutes. These are:

(a) Schistosomiasis

(b) Amoebic cyst

(8) The contact time can be definea as a 30 minute period requirea for
disinfection of the water before it is considered safe for drinking.

c. Chlorine dBnanm The chlorine demana is the amount of chlorine that is
neutralized by the chlorine consuming agents in the water. By consuming agents
we merely mean the:

(1) Amount of organisms in the water

(2) Anount of mineral contents

(3) Ivst natural surface waters have a demand ranging from 1.5 ppm to
about 4.5 ppm. Grounm water will vary but not more than 2.5 ppn.

(4) If the chlorine oeman is greater than 5.0 ppm. it should be
reported to the medical department. 5.0 ppm or greater is an indication that
the water may be poisoned or has a high concentration of harmful contaminates.

d. Chlorine residual The chlorine residual is the amount of chlorine left
in the water after all of the chlorine consuming agents have been satisfie.
The purpose for the chlorine residual is twofold:

(i) First it is an insurance that all harmful organisms have been
destroyed.
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(2) It is an insurance that the water will oe safe for drinking, ana to
prevent the water from becoming recontaminatea.

(3) The minimum required chlorine resiaual is as follows:

(a) If the optimum pH is 6.5 or less the require resiaual is 2.0

(b) Optimum pH between 6.5 7.0 minimum is 2.2 ppm

(c) Optimum pH of 7.0 9.0 minimum will be 3.0 ppm

() The minimum residual require at point of consumption is 1.0
ppm

NOTE: The above residuals were decided at a s.vmposium of medical officers in
i---. However, the medical department will dictate what the residual sha|l be
for all areas of operation.

e. Chlorine Dosage is determined by two factors:

(1) First, is the chlorine demand which is nothing more than the
amount needed to satisfy the chlorine consuming agent.

(2) Second, is the chlorine residual we want left in the water once the
demana has been satisfied. So you can see, that the chlorine dosage is the
amount of chlorine that is to be added to the water.

TRANSITION: If you recall, we have already ha the opportunity to perform a
]Iorine residual test, whicl of course was nothing more than testing the water
to see if there was any chlorine in it. Naturally, surface water would not have
any chlorine in it but the procedure is the same when testing water that has
already been treate

BODY:

15. PERFORM A CHLORINE DEMAND TEST: MIN)

The chlorine demand test consists of adding a known dosage of chlorine to a
known quantity of water and waiting thirty minutes before testing it.

a. Before we can perform this test, however, you must have the proper
materials.

(1) Two canteens

(2) Color comparator

(3) 7.14 grams of HTH

b. Rinse thoroughly and fill one of the canteens with the best water
available.
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c. Mark this canteen ’Best’.

a. Rinse thoroughly ana fill the other canteen with the raw water to be
tested.

e. Mark this canteen ’Raw’. It is very important that you do not confuse
these two canteens.

f. Pour the 7.14 grams of HTH into the ’Best’ canteen.

g. Tighten the cap securely and shake it vigorously for about one minute.
This will give you 5,000 ppm.

h. Let the ’Best’ canteen sit for 30 minutes contact time. This is your
HTH solution.

i. After the 30 minutes contact time of the HTH solution, take.one
milliliter of the HTH solution and put it into the ’Raw’ canteen.

j. Tighten the cap on the ’Raw’ canteen securely and shake it vigorously
for about one minute. Tlis will give you 5.0 ppm. Recora this figure for
future use.

k. Let the ’Raw’ canteen sit for 30 minutes contact time.

I. After the 30 minutes contact time of the ’Raw’ canteen, take a chlorine
residual of the ’Raw’ canteen. Record any reaing of chlorine resiaual for
future use.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIOIS:

1. Questions from the class:

(i MIN)

2. ,uestions to the class:
None are required.

SUMMARY: During the last period of instruction I covered: (MIN)
i. Chlorine test

a. Contact time

b. Chlorine demand

c. Chlorine residual

d. Chlorine dosage

2. Perform a chlorine aemand test.

BREAK: (10 MIN)
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INTRODUCTONY TRANSITION: We are now ready to figure out how many ounces of HTH
we wil! nee to batch chlorinate 3,000 gallons of water.

BODY:

16. DETERMINE CHEvICAL REQUIREvlENTS: ( IN)

a. Using the following, we can see how all of the figures we recorded for
future use will tie together:

(1) Chlorine dosage minus:

(2) Chlorine resiaual plus:

(3) pH factor plus:

(4) Safety factor plus

(5) Chlorine dosage chlorine demand.

NOTE: Instructor will explain step by step each item in detail.

b. Notice I mentioned a pH factor. The following chart will tell you how
much chlorine resimual to maintain with a given pH value:

pH CI. Res.
5.0-6.9 .75
7.0 1.0
8.0 3.0
9.0-i0.9 5.0

c. I also mentioned a safety factor. The safety is to disinfect the
holding tank, distribution tank, consumers containers, and distribution lines.
The safety is 1.0.

d. A breakdown of this formula is as follows:

(1) CL2 Dos. Chlorine Dosage. This is the one milliliter of HTH
solution you tOOK from your ’Best’ canteen and put into your ’Raw’ canteen.
chlorine dosage is 5.0.

The

(2) Chlorine residual Chlorine residual of your ’Raw’ canteen. This
chlorine is taken after the 30 minutes contact time. Subtract this from your
chlorine dosage anm you will get, chlorine memanQ in ppm; however, you must
still add two other factors. These are:

(a) pH Factor as stated in the Introduction to Military Water
Supply class, chlorine is less effective in water with a high pH; therefore, the
higher the pH the higher the chlorine residual you must maintain. This factor
will be absorbed by the pH of the water.
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(b) Safety Factor mentioned a few minutes ago that it is 1.0 and
it is absorbed by the holming tank, mistriDution tank, consumers containers, ano
the distribution lines.

(3) Chlorine dosage Since the pH factor and the safety factor is
being absorbed, you have to add the chlorine dosage back into the formula to get
your total chlorine demand in ppm.

(4) Chlorine demand Chlorine Demano in ppm. This is your final
answer. Record this figure for future use to use in the formula to find out how
much HTH is needea to batch chlorine 3,000 gallons of water.

e. The following formula is actually two parts. The first part will give
the pounds of chlorine and the secona part will convert the pounds of chlorine
to ounces of HTH:

Ibs. of CL2 Gals. of water X Weight of water X Dosage (ppm)
1,000,000

(1) Again, the gallons of water may change, however, for our purposes
we will use 3,000 gallons. Multiply this times the number of pounds in a gallon
of water which is 8.34. Multiply this times your chlorine demand in ppm. This
is what you just figured out with the previous formula. Divide all of this by
1,000,000 converting your pi to pounds.

(2) Converting your pounos of chlorine to ounces of HTH, simply
multiply the pounds of chlorine times 16 because there are 16 ounces in a pound.
Divide this by .7 because we want to know how much HTH to use ann HTH is onl
70% chlorine. This will give us the full strength of chlorine that we need.
(Give some examples).

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

1. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class:

a. How long is the contact time for the two canteens?

A. 30 minutes.

b. How many pounds does one gallon of water weigh?

A. 8.34 pounds.

SUMMARY: During the past hour I covered. ( MIN)

i. Determine chemical requirements

a. Chlorine dosage

b. Chlorine residual

-I-
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c. pH factor

d. Safety factor

e. Chlorine dosage

f. Formula

BREAK: (i0 IN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that you know the chlorine oemand formula, let us
see bow well we can use it.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION FOR PRACTICING THE FORMULA: II)

i. At this time, I want everyboay to take out some more paper so we can figure
a few practice problems.

2. I am going to put a pH of the raw water and a chlorine resiaual on the
chalkboard. This chlorine residual is from the "raw" water canteen, after the
one milliliter of HTH solution was put in and it has sat for its 30 minute
contact time.

3. When figuring your problems, figure it to the nearest tenth of an ounce of
HTH.

TRANSITION: Now that we had the opportunity to see how the coagulation jar
test, chlorine demand test and how to figure out the chemical requirements using
the formulas, let us now go to Camp Sweat ana practice what we nave learnem.

NOTE: The instructor or assistant instructor will break down the class into
teams of four men to a team. Upon arrival at Camp Sweat the instructor will
clesignate which teams will perform the coagulation jar test, chlorine demand
test.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ROUTINE CONTROL TESTS: ( MIN)

1. The primary instructor will monitor half of the class on the following in
oraer to perform the coagulation jar test:

a. Procurement of equipment and materials.

b. Preparation of standar chemical solutions.

c. Washing out ounce jars and filling them.

d. Making a chart.

e. Cal ibration of eyedroppers.

f. Perform pH determination test of the raw water.

g. Introduce chemical solution to 8 ounce jars.
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h. Selecting best jars.

i. Using formula, aetermine chemical requirements.

2. The assistant instructor will monitor the other half of the class on the
following in oraer to perform the chlorine oemand test.

a. Select necessary materials.

b. Preparation of the standara chlorine solution.

c. Applying solution to "Raw" water canteen.

a. Waiting 30 minutes for contact time.

e. Perform a chlorine residual test

f. Using formula, determine amount of chlorine neeaed.

NOTE: Once the students have mastered one of the two tests, they will perform
t--h’-other test. During the practical application phase the instructor an
assistant instructor will remain with the students to answer any questions they
may have.

SUMARY: During the past few ays, we have discussed:

1. Perform a pH aetermination test and a chlorine residual test.

a. Studying the nomenclature of the color comparator.

b. Assembling the color comparator.

c. Preparing the water for testing.

d. Determining the pH value of the water.

e. Using the sane procedures as the pH etermination test, perform the
chlorine residual test.

2. Perform a coagulation jar test.

a. Preparing the chemical solutions.

b. Preparing the water for testing.

c. Testing the water.

d. Determining the required chemicals.

3. Perform a chlorine demand test.

U-10C02
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BREAK

Preparing the chlorine demana test.

Testing the water.

Determining the required chemicals.

ADMINISTER THE TEST:

i. Each stuaent will clear his or her desk completely with te exception of a
writing utensil. All necessary test forms, answer sheets will De provided.

2. Upon completion of the test, we will have a critique.

BREAK: (i0 MIN)
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

TP #1

TP #2

TP 3

LIST UF SUPPORTING PAPERS:

Routine Control Tests.

pH Chart.

Six reasons for pH oetermination test.

TP #4 The Color comparator.

Color comparator.

TP #5 Six factors affecting the coagulation process.

TP #6 Two reasons for coagulation test.

Coagulation jars.

Two canteens.

10. Advance Sheet/Student Outline.

11. Stuaent nan.out #1 and #2.

12. Two one gallon containers.

13. 1-1/2 test tube of alum.

14. 1 test tube of soa ash.

15. 2 stopper jars.

16. 7.14 grins of chlorine.

17. Water to be tested.

b-lOC02
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
,arine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

ADVANCE SHEET/STUDENT ObTLINE

WATER SUPPLY RECURDS AND FURMS

U-10C04
UCT 19o4
(-539) gvf

PURPOSE: To familiarize the-student with the information requirea to complete

water supply records and forms.

STUDENT REFERECE(S): TM 5-700, Chapter 2.

ASSIGIMENT: None.

UUTLINE

1. WATER SUPPLY RECORUS

a. Types

(i) Daily kept Dy operator.

(2i Inspection Reports to monitor conaitions at water point.

(3) Headquarters Snmary

b. Objectives

(1) Coorainate operation.

(2) Safeguard water quality.

(3) Improve efficiency.

(4) Decrease equipment maintenance.

(5) Prevent unequal istribution.

(b) Furnish supply data.

SO-1



DAILY WATER POINT REPORTS

a. DA Form 1713R. Daily Water Production Log

(1) Water point number

(2) NCOIC

(3) Date

(4) Time tanks coagulatem

(5) Number of tanks coagulatea

(6) ph before purification

(7) ph after purification

(8) Chlorine residual after purification

(9) Chemicals expended

(a) Alum

(b) Soda ash

(c) Calci1 nypochlorite (HTH)

(d) Diatomaceous earth

(i0) Total cnBnicals for each may

(ii) Total each chemical each may

(12) Petroleum use

(a) Oil

(b) Grease

(13) Petroleum on nana

(a) Gas

(b) Oil

(c) Grease

U-IOC04
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b. Water Point Meport (continuous flow) DA Form 1713.

(i) Water point nmber

(2) Capacity of proauction

(3} NCOIC and date

(4) Time

(5) Hours of operation

(6) Gallons per minute

(7) Chlorine residual after purification

(8) Chemicals used

(a) Ferric chloriae

(D) Limestone

(c) Diatomaceous earth

(d) Hypocnlorite

(e) Remarks

(9) Chnicals used for one da operation

(i0) Total anount of cnemicals on nana

(11) POL usea

(a) Gas/Diesel

(b) Oil

(c) Grease

(12) POL on liana

(a) Gas/Diesel

(b) Oil

(c) Grease

S0-3



c. Daily Water

(1) Water point

(2) NCOIC

(3) Date

(4) Time of aistribution

(5) #nount of gallons

(6) Using unit

(7) Total gallons aistributea

3. WATER POINT INSPECTION REPUT, DA FO 1715R.

Distribution Log, DA Form 1714R.

number

a. Date

D. To

c. From

a. Water point number

e. Inspection rating

f. Location of water point

g. Nmne of map

h. Inspecting official

i. Chlorine residual at unit out|et

j. Chlorine residual at nozzle

k. Overall condition of water point

I. Deficiencies an( recommendem improvements

m. Condition of equipment

n. Personal hygiene of personnel

o. Sanitation condition

p. Inspecting official

q. Signature

b-10C04
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no HEADQUARTERS SUMMARIES

a. Water Point Daily Proauction Summary, bA Form 1716R.

(I) Date

(2) Originates at utilities section

(i0)

(3) To G-4 or. higher headquarters

(4) Water Point Number

(5) Total hours operation

(6) Total gallons water proauced

(7) Total gallons gas uses

(8) Total quarts oil used

(9) Chemical used

(a) Calcium bypochlorite

(b) Activated carbon

(c)

(d) SocIa ash

Cumulative totals for all water points

(a) Total hours

(b) Amount of water

(c) Gallons of gas

(d) Quarts of oil

(e) Uunces of calcim hypochlorite

(f) Pounas of activated carbon

(g) Pounces of alum

(h) Pounds of soda ash

(i) <esponsible officer

(j) Signature

S0-5
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b. Water Point Daily Distribution S:nmary, DA Form 1717R.

(I) Date

(2) To S-4 of engineer group

(3) From S-4 of using battalion

(4) Water receive

(5) Water point nnbers

(6) W,ount from each water point

(7) Amount require per man per ay

(} Originator

(9) Signature

U-IuC04
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

DETAILED UUTLINE

WATER SUPPLY RECORDS AND FORMS

U-10C04
OCT i84
(D-539) gvf

INTRODUCTION (ON TP #1)
(2 MIN)

1. GAIN ATTENTION: You are the operator of a water point, one of man in your
unit. How are you going to keep your OIC ana/or NCOIC informea of now much
chemicals an POL products (gas, oil, and grease) )ou require an how often your
point neeas to be resupplied? What do you have within your reach that you can
use in doing this?

2. PURPOSE: To familiarize the student with the information require to
complete water supply records and forms.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Learning objectives are neither specifie
nor measured during the lesson.

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Keeping records is a must in order to have an open
line of communications with the engineer unit for the necessary support.

BODY (43 MIN)
(ON TP #2)

1. WATER SUPPLY RECORDS

a. Types of water supply recoras

(1) Daily these are records kept by the operator.

(2) Inspection Reports usea to monitor the conditions at the water
point(s).

(3) Headquarters Summary submitted b the Utilities Officer via S-4
and up to the G-4 section on a monthly or quarterly basis.

(ON TP #3)

b. The keeping of recoras must meet one of the following objectives.

(i) Coordinate the operation of widely separatem water points.

(2) Safeguard water quality.

DO-1
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

TRANSITION:

Improve efficiency of water treatment and (istribution.

Decrease equipment maintenance

Prevent unequal distribution Of treated water.

Furnish supply (ata to higher headquarters.

Now let’s look at the various reports.

(ON TP #4)
2. DAILY WATER POINT REPORTS

a. DA Form 1713R. Daily Water Production Log usea for recoraing
pertinent information.

(i) Water point number

(2) NCOIC of water point

(3) Date operated

(4) Time of day tanks are coagulateQ

(5) Nnber of 3,000 gallon tanks coagulateG

(6) pn of water before purification

(7) ph of water after purification

(8) Chlorine resiaual after purification

(9) Chemicals expenea

(a)

(b)

(c)

(i0) Total amount of chemicals in pounms for each operating ay.

(11) Total each chemical in pounds after each days operation.

(12) Petroleum use:

Alum, pounds per 3,000 gallons of water

Soa ash, pounds per 3,000 gallons of water

Calcium hypochlorite (HTH), ounces per 3,(]00 gallon tank

Diatomaceous earth per tank

DO-2
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(a) Oil, quarts used per aay

(b) Grease, in pounds used per day

(13) Petrole on hand

(a) Gas, in gallons on han

(b) Oil, in quarts on hand

(c) Grease, in pounds on hano

Water Point Report (continuous flow) DA Form 1713.

(I} Water point nber

(2) Capacity of production in gallons

(3) Name of NCOIC and Oate

(4) Time of Oay

(5) Time in hours of operation

(6) Gallons per minute during operation

(7) Chlorine resioual in ppm after purification

(8) Chemicals usea

(a) Ferric chloride in pounds

(b) Limestone in pounds

(c) Diatomaceous earth in pounos

(d) Hypochlorite in pounos

(e) Remarks uring operation of unit

(9) Chemicals used for one oay operation (totals}

(i0) Total amount of chemicals on hano

(ii) POL used during operation

(a) Gas/Diesel

(b) Oil

(c) Grease

(ON TP #5)

DO-3



(12) POL on hand after operation

(al Gas/Uiesel

(b) oil

(c) Grease

U-IOC04

(ON TP b)
c. Daily Water Distribution Log, DA Form 1714R is used for recoreiny the

quantity of water issued to the using units.

(1) Water point nnber

(2) Name of NCOIC

(3) Date

(4) Time of distribution

(5) Amount of gallons

(6) Identification of using unit

(7) Total gallons of water distributed

TRANSITION: Now let’s look at the second group, the inspection reports.

(ON TP 7)

3. WATER POINT INSPECTION REPORT, DA FORM 1715R Is used by the medical
department, utilities officer, or his representative.

a. Date of inspection

b. To responsible officer

c. From medical unit

d. Water point nber

e. Inspection rating

f. Location of water point grid coordinate

g. Name of map

h. Name of inspecting official, rank

i. Chlorine residual of the water at unit outlet

j. Chlorine residual at nozzle

DO-4
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k. Overall conoition of water point area

I. Deficiencies and recommended improvements

m. Condition of equipment

n. Personal hygiene of personnel

o. Sanitation condition

p. Name and rank of inspecting official

q. Signature of inspecting official

TRANSITION: Now that you know how to correctly fill out the Water Point
Inspection Report, let us talk about the last two forms which must be submitted
to higher echelon.

(ON TP #8)

4 HEADQUARTERS SUM#RIES Are used to forward the information to higher
echelon via the chain of command.

a. Water Point Daily Production Summary, DA Form 1716R is used to keep
headquarters informed on the aount of water produceo.

(1) Date

(2) The report originates at the utilities section and is forwarded to
the S-4 section at the engineer battalion who will in turn submit it up the
chain.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Ex ample:

To G-4 or higher headquarters

Water Point Number

Total hours operation

Total gallons water produced

Total gallons gas used

Total quarts oil used

Chemical used for each type of water purification equipment.

(a) Calcium hypochlorite in ounces

(b) Activated carbon in ounces

(c) Pounds of alum

(o) Pounds of soda ash

00-5
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(I0)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(J)

Cumulative totals for all the water points

Total hours of operation

#mount of water produced

Gallons of gas used

Quarts of oil used

Ounces of calcium hypochlorite used

Pounds of activated carbon

Pounds of alum

Pounds of soda asn

Full name and grade of responsible officer

Signature

(011TP #9)
b. Water Point Daily Distribution Summary, OA Form 1717R Keeps higher

headquarters on how much water was issued Oy all the water points.

(i) Date

(2) To S-4 of engineer group

(3) From S-4 of using battalion

(4) Water received Dy consuming units

(5) Water point numbers

(6) Amount of water receivea from eacll water point

(7) #mount of water required per man per day

(8) Name and rank of originator

(9) Signature of originator

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS (5 IN)

I. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

a. What is the daily water production log used for?

A. Record amount of water produced.

DO-6
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b. Who conducts the inspections of a water point?

A. vdical aepartment, utilities officer, or his representative.

SUMARY: During the last hour we have covrea the recoras ana forms use in
water supply; daily reports, inspection reports, and headquarters summaries.

BREAK (10 MIN)

DO-7
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LIST OF SUPPORTING PAPERS

1. TP# 1

2. TP#2

3. TP#3

4. TP#4

5. TP#5

6. TP#6

7. TP7

8,. TP#8

9. TP9

Water Supply Recoros

Types of Recoros

Objectives

Water Point Log 1713

Daily Water Production Log 1713R

Daily Water Distribution Log 1714R

Water Point Inspection Report 1715R

ater Point Daily Production Summary 1716R

Water Point Daily Distribution Suary 17i7R

10. Acvance Sheet/Stuoent Outline

11. Student Hancout

DO-8
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

STUDENT HANDOUT

WATER SUPPLY RECORDS





WATER POINT DAILY PRODUCTION SUMMARY
{TM 5-700}

DATE:

TO : FROM: (Organization)

Water Ro6s Produc Gaso
Point Oper tioh line

.ation g.al. gal.

Oil
Lime S(Ja

qts. stone Ash
Alum Frric

Chlor
HTH AIC

Type or Print Name & Grade Signature

DA FORM 1716 R





To.

WATER POINT DAILY DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY

;From; {’Organization)

DATE:

Consuming
Units

WATER POINTS Gal.
TOTAl per

man

Typed or Printed Name & Grade Signature

DA FORM 1717 R





DAILY WATER PRODUCTION LOG {CONTINUOUS FLOW QUIP}
{Tg-5-700}

Point No. NCO in charge Date

On

Time C 12 Ferric Lime- Diatom-
Rate Resid- Chlor- stone ite lb Acti-

ual ide 11bs;
Off gpm ppm lb n Remarki

Chemicals used

Chemicalson hand

POL used

Remarks
DA FORM 1713 R

GasolinRal.
Oil qt.

Greasell

POL
on hand

’,Gasolineall
Oil qt.
Grease 11





DAILY WATER PRODUCTION LOG
{TM 5-700}

Point No. NCO in charge Date

SET N(.

Time No.
of Tank
Coagu-
lated .ourcd Filter

C12 Alum Soda C12 ,Acti-IDiatom
Resid
ual (lbs) Ash (oz) rated :ite

(Ibs Carbo (lbs)

Chemicals sed

Chemicals on hand

Gasoline gal.

Pol used Oil q(.
rease lb.

Remarks:

DA FORM 1713 R

Sasoline ga!
Pol Oil qt.

on hand Grease lb.





WATER POINT INSPECTION REPORT
(TM 5-700)

TO: FROM:

WATER POINT INSPECTION WATER POINT

Name of map cSordinates DATE:

DATE:

INSPECTION
RATING

INSPECTOR

RESIDUAL--CHLORINE
TER OUTLET {ppm} DISTRI

of

WATER POINT( {List de?ects and improvements ot= layout}

EQUIPMENT{tanks, hose, nozzles, etc}

ENgINES{List numbers, o? those needing repairs}

PERSONNEL’{Note sanitation, personal equipment}

REMARKS

TYPED OR PRINTED NAME & GR DE

DA Form FORM 1715R

SIGNATURE





POINT NO.

TIME

Remarks:
DA FORM 1714R

DAILY
NEO

AMOUNT
GALLONS

(TM 5-700)
WATER DISTRIBUTION LOG

in charge DATE

PICKED UP BY {using-unit}

Total Gallons
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Enqineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

WATER RECONNAISSANCE

CHECK LIST

U-O2F141U-OSF14
U-10COU-22D06
APR 1984
(D-1042)brw

Reconnaissance reports must De prepared carefully and delivered on time. They
must be clear, complete and concise.

Advance Reconnaissance.

Advance reconnaissance reports need merely be good reconnaissance field notes,
The work estimate must include the men, equipment and materials required to put
the water point in operatien. If time permits an estimate of the work necessary
to develop the point is included.

Higher Echelon Reconnaissance.

Higher echelon water reconnaissance reports must be detailed as they become part
of engineer planning data.

Check List for Water Reconnaissance.

Informat.lon on the following items must be obtained and recorded:

I. Quantity available.

P. Quality.

a. Color.

b. Odor.

c. Turbidity.

d. Taste.

e. Possible sources of pollution.

f. Condition of vegetation.

g. pH value.

h. Chlorine demand.

i. Tests for chemical warfare agents.

CL-I



Commun ca t i on s.

Condiion of roads.

Extent of road net.

Traffic circulation.

Site conditions,

Cover and concealment.

Possible aerial and arti||ery targets

Dra i nage.

Bank conditions.

Access roads and parking area.

Bivouac area for operators

Work estimate.

U-O2F1I/U-O5F14
U-10COIIU-22D06
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Narine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

DETAILED OUTLINE

U-10C05
Oct 1954
(D-551) gvf

DEVELOP A WATER SOURCE

INTRODUCTION (3 MIN)

1. GAIN ATTENTION: You as a Hygiene Equipment Operator will be requirea to
provide support to a unit out in the field. During the water reconnaissance,
you selected a water source which you thought woula meet the demands, however
upon arrival at the preselecteo site, you found out that the quantity of
available water was not adequate as before! Yet you must still proviae that
unit with enough water for a|l their neeas. What can you do to that source so
i_mprove the quantity and quality?

2. PURPOSE: To provide the stuenz with the knowleage and skills necessary to
aevelop a water source.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)

a. ENABLING LEARNING ObJECTIVE(S): Provided with a list of types of water
source development ano a list of purposes of types of water source oevelopment,
match each type of water source development to its purpose in accoroance with TM
5-700, Chapter 4. (1.3.5a)

b. I will do this Dy lecture.

c. A post test will be administerea upon completion of the lecture.

TRANSITION: The develoInent of a source includes all work whic increases the
quantity an improves the quality of the water, however elaborate aevelopments
should be avoided; simplicity brings more rapid results. With this in min
let’s take a look at the first type of source.

BODY (33 MIN)

(ON TP 1, INLAND SOURCE)

1. Inland Surface Water Sources. Surface water sources are the most accessible
type, in that tis source lenes itself readily to the purification equipnent
common to most engineer units. The methods of constructing intake points are:

a. RocKs and stakes

(1) If stream is not too swift and water is sufficiently deep, an
expedient intake may be prepare by placing the strainer on a rock to prevent
clogging of the strainer by the silt normally foun at the bottom of the
streambed.
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(2) If the source is a small stream or shallow lake, the intake 1ouse
can be secured to a post or stake driven down deep enough to withstana the
weight of the hose.

(3) These two methods will keep strainers from becoming cloggea and
prevent the suction of air by the intake hose.

(UFF TP #i)
(ON TP #2, PITS)

b. Pits

(1) When a stream is so shallow that the intake strainer is not coverea
by at least 4 inches of water this method may be used.

(2) May be dug in streams with clay or silt, but bottom must be linea
with gravel to prevent strainer from picking up the fine materials.

med um.
(3) Entire pit nust De filled with gravel and embea strainer within the
This method will:

(a) Prevent the siees of pit from collapsing.

Shield the screen from damage DV large floating objects.

(c) Act as a filter medium.

(d) Enlarge the voids or pore space of the medium and increase the
quantity of water.

will:
(4) Bucket may also be used in conjunction with the pit. This metho

(a} Increase the volume of water.

(b) Prevent strainer from picking up fine medium.

(ON TP #3, DAM)
(OFF TP 2)

c. Dams

(i) The level of water can be raised by buileing a dam.

(2) Dam must be constructed at a narrow part of the stream having
stable banks.

(3) Dams may be constructed of log, irt or any available natural
material.

(4) Dams may be constructe of concrete and steel reinforcements if
cost effective.

(5) Dams may De constructed of san bags filled with san or dirt or a
combination of various materials depending on availability. (OFF TP #3)
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(ON TP #4, BAFFLE DAM)

c. Baffle or Wing Dam

(1) Use( in a swiftly flowing stream having a high turDiaitv content
or floating debris.

(2) affle dam may be constructed of sand bags, perforatea wooden box
or a combination of the two.

(3) bottom of baffle cam may De linem with 9ravel which will act as a
filter median. This metnom will:

(a) Improve quality of the water.

(D) Increase quantity if constructed to tap the water table.

(OFF TP #4)
(gN TP #5, FLOATS)

e. Floats

(i) Used for Keeping the suction nose off the bottom of the source.

(2) Floats may be constructec of logs, mnber, sealea cans, empty fuel
(Irums, or be manufactured floats.

(3) Floats are use in large streets where the quality of water varies
across its wiath or where water is not deep enough near the banks to cover the
suction strainer.

(4) Floats must be anchore to prevent suction strainer float from
going back to shore.

(5) Secure hose to float so that suction strainer will be submergea
under water at least 4 inches.

(6) The anchor support line shoul have aequate slack in ormer to
allow the suction strainer to remain under water at all times if there is a
change in the water level.

(UFF TP 5)

(ON TP #6, GALLERY)

f. Gallery

(i) Usem to improve the quality of water having a muddy or extremely
turbid condition.
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(2) Construction of a gallery should be accomplished by oiging the
intake point along the banks.

(3) a trench is mug along the stream bank oeep enough to allow water
from the stream to percolate into it and also intercept ground water.

(4) Once the trench has been dug, fill with gravel to prevent siaes
from collapsing.

(5) The amount of work requirea to produce the gallery is justifiea Dy
a reduction in the amount of chemicals needed to coagulate the water.

(6) Suction strainer must be placed in the gravel oelow the water line.
Work required to produce a gallery is justified by reduction of chemicals needed
to coagulate te water.

(7) A arive point (well point) may De use in place of the strainer,
however the trench must be aeep enough to acconnodate the length of the point
whicl is 54 inches long.

(OFF TP

TRANSITION: Surface water sources are what we normally epena on. However,
there are areas in parts of te worla where these sources are not readily
available. Therefore, we must consider the next type of source which is 9rouna
water.

(ON TP #7, SPRINGS)

2. Ground Water Sources includes springs and wells.

a. Springs

(1), Can De useO as a water source if the spring yielos 20 gallosn per
minute or more.

(2) Developing a spring is accomplisneo by enlarging the outlet with
picks and shovel. (NEVER USE EXPLOSIVES).

(3) Once aeveloped, water must be channeled into a storage basin such
as boxes or basins of wood, tile, or concrete.

(4) Collecting box shoula be large enough to impound most of the flow.

(5) Should be placed below grouno level, top protruding above
ground level.

(6) box shoul be coverea to prevent contamination of the source.

(OFF TP 7)
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(ON TP #8, WELLS)

b. Wel Is

(1) If wells are to be used, someof the considerations to be observea
to determine whether or not a well can be used as a water source are:

(a) Type and depth will determine wnat kind of equipment must be
used to pump the water.

(b) Static water level at what level the water stanas in the
casing.

(c) Drawmown level how far down the water level will clrop when
pumped at a given rate.

(a) Recovery time how long it takes for the water to recover to
the static water level.

(2) Development of wells may be done by:

(a) Removal of seaiments by the use of the reverse flow. Pumpinw
of water into the well to aislodge materials, keeping them agitated for easler
removal by reversing the flow.

(b) Whenever the well casing is large enough for a man to go mown,
the task is accomplished easily by digging out by hand ana bailing out the
materials.

(OFF rP #8)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

a. What is the purpose for aeveloping a water source?

A. To improve the quantity an quality

b. How eep must the suction strainer be in water?

A. Suction strainer must be at least 4 inches in water

c. Where should a am be constructed in relation to a stream?

A. At the narrow portion of the stream
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d. What is the purpose of a float?

A. To keep the suction strainer or hose from sucking sand, rocks, or
silt from the bottom

ee
source?

How much water must a spring yield before it can be used as a water

A. 20 GPM

SUMMARY: During the past hour I covered:

I. Inland water sources

2. Pits

3. Dams

4. Floats

5. Galleries

6. Ground water

POST TEST (i0 MIN)

BREAK (10 MIN)
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1. TP # 1 Inland Sources

2. TP # 2 Pits

3. TP # 3 Dam

4. TP # 4 Baffle Dam

5. TP # 5 Floats

6. TP # 6 Gallery

7. TP # 7 Springs

8. TP # 8 Wells

9 Advance Sheet/Student Outline
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I!HITED STATES ;q\RINE C{?RPS
Ut:ilities InstrHc,tion ,omnany
;-’arine CorDs En.ineer School

:.’arine Corps ]ase

Camn Le,iem, .’:orth Caroline,

OETAILED nTL I,IE

DEVELOP A WATER POI.T

U-IOCO6
SEP 1984
(n-580)esw

(5
(OH TP#1

I. GAll..’ ATTEHTIOI: You are informed that you must devloo a water noint
because you are roin.q to be ere for an indefinite neriod of time. ’.’hat are
you oinn do?

2. PdRPS: To orovi::e the student with the knowledoe and skills necessary to
dvelo’p a ,,,aer r,oint.

3. IfTH(HUCE LEA;;ING OJECTIVE(S)

a. EL,%Li,:G LEzPJI4G G,,]ECTIVE(S): Provided ..dth a list of tynes of water
noint de#eopment and lst of the mroses of eac type of w,ter noint
develox.e.t, :tch each tyne of vatr point develoent to its mr’nos in
occor,lance v,th T’ 5-700, Chapter a-. l..Sb)

:. will do his by lecture.

c. At the end nf this lesson there will he a written post test.

ITRODUCT()Y TRAHSITIO.I: The developent of a water point is the qradual
improveqent of the point to increase the nualty and uantity of the water. Let
Hs see what these developments are.

(OFF TP#I

ODY (40 I’;’

(.,)H TP2)

t. O[{JECTIVES: The follo,,dnm ob}ectives should he i:et in ing. fll
develooe’n{’s cn he ,iustiied"if that work aCCOmpliSheS Or# Or more of the
fnllowine o.ectives.

a. Incre4se the quaHtitv of potable water available.

h. nrove the :uality of the water rroHuceH.

c. I(:)rove c!istriht ion.

OO-I



H. Decrease ,=ainLenance of site.

e. Improve security.

f. [mnrove livinn conditions of water point oersonnel.

TRAi S I T fl!’! Let us take a look at the planninq asoects.

U-lOCn6

(OFF TPa2)

(ON TP#3)

2. PLAI:I,!Ii;G: Proner nlanning is essential to the orderly development and
should he fnre:nost in the minds of reconnaissance and sunervisory personnel.
The follo,.;inm items must be considered.

a. Tactical situation ,;ill ;ieteruine the order in which improvements are to
made at a ,.,:ar noin.

h. l_oc,tion nf I,.,.t{.r point within tle area of operatinn

(!) Fro,tline nstalliation develenement is to he held down to a
rn n m, ur, l.

(?) qc.:r Areas develope,,.ent varies v..ith thP size of the ;ater !)oint
and orobles to i]e nvercome.

c. Cost: effectiveness

(I) Time how Ion .ill the Yater point he in oaeration?

(2) Labor hnw i-qany manho,,rs ;ilust be spen in makino the
:.provem.e n t s

(3) Trooos How an.y men will be needd to ke Li;e ir.rovements?

() ;.tterials are materials needed to acco]lish the task readily
available nr must ;aterials be nrocur

!GFF TP-:*3)

OPPORTUilITY FOR ’
i. ,,drT .,,.S r..,;., THE (;LASS

(5

2. f[IESTI:)::.% Tn TI:: CLASS: ,’,’o m:estions are rm;ired at this time.

1. nhjectives

2. Planninn

I0-2



REAK (10

I[;T:,’(!tL’CTOgY T?,A,:[TIr!!: ;.!ot., that t.,e have discussed the purpose for develoin
a water noint anH the nlanninq asnects, let us direct our attention to he kinds
of develorent ,.reich ust t,e considered.

3. DEVELC!P: IE,".iT

a. 8r.;ina,e eoor drainane may cause area to he so ,.",uddy that it y cause
water :3oint to -.ecoe inoperable. This oroblem can _e overcom

rottinQ.

for:

(I) Selectino a site on a hiqh level area.

(2) qi? drainame lines to carry vmste water ava.V frnm the site.

(.) Ta"-e care of any loose connections on the pm.iument.

i’latfors sholld be used if tire oermits.

I_o; nlatf(.)rs are usrl to keen tanks out off the ;,’ud thus:

in Allow air to recirculate unaerneath ,.nK to nrevent tank from

(.’) Prevent tanks frum hein( puncture,.] by rncks or sharp objects.

(OFF

Elevated platforms can be best used in rear area v,ater point

la) nistribuLion of wat:_r usin the nravity flo’ method.

!h) _F.|imintinm the use .’..f 4ditinnal emi.,:,pnt for distribution

(C.FF :..-,)

(3) Onertinn rlatforms can he ise.;! in a priori.,/ (!rained water hoist.
Th._se nlaffor,,s. -’av !e constructed

(a) Feach mattinn.

(h) nuci,:ho rds.

(c) ,-nv suitable n:.ral available.
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c. Storaae Facilities laroe enouqh to !/,leer daily Beak demand will
increase efficiency lv eli:nina, tinq lonq waits at the water point. The storane
facilities can ’e i,,nnroved .,,y the use of the followinq storaee containers:

(1) l.Yod stora,e tanks.

(2) olted steel tanks.

(?) P.-xistinn facilities may be used if available.

,:) Exnedien% method by linine an excaw, tion with a tarpaulin.

(’]{ TP#6)
I.!STRUCTOR EXPLAII’!I

C i’.; TP#7)

5) !tilizinn the tactical ’,aer distribution system or what is
cnr,monly referred to as the T’;IDS.

d. Tr.Ffic Flow l;T,nrovements

(1) Turnout and rurnarounds -may e :idened section of the Fmin road
or a new nne-,,ay road constrcted for li:,intinn interference with noral
raffic.

("F F TP#7)
OH TP-8

(2! Traf,ic Signs the route to the ,ater point should he clearly
mr<ed hv si(]ns.

(a) Posted at all critical oints sch as:

1. Side roads.

Crossroads,

3. Forks in the road.

(’) Posted .,,i’"nn a P_-mile r,dius of the water point.

(JFF

e. ;)istrihtion can be imDroved hy the use nf:

(I) SandDines.

(2) !Zlevated platform and standpipe c;mhinatin.

f. Canouflae misleads the enemy hy ’nisrepresentinn tte true identity of
an installation.
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(1) 2ater noint should have mood cover and concealment if ossible.

onen.

(2) Camonflae nets should he used to a xi,um.

(a) Purifica.ion enuipment must he camnuflaqed if located in the

(h) Turncoats and turnarounds should he provided with overhead
concealment at all times.

n. Bivouac Areas when selectinq a bivouac area, the factors considered
should he:

(i) Security at a water noint is a mus. Lack of security could
resIt in cnmlete loss of a water noint or enable an enemy to contaminate
otable .,.ter storane facilities.

,-:clities bivouac site shoul’, he conveniently located v..’ith
resrect tn the ,;tr noint. Such a location ,...,ill f,cilitate the arranne of
"hiits" aria ....;,,e nersonnel readily available in c,xsP of e,erqency.

(3) %nittion fci]ities area SnnLIH le located at least I00 feet
away and :o,.,nstre,,, fro the ;.vater source.

nm ;.- :.,P.),, rl,: IT’{ ;’JESTIO:’S

}. !’"’-I)S F:)(,,,c.., THE CLASS

?. r.,UESTIOfS TO T!!E CLASS

(5 VIii)

SUP’,:ARY: ,qurir, c! the ast two hoilrs two hours ;.,e have discussed the items ;,hich

must he considered when developinq a water nnint.

POST TEST (10 I!’)

gREAK 10



I. TPI

2. TP # 2

3. TP#3

4. TP #

5. TP#5

LIST OF SUP-nTIr: ,,PEF’,S

ev,_leD a ,,!ater Point

t.’,),iec t ves

Planninn

Lo:, Platfor;

Elev,ted Plat For
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UNITES STATES ARINE CF)RPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps se
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 285.-2

U-10C07
OCT 1984
(D-164)esw

DETAILED OUTLINE

WATER RECONNAISSANCE

INTRODUCTION (ON TP#1)

(2 MIN)

I. GAIN ATTENTION: It was once said; "Deny man food and his body can sustain
life for days. But deny him water and death must come within hours. Lacking
enou.Qh water to maintain body processes, man loses his appetite, becomes
undernourished, then incapacitated until finally death ends his suffering."

What good is all the water supply equipment that we have, if there is no
water source available for us to purify?

In the past few weeks you have acquired the knowledqe of the equipment that
is normally found in the water supp|y field. This enuipment and your knowledQe
of it would be useless unless you iave an adenuate wBter source that would yield
enouqh water in a field environment.

To determine which water source is best, a water reconnaissance must be
conducted in order for you to gather the necessary information about a
particular source for later development.

Once a water reconnaissance has been conducted and all the information has
been compiled, we can determine which water purification unit can be utilized to
render the water safe for human consumption.

2. PURPOSE: The purpose of this period of instruction is to provide you with
the k"nowledQe and skills required for oerforming a water reconnaissance.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNI.IG OBJECTIVE(S) (3 MIN)

a. TERiIAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with a maD, a proposed water
source to be reconnoitered, DA form ’I711R, DA form 1712R, and materials for the
routine control tests, perform a water reconnaissance in accordance wth T
5-70n, Chapter 3. (1.3.5)

b. ENABLING LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)

(1) Provided with a map and grid coordinates of a proposed water
source:

(a) iIr. on the map a route to tile water source. (i.3.5c)-
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(b) Make a written estimate of the time needed to march to the
water source.

in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 3.

(2) Provided with reconnaissance report forms 1711R and DA 1712R, and a
water source, complete each form in accordance with TM 5-700, Chapter 3.
(i .3.5e)

TRANS. ITION: The first thing we are going to discuss is the purpose of a water
reconnaissance and who shares the responsibility to make sure that a
reconnaissance is performed.

(OFF TP#1)

BODY

i. Water reconnaissance Purpose and Responsibilities

(5 MIN)

a. Special engineer reconnaissance conducted to gather information about
water sources.

(ON TP#2)

b. The unit commander is responsible to make sure that his men have an
adequate amount of water for all purposes,

(ON TP#3)

c. The primary responsibility for water supply is vested in the S-4 who
coordinates reconnaissance activities with the S-2.

(ON TP#4)

d. The engineer unit leader is tasked with locating water sources.

(ON TP#5)

e. Medical Department. Inspects quality of the water and makes
recommendations on improvement of water point.

TRANSITION: Now that you know the purpose and responsibilities let’s look into
seec’ting a water source.

2. Selecting a Water Source (MIN)

a. A satisfactory water source in one of sufficient quantity to meet troop
needs.

b. A source developed for military use is called a water point.

c. Water classifications

O-
C

m
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(1) Surface water: lakes, streams, rivers

(2) Ground water: wells and springs

(3) Sea water: salt water and brackish water

(4) Minor sources: rain, snow, and ice

(I)

Types found in various regions

Arctic and sub-arctic regions

(a) Lakes

(b) Muskeg areas Grassy bogs

U-10C07

(ON TP#7)

(2) During the winter months the only source to be found are

(a) Very deep lakes

(b) Some wells

(c) Ice and snow are plentiful. However, because of the
unavailability of devices to melt snow or ice, they are the least desireable
water sources.

(3) Humid regions

(a) Lakes very in sizes and depths

(b) Streams may contain an adequate supply of fresh water to
support any troop need.

(c) Ponds are a common source. However, the water may be stagnant
or may contain algae.

(4) Tropical regions may contain some underground water, but may only
be found as a lens or small amount floating on top of the salt water.

(a) Due to the amount of rain fall one may find runoffs in the
form of streams.

(b) Due to the elevation of such areas the possibility of locating
a large source is slim.

(ON TP#8)

(5) Desert regions are known to be sub-divided into three principal
area s.

(a) Mountain ranges will have runoff but very little surface
sources.

0-

iI
0-

0
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(b) Upper alluvial slopes may only contain ground water at great
depths.

(c) The valley fill at lower parts of the basin contains mos of
the ground water.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

!. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS: None at this time

SUMMARY: During this period we have discussed:

1. Purpose and responsibilities of a water reconnaissance.

2. Selecting a water source.

BREAK (10 MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that we know what kinds of water are normally
"found in"various reions of the world, let’s look at the phases involved in a
water reconnaissance.

3. First Phase or the Preliminary Planning (MIN)

(ON TP#9 THREE PHASES)

a. Field reports are most important and reliable source of information.
The G-2 section may provide information which has been gathered from the local
inhabitants or from interogation of POW’s.

b. Map studies should be taken into consideration. Also aireal photos of
the area should be studied before the actual ground reconnaissance. The
information obtained from maps are:

(1) Drainage lines can be identified which are an indication where no
streams are indicated.

(2) Water sources down stream of human habitations are subject to
contamination. If possible, water points should be located upstream from a
village whether inhabited or abandoned.

(3) Road nets are best shown on maps, although the credibility of the
information obtained from the map study will depend largely on the date of the
map being used.

(4) Fundamentals of map reading

(a) The map is laid out with the name at the top and the sheet
number at the upper right hand corner the legend is located at the bottom left
hand corner of the map.

C

m
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Note: The leciend indicates what the different colors mean on the map and how
cert’--’--ain terrain features, e.g. roads, contour lines, are represented on the
map.

(b) Colors of the map

1. Red is used for primary roads.

2. Green is used to designate woods, orchards, etc.

3. Blue is used to designate rivers, streams and lakes.

4. Brown lines on the map are contour lines and they show
el eva ti on.

5. Black shows secondary roads and manmade objects.

(c) Scale of the map is located near the bottom center.

Note: It the scale on the map is 1:25,000 it means that any increment of 1 on
lT-map 25,000 on the ground, e.g. i inch is 25,000 inches.

(d) the direction of true north and magnetic north is located on
the bottom of the map.

(e) Reading grid coordinates

1. Longitude lines run north and south.

2. Latitude lines run east and west

3. These lines are called grid lines.

Note: Instructor will give an example on how a city map the streets run north
an-"--south and east and west just as the grid lines do on a military map.

4. To read a grid coordinate you read right then up.

Note: Show students an example on the map. Instructor will show the students
oIT6"’-to break up the grid coordinate down into six-digits.

(30 MIN)

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: The instructor will give the students
several grid coordinates to lk up on the New River map:

1. 832295 BB49

2. 799287 Drawbridge

3. 890320 Road intersection
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4. 932442 Reservoir

5. 852439 Camp Lejeune School

878346 French Creek & Jumping Run

INTRpDUCTORY TRANSITIOn: Now let’s look into measuring distance on a map.

(f) Measuring distance by using graphic (Bar) scales located at
the center bottom of the map.

1. Straight line distance is measured by using edge of a
piece of paper, pulting a tick mark at the two points you are measuring and move
down to the graphic scale and read the distance.

2. Curved line distance is measures by placing a tick mark at
the start of the rTad or stream and make a tick mark at the end of the straight
section. Then rotate the piece of paper keeping the second tick mark in place
and make another tick mark at the end of the next straight section of the road
and so on, then move the piece of paper down to the graphic scale and read the
di stance.

(15 MIN)

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: The instructor will give the students
4 distances to find by usin grid coordinates below.

1. Straight 835297 to 799287 2.3 miles

2. Straight 835297 to 878346 3.8 miles

Curved 835297 to 799287 By the road 4 miles

4. Curved 835297 to 878346 4.8 miles

Note: During this class use 3 miles per hour to calculate the time.

c. Personnel and equipment

(i) Personnel selected to perform a water reconnaissance should include
at least one qualified water supply specialist. He should be thoroughly
familiar with water treatment processes and know how to produce potable water
with available equipment.

(2) The reconnaissance team should be accompanied by a representative
of the medical department.

d. Route and time schedule should be established. This is begun by
determininq from a map study or other sources of information about possible
water sources to be reconnoitered. Then with a map at hand, time should be
alloted for travel to and from the stes as well as additional time for any
unforseen events and for preparing and submitting of the report.

7
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OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUE.STI,ONS T.O THE.. CLASS None at this time

SUMMARY:

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

During the last period of instruction I covered:

Purpose and responsibilities

Selecting a water source

Water classification

Types of water found in various regions

The first phase or preliminary planning-of water reconnaissance

U-10C07

(MIN)

(OFF TP#9)

(BIN)

BREAK (10 MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the next period of instruction, I will cover
lie second and third phases of the water reconnaissance.

(ON TP#9)

BODY (MIN)

4. Second Phase Air and Ground Reconnaissance

a. Aid reconnaissance may be utilized if aircraft are available. An air
reconnaissance is generally a reliable means for rapidly securing information
about water sources over a large area.

(1) If a helicopter is used, the air and ground reconnaissance can be
conducted as one.

(2) The use of aircraft for reconnaissance is limited by adverse
weather conditions and security considerations.

b. Ground reconnaissance is the only positive way of getting accurate
information from which to select a water point. The factors to be considered
during the ground reconnaissance are:

(1) Quantity of water (Instructor will ad-lib)

(ON TP#10)

(2) Quality of water the water should be of such quality that it can
be approved for use or readily purified with normal field equipment. By the use
of test kits, the pH can be determined.

-t-

o

m

DO-7



(Instructor will explain pH Chart at this point.)

U-10C07

(ON TP#11)

Valuable information can be obtained by close observation and common sense in
the following quality characteristics:

(a) Color of the water (Instructor explain colors)

(b) Tubidity (explain)

(c) Odor (explain

(d) Taste use caution when tasting water by insuring that no
water is swallowed.

(e) Check for possible sources of pollution

(f) Condition of vegetation around sources; dead or mottled
vegetation may indicate the presence of chemical agent

(g) Presence of dead fish, frogs, etc may also indicate the
presence of some type of poisons

(ON TP#9)

(3) Routes of communications. A satisfactory water point must be
accessible to both vehicles and personnel.

(ON TP#12)

(4) Site conditions (Instructor explain in detail all three things
being covered)

(a) Drainage

(b) Security

(c) Bivouac area for personnel

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

i. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. 9ESTIONS TO THE CLASS: None at this time

SUMMARY: During the last period of instruction I covered the:

I. The second phase of air and ground reconnaissance

(OFF TP#12)

(MIN)

O-
C

X_

r-
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P

2. Quantity of water

3. Quality of water

4. Routes and communication

5. The site conditions

U-10C07

BREAK (10 MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that we have the foundation for conducting a water
reconnaissance, ]et"s take a look at the most important phase of the three
phases of water reconnaissance.

BODY (MIN)

(ON TP#13, ENGINEER REPORT)

5. Third Phase Reports

a. Engineer Report front paqe (Instructor will explain step by step) have
students fill out by T.P. for example.

b. Back page of engineer report have students fill out by T.P. for
example

c. Water reconnaissance report have students fill out by T.P. for
example

(ON TP#14, WATER RECONNAISSANCE REPORT)

PRACTICE: At this time the instructor and assistant instructor guide the
student’s in completing an engineer reconnaissance report.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

i. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS: None at this time

SUMMARY: During this last period of instruction I covered:

The Engineer reconnaissance report

Backside of the report

Conducted a practice on how to complete the report

(OFF TP#14)

(MIN)

(10 MIN)BREAK

C

-

DO-9
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INSTRUCTORS NOTE: At this time pass out the programed instruction and have thetuents complete during the night and return the next working day to the
instructor.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: The instructor will assign himself and 3 otherinstructors a point on the map to be reconnoitered by the students. The class
will be split into 4 teams and assigned a particular site to reconnoiter,
students will be provided on an area map, engineer reconnaissance report, water
reconnaissance report and water reconnaissance checklist.

i. At this time the teams will plan their route, time schedule, and assembleall material to do the required test at the site to be reconnoitered.

2. The team leader will give the instructor his route, time schedule and a listof students in his/her team.

3. The team leader will be instructed to return to CHB area by no later that1445.

4. The students will clean and secure all materials used.

The instructor will issue exam the following morning (U-10C08)
C

m

DO-IO
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UrlITF.I) ST#TES ,!!R]NE CflRPS
l!t.i]ities ]nstrction Company
’arine Cors Enoineer School

rrin Corps ase
C,amp Le,iene, Iorth Carolina

I-I
JAl’i
(n-lOOF) nvf

AI)VAt!CE SHFET/STIlflEIT OI.ITLI’E

15uO GPH I.ATER PIIRIFIC.ATIrI,’ UI,iIT

PIIRPOS.: The mrpose of this period of instruction is to provide yt, with the
kedne and skills necessary to operate the 150(I nell Erdlator.

EI,!#ilLIar, I_E/Rr.IN( ),IFCTIVES: Provided wit.h a ]g)o Gem I.:atpr i,rific,tinn l!nit

",-[’r’, chemicals, power SUl)plv, wat.er suppl.v, ad two r,a llon h,ckefs

P. Install the unit

3. Perform before operation ,aintenance on the unit

4. Prepare the repaired chemical {l.m.3d)

5. Start the nit (I.4.3e)

ft. Perforr nper.tional ad.iust,nts (].4.3f

7. Shut the unit (nwn. PerForr. ,ft,r oner.tion maintenance on the mit

in accordance with T,-)4461A-15, Chapter 2.

Point n,,t each =..ior co,nDnnent of toe imit (l.Zl.a)

(I .4 .h)

STIIdENT REFFRENCE(S): T-Om461A-].5

ASSIGI>EI,IT: Review Chapter 2, Section II, pp. 2-25 tn ?-32 in SFT-UT-HO?
TTSdent eferonc Text Field !.ater Sup,ly and .later PuriFication Fruipment}



U-lOb09

OUTLINE:

i. NOMEICLATURE

a. Van type body mounted water purification unit.

b. Erdlator assembly.

(1) Erdlator tank.

(?) Agitator shaft with circular disks.

(3) Slud.ne concentrator tank.

Wet well tank.

(5) Infl uent launder.

SO-2



U-IOD09

(6) Aspirators.

(7) Agitator drive motor.

(8) Speed reducer.

(9) Filter section.

c. ChEnical feed equipment.

(I) Slurry feeder.

(2) Chemical solution feeder assembly.

d. Supporting equipment.

SO-3



(i) Electric pumps.

U-IOD09

(2) Auxiliary pp.

(3) Water storage tanks.

(4) Personnel nearer.

(5) i4-64 set.

2. INSTALLATIU4:

a. Set up unit as close to source as possible on level terrain.

b. Levelinq jacks.

SO-4



U-IOD09

c. Check levels.

d. (pen side panel doors.

e. Unloa supportin. equipment.

f. Preoperation valve settings (REFER TO STUDENT HANDOUT).

Setting of controls (REFER TO STUDENT HANDOUT).

h. Trailer mounted generator set.

SO-5



(1) Not more than 50 feet away from unit.

U-IOD09

(2) Preoperation maintenance check.

(3) Safety check.

(a) Units grounded.

(b) Loose or frayed wires.

(C) Breakers off.

(4) Connect power cable.

i. Raw water pump.

j. Hoses.

(1) i-1/2 inch, 25 foot discharge hose to pump discharge.

S0-6



U-IOD09

(2) 1-i/2 inch, 10 foot suction hose to suction side of pump.

(3) 1-1/2 inch, 25 foot discharge hose to female hose connection.

(4) 2 inch, 20 foot suction hose to erdlator drain.

(5) 2 inch, 2) foot suction hose to fi|ter drain.

k. Set up storage tanks.

I. Set up distribution pump.

3. LUBRICATION INTERVALS AND LUBRICANTS

a. Lubrication intervals according to lubrication instructions.

b. Lubrication Points.

(1) Agitator.

(a) Agitator drive shaft bearings.

(b) Aqitator lear assembly.

(c) Agitator shaft bearing.

(d) Agitator gear assembly.

(2) Filter section plug valves.

SO-7



U-IOU09

(3) Chemical slurry feed euilment.

(a) Slip clutch and slurry feeder bearings.

(b) Slurry feeder chain tightener.

(c) Slurry feeder gear assembly speed reducer.

(4) Chemical solution feeder assembly.

4. CHEMICAL MEQUIREMENTS

a. Ferric chloride.

b. Calciml hypochloride.

SO-8



c. Pulverized limestone.

U-IOD09

d. I)iatomatious earth.

e. Activated carbon.

5. STARTlinG

a. Prime and start raw water pump.

b. ChEnical solution feeder.

c. Chemical slurry feeder.

(i) Adjust valve CV-8.

(2) Set FEI-6.

SO-9
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(3) Charqe limestone hopper.

d. Aqitator.

e. Bleed raw water flow indicator.

f. Adjust CV-9.

g. Drain off foreign material.

h. Level effluent launder.

i. Parti.311y open CV-14.

j. (Jpen CV-16.

k. Open CV-14.

I. Open CV-17,

m. Adjust chemical solution feeder.

n. Close l)V-25.

6. OPERATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS

a. Precoat cycle.

(i) Preposition valves.

(a) Close CV-32.

(b) Close CV-33.

SO-IO



(c) Set CV-36.

(d) Close CV-37,

(e) Open CV-38.

(f) Close DC-39.

(g) Open CV-40.

(h) (]pen I)C-41.

(i) Close !)C-42.

(j) Open DC-43,

(k) Close iC-44.

(I) Adjust CV-45.

(m) Set CV-46 on recirculate.

(n) Close IJV-47.

(o) Close I)C-48.

(p) Set ARV-49 to filler.

(q) Close CV-50.

(;., ix [).E.

(3) Open CV-37.

(4) Close CV-37.

(5) Open CV-34.

(6) Start filter pump.

(7) Close CV-38.

(8) Precoat.

Filter cycle.

U-lOP09

S0-11



(I) CV-45 to fi|ter.

(2) ()pen CV-50.

(3) Prepare D.E. for slurry hopper.

(4) Open CV-33.

(5) Close CV-33.

(6) Ipen CV-3?_.

(1) Add D.E. to compartment.

([) Set FEI-5.

(9) Close CV-32.

(lJ) Filter cycle lasts 10 minutes to I0 hours.

c. ac k-ash.

(I) Four reasons for backwash.

(2) To qo into backwash.

(a) Close CV-4O and CV-SU.

(i)) Let !)ressure .gauges equalize.

(c) Shut down filter pump.

(d) Close CV-34.

(e) Close I)V-23.

(f) Turn ARV-4W to backwash and open DV-47.

(m) Upen CV-38.

(h) Allow filter to drain.

d. Wash cycle valve adjustment.

U-IOD09

S0-12
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(1) CV-36 to wash.

(2) Open CV-34.

(3) Start filter punp.

() Wash.

(5) Stop filter pump.

(G) Close CV-34.

(1) Drain.

7.

a. If operation of the unit will be within 24 hours.

b. Clos IZ

c. Qpen drain valves DV-26 and F)V-27.

d. Turn off slurry feeder drive.

e. ,emove chemical hoses.

f. Empty solution trays.

g. Stop solution feeder.

h. Stop anitator drive.

Open valves and draincocks.

S0-13



j. SLop raw water pur,p.
U-lOO09

k. Open petcocK valve on raw water pump.

I. Oisconnect hoses.

Shut down generator.

8. PflST-flPERATIOII ,VAIIqTENANCE

a. After every operating period.

b. General.

(i) Inspect unit.

(2) Keep work area clean.

c. l_Hrication.

d. Check for leaks.

e. Personnel heater.

f. Clean eaui pment.

Clean chemical hoppers and trays.

h. Clean tools and support equipment.

i. Secure side panels and doors.

j. If unit is not Qoing to be used again, disconnect.

(1) Electrical cahle.

(2) Levelinq jacks.

S0-14
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

STUDENT HANDOUT #1

WATER PURIFICATION INIT 600 GPH

1. Prepositioninq of valves

NUMBER NAME

U-10DO7/U-22E04
JUNE 1 985
(D-599) mc

POSITION

FCVI Raw water restrictor valve 10 GPM
LLCVl Raw water by-pass valve Open
BVI Raw water inlet valve Open
CV2 Limestone slurry feed valve Partially open
DV3 Complete drain valve Closed
DV4 Partial drain valve Closed
CV. Solution make-up valve Closed
BV6 Weir box outlet valve Open
CV7 Liquid level control valve Closed
CV8 Sludge control valve Open to first notch
CV9 S1 udge drain valve Closed
DVIO Wet well drain valve Open
CVII Diatomite slurry feed valve Closed
BVI2 Filter pnp discharge valve Closed
CVI3 Filter input valve 2 Position valve,

wash and filter,
set on filter

VV].4 Vent valve Open
CVI5 Precoat feed valve Closed
DVI6 Filter drain valve Closed
ARVI7 Air release valve 2 Position, filter

& backwash setting
on fi ter

RVI8 Filter discharge valve Open
DCI9 Drain cock Closed
CV2O Flow control valve Set at iC) GPN
DC21 Drain cock Closed
DC22 Drain cock Closed
CV23 Filter output valve 2 ositions, filter

& recirculate set
on rec ir.

CV24 Air control valve Partially open
DV25 Raw water pup drain plug Installed
DV26 Filter pnp drain plug Installed

2. Chemical Requirements

a. Ferric chloride is a coagulant it takes 1 pound
3 gallons of water mixed in I of the 3 a pails11 or, The
solution feeder on the ferric chloride side is 1.2.

of ferric chloride to
scale settinq on the



U-10DO7/U-22E04

h. Pulverized limestone is a coagulant aid. It takes 12( PPM of limestonein the slurry hopper. The limestone slurry hopper is recharged every hour ofoperation.

c. Calcium hypochlorite is a disinfectant. It takes .15 pounds of calciumhypochlorite in 3 gallons of water. The scale setting on the solution feederfor the calcium hypochlorite is 5.0, until your erdlator tank is full of waterand then the scale setting is reduced to 1.2.

d. Diatomaceous earth is a filter aid. It takes 0.4 pounds of D.E. in theprecoat funnel for each precoat cycle. D.E. is also used in a diatomite slurryhopper. It’s required amount is .I0 pounds to each hour of operation.

e. Activated carbon is the absorbent. It takes .25 pounds of activatedcarbon added to your limestone slurry hopper if there is an unpleasant odor or.aste in the water that yeu are about to purify.

f. CAUTIOn!: Do not mix ferric chloride and calcium hypochlorite togetherin any large quantities. When these two chemicals are mixed together they willform chlorine gas ich is very dangerous.

3. Chemical Ad,i ustment

a. FERRIC CHLORIDE

(1) If water in the erdlator tank is cloudy in color the adjustment tobe made would be to increase the ferric chloride.

(2) If the water is red in color you would reduce the ferric chloride.

h. LIMEST(NE

(1) If the flock in the erdlator tank should appear to be light andrisinq you would increase the pulverized limestone.

(2) If the flock appears heavy and rolling you would decrease theamount of pulverized limestone.

c. ACTIVATED CARBON

(1) If there should be any unpleasant odor or taste to the water thatis purify you would add activated carbon to the limestone side of the slurryhopper.

d. ROTATING ADJUSTMENT

(1) When the blanket in the erdlator tank is banking and slushingagainst the sides decrease the speed on the agitator speed reducer.

(2) If there is little or no movement in the blanket you would increasethe speed on the agitator speed reducer.

2



IJ-10DO7/U-22E04

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

1. SOLIlTION FEEDER:

a. Solution feeder drive arm bearings are lubricated every 250 hours of
operation.

b. Solution feeder drive arms are oiled every 50 hours of operation.

c. Solution feeder lever arms are lubricated every 50 hours of operation.

d. Solution feeder oil is checked before operation and 10 hours of
operation thereafter. The oil is changed every 500 hours of operation.
takes a special purpose electrical insulated oil.

2. AGITATOR SPEED REDUCER:

a. Agitator speed reduction gear is lubricated every 50 hours of
operation.

It

b. Upper agitator shaft bearing is lubricated every 50 hours of operation.

c. The oil in the agitator speed reducer is checked before operation and
every I0 hours thereafter. It is changed every 1,000 hours of operation. It
takes i/4 pounds of GAA grease.

3. TRAILEPS LEVELING JACKS

a. The trailers leveling jacks are lubricated every 250 hours.

OPFRATION OF WATEP PURIFICATION UNIT AND FILTER ASSEMBLY

Make maintenance check on generator and erdlator assembly.

Safety check

a. Make sure there are no loose or frayed wires.

b. Make sure all breakers are "rFF" in the control box.

c. Make sure both units are grounded.

Mix chemicals in 3 gallon pails

a. Ferric chloride (1 pound to 3 gallons of water)
h. Calciun hypochlorite (.15 pounds to 3 gallons of water)

pump.
Install poppit valves, rubber washers and plastic disc in solution feeder

a. Set ferric chloride side at 1.2

b. Set calciull hypochlorite at 5.0

Set valves in preliminary position.



U-10DO7/U-22E04

6. Install hoses in proper positions:

a. i" x 25’ discharge hose on 90 elbow at CV23 to storage tank.

b. I" x 25’ discharge hose from raw water Dnp to water inlet pipe.

c. 1" x i0’ suction hose with strainer on end to raw water source to the
suction side of raw water pup.

d. I" x I0’ suction hose from CV23 on 45 elbow to the wet well tank.

e. I" x I0’ suction hose on CVI3 to BVI2.

f. 1 1/4" x i0’ suction hose on DV3 to drain.

g. 1 1/4 x i0’ suction hose on DV16 to drain.

7. Prime raw water pnp and start pnp.. Start solution feeder as soon as you have water in your influent launder.

o. As soon as there is 1’ of water in the erdlator tank, start the agitator.

I). Fill the limestone slurry hopper with raw water and add 12( PPM of
pulverized limestone.

II. Wait until erdlator tank is full of water.

I?. When erdlator tank is full of water, lower one side of the effluent launder
and let trash and dirt drain off the top of the erdlator tank into the effluent
launder and into the wet well and out to waste.

13. Close DVlO

14. Crack CV9 and level water in the sludge concentra.tor tank.

15. Then level effluent launder so water enters hose evenly all the way around

16. Reduce the scale setting on the solution feeder calci hypochlorite side
from .0 to 1.2

17. Take clean bucket and fill precoat feed funnel on filter assembly 2/3 full
of precoat water.

FOUR CYCLE OPERATION

There are four cycles of operation:

I. PRECOAT

a. Take 0.4 pounds of D.E. and mix it with your hand, open CV15 and let
drain into your filter.

b. Close CVI5

c. Open DVI2



U-10DO7/U-22E04
d. Stark filter pnp

e. Precoat from z to 6 minutes or until the water is clear in the
observation window in the filter assembly or )u can see a good coat of D.E. on
the filter sleeves.

f. Flow of water during precoat cycle the water leaves the wet well
through a yellow pipe into the filter pnp. It travels thro_ugh BV12 throuq, h the
10’ piece of suction hose in CVI3. It drops down through CVI3 into the bottom
of the filter section. It rises on the inside of the filter housing out on the
outside of the filter sleeves, until it reaches the top of the houslng. The
water is then forced through the filter sleeves and elements leaving a cake of
D.E on the outside of the filter sleeves Water then drops down through the
filier element out the false bottom of th filter housing into BV18, CV20, into
g,V23 out of the 45 degree elbow through a !0’ piece of suction hose and into th
wet well tank.

?. FILTER CYCLE

a. Fill D. E. hopper with coagulated water and add 10 Ibs. of E. E. to the
hopper.

b. In order to go into the filter cycle change CV23 from recirculate to
filter and crack CVII to where there is a small anount of D,E.

c. This small anount of D.E. will repair any pinholes or cracks in yur
filter sleeves that yu may develop during .your filter cycle.

d. The filter cjle may run from I0 minutes to I0 hours.

3. BACKWASH

a. There are 4 times u have to backwash

(I) When )ur source is dry

(2) When yur storage tanks are full

(3) If u have an interruption in }ur operation

(4) If the effluent pressure gauge drops to 5 PSI

b. The way to qo into a backwash cycle is

(I) Close BVI8

(2) rlose CVll

(3) Wait until the pressure equalizes

14) Shut off yur filter pp

(5) Close BVI2



(6) Change ARV17 from filter to backwash and open Dv16

(7) Open VV14 and let filter drain completely

WASH CYCLE

a. The wash cylce lasts for one minute

(1) Change CV13 from filter to wash

(2) Open BV12

(3) Start filter pnp and wash for one minute

(4) Cut off your filter pnp

(5) Close BVI2

(6) Let filter assembly drain completely

U-10DO7/U-22E04
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Enqineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Crolina 28542

WATER RECONNAISSANCE

CHECK LIST

U-O2F14/U-O5F14
U-IOCO/U-22D06
APR 1984
(D-1042)brw

Reconnaissance reports must oe prepared carefully and delivered on time. They
must be clear, complete and concise.

Advance Reconnaissance.

Advance reconnaissance reports need merely be good reconnaissance field notes.
The work estimate must include the men, equipment and materials required to put
the water point in operatien. If time permits an estimate of the work necessary
to develop the point is included.

Higher Echelon Reconnaissance.

Higher echelon water reconnaissance reports must be detailed as they become part
of engineer p|anning data.

Check List for Water Reconnaissance.

Information on the fo|]owing items must be obtained and recorded:

I. Ouantity available.

?. Quality.

a. Color.

b. Odor.

c. Turbidity.

d. Taste.

e. Possible sources of po|lution.

f. Condition of vegetation.

g. pH value.

h. Chlorine demand.

i. Tests for chemical warfare agents.

CL-I



Commun ca t i on s.

Condiion of roads.

Extent of road net.

Traffic circulation.

Site conditions

a. Cover and concealment.

b. Possible aerial and artillery targets.

c. Drainage.

d. Bank conditions.

e. Access roads and parkinq area.

f. Bivouac area for operators.

Work estimate.

U-O2FIIIU-O5FlZl
U- IOCO’IU-22D06

CL-2
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

STUDENT HANDOUT # 1

COAGULATION JAR TEST

U-O2F14/U-O5F14
U- 10C02/U- 22C01
Feb 1984
(D-1OO3)ed

In order to conduct the coagulation jar test you must have a standard alum
and a standard soda ash solution. To make this solution you must have the
following:

1. Pulverized alan
2. Pulverized soda ash
3. Two, 1 gallon containers
4. Stopper jars: One marked alum and one marked soda ash
5. Test tubes from comparator

STEP 1: Fill the two, 1 gallon jugs with best water available. Mark each jug
on-(---ln and one soda ash).

STEP 2: Make alum solution by fil|ing test tubes with pulverized alum (1 1/2
--u-) and then add to gallon jug marked al.

STEP 3: Make soda ash solution by filling test tube with pulverized soda ash
T1---b-e) and then add to gallon jug marked soda ash.

STEP 4: Shake both jugs until chemicals are dissolved and then fill small
stopper bottles.



U-O2F14/U-O5F14
U-10CO2/U-22C01

Now that you have prepared the solutions you are ready to start the coagulation
jar test. To do this you must have the following:

1. Standard alun solution
2. Stanaard soda ash solution
3. Five, 8 ounce jars
4. Two eyedroppers graduated in mililiters
5. 40 ounces of water to be tested (only if not ne source)

STEP 1: Take a PH determination test of the water to be tested.

STEP 2
tes.

Make chart and add dosages according to the PH of the water to be

STEP 3:
tested.

Wash out and fill the 8 ounce sample water jars with the water.to be

STEP 4: Add the dosage from the chart to sample jugs by using eyedroppers.

STEP 5: After chemicals have been added the jars must be agitated to ensure
he chemicals are thoroughly mixed and promote faster formation of the
floc.
STEP 6: Observe to determine which jars produce the best floc in the least
Tmount of time, and which settles the fastest.

STEP 7: Select two of the jars which have the best floc and a take a PH test to
"f’T’6---Opt imum PH.

STEP 8: After finding the jar with the Optim PH, take the corresponding
from the chart and work the formula to find how many pounds of alan and

soda ash it will take to coagulate a 3000 gallon tank of water. Note: You must
work the formula twice, once for alm and once for soda ash.

GALLONS OF WATER TO BE TREATED X DOSAGE IN GRAINS PER GALLON
7000

(REMEMBER: Dosages in chart are in P.P.M. and the dosage in the formula are in
G.--#-..----(ne PPM is equal to two GPG.)



UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Enqineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

STUDENT HANDOUT # 2

CHLORINE DEMAND TEST

U-O2F14/U-O5F14
U-lOCCI’/U-22C01
Feb lg84

(D-lOO3)ed

The chlorine demand test is used as a Quide in determining how much chlorine

is needed to treat a niven water. Briefly, the test consists of: preparinq a
measured test dosaQe of chlorine, adding it to a sample of the water to be
treated, and readinq the resultant residual after 30 minutes contact time.

Required dosage is then computed; it is the chlorine needed to equal the sum of

the demand plus the minimum required residual.

In order to conduct the chlorine demand test, you MUST have the followina

equipment.

I. Color comparator with eyedropper graduated in mililiters
2. One packet of chlorine (7.14 Qrams)
3. Two canteens

STEP 1: Fill two canteens, one with the best available water and the other vith

t-E-water to be tested.

STEP 2: The canteen with the best -vailable water is used to make a standard

c-FTl-’Tne solution. To make this solution add 7.14 grams of chlorine to
canteen containing best water. NOT___E: T,is wiTT-gve the solution a strength of

5000 PPM.

STEP 3: After adding chlorine, shake canteen viaorously to dissolve chlorine,

t--FT’6-’Tet it sit for 30 minutes.

STEP 4: After 30 minutes take one mililiter of this chlorine solution and add

’FE"-the cante’6 containinq water to be tested. NOTE: This will qive the

water in this canteen a strenqth of 5.0. This wiTl--e considered the dosane.

STEP 5: Shake this canteen viQorously and let it set for 3__0 minutes.



U-O?F14/U-O5F14
U-IOCO;/U-22C01

STEP 6: After 30 minutes take a chlorine residual test on the water beinq. Subtrac--’the residual from the dosaqe and the answer will be the
chlorine demand. The chlorine demand is the result we are lookinq for.

CHLORINE DOSAGE CHLORINE RESIDUAL CHLORINE DEMAND

STEP 7: After you find the chlorine demand you will be told by the medical

T-ment what chlorine residual to maintain in the 3000 qal water tank. Add
the chlorine demand and depending on the PH of the water which you must take
from the chart that was given to you in our previous class, determine dosage
that will be used to disinfect 3000 qal]ons of water.

POUNDS OF CHLORINE GALLONS OF WATER x 8.34 x DOSAGE OF CHLORINE IN PPM
1,000,000

DOSAGE IN OUNCES POUNDS OF CHLORINE x 16
0.7
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PREFACE

Field Water Supply is designed to supplement OJT for sergeants and be-
low in MOS’s 1121 and 1122. It includes a study of the characteristics and
sources of water, recognized methods of purifying water, and various water
supply equipment used by the Marine Corps.

A water-supply man will be able to do such things as treat, test, and
distribute water; install and operate water purification and distillation
units; and perform operator’s maintenance on the equipment required for
his job.

T 5-7OO
TM-O1056C-14

TM-OI274D-I&

TM-O3957A-I 5

TM-O4461A-I5

TM 5-4320-251-2P

TM 5-4320-252-14

T 5-2805-256-14

T 5-2805-257-14

SL-3-OO9?OA
Manufacturer’ s Manual

T O0848D-15

SOURCE MATERIALS

Field Water Supply, Jul 67 w/Ch 1 dtd Nov 70
Wat.er Purification Unlt I Model U224J+6 Opera-
tions and Maintenance, Aug 71
Distillation Unit Water! PD20OLP Ope.ration
and Maintenance, Feb 1975
Water Purification Unit Trailer-Mountedt
Model A800011 Oct 64
Water Purification Equipment Set! Mob_le
Erdlator-Tye Clarifier’ Diatomite-Te Fil-
ter 1500-GPH! Oeration and Maintenance!
Aug 1967
Pump, Centrifugal, Frame-Mounted Barnes
Model 17570, Nov 1968 w/Ch 1 & 2
Pump, Reciprocating, Gas-Driven Wheel-Mounted
IO0-GPM! Gorman Rupp Model AD-2AOI6! Operation!
Mar 1971
Pumpl Reciprocatin Gas-Driven! Wheel-
Mounted! IO0-GPM ...Gprman Rupp Model &D-2AI6!
Organizational! Oct 1971
Pump, Reciprocating Diaphagm! IO0-GPM Rex
Chainbelt Model &DG Dec 1968
M.ilitar Standard..Model Gasoline Engines!
1 1/2 HP Sep 68.w/Ch 1 & 2
Military Standard Gasoline Engines, .. HP,
Sep 68, w/Ch 1 2, & 3
Pu! Centrifugal Nay 1970
Pumping Assemblyl Deep-Well! Gasoline-Engine
and Electric-Motor-Driven! Enclosed Impeller
Turbine (Worthington)
Bath Uni Tailer Mounted Model EC-8B-64
Operation and Maintenance
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CHAPTER 1
(D-671)

GENERAL WATER SUPPLY

1-1. INTRODUCTION TO WATER SUPPLY

Today in the_Marine Corps, you as a hygiene equipment operator can
contribute greatly toward the successful completion of the mission of your unit
since one of the most important supplies for combat Marines is safe water. De
water requirements for the Marine infantry battalion are great; therefore, water
points are established as close to the front lines as possible. On occasion,
water points have been established in front of the FEBA (Forward Edge of the
Battle Area). As you can see, hygiene equipment operators must be able to
purify water under any and all conditions. You must be able to detect
contaminated water and know the treatment for it. You must know how to set up
distribution facilities to speed purified water to the troops. In camps, your
job is even more complex. You must know how to run water and sewage systems,
and be able to perform maintenance on these systems.

The MOS of a hygiene equipment operator is 1171. 1171 covers all the MOS
qualifications necessary to install, operate, maintain, and repair plumbing,
heating, sewaqe, and water supply equipment and accessory materials. MOS 1171
is only one MOS found in the occupational field in (0Fll). The Electrician’s
MOS is 1141 and 1142 is an Electrical Equipment Repairman. MOS 1161 covers
Refrigeration Machanics. People assigned these MOS’s advance in rank until they
reach the rnk of staff sergeant, after which they must qualify as a Utilities
Chief (1169) for futher promotion.

a. Importance. The lack of water affects a Marine’s health, welfare,
moral, an the accomplishment of his mission. Without water, aMarine’s
capacity to carry out his mission is about 2 days. In extreme heat or when
undergolng extreme physical exertion, it is less than a day. The water a Marine
drinks must be safe and available in sufficient quantities at all times;
therefore, the equipment and the operator must be highly efficient and mobile.
The Marine Corps requires large amounts of water free from disease-producing
organisms, color, odor, and taste. Figure 1-1 shows the daily minimum water
requirements for Marines and vehicles.

Unit consumer

Man

Vehicle

Hospital

Conditions of use

In combat:
Minimum

Normal

March or bivouac

Temporary camp

Temporary camp
with bathing
facilities

Semipermanent
camp

Permanent camp
Level and rolling
country

Mountainous
country

Drinking and

cooking
With waterborne
sewage

Gallons per
unit consumer

per day

i/2-I

2
3

2
5

15

30-60

60-100
1/8 to 1/2

1/4 to

10 per bed

50 per bed

Remarks

For periods not exceeding 3 days,
when operatlonal rations are used

When field rations are used
Drinking plus small amount for
cooking or personal hygiene

Minimum for all purposes
Desirable for all purposes (does no

include bathing)

Includes allowance for water borne
sewage system

Depending on size of vehicle

Depending on size of vehicle

Minimum, does not include bathing
or water for flushing

Fig 1-1. Daily water requirements in temperature zone.
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b. Responsibilities.

(1) Commanding officer or officer in charge. He is responsible for supplying safe drinking
water to all individuals under his command. Accordingly, he directs the establishment
of the water supply system and the rules governing its operation. In addition he promul-
gates water-discipline rules and is vested with full authority to enforce them.

(2) Medical officer. The medical officer, who is responsible to the commanding officer or

the officer in charge, closely supervises the testing and treating of all contaminated

water.

1-2. WATER RECONNAISSANCE

a. Sources of water. A satisfactory water source is one with a natural supply of water of

sufficient quantity to supply all needs of using units and of such quality that it can be readily
purified with available equipment. A water source developed for military use is called a water

(I) Types of water sources.

(a) Surface water. Streams, lakes, and rivers.

(b) Ground water. Wells and springs.

(c) Seawater.

(d) Snow and ice.

(e) Minor sources. Sources such as rain and vegetation.

(2) Types of water sources found in various climates.

(a) Humid temperate climate. Surface and ground water.

(b) Tropical climate. Surface water, ground water, and minor sources.

(c) Arid climate. Ground water and minor sources.

(d) Coral islands. Ground and sea water.

(e) Arctic climate. Surface water, ice, and snow.

b. Planning.

(1) Field reports. The most important and reliable sources of information on water re-

sources in an area are field reports which contain summaries based on recent observa-

tions. In the engineer battalion, the S-2 is the source of this information.

(2) Map studies. Maps and aerial photographs of the area of operation should be studied
before the actual ground reconnaissance is made. In the use of maps, it should be under-
stood that military maps are frequently incomplete and inaccurate; therefore, heavy
reliance should not be placed on them. There are a few fundamentals which must be

understood to correctly read a map. When the map is laid out with the name at top
center and the sheet number at the upper right hand corner, the legend will appear at

the bottom left hand corner of the map. This legend will tell you what the different
colors mean on the map and bow certain features will be represented on the map.
For example, the color red is used for primary highways. Green is used to designate
woods, orchards, etc. (but not fields) Blue is used to designate rivers, streams and

lakes. The brown lines on a map are contour lines and they show elevation. Black

shows secondary roads and manmade objects. Near the bottom center you will also
find the scale of the map. A map with a scale of 1:25, 000 means that any increment

of 1 on the map 25, 000 of these increments on the ground, e.g., 1 inch 25,000 inches.
You will also find the direction of true north or magnetic north on the bottom of the

map. Most important in your work is reading grid coordinates. You will find numbers
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on the margin around your map. To read a given coordinate, remember to read RIGHT

first then UP. That is to say you would read the north and south lines first and then the

east and west lines. Read only the larger numbers of these coordinates. The smaller

numbers are used to break down the grid square even further. If you have to break up

a grid square to give exact coordinates for a feature, then imagine each line in that square

to be broken up in ten even increments. Example in figure 1-2 is shown as a grid square.

If you were to read this grid square, you would read right or 98 and then up or 29. The

grid square would be numbered 98 29. Now to break it down even further and pinpoint

where the dot is circled, you would read 98 and because the dot is on the 8th line of the

l0 dividing lines this would now become 98 8 and then reading up it would become 29 2

or the six-digit pinpointed number would be 98 8 29 2. Keeping their limitations in mind,
the following information can be obtained from a study of maps.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(3)

(4)

Fig 1-2. Sample grid square.

Locating water sources. Maps are valuable for locating surface-water sources.

Places where a road crosses or runs near a stream or pond are always possible
water points. A study of contour lines is helpful in areas where no streams are

indicated.

Contamination. Water sources downstream of human habitations are subject to

contamination. If possible, water points should be selected upstream from villages
whether inhabited or not.

Road nets. Road nets are best shown on maps, although the accuracy of the informa-

tion obtained from the map study will depend on the date of the map being used.

Personnel and equipment. Personnel selected to perform a water reconnaissance

should include at least one qualified water-supply man. He should be familiar with

water-treatment processes and know how to produce potable water with available

equipment. Equipment carried by personnel should include testing equipment necessary

for use in determining water characteristics from test samples.

Route and time schedule. Before making a ground reconnaissance, it is important

that a route and time schedule be drawn up. This is done by determining the possible
water sources to be reconnoitered. Time should be allotted for travel to and from the

sites as well as additional time for any unforeseen events, and for preparing and turning

in the report. After these considerations, the time remaining is the amount left to be

divided for coverage of each site. Once the time schedule is set up, the time of arrival

and departure for selected points should be written down and the schedule followed

closely.
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c. Air reconnaissance. Air reconnaissance, using any type of aircraft, is an effective and

generally reliable means for rapidly securing information about water sources over a large

area. If used in conjunction with the map study, a visual or photographic air reconnaissance

will disclose changes of the terrain not shown on existing maps. While en route to possible

sites, the observer should note routes of communications; cover and concealment from enemy

observation; and protection from encirclement, infiltration, or attack. The appraisal of the

area covered can be confirmed by the ground reconnaissance. If a helicopter is used, the air

and ground reconnaissance can be conducted as one. Upon location of a possible site, the heli-

copter can be landed for closer observation and performance of tests. The use of aircraft for

reconnaissance is limited by adverse weather conditions.

d. Ground reconnaissance. Although an air reconnaissance is valuable as a general aid in

determining possible water sources and other general information, an actual ground observa-

tion is the only positive way of getting accurate information from which to select a water point.

During the conduct of the ground reconnaissance, a sketch of the site properly keyed to a map will

prove invaluable. Memory alone is not sufficiently reliable; notes should always be taken. The

route and time schedule should be followed closely since it is better to make a sketchy report

than to be late in submission of a more complete report. Command decisions cannot always

be delayed until complete information is obtained. Factors to be considered during the ground

reconnaissance are: quantity of water, quality of water, routes of communication, and site

conditions.

(1) Quantity of water. Seasonal changes in the water quantity are neglected in making

an advanced reconnaissance unless information is readily available from native sources.

Ordinarily a report of sufficient or insufficient water is adequate except where rear-

area units are required to develop more permanent installations. Refined measure-

ment of flow is seldom possible because gages, meters, and other measuring devices

are not generally available. Often less accurate methods of flow measurement must

be improvised. One such method of stream flow is to determine the cross-sectional

area and the average velecity. This method will prove to be reasonably accurate if

care is taken making the measurements.

(a) Formula.

(b)

Q=6.4xAxV
Q quantity of water in gallons per minute.

6.4 a constant--tbere are 7.5 gallons of water per cubic foot. However, because

of pi-ooable erro in stream measurements, 7.5 has been reduced to 6.4.

V the velocity of the stream in feet per minute. Tlis is obtained by noting the

time it takes a twig or floating object to travel a known distance.

A the area of the stream in square feet obtained by multiplying the width of the

stream times the average depth of the stream.

Example. A stream has an average depth of 2 ft’and a width of 16 ft, and a twig is

noted to flow 13.3 ft per minute. How many gallons per minute are flowing in this

stream?

(2)

Q=6.4xAxV
6.4x2 x 16 x 13.3
2,723.84 gallons per minute

Quality of water. Water should be of such quality that it can be readily purified with

normal field equipment. If test kits are available, the pH value, chlorine demand, and

the presence of chemical warfare agents can be determined If kits are not available,

valuable information can be obtained by close observation and common sense judgment

on the following quality characteristics:

(a) Color.

(b) Turbidity.

(c) Odor.
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(d) Taste (use with caution).

(e) Possible sources of pollution.

(f) Condition of vegetation around source: dead or mottled vegetation may indicate the
presence of chemical warfare agents.

(g) Presence of dead fish, dead frogs, etc.

(3) Routes of communications. A satisfactory water point must be accessible to both
vehicles and personnel. A good road net with turnarounds, cover and concealment at
the water point, and an adequate parking area are particularly desirable features. The
bearing capacity of roads should be sufficient to withstand the heaviest vehicles under
all weather conditions. The water point should be located on a through road whenever
possible, but main supply routes should be avoided.

(4) Site conditions. Where two or more sites meet the above requirements, selection is
based on site conditions. The following considerations are discussed in order of im-
portance:

(a) Drainage. The site should be on high porous ground to prevent its becoming ex-
cessively muddy or swampy.

(b) Security. In addition to cover and concealment, the site should be safe distance
from enemy snipers and artillery and aerial targets. Security against ground attacks
and sabotage of storage facilities are also important factors to be considered.

(c) Bivouac for personnel. A satisfactory bivouac area should be provided since purifi-
cation-unit operators must live near the water point. This area should be near
enough so operators not on duty are available in emergencies, yet far enough away
to maintain proper sanitation of the water source. The bivouac area must be down-
stream from the water source.

e. Reconnaissance report forms. Reconnaissance data should be reported on DA Forms
1711-R (Engineer Reconnaissance Report) and 1712-R (Water Reconnaissance Report) (figs 1-3
through I-7). Reconnaissance reports must be carefully prepared and available on time. The
information presented must be legible, clear, complete, and concise. All information should
be printed. DA Forms 1711-R and 1712-R can be reproduced locally on 8- by 10 1/2-inch
paper.
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Fig I-3. Engineer reconnaissance report form (front).
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li POIilT (Sol plposed set ul for lliedlste olleiltl.
If rater point Is imtclil1 systel, include sketch of :sttl) (Use
reverse :i4e for llidltllal sketcbe, if .neeesss)

it, , I /__’.i’) 7 -"
\\ / ’""""T--..,..

Fig 1-4. Engineer reconnaissance report form (back).
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from road fO slro,
a@e baks,

be used s oaoc up.onneL
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llq ? Hq 32 Bn

Fig 1-5. Reconnaissance report form for higher echelons (Ist page).
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/.t/ght Clerin
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Fig 1-6. Reconnaissance report form for higher echelons (2d page).
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Fig 1-7. Reconnaissance report form for hiher echelons (3d pae).
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1-3. PROPERTIES AND IMPURITIES OF WATER

a. Contaminated, polluted palatable, and potable water.

(1) Contaminated water. Contaminated water contains disease-producing organisms or

poisonous substances which make it hazardous and, therefore, unfit for human consump-
tion or domestic use. Water may be contaminated, but not necessarily polluted.

(2) Polluted water. This is water containing substances such as garbage, industrial waste,
or mud which make it objectionable because of appearance, taste, or odor. Polluted
water is usually contaminated and may be easily detected.

(3) Palatability of water. This is a term which describes the characteristics of being pleasing
to the taste. To be palatable, water should be free from color, turbidity, objectional
taste, and odor, and should be cool and aerated. However, palatable water is not always
safe to drink.

(4) Potable water. This is water that is free from disease-producing organisms and organic
and inorganic poisonous substances and, therefore, safe for human consumption. Al-
though potable wa_ter is safe to drink, it may not be palatable.

b. Characteristics of water. Water takes on various characteristics and properties as it

passes over and through the earth. They may be classified according to means of detection as

physical (detected by one or more of the five senses) and chemical (detected by chemical analysis).
The important physical characteristics are turbidity, color, odor, taste, and temperature. The

important chemical characteristics are acidity, alkalinity, hardness, and corrosiveness. These

two types of characteristics may overlap. For example, iron in water is a dissolved mineral
detectable by chemical analysis, yet its color and taste are also physical.

(i) Turbidity. Turbidity is an unclear condition of water caused by particles being held in

suspension by the movement of the water. The faster the water moves, the larger the

particles. When the water slows down, the larger particles settle out. When water
movement stops, the smaller particles settle out. Clay and silt remain suspended the
longest because their particles are the smallest. Turbidity should be removed from
water because suspended material often contains disease-producing organisms. Re-
moval also improves the quality of the water.

(2) Color. This is caused by colored substances in solution such as dye from decaying
vegetable matter, humus, and iron salts. There are two types of color in water, true
and apparent. True color is caused from substances in true solution. Apparent color
is caused from turbidity.

(3) Odors and taste. Odors and taste found in water are caused by algae (tiny water plants),
decomposing organic matter, dissolved gases, industrial wastes’, or mineral substances.
Chlorination of water can produce odors and tastes of its own and also increases the odors
and tastes already there.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

Temperature. When the temperature of water is lowered, it tends to suppress odors
and tastes, making it more palatable. When drawing water from deep lakes or reservoirs,
you should remember that the water temperature near the bottom is cooler than at the

top. By shifting the depth of the intake it is possible to draw in cooler water. This
should be done whenever possible. However, cool water is difficult to filter and coagu-
late. Water-treatment rates should be reduced when the water temperature is less than

45 F.

Acidity and alkalinity. The impurities that water picks up are classified as either acid

or alkaline. Water can contain both acidic and alkaline materials at the same time. It
is necessary to know the quantity of each since these impurities can affect purification
processes, such as coagulation and sedimentation. Therefore, we must find the pH
value of a water sample which is a measure of its acid or alkaline reaction. The pH
values range from 0 to 14, 7 indicating neutrality (fiE 1-8). Values less than 7 indicate

increasing acidity, and values greater than 7 indicate increasing alkalinity. An ap-
parent "neutral" solution, having a pH value of 7 and reacting neither acid nor alkaline,
may yet possess considerable alkalinity and acidity. The pH of water in its natural state
varies from 5.5 to 9. Determination of the pH value assists in the control of corrosion,
the determination of proper chemical dosages and adequate disinfection, and the detec-

tion of contaminants.

Fig 1-8. pH scale.

Characteristics due to dissolved minerals. The amount of dissolved mineral solids in

water depends on the length of time the water is in contact with the various minerals.

(a) Hardness. Hardness is caused by the soluble salts of calcium, magnesium,
iron, manganese, sodium, sulfates, chlorides, and nitrates. The degree of

hardness depends on the type and on the amount of impurities present in the

water. Hardness also depends on the amount of carbon dioxide in solution.

Carbon dioxide influences the solubility of the impurities that cause hardness.

The hardness caused by carbonates and bicarbonates is called carbonate

hardness. The hardness caused by all others (chlorides, sulfates, nitrates)

is called non-carbonate hardness. Hardness is undesirable in that it consumes
soap, makes water less satisfactory for cooking, and produces scale in

boilers and distillation units.

(b) A rusty appearance and objectionable taste. This is caused when iron is present in
water. Iron also forms crusts in plumbing and piping. When iron is present in
water, bacteria may also be present. These organisms cause taste and odor as well
as clogging up pipes.

{c)

(d)

A gray or black color. This is normally caused by the presence of manganese in
water. Manganese, while not encountered as often as iron, is found in both surface
and ground water.

Increase in alkalinity. Sodium carbonate (soda ash) and sodium bicarbonate (baking
soda) increase the alkalinity of water, thus raising its pH value. In steam boilers,
hot-water heaters, and distillation units, these minerals break down and rdlease
carbon dioxide which corrodes metal tubes.

(e)

(f)

Salty taste. Sodium chloride (table salt) in amounts greater than 400 ppm (parts per
million) causes a salty taste.

Laxative effect. Sodium sulfate (glauber salts) has a laxative effect when present in

drinking water in amounts greater than 500 ppm. In larger amounts it causes foaming
in boilers and distillation units.
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Dissolved gases. The concentration of a gas in water is directly proportional to the
concentration, or partial pressure, of the gas in the atmosphere in contact with the
water surface. In general, this involves the water temperature, its salinity, and the
altitude. The gas of primary interest to you is hydrogen sulfide. In solution,
this lends a disagreeable taste and a rotten-egg odor to water. Ground water
absorbs sulfides by passing over sulfur-bearing rocks. Hydrogen sulfide is also
responsible for the destruction of cement and concrete as well as the corrosion
of metals. In small amounts it is unpleasant, but not dangerous. In large
amounts it is harmful. Water which smells of hydrogen sulfide should be treated.

c. Sources of water contamination. "Contaminant" is a general term for a harmful impurity
which makes water unfit for human consumption or domestic use. Contamination of water may
be caused by disease-producing organisms, by industrial wastes, or by chemical, biological,
and radiological agents.

(i) Disease-Pr0ducing organisms. Water is a carrier of many organisms which cause

intestinal disease. An epidemic of one of these diseases among military troops can be
more devastating than enemy action, and can cause great damage to morale as well as

health. A waterborne disease rarely produces symptoms in its victim immediately after
he has drunk the contaminated water. A period of time known as the incubation period
must pass before the victim comes down with the disease. Types of waterborne diseases

include: typhoid fever, paratyphoid fever, cholera, bacillary dysentery, amebic dysen-
tery, common diarrhea, infectious hepatitis, and schistosomiasis. The last-mentioned

disease is the result of infection by the larvae (cercariae} of the blood flukes (schistosomes}.
The snail host of the schistosomes liberates large numbers of the cercariae into the

water. When the water dries on the skin of human beings, the cercariae then burrow into

the skin and infection occurs. Treatment of water contaminated with schistosomes, and
the safeguarding of personnel while they are treating the water are discussed in para-
graph 1-4.

(2)

(3)

Industrial wastes. Toxic metals and chemicals discharged as industrial waste can de-

stroy the biological activity of streams and cause receiving waters to become unfit for

further use. Organic chemicals may add their own tastes and odors to the receiving
water’s tastes and odors, making it almost impossible to remove by water purification.
The use of raw water sources containing measurable quantities of industrial wastes
should be avoided. However, if such a source must be used, the medical officer will

prescribe and supervise water treatment.

Chemical agents. Toxic chemical agents include mustard, nitrogen mustards, lewisite,

hydrogen cyanide, and the nerve agents. The blister gases, nerve gases, and agents
containing cyanide are most dangerous because they are highly poisonous, are soluble

in water, and either are slow to decompose in solution or remain poisonous after de-

composition. At the present there is no detecting kit for water-point personnel. How-
ever, a low pH reacling will indicate that something is wrong with the water. Whenever

you have a low pH reading, you should notify the medical officer immediately. He will

check the water and prescribe treatment.

(4) Biological agents. Biological warfare, if employed today, can be of major significance,
and field water sources would undoubtedly be contaminated. Water-supply personnel
must be alert to detect indications of the use of biological warfare. Some of the indica-

tions are sick animals or people, dead vegetation, and a low pH reading. If any of

these occur, the medical officer should be contacted immediately.

(5) ladiological agents. Although nuclear weapons have been employed in combat, there

is no reliable data as to the effect of nuclear explosions on field water supplies. How-

ever, available fallout data leaves no doubt that contamination of water supplies by

this means must be considered. Radiation is not detectable by human senses. To check

for possible contamination of water we rely on the radiac instruments and the medical

officer.
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d. Detection of impurities. At the present the Marine Corps has two ways of detecting im-

purities, the comparator and by one or more of the five senses. These are discussed in para-
graph 1-4.

1-4. WATER-TREATMENT PROCESS

a. Hydrologic cycle. This is a term used to describe the natural circulation of the water in,

on, and above the earth. Figure 1-9 is a simplified illustration showing the steps in the cycle.
Water is evaporated from water and land surfaces. It is then condensed to produce cloud forma-

tions, and returned to earth as rain, snow, sleet, or hail. A portion of the precipitation evap-

orates; some flows over the earth as runoff into lakes and streams, and the remainder goes into

the soil and from there into underlying rock formations by seepage or infiltration. Eventually
the water which has seeped through the earth will find its way to the surface through springs, or

will flow through porous media until intercepted by streams, lakes, or the ocean.

VAPORS FORM CLOUDS

WA

Fig 1-9. Hydrologic cycle.

b. Self-purification. Under favorable conditions, any polluted body of surface water (stream

or river, lake or pond) will rid itself of a certain amount of its pollution by means of natural

processes.

c. Field water purification.

(i) Equipment. Various pieces of equipment in this paragraph are covered only to the ex-

tent needed to cover water-treatment procedures. For a detailed discussion see chapter

2.

(2) Basic steps in treating water. There are five basic steps in treating water. These

are sedimentation, coagulation, filtration, disinfection, and demineralization.

(a) Sedimentation. Sedimentation is the natural settling of solids heavier than water

without addition of chemical coagulants. Solids heavier than water are held in sus-

pension while in moving water, but gradually settle to the bottom as the water veloc-

ity is reduced. Sedimentation is not usually used by the Marine Corps as a separate
step in water treatment because the long period required for complete settling would

call for an impractical number of settling tanks. However, in emergency situations,

such as the necessity of taking water from a swift-moving stream which is heavily

silt laden after a rain storm, sedimentation tanks may be set up to ease the load on

the coagulation and filtration steps of the water-treatment process.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Coagulation. This is the process of preparing water for rapid sedimentation through the
use of chemicals. The 600-gph purification unit uses ferric chloride. This chemical,
when added to water, causes the small suspended impurities to gather into larger
particles and then settle out or be drawn off more rapidly. The ferric chloride corn=
bines with the alkalinity present in the water to form an insoluble jellylike substance
called floc. The chemical process which takes place in the water is called floccu-
lation. When the water does not have a sufficient amount of natural alkalinity to
react in this way with the coagulant, alkalinity is added to stimulate the process.
The 600=gph purification unit uses pulverized limestone (calcium carbonate). The floc
attracts and traps the suspended silt, disease organisms, and other impurities. The
water must be agitated, or kept moving, to cause the floc particles to unite into
bigger pieces to rapidly produce a heavy floc. The movement is accomplished
mechanically.

Filtration. Filtration consists of passing the water through some porous materials
to remove the suspended impurities. The most effective filtration system ever
devised and one of the most effective portable systems in existence is the diatomite
filter unit. It is capable of removing approximately 90% of the bacteria, as well as

producing water with less than 1 ppm of turbidity.

Disinfection. nis is necessary because no combination of the other two steps can
be relied upon to remove all disease-producing organisms from water, and also
there is danger of recontamination during handling before consumption. Residual
disinfection utilizing chlorination is the final step in all water-treatment processes.
In emergencies for small units or individual Marines, water may be disinfectea by
boiling. The water must be boiled for at least 15 minutes and then placed in an
uncontaminated covered container.

Residual chlorine. This is the amount of unreacted chlorine remaining at a specified
time after the chlorine compound is added. Chlorine in a concentrated solution
is highly unstable. It may change the quantity and the quality under numerous con-
ditions, including the presence of other elements or compounds.

Chlorine dosage. Dosage is the amount of chlorine added to water to satisfy the
chlorine demand as well as to provide a residual. The dosage is usually stated in
terms of parts per million (ppm).

Chlorine demand. The chlorine demand of water is the difference between the
quantity of chlorine applied in water treatment and the total available residual
chlorine present at the end of a specified contact period.

Disinfecting time. Chlorine demand in most water is.likely to be largely satisfied
10 minutes after chlorine is added. After the first 10 minutes of chlorination
disinfection continuesj but at a diminishin rate. A standard period of 30 minutes
contact time is used to assure that highly resistant or highly activ disease-pro-
ducing organisms have been destroyed, provided that a large enough dosage has
been applied.

Demineralization. This is the removal of most materials that leave a residue on
evaporation. Demineralization may be used to soften water, to remove iron and
manganese, and to reduce the concentration of fluorides to tolerable or desirable
values. It is also used in the military for the removal of radioactive .materials
from water. Demineralization in the Marine Corps is accomplished by using the
distillation unit.
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(3) Decontamination treatments.

(a) Activated carbon treatment. This is used when nitrogen mustard gases, suHur
mustard, or lewisite are present. Activated carbon is a relatively pure, finely
powdered form of carbon which readily absorbs many substances. The activated
carbon is added to a pretreatment tank set up separately from the coagulator
assembly. Raw water is pumped into this pretreatment tank from the source, and
the activated carbon added; 600 ppm is generally sufficient. The water is allowed
to remain in contact with the carbon for 30 minutes or longer. Then it is pumped
to the 600-gph purHication unit for the usual treatment.

(b) Aeration treatment. This treatment is used with good results in restoring good
taste to water, and also for removing some poisons. The water should be warm
(above 70 F). Aeration is the simple spraying of water into the air by means of
an elevated strainer or nozzle attached to the discharge end of a hose (fig 1-10).
the water is sprayed into the air, impurities will be separated from the water.
Distilled water can be restored from its fiat taste through the aeration treatment.

(c)

Fig 1-10. Aeration of water.

Superchlorination and dechlorination, in this process, there are two chemicals

used, calcium hypochlorite and activated carbon. Calcium hypochlorite is used in

disinfection. Activated carbon is an absorbing agent. When hydrogen cyanide is the

contaminant, two pretreatment tanks should be used. Raw water is pumped into both
tanks and superchlorinated by the addition of 100 ppm available chlorine from high-
strength calcium hypochlorite. (The calcium hypochlorite is added to the tanks prior
to filling them with raw water. The water is then dechlorinated by the activated

carbon treatment. By the use of two tanks, a continuous quantity of pretreated water
can be made available to the coagulator. It is important that the residue of activated

carbon in the pretreatment tanks be kept in suspension. Pumps should be used for

this purpose if necessary. The carbon is removed by the diatomite filters. After
the water has been filtered, the chlorine residual should be checked. If it is

inadequate, postchlorination is necessary.
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(d) Removal of industrial wastes and other contaminants. Occasionally there is no

alternative to using a water source containing certain harmful industrial wastes.
If so, advice should be sought from the medical officer. The most common industrial
waste products are inorganic acids. These acids will be neutralized by the calcium

carbonate (limestone) in the normal purification procedure. Certain materials, such

as arsenic, can be entrapped in a freshly prepared ferric hydroxide precipitate
(iron floc), and will be eliminated in normal treatment. Water found to contain

petroleum products is generally allowed to settle in a pretreatment tank so that the

oil will rise to the surface. The water is then drawn off the bottom of the tank,
treated with activated carbon if necessary, and then. subjected to the normal purifica-
tion method.

(e) Removal of schistosomes. In areas where schistosomiasis is known to be present
(fig l-l l), wells and springs not subject to contamination by drainage and surface
run-off should be used. However, in a surface source known to have schistosomes,
the standard diatomite filter is capable of removing the eereariae of the schistosome
from the water. The medical officer will make changes in the chlorination as needed.
All water-point personnel working with this water should wear boots and gloves.

Fig 1- 11. Schistosome areas.

(f) Removal of radioactive sludge from tanks. The use of the 600-gph purification unit
to remove radioactive materials from water results in a highly radioactive sludge in
the erdlator tank. A pit should be dug deep enough to contain the sludge and in a
location that will prevent drainage back into the stream. The pit should be marked
with tape for protection of personnel. The backwash and the sludge are drained into
this pit. The tank is then cleaned with GI soap and trisodium phosphate and flushed
into the pit. When the tank is decontaminated, the pit should be covered and marked
to show that radioactive sludge has been buried.

(4) Quality control. In the Marine Corps water-supply personnel rely on the comparator

for quality control. Any other tests desired are made by the medical officer. The

comparator kit (fig 1-12) consists of a case, comparator, prism, three bottles with

droppers, four test tubes, two pH discs, and one chlorine disc. To use the comparator,
wash the tubes to be used in the water that is to be tested. Then fill a dropper to

the graduated mark with the indicator solution; this equals 112 ml. Put the solu-

tion in one of the tubes; then fill another tube up to the etched mark with the water

to be tested. Pour this water into the tube containing the indicator solution, thus

mixing the solution and the sample, of water. Place both tubes in the comparator
with the second tube behind the colored glass disc and the tube containing the indica-

tor behind the viewing hole. The disc is rotated alongside the water sample until

the colored glass and the color of the sample match. Then the numerical number

reading is taken from the disc.
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(a) pH test. Two indicator solutions are supplied for making pH determinations
with the comparator. Bromcresol purple-green is used for the pH range from
4.4 to 6.0. Bromthymol blue is used for pH values from 6. to 7.6. Standard
color discs covering each range are supplied with the indicator. Generally the
bromthymol blue indicator is used first since most pH values fall within its

range. The readings for pH are made immediately after adding the indicator.
It should be kept in mind that colorimetric indicators provide sharp changes in

readings over a short span of the pH range, but once the end of this range has
been reached, little change in color is noted even though a considerable change
in pH takes place. For this reason, readings of 5.8 to 6.0 obtained when using
the bromcresol purple-green indicator should be checked by taking a reading with
the bromthymol blue.

(b) Residual chlorine test. This test is made to determine the quantity of available
chlorine remaining in the water after satisfaction of the chlorine demand and
disinfection has occurred. Orthotoluidine is the solution used in making the
residual chlorine determination. This solution reacts with the residual chlorine,
taking on a color which is matched against a standard color on the chlorine disc.
The time required for full development of color by orthotoluidine depends on

temperature and the kind of residual chlorine present. Color develops several
times faster when water is at 70 F than when it is near the freezing point. For
this reason, cold samples should be warmed quickly after mixing with orthotoluidine.
This can be accomplished by holding the sarple in a closed fist using body heat.
For samples containing only free available chlorine, maximum color appears
almost instantly and begins to fade after minute. Take the readings at maxi-
mum color intensity. However, a longer period is required for full color develop-
ment of the chloramines which may. be present, formed either by natural processes
or by the presence of certain chemicals. Since samples containing combined chlorine
develop their color at a rate primarily dependent on temperature and to a lesser
extent on the quantity of nitrogenous material present, observe the samples frequently
and use the maximum value. At 70* F the maximum color develops in about 3 min-
utes. The maximum color starts to fade after about 1 minute.

,e ,g

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

CASE COMPA RATOR (l) ]-’ RISM (1)

Fig 1-12. Comparator kit.

1-5. DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SOURCES.

a. Surface sources, Development of a water source includes all work which increases the

quantity and improves the quality of the water, or makes it more readily available for treat-

ment and distribution.
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(1) Streams rivers, l_akes and ponds. These sources are usually the first sources con-
sidered for water points. They require the least amount of development. However,
some developments will usually have to be made. The type and extent of these develop-
ments will depend on the individual Marine’s initiative. A few examples for developments
are explained below.

(a) Rocks and stakes. If a stream is not too swift and the water is sufficiently deep
(at least 4 in. above the strainer), an expedient intake may be prepared by placing
the intake on a rock. This will prevent clogging of the strainer by the streambed
and provide enough water overhead to prevent suction of air into the intake hose.
If the water source is a small stream or shallow lake, the intake hose can be secured
to a )ost or pile (fig 1’13).

Low water level

Particulary Suitable For

Inlet From Small Stream or Lake

Fig 1-13. Direct intake with hose on bottom of water source.

(b) Pits. If the stream does not provide at least 4 in. of water over the intake strainer,
a pit should be dug and the strainer laid on a rock or board placed at the bottom of

the pit. Pits dug in streams with clay or silt bottoms should be lined with gravel
to prevent dirt from entering the purification equipment (fig 1-14). The screen is

surrounded by gravel which prevents the sides of the pit from caving in and shields

the strainer from damage by floating objects. A similar method may be used by

enclosin the intake strainer.

.lJ ;’-’. ..:
".’ .,-./,,,. . __’_. _. I.,,, ...*,..-, ..’: ;,..’, .o,.

/
Fig 1-14. Surface intake with hose buried in a gravel-filled pit.

(c) Dams. The level of the water in a stream can be raised by building a dam (fig 1-15).
In swift streams, a wing or baffle dam can be constructed to protect the intake

strainer without impoundin the water (fig 1-16}.
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Fig 1-15. Improvised dam for impounding small streams.

(d)

Fig 1-16. Baffle dam for protecting inlet strainer.

Floats (fig 1-17). Floats made of logs, lumber, sealed cans, or empty fuel drums

can be used to support the intake strainer in deep water. They are especially useful

near the banks of large streams where the water is not deep enough to cover the in-

take strainer.

Fig. 1-17. Float-type surface intake.
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Galleries (fig 1-18). Water from muddy streams can be improved in quality by digging
intake galleries along the bank. A trench is dug along the bank deep enough so that
water from the stream percolates into it and intercepts ground water flowing to the
stream. The trench is filled with gravel to prevent the sides from caving in and the
intake strainer is placed in the gravel below the water line.

(D

Fig 1-18. Gravel-filled gallery intakes.

Drive points (fig 1-19). Many times it is advantageous to utilize shallow ground
water sources or percolated waters adjacent to turbid surface water. Well points
have a 2-in. diameter and 54-in. length. A drive cap is placed over the thread and
the well point is driven into the ground with a sledge. Successive sections of pipe,
each 5 ft long, are added and driven until the screen is well within the water-bearing
media. Several well points may be connected in parallel to supply sufficient water
to the raw water pump. The pumps issued with field equipment have but 15 ft of

practical suction lift. Therefore pumping water from well points from a depth of 20
ft is mechanically impractical.

TYPE

SPECIAL DRIVE COUPLING

FEMALE DRIVE CAP MALE DRIVE CAP

Fig 1-19. Drive points and drive ca.ps.
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(2)

(3)

Sprigs. Springs yielding 20 gallons per minute or more of water can be used as a

field source of water if properly developed. Springs may be developed by en-

larging the outlet and reducing loss by damming and conducting water to storage. To
reduce possible pollution, springs should be cleared of all debris, undergrowth, top soil,
loose rocks, and sand. Digging is a more positive and moYe economical method of

developing a spring than blasting. Blasting in unconsolidated rocks may shift the sand
or gravel in such a way as to divert the spring to a different point.

Rainwater. This may. be sufficient for small units or limited operations, but it
should not be considered if other more reliable sources are available. The collect-
ing surface may be constructed of t.arpaulins supported by wood, metal, or concrete,
and elevated so the water drains into tanks. After the water has been collected, the
tanks should be covered to safeguard the water from further contamination and
pollution.

Arctic sources.

1) Summer conditions.

(a) Lakes and streams. During the summer months, the numerous lakes and streams
common to the arctic region may be developed as water-supply sources. The
intakes must be protected from floating objects, especially after the spring thaw.
The streams in arctic areas often contain large amounts of silt which must be re-

moved in the treatment process. The nonflowing sources contain less silt, but

require treatment to remove organic materials or other impurities.

(b) Muske.g areas. Muskeg is a resilient soil covered with bog. It has a high water

table. Muskeg water can be collected by building galleries or ditches inter-

cepting the water table. This water generally contains a large amount of dissolved

organic matter which must be removed in the treatment process.

(2) Winter conditions. During the winter months, surface-water supplies freeze to
the bottom unless the water sources are deep. Ice can develop to a thickness of
six to eight feet in a single winter season. Dams and reservoirs built to store
surface water for use during winter seasons are seldom justified because 0f the

danger of the water thawing the adjacent ground and causing slides, cave-ins, or

settling. For this reason wells generally make more satisfactory water sources
in arctic areas. Where deep wells cannot be sunk through the thick layers of
permafrost, and the surface sources are frozen solid, water must be obtained by
melting snow or ice. Ice is preferred to snow because it will yield more water
for a given volume. Snow or ice may be contaminated; therefore, all melt produced
should be treated prior to drinking. Approximately five cubic feet of snow is

required to yield one cubic foot of water. Several models of ice and snow melters
are currently available for troop use. In emergencies, personnel can eat small
quantities of snow. This snow should be placed in the mouth, rather than being
sucked, to prevent chapped or cut lips. Only small quantities of snow should be
consumed in this manner because consumption of large quantities will reduce the
body temperature.

Underground sources.

(1) Wells. The development of wells consists of improving the yield of water and pro-
tecting it from contamination.

(a) Improving the yield. The yield of well water can be improved by overpumping

or backwashing. Overpumping means pumping the water out faster than it can

replace itself. This removes the finer particles from the water-bearing sand or

gravel, allowing water to flow more freely. To backwash means to allow water

to run down into the well. This pushes the finer particles away from the well

point and allows water to flow more freely.

Co) Protection from contamination. Filling the space between the outside of the casing
and the inside of the drilled hole with cement grout will prevent seepage of polluted
surface water down along the outside of the casing and seal out water of unsuitable

chemical quality above the desirable water-bearing formation. Also, extending the

well casing one foot above the surface and pouring a concrete platform around it will

prevent surface water from contaminating the well.
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(2) Basins. Most desert regions throughout the world have a basin and range type of
topography. Such regions consist of scattered mountain ranges, separated by basins
which are filled with alluvial sediments (materials deposited by running water). The
rain that falls on the mountain flows into the basins and is absorbed by the sediments.
Wells can be drilled to tap the ground water present in the sediments.

d. Seawater sources. In devel,oping seawater sources, consideration must be given to such
factors as surf action, saltwater corrosion, suspended sand and silt in the water, living orga-
nisms, surface oil along beaches, and the rise and fall of the water level with tide. Distillation
equipment located on sheltered bays, harbors, lagoons, or estuaries can be supplied by intakes
constructed in the same way as freshwater surface intakes. On small islands where there is
insufficient surface and ground water, and on or near open beaches, intakes for distillation
equipment can be constructed.

(1) Saltwater wells. Wells can be dug to tap fresh or salty ground water. This eliminates
the problems caused by tides, surf, and shallow water close to shore. Such wells have
an added advantage in that they can be constructed back of the shoreline under natural
overhead concealment. Driven wells may also be used effectively at beach locations.

(2) Offshore intakes. Offshore intakes are sometimes required because of lack of time,
men, or equipment or because of coral conditions which prohibit well construction.
Intakes of either the rigid pipe (fig 1-20) or float (fig 1-21) type may be used, but
should be located in deep water beyond the surf. They must be positioned vertically
and be off the bottom, but still beneath the water surface at low tide. In this way
foreign materials in the water which might cause excessive wear on distillation equip-
ment will be kept to a minimum.

Fig 1-20. Rigid-pipe type seawater intake.

FUEL DRUM

INTAKE SCREEN

ANCHOR

MOORINO KNOT FOR

SEA FLOOR

Fig 1-21. Float-type seawater inke.
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1-6. DEVELOPMENT OF WATER POINTS

a. Order and extent of development. The extent to which a water point is developed depends
primarily on the time, labor, troops, and materials available to do the work. At frontline

installations, development is held to a minimum consistent with supplying enough potable water
to the troops. However, in rear areas the extent of development varies with the size of the water

point, the problems to be overcome, and the permanency of the installation.

b. Drainage. In addition to creating a sanitation problem, poor drainage may cause the area

to be so muddy that it becomes inoperable. If vehicles cannot get to the point of distribution the
water point no longer serves its intended purpose. Such conditions can be eliminated by providing
adequate drainage.

c. Supports and platforms.

(1) Low platforms. At forward water points, storage tanks should be erected on plat-
forms resting on the ground. These platforms keep the tanks out of the mud, allow

circulation of air underneath, and as a result, prevent the tanks from rotting. They
also eliminate the possibility of the tanks being punctured by rocks or other sharp

objects.

(2) Elevated platforms. If potable-water storage tanks are erected on elevated plat-

forms, distribution can be improved by using .gravity feed to standpipes and distri-
buting nozzles. However, such platforms are more suitable for rear areas or

permanent installations than for forward areas.

(3) Operating platforms. Operating efficiency at poorly drained water points can be

increased by installing platforms to keep personnel out of the mud. The equipment

platforms can be extended and joined to form operating platforms.

d. Storage facilities. Storage facilities large enough to meet daily peak demands will

increase efficiency by eliminating long waits by consumers at the water point. Additional

storage facilities must sometimes be improvised. Figure 1-22 shows an expedient made by

lining an excavation with a tarpaulin. Soil from the excavation should be piled around the sides

to prevent pollution by surface water. An additional tarpaulin should be placed over the excava-

tion to serve as a protective cover for the water in the excavation. This tarpaulin should be

large enough to extend beyond the edges of the excavation so that the water is completely covered.

Fig 1-22. Expedient storage basin-tarpaulin.



e. Traffic considerations.

(1)

(2)

Turnouts and turnarounds (figs 1-23 and 1-24). A turnout may be a widened section
of a main road or a new one-way road past the water point, depending on the labor
and equipment available. For large installations, a turnaround is more convenient
and efficient. Space is provided for the simultaneous distribution of water to
more than one truck, thus increasing distribution capability.

DRAINAGE DITCHES

Fig 1-23. Turnout.

Fig 1-24. Turnaround.

Traffic signs (fig 1-25). The route to the water point should be adequately marked
by signs posted by water-supply personnel. The signs should be so posted that

they are clearly visible to vehicle drivers and so placed that cross-traffic inter-
ference will be kept to a minimum. They should be posted at all critical points
such as side roads, crossroads, and forks within a 2-mile radius of the water point.
The signs should be prefabricated from metal and stored with the water-purification

equipment for field use.
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WATER -
POINT

WATER
Fig 1-25.- Water-polnt traffic signs.

f. Standpipes (fig 1-26). A water-point standpipe is a rigid pipe which supplies water under
pressure from an outlet high enough to service water trailers. The usual construction is a 2-in.
pipe fastened to a vertical timber support. Several standpipes can be supplied from a common

underground header. The most satisfactory outlet for standpipes is a short length of rubber
suction hose with a safety nozzle. The safety nozzle should be suspended so that it cannot touch
the ground and become contaminated. In the absence of a safety nozzle for the hose, a valve may
be inserted in the standpipe.

Fig 1-26. Standpipes.
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g. Camouflage. The water source may or may not be in the immediate vicinity of friendly
forces and, as a result, imposes a special.problem of security. The best means of reducing the
chances of attack iS to deny the enemy any information concerning the location of the water point.
This can be done.by maximum use of overhead concealment and the use .of camouflage nets to
distort equipment (utlines"hnd shad0wb. Camouflage nets are particularly applicable for use with
the mobile purification unit where overhead concealment is lacking. Whenever possible, parking
areas, turnouts and turnarounds, and all distribution facilitles should be provided with overhead
concealment.

h. Bivouac areas.

(i.) Location. The bivouao area should be located at last I00 ft away and downstream
froHi the selectedwater source.

(2) Heads. Heads should be located at least 100 yd away and downstream from the
water source..Heads should not be dug below ground-water level nor in a place
where human waste may drain into and contaminate the water source.

i. Methods of preventing freezing.

(i) Draining equipment. The filters0 hoses, pumps, and engines must be constantly checked
for signs of freezing, and must be drained after use. Immersion-type heaters may be
used in the storage tanks or in the clear-well tanks to keep the water from freezing.

(2) Recirculation of water in tanks. Pumps and engine sets available at water sites may
be used to prevent freezing by reclrculating the vater in storage tanks. The number
of pumps required and their location depends on the number of storage tanks used.

(3) Intake points raw wate.r pumps and hose. Normallyj water hoses may be laid
directly on the snow as long as water in them is in circulation. When the water pumps
are stopped, however, water in the hoses must be drained immediately ff freezing is
to be avoided. Freezing of the intake point is prevented by constructing a wooden box
with insulating material for the cover ffig 1-27). The raw water pump may be pro-
tected by covering with an insulated cover or by constructing an instated box (fig 1-28).
All water lines to or from pumping sets should be Suitably supported and angled to faci-
litate rapid drainage when pumping stops.

(4) Water storage. Storage facilities are a necessary part of any water-supply system.
They provide a reserve for peak loads and emergencies such as firefighting and
breakdown of pumping equipment. Adequate provisions must be made to prevent
freezing of the stored water. Small tanks or open basins should be enclosed in a heated
building, while elevated or outdoor tanks must be properly insulated.

Fig 1-27. A method of protecting the intake point from freezing.
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Fig 1-28. Insulated box for raw water pump.

1-7, WATER DISTRIBUTION

a. Water trailers and trucks.

(i) Water trailers. The Marine Corps uses a water trailer commonly known as a water
buffalo which holds 400 gal of water. This is the most widely used method of trans-
porting water from the water point to the troops.

(2) Water trucks. The Marine Corps also has a 2 1]2-ton 6 x 6 truck, which hauls a 1,000-
gal tank for distributing water. It is generally used to haul water from the water point
to a dry point several miles away.

b. Dry points. These are distribution points established for distributing treated water.
Water is trucked from the water point to the dry points where distribution facilities can be more
conveniently located for consumers.

c. Pipelines. Pipelines are used in conjunction with certain dry points such as hospitals,
bakeries, and camps. A typical dry point utilizing pipelines is shown in figure 1-28,

SURGICAL TENTS.OFFIC|RS" AREA
STEIUZER

:/-/ EM AREA PATIENTS" AREA /
ELEVATED TANK /

Fig 1-29. Dry point using pipelines.
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d. Cleaning emergency water containers. In combat situations it may become necessary to

use petroleum containers or other containers to transport potable water. Water-point personnel
are responsible for insuring that all such containers have been cleaned properly and are safe

before filling them with potable water. In most cases the using unit cleans their containers.

However, this should be done under the supervision of a water-supply man. Therefore, every

water-supply man should be familiar with the following cleaning procedures.

(1) Gasoline containers. Recommended procedures for cleaning leaded and unleaded gaso-
lines from containers to be used for transporting water are given below:

(a)

(b)

Five-gallon cans. Use only newer cans with bright interiors. Drain the can thorough-

ly (10 to 15 minutes), then fill the.can one half full with water, add one ounce of

powdered soap or three ounces of powdered activated carbon and shake it for 5

minutes. Then rinse the can thoroughly several times, then fill to overflowing and

discard the water.

Fifty five-gallon drums. Use only drums with bright interiors. Steam for hour or

aerate for 15 minutes with compressed air; then add 10 to 20 gal of water and one lb of

powdered soap. Roll the drum for 15 minutes and discard the contents. Add 10 to 20

gal of water and one half pound of activated powdered carbon. Again roll the drum for 15
minutes and discard the contents. Rinse repeatedly if time and supply of water permit;

fill the drum to overflowing and discard the contents. Limit storage of water in drums

to 1 week; if odors occur, add one pound of powdered activated carbon and shake (by
rolling) for 15 minutes.

(c) Tank trucks. First, drain completely and steam for 90 minutes. Then, flush with

pressure hose, fill to overflowing, and drain to gage level. If no color or sediment

is evident, water transported in tank trucks may be used up to 18 hours after filling.

Flush the tank after each refilling.

(d) Tank cars. Steam at least 6 hours. If possible, have interior thoroughly flushed with

a pressure hose. Fill’to overflowing and drain.

(e) Alternate cleaning method. Where steam is not available, a detergent may be used

for removing gasoline. Commercial detergents containing polyphosphates are effec-

tive cleaning agents in both hot and cold water.

(2) Other liquid containers. Tanks and containers used to transport juices, oils, and

other liquids may be cleaned by opening the drain and flushing with hot water. Then,

steam with an emulsifying detergent until the tank is clean. Where steam is not avail-

able, circulate the detergent at a temperature of 180 to 210 F, changing the location

of the nozzle to keep the interior continuously wet from top to bottom. Return the solu-

tion to the supply tank and recirculate until clean. Rinse the tank thoroughly with hot

water and drain.

(3) Safety precautions. Tanks large enough to accommodate a man should never be entered

without equipment to test for harmful or explosive gasoline vapors, unless the following

precautions are observed:

(a) Ventilation. An air-line mask and air-line hose with constantly supplied fresh air

should be used.

(b) Sparkproof equipment. Fire or exulosion should be guarded against by using sparkproof

equipment only and wearing composition-soled shoes free of nails. These precautions

must be observed by workers both inside and outside the tank.

(c) Safety belt. The worker should use a safety belt to which a safety line is attached

before entering the tank. While in the tank he must be kept constantly under the

observation of two other workers who hold the safety line in their hands at all times.

They should remove him from the tank at the first sign that he is being affected by

the vapors. Artificial respiration should be administered if necessary.
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e. Water distribution e]uipment sets. The Marine Corps has three types. Basically these
distribution sets contain the tanks, pumps, testing equipment, hoses, and tools to set up distri-
bution facilities. The M-62, with its equipment, is explained in chapter 2.

I-8. STORAGE AND HANDLING OF WATER-SUPPLY CHEMICALS

a. Handling. When handling soda ash, alum, or limestone there is no special problem other
than keeping them dry until ready for use. However, calcium hypochlorite or ferric chloride
when mixed with activated carbon will react violently. Care must be taken to keep these two
chemicals separated and dry. If calcium hypochlorite or ferric chloride when mixed in a slurry
form splashes on your skin, it will cause a burning sensation. You should rinse this area with
water. It also acts like an acid if splashed on clothing. To prevent clothing from developing
holes, you should use water on the area immediately to dilute the solution.

b. Storage. Water-supply chemicals should be stored where they are protected from the
weather and kept dry at all times. If possible, they should be set on pallets to let air circulate
around them to help keep the containers from rusting or dry rotting. The containers should
be inspected for rust or dry rot at regular intervals. If rust is detected, steps must be taken
to prevent the rust from spreading. Painting with a rust inhibitor will help.

c. Detectin overexposure to water-suppl chemicals. Calcium hypochlorite when mixed in
a slurry form gives off a chlorine gas, although in small amounts. However, if this chemical is
being mixed in a building that doesn’t have the proper amour,t of ventilation, the results could be
fatal to personnel there. Symptoms of overexposure are irritation of the throat and eyes and
coughing. Whenever you note any of the above symptoms, you should immediately get all
personnel out of the area and into fresh air. If any of the symptoms continue, see the corpsman
at once.
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Chapter 2

WATER-PURIFICATION AND DISTILLATION EQUIPMENT

Section I. TRAILER-MOUNTED, 600-GPH WATER-PURIFICATION UNIT (ERDLATOR)

2-1. DESCRIPTION

a. General. The 600-gph erdlator, when operated properly, will supply a unit with 600 gph of

crystal clear, good tasting, and germ-free water. It is a complex unit with many valves, and some
critical procedures must be followed. But at the same time, once all is set and the operator under-
stands the unit, it is a simple unit to operate. In this chapter we are not going to attempt to tell you
all there is to know about this unit, but what you need to know to operate it. If you have a need to go
deeper into any area we discuss here, then obtain the appropriate TM (TM-03957A-15). This purification
unit is furnished on a 2 1]2-ton, 2-wheeled trailer. The erdlator assembly, diatomite filter, filter
pump, chemical feed equipment, and the electrical controls are mounted on the trailer and are de-
signed to be operated on the trailer. A 10-kilowatt generator, raw-water pump, distribution pump,
chemical torage box, and the M-62 water distribution set are carried on the trailer but are removed
when setting up a water point.

b. Trailer (fig 2-1). The trailer is equipped with air-operated hydraulic brakes and an electrical

system for the stoplights and taillights. This trailer has four leveling jacks, one located under each
corner. It is usually towed by a 2 1]2-ton, 6 x 6 truck.

Lunette 4 Rear air drop strap 8 Front air drop strap

2 Paulin 5 Rear jack 9 Safety chain

3 Tiedown ropes 6 Wheel 10 Parking brake levers

7 Front jack

Fig 2-1. Trailer.
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c. Erdlator assembler (figs 2-2 and 2-3). This consists primarily of the tank, influent launder,
effluent launder, wet well tank, sludge concentrator tank, slurry weir box, downcomer tube, and
agitator shaft with discs. Also part of the erdlator assembly are the agitator speed reducer, drive
motor, air pump, and bridge rails. The erdlator assembly is mounted on a separate aluminum base
equipped with six carrying handles.

(1) Erdlator tank. The erdlator tank serves as a separator which hydraulically separates the
slurry blanket from the clear water in the upper section of the tank in what is called the
separation zone. It also serves as a clarifier as the coagulated water is deflected at the
bottom of the tank and directed in an upward rotating direction into the clarification zone.
The erdlator tank is a circular funnel-shaped unit of one-piece aluminum construction with
a capacity of approximately 245 gallons. A stub shaft and bearing support for the agitator
are mounted in the bottom of the tank. There is a ring near the bottom secured to the tank
with a series of short baffles which supports the downcomer tube. A draw-off port is lo-
cated opposite the weir box and another near the top. The draw-off port located at the top
opens into the wet well. There are two drains, an upper one for partial draining and a lower
one for complete draining.

Influent launder. This is of one-piece aluminum construction and is attached to the two
bridge rails. The raw water is introduced into the influent launder through the aspirators.
From the influent launder it overflows into the downcomer tube or mixing zone.

(3) Effluent launder. This is a one-piece hexagon-shaped aluminum trough which surrounds the
downcomer tube. It is attached to the bridge rails by three adjustable rods. It collects the
clear water from the upper section of the erdlator tank and discharges it into the wet well
tank.

(4) Wet well tank. This is made of aluminum and is a triangular-shaped section which is welded
to the erdlator tank for the collection of the effluent from the erdlator. It provides for
limited storage of the coagulated water and serves as a sump for the suction of the filter
pump. The wet well tank contains an overflow pipe to permit operation of the erdlator at
rated capacity when the filter is stopped. A drain in the bottom of the wet well permits
complete drainage of the tank to waste when water unsuited for filtering is obtained from
the erdlatoro The wet well tank also contains an alarm which warns the operator when the
tank is low on water. It is activated by a float assembly.

(5) Sludge concentrator tank. This tank is welded to the wet well tank. It is a square, funnel-
shaped aluminum tank with a shorter circular tank welded to the inside of it. There is an
inlet in the side of the main tank near the bottom which permits the flocculent slurry to
enter by gravity. The inner tank has an opening in the bottom controlled by a manually
operated plug valve to permit intermittent drainage of slurry to waste. There is an outlet
near the top of the main tank with a manually operated valve to control the flow of clear
coagulated water to the wet well. There is also an outlet in the bottom of the tank for
draining.

(6) Slurry, weir box. This is a small aluminum tank which is welded to the erdlator. It houses
the draw-off port near the top of the erdlator tank and permits gravity flow of flocculent
slurry from the erdlator tank to the sludge concentrator tank.

(7) Agitator and downcomer tube. The agitator consists of a tubular shaft with four equally
spaced circular discs attached. It is mounted in the center of the erdlator tank on a bearing
support. The agitator is surrounded by the downcomer tube and baffle ring to form the
mixing zone.

(8) Agitator speed reducer. This is mounted on two spacers attached to the agitator bearing
mounting plate. It reduces the speed from the agitator drive motor to the erdlator agitator
drive shaft.

(9) AgRator drive motor. This is mounted on a bracket attached to the bridge rails. R is a

single-phase totally enclosed motor with oblong mounting holes in the base for use in ad-

justing the drive belt. The agitator motor also drives the air pump.
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(10) Air pump., This is an oiHess type pump with an intake filter. It is mounted to the bearing
plate and driven off of an extended shaft from the speed reducer. It furnishes air to the
duplex chemical slurry feeders.

d. Chemical feeders (fig 2-2).

(i) Chemical slurry feeder. This is an aluminum tank mounted to brackets which are welded
to the erdlator tank. It has two identical chemical compartments and water collection

troughs, and two weirs, one of which contains a float-operated needle valve. One compart-
ment supplies pulverized limestone slurry (coagulant aid) and activated carbon, when needed,
to the mixing zone of the erdlator, and the other supplies diatomite slurry to the suction

inlet of the filter pump. A dial-indicating timer is mounted on the lower part of the feeder.
It is set at 60 minutes when the unit is started. At the end of 60 minutes a bell tone will be

heard. This indicates the base charges need recharging.

(2) Chemical solution feeder. The chemical solution feeder, which is constructed of anticorro-

sire material, is mounted to the erdlator mounting base. It consists of two diaphragm pumps
operated from one electric motor by means of a gear reduction mechanism. The chemical

solution feeder pumps ferric chloride and calcium hypochlorite solution from two rubber paris
into the mixing zone of the erdlator.

e. Filter section (fig 2-2). This is mounted in a tubular frame and consists of: a filter designed

to use diatomaceous earth, a filter pump for pumping the coagulated water through the filter, two

pressure gages for indicating the pressure on the effluent and influent sides of the filter, a precoat

funnel for adding diatomite slurry for precoating the filter elements, an air-release valve for re-

leasing air trapped in the filter, and a flow-control valve for maintaining a constant rate of flow

through the filter.

f. Raw-water and filter pumps (fig 2-2}. Both pumps are identical. They are centrifugal,

vertical type, powered by a self-contained, integrally built universal motor. The raw-water pump

is used for pumping the raw water to the erdlator. It is mounted in a tubular frame designed to

mount on the erdlator base when not in use. The filter pump is used for pumping coagulated water

from the wet well tank to the filter. It is mounted on the erdlator base.
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Erdlalor tank 8 Influent launder 15 Filter pump
Effluent launder 9 Wet well tank 16 Weir box

EHluent launder leveling-rods 10 Sludge concentrator tank 1V Raw-water pump
Bridge rail tl Electric control box 18 Chemical solution feeder

Agitator drive motor 12 Precoat funnel 19 Erdlator mounting bae

Speed reducer 13 Power cable 20 Storage box

Air pump 14 Filter 21 Chemical slurr feeder

Fig 2-2. Water-purification unit mounted in trailer.
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[ S[PARATO ZONE

CLANIFIGATION ZONE

MIXING ZONE

Downcomer tube
Effluent launder
Circular disc

Influent launder

5 Agitator shaft
6 Separation zone
7 Sludge concentrator tank
8 Clarification zone

9 Bearing support
10 Baffle
11 Baffle ring
12 Miing zone

Fig 2-3. Cutaway view of erdlator.
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g. Control box (fig 2-4). This is attached to the sludge concentrator tank. It houses the cir-

cuit t)reakers, receptacles, switches, lamp, buzzer, and the necessary wiring to operate the unit.

wet well alarm switch

2 Wet well alarm indicator light
3 Wet well alarm buzzer
4 Solution feeder circuit breaker
5 Wet well alarm circuR breaker
6 Agitator drive motor circuit breaker
7 120 volt otlet circuit breaker
8 120 volt outlet
9 Filter pump circuit breaker

I0 Raw-water pump circuit breaker
11 Raw-water pump outlet
12 Master control (MAIN) clrcuR breaker
13 Generator cable fitting
14 Generator lead terminal 0-WH
15 Generator lead terminal TI-BK
16 Buzzer-alarm transformer
17 Retaining screw
18 Terminal screw

Fig 2-4. Electrical control box components.

h. Distribution set M-62 (fig 2-5). This set is designed to be used with the 600-gph water-

purification unit. However, it also contains enough equipment so that in an emergency it can be

used with any purification unit in the Marine Corps.

(i) Adapter pipe to hose. There are two different types of adapters in this set. One has

male threads at both ends; one of this type is issued in each set. The other one has a

female thread and a male thread; two of this type are issued with each set. These are

both 1 112 in. fittings.

(2) Bushings. These are not shown in the figure, but there are three issued in each set.
Their measurements are 1 in. by 1/2 in.

(3) Electrical power cable. This is a 3-strand, 600-volt, rubber-insulated electrical cable.
Each set contains 50 ft of this cable.

(4) Comparator. This is not shown in the. figure, but..each set contains a comparator
consisting of the components discussed in chapter 1.
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(5) Machinist’s hammer. Each set contains one 12-oz ball peen hammer.

(6) Hose, cotton, rubber-lined. This has 1/2-in. female and male threads and comes in

25-ft lengths. There are two of these in each set.

(7) Hose, dacron, rubber-lined. This has 1 in. male and female threads and comes in 25-

ft lengths. There are two of these in each set.

(8) Hoset assembly rubber. There are three different hoses. One has 1-in. fittings and
comes in 10-ft lengths. Six of these are issued with each set. Another one has 1/4-in.
fittings and comes in 10-ft lengths. Four of these are in each set. The last one has 1 1/2-
in. fittings and comes in 10-ft lengths. There are two of these in each set.

(9) Key set ,socket-head screw. This includes 14 L-type keys ranging from 050 to 5/8 in.

in size. "There is one key set in each distribution set.

(10) Light extension. This has a 100-watt lamp and 25 ft of cord. There is a wire cage
around the lamp to prevent it from being broken. There is one light in each set.

(11) Dry chemical measure. There are four measures. Each one is marked as shown in

figure 2-5.

(a) Diatomite slurry feed. This measure has a capacity of 0. lb. Its smallest gradua-
tion is 10 ppm.

(b) Diatomite precoat. This measure holds 0.4 lb when level with the top.

(c) Limestone. This measure holds 3]4 lb. Its smallest graduation is 20 ppm.

(d) Calcium hypochlorite. his has a:0.2-1b capacity and is divided into 0.5-oz measure-

ments.

(12) Pipe nipple. There are three, 1 1/2-in. by 6-in. galvanized nipples in each set.

(13) Nozzle, fuel and oil servicing. Each set has one nozzle for distributing water.

(14) Pliers. There is a 6-in. pair of pliers in each set.

(15) Screwdrivers. The figure shows the two screwdrivers used.

(16) Strainer. There is one strainer with a 1-in. female fitting.

(17) Water tank. This is not shown in the figure, but each distribution set contains one tank

with all of its components.

(18) Rubber pail. There are four rubber pails in each set, each with a 3-gal.capacity.

(19) Open-end wrenches. There are four open-end wrenches included in this set. Wrench

sizes are found in the key to figure 2-5.

(20) Adjustable open-end wrenches. There are two adjustable wrenches in each set: one

8 in., and one 12 in.

(21) Pipe wrench. Two of these are included in each set: one 14 in., and one 18 in.

(22) Spanner wrench. There are two wrenches in each set for connecting the suction and

discharge hoses.

(23) Miscellaneous items. These items are not furnished with the distribution set but must

be requisitioned separately and placed in the set. They include 10 lb of calcium hypo-

ehlcrite, a 5-1b bag of activated carbon, a 50-1b bag of diatomaceous earth, twenty
[-lb bags of ferric chloride, an 80-1b bag of pulverized limestone, a 500-cc bottle of

orthotolidine solution, and one dry cell 1.5v battery.
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Adapter, pipe to hose
(male thrdads both ends)

Adapter, pipe to hose (one
male and one female threads)

Hose assembly, rubber,
1 1/4-in. fittings

Power cable, electrical Hose assembly, rubber,
1-in. fittings

Pail, rubber Hose, dacron, rubber-
lined, 1-in. fittings

Hose, cotton, rubber-lined,
1 1/2-in. fittings

Hose assembly, rubber,
1 1/2-in. fittings

Key set, socket-head
screw Nipple pipe

Light, extension

Fig 2-5.

Dry chemical measure
(calcium hypochlorite)

Dry chemical measure
(diatomite slurry feed)

Components Of water distribution set M-62o



Dry chemical measure
(limestone)

Hammer, machinist’ s

Pipe wrench, 18-in.

Pipe wrench, 14-in.

Open-end adjustable
wrench, 8-in.

Dry chemical measure
(diatomite slurry)

Open-end wrench,
7/16 and 1/2

Open-end adjustable
wrench, 12-in.

Screwdriver, fiat-tip,
6 -in.

Nozzle, fuel and oil

servicing

Open-end wrench,
9/16 and 5/8

Pliers

Strainer, suction hose

Spanner wrench

Screwdriver, fiat-tip,
8 -in.

Open-end wrench,
11/16 and 13/16

Open-end wrench,

7/8 and 15/16

Fig 2-5--contd

i. Tabulated data. This will cover information that is necessary for shipping the unit.
shows the capacities of the unit.

also
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(1) Approximate weight.

(a) Treatment section 702 lb

{b) Filter section 268 lb

(c) Filter and raw-water pumps 20

(d) Chemical storage box 41 Ib

(2) Dimensions.

(a) Water-treatment section.

1. Length 73 in.

2. Width 51 in.

3. Height 53 in.

(b} Filter section,

1o Length 29 1/2 in.

2. Width 23 i]2 in.

3. Height 51 1/2 in.

(3) Capacities.

(a) Erdlator tank 245 gal

{b) Sludge concentrator tank 30 gal

(c) Wet well tank 50 gal

j. Controls and instruments. Tables 2-1 through 2-6 should give the operator enough information
to properly operate the 600-gph water-purification unit. Refer to figure 2-6 for location of valves.

The following symbols will be used to identify the manual control valves: ARV-Air Releise
Valve, BY-Block Valve, CV-Control Valve, DV-Drain Valve, VV-Vent Valve.

Table 2-1. Manual Control Valves

Symbol Location Function Type & Size
Starting
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

BV- 1

CV-2

DV-3

DV-4

CV-5

Raw-water influent
line to aspirator
assembly

Raw-water line to
limestone slurry
feeder compart-
ment

Lower drain line

from bottom of
erdlator

Upper drain line

from bottom of
erdlator

Side of erdlator,
near top, between

wet well tank &
weir box

Shuts off flow of raw
water to aspirator
assembly

Controls flow of raw
water used for dilution
of limestone slurry

Completely drains
erdlator

Partially drains

erdlator for short
shutdown

Supplies coagulated
water for mixing
chemicals

2-10

1-in. gate

1/8-in. globe

1/4-in. gate

1 l/4-in, gate

3/8-in. angle
globe

Open

Partiall
open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Partially
open

Closed

Closed

Closed



Table 2-1. Manual Control Valves--contd

Symbol Location Function Type & Size
Starting
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

BV-6

CV-7

CV-8

CV-9

DV-10

CV-ll

BV-12

CV-13

VV- 14

CV-15

DV-16

ARV-17

Coagu/ated water
line from weir
box to sludge con-
centrator tank

Draw-off piping
from concentrator
tank to wet well
tank

Draw-off piping
in false bottom of
concentrator

Drain line from
bottom of concen-
trator

Drain line from
bottom of wet
well tank

Coagulated water
line from filter
pump to diatomite
slurry feeder
compartment

Coagulated water
line from filter
pump to influent
side of filter

Influent side of
filter

Air vent line
from filter

Feed water line
from precoat
funnel

Drain line from
bottom of filter

Top of filter

Permits slurry
withdrawal from
erdlator tank to
sludge concentrator

Controls flow of co-
agulated water to
wet well

Permits high rate
waste water sludge
draw off to waste

Drains concentrator,
controls amount of
Slurry thrown to
waste

Drains wet well
tank

Controls flow of

coagulated water
used for dilution
of diatomite slurry

Shuts off coagulated
water to filter

Controls direction
of flow of coagul-
ated filter influent
for either filtering
or washing

Vents air from filter
as required

Permits flow of
filter-aid slurry
for precoating filter

Drains filter when

backwashing

Releases air trapped
in influent side of
filter

1-in. gate

Orifice plug
valve (short
threaded rod)

Orifice plug
valve (long
threaded rod)

3/4-in. gate

3/4-in. gate

1/4-in. gate

1-in. quick-
acting gate

1-in. plug valve,
3-way, 2-port,
90 turn

1/4-in. angle
globe

1/2-in. globe

I-1/4-in. quick-

acting gate

5-sq in. air-
release valve

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Filter

Wash

Open

Open

Closed

Closed
(Filter)
Open
(Backwas[

Open

Partially
open

Closed

Partially
open

Closed

Partially
open

Open

Filter (When
filtering)
Wash (When
backwash-
ing)

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
(Filter)
Open
(Backwash)
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Symbol Location

BV-18

DV-19

CV-20

DV-21

DV-22

CV-23

CV-24

DV-25

DV-26

Filtered water
line from bottom
of filter

Filtered water
line below flow
controller (CV-
20)

Filtered water
line below
3-way valve

Bottom of flange
on flow controller
valve (CV-20)

Top of flange on
flow controller
(CV-20)

Filtered water
line

Top of air pump
connected to
erdlator drive

Base of raw-water
pump

Base of filter pump

Table 2-1. Manual Control Valves--contd.

Function Type & Size

Shuts off flow of
filter effluent

Drains filtered
water line

Controls flow of
filter effluent

Drains water
from area between
valve diaphragm
and flange

Permits drainage
of water from
area between
valve diaphragm
and flange

Controls direction
of flow of filter
effluent for either
filtering or re-
circulation

Controls flow of air
to slurry feeder

Permits drainage
of pump

Permits drainage
of pump

1-in. gate

1/2-in. drain
valve

1-in. flow
controller

I/8-in.
drain valve

1/8-in.
drain valve

1-in. plug valve,
3-way, 2-port,
90 turn

1/8-in. needle

1/8-in. drain
plug

1/8-in. drain
plug

Starting
Position

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Re-
circulate

Partially
open

Closed

Closed

Normal
Operating
Position

Open (When
filtering)
Closed (When
backwash-
ing)

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Filter

Partially
open

Closed

Closed

The following symbols will be used to identify the flow control valves: FCV-Flow Control
Valve, SCV-Swing Check Valve.

Table 2-2. Preset and One-way Flow Control Valves

Normal
Starting OperatingSymbol Location Function Position Position

FCV-1 Raw-water line
opposite float
valve (LLCV-1)

Permits predeter-
mined flow of
raw water to the
aspirators

Type & Size

control valve
(preset 10 gpm)
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Table 2-2. Preset and One-way Flow Control Valves--contd

Symbol Location Function Type & Size
Starting
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

SCV-2 Coagulated water
line below 3-way
plug valve (CV-13)

Prevents backward
flow of coagulated
water and holds
filter water pressure
during backwash

1-in. swing
check valve

Closed Open

The following symbols will be used to identify the mechanically automatic valves and liquid
level controls: LLC-Liquid Level Control, LLCV-Liquid Level Control Valve.

Table 2 3. Automatic Valves and Liquid Level Controls

Normal
Starting Operating

Symbol Location Function Type & Size Position Position

LLCV-1

LLC-2

Raw-water bypass.
Directly connected
to LLC-2

Wet well tank,
directly connected
to LLCV- 1

Regulates raw-water
flow from rain to max
bypassing FCV-1 at
max flow

Controls liquid
level in wet well tank

1/2-in. lever-

actuated valve

Float chamber
mechanically
interlocked to
lever-actuated
valve (LLCV- 1}

Open

Down

Closed

Up

The following symbols will be used to identify the indicators: TI-Time Indicator, PI-
Pressure Indicator.

Table 2-4. Time and Pressure Indicators

Symbol Location Function Type Range

Normal
Operating
Range

TI-1

PI-2

PI-3

Front of slurry
feeder

Upper gage at
bottom of filter

Lower gage at
bottom of filter

Indicates time to
charge slurry feeder

Indicates influent
pump pressure
to filter

Indicates effluent
pressure from filter

Dial indicator
manually oper-
ated, bell signal

Dial indicator

Dial indicator

0-60 min

0-100 psi

0-100 psi

0-60 min

40-50 psi

5-50 psi
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The following symbol will be used to identify the automatic electric control: SS-Sensitive
Switch.

Table 2-5. Automatic Electric Control

Normal
Symbol Location Function Type Setting

SS-1 Top of. wet well
tank, under lever
actuated by the
liquid level con-
trol (LLC-2)

Operate buzzer and
light to warn operator
when water in wet
well is low, energized
by contact with lever
actuated by liquid lever
control (LLC-2)

Switch, Sensi-
tive, single-
)ole

Open

Component
Controlled

Table 2-6. Manually Operated Electric Controls

Control
Station Type of Contact Location

Wet well warning
buzzer and light

Wet well alarm

Solution feeder

120-volt outlet

Filter pump

Raw-water pump

Agitator motor

Master control
circuit

On Off

On Off

On Off

On Off

On Off

On Off

On Off

On Off

Toggle Swtich

Circuit breaker, single-pole, sta-
tionary contact, 15 amps, 120 volts

Circuit breaker, single-pole, sta-
tionary contact, 15 amps, 120 volts

Circuit breaker, single-pole, sta-
tionary contact, lb amps, 120 volts

Circuit breaker, single-pole, sta-
tionary contact, 20 amps, 120 volts

Circuit breaker, single-pole, sta-
tionary contact, 20 amps, 120 volts

Circuit breaker, single-pole, sta-
tionary contact, 20 amps, 120 volts

2 circuit breakers, single-pole, sta-
tionary contact, 30 amps each, 120 volts
connected by 2-pole connecting handle

Left side of control
cubicle

Inside electric control
cubicle

Inside electric control
cubicle

Inside electric control
cubicle

Inside electric control
cubicle

Inside electric control
cubicle

Inside electric control
cubicle

Inside electric control
cubicle



RAW WATER

COAGULATED WATER

FILTERED WATER

WASTE WATER

CHEMICAL

AIR

TANKS

Fig 2-6. Valve locations and flow diagram.

2-2. OPERATION OF PURIFICATION UNIT

a. Preparing unit for operation. Select an operating site as discussed in chapter 1. Once

this is done, the unit is towed to it and disconnected from the towing vehicle. The unit, which

should be located within 50 ft of the raw-water source, is then leveled by lowering the front and

rear leveling jacks and adjusting them. The ground rod and cable stored in the storage box on

the trailer is then put in place. It is driven into the ground and a cable is connected from it to

the trailer. The main power cable located on the brackets under the control box is then connected

to the terminal lugs of the external power source.

Note: Care must be taken when connecting t’e main power cable to generator terminal

lugs. These wires may not be color-coded alike. If you are in doubt as to the right
connection, trace the wires to determine the hot lead and so on.

Connect the filter waste.water hose and the erdlator tank waste hose and run them to a suitable

discharge point where the waste will not be drawn back into the unit. Remove the raw-water pump

from the trailer and place it as close to the raw-water source as possible. The suction lift of

the raw-water pump should not exceed 10 ft. A 1-in. suction hose and a 1-in. discharge hose are

connected to the raw-water pump. Place a strainer on the raw-water suction hose. Connect the

raw-water pump discharge hose to the erdlator. The water distribution tanks are removed from
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the trailer and set up. The number of water distribution tanks used will depend on the amount of
purified water that will be needed at any one time. A hose is then connected to the filter and run to
the distribution tanks. Place the 65-gpm distribution pump close to the distribution tank and connect
a suction hose to the pump and place the other end into the distribution tank. A discharge hose is
then connected to the pump and a distribution nozzle is screwed on the other end.
set up.

b. Prepositioning of v,alves before putting unit in operation.

The unit is now

NUMBER NAME POSITION

FCV-I
LLCV-1
BV -I
CV-2
DV-3
DV -4
CV-5
BV-6
CV -7
CV-8
CV-9
DV -I 0
CV-11
BV-12
CV-13

Raw-water restrictor valve
Raw-water bypass valve
Raw-water inlet valve
Limestone slurry feed valve
Complete drain valve
Partial drain valve
Solution make-up valve
Weir box outlet valve
Liquid level control valve
Sludge control valve
Sludge drain valve
Wet well drain valve
Diatomite slurry feed valve
Filter pump discharge valve
Filter input valve

Vent valve
Precoat reed valve
Filter drain valve
Air release valve

VVol4
CV-15
DVol 6
ARV-17

BV-I 8 Filter discharge valve
DC-I 9 Drain cock
CV-20 Flow control valve
DC-21 Draincock
DC-22 Draincock
CV-23 Filter output valve

CV24 Air control valve

c. Chemical requirements.

(I)

(3)

(4)

I0 gpm
Open
Open
Partially open
Closed
Closed
Closed
Open
Closed
Open to first notch
Closed
Open
Closed
Closed
2-position valve, wash
and filter setting

Open
Closed
Closed
2-position, filter and
backwash setting on
filte r

Open
Closed
Set at 10 gpm
Closed
Closed
2-position, filter and
recirculate. Set on
recirculate.

Partially open

Ferric chloride is a coagulant. It takes one pound of ferric chloride to three gallons of water
mixed in one of the 3-gallon paris. The scale setting on the solution feeder on the ferric
chloride side is 1.2.

Pulverized limestone is a coagulant aid. R takes 120 ppm of limestone in the slurry hopper.
The limestone slurry hopper is recharged every hour of operation.

Calcium hypochlorlte is a disinfectant. R takes 15 pounds of calcium hypochlorlte in three
gallons of water. The scale setting on the solution feeder for calcium hypochlorite is 5.0
until your erdlator tank is full of water, and then the scale setting is reduced to 1.2.

Diatomaceous earth (D. E. is a filter aid. R takes 0.4 pounds of D.E. in the precoat funnel
for each precoat cycle. D.E. is also used in a diatomlte slurry hopper. Rs required amount
is 10 pounds to each hour of operation.
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(5) Activated carbon is the absorbent. R takes 25 pounds of activated carbon added to your
limestone slurry hopper if there is an unpleasant odor or taste in the water that you are
about to purify.

CAUTION: Do not mix ferric chloride and calcium hypochlorite together in any large quantities.

When these two chemicals are mixed together, they will form cldorine gas which is

very clangervus.

d. Chemical adjustment.

(1) Ferric chloride.

(a) If the water in the erdlator tank is cloudy in color, the adjustment to be made would be to

increase the ferric chloride.

(b) If the water is red in color, you would reduce the ferric chloride.

(2) Limestone.

(a) If the floc in the erdlator tank should appear to be light and rising, you would increase the

pulverized limestone.

(b) If the floc appears heavy and roiling, you would decrease the amount of pulverized limestone.

(3) Activated carbon. If there should be any unpleasant odor or taste to the water that is purified,

you would add activated carbon to the limestone side of the slurry hopper.

(4) Rotating adjustment.

(a) When the blanket in the erdlator tank is banking and slushing against the sides, decrease

the speed on tbe agitator speed reducer.

(b) If there is little or no movement in the blanket, you would increase the speed on the

agitator speed reducer.

e. Procedure.

(1) Make maintenance check on generator and erdlator assembly.

(2) Safety check.

(a) Make sure there are no loose or frayed wires.

(b) Make sure all breakers are "off" in the control box.

(c) Make sure both units are grounded.

(3) Mix chemicals in 3-gallon pails.

(a) Ferric chloride (one pound to three gallons of water).

(b) Calcium hypochlorite (. 15 pounds to three gallons of water).

(4) Install poppit valves, rubber washers, and plastic disc in solution feeder pump.

(a) Set ferric chloride side at 1.2.

(b) Set calcium hypochlorite at 5. O.

(5) Set valves in preliminary position.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Install hoses in proper positions:

25’ discharge hose on 90 elbow at CV-23 to storage tank.

25’ discharge hose from raw water pump to raw water inlet pipe.

10’ suction hose with strainer on end to raw water source to the suction side of raw
water pump.

10’ suction hose from CV-23 on 45 elbow to the wet well tank.

10’ suction hose on CV-23 to BV-12.

10’ suction hose on DV-3 to drain.

10’ suction hose on DV-16 to drain.

(7) Prime the raw water pump and start it.

(8) Start solution feeder as soon as you have water in your influent launder.

(9) As soon as there is one foot of water in the erdlator tank, start the agitator.

(10) Fill the limestone slurry hopper with raw water and add 120 ppm of pulverized limestone.

(11) Wait until the erdlator tank is full of water.

(12) When the erdlator tank is full of water, lower one side of the effluent launder and let trash
and dirt drain off the top of the erdlator tank into the effluent launder and into the wet well
and out to waste.

(13) Close DVol0.

(14) Crack CV-9 and level water in the sludge concentrator tank.

(15) Then level effluent launder so water enters hose evenly all the way around.

(16) Reduce the scale setting on the solution feeder calcium hypochlorRe side from 5.0 to 1.2.

(17) Take a clean bucket and fill precoat feed funnel on filter assembly 2]3 full of precoat water.

(18) Take a clean bucket and fill the diatomite slurry hopper full of pretreated water and 40 ppm of
of D.E.

f. Four cycles of operation.

(1) Precoat.

(a) Take 0.4 pounds of D.E. and mix it with the water in the precoat funnel, open CV-15, and
let the solution drain into the filter.

(b) Close CV-15.

(c) Open DV-12.

(d) Start the filter pump.

(e) Precoat from 4 to 6 minutes or until the water is clear in the observation window on the
filter assembly or until you can see a good coat or cake of D.E. on the filter sleeves.
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(f) Flow of water during precoat cycle: The water leaves the wet well through a yellow pipe

into the filter pump. It travels through DV-12 through the 10’ piece of suction hose in CV-13.
It drops down through CV-13 into the bottom of the filter section. It rises on the inside

of the filter housing on the outside of the filter sleeves, until it reaches the top of the

housing. The water is then forced through the filter sleeves and elements leaving a cake

of D.E. on the outside of the filter sleeves. Water then drops down through the filter

element and out the false bottom of the filter hot,sing into BV-18, CV-20, into CVo23. It

goes out the 45 elbow and through a 10’ piece of suction hose into the wet well tank.

(2) Filter

(a) In order to go into the filter cycle, change CV-23 from recirculate to filter and crack CV-11
to where there is a small amount of D.E. entering the line behind the filter pump to the filter

housing.

(b) This small amount of D.E. will repair any pinholes or cracks in the filter sleeves that

may develop during the filter cycle.

(c) The filter cycle may run from 10 minutes to 10 hours.

(3) Backwash.

(a) There are four times you have to backwash:

When the source is dry.

When the storage tanks are.full.

If there is an interruption in the operation.

If the effluent pressure gage drops to 5 psi.

(b) The way to go into a backwash cycle is:

Close BV-18.

Close CV-11

Wait until the pressure equalizes.

Shut off the filter pump.

Close BV-12.

Change ARV-17 from filter to backwash and open DV-16.

Open VV-14 and let filter drain completely.

(4) Wash cycle. The wash cycle lasts for one minute:

Change CV-13 from filter to wash.

Open BV-12.

Start filter pump and wash for one minute.

Cut off the filter pump.

Close BV-12.

Let filter assembly drain completely.
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g. Shutting down the erdiator. First, push the agitator drive motor circuit breaker off. Then
remove the chemical solution feeder suction tubing from the two rubber pails. Allow the solution
feeder to pump until all the solution is drawn from the tubing and then push its circuit breaker off.
Also push the raw-water pump and wet well alarm circuit breakers off. Push the wet well warning
buzzer and light toggle switch breakers off and then secure the main breaker in the off position.
Next open upper drain valve DV-14 and lower drain valve DV-3 in the lower section of the erdlator tank.

Note: (If the erdlator is to be shut down for a short period, not to exceed 2 days, and there is
no possibility of the water freezing or the unit being moved, do not open lower drain
valve DV-3. This will allow the unit to be started without having to form a new floc.)
After the water in the erdlator has drained below the inlet to valve CV-5, open the valve
and let all the water drain from the hose. Next, open valve CV-11 in the dilution line and
drain valve DV-10 in the line from the bottom of the wet well tank and let all the water
drain out. Open valves CV-9, CV-7, CV-8, CV-2, BV-1, and CV-4. Then remove the
vent plugs from the bottom of the limestone and slurry compartments of the slurry feeder.
After all the water has drained from the slurry feeder, replace the two vent plugs.
Next open valve BV-12 and remove drain plug DV-26 from the base of the filter pump.
Then, change valve CV-13 from wash to filter position and drain all the water from the
filter pump discharge hose. After all the water has drained from the filter pump, in-
stall drain plug DV-26. Now, drain all the hoses. The raw-water pump is drained in
the same manner as the filter pump.

h. Operation under unusual conditions.

Operation in cold weather. In cold water, 40 F or less, the erdlator agitator should be set
at its lowest mixing speed. Use warm water to prime the pumps, to thaw possible ice accumu-
lations on the impellers and seals, and to prevent damage. When the equipment is to be stopped
or shut down, drain all pumps, hoses, pipes, and tanks quickly. Leave all drain valves open
and inspect all equipment to be sure that it has drained completely. To prevent freezing when
there is not a continuous water demand, instead of stopping the unit, maintain the flow of
water through the equipment. Do not bend wiring insulation in extreme cold; it may crack or
break and cause a short circuit. The trailer should be parked on planking to prevent the tires
from freezing to the ground. Inflate the tires to their maximum pressure (45 psi).

Op.eration in extreme heat. The erdlator agitator should be operated at or near its maximum
mixing speed. The canvas tarpaulin of the trailer should cover the equipment in the trailer
and protect the water from the direct rays of the sun. Sunlight will cause the floc particles
to rise to the surface. The insulation of electrical wiring softens in extreme heat and can be
easily damaged; therefore, check the wiring often.

(3) Operation in extreme dust and dirt. Place the unit in some type of shelter or windbreak to
protect it from dust or dirt being blown into the erdlator. When muddy or sandy water is
being pumped, the pump chamber should be drained frequently to prevent sedimentation from
plugging the priming hole.

2-3. MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

a. General. To insure that equipment is ready for operation at all times, It must be inspected
systematically and all operator’s services must be performed so that defects may be discovered and
corrected before they result in serious damage or failure. The necessary preventive maintenance
services will be performed before operation. Defects discovered during operation of the unit will be
noted for future correction. Stop operation immediately if a deficiency is noted which would damage
the equipment. After-operation services will be performed at intervals based on the normal operations
of the equipment. Reduce the interval to compensate for abnormal conditions. Defects or unsatisfactory
operating characteristics beyond the scope of the operator must be reported at the earliest opportunity
to organizational maintenance.
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b. Lubrication.

(1) Solution feeder.

(a) Solution feeder drive arm bearings are lubricated every 250 hours of operation.

(b) Solution feeder drive arms are oiled every 50 hours of operation.

(c) Solution feeder lever arms are lubribated every 50 hours of operation.

(d) Solution feeder oil is checked before operation and every I0 hours of operation thereafter.

oil is changed every 500 hours of operation. R takes a special purpose electrical insulated

oil.

The

(2) Agitator speed reducer.

(a) Agitator reduction gear is lubricated every 50 hours of operation.

fo) Upper agitator shaft bearing is lubricated every 50 hours of operation.

(c) The oil in the agitator speed reducer is checked before operation and every 10 hours

thereafter. R is changed every 1,000 hours of operation. R takes 1/4 pound of 90 wt.
GW grease.

(3) Trailer leveling jacks. The trailer leveling jacks are lubricated every 250 hours.

c. Cleanlng. The unit should be cleaned periodically (washed down with water and wiped with a

cloth). Particular attention should be given to drain valves and plugs so that they do not become

clogged or stuck from the chemicals used with the unit.

d. Diatomite filter (fiGs 2-7 and 2-8). Generally the servicing of this uni is the replacement of

the filter element sleeves. To do this, unscrew the nuts and bolts that secure the clamp ring around

the filter and take the clamp ring off. Lift off the top part of the filter shell and remove the gasket.

This exposes the four filter elements. To remove them, unscrew the tie rod that secures the upper

bracket (head) and lift the bracket off. Now lift off the perforated metal tubes which the filter sleeves

are on. This exposes the plastic cups. Visually check these plastic cups for cracks, breaks, or chips

and replace if necessary. Then remove the plastic sleeve from the perforated metal tube as shown

in figure 2-9.
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40
39

43

3

34
33

28

23

24
25

22

Handle 11 Pointer 21 Nipple 31 Nipple 41 Nut
2 Screw 13 Plate 22 Tee 32 Nipple 42 Washer
3 Adapter 13 Bolt 23 Nipple 33 Adapter 43 Screw
4 Elbow 14 Gage 24 Nipple 34 Elbow 44 Washer
5 Elbow 15 Nipple 25 Elbow 35 Funnel 45 Elbow
6 Nut 16 Union 26 Nipple 36 Screw 46 Elbow
7 Washer 17 Tee 27 Tee 37 Tubing 47 Bushing8 Spacer 18 Cock 28 Elbow 38 Nipple 48 Plate
9 Nipple 19 Adapter 29 Nipple 39 Nipple 49 Screw

10 Pin 20 Elbow 30 Union 40 Bushing

Fig 2-7. Exploded view of filter unit.
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Sleeve 5 Tube 9 Adapter

Element 6 Spacer 10 Cup

Packing ’/ Bae 11 Spacer

Tierod 8 Packing 12 Ring

9

13 Washer
14 Screw
15 Head
16 Packing

Fig 2-8. Exploded view of filter element.
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A Depositing diatomaceous earth in sleeve B Distributing diatomaceous earth in tube

C--Loosening sleeve D Removgsleeve from tube

Fig 2-9. Removing the plastic filter sleeve.

Once the sleeve is removed, check it for any sdparations or breaks. This can be done
by turning the sleeve inside out and running your fingers over the smooth surface.
A rough spot will be an indication of a break or separation. Replace the sleeve if any
breaks or separations are found. Install the sleeve back on the perforated metal tube
as shown in figure 2-10o Using the reverse procedure, intall the filter elements and
replace the filter shell gasket and shell.

A Depositing diatomaceous earth in sleeve B Distributionofdiatomaceous earth in sleeve

C Dusting perforated tube D Placing tube in sleeve

Ftg 2-10. Installing the filter sleeve.
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Section H. VAN-MOUNTED 1500-GPH WATER-PURIFICATION UNIT (ERDLATOR)

2-4. DESCRIPTION

a. General. This unit is similar in operation to the 600-gph erdlator previously mentioned in

this chapter. It is a self-contained, continuous-flow unit capable of purifying 1500 gallons per hour

of water. The 1500-gph erdlator is mounted in an enclosed yah on the chassis of a 5.tonltruck.
Figure 2-11 shows a right side view of the van body. Figur 2-12 shows the van body with the left

side doors open.

1. Van Body 5. Hoae cap (raw water inlet)
2. Ladder Asaembly 6. Hose cap (waste water outlet)
3. Right ide door 7. Ladder
4. Cable outlet cap 8. Rea door

Fig 2-11. Van body right view]chassis.
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1. Bonnet door (2 rqr)
2. Left side door
3. Diatomite filter assembly
4. Sludge concentrator tank
5. Wet well tank
6. Erdlator tank

7. Control cabinet
8: Filter pump assembly
9. llose cap (wa.stc water outlet)

I0. Hose cap (filtered ,’atcr outlet)
I. Cable outlet cap

12. Ground stud

Fig 2-12. Van body, left side with doors open.

The water purifying equipment consists primarily of the water treatment section where the raw
water is mixed and treated with chemicals; the ’filter section; and the necessary valves, piping, and
controls to direct the water. The unit was designed to be powered electrically by a 10 kw generator.
The water distribution set that is carried by this unit is designated as the M-64 set. The van body
has a rear door and a side door. The rear entrance is accessible by a two-step ladder assembly and
the side door has a stair-type ladder assembly. The van body is insulated and has a built-in heater.As we did with the 600-gph erdiator0 we will attempt to cover here just what the operator needs to knowto operate the 1500-gph unit. If detailed explanation is necessary for a given problem, then refer to
TM-04461A-15.

b. Chemical feed equipment (fig 2-13). The chemical feed equipment consists of a duplex chemical
solution feeder and accessories. The chemical feeders are electric motor driven to provide a
continuous feed of chemical.
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(1) Slurr feeder. This feeder supplies pulverized limestone slurry to the erdlator tank and
a diatomRe slurry to the filter. The slurry feeder consists of a tank. agitators, charge
regulators, and a safety clutch.

(2) Chemical solution feeder. These tanks are located below the chemical feeder assembly just
mentioned above. These rubber-lined metal tanks are used to supply calcium hypochlorite
and ferric chloride which are pumped into the erdlator tank.

1, Chemical slurry feeder safety slip clutch
2. Chemical slurry feeder tank assembly
3. Diatomite Murry dilution tank assembly. Chemical feed equipment frame
5. Chemical slurry feeder drive motor
6. Chemical solution feeder
7. Ferric chloride solution tank
8. Calcium hypochlorite solution tank
9. Speed reducer
I0. Chain tightener

Fig 2-13. Chemical feed equipment.

c. Erdlator assembl. This assembly consists of an erdlator tank, agRator shaft, sludge
concentrator tank, wet well tank, influent launder, agRator drive motor, adjustable motor base,
speed reducer, effluent launder, and aspirators. Figure 2-14 shows a cutaway view of the erdlator
assembly.
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CLARIFICATION ZONE

MIXING ZONE

Fig 2-14. Erdlator assembly-cutaway view.

(1) Erdlator tank. This tank has a capacity of 530 gallons and serves as a separator which
separates the slurry blanket from the clear water in the upper section of the tank.

(2) ARator shaft. This consists of a tubular shaft with five equally spaced circular discs
attached which is mounted in the center of the erdlator tank.

(3) Sludge concentrator tank. This tank, which is welded to the front of the wet well tank, is used
to draw off the floc slurry, thereby always allowing some clear water on the top of the
erdlator tank. It has a drain that is used to drain off this floc slurry to waste.

(4) Wet well tank. This tank is welded to the rear of the erdlator tank and provides for a limited
storage of coagulated water. It also serves as a sump for the suction filter pumps.

(5) Influent launder. The raw water is first introduced into the influent launders through four
aspirators. From the influent launder the raw water overflows into the downcomer tube or
mixing zone.

(6) AERator rive motor. This motor which drives the agitator is mounted on an adjustable
sliding base attached to the two bridge rails on top of the erdlator tank.

(7) Adjustable motor base. This iron casting permits approximately nine inches of horizontal

adjustment.
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(8) Speed reducer. The speed reducer is a worm gear used to reduce the drive speed from the
agitator drive motor to the erdlator agitator shaft.

(9) Effluent launder. This is an aluminum trough that surrounds the downcomer tube. R is

attached to the bridge rails by three leveling rods. It collects the clear water from the upper
section of the erdlator tank and discharges it into the wet well tank.

(I0) Aspirators. The four aspirators are located at the ends of the raw water piping above the
erdlator tank. They direct the raw water into the influent launder and provide aeration of
the raw water.

d. Filter section. The filter section consists of one diatomite filter, one filter pump, pressure
gages, a flow controller, a precoat funnel, an air release vlve, and the additional valves and piping
for operation of the filter: This filter uses diatomaceous earth (D. E. to filter the water. Figure
2-15 shows the filter section.

LEGIID

1. Filter shell lower

2. Filter pump
3. Pressure gage

4. Flow control

5. Pre coat funnel

6. Air release valve

7. Filter shell upper
8. Clamping ring
9. Observation window

Fig 2-15. Diatomite filter.

(1) Dlatomlte filter. This is a 2-part, vertical shell containing six filter elements. These

filter elements, which use D.E. as a filter aid, remove the fine particles remaining in the

coagulated water.

(2) Filter pump. The filter pump is electrically driven and is rated at 25 gpm. This pump

draws the coagulated water from the wet well and pumps it through the filter.

(3) Pressure ages. The pressure gages indicate the amount of pressure on the influent and

effluent side of the filter.
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(4) Flow controller. This control contr,)Is the flow of water through the filter.

(5) Precoat funnel. The precoat funnel is used to add the D.E. slurry when precoating the

filter sleeves before going into a normal filter run.

(6) Air-release valve. The air-release valve releases air trapped in the dome of the filter.
The sudden release of air has the effect of a blast which knocks the filter cake and foreign
mat-ter off the element.

e. Supportin equipment. Two electric pumps (fig 2-16), each with a capacity of 65 gpm,. are

provided. One pump is used as a raw-water pump and the other is used as a distribution pump.
There is a gasoline-engine-driven auxiliary pump (fig 2-17) that can deliver 125 gpm when the two

electric pumps are being used in series when pumping raw water.

1. Frame 5. Motor, dectrical 9. Cable, elec. assembly
2. Plate, ident, motor 6. Pump assembly 10. Terminal box
3. Plate, ident. (ground) 7. Adapter, pipe to hose 11. Plate, ident.

4. Connector plug 8. Adapter, pipe to hose 12. Elbow, pipe
13. Nipple, pipe

Fig 2-16. Electric pump,

Fig 2-17.

1. Suction intake
2. Distribution outlet
3. Gasoline engin

Auxiliary pump--gasoline-engine-driven’.
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f. Electrical control cabinet (fig 2-18). This provides controls for the operation of all electrically

operated components.

1. Slurry feeder switch
ident, plate

2. Filter pump switch
ident, plate

3. Erdlator agitator
switch idcnt, plate

4. Distribution pump
switch ident, plate

5. Raw water pump
switch ident, plate

6. Chemical solution
feeder switch ident.

plate.
7. Electrical meters,

voltage and amperes
8. Low level alarm
9. Alarm silence ident.

plate
10. Control cabinet

switch, start

11. Control cabinet
switch, stop

12. Alarm silence

off switch
13. Low level alarm

light fixture
14. Cabinet,electrical

control
15. Slurry feeder cali-

bration chart,
Diatomite

16. Slurry feeder
calibration chart

L Lbnestone
17. Solution feeder

calibration chart
Cal.Hypochoritc

18. Solution feeder
calibration chart,
Ferric Chloride.

Fig 2-18. Electrical control cabinet,
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g. Personnel heater (fig 2-19). This is a thermostatically controlled, forced-hot-air, multifuel-
burning heater.

? ! 4

1. Heater, Hunter UH-68-2
2. Thermoetat, Room
3. Door, Front Access
4. Connector, Fuel

5. Handle, Damper Control
6. Box, Control
7. Panel, Left Side
8. Strap. Ground

9. Bracket, Heater Mounting

Fig 2-19. Heater.

2-5. FUNCTION AND LOCATION OF CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

This paragraph describes, in tables, the function and location of controls and instruments
which are necessary to the operation of the 1500-gph erdlator.

Table 2-7 furnishes information on the valves and dralncocks. The following symbols are used
to identify the ralves and draincocks: ARV--Air Release.Valve, CV--Control Valve0 DV--Dratn
Valve, VC--Vent Cock, DC--Dratncock, BPV--Bypass Valve, FV--Float Valve.
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Table 2-7. Valves and Draincocks

Symbol Location Function Type & Size Startup
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

DC-1

DC-2

BPV-3

CV-4

CV-5

CV-6

CV-8

CV-9

Raw water
line flow
indicator
manifold

Raw water
line flow
indicator
manifold

Raw water
line flow
indicator
manifold

Raw water
line flow
indicator
manifold

Raw water
line flow
indicator
manifold

Raw water
line to
slurry
feeder

Raw water
line to
slurry
feeder
tank

Raw water
line to
manifold
aspirator

Bleeds the
air from
rate of flow
indicator for
"0" reading
check

Bleeds the
air from
rate of flow
indicator for
"0" reading
check

Bleeds the
air from
rate of flow
indicator for
"0" reading
check

Bleeds the
air from
rate of flow
indicator for
"0" reading
check

Bleeds the
air from
rate of flow
indicator for
"0" reading
check

Vents raw
water line
to assist
complete
drainage

Controls
valve for
filling
limestone
slurry tank

Main raw
wat6r influ-
ent valve
for filling
erdlator
tank

"A", 1/4 in.
brass drain
cock

"A", 1/4in.
brass drain
cock

1 ]4 in. gate
valve

l/4in, gate
valve

1/4in. gate
valve

"A", 114 in.
brass drain
cock

1/2 in. gate
valve

2 in. gate
valve

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Closed

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Closed

Partially
open

Open
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Table 2-7, Valves and Draincocks--contd

Symbol Location Function Type & Size Startup
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

CV-IO

CV-11

BPV-12

CV-14

CV-15

CV-16

DV-27

CV-32

Raw water
influent
line to
aspirator

Raw water
influent
line to
aspirator

Raw water
level alarm
piping

Coagulated
water line
from slurry
take-off
weir box
to sludge

Coagulated
water line
from erdla-
tor tank to
diatomite
dilution box

False bot-
tom of the
concentra-
tor tank

Drain line
from
chemical
slurry
feeder tank

Filter
water
effluent
line

Controls
flow of
raw water
to aspirator

Controls
flow of
raw water
to aspirator

Controls
raw water
rate of flow
to erdlator
tank

Permits
drainage
of sludge

Supplies
coagulated
water for
mixing
chemicals

Controls
waste sludge
draw-off
without loss
of clear
water

Drains lime-
stone slurry
compart-
ment

Controls
flow of fil-
tered water
to slurry
feeder tank
diatoma-
ceous earth
compartment

i-I/2 in.
gate valve

1-1/2 in.
gate valve

i-I/2 in.
gate valve

i-I/2 in.
gate valve

1/2 in.
angle valve

Orifice plug
valve flong
pull rod)

3/4 in. gate
valve

1/2 in.
gate valve

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed
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Symbol Location

CV-33

CV 34

DV-22

DV-23

CV-24

DV-25

DV-26

DV-27

Slurry
feeder
filtered
water line

Coagulated
water line
to suction

side of
filter water
pump

Drain line
from con-
centrator
tank

Drain line
from waste
tank

Drain line
from wet
well

Drain water
line from
wet well

Drain line
from chem-
ical slurry
feeder

Drain line
from chem-
ical slurry
feeder tank

Table 2-7.

Function

Supplies
filtered
water for
mixing
chemical

Controls
flow of
coagulated
water to
filter pump

Drains con-
centrator
tank
completely

Drains
waste tank

Prevents
backward
flow of
contaminated
water into
settled water
of wet well

Drains wet
well

Drains dia-
tomaceous
earth slurry
compartment

Drains lime-
stone slurry
compartment

Valves and Draincocks--contd

Type & Size Startup
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

1/2 in. angle
globe valve

I-I/2 in.
quick-acting
gate valve

1 in. gate
valve

1 in. gate
valve

2 in. hori-
zontal swing
check valve

2 in. gate

3/4 in.
gate valve

3/4 in.
gate valve

Closed

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed
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Table 2-7. Valves and Draincocks--contd

Symbol Location Function Type .& Size Startup
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

CV-32

CV-33

CV-34

CV-35

CV-36

CV-37

CV-38

DV-39

Filter water
effluent
line

Slurry feeder
filtered water
line

Coagulated
water line
to suction
side of
filter water
pump

Coagulated
water line
from filter
pump to in-
fluent plug
valve

Coagulated
water line
from filter
pump to in-

fluent side
of filter

Coagulated
water line
below pre-
coat funnel
filter No. 1

Air vent
line on
influent side
of filter

Recircula-
tion filter
line below
gate valve
CV-40

Controls
flow of
filtered
water to
slurry feeder
tank diatoma-
ceous earth
compartment

Supplies
filtered
water for
mixing
chemicals

Controls
flowof co-
agulated
water to
filter pump

Prevents
backward
flow of
water from
filter

Controls
flow of co-

agulated
water for
filtering
or washing

DiatomRe
slurry
filling con-
trol valve
to filter

Filter air
vent

Drains re-
circulatlon
filtered
water line

1/2 in.
gate valve

I/2 in. angle
globe valve

1-1/2 in.
quick-acting
gate valve

1-I/4 in.
swing check
valve

l-1/2in.
3-wayplug
valve 2 port,
90 degree
turn

3/4 in.
gatevalve

3/8 in.
gate valve

1/2 in.
gate valve

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Open
Down

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Open
Down

Closed

Closed

Closed
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Table 2-7. Valves and Draincocks--contd

Symbol Location Function Type & Size Sartup
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

CV-40

DC-42

DC-43

DC-44

CV-45

CV-46

DV-47

DC-48

ARV-49

Recirculation
filter line
below flow
controller
valve, CV-45

Influent
filter
pressure
gage line

Influent
filter
pressure
gage line

Effluent
fiRer
pressure
gage line

Effluent
filter
pressure
gage line

Recirculatinn
filter line
below effluent
plug valve
CV-46

Recirculation
filter line
above flow
controller
valve, CV-45

Drain line
from bottom
of filter

Base of
filter pump

Top of
filter

Starts and
stops flow
of water
from filter

Cutoff
water pres-
sure to influ-
ent gate

Drains
filter in-
fluent gage
and piping

Cutoff
water
pressure
to effluent
gage

Drains
filter ef-
fluent gage
and piping

Controls
rate of flow
of water
from fiher

Controls di-

rection of
flow for
recirculating
or filtering

Drains

waste
from filter

Drains
pump
volute

Releases
air trapped
in dome of
filter and
filter
elements

1-1/2 in.
gate valve

"E", I/4 in.
brass drain
cock

"A", 1/8 in.
brass drain
cock

"E", 1/4in.
brass drain
cock

"A", 1/8 in.
brass drain
cock

1-1/2 in.
flow controller
valve

1-1/2 in.
3 way, 3 port,
90 degrees
turn, plug
valve

2 in. quick-
acting gate
valve

i/8 in. cock

Air release
valve

Closed

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Open

Open and.

recirculating

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Open

Open filter
position

Closed

Closed

Closed
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Table 2-7. Valves and Draincocks--contd

Symbol Location Function Type & Size Startup
PosRion

Normal
Operating
Position

CV-50 In back of
flow control
valve

Controls
flow of
water out
of van

I-i/2 in.
gate valve

Closed Open

Table 2-8 furnishes information pertaining to the flow, feed, and pressure indicators. The

following symbols are used to identify the indicators: PI--Pressure Indicator, FEI=-Feed Indicator.
and FLI--Flow Indicator.

Table 2-8. Pressure Flow and Feed Indicators

Normal

Symbol Location Type & Size Startup Operating
Position Position

PI-1

PI-2

PI-3

FLI-4

FEI-5

FEI-6

Aspirator
manifold

Mounted on
reclrculation
filter line
between filter
and flow
controller

Mounted on
recirculation
filter line
from filter
to flow
controller

Mounted on
erdlator
wet well

Mounted on
left side of
slurry tank

Mounted on
right side
of slurry
tank

Function

Indicates
discharge
pressure
from raw
water as-
pirator
manifold

Indicates
influent
filter pump
pressure

Indicates
effluent
filter pump
pressure

Determines
rate of raw
water in-
fluent flow

Regulates
rate of feed
for diatoma-
ceous earth
slurry

Regulates
rate of feed
for limestone
slurry

Dial indicator

Dial indicator

Dial indicator

0-30 psi

0-i00 psi

0-100 psi

0-65 gpm

O-lOO%
capacRy

O-lOO%
capacRy

10-15 psi

0-65 psi

0-65 psi

50 gpm

50 ppm

50 ppm
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Symbol

Table 2-8. Pressure Flow and Feed Indicators-ocontd

Location Function Type & Size Startup
Position

Normal
Operating
Position

FEI-7

FEI-8

Chemical
solution
feeder

Chemical
solution
feeder

Regulates
rate of feed
for ferric
chloride
solution

Regulates
rate of feed
for calcium
hypochlorite
solution

1/2-2-1/2
gph

1/2-2-1/2
gph

30 ppm

6 ppm

Table 2-9 furnishes information pertaining to the manually operated electrical controls.
symbols are used.

Table 2-9. Manually Operated Electrical Controls

Component Control Type of Button and

Controlled Station Contact Location Location

No

Slurry feeder

Filter pump

Erdlator agitator

Distribtrtion pump

Raw water pump

Blackout lights

Warning buzzer
and fixture light

Slurry feeder

Filter pump

Erdlator agitator

Distribution pump

Start

Start

Start

Start

Start

Off when
doors are
open

Off-On

Sop

Stop

Stop

Stop

Push switch
momentary

Push switch
momentary

Push switch
momentary

Push switch
momentary

Push switch

momentary

Micro-switch
momentary

Toggle switch

Push switch

momentary

Push switch
momentary

Push switch
momentary

Push switch
momentary

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

At rear
right door

Upper left of
control cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Black, control
cabinet door

Black, control
cabinet door

Black, control
cabinet door

Black, control
cabinet door

Black, control
cabinet door

Ceiling mounted

Red, control
cabinet door

Red, control
cabinet door

Red, control
cabinet door

Red, control
cabinet door
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Component
Controlled

Table 2-9. Mantmlly Operated Electrical Controls--contd

Control Type of
Station Contact Location

Button and
Location

Raw water pump

Solution feeder

Ceiling lights,
dome

Van body lights
and heater

Personnel heater
thermostat

Personnel heater
switch

Stop

Start-
Stop

NORMAL
OUT

BLACKOUT
(3-position)

On-Off

Heater on
vent

Push switch
momentary

Push switch

Toggle switch,
double

Circuit
breaker

Toggle
switch

Inside control
cabinet

Inside control
cabinet

Mounted in
roof panel near
front door

Inside control
cabinet

Left rear corner
of van body
ceiling

Front heater
control panel

Red, control
cabinet door

Black-start,
red-stop,
control cabinet
door

Table 2-I0 furnishes information pertaining to the sight glass and low level alarm sensitive
switch. The following symbols are used to identify them: SG--Sight Glass and SS--Sensitive Switch.

Table 2-I0. Sight Glass and Sensitive Switch

Symbol Location Purpose

SG-I

SS-1

Raw water line
point of entry to
erdlator

Mounted on top
of erdlator
wet well

Observe water
clarity presence
of air bubble

Closing circuit
which operates
buzzer and light
to warn operator
when well is low

Type & Size

Oval glass
transparent

BZV-2RN
tapped 1/2 in.
NPT

2-6. SETTING UP THE UNIT

a. Preparing the unit. When the truck-mounted unit has been positioned at a site as discussed
in chapter 1, provide a firm footing for the wheels and jacks by digging ditches and installing blocks
or timber under the wheels to prevent settling. The truck’s hand brake should be set and the trans-
mission should be in gear. When the spirit levels on the body indicate the unit is level, open the
side panels (weather permitting) to provide better access to equipment.

b. Grounding. Electrically ground the van body by driving a long metal ground Pod (approx. 8 it)
into the earth near the vehicle. Connect a #6 cable to the ground rod and to the ground connector
of the van body. The ground cable should uot exceed 6 feet in length.
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c, Generator. The generator set should not be more than 50 feet from the purification unit.
Insure that the generator is level and ground it in much the same way as discussed for the purification
unit.

Note: When connecting the main power cable to the generator lugs, insure that the color-coded
wires are connected correctly to the control panel.

L1 Black
L2 Red
L3 Blue
L0 White

d. Raw-water pump. Place the electrically driven raw-water pump not more than 50 feet from
the erdlator. When the distance requires it, use two raw-water pumps tn series. The maximum
suction lift is 20 feet for each pump.

e. Hose connections. Install the 2-inch filter waste hose and erdlator tank waste hose and run

them to a suitable discharge point where the waste will not be drawn back into the unit. Connect the
1 1 ]2" suction and discharge hose to the raw-water pump. Connect the raw-water pump discharge
hose to the raw-water lrake on the van body. The number of water distribution tanks used will de-
pend on the amount of purified water that will be needed at any one time. A hose is connected to the
filter and run to a distribution tank. Place the distribution pump close to the distribution tank and

connect a suction hose to the pump and place the other end into the distribution tank. A discharge
hose is then connected to the pump with a distribution nozzle screwed on the other end. Connect
all electrical cables from the electrically operated units to their power source.

2-7. OPERATION

a. Chemical re{luirements.

(i) Ferric chloride. Two pounds of ferric chloride are emptied into the rubber pail that is

used for this purpose. The pail is filled with water to the 3-gallon mark. The solution is

stirred with a wooden paddle to dissolve the chemical.

Note: Protect eyes and skin from direct contact with any chemical and solution mix. Be
especially careful when opening chemical containers to avoid inhaling chemical powder.

Pour the three gallons of solution in the ferric chloride solution tank. Then rinse the

rubber pail with a gallon of raw water and add this to the solution bringing the total to four

gallons of solution.

(2) Calcium hypochlorite solution. Measure eight ounces in the calcium hypochlorRe plastic

measure that is provided and pour into a rubber pail. Stir in water to the 3-gallon mark and

then slowly pour this solution into the calcium hypochlorite solution tank. Then rinse the

pail with an additional gallon of water and pour this into the solution tank bringing the total

to four gallons of this solution.

(3) Limestone slurry. The limestone compartment is on the right side of the slurry feeder.

When the operator has filled this compartment with raw water (14 gad to the upper mark on

the HI-Low indicator, 14 pounds of limestone are added to this raw water using an aluminum

measure made for this purpose.

(4) Diatomaceous earth slurry/. The D.E. compartment is on the left side of the slurry feeder.
After allowing filtered water (14 gad into the compartment to the upper mark on the HI-Low

indicator, add seven pounds to the D.E. compartment and mix thoroughly. An aluminum

measure is used for measuring the D.E.

(5) Activated carbon. If activated carbon is used for objectionable tastes and odors, add 1.4
pounds to the 14 gallons of water in the limestone compartment of the slurry feeder. A
porcelain measure is used to measure the activated carbon.
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b. Preliminar positioning of valves. The valves are set as follows before actual starting of
the unit.

Note.-

VC

(I) DC-I

(2) DC-2

(3) BPV-3

(4) CV-4

(5) CV-5

(6) VC-6

(7) CV-7

(8) CV-8

(9) CV-9

(10) CV-10

(11) CV-ll

(12) BPV-12

(13) CV-14

(14) CV-15

(15) CV-16

(16) CV-17

(17) DV-19

(18) DV-20

(19) DV-21

(20) DV-22

(21) DV-23

(22) CV-24

(23) DV-25

Below are the codes used for the valves in the sequence that follows.

ARV Air Release Valve. DC Drain Cock.
CV Control Valve. BPV By-Pass Valve.
DV Drain Valve. FV Float Valve.

Vent Cock.

Bleeds air from rate of flow indicator. Closed

Bleeds air from rate of flow indicator. Closed

Bleeds air from rate of flow indicator. Closed

Bleeds air from rate of flow indicator. Open

Bleeds air from rate of flow indicator. Open

Vents raw water line. Closed

Controls raw-water flow into limestone Open
compartment.

Controls water into limestone slurry tank. Open

Main raw-water influent valve for erdlator tank. Open

Controls flow of water to aspirator. Open

Controls flow of water to aspirator. Open

Controls rate of flow to erdlator tank. Open

Permits drainage of sludge from weir box. Open

Supplies coagulated water for mixing chemicals. Closed

Controls waste sludge draw-off without loss Open 1st
of clear water, notch

Controls clear water into wet well from sludge Open
concentrator.

Partial drain valve.

Complete drain valve.

Sludge draw-off for concentrator.

Complete drain for sludge concentrator tank.

Drains waste tank.

Prevents backward flow of contaminated water
into settled water of wet well.

Drains wet well. Open

Closed

Closed

Part, Open

Closed

Open

Closed
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(24) DV-26

(25) DV-27

(26) CV-’34

Drains diatomaceous earth slurry compartment.

Drains limestone compartment.

Controls pretreated water from wet ve-il to
filter pump.

c. Pumps. Prime the feeder pumps and .adjust chemical setting.

(1) Ferric chloride 1.2

(2) Calcium hypochlorRe (HTH) 5.0

d. StartinK.

(1) Start raw-water pump.

Closed

Closed

Closed

(2) Bleed all air from lines by opening draincocks. (When water/lows out of draincock, close it.)

(3) Adjust CV-8 and set FEI-6 to 50 ppm.

(4) Adjust CV-9 to read 15 psi on gage.

(5) Allow erdlator tank to fill.

(6) Start agitator motor when there is at least one foot of water in erdlator tank.

(7) When erdlatpr tank is full, drain off any foreign material that could have gotten into the
tank by lowering the effluent launder with the leveling rods and draining off to waste.
Level effluent launder.

(8) Close DV-25 when water is clear flowing from erdlator tank to wet well.

(9) Adjust calcium hypochlorRe setting to 1.2.

(10) WaR for proper fioc and adjust chemicals accordingly. When a proper floc is obtained and

the water is clear at the top of the erdlator tank, then it is time to precoat the filter elements
to prepare the filter for filtering.

accomplished before precoating are as follows:
Prepositioning of filter valves. The preliminary settings on the filter section that must be

(1) CV-32 Allows filter water to diatomaceous earth slurry Closed
compartment.

(2) CV-33 Solution make-up valve. Closed

(3) CV-35 Check valve. Open

(4) CV-36 Controls pretreated water into filter. Filter

(5) CV-37 Precoat feed funnel drain into filter. Closed

(6) CV-38 Filter vent valve. Open

(7) DC-39 Draincock. Closed

(8) CV-40 Filter outlet valve. Open

(9) DC-41 Draincock. Open
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(I0) DC-42 Draincock. Closed

(II) DC-43 Draincock. Open

(12) DC-44 Draincock. Closed

(13) CV-45 Flow control. 25 gpm

(14) CV-46 Controls direction of flow. Recirculating

(15) DV-47 Filter drain valve. Closed

(16) DC-48 Draincock. Closed

(17) ARV-49 Air release valve. Filter

(18) CV-50 Controls flow of water out of van. Closed

f. Precoating.

(1) Mix D... in the proper mixture and add to precoat funnel. (1 1/2 lb to one gal water)

(2) Open CV-37 and allow this mixture to drain into the filter.

(3) Close CV-37.

(4) Open CV-34.

(5) Start filter pump.

(6) Close CV-38 when water starts to flow out.

(7) Precoat for:

(a) 4-6 minutes.

(b) until good filter cake is seen.

(o) until water in filter is clear.

Now you are ready to filter.

g. Filtering.

(1) Change CV-46 to filter.

(2) Open CV-50.

(3) Make-up diatomaceous earth for compartment as shown in chemical requirements for slurry.

(4) Open CV-33.

(5) Close CV-33.

(6) Add diatomaceous earth to compartment.

(7) Open CV-32 and adjust for proper flow.

(8) FF,I-7 set to 50 ppm.
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h. Backwashing. Backwashing the filter is done whenever there is an interruption in the filter
cycle, when the storage tanks are full, when the source is exhausted, or when the influent and
effluent pressure gages differ by 5 psi.

(1) Close CV-40 and CV-50.

(2) Let pressure gages equalize.

(3) Shut down filter pump.

(4) Close CV-34.

(5) Close CV-23.

(6) Turn ARV-49 to backwash and open DV-47.

(7) Open CV-38.

The unit is now backwashed and by prepositioning the valves again as discussed earlier for
precoating, you could go into the precoat cycle and then hack to filter. If the unit is to be shut down,
then all power to the unit should be shut off and all valves and drains opened. All compartments,
tanks, and feeders should be flushed out, using filtered water if .possible.

i. Operator maintenance and lubrication. For a complete lubrication chart refer to TM-04461A-15,
which covers the operation and maintenance of the 1500-gph erdlator. The van door hinges, latches, and
cables should be oiled with OE #I0 every 50 hours. All oilcan lubrication points should use #i00E.
Grease points will use GAA grease. Gear oil used will be of 140 weight above 32o F and 90 weight
below 32 F.

(1) Solution feeder.

(a) Drive arms 50 hours,

(b) Lever arms 50 hours,

(c) Drive arm bearings 250 hours,

(d) Gear case Check every 10 hours and change every 500 hours.

(2) Erdlator assembly.

(a) Agitator reduction gear 50 hours.

(b) Agitator shaft bearings 50 hours,

(c) Agitator reduction gear case Check every 10 hours and change every 1000 hours.
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Section wr. WATER-PURIFICATION UNIT, WALLACE AND TIERNAN MODEL U22446

2-8. DESCRIPTION

a. Gene__ral. The water purification unit (see figure 2-20) is a frame-mounted, diatomite type
unit with an adjustable flow rating of 10 to 40 gallons per minute. This unit is presently in the
system of the Marine Corps. This unit is similar to the.600-gph unit in its concept of operatiort,
although there are some differences in its components; these components will be discussed in
this section to give you a better understanding of the water-purification unit model U22446.

b. Machinery section. The machinery section (figures 2-21 and 2-22) consists of a
pumping unit, tool box, a diatomite slurry feeder, a calcium h.ochlorite solution feeder
(hypochlorinator), hoppers or reservoirs for slurry and solution, and all necessary valves and
fittings for connection to a 2-inch hose. The machinery section should be located close to the
filter section and near the settling tanks (figure 2-20) for convenience of operation and to keep
hose lines short’. A canvas cover is supplied to protect the equipment during inclement weather.

_Pumping Unit. The pumping unit consists of a centrifugal pump capeble of delivering 55
gpm against a total head of 50 feet including a 15-foot suction lift and a single cylinder,
four-cycle, air-cooled gasoline engine. The pump and engine are close coupled, with
pump impeller mounted on the end of the engine crankshaft. The engine is capable of
operating the pump continuously at rated capacity. By proper manipulation of the pump
section valve. (figure 2-22) and the valves on the filter section, the unit performs the
pumping necessary for precoat, filter, and backwash operations, A power take-off from
the engine starting pulley drives the slurry feeder.

(2) Toolbox (fig 2-21). The toolbox has compartments for storing the comparator, tools,
and spare parts. Flow diagrams are mounted inside the hinged cover.

(3) Slurry feeder (fig 2-22). The slurry feeder is mounted alongside of the gasoline
engine and is driven at approximately one-quarter engine speed by a V-belt and pul-
leys. A slurry of filteraid and water ismade in the slurry hopper. The hopper has

Fig 2-20. Water purification unit in operating position.
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a strainer (to keep leaves, stones, debris, and other foreign matter from the feeder
mechanism) and a clamp-on cover. A diaphragm type air compressor, powered by
the slurry feeder shaft, pumps air to the slurry hopper. This air agitates the

slurry and keeps the filteraid from settling to the bottom of the hopper. The slurry
feeder draws a small amount of slurry from the hopper into the feeder. Flushing
water flows to the filter through the slurry feeder, automatically flushing out the slurry
change. The flushing action is caused by means of valves in the feeder and the

restrictor.

(4)

Fig 2-21. Machinery section--front view.

H’pochlorinator (fig 2-22). The hypochlorinator is mounted in line with the slur-
ry feeder and is driven through a flexible coupling from an extension shaft of the
slurry feeder. A solution of calcium hypochlorite and water is put in the hypochlorite
reservoir. The pumping action of the hypochlorinator draws a small amount of solu-
tion from the hypochlorite reservoir .,ough a strainer, hose, and sight glass to the
hypochlorinator. The charge of solutin is then pumped from the hypchlorinator to
the pump discharge. Hate of feed is altered by moving the control handle. The sight
glass provides a visual check on the operation of the hypochlorinator.

Fig 2-22. Machinery section--rear view.
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(5) Restrictor (fig 2-21). The restrictor is located between the pump and the pump dis-
charge hose connection. Water flowing from the pump is restricted by a flap valve
and weight inside the restrictor housing. This action produces a small differential in
pressure. Water drawn from the restrictor at a point of higher pressure provides flushing
water to the slurry feeder. This flushing water dilutes the slurry in the feeder, prevents
filteraid from settling in the feeder, and flushes the slurry to the pump discharge. Hose
connections on the restrictor housing are provided for filling the slurry hopper and the
hypchlorlte reservoir, and for dischat’ging"from the slurry feed and the hypchlorinator.

c. Filter section (figs 2-23 and 2-24). The filter section is placed close to and be-
tween the machinery section and storage tanks for convenience in operation and to keep the
hose lines as short as possible. The pressure type filter has a steel shell attached to a steel
base in which are mounted seven cylindrical filter elements. Valves, controls, and hose adapters
are mounted on the filter section. By proper manipulation of the valves the basic operations
of precoating, filtering, and air-bump backwashing are performed. A steel cover protects the
top of the filter during transportation and is used as a precoat and recirculating tank during
operation. Test samples are withdrawn through a filtered water sampling valve. The adjustable
flow controller maintains a constant preset flow during filtering. The air release valve is
mounted on top of the filter shell. A window in the filter shell permits visual observation during
operation. The filter section is equipped with a tubular pipe ring for protection and ease in
handling. The filter is the diatomite type.

(i) Precoat and recirculating tank. When the filter is not in use, the steel precoat and
recirculating tank (which is part of filter section) fits over the filter shell and protects
the top of the filter from damage. The tank is secured by four clamps. When the
filter is in service, the precoat diatomite filteraid slurry (diatamaceous earth) is mixed
in the tank and then applied to the filter elements. The tank is also used for reclrculating
water during filtering.

(2) Filter elements (fig 2-25). Seven identical filter elements are individually
mounted on nipples welded to a false bottom of the filter base. The elements extend

Fig 2-23. Filter section--front view.
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verticaIly inside the filter shell. Each filter element is made up of a plastic sleeve
and perforated steel tube assembly, a brass top cap, a tie rod, 12 plastic cups, two
spacers, a cast bronze base, and an O-ring gasket. The filter element assembly is

essentially a fine strainer which is rigid and strong enough to support a cake\of
diatomite filteraid.

Fig. 2-24. Filter section--rear view.

Fig 2-25. Dismantled filter section showing filter elements.
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d. Auxiliary ecuipment. Very clear water need not be coagulated and settled, but may be
.pumped directly from a raw-water source. For such water sources only, the following auxiliary
equipment will generally be required:

Calcium hypochlorite.

Filteraid {diatomaceous earth).

Hose. Two-inch suction (or discharge) hose must be used on connections to any pumping
unit.

Tanks for water storage.

Distribution equipment. Pumping units, hose, water cans, tanks, etc. are needed for
water storage and distribution, depending on the way the treated water is to be utilized.

Turbid water must be coagulated and settled before it is filtered. For such water sources,
in addition to auxiliary equipment listed above, the following additional auxiliary equipment
will be needed:

Ground alum (aluminum sulfate).

Soda ash.

Chemical baskets.

Raw-water pumping unit.

Tanks for the pretreatment of the water.

2-9. FUNCTION OF EQUIPMENT

Impurities and organisms are removed from water by mechanical and chemical means. Sus-
pended matter is removed by filtering; amoebic cysts, endamoeba histolyca, and schistosomes are
removed by coagulation, settling, and filtering; most bacteria are killed by addition of calcium
hypochlorite to water. Coagulation and settling are accomplished by adding alum and soda ash
which coagulate and enmesh (FLOC) most suspended small particles {including living organisms)
in the water and carry them to the bottom of the tank. This process is called flocculation. After
settling, water is drawn from the top of the tank and filtered. A typical arrangement of water
purification equipment is shown in figure 2-26. In this arrangement, raw water is pumped from a
source into settling tanks. Chemicals {alum and soda ash) for coagulation are added during filling.
Settling is important because suspended matter in the water will quickly clog filter elements. The
pump in the machinery section draws water from settling tanks and forces it through the filters in
the filter section. Before settled water can be filtered, diatomite filteraid (called slurry) is mxed
in the precoat tank and pumped through the filter section where the filteraid is deposited on the
filter elements in cake form. This cake passes water but screens out any suspended matter and
bacteria. A controlled amount of calcium hypochlorite solution is added to the water by the hyp.o-
chlorinator contained in the machinery section. When filter elements become clogged, as indicated
by the pressure gage and by a reduction in output of filtered water, the filter elements must be back-
washed. Air-pump backwashing is used to dislodge the filter cake, with accumulated suspended
matter, from the filter elements so it may he easily drained from the filter shell. The filtered
water is stored in the filtered water storage tank. The water purification unit described here can
purify fresh water, but cannot remove salt or any other dissolved matter from water.
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Fig 2-26. Typical arrangement of water-purification equipment.

Tabulated data. Equipment characteristics information is provided in table 2-11.

Table 2-11. Tabulated Data

Item

Weights:

Machinery section

Filter section

Pump capacities:

System

Pump

Hypochlorinator at a rate of 600 rpm

Slurry feeder at a rate of 600 rpm

Capac ities:

Slurry feeder hopper

Hypochlorite reservoir

Engine fuel tank

Oil capacities:

Slurry feeder

Hypochlorinator case

Engine crankcase

Engine air cleaner

Engine:

Power

Speed

Torclue

Value

450 pounds

325 pounds

40 -+4 gpm

55 gpm

0.6 to 2.4 gph

0.33 to 1.66 gph

3 gallons

5 gallons

gallon

quart

3.5 quarts

2 pints

0.25 pint

4.5 hp

2600 rpm

110 pound-inches
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Section IV. HYPOCHLORINATION UNIT, WATER-PURIFICATION,
FRAME-MOUNTED, WATER-DRrVEN, 100-GPM

2-9. DESCRIPTION

a. General. This unit (fig 2-27) was designed to chlorinate water automatically. The force of the
water that is pumped through the unit is what actuates the chlorination mechanism. The. unit can
chlorinate up to 100 gallons of water per minute. A constant chlorine residual will be held even if
the water is fed at different flow rates. The only time the chlorine residual could change is if the
water character would change, that is to say, if the water would somehow contain more contami-
nants at different times.

Fig 2-27. Hypochlorinator.

The unit consists primarily of a tubular frame Which supports and protects the working parts,
a hypochlorinator, a flow control valve, and a 5-gal hypochlorite solution reservoir. The unit is
supplied with a canvas cover for protection

b. Hypochlorinator. The hypochlorinator is a water-oPerated pump with a diaphragm instead of
the usual piston. A controlled flow of water is admitted through a flow controller. The hypochlort-
nator pumps in direct proportion to the rate of flow of water flowing through it. The hypochlorinator
pumps hypochlorite solution into the water flowing through it. This solution is preset. That is. it
is mixed according to the length of the stroke of the hypochlorinator. Normally 10 ounces of hypo-
chlorite powder to 5 gallons of water will produce a 1.0 percent solution. The pump shaft and pump-
lng diaphragm move forward to accomplish the pumping stroke..,During this process the suction
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poppet valve is closed, the discharge poppet valve is open, and solution is pumped out of the space
between the head diaphragm and pump body. The number of strokes per minute which are accom-
plished by the hypochlorinator is determined by the speed at which the cam rotates (fig 2-28).
The speed at which the cam rotates and the speed at which the hypochlorinator pumps will be in direct
proportion to the amount of water passing through the meter.

STROKE CONTROL
PUMPING HEAD DIAPHRAGM

VALVE DRIVING YOKE

BALANCING WATER
DISCHARGE POPPET

CHAMBER CAM ROLLER

CAM-DRIVEN BY
WATER METER

CAM ROLLER
SUPPORT

VALVE DIAPHRAGM

PILOT VALVE

SUCTION POPPET

PUMP SHAFT VALVE
STEM SPRING

DIAPHRAGM
BALANCING VALVE

WATER VALVE SEAT
DIAPHRAGM

PILOT VALVE
LEVER

POWER WATER
CHAMBER

VALVE SEAT
FIXED ORIFICE

SPRING

FLOW CONTROLLER

SPRING

VALVE PiN

Fig 2-28. Operation of equipment.

c. Balancing water valve. The balancing water valve’s main purpose is to allow enough water
to pass to maintain a pressure in the balancing chamber about equal to the pressure which exists in
the hypochlorinator discharge line. Figure 2-28 shows the internal workings of the equipment.

d. Flow controller (fig 2-28). The main purpose of this valve is as the name states (control the
flow of water). At an increase of inlet water flow, the flow controller diaphragm moves the needle
valve toward its seat causing a reduction of flow.

e. Water pressure regulating valve (fig 2-28). This valve regulates the water pressure. A valve
is held closed by a spring loaded diaphragm until the pressure under the diaphragm is at least 10 psi.

2-10. DETERMINING SOLUTION STRENGTH

In the previous paragraph we mentioned some terms and words used with the hypochlorinator
(stroke, solution. It would not have been proper to go deeper into these terms then, but it is hoped
that the following explanation will help you understand their meanings as pertains to the hypochlori-
nator unit.

Two factors determine the hypochlorite solution strength. One is the volume (gallons) of
hypochlorite solution used, and the other is the strength (percent) of the solution.
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Sixty (60) gallons of 0.5 per cent hypochlorite solution contain the same amount of chlorine
(2.5 pounds) as 30 gallons of 1.0 per cent solution. For field use, 10 ounces of hypochlorite powder
added to 5 gallons of water will produce a 1.0 per cent hypochlorite solution. When the stroke con-
trol is set at ’10" on the dial, the hypochlorLnator will make 12 strokes per minute and deliver 60
gallons of solution per day. The hypochlorinator will pump 30 gallons of solution per day when the
stroke control dial is set at "5"

Figure 2-29 shows a treatment chart that gives the relationship between the flow of water to
be treated and the volume and strength of hypochlorite solution required to produce various chlorine

treatments.

D(SAGE P.P.M

Io

\
60

.2 . .4 .5 . .7 .8 , ;,0

HYPOCHLORITE SOLUTION STRENGTH-%

Fig 2-29. Treatment chart.

Note: Keep in mind when using the chart that the chlorine dosage in ppm (parts per million)

is not the chlorine residual reading. The chlorine residual reading must be taken with

your comparator as discussed in chapter 1.

This chlorine residual reading will then be adjusted as needed by adjusting the dosage. Using the

chart in figure 2-29, take this example for determining the percent of hypochlorite solution Sup-
pose that it is desired to add 3 ppm of chlorine (dosage) to a water flow of 80 gpm. On the upper left-

hand portion of the chart, we find the line corresponding to 80 gpm. Follow it to the right horizon-

tally to a line coming down diagonally from 3.0 ppm (note dotted line). A vertical line dropped from

that intersection to the lower half of the chart gives the volumes of various solutions necessary to
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get a 3 ppm (dosage) treatment. We find that the treatment can be obtained with about 18 gallons per
day of 2-percent solution; 35 gallons per day or 1-percent solution; or with 58 gallons per day of a 6-

percent solution.

Section V. WATER DISTILLATION UNIT, 200-GPH

2-11. GENERAL

The Meco water distillation unit, model PD200LP, is a thermocompression-type, trailer-
mounted, diesel-engine-driven machine. This unit is capable of producing 200 gallons of potable
water per hour from salt or sea water with a salinity of from 2-15 parts per million (ppm). Figure
2-30 shows a front view of the distillation unit with the canvas curtains up. Figure 2-31 shows a
side view on the observation window side of the unit. A 10-gallon tank is provided for the fresh water
required to fill the exhaust boiler and engine system. The crankcase holds seven quarts of high
grade detergent, oil (the weight of which depends on temperature). The filter uses the same type oil,
and its capacity is half a quart. The compressor takes one and a half quarts of special compressor
oil,

Fig 2-30. Distillation unit, 200-gph--front view.
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Fig 2-31. Distillation unit, 200-gph--side view.

2-12. INSTALLATION

The traler-mounted unR should be parked on relatively level ground and the trailer bed
should be leveled to within 118 inch, particularly from front to rear. Locate the unit as close as
possible to the feed water supply (maximum 50 feet). If the terrain is uneven then an attempt should
be made to level the terrain. If it is muddy or sandy, then heavy planking should be used to form a
platform for the unit.

2-13. OPERATION

a. Before starting.

{1) Roll up and secure canvas siding (curtains) on operator’s side of unit.
operator’s side of unit with canvas curtain down.

Figure 2-32 shows
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Fig 2-32. Operator side of unit with curtains down.

(2) Connect the feed water supply to the duplex feed water strainer (fig 2-33). The feed water

supply can be gravity flow from a supply tank to the unit, or the feed pump (fig 2-33) can

be used to lift the water from the source if the lift does not exceed eight feet,

Note: When the feed pump is used to lift the feed water from the supply source, it will be

necessary to use a foot valve on the end of the suction hose and the feed pump will have

to be primed. To prime the feed pump, remove the cover from one of the strainer

baskets and fill the entire suction line with raw water; replace the trainer cover and

tighten clamp. Connect distillate hose to service tank. Insure that fuel tanks are full.
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.FEED PUMP

VENT VALVE (AIR)

FEEDLINE PETCOCK
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Fig 2-33. Distillation unit.
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(3) Check distilled water level in the exhaust boiler, adding water if necessary. Figure 2-34

shows gage on exhaust boiler.

1. Exhaust boiler gage
2. Engine water return line to exhaust boiler
3. Engine exhaust boiler

Fig 2-34. Exhaust boiter and gage.

(4) Close evaporator drain valve and drain cocks on all gage valves. Make certain the manual

blowdown valve is closed along with the distillate valve (fig 2-33).

(5) Open level gage valves on exhaust boiler, evaporator distillate level gage, and evaporator
raw-water level gage (fig 2-33).

(6) Check compressor oil level and engine oil level (fig 2-35), adding oil if necessary. See
the following subparagraph d for listing of normal water levels and oil levels. Figure
2-36 shows observation glass with proper compressor oil level.
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Fig 2-35. Engine off gage.

Fig 2-36. Compressor oll sight glass.
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b. Safety" controls. The safety controls consist of five main assemblies: evaporator high-water-
level; engine high-water-temperature; engine low-oil-pressure; engine overspeed-shutdown switch;
and compressor low-oil-pressure switch, Each safety control provides a means for stopping the

engine by de-energizing the solenoid located in the engine fuel pump. The engine low-oil-pressure
switch and high-water-temperature switch is a combination type control that automatically energizes
the safety control system when the engine oil pressure increases above the set point of 12 psig.
The engine high-water-temperature switch will be actuated if the jacket water temperature exceeds
250 F. The evaporator high-water-level switch will stop the engine if the raw-water level in the

evaporator is increased to a point just below the demister pad. The"overspeed" switch, which is

built into the tachometer, is set to stop the engine at 1125 rpm. The compressor low-oil-pressure
switch is set at 12 psig.

Warning: This trip setting should never be exceeded because the compressor may be severely
damaged when operating above normal speed levels. If an overspeed condition is
experienced, it will be necessary to push the reset button located on the rear and
side of the tachometer in order to restart the engine.

Note: It is recommended that the operation of each safety control device be checked individ-
ually at regular intervals not exceeding 60]90 days to be certain that each is in good
operating condition and that each is actually "on watch" at all times.

c. Starting procedure.

(1) Prime engine fuel system and vent same (if necessary) through plug on top of the secondary
fuel filter (Refer to TM 01274D-14). Position engine safety control knob to START and
open throttle about one inch (throttle is a combination push-pull-screw type) (fig 2-37).
With clutch disengaged, press compressor low-oil-pressure bypass switch and engine
start switch simultaneously to start engine (fig 2-37). Hold bypass switch until engine is
operating and compressor oil pressure exceeds 12 psi (fig 2-38). The engine safety control
knob will reposition itself to RUN automatically when the engine low-oil-pressure setting
of 12 psig i exceeded.

Note: If engine surges on start-up and tachometer indicator exceeds overspeed set point of
1125 rpm, the engine will be shut down. To restart, press overspeed reset button on

the rear and side of the tachometer. Screw throttle in slightly and restart engine.
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1. Start button
2. Low oil bypass button

3. Throttle twist

4. Stop engine

Fig 2-37. Engine operating panel.

5. Safety switch

6. Compressor clutch lever

Fig 2-38. Uni control panel.
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(2) Adjust engine speed to 975 rpm (fig 2-38), allowing a 3- to 5-minute warm-up period and per-
mitring raw water feed to enter the evaporator. Slowly engage the clutch by applying a

steady force to the clutch operating lever, permitting the compressor to accelerate smoothly
without reducing engine speed below approximately 700 rpm. When the compressor inertia
load has been overcome and.lt is operating at near normal speed, the clutch operating lever
should then be thrown to the over-center position.

Warning: If the clutch is not engaged slowly, permitting adequate time to allow the compressor
inertia load tO be overcome before throwing the clutch lever over center, the V-belts
may be thrown out of the sheave grooves or the engine will bog down and stop.

(3)

(4)

Readjust the engine speed to 975 rpm if necessary. Check engine oil pressure which should
read between 20 and 45 psig (fig 2-38). The low-oil-pressure switch is set to shut the engine
down at 12 psig. Check compressor lube oil pressure which should be 18 psig to 20 psig.
The low-oil-pressure switch is set to stop the engine if the compressor oil pressure is

reduced to 12 psig.

Open vent valve I]2 turn (fig 2-33). Open pet cock (fig 2-33) in the feed line permitting
feed water to flow through the engine lube oil cooler during the starting period.

The operator should observe the evaporator raw-water level during the starting period.
This level is indicated by the water level gage located on the side of the sump on the bottom
of the evaporator (fig 2-39). If, during the starting, the operator observes the water level
rising to the top of the gage glass, it is an indication of excessive amount of water in the
evaporator. The excess water should be pumped out of the evaporator by opening the manual
blowdown valve. Should too much feed water enter the evaporator, the high-water-safety
control will shut the unit down. It would then be necessary to drain the water out of the
evaporator by means of the evaporator drain valve (located at the sump of the evaporator)
before restarting. Excess feed water can enter the evaporator only if the feed float valve

(fig 2-40) fails to shut off tightly. If this happens, it is usually due to foreign matter under
the valve seat which will necessitate removal of the valve assembly to free the valve seat
of any debris.

Fig 2-39. Evaporator distillate gage,
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Fig 2-40. Automatic feed float]valve--top view,

(5) As the unit warms up, observe the distillate level in the evaporator gage" glass and open
the distillate valve as necessary to prevent an increase of distillate level in the evaporator.
This should be done slowly in order to prevent losing the charge of distilled water in the
exhaust boiler and in the evaporator.

(6) The manual blowdown valve (fig 2-33) can be opened slightly when the suction pressure
reaches 1.0 psig. When opening the valve, observe the suction pressure as it will drop
rapidly due to the sudden loss of heat. When opening the blowdown valve, attempt to hold
the suction pressure to 25 psig minimum with each valve opening increment of approximately
one turn on the blowdown valve. Continue to open the blowdown valve until the valve is fully
open; the suction pressure will slowly increase after each opening to 1.0 psig.

(7) Open distillate valve fully and adjust air vent valve to emanate a 6- to 10-inch streamer of steam
when circulating water temperature reaches 215 F and the suction pressure is 1.0 psig.
Close the petcock to the feed line.

(8) When the suction pressure approaches 8 psig, the automatic control valve (fig 2-41) will
begin to open, permitting the flow of cold feed water to the evaporator. As the suction
pressure increases to 1.0 psig, the cold water bypass rate will maintain 1.0 psig suction
pressure.



Fig 2-41. Automatic, water-bypass valve

d. Operat/ng procedure. After the starting procedure has been followed through, the system is
maintained in balance by the automatic-control, water-bypass valve. Any adjustment to this valve
should be made slowly and proper time allowed between adjustments to stabilize, l:{efer to TM-
01274D-14 for details, The automatic-control, water-bypass valve maintains constant suction

pressure by varying the control-water rate, depending, upon the feed water and the ambient tempera-
tures. During winter operation the bypass-water rate will be decreased whereas the bypass-water
rate will be increased during summer operation. The automatic-control, water-bypass valve should
always be adjusted to maintain approximately 1.0 psig suction pressure. Further compression of the
valve spring will increase the suction pressure and lessening of the spring compression will reduce
the suction pressure.

Observe the raw-water level, distillate level in the evaporator and exhaust boiler, liquid level
in the blowdown float tank, compressor oil pressure, engine oil pressure, circulating water tempera-
ture, compressor oil level and engine oil level which are as follows:

Raw-water level 2" to 3" in gage glass
Distillate level in evaporator 2" in gage glass
Distillate level in exhaust boiler 10" to full in gage glass
Blowdown float tank level 3" to 4" above bottom of tank
Compressor oil pressure 15 psi to 20 psi

..ngine oil pressure 20 psi to 45 psi

Circulating water temperature 215 F to 217 F
Compressor oil level Middle of glass _+3116"
Ingine oil level 1-314" to 2-114" in gage glass

Check the duplex feed water strainer frequently, switching the valve from one basket to the
other and cleaning the basket as necessary, depending on the feed water conditions, to make certain

the unit always has an adequate feed water supply. Always make certain the strainer basket in the

"Y" type strainer in the blowdown line is clean, preventing a decrease in blowdown flow rate. Al-

ways open the strainer blowdown valve at least once every eight hours, particularly after descaling,
to prevent the buildup of scale particles which would plug the strainer and reduce the blowdown
flow rate.
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During operation in cool or windy weather, it is recommended that the two sides and rear canvas
panels remain in the down position and secured to the housing legs. It may be necessary to lower
the canvas panel on the operator’s side of the unit to keep the unit warm enough for proper operation
at approximately 1.0 psig suction pressure. Every day of operation the drain valve in the sump of the
evaporator should be fully opened for a few seconds to remove any scale sediment and sludge from
the bottom of the evaporator. When operating on normal sea water, the unit will begin to scale and
a slight decrease in distillate output will be realized when operating at a constant engine rpm of 975.
It is permissible to adjust the throttle setting from 975 to 1060 rpm.

e. Stopping procedure.

(1) If the unit is within two or three hours of the descaling period, the evaporator should be descaled
prior to shut down. (Descaling will be discussed later.)

(2) Disengage clutch and close distillate valve.

(3) Continue to operate the unit for approximately 5 minutes with the manual blowdown valve
fully open in order to flush the unit. Close manual blowdown valve.

(4) Push throttle all the way in and pull STOP control.

The above procedure reduces the evaporator pressure slowly and therefore gradually reduces the
engine system to atmospheric pressure, minimizing flushing of he engine water when the engine
is stopped, and rids the evaporator of concentrated sea water.

Caution: Unit must be drained after stopping if freezing weather exists or is apt to exist.
For draining instructions see subparagraph f below.

f. After-operation procedure. Unless freezing weather exists, or is apt o exist, allow unit,
while idle, to remain full (to normal level) of raw water. When a possibility of freezing weather
exists, drain all water from all parts of the unit as follows:

Evaporator. Open evaporator drain valve on bottom of the sump.

Engine-exhaust boiler. Open drain cock on block which will drain the engine and exhaust
boiler. Remove plug from the engine water pump.

Feed-water strainer. Remove plug from each basket and valve chamber and place position
handle to mid position.

Pumps. Remove the pipe plug from the bottom of the casing on the feed pump distillate pump
and recirculating water pump. Removing the plug in the feed pump will drain the feed water
section in the cooler.

Cooler. Open wide the distillate shut-off valve to drain the distillate section of the cooler.
Remove the drain plug in the "T" just ahead of the blowdown float valve in order to drain the
blowdown section of the cooler.

Liquid-level-gage valves. Open petcocks on all liquid level gage valves.

Acid-in,iector tank. Open drain valve, fill valve, and acid flow valves.

Chemical-injector system. Open drain valve, fill valve, and acid flow valves.

g. Operation under abnormal conditions.

(1) Extreme cold weather operation. Difficulty may be experienced when the unit is operated
in a cold atmosphere with very cold feed water. This will greatly increase the load on the
distillate and blowdown cooler, resulting in less heat being recovered by the feed water,
and it will increase the heat lost by radiation. Under these conditions it is essential that
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(2)

the canvas side panels be lowered and lashed to the housing legs with rope in order to keep

the radiation losses to a minimum. Should it be found that 1.0 psig suction pressure cannot

be maintained with minimum venting, then the compressor suction pressure should be

maintained as high as possible from O. 0 psig to 1. O. psig with minimum venting and no flow

through the control-water-bypass valve.

Extreme hot weather operation. Operation in extremely high atmospheric temperatures with

very warm raw water should not affect normal operation. Excess heat can be carried away
by increasing the flow rate through the control-water-bypass valve (by adjusting the spring
tension) and by opening further the air vent valve and, if necessary, the chemical cleaning

vent valve.

(3) Extreme quantities of dust or sand in the air. The engine has an air filter to protect the

engine from dust. It should be cleaned as often as found necessary in each particular

installation.

(4) Unusual feed water supply. The distillation unit is designed and manufactured to give long
and satisfactory service under normal operating conditions on average sea water as well as

most brackish feed water supplies. To accomplish this, the components are constructed of

silicon bronze, 90/10 copper nickel, and bronze. This type of construction has proved quite

satisfactory for normal sea water and brackish water supplies; however, it should be noted

that feed water containing as little as one ppm to two ppm of hydrogen sulfide will result in an

extremely high corrosion rate and relatively rapid deterioration of the equipment. In view

of this, it is strongly recommended that feed waters containing hydrogen sulfide not be used,
or the water be degassed and all hydrogen sulfide be removed prior to admitting the feed

water to the distillation unit.

h. Chemical injection s,stem (M8). The chemical injection system (fig 2o42) consists of a 5-

gallon supply tank, a chemical pump with a manual micrometer adjustment knob (fig 2-43), suction

and discharge lines, a blow off valve, and a sampling connection to check flow rate.

MICROMETER RELIEF

ADJUSTMENT VALVE

/(FLOW MEASURE

TAP

CHEMICAL
FEED PUMP

HUT OFF

STRAINER

CHEMICAL f TO

TN /
STRAINER/ IGHT FLOW

INDICATOR
3-WAY VALVE

Fig 2-42. Chemical injection system schematic.

This system (also known as the M8 "Nu Tek" system) is used to inject a metered quantity of chemical

into the feed water to prevent scale from forming on the heat transfer surfaces. The system is

operated as described below.

(1) Mix the chemical solution in the chemical supply tank (fig 2o44). Use 0.5 gallons of NU Tek 30

to 4.5 gallons of water initially. Vary these amounts on a trail basis to determine the minimum

amount of chemical needed for the type of feed water.

(2} Open the shutoff valve in the discharge line (fig 2-42 and 2-43).
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(3) Using the micrometer adjustment knob, set the stroke adjustment at 25% (figs 2-42 and 2-43).

(4) T check delivery of the chemical injection system, close the shutoff valve and open the
sampling valve (flow measure tap, fig 2-42). Using a small plastic medicine cup (graduated
in cubic centimeters (cc’s), measure the quantity delivered in six minutes and multiply by
I0 (the proper rate of delivery is 25cc per hour). Position valves to return flow to system.

Fig 2-43. Chemical injector, micrometer injector knob.
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2-44. Chemical injector, 5-gallon supply tank.

2-14. MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

a. General. The 200-gph distillation unit is a complicated unit. In our text we try to give you the

.highlights of the operation and merely try to familiarize you with nomenclature and function. You
must rely on TM-01274D-14 for a more detailed explanation. This applies also to the maintenance

end of your job as an operator. If there is a need for details on echelons of maintenance up to 4th,.
then you must refer to the TM mentioned above.

b. Lubrication. There are three different kinds of lubricants used in the 200-gph distillation unit.
These lubricants require changing at varying intervals. Below you will find the lubricants described
and the intervals listed.

(i)

Lubricant "A" Series 3, DS MIL-L-45199A
SAE 20 for +10 F to +60 F ambient

SAE 30 for 60 F and above

Lubricant "B" Esso Teresso 52 or equal, paraffin base oil with rust and oxidation

inhibitors containing an antifoam agent.

Lubricant "C" No. 1 grease. Calcium complex, water resistant, high temperature.
MIL-G-18709A Amendment 3.



(2) Intervals.

Thue Rem Lubricant

Every
24 hours
(Daily)
DL

1. Add crankcase oil as required A
2. Add compressor gear oil as required B
3. Clean air filter if dirty.
4. Grease power take-off throw-out collar C

Every
50 hours

1. Repeat daily servicing.
2. Change oil in crankcase A
3. Change lube oil filter element

Every
100 hours

I. Oil throttle linkage A
2. Change oil in air filter and clean A
3. Check water level of batteries.
4. Grease pump bearings. (Caution: Use low pressure

gun and grease only while pumps are running) C
5. Grease clutch shaft bearing, pilot bearing, and

operating lever shaft C
6. Grease tachometer angle drive C

Every
500 hours

1. Repeat daily and weekly servicing.
2. Check specific gravity of batteries.
3. Change compressor oil B
4. Change compressor lube oil filter element.
5. Fuel filter elements should be changed as

necessary, based on fuel cleanliness.
6. Clean crankcase breather.
7. Grease pillow block bearings C

c. Scale removal (using acid pot). Normally when operating on sea water, the unit will scale and

a steady decrease in distillate output will occur. For optimum operating results it is recommended
that acid cleaning be accomplished every 24 hours. To accomplish this, the unit is equipped with an

acid injector pot for injecting acid into the evaporator on a programmed basis without shutting the unit

down. The acid injection system is so arranged that when it is desired to introduce acid into the
system, the operator can place the prescribed amount of acid into the injector pot (fig 2-45) and simply
reposition the handles of the acid flow valves and flush the acid into the evaporator. It has been found
that acid injection every 24 hours of operation gives extremely good results in maintaining clean tube
condition, resulting in maximum output. The acid is usually more than adequate for scale removal
when operating on normal sea water; however, the exact amount of acid required should be determined
in the field by trial and error. This is to say that it is preferable for the operator to deviate slightly
from the quantities listed, either up or down, in order to use as small an amount as possible to maintain

the evaporator at clean tube condition. In this manner the operator can arrive at a regular quantity
of acid and inject it into the evaporator on a programmed basis and maintain clean tube condition.
The use of acid in excess of the quantity required to remove the scale will result in severe corrosion

in the metals of the distillation unit. The amount of chemical required will wary from location to
location, depending on the type of feed water as well as the blowdown rate maintained by the operator.
It is desirable to maintain maximum blowdown rate as the scale formed under this condition is easier
to remove than the scale which forms when the blowdown rate is too low. A low blowdown rate causes
high concentration in the evaporator and the scale formed during this time is more difficult to remove;
therefore, if it is noticed that continually increasing amount of chemicals are reguired, the rate
of blowdown flow should be checked to be sure it is normal. Normal operating pressure should be

1.0 psig suction and the discharge pressure should be approximately 3.6 psig. When scaling occurs,
the discharge pressure will be reduced slightly as a result of reduction in production rate; therefore,
when the descaling is properly accomplished, the discharge pressure should return to approximately
3.6 psig, accompanied with an increase in production rate to normal output. To properly check the

minimum dose of acid for any particular water on any particular time interval basis, it should be

understood that to properly attack the scale, sufficient acid must be injected to cause the pH (if
measured at the blowdown outlet) to drop initially to slightly less than one. This can be checked with
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litmus paper or the comparator. It usually takes 15-30 seconds, according to how much acid was put
in and how much scale was present. When the pH rises to above two, substantially all attack on the scale
has ceased. The following procedure should be carried out to descale the evaporator on a 24-hour
operational basis. To repeat, the quantities listed below are considered the normal quantities usually
required, but the operator may deviate from these quantities to suit the installation and sea water

conditions. It is strongly recommended that a daily written record of the average distillate output be

kept so that it can be clearly determined if the unit is being cleaned or is gradually scaling. An acid

in liquid form that ma be used is sulfuric acid, 66 Baume (Preferred Acid). The quantity used is

1.5 pints per injection per 24 hours. The chemical cleaning procedure is as follows:

Observe the compressor discharge pressure and record the reading when operating at 1.0 psig
suction pressure. The discharge reading should be compared with the reading for clean tube
conditions to determine the increase in discharge pressure required to return the evaporator
to normal conditions.

Check the position of the acid flow valves, making certain the recirculating water is bypassing
the acid pot. Open the acid fill valve and the acid tank drain valve. Pour the designated
quantity of acid into the injector tank and close the fill valve. Repositton the handles of the
acid flow valve permitting the recirculating water to flow through the tank and flushing the
acid into the evaporator. Discharge the distillate to waste during the acid cleaning period.

Open the chemical cleaning vent valve if necessary to maintain approximately 1.0 to 2.0
psig suction pressure.

Approximately five minutes after the time of acid injection, the evaporator drain valve

should be opened for approximately two to three seconds to blow any sludge and scale out of

the bottom.

After 5 to 10 minutes of operation the acid should be "spent" and the discharge pressure
should increase to normal as well as the distillate output as indicated by a clean tube condition,

if the acid has done the job. Reposition the acid flow valves so that the circulating water
will bypass tke acid injector pot. Allow the unit to flush itself through normal operation for

approximately 15 to 20 minutes before reconnecting the distillate line to the service tank.
Total descaling and flushing time should not exceed 30 minutes.

Approximately every seven days (168 hours) of operation, a small quantity of acid will have to be

added to the feed-water strainer to clean the feed section of the cooler. This should be done

prior to the acid injection into the evaporator.

For ease in handling tl concentrated sulfuric acid, it is recommended that the acid be diluted

with distilled water on a one-to-one basis and the prescribed amount per injection be doubled.

Always pour the acid into the distilled water when diluting the acid.

If the liquid acids are not available or are found to be objectionable by some operators, then dry

acids such as sodium bisulfate or sulfamic acid may be used. The dry acids may be placed directly

in the acid injector pot or first dissolved in water and then poured into the acid pot. If the dry acid

is used, trial at the particular location will determine the necessary quantity. Proceed in the same

manner as given above for the liquid acid cleaning operation except that, for quantity, use about three

pounds of sodium bisulfate per 1,000 gallons of distilled water output by your distilling unit. Do not

use more than about six or seven pounds per charge in the pot. The daily record of discharge pressure

indicates if more or less acid should be used per day.

As a safety measure, the operator should be equipped with protective clothing such as face

shield or goggles, rubber gloves, rubber apron, and rubber pants when handling the acid for de-

scaling. The operator should always remember that water is never to be added to acid; to prevent

spattering, always pour the acid into the water. Avoid inhaling acid fumes as much as possible during

descaling period. In the event of overexposure to the acid fumes a physician should be consulted.
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1. Acid fill valve
2. Acid pot

3. Water flow valve
4. Acid pot drain valve

Valves which are part of the automatic descaling system.

Fig 2-45. Acid injection system.

5. Acid flow valve
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Chapter 3

PUMPS

3-1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will discuss the water pumps which are currently in use in the Marine
Corps and are available to water supply personnel. These are the 100-gpm, reciprocating,
diaphragm pumps (2); the rotary deep-well pump; and the 65-gpm and 55-gpm pumps.

3-2. PUMP, RECIPROCATING, DIAPHRAGM, 100-GPM (REX CHAINBELT MODEL 4DG)

a. General. This pump is a gasoline-engine-driven, positive-displacement, diaphragm-
type pump. The engine and pump assembly is mounted on a two-wheel cart. The engine is a

military standard 2-cylinder0 air-cooled engine. Figure 3-1 shows a front corner view of the
unit. This unit weighs 425 pounds and is equipped with two lifting eyes (fig 3-1). This pump
was designed to be used where the liquid carries a high percentage of trash, mud, or sand.

Note: A strainer must always be used on the suction hose to prevent stones and heavy
trash from enteringthe pump.

1o Lifting eye
2. Discharge side

3. Diaphragm and pump housing
4. Suction side

Fig 3-I. Pump, reciprocating, lO0-gpm.

b. Preparation for use. If the pump is new and you are uncrating it, a visual inspection is

necessary to insure that the pump is not damaged. Four 10-foot sections of 4-inch diameter

hose with 4-inch diameter close nipples should also be with the unit. These close nipples are
screwed into the inlet and outlet valves so that the hoses can be attached. The rubber diaphragm
is shipped separately and has to be installed befcre operation. Figure 3-I shows a view of the
rubber diaphragm housing. Figure 3-2 shows the pump body and a}Jjacent parts. The pump
should not be placed more than 25 feet above the water level. The pump should be level and
placedlas close to the source as possible. The wheels of the pump unit should be chocked to
prevent movement.
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The 4-inch suction hose is of the rigid type. This is the only type which should be used
on the suction side. The discharge side of the pump can use a collapsible type hose.

A. 4" close nipples E. 5/8" brass nuts
B. Pump body F. Diaphragm flange
C. Frame G. Bolts and nuts
D. Rubber diaphragm

Fig 3-2. Pump body and adjacent parts--cutaway.

c. Operating instructions.

(I) Starting. Follow the procedure described below: (the (F) refers to fig 3-3).

Fill the engine fuel tank (l. 5 gallons) (F) with regular gasoline.

Check the engine crankcase oil level by removing the dipstick (F). Observe the
level indicated. Add oil if necessary. Lubrication will be discussed later.

Check the oil level in the pump reduction gearcase. Remove the oil level plug (F).
Oil should be to this level. Add oil if necessary.

Hand turn down the grease cup cap (F) slightly on top of the connecting rod needle
bearing to force grease to the bearing.

Connect the suction hose to the pump and place the inlet end of the hose in the liquid
to be pumped.

Connect the discharge hose and place it in the required position.

Remove the pump body priming cap and fill the pump body with liquid (fig 3-4).

Replace the priming cap tightly on the pump body.

Flip the engine on-off switch to the ON position (F).

Close the choke valve (F).

Start the engine with the engine starter rope (F).

Open the choke valve slowly to obtain smooth engine operation.

(2) . Shut off the engine by flipping the on-off switch to the OFF position. If the
pump is to remain in its present location, engine need only be shut off.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

1. Engine speed knob

2. Engine fuel tank

3. Engine "ON OFF" switch

4. Engine starting rope flange
5. Engine oil dipstiok

6. Gear case oil level

7. Pump s6aft grease cup
8. Engine governor
9. Choke control

Fig 3-3. Engine components.

Normal operation. The operation of the pump is dependent on the volume or supply of

liquid to be pumped. When shallow suction lifts with the little liquid to be pumped are

encountered, reduce engine speed. To govern the engine speed, loosen the spring-
loaded knurled knob (F). Actuate knob forward or back in slotted hole to gain the de-

sired engine speed. This will reduce the load on the engine resulting in reduced fuel

consumption. On high suction lifts it will be necessary to keep the engine speed higher.

Cold weather operation. Cold or freezing weather should not affect the operation of the

pump as long as water is being drawn into and passed through the pump body. However,
at the close of pumping operations, the pump body should be thoroughly drained by re-

moving the pump body and discharge valve drain plugs (fig 3-4). Leave drain plugs
out if pump is to be left outside. Replace plugs before starting operation. If hi-solid

content water has been pumped, remove the clean-out door (fig 3-4) and flush out

pump with clear water.

Pump body clean-out door (fig 3-4). A clean-out door is provided for quick inspection

and clean-out. After pumping of muddy sludge water or water containing chemicals

harmful to lubber, the pump body should be flushed out with clean water. Access to

the inside of the pump body is made by removing four wing nuts holding the clean-out

door to the pump body and removing the door. Replace the door and the rubber gasket.
Turn the wing nuts down tightly.
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WXNG/NUTS DtAIN PLUG CLEAN-OUT

DOOR

Fig 3-4. Pump body clean-out door.

d. Maintenance. As with all pieces of machinery, proper maintenance will extend the life of
the pump. Below is a listing of the things required on the daily maintenance of the pump. Also,
figure 3-6 will show you the lubrication points. If there is need for more information on main-
tenance, then TM 5-4320-252-14 should be consulted for the pump. If there is a need for futher
engine maintenance, then TM 5-2805-257-14 should be used.

i- -q
0’--%-’ \/

Engine Crankcase Consult "Engine Manual" (TM 5-2850-257-14).

Connecting rod bearing grease cup Hand fill as required.

IVIIL-G- 10924A-GAA

Pump Reduction Gearcase Check oil level daily drai.n, flush., and
refill case to level plug every I, 000 running hours.

EP90-140 (MIL-L-2105, Grade 90)

Wheel Bearings Sealed type ball bearing, no lubrication required.

Fig 3-5. Lubrication chart.
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(1) Daily. Follow the steps outlined below:

Fill the engine fuel tank if necessary.

Check the engine crankcase oil level every 5 hours and change the oil every 25 hours

of operation. Add oil if necessary when checking oil.

Check the pump gearcase oil level. Remove the oil level plug on the side of the

gearcase. Add oil if necessary.

Check the connecting rod bearing grease cup. To lubricate the bearing, hand turn
down the grease cup cap one quarter turn, twice daily. Fill cup as required.

Flush out the pump body with clean water.

During freezing weather, make sure the pump body is drained after pumping. Re-
move the suction line from the liquid.

(2) Troubleshooting.

(a) Priming. Failure to prime initially may be due to:

Suction left too high Total lift must be no greater than 25 feet.

Suction leak Check the hose connections, check valve and seat gasket, check

diaphragm for cracks and make sure that the inlet end of the suction hose is

submerged in liquid but not buried in mud and]or foreign matter.

Valve leak Check for proper seating and easy operation.

(b) Loss of prime. This may be due to the same conditions as noted above.

(c) Low pumping rate. Failure to deliver at rated capacity may be due to any of the

following causes:

Suction lift too high Reposition the pump as required.

Discharge point too high Change the discharge system as required.

Suction leaks Check as indicated under priming.

Collapsed suction line Make sure that the suction hose lining is not damaged
or that the line is not crimped.

Clogged suction Clean the suction inlet.

Reduced engine speed Make sure engine is properly serviced and adjusted.
(Connecting rod should operate at approximately 60 strokes per minute.

3-3. PUMP, RECIPROCATING, DIAPHRAGM, 100-GPM (GORMAN RUPP MODEL 4D2A016}

a. General. This pump is basically similar to the 100-pm pump just discussed in para-

graph 3-2. The engines are identical; therefore, the engine on this pump will not be discussed

in this paragraph. The pump itself is slightly different in design so we will be discussing it.

The engine and pump are mounted on a two-wheel, hand-drawn cart, differing from the other

cart in the shape of the drawbar and strength. Figure 3-6 shows a view of the pump from the

discharge side. Figure 3-7 shows an exploded view of the cart.
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Fig 3-6. Pump, reciprocating, 100-gpm (Gorman Rupp).

I. Nut 0. Engine 8ard ]1. Nut
2. Lok washer 7. Cotter pln 12. Lk waer
3, -h 8. aaher ]3, -lt

4. Clamp . heel J4. Axle

5. H 10. L. tittin8 15. Base

Fig 3-7. Pump, cart.
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The Gorman Rupp pump is also rated at 100 gallons per minute against a 25-foot h.ead
(maximum suction lift of 25 feet), This pump unit weighs only 312 pounds as opposed to the 425
pounds of the Rex Chainbelt model, Since the procedures of.pre.parin the units for use and in-

stallation are the same, we will not repeat them here but merely refer you back to paragraph
3-2 to refresh your memory, When the unit is being transported, the wheels should be chocked

to prevent movement, The tiedowns- provide additional security,

b. Pump. The pump uses a diaphragm and plunger assembly. The diaphragm is a tough,
flexible, rubber ring which is mounted between the diaphragm pot and the diaphragm ring which

is secured to the frame. Figure 3-8 shows these components.

KEY

1, Plug
2. Nut
3, Lock washer
4, U-bolt
5. Drawbar
6, Nut
7, Lock washer,
8, Ribbed bolt
9, Diaphragm pot

10o Nut
11, Lower diaphragm plate
12. Diaphragm
13, Plunger rod
14. Plunger nut
15. Spring
16, Spring washer
17, Lubrication fitting
18, Upper diaphragm plate
19, Cap screw
20, Diaphragm ring
21, Protective cap
22, Retaining ring
23, Retaining ring
24. Roller bearing
25, Lubrication fitting
26, Bearing housing

Fig 3-8, Diaphragm and plunger assembly.
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The plunger assembly is powered by the crankshaft of the pump gearcase. The plunger
assembly has an up and down reciprocating motion. On the upward stroke the plunger rod pulls
the upper diaphragm plate and the diaphragm up. On the downward stroke the heavy plunger
spring pushes the diaphragm plate downward (this is one of the major differences between the
two pumps). This spring loading of the downward stroke minimizes damage to the pump. Figure
3-9 shows the suction and discharge sides of the pump assembly. An accumulator (the other
major difference) is mounted on the suction check valve housing. This accumulator reduces the
surging of fluid as the pump diaphragm changes stroke direction. At the end of the intake part
of the pump cycle, a column of fluid in the suction line is in movement toward the pump. As
the diaphragm reverses its stroke, the column of fluid is suddenly stopped. This would normally
result in a surge in the suction line. This surge is minimized because the shock is absorbed by
the cushion of air in the accumulator. Figure 3-10 shows the accumulator plus the position of
the valves during intake and discharge.

2

17

I. Discharge nipple 19. Suction nipple
2. Nut 20. Accumulator cap
3. Wsher 21. Gasket
4. Discharge elbow 22. Nut
5. Gasket 23. Fiat w*shr
6. Screw 24. Accumulator
7. Check valve *sat 25. FILL HERE TO PRIME labol
8. Screw 26. SUCTION label
9. Lock washer 27. Gasket
I0. Valve weight 28. Cap
I. Valve weight 29. Lock washer

12. Valve flap 30. Check valve *sat

13. Stud 3l. Machine
14. Nut 32. Lock washer
15. Flat washer 33. Valve weight
16, Discharge flange 34. Valve weight
17. Gasket 35. Valve flap
It. Stud 36. Stud

20

33

Fig 3-9. Pump assembly (suction and discharge sides).
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A, INTAKE

B. DISCHARGE

Fig 3-10. Pump valve positions.

c. Maintenance and troubleshooting.
Although the pumps are not exactly alike,
the same.

Refer to paragraph 3-2 for information and discussion.
the maintenance and troubleshooting procedures are

3-4. PUMP, CENTRIFUGAL, GASOLINE-ENGINE-DRIVEN, 55-GPM

a. General. The 55-gpm pump is one of the oldest items of engineer equipment used by the

water supply man. The pump can be used as a raw-water pump, distribution pump, or wherever

there is a need to pump water that does not have a high percentage of trash or sand. These

pumps have proved themselves in many wars and lands. With new equipment now being used

in the Marine Corps and with more emphasis being placed on electrical pumps, the 55-gpm
pump is probably not used as much anymore. But it is still in the system, and a water supply

man should acquaint himself with this pump. This unit, which is portable and base-mounted,

can pump 55 gallons per minute of water with a maximum suction lift of 15 feet. The pump is

powered by a one-cylinder, four-cycle, air-cooled, gasoline-operated Wisconsin engine. The

engine is directly coupled to a centrifugal pump. Figure 3-11 shows the 55-gpm pump.
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1. Pump discharge
2. Priming plug
3. Pump body

4. Drain plug
5. Pump suction

Fig 3-11. 55-gpm pump.

b. (fig 3-12). The engine is started by winding a starting rope clockwise around the
crankshaft starting sheave and pulling hard on the rope thereby turning over the engine. The
magneto (10, fig 3-12) supplies electricity to the spark plug. The gasoline is gravity fed from
the gasoline tank to the carburetor (6, fig 3-12). The carburetor has a choke (5, fig 3-12) which
should be closed when initially starting the engine in cold weather. The engine has a governor
(13, fig 3-12) which will compensate the speed of the engine under differing loads.

1. Ignition cable 9. Magneto stop switch
2. Spark plug 10. Magneto breaker
3. Flywheel shroud
4. Muifler 11. Valve appet inspection
5. Choke lever plate
6. Carburetor 12. Governor spring
7. Needle valve 13. Governor control
8. Oil bath air cleaner 14. Breather

Fig 3-12. Pump engine.
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c. Water pump. The water pump is directly coupled to the engine and the impeller (fig 3-13)

turns at the same rate as the engine.

FACE OF VANE

IMPELLER HUB

PEN ACE

LEADING
GE

VANE TIP

Fig 3-13. Pump impeller.

This impeller, which is located inside the lump body (fig 3-]2), creates the difference in pres-

sure to allow water to enter the suction side of the pump and forces it out of the discharge port.

(1) Pump priming. The pump must be primed prior to operating the engine. Operating the

engine without having water in the pump body can damage the pump. To prime the pump,
the drain plug (fig 3-11) must be inserted into the drain plug opening and tightened with

a wrench. Then, clean water is poured into the priming plug (fig 3-11) port until filled.

The priming plug is then inserted into the priming plug opening and tightened. Ideally,
the suction hose should also be filled with water after it is connected to the pump to help

in the priming process.

(2) Hoses. There are two types of hoses (rigid and collapsible) used with the pumping unit.

Both types are two inches in diameter. The rigid, rubber-lined type must be used on

the suction side and the collapsible canvas hose is used on the discharge side. The

rigid hose can also be used on the discharge side if needed.

(a) Rigid. The suction side of the water pump must use the rigid type hose so the suction

force does not collapse the hose and block water flow. These 10-foot sections of 2-

inch hose can be coupled together for a longer suction lift but it must be remembered

that a washer or gasket must be used to insure a tight fit at the coupling. There can

be no air leaks on the suction side of the pump. The pump will lose or not attain a

prime if a leak develops. A strainer with foot valve should be used on the suction

hose.

(b) Collapsible. These 2-inch canvas hoses come in 25-foot lengths. Tight fit is not
critical on the discharge side, but the hoses should be as free of leaks as possible at

the fittings to prevent water from spraying over equipment or muddying up the area.

d. Installation. The 55-gpm pump should be located on a level area. The maximum height
which the pump should be placed above the water source is 15 feet. Any height above this will

cause the pump to decrease in efficiency and probably not pump. Connect the suction and dis-

charge hoses to their proper fittings. Remember to use a strainer equipped with a foot valve

on the end of the suction hose. This foot valve on the strainer allows water to travel in just one

direction and that is into the pump, not out of it. On shutdown, the foot valve will close and

prevent the hose from emptying thereby losing its prime on start-up. If the water source is

shallow, the suction end of the hose should be tied to a floating device in such a way that it does

not suck up mud or sand, but just hangs below the water surface. The pump should be primed

as discussed earlier.
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e. Operation. Start the engine and bring up to speed using the throttle control after a short
warmup. The pump should start to pump water in a few seconds. If the unit fails to pump water
after a reasonable time, check for air leaks or restriction on the suction side. All that is needed
when shutting down the unit for short periods is to throttle down the engine for a short period
(30 seconds) to cool the engine somewhat and then stop the engine using the magneto stop button
(fig 3-12). In freezing weather and during prolonged shutdowns, insure that all parts of the
system are drained completely. This includes pulling the suction hose from the water source
and draining all hoses. Also remove the drain plug from pump body and allow the pump body to
drain. Cover the pumping unit with a suitable cover to protect.it from the weather.

f. Maintenance and service. As with all units, a good maintenance program will insure a long
and troublefree life for the pumping unit. Keep the unit clean and keep your eyes and ears open
for unusual part movement and sounds. Use high grade oil and gas in the unit. Make sure that
the fuel and lubricants are clean and free from any contaminants.

Engine service. The engine crankcase should be kept filled with oil during operation.
Check the engine oil at every start up and after every 8 hours of continuous operation
and add oil if needed. To check the oil, remove the filler plug (fig 3-14) and visually
check it by looking into the filler opening. The oil should be up into the threads in the
filler opening. The unit must be level to do this. After 50 hours of operation, drain
the oil from the crankca.se while the unit is hot after operation. To drain the crankcase
oil, simply remove the crankcase drain plug (fig 3-14) and allow the oil to drain. Re-
place the drain plug and refill the crankcase through the filler opening. Replace the
filler plug.

{b)

(c)

Fig 3-14. Engine oil filler and drain plugs.

Oil bath air cleaner. After every 8 hours of operation, remove the oil howl from the
filter unit, remove the dirty oil, clean the bowl, and replace with clean oil. There is
an indicator line on the howl for correct oil level. Every 50 hours, completely disz
assemble the filter and wash it in a suitable solvent. This will clean the wire mesh
portion of the filter. Reassemble, add oil to howl, and reinstall on the carburetor
opening.

Lubricants. Use a high grade of oil and grease. In temperatures above 40 F, use
30 weight oil in engine and air cleaner. Below 40 F, use 10 weight oil.

Spark plug. Use a grade of gasoline with an octane rating of at least 90 to prevent
excessive plug fouling. The spark plug should be removed and cleaned every 250
hours. Regapping should be accomplished at this time at. 030 inch gap setting.

GasoLine settLing bowl. If the unit has a settling bowl on the carburetor inlet, this
bowl should be inspected daily to insure that water or any other contaminants cl not
reach the level in the bowl that will impair the operation of the unit. The bowl should
be removed using the knurled knob on the wire holder and cleaned as needed or after
every 8 hours of operation.
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{2) Pump shaft seal. Inure that the grease cup is filled with clean grease (use GAA grease).
Screw down the grease cup coer one half turn after every 8 hours of operation. Do not
overgrease the pump shaft seal.

3-5. PUMP, CENTRIFUGAL, FRAME-MOUNTED, 65-GPM, 1 1/2- INCH (BARNES MODEL 17570)

a. General. This pump is being seen and used more and, more in the Marine Corps and some-

times replaces the older 55=gpm pumps. It .is also used as a distribution pump with the M64

water purification set which accompanies the 1500-gph erdlator. Figure 3-15 shows two views

of the pump with the military standard engine (1A08-3). This is a one-cylinder, air-cooled, 1 1/2-
horse power gasoline engine. Except for basic requirements which we will discuss later, TM
5-2805-256-14 should be referred to for further echelons of maintenance.

A. Engine view.

1. Pump discharge
2. Pump suction

3. Starting rope sheave

4. Choke
5. Ignition switch

Fig 3-15. Pump, centrifugal, 65-gpm.

Pump view.

Filler plug
Drain valve
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b. Installation. As with all pumps, this one should be placed as close to the water supply as

possible. Use a strainer on the suction hose to protect the pump from foreign material which
could be picked up. The pump should be level and placed no higher than 25 feet above the water
source. Some type of flotation device should be used to keep the suction hose under the surface
but off the bottom of the water source.

c. Operation..Insure that the military standard gasoline engin has the proper amount of
oil and gasoline. Check to see that the oil air filter is clean. Install suction and discharge
hoses making sure that the suction hose has a gasket and is tight enough to prevent air from

entering the pump. Prime the pump as follows: shut the drain valve on the bottom of the pump
body, remove the filler plug on top of pump, pour clean water into the pump untilfilled, and re-

place the filler plug. Figure 3-15B shows the priming filler plug and the drain valve.

Caution: The pump seal can be" damaged if the pump is operated without water in it.

d. Starting the engine. Allow gasoline to flow into the carburetor by opening the fuel valve
located in the fuel line directly below the tank. Close the choke (when engine is cold only) (4,
fig 3-15A). Then push up the ignition switch to operate engine (5, fig 3-15A). Wind the starting
rope (3, fig 3-15A) around the starter flange in a clockwise manner and pull up hard to start
the engine. After the engine has started and warmed up, the choke should be opened.

e. . To shut down the pump for a short period, shut off the engine by pushing down

the ignition switch. For longer periods the engine should be shut off and the fuel valve turned
off. If there is danger of freezing, then all hoses should be disconnected, pulled from the source,
and drained. The pump should be drained using the pump drain valve (2, fig 3-15B). The gaso-
line tank should be kept filled to prevent condensation from forming in the tank. The unit should
be covered to protect it from the weather.

f. Maintenance and troubleshooting. The maintenance and troubleshooting of this pump is

similiar to the pumps discussed previously. For maintenance and lubrication of the engine
refer to the proper TM.

3-6. PUMPING ASSEMBLY, DEEPWELL, GASOLINE-ENGINE AND ELECTRIC-MOTOR-
DRIVEN (WORTHINGTON)

a. General. This deepwell pump is designed to operate in wells or where limited head room
makes it necessary to handle the pump in short sections. Figure 3-16 shows a side view of the

deepwell pump ready for operation. The Worthington deepwell pump is capable of pumping water
from wells as deep as 250 feet at 60 gpm. The basic components of the deepwell pump are the

combination driver (gasoline engine or electric motor), the discharge head, the column pipe, and

the pump bowl assembly. Figure 3-17 shows these components.
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Fig 3-16. Side view of deepwell pump with electric motor (insert}.

DRIVER

DIHARGE
HEAD

_COLUMN
PIPE

MP BOWL
ASSEMBLY

CASE

Fig 3-17. Comlnents of the deepwell pump.
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b. Power Units.

(1) Gasoline engine. The pump can be operated without any external power source using
the gasoline engine. This engine is a Wisconsin model S-12D0 four-cycle, one-cylinder,
air-cooled engine. Figure 3-18 shows a side view of the engine. Figure 3-19 shows a
front view of the engine.

Fig 3-18. Engine, side view.

Fig 3-19. Engine, front view.
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(a) Startin.. The gasoline engine has a compression release that permits fast starting
with no dangerous "kickback" when hand starting. Here are the steps to follow when

starting the engine.

Check crankcase oil level and gasoline supply. See figure 3-20 for dipstick
location. The type of oil and maintenance will be discussed later on.

Fig 3-20. Dipstick and drain plug location.

Disengage the clutch (fig 3-21).

Fig 3-21. Disengaged lutch position.
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Set throttle about 1/2 open and close choke (fig 3-22)

Fig 3-22. Choke positions.

Wind rope fully on starting sheave in a clockwise manner and pull smartly to
turn crankshaft over (fig 3-23).

Fig 3-23. Winding of staring sheave.

Note: Above 30 F, open choke halfway if engine does not start after two or three pulls.
After engine starts, open choke fully. Before applying load (activating the clutch),
allow engine to warm up for a few minutes.

(b). To stop the engine, first remove the loai from the engine (deactivate the
clutch) and reduce engine speed to idle for a few minutes. This will allow the internal
temperature of the engine to cool. Then shut the engine off.

(2) Electric motor. These vertical hollow-shaft motors are designed for driving deepwell,
turbine-,type pumps. These motors are usually equipped with a "self-release" coupling
which will automatically release if for some reason the motor’s rotation is reversed.
This self-release action will prevent the pump shaft joints from unscrewing. Figure
3-24 shows a typical vertical hollow-shaft motor.
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Note:

Fig 3-24. Typical vertical hollow-shaft motor.

When in actual operation, the pump discharge valve should be opened slowly before

starting the motor and closed slowly after stopping the motor. This prevents surges
in the pumping system.
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(3) Maintenance and lubrication. The design of the motor will dictate the type of mainte-
nance and lubrication the electric motor has to have. Some are totally free of mainte-
nance and lubrication as they have pregreased bearings. Under severe conditions these
bearings should be greased every 3 to 5 years (severe conditions are high temperatures,
dirty locations, or motor running continuously}. Regreasing these bearings under nor-
mal conditions would be every 5 to 7 years. Motors with oil-lubricated bearings are
shipped without oil. Before starting, insure that the oil level is 1/8" below the center
of the sight gage of the reservoir (fig 3-24). A good grade, oxidation-corrosion-
inhibited turbine oil is usually specified for ball bearings. The lubrication nameplate
on the motor will supply the specifications for the oil needed.

Caution: Before starting any maintenance procedures, disconnect all power sources.
This motor operates on 208 volts a.c. It will operate successfully on 220 volts
ao c., plus or minus I0 percent. The outdoor combination starter consists of a

magnetic contactor and one or more overload relays combined with a fusable
disconnect. The overload relays provide motor protection when there is an
overload resulting from a stalled rotor, etc. The fusable disconnect provides
built-in short-circuit protection. Figure 3-25 shows the inside of the electrical
control box.

KEY ITEM

Nut
2 Packing
3 Fuse
4 Heater
5 Cover
6 Contact
7 Support
8 Holder
9 Coil

10 Relay
11 Wire

Fig 3-25. Electrical control box.
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c. Installation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Equipment. This unit requires special equipment for proper installation because of the
weight and length of support columns. For this purpose a lifting device such as a chain

hoist, block and tackle, or crane should be used when installing the support column pipe
and pump bowl assembly (fig 3-17). The lifting equipment should be of sufficient capa-
city to lift 1200 pounds.

Location. The unit should be placed where there is ample headroom to allow use of the

lifting equipment.

Foundation. The pump’foundation may consist of any material which will afford perma-
nent, rigid support. A solid concrete foundation affords the best support. The pumping
unit can be bolted down to the concrete. Whatever type of support is used, it should be

remembered that the important thing is that the support should allow the least vibration
of the pump.

Note." As a field water supply man you probably will not be involved with the actual setting
up of the deepwell pump. If the occasion ever arises that you must know the step-
by-step installation, refer to the manufacturer’s manual (Worthington Corporation).
There is no Marine Corps TM for this unit.

(4) Pumping assembly.

(a) Right angle pump drive. When the gasoline engine is the driving force for the pump,
then some sort of device must be used to change the power from horizontal to vertical.
Two drive gears set up at right angles are used for this purpose. These drive gears
are set up in a one-to-one gearing ratio. The clutch (fig 3-21), when engaged, will

allow the right angle drive to power the pump.

(b) Support column pipe (fig 3-26). This 3-inch pipe screws in the pump base. The

top section that screws into the pump base is 5 feet long. The other sections are 10

feet long. The support column pipe carries the pumped liquids and supports the line

shaft (fig 3-27) bearings.

1. Lifting devices

2. Concrete foundation, over the well.

Fi’g 3-26. Support column pipe.
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(c)

(d)

Line shaft. The line shaft runs through the center of the support column pipe and is
made of 1-inch diameter steel. This line shaft comes in 10-foot lengths and transmits

power to the pump. The line shaft (23, fig 3-27) connects to the top shaft by a coupling
(22, fig 3-27).

Top shaft. This is a 5-foot section of pipe (usually the same size as the line shaft)
which extends downward through the motor, and base (19, fig 3-27) and, as was men-
tioned previously, connects to the line shaft. Figure 3-28 shows the installation of the
top shaft.

451

lIE

301

5O

23

51

24
2

REF.
NO.

2
4

7
IIE
15E
16"
17E
19
21
22
23
24

46
47
50
51
63
66
71

301
451
452
453
457
458
461

458

15E

19

NAME OF PART

TOP SHAFT ADJUSTING NUT
ADJUSTING NUT LOCK SCREW
DRIVE COUPLING KEY
MOTOR
SURFACE DCHARGE HEAD
STUFFING BOX GASKET
PACKING "O" RING
FLANGE GASKET
STUFFING BOX
TOP SHAFT
TOP COLUMN PIPE
LINESHAFT COUPLING
LINESHAFT
COLUMN PIPE COUPLING
COLUMN PIPE
SOLENOID OIL VALVE
SIGHT FEED OIL VALVE
LINESHAFT BEARING
SHAIr ENCLOSING TUBE
TENSION BEARING
SHAFT TUBE STABILIZER
SPACER
PIPE PLUG
OILER TANK W/MTG. BRKT.
LUBRICATOR FITTINGS
TOP SHAl’r ENCLOSING TUBE
MOTOR BOLTS AND NUTS
STUFFING BOX BOLT
TOP COLUMN BOLT

22

28

66

Fig 3-27. Above ground enclosed line shaft pump base.
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Fig 3-28. Pump head and top shaft installation.

1. Packing. Open line shaft pumps require "O ring type packing in a "stuffing box"

or packing retainer. Figure 3-29 shows an open line shaft motor. This type of
line shaft requires a small amount of pumping liquid to lubricate the "stuffing box"
bearing. Note that this packing must be adjusted to allow for the leaking of a small

amount of water for lubrication. This is accomplished by tightening the gland nut
(8, fig 3-29) until 40-60 drops of water per minute are leaking through the packing.
On enclosed line shaft motors (451, fig 3-27), this lubrication is accomplished by
an oiler.
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19A

62A
I|W

16

17W

19

19A

62A

MOTOR ADJUSTING NUT
GEAR ADJUSTING NUT

LOCK SCREW

MOTOR COUPLING.

GFAe COUPUNG

DRIVE COUPLING KEY

MOTOR

RIGHT ANGLE GEAR

WATER SLINGER

SURFACE DISCHARGE HEAD

GLAND STUD AND NUT

GLAND

GREASE CUP

STUFFING BOX GASKET

PACKING

TOP COLUMN PIPE GASKET

STUFFING BOX

TOP SHAFT’

MOTOR HEAD SHAFT

TOP CC)UMN PIPE

LINESHAFT COUPUNG

LINEStIAFT

MOTOR STAND

LOCK SCREW

STUFFING BOX SEARING

COUPLING COMPLETE

Fig 3-29. Open line shaft pump.
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Shaft stabilizer. These bronze or hard rubber constructed parts are spaced into
the column couplings and are used to keep the shaft alined. Note the beveled part
of this. stabilizer (66, fig 3-27). This must be installed facing downward into the
well.

Spacers. Number 71 of figure 3-27 shows a spacer installed in the column pipe.
These spacers should be installed at 30-foot intervals. These spacers help to keep
the line shaft centered in the column pipe.

d. Pump bowl assembl, l?he bowl assembly consists primarily of a suction case, one or

more pump bowls, and a discharge case (fig 3-30}. The pump bowl is that part of the pump
which is submerged in the liquid in the well.

(1) Suction case. The suction case serves as the input port to the pump bowls. Figure
3-30 shows a cutaway view of the enclosed bowl assembly, including the suction case.
The lower end of the suction case is threaded to mate with the upper end of the column.

32

LIST OF PARTS

24" COLUMN PIPE COUPLING
31 PUMP SHAFT COUPLING
32 PUMP SHAFT
34 TOP BOWL BEARING

INTERMEDIATE BOWL
38 IMPELLER
39 IMPELLER LOCK COLLET
40 SUCTION CASE
41 SUCTION CASE BEARING
54E DISCHARGE CASE
55 TOP BOWL
58 SUCTION CASE SAND COLLAR
59 SUCTION CASE PLUG
6’E CONNECTOR BEA]NG
88 SET SCREW

414 TOP BOWL BEARING SEAL RING

Fig 3-30. Enclosed pump bowl assembly.
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(2) Pump bowls. The pump bowls house the impeller and are that part of the pump which
actually directs or forces the liquid up out of the well. There are two types of pump
bowls. Figure 3-30 shows the two types, top and intermediate. Operation of these
bowls is identical with the exception that the top bowl discharges fluids into the discharge
case and the intermediate bowl discharges fluids into the eye of the impeller of the next
stage. Each bowl has a centrifugal-type impeller. Figure 3-31 shows an exploded
view of a pump bowl assembly including impeller. The impeller, being spun at high
speed, is the part of the pump that creates the difference in pressure needed to extract
the fluid from the well.

16

1. Suction Case Plug
2. Suction Case
3. Suction Cse Bearing
4. Setscrew
5. Sand Conax
6. Impeller
7. Impeller Lock Collet
8. Intermedtate Bowl
9. Intermediate Bowl Bearing
tO. Top Bowl
ll. Top Bowl Bearing
12. Top Bowl Bearing Seal Ring
13. Discharge Case
14E Connector Bearing
14W Discharge Case Cap
15. Column Pipe Coupling
16. Pump Shaft
17. Pump Shaft Coupling
18. Pipe Plugs

Fig 3-31. Pump bowl assembly--exploded view
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Discharge case. The discharge case receives the fluid from the top bowl and directs it
to the column pipe or discharge head. Figure 3-31 shows the discharge case.

Note: With the enclosed type pump, the vent holes in the discharge case are not plugged
up. This allows for proper lubrication of the line shaft. Figure 3-31 also shows
the pipe plugs.

Proper installation of the deepwell pump requires that a strainer be used on the suction

end to insure that small rocks or sand are not directed up into the bowls and impellers
to cause possible damage.

e. Maintenance and servicinG. Proper installation of the deepwell pump will insure that it
will pump water at its designed depth and rate. Proper maintenance and service will insure

that it pumps this water for a long period of time.

(1) Preventive maintenance. An important part of any maintenance program is being able
to detect a problem area before it actually becomes a problem and causes unit shutdown.
A visual inspection prior to operation and during operation is one way of detecting pro-
blems early. Look for loose parts, excessive vibration, leaks, and improper alinement.
Check to see that the unit has not been tampered with. When the unit is operating, listen
for unusual noises. When the unit is shut down for a length of time, cover it up with ap-
propriate covering to keep the unit protected from the dust and weather.

(2) Servicing. Regular periodic service to the deepwell pump will also help to give it long
life. Use a good grade of gasoline and oil. Check the lubrication plate on the unit; it
will indicate the proper lubricant to use. The manufacturer’s manual also gives proper
lubricants for the unit. Insure that your gasoline and oil containers are clean before
using.

a) Engine. The spark plug should be removed from the engine and cleaned and reset
every 250 hours of operation. The correct gap setting is 030 inch. Check the oil
every 8 hours and prior to operation. Add oil if necessary, Change the engine oil

every 50 hours of operation. The crankcase capacity is 2 quarts. Once each week
of normal operation, the oil bath air cleaner on the carburetor should be serviced.
The filtering element should be washed in a solvent. The oil in the air cleaner bowl
should be removed and the bowl cleaned. After cleaning this bowl, add the same
type of oil as is used in the engine up to the indicator line inside the bowl. Figure
3-32 shows you what the oil bath air cleaner looks like.

Fig 3-32. Oil bath air cleaner.
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(b) Clutch take off (fig 3-33). The clutch is of the wet type; that is, it runs in oil. It uses
the same type of oil that is used in the engine crankcase. Fill to the height of the oil
level plug, approximately 1 pint. This oil should be changed every 250 hours of
operation.

Fig 3-33. Clutch takeoff.

(c) Line shaft oiler. The enclosed line shaft pump has an oiler (451, fig 3-27). Fill the
oiler tank with a good grade light turbine oil. This oil has a "drop" setting and it
should be set to allow four to six drops per minute into the line shaft tube. This is

accomplished by watching the *’drop" sight glass and timing the drops of oil. The
amount can be increased or decreased by turning a knurled knob on this sight mech-
anism (47, fig 3-27).

(d) Right angle pump drive. Check the lubrication plate on the unit for proper weight
turbine oil to use at varying temperatures. A high grade turbine oil is used. There
is a tendency for condensation to form when the temperature fluctuates. Normally
the oil is changed every 1000 hours. Fill to within one half inch of the filler oil plug
top. If the drive has a sight glass, then fill to level indicated on the glass.

(e) Grease fittings. While some units have pregreased fittings and require no maintenance,
some units have grease cups and some have grease fittings. Keep the grease cups
filled with clean GAA type grease and turn down the cup cap (approx. one half turn)
after every 8 hours of operation. When using a grease gun to grease the fittings, make
sure that the fitting is wiped clean. One or two pumps of grease every 8 hours will
be safficient. Do not overgrease.

3-7. GENERAL SAFETY

a. General. As a water supply man, .your work involves working with chemicals, fuel, and

machinery. If the proper attitude, practices, and discipline are not carried out, there is a pos-
sibility that tle personal health and welfare of the water supply man or Marines of organizations
near him can be affected and]or jeopardized. Safe working practices should be part of every job
you do, and horseplay around any work area cannot be justified or tolerated.

b. Chemicals. The chemicals used by water supply men are dangerous. Take care to keep
chemical containers covered. Keep chemicals separated and dry. Mixed chemicals can ignite
by themselves. Avoid handling chemicals with bare hands and be careful not to let chemicals

splash into your eyes or someone else’s eyes. Use ,safety goggles and gloves if provided.

Note: If chemicals do get on the skin or in the eyes, flush areas with plenty of clean
water and mild soap and seek medical attention.
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Avoid the unnecessary breathing of dust made by chemicals. Dispose of any chemicals in a safe
manner. Do not throw chemicals into any water source. If there is a need to dispose of chem-
icals, bury them deep in strong containers away from water source.

c. Fuel. Keep all fuel in approved, covered containers in open areas and a safe distance
(50 feet) away from operating machinery or living areas. "No Smoking" signs should be posted.
When refueling machinery, the machine or unit should be shut down and fuel added from proper
dispensing cans. Be careful to avoid spilling gasoline on hot carburetors, manifolds, or ex-
hausts. It may ignite. If fuel should get on skin or in eyes, .your first action should be to wash
the affected area with mild soap and water. Flush with water. Seek medical attention when
the eyes are affected or if fuel is swallowed.

d. Machinery. When you are operating machinery, you must take care so that accidents will

not happen. Insure that all electrical-type equipment is properly grounded before starting. Your
clothing should not be loose enough to be blown by the wind into a drive shaft, starting sheave, or
chain, dragging you into the machinery. In this respect, be careful of scarfs or neckties. Do
not wear them when working around equipment. Keep the work area uncluttered and as clean as

possible so that a person will not slip or fall into an operating unit. Do not operate equipment
in enclosed areas where there is a danger that exhaust fumes could be trapped. If a unit with an
exhaust must be operated in an enclosed area, insure that the exhaust is piped to the outside and
that no leaks occur in the exhaust pipe. Keep all machinery clear. Place items such as oily rags
in a covered can. Mark these cans. If a safety guard is removed from a piece of equipment for

servicing., be sure to replace it before operating again. Water supply equipment and material is

heavy and bulky. Care must be taken when lifting and moving it. The general rule is to seek

help when in doubt about lifting or moving a heavy object.
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CHAPTER h

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL ESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATION DATA

PURPOSE OF QUMT

a. The purpose of the equipment is to provide proper bathing fac_li-
ties for personnel under field conditions.

b. To provide for maximum useability, the equipment is completely
self-contained, portable and will seldom require major repair. The only
equipment required for use of the bath unit, not supplied with the unit,
is a means of transporting the unit to the desired location.

SAFETY RELIEF
VALVE

LIFTING EYE

SHOWER SH[T-OFF
VALVES

SHOWER STAND

FUEL OIL TANK

TOOL
COMPARTMENT

’ADJUSTABLE LEGS

CASTER

Figure h-l. Bath unit, 3/h right side view.
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GASOLINE TANKi

GASOLINE

FUEL OIL TANK FUELOIL
iCAP AND GAGE

Figure ]+--2. Bath unit, 3/4 left side view.

I-3. DESCRIPTION.

a. General.

(I) The Bath Unit, Trailer Mounted is
a self-contained, oil fired, water heating
plant, designed to deliver approximately
I-I/Z gallons per minute of warm water
to each of P-4 showerhead nozzles on an
attached shower stand assembly. In full
operation, properly attended, the unit is
capable of processing approximatel7 400
men per, hour. The entire equipment is
mounted on a two-wheel trailer vith two
adjustable legs which can be lowered when
the unit is detached from towing vehi-
cle.

(Z) A suction pump draws water from
the source Of supply through a suction hose
and delivers it to the boiler, where it ab-
sorbs heat from the fuel oil flame within
the tubes. Water, raised to the desired
bathing temperature, is forced by the in-
coming water pressure through the outlets
leading into the discharge piping to the
shower stand and into the showerheads.

(3) The unit is complete with all con-
trois necessary to operate the engine and
to regulate water temperature and fuel
oil pressure.

b. Engine. (See figure --) The bath
unit is driven by a Wiscoin single c71-
inder, four Cycle, gasoline engine, Model
MBKND, which develops 6.4 horsepower
at a’ governed maximum speed of 3600 rev-
olutions per minute. The engine is equipped
with a fuel strainer, lubricating oil pump,
magneto, air filer, carburetor, and rope
starter.

c. Other Componerts.

(I) Water pump. The water pump is a
centrifugal-type, .self-priming pump, and
is direct-coupled to the engine. The wa-
ter supply to the boiler is controlled by
manual operation of the pump discharge
valve.

(2) Boiler. The boiler is of fire-tube
construction, and has four complete pass-
es through which the combustion gases are



forced by the blower. The water is heated
as "it circulates around these hot tubes,
an,d is maintained at constant temperature
by regulation of the fuel flow to the oil
burner nozzles.

(3) Burner. The burner is of the pres-
sure-atomizing type, using three nozzles
with a combined burning rate of 9 gallons
perhour. The fuel oii is electrically ig-
nited by a ontinuous spark from the mag-
neto (figure --3) on the engine.

(4) Fuel oil pump and blower. The
fuel oil pump and: the blower are driven
by a belt and pulley arrangement off the
engine. The pump draws fuel oil from
two fuel oil tanks, through a strainer and
a pressure regulator, to the burner. The
blower furnishes air for combustion and
forces the hot gases through the boiler
tubes. A manually operated damper at the
blower inlet permits the volume of air to
be adjusted in correct proportion to the
fuel oil burned.

(5) Fuel tanks Fuel oil for the burn-
er. is stored in two identical tanks (figures
--lt/+=. ), one in each fender of the trail-
er. Gasoline for the engine is stored in a
tank (figure/’Z) mounted on the boiler.
In this manual, the word "gasoline" will
be used consistently to designate the fuel
consumed by the engine. "Fuel oil" will
be used, where applicable, to specify the
fuel which feeds the burner.

1-4, TABULATED DATA.

a. Bath Unit, General.

Manufacturer York,Shipley, Inc.
Model EC 8B-64
Type Self-contained, oil-fired

b. Dimensions and Weight.

Overall length 164- 1/2"
Overall width 84-1/4"
Overall height 67"
Shipping cubage 538 cubic feet

IGNITION CABLE

BREATHER

SPARK PLUG

EXHAUST"
MUFFLER

CARBURETOR

LEVER

VARIABLE SPEED
GOVERNOR CONTROL

GOVERNOR
ADJUSTGSC

GOVERNOR

AIR CLEANER

3NETO

ENGINE STOP
SWITCH

Figure-3. Gasoline engine, 3/4 view.



Shipping weight 4980 Ibs.

c. Engine.

Manufacturer Wisconsin Motor Corp.
Model MBKND
Type 4-cycle
Number of cylinders 1
Bore 2-7/8"
Stroke 2-3/4"
Piston displacement 17.8 cubic inches

d. Carburetor.

Manufacturer Marvel-Schebler
Model VH-53
Type Horizontal

e. Magneto.

Manufacturer Fairbanks-Morse & Co.
Type FM-XEZB7C- 1

f. Water Pump.

Manufacturer Barnes Mfg. Co.
Model 4 MU

g. Fuel Oil Pump.

Manufacturer Tuthill Pump Co.
Model OLKoC

h. Temperature Regulator.

Manufacturer Lawler Automatic
Controls, Inc.

Model 1/Z" Type ST

Model G49BR

j. Gasoline Strainer.

Manufacturer Tillotson Mfg. Co.
Model OW-418-T

k. Air Blower.

Manufacturer Bayley Blower Co.
Model B-2794-6

1. Fuel Oil Burner Nozzle.

Manufacturer Monarch Mfg. Works
Inc.

Model F-80
Nozmle types 30HV-Z. 0GPH,

30HV-5.0GPH

m. Capacities.

Gasoline tank 6 gallons
Fender fuel oil
tanks 5 gallons (each)

n. Approximate Fuel Consumption for an
8-Hour Day.

Burner fuel (oil, gasoline
or kerosene) 7 gallons

Engine fuel gasoline 4 gallons
Grease 1/4 lb.
Lubricating oil 1/Z pint

i. Pressure Regulator.

Manufacturer Monarch Mfg. Co.

1-5. DIFFERENCES IN MODELS. This
manual covers only the York-Shipley,
Model EC-8B-64 portable bath units.



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

THEORY OF OPERATION

Z-I. GENERAL.

a. This section contains a desorip--

Zion of the basic theory of opera-
Zion of the various major systems
which compose the complete equipment.

b. Each system is described separately
and a detailed description of the operation
of each major component of the system is

included.

Z-P. WATER SYSTEM.

a. Description. (See figure --)

1 Thermostatic bulb
Z Boiler relief valve
3 Boiler petcock
4 Boiler
5 Water pump
6 Water temperature regulator
7 Boiler drain valve
8 Drain plug
9 Drain plug

10 Water pump discharge valve
11 Pressure gage

Figure ]-] Vater system.

(1) The water pump (5) takes suction
through the suction hose, and discharges
through the ,vater pu..n,p discharge valve
(10) into the boiler (4). Water discharge
pressure may be read on gage (11).

NOTE

DURING .THE TIME THE BOILER IS
BEING FILLED, THE BOILER PET-
COCK (3) MUST REMAIN IN THE OPEN
POSITION IN ORDER TO PREVENT
THE BOILER FROM BECOMING AIR-
BOUND. CLOSE THE BOILER PET-
COCK AS SOON AS WATER IS SEEN
DISCHARGING THROUGH THE PET-
COCK. THIS DISCHARGE WILL .INDI-
CATE THAT THE BOILER IS FULL.

(2) The boiler (4) is of fire-tube con-
struction and provides four complete pass-
es of hot gas travel. The first pass is

through the combustion chamber (the large
center tube). During the second, third,
and fourth passes, gases are guided by
baffle plates along a pre-determined path
to provide maximum heat transfer to the
boiler water.

(3) Both the front head and the rear

head of the boiler are lined with heat re-

sisting refractory.

(4) Water temperature is maintained at
the desired temperature by the automatic
water’temperature regulator (6). This

regulator is located in the burner fuel sup-
ply lines to the two small side burners.
The valve is of the thermostatic (tempera-
ture operated) type. A thermostatic bulb
(1) located in the water line between the
output of the boiler and the input to the
shower stand measures water discharge
temperature. The bulb then transmits a

pressure equivalent to the temperature of
the discharge water back to the tempera-
ture regulator (6). The valve opens and
closes the fuel supply to the side burners
in accordance with the setting of the valve.
The valve is normally set to regulate wa-

ter discharge temperature at 10ZF.,



(38.9C.). Therefore, if water tempera-
ture should exceed 10gF., (38.9C.) the
temperature regulating valve will reduce
the fuel supply to the side burners until
discharge water temperature has been re-
duced to normal.

(5) From the boiler, heated shower wa-
ter passes through the shower valves to
the shower stand for the use of personnel.

2-3,

oil.

b.

BURNER FUEL SYSTEM.

Burner Fuel. Use No. Z U.S. fuel

System Operation. (See figure /+-5).
(1) Burner fuel is stored in two 25 gal-

lon tanks (12) located within the fenders,
one on each side of the bathing unit.

1 Burner fuel valves 5 Fuel pressure 9 Fuel strainer
Z Burner regulator 10 Suction valves
3 Water temperature 6 Burner fuel pump 11 Return valves

regulator 7 Pressure gage lZ Burner fuel tank
4 Main burner fuel valve 8 Drain valve

Figure,--5. Burner fuel system.
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PLUG ELECTRODES

Figure - Engine and burner ignition system.

(2) The burner fuel pump.(6) takes suc-
tion from both tanks through the burner
fuel strainer (9). The strainer removes
solid sediment from the fuel by passing
the fuel through a double layer of fine

screen mesh, thus protecting the fuel pump,
fuel pressure regulator (5), and burner (2)
from wear due to solids in the fuel.

(5) The fuel pump discharges into the
fuel pressure regulator (5). The purpose
of this pressure regulator is to maintain

proper fuel pressure at the burners, and
to protect the pump and piping from dam-

age during the starting period, when oil
may be cold. If pressure at the regulator
is too high, the regulator piston will be
driven upward, uncovering the return line

to the burner fuel tanks, and a portion of
the burner fuel will be returned to the tanks.

An adjusting setscrew provides a means of
adjusting the pressure at which the valve
will open. The valve shoald be adjusted to
open at 100 psi as indicated on the fuel

pump pressure gage (7).

(4) From the pressure gage, fuel pass-
es through the main burner fuel shutoff
valve (4) to two separate lines. One line

leads to the two side burner control valves
(1) through the water temperature regula-
tor (3}, and the other line leads to the main

burner.

(5) Fuel to the burners is under 100 psi
pressure. This pressure forces fuel

through the small burner nozzle spray holes
at high velocity. This atomizes the fuel
and insures efficient and complete com-
bustion. The fuel is ignited by the burner
electrodes (figure ]+-- as described in

paragraph 2-4.

.-4. ENGINE AND IURNER IGNITION
SYSTEMS.

a. Description. (See .figure -)
(1) Voltage for both the engine spark

plug and burner fuel electrodes is provided
by the magneto. The magneto is driven by
the engine camshaft gear (figure h--)

(Z) ,% continuous connection frmthe
magneto distributor rotor (figure,- to

the burner electrodes povides a ontinuous
spark at the electrodes. This provides
maximum insurance against operating the

h-7



Sediment bowl 4 Muffler
Gasoline tank 5 Exhaust pipe
Carburetor 6 Magneto

Figure ]+-7 Engine fuel system.

unit without a spark being present within
the combustion chamber, thereby prevent-
ing a concentration of unburned fuel from

building up within the combustion chamber.
An inspection window is provided on the

left side of the burner assembly for visual

inspection of the burner spark.

(5) Cam operated breaker points pro-
vide a second spark for the engine spark
plug. This spark is not continuous, and

must be timed accurately to engine rota-

tion to provide for most efficient engine
operation. See paragraph 5-22 for the
method of adjusting breaker points.

2-5. ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM.

a. Description. (See figure ]+--7.)
(1) Engine fuel is fed by gravity from

the engine gasoline tank (Z) through a sedi-

ment bowl fuel strainer (1) to the engine
carburetor (5). The purpose of the strain-

er is to remove solid impurities from the
fuel supply. Impurities in the fuel are a

major cause of engine wear.

(2) Fuel then enters the carburetor
float bowl. The float is arranged
to close the float needle valve when
the bowl is filled to the desired level.

(5) From the float bowl, fuel passes
through passages in the carburetor body
past needle valves, which limit the amount
of fuel allowed to enter the stream of air

flowing through the carburetor from the

engine air cleaner.

(]+) Adjusting needles are necessary
for proper adjustment of the carburetor.
Due to the design of the carburetor, air

flowing through the carburetor follows a

different ath during high speed opera-
tion of the engine than it does during

low soeed ooeration.
(5) Air flowiug past the carburetor

main nozzle creates a partial vacuum
into which the fuel is forced by pres-
sure from the carburetor float bowl.

(6) Downward movement of the engine
piston during the inlet (or suction) stroke
creates a vacuum within the engine cylinder.
Air and atomized fuel are sucked into the

engine cylinder for combustion.

(7) The fuel is ignited by a spark from
the magneto (figure ]+--6)at a certain time
on the upward compression stroke. After
the power stroke, the burned fuel is forced
out of the cylinder through the exhaust
valve and the exhaust muffler (4) and the

engine again draws a new supply of fuel
from the carburetor. The cycle now re-

peats.

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS OF OPERATOR

2-6. SERVICE UPON RECEIPT OF
EQUIPMENT.

cation requirements for the bath unit, to-

gether with the following:

a. Inspection. Inspect the bath unit as

outlined in "Before Operation Services" in

Table 1,

b. Lubrication. Refer to the lubrication

chart (figure -.8) which prescribes lubri-

(1) Care of lubrication equipment. Keep
lubrication equipment in a place where it.
will be safe from damage, loss, and free
from dust and dirt.



LUBRICATION CHART
BATH UNIT, TRAILER MOUNTED

MODEL EC-SB-64

NOTKS:

I. For detailed information each lubrication point,
paragraph 2-6.

5. (lean parts with dry cleaning solvent diesel
fuel oil before lubricaling.

h’vel when cold,

Point Lubricant Interval

Caster GAA
Wheel Axle

Parking GAA
Brake
Cable

Spring GAA
Shackle
Pin

Wheel GAA
Bearings

Spring GAA
Shackle
Pins

Blower GAA D
Shaft
Bearings

lmp
Bearings

NOTES: (Cont)

7. Hand lubricate throttle, choke,
governor linkage, a11 hinges, and

all exposed threads weekly with

OE.
8. See paragraph 2-6 for OE weight

changes due temperature
changes (ambient).

Interval Lubric

Interval Symbols

D Daily
W Weekly
M Monthly
A Annually

Lubrication
mt Point

M GAA Caster
Mounting
Bracket

M HB

GAA

GAA

Master
Brake
Cylinder

Spring
Shackle
Pin

Parking
Brake
Cable

GAA Wheel
Bearings

GAA

OE

Spring
Shackle
Pins

Roller
Chain
Coupling

OE Engine
Crankcase

OE Carburetor
Air Cleaner

CAPACITIES

1. Engine crankcase quart
2. Oil filte* 1/4 pint
3. All other points required (see paragraph 2-6}
4. Lubricate parking brake cable sparingly
5. Fill brakc cylinder I/2 inch below top of cylinder

Figure /" Lubrication chart.



{ZI Cleaning. Be sure to wipe all sur-
faces surrounding the points of application
clean before applying the lubricant. Use
an approved cleaning solvent to clean or
wash the nearby surfaces. Do not use
gasoline for this purpose.

(3) Points of application. The points of
application are identified on figure 4--8
Follow the detailed lubrication instructions
given for each lubrication point using the
lubricant specified.

(4) Unusual conditions. It is the respon-
sibility of the operator to decrease lubrica-
tion intervals as required for abnormally
dusty, extremely hot, or other unusual
operating conditions. Always relubricate
the unit after washing or fording a stream
or other body of water.

{5) Detailed lubrication instructions.

{a) Engine.

1. When ambient temperature is be-

twee.no-0F. {4.4C. and l-0F.
{48.8 C. use Military Specification OE-30
{Navy Symbol 9Z50) lubricating oil in the
engine crankcase.

Z. When ambient temperature is be-
tween-5F. {- 150C. and 40F. {4.4C.
use Military Specification OE-Z0 (Navy
Symbol 9170) lubricating oil in the engine
crankcase.

3. When ambe.nt temperature is be-
tween---Z0F., (-Z9 C.)and 5F., (-15C.)
use Military Specification OE-10 (Navy
Symbol 9110) lubricating oil.

4. Add lubricating oil to crankcase
daily efore starting. Remove oil filler
plug from top of pipe next to engine and
also remove crankcase plug at base of en-

gine. Add oil through the fill pipe, using
a funnel to prevent spillage. When oil
flows from the crankcase plug opening, the
engine base is filled to the proper level,
which is two pints. Replace filler pipe
plug and crankcase plug. Oil in the crank-
case should be drained every 50 operating
hours. To drain, remove drain in bottom
of fill pipe from underneath base plate of
power plant. Drain only when the engine
is hot, and be sure to replace drain plug
and refill with fresh lubricating oil of the
proper type before starting engine.

(b) Carburetor air cleaner. Daily be-

for starting engine, remove the bowl
from the bottom of the air cleaner by
pushing the wire bail to one side.

Clean’the bowl using an approved solvent,
and refill to the level indicated with the
same lubricating oil used in the engine
crankcase.

NOTE

NEVER REMOVE FILTERING EIVVI FROM
THE AIR CLEANER. TO CLEAN T} FILTER-
ING ELEMENT, REMOVE THE Eh’IIE UNIT FROM
THE CARBURETOR AND FLUSH WITH AN AP-
PROVED SOLVENT WHILE THE BOWL IS
DETACHED.

(c) Water pump shaft bearings. Wa-
ter pump shaft bearings must be lubri-

cated weekly with Symbol GAA grease,
automotive and artillery. Grease is
added through the grease fittin on
the bearing housing. The water pump is
fitted with a self-lubricated mechanical
seal to which no lubricant should be
added.

(d) Roller chain coupling. Lubricate
with a few drops of engine lubricating oil
each week.

(e) Blower shaft bearings. Lubricate
blower shaft bearings daily, or after
each eight hours of operation with Sym-
bol GAA grease, automotive and artillery.
Lubrication fittings are located on
bearing pillow blocks at both the pulley
end and the damper end of the blower
shaft. Fitting at damper end of shaft is
greased by opening da,er shutter on
cover as far as oossible in order to
reach the fitting with a grease gun.

(f) Trailer spring shackle pins.
Grease the spring shackle pins of the trail-
er undercarriage once monthly with Symbol
GAA grease, automotive and artillery. A
fitting is located at each of the six shackle
pins.

(g) Trailer caster wheel. Grease the
caster wheel axle monthly with Symbol
GAA, grease, automotive and artillery at
fittings on each side of caster wheel (figure
.4-1).

(h) Trailer caster mounting bracket.
Grease the caster mounting bracket month-
ly with Symbol GAA grease, automotive and
artillery at fittings on the mounting bracket
of trailer caster wheel.
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(i) Parking brake cable. Grease both
parking brake cables monthly with Symbol
GAA grease at the fitting on each cable.
Lubricate sparingly.

(j} Hydraulic brake master cylinder.
Check level of hydraulic brake fluid in
master cylinder once a month. If level is
below 1]- inch from top of cylinder, fill
to this level with Symbol HB hydraulic
brake fluid.

(k) Wheel bearings. Annually, or af-
ter the trailer has been towed 1-, 000
miles whichever occurs earlier, remove,
clean, dry, and repack the inner and outer

bearing cones of each wheel with Symbol
GAA grease, automotive and artillery.
Before repacking wheels, wash cones in
an approved solvent, and clean with a

brush. Dry and inspect for defects and
wear. Completely fill spaces around roll-
ers and above and beneath cone with lub-
ricant, kneading lubricant into all opening.s.
Thoroughly wash hub to remove all lubri-
cant. Inspect condition of bearing cups,
and replace .if worn, distorted, or scored.
Apply a very thin coating of lubricant to
the inside surface of hub and outside of
spindle. Do not pack or fill hub with lu-
bricant as this may result in leakage on
brake linings.

c. Completeness of Equipment. Make a
visual inspection of the bath unit to be
certain that all equipment listed in para-
graph 1-1+ is on the unit and in good con-

dition. Also determine that all necessary
publications are included with the equipment.

2-7 SERVICE REQUIREMENTS PRIOR
TO, DURING, AND AFTER OPERA-
TION.

a. General. To insure that the equipment
is ready for operation at all times, it must
be inspected systematically, as outlined in
Table before operation, during opera-
tion, and after operation so that defects
may be discovered and corrected before
they result in serious damage or failure.
The necessary preventive maintenance
services will be performed before opera-
tion. Defects discovered during operation
of the unit will be noted for future correc-
tion, to be made as soon as operation has
ceased. Stop operation immediately if a

deficiency is noted during operation which
would damage the equipment if operating
were continued. After-operation-services
shall be performed by the operator after
every operating period. After-operation-
services will be performed at intervals
based on the normal operations of the
equipment. Reduce interval to compensate
for abnormal conditions. Defects or un-

satisfactory operating characteristics be-
yond the scope of the operator to correct
must be reported at the earliest opportu-
nity to organizational maintenance.

Z-8. REPORTING DEFICIENCIES. The
operator will report all deficiencies on DD
Form 110.

Table 1 OPERATOR’S DAILY SERVICES

X

X

X

X

Intervals

X

O

X

X

X

Procedure

FUEL. Fill fuel oil and gasoline tanks. C1eck engine
crankcase oil level and fill if required.

WATER. Verify condition of water supply both for qual-
ity and quantity. Check height of the lift from water
level to pump.

TIRES. Check for proper inflation. Remove embedded
matter from the treads. Move the trailer a little each
day so that no part of the tread carries the load more
than 24 consecutive hours. It is desirable to block-up
unit to relieve the tires of the load.

INSTRUMENTS. (Gages.) Check for loose or broken
connections, general serviceability and proper readings.
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Table Z OPERATOR’S DAILY SERVICES Continued

X

X

Intervals

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Procedure

LEAKS, GENERAL. Inspect unit and underlying ter-
rain for evide.ce of leakage. Check all fuel and water
lines and connections.

UNUSUAL OPERATION AND NOISES. Listen for un-
usual rattles, knocks, squeaks, or hums. Be alert to
detect erratic operation.

LUBRICATION. Lubricate in accordance with the lu-
brication chart (figure Z-5).

CLEAN EQUIPMENT. Remove silt, dirt, and sedi-
ment from the bath unit.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT. Clean with approved clean-
ing solvent and place in proper storage area.

SHUTDOWN PRECAUTIONS. Check to assure that the
burner valves are closed and that the blower and engine
are stopped.

PROTECTION. See that all hoods and covers are se-
cure and that equipment is properly stowed on trailer.

VISUAL INSPECTION. Visually check water source
for proper quantity, and check unit to assure proper
operation.

CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

Z-9. GENERAL. This section describes,
locates, illustrates, and furnishes the
operator sufficient information about the
various controls and instruments for the
proper operation of the bath unit.

Z-10. WATER PRESSURE GAGE. (See

a. Location. The water pressure gage
is mounted near the water pump, in the
water discharge line.

b. Purpose. In graduations of 0 to 60
psi (pounds per square inch), this gage in-
dicates the pressure at which the pump is
discharging water to the boiler. During

normal operation, the pressure will reg-
ister Z5 to 30 pounds.-- 1 I. MAIN BURN]R FUEl VALVE.

(See figure" /4-9)
a. Location. The main burner fuel valve

is located at the side ofthe fuel pressure
regulator. The two smaller valves are
located on either side of the oil burner as-
sembly (figure /+--I0).

b. Purpose. The main control valve
controls fuel oil flow to the center burne
nozzle and to the automatic fuel regulator.
The two smaller valves, when opened, al-
low fuel oil to pass from the automatic reg-
ulator to the two side nozzles.
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Figure -9 Operating components, let side view.

Z- IZ. WATEITHERMOMETER. (See
figure >--.9),

a. Location. The shower water ther-
mometer is mounted o* the temperature
regulator.

b. lurpose. This dial-type thermometer,
graduated from 30 to 240F., indicates
the temp.erature of the water leaving the
boiler for the showerheads.

Z-13. STARTER SHEAVE. (See figure

a. Location. The starter sheave is lo-
cated on the right-hand side of the plant.

b. lrpose. A pul! on the starting rope
gives two revolutions of the crankshaft, to
start the engine.

Z-14. FUEL PRESSURE GAGE. (See

a. Location. The fuel pressure gage is
mounted on the side of the fuel oil pump.

b. Purpose. It indicates the fuel pump
discharge pressure to the burner, in grad-
uations from 0 to Z00 pounds. Pressure
during operation should remain at 1"00 psi.

Z- 15. TEMPERATURE ADJUST:qG
WHEEL. (See figur4,_--9),

a. Location. The temperature adjusting
wheel is on the shaft of the temperature
regulator.

b. Purpose. It regulates the temperature
of the shower water when turned as indicated
by the arrow on the wheel.

Z-16. TEMPERATURE REGULATOR.
(See figure: ]--).

a. Location. The temperature regulator
is located at the let side of the planet near
the water pump.

b. Purpose. It provides shower water
at the desired temperature by automatical-
ly controlling the flow of’fuel to the two
srnall burner nozzles.



2-17. _,PERCONTROL. (Seefigure

a. Location. The damper control is
mounted on the blower near the center of
the plant.

b. Purpose. It regulates the amount of
air supplied to the burner.

18. SAFETY RELIEF VALVE. (See
figure. A-l).

a. Location. The safety relief valve is
located on the top of the boiler.

b. Purpose. The relief valve prevents
pressure within the boiler from building
up to dangerous le,els.

2- 19. GASOLINE TANK SHUT-OFF
VALVE.

a. Location. This valve is part of the
gasoline strainer assembly (figure 3-2),
which is installed at the gasoline tank.

b. Purpose. This valve controls the
gasoline flow from the tank to the engine
carburetor.

2-20. FUEL PRESSURE REGULATOR.
(See figure --),

a. Location. The fel oii pressure reg-
ulator is located directly behind the fuel
oil strainer.

b. Purpose. It regulates the pressure
of the fuel oil to the burner.

2-21. WATER PiP DISCHARGE VALVE.
(See figure ._..),

a. Location. The water pump discharge
valve is installed in the water line at the
left side of the plant.

b. purpose. It controls the water flow
from the pump to the boiler and showers.

BURNER CONTROL.
VALVES

FUEL PRESSURE
GAGE

FUEL OIL

BELT GUARD

PlPE

Figurei,=IO- Operating components, right side view.



2-22. SHOWER SHUT-OFF VALVES.
(See figure -I),

a. Location. The shower shut-off valves
are installed in the water line on the top of
the boiler (towing end).

b. Purpose. They control the flow of
water from the boiler to the showerheads.
If only 12 showerheads are to be used, one
valve is closed; for 24 showerheads, both
valves are open.

2-23. FUEL SUCTION VALVES.

a. Location. The fuel suction valves,
(figure --llare located underneath the
boiler.

b. lurpose. These valves control the
flow of fuel oil from the fender tank to
the fuel oil pum.
2-24. FUEL RETURN VALVES.

a. Location. The fuel return valves,
(figure -llare located underneath the
boiler.

b. lmurpose. They control the overflow
of fuel oil from the fuel regulator to the
fuel oil tanks.

2- 25. ENGINE STOP SWITCH.

a. Location. The engine stop switch is
located underneath the magneto.

b. Purpose. When switch is thrown, it
shorts the magneto, thereby stopping the
engine.

Z-26. FUEL AND GASOLINE TANK
MEASURING GAGES.

a. Location. These measuring gages
are installed on the individual tanks.

b. Purpose. Each tank is equipped with
a bayonet-type gage to measure the liquid
level.

2-27. BOILER DRAIN VALVE. (See fig-
ure,/4-11).

a. Location. The boiler drain valve is
located underneath the bath unit on the wa-
ter pump side of the plant.

b. Purpose. This valve is used to drain
the boiler.

Z-Z8. BOILER PETCOCK.

a. Location. The boiler petcock (3) is
located on top of the boiler near the boiler
safety relief valve.

b. purpose. When opened, it permits
air to be bled from the boiler.

2-29. VARIABLE SPEED GOVERNOR
CONTROL.

a. Location. The variable speed gover-
nor control is located above the power take-
off end (opposite the flywheel) of the engine.

b. purpose. This control is used to ad-
just the setting of the carburetor throttle
vane, thus controlling the speed at which
the engine will operate. It also prevents
the engine from overspeeding if the load
applied to the engine is suddenly reduced.

Z-30. CARBURETOR IDLE ADJUSTING
NEEDLE.

a. Location. The idle needle valve is lo-
cated on the side of the engine carburetor.
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b. Purpose. The idle needle valve is
used to adjust the flow of fuel to the en-

gine for low speed operation. This con-
trol has no effect on fuel flow during high
speed operation. It should not be neces-
sary to adjust this control after the orig-
inal adjustment.

2-31. CARBURETOR MAIN ADJUSTING
NEEDLE.

a. Location. The high speed needle
valve is located on the bottom of the car-
buretor.

b. Purpose. The high speed needle valve
is usedto adjustthe flowof fuelto the en-
gine during high speed operation. It has
little effect on fuel flow during low speed
operation. It should not be necessary to ad-
just this control after the original adjustment.

OPERATION UNDER SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

2-32. OPERATION UNDER NORMAL
CONDITIONS.

a. General.

(1) The instructions in this section are
published for the information and guidance
of the personnel responsible for the oper-
ation of the bath unit.

(2) It is essential that the operator know
how to perform every operation necessary
to fully utilize the bath unit. This section

gives instructions on starting, stopping,
and Operating details.

b. Starting.

(1) Prestarting instructions.

(a) Perform before operation ser-
vices,

(b) Check directional arrow on the
water pump casing for proper rotation of
the impeller shaft.

(2) Setting the valves.

(a) Oper water pump discharge valve
(figure ]4--

(b) Open boiler petcock (3, figure /+--+)
(c) Open shower shut-off valves (fig-

(d) Close main burner fuel valve (fig-
ure h-9).

(e) Open burner fuel control valves
(figure h-10).

(f) Close burner damper control (fig-
ure

(g) Close burner fuel drain cocks.

(h} Open all four fuel tank suction and
return valves (figure

.(i) Close boiler drain valve (figure

(j) Open gasoline strainer shut-off
valve

(3) Firing the engine.

(a) Turn starter sheave (figure h-01
clockwise (right) by hand until it is stoppdd
by compression.

(b) Wind starting rope on starting pul-
ley ina clockwise direction.

(c) Close choker fly on carburetor
air inlet. It will open automatically
after engine has started.

(d) Close main adjusting needle of
carburetor then open it l-I/h turns. In
cold weather, starbing is sometimes
facilitated by opening the needle valve

slightly more.
(e) Exert a quick pull on starting rope.

If engine does not start on the first try,
repeat the operation.

CAUTION

RACING AN ENGINE OR GUNNING IT,
TO HURRY UP THE WARM-UP PERI-
OD, IS VERY DESTRUCTIVE TO THE
POLISHED WEARING SURFACES ON
PISTONS, RINGS, CYLINDERS, BEAR-
INGS, AND OTHER PARTS. THE PRO-
PER OIL FILM ON THESE VARIOUS
SURFACES DOES NOT DEVELOP UN-
TIL THE OIL HAS WARMED UP AND
BECOMES SUFFICIENTLY FLUID.
THIS IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT ON
NEW ENGINES AND IN COOL WEATH-
ER.
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(f) If choke on carburetor accidental-
ly snaps open during cranking, close it

again for two or three turns of the engine.
If fuel begins to drip from carburetor, re-

open the choke.

(g) Allow the engine to run at moder-
ate speed for a few minutes, until it grad-
ually warms up to operating temperature.

c. Shutting Down the Unit.

(I) Stopping the engine. To stop the
engine, throw the engine stop switch (fig-
ure 1-3) underneath the magneto,

(2) Shutting down the boiler.

(a) Stop the engine as in paragraph
(I), above.

(b) Close all burner fuel valves.

(c) Open damper fully by means of
damper control (figure- to allow gas.
fumes to escape.

(3) Servicing. Perform after opera-
tion services.

d. Draining the Unit.

(I) Draining water.

(a.) Open boiler drain valve (figure
2-8).

(b) Remove drain plug (figure ..--11_-)o
from water pump discharge line.

(c) Remove plug at base of water
pump,

(d) Open water pump discharge valve

(e) Open one or two unions in shower
stand.

(f) Uncouple suction hose and drain
hose.

(2) Draining gasoline and fuel oil.

(a) Drain gasoline from engine gaso-
line tank by removing gas filter s.ediment
bowl. RepZace bowl after tanz s
flraned.

(b) Drain burner fuel oil from fuel-oil
tank by opening drain petcocks beneath
tanks. Close petcocks when tanks are
drained.

(c) Drain oil from engine crankcase
by removing drain plug directly below en-

gine. Replace plug when crankcase has
drained and attach a caution tag to engine
stating "Crankcase Drained.

e. Operating Details.

(1) Operating cycle. The suction pump
draws water from the source of supply
through a suction hose, forcing it into the
heater. The heat developed in the fire
tubes raises the temperature of the water
and maintains it at the desired level. The
heated water is forced by the pressure of
the water pump through the discharge hose
to the shower stand, where it is dispensed
by the 24 showerheads.

(2) Engine speed. When the engine is
warm, its speed should be about 2800 rpm,
and should not be allowed to drop lower.
At lower speeds, the blower will not supply
sufficient air for proper combustion.

(3) Fuel pressure.

(a) When the engine is running, the
fuel oil pressure gage (figure --9 in the
fuel oil pump (figure h-9 should register
100 psi. If the gage shows no pressure,
the fuel oil pump may be airbound. Bleed
by loosening a connection in the line from
the pump to the burner nozzles until the air
has been removed from the pump.

(b) If the pressure gage reads above
or below 100 psi, remove the cap on
pressure relator and, with the
engine running, adjust the pressure
by turning th,.’, ad ,ustug screw with

.a screwdriver Turn the screw counter-
lockwise (left) to decrease pres-
sure or (clockwise) (right) to in-
crease pressure.

CAUTION
SHOULD THE ABOVE EFFORTS FAIL
TO PRODUCE ANY FUEL PRESSURE,
STOP THE ENGINE IMMEDIATELY TO
PREVENT DAMAGE TO THE FUEL
PUMP. TIGHTEN ALL FUEL LINE
CONNECTIONS. IF THE FUEL PRES-
SURE DOES NOT COME UP TO 100
PSI, REPORT THE DEFICIENCY TO
THE PROPER AUTHORITY.

(4) Filling the boiler.

(a) When the engine is started, the wa-

ter pump will start pumping water from the
source of supply into the boiler.
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(b) When the boiler is full, a steady
stream of water will flow from the pet-
cock on top of the boiler.

(c) Close the petcock and the water
pump discharge alve (figure 2-6) Until
only a little water flows from the shower-
heads.

(5) Water temperature regulation.

(a) The water is kept at bathing tem-
perature by the temperature regulator
(figure b-Q)which is f’ctorv-set to main-
tain a supply of water at 10ZbF. to 105F.
If it is necessary to raise or lower the
water temperature, the temperature regu-
lator may be adjusted by turning the tem-
perature adjusting wheel on the regulator
(figure h-9).

I. For a temperature rise of to
30 ’se only the center burner nozzle,
which is controlled by the main burner
fuel valve (figure h-9).

z. For a rise of 30 to 45 use the
center-nozzle and either one of the side
nozzles controlled by the two smaller
burner fuel control valves (figure-10).

3. For a rise of 45 to 55 use all
three-Sf the burner nozzles.

(b) The water temperature may be
raised quickly at the start by closing the
water pump discharge valve (figure
until only a small amount of water flows
from the showerhead. As soon as the tem-
perature, as registered on the wateor ther-
mometer (figure 1-9) rises to 10Z F.
the pump discharge’valve should again be
opened until Z5 to 30 psi is registered on
the water pressure gage (figure 4--9)

(c) If the water temperature sh.ould
rise above 105F., the temperature regu-
lator (figure ]4_9will cut off the flow of
fuel to the side n6zzles until the tempera-
ture falls to about 10ZF. at which point
the regulator will again permit fuel flow.

(6) Operating the burner.

(a) Before lighting the burner (figure
2-7) check the reading on the water ther-
mometer (figure -9)and .set the tempera-
ture regulator (figure 2+--9) as necessary to
r%<tethe water temperature to the desired
.0p’laing level of 10ZF. to 105F. Refer
to paragraph (5), above.

{b) Close the damper on the blower by
means of the damper control (figure h-9).

(c) Open the main burner fuel v:,..

Ifigureh--9).
(d) A continuous spark at the elec

trodes in the burner ignites the fuel oil
sprayed from the nozzles. As soon as the
fuel oil ignites, open the damper by means
of the damper control (figure --9) until
only a gray haze issues from the stack.

WARNING

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE
USED WHEN FIRING THE BURN-
ER. IF THE FUEL FAILS TO
IGNITE ON THE FIRST OPERA-
TION, THE BOILER MUST BE
PURGED BEFORE A SECOND
ATTEMPT IS MADE.

(e) If necessary to purge the boiler,
do this by closing the burner fuel valves
and removing the burner electrode wire at
the magneto. Then operate the blower for
at least 15 minutes with the blower damp-
er open.

(f) Readjust the damper each time
that one or both of the side nozzles is

lighted to obtain a rise in water tempera-
ture.

(g) When both of the side nozzles are
used, only one burner control valve shoul,!

be opened at a time.

NOTE

DURING THE FIRST FEW MINUTES
OF OPERATION, CONDENSATION
MAY DRIP FROM THE BOTTOM OF
THE BOILER. DO NOT ASSUME FROk,I

THIS CONDITION THAT THE BOILER
HAS" SPRUNG A LEAK; THE CONDEN-
SATION WILL CEASE AFTER A FEW
HOURS OF OPERATION.

(7) Water flow to showerheads.

(a) As soon as shower water tempera-
ture rises above 102F. as registered on

the water thermometer (figure
the water pump discharge valve (figure

indicates a pressure of between Z5 to
30 psi. Water should then flow from each
showerhead at the rate of approximately
1- 1/- gallons per minute.
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(b) One or both of the shutoff valves
on the shower line are open at all times.
If only 1Z showerheads are to be used,
close either shut-off valve. The water-
pressure gage will then indicate approxi-
mately 30 to 35 psi.

Z-33. OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL
CONDITIONS.

a. Operation in Cold Weather.

(1) To operate the bath unit in freezing
weather, or if temperatures below freez-
ing are likely to occur during a shutdown,
special precautions must be taken to pre-
vent poor performance or-total operation-
al failure. If possible, install the equip-
ment in a properly protected shelter.

(2) After any shutdown, drain the boil-
er completely of water,

(3) Select the correct lubricants for
the expected air temperatures as indicated
in the lubrication chart (figure -),

(4) Fill the fuel tanks at the end of each

day’s operation to prevent condensation of
moisture in the tanks.

(5) Be especially careful to allow an

ample warm-up period, with the engine
running at moderate speec

b. Operation in Sandy or Dusty Loca-
tions.

(1) Protect the unit from dust or sand
as much as possible. Cleanness of the

engine is important for proper cooling and
operation.

(Z) Watch the air cleaner closely and
keep it clean. When adding oil, remove

any dirt or sand from around the filler
neck. Keep the crankcase breather cap
clean. Keep fuel oil, gasoline, and oil con-

tainers covered and dust-tight. Clean
these, containers and the fuel strainers ,fre-

quently. Check lubrication points frequent-
ly and keep lubricated in accordance with

the lubrication chart (figure -8).
c. Operation in Extreme Heat.

(1) Locate the unit in a well-ventilated
area that will allow a maximum amount of
cool air for cooling the engine.

(Z) Check the shrouding to insure that

it is in good condition. Keep the cylinder
head free of oil and dirt.

NOTE

NEVER OPERATE THE ENGINE WITH
ANY PART OF THE SHROUDING RE-
MOVED BECAUSE THIS WILL RETARD
THE AIR COOLING.

(3) Fill the fuel tanks at the end of each

day’s operation to prevent an accumula-
tion of vapor in the tanks.
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Figure/+-12 Governor adjustment.
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TROUHESHTG

GENERAL. Table 3 provides information useful in diagnosing and
correcting unsatisfactory operation or failure of the bath unit or any
of its components. Each trouble sympton listed is followed by probable
causes of the trouble. The possible remedy recommended is described
opposite the probable cause.

Table 3 TROUHLESHOOTING CHART

SYMPTOM

Engine fails to start

Engine operates
erratically.

PROBAHLE CAU:

Lack of fuel
Carburetor flooded

Carburetor is dry.

Insufficient choking.

Gasoline shut-off valve
on fuel strainer
closed.

Water, dirt, or gum in
fuel line.

No spark.

Dirt in fuel system.

Air leak.

Weak spark.

Improper spark gap.

Governor spring
hooked in wrong hole.

POSSIHLE EEMEDY

Fill gas tank
Open the choker fly and
crank until engine fires.
If necessary, remove the
spark plug and crank en-
gine several times to
drive out the rich fuel
mixture.

Check for clogged or
damaged fuel line. Check
for vapor lock in fuel
line.

Close choker fly further.

Open gasoline shut-off
valve.

Clean fuel line.

Check ignition, spark
plugs, and magneto.

Drain fuel system and clean
fuel lines and tank.
Replenish with clean fuel.

Tighten carburetor mounting
bolts. Replace gasket if
leaks persist.

Check ignition, magneto.

Check anA reset spark
plug gap.

Check governor adjustment.



TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

SYMPTOM

Engine stops unex-
pectedly.

Engine overheats.

Water pump not
maintaing pressure.

Water supply failure.

Fuel oil pump not
maintaining
pressure.

Burner failure.

Lack of fUel.

Dirt, gum, or water
in fuel system.

Clogged air cleaner.

Defective magneto.

Crankcase oil supply
too low.

Part of air shroud
removed from engine.

Dirt between cooling
fins on cylinders

Loss of supply.

Suction lift too
great.

Suction line leaks.

Insufficient supply.

Pump losing speed.

Pump airbound.

Fuel oil supply fails.

Fuel oil pressure
incorrect.

POSSIHLEREDY

Fill gasoline tank.

Clean fUel line and
gasoline tank.

Service air cleaner.

Replace magneto.

Stop engine and add
oil.

Instal]. missing air
shroud.

Cln dirt from between
fins.

Check water supply. See
that all hose con-
nections are water-
tight and airtight.
Clean clogged shower
pipping or showerheads.

See that suction lift
does not exceed 15 feet.

Insure that washers are
in all hose connections
and connections are
tight.

Check oil supply. Clean
fuel oil strainer.
Check fuel regulator.

Inspect belts for tight-
ness.

Loosen connections on
pump return line and
bleed air.
Chek fUel oil tanks for
supply.

Fuel oil pressure should
be 100 psi, as indicated
by fuel oil pressure gage.
Adjust fuel oil pressure
regulator.
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Symptom

Outlet water temper-
ature incorrect, or
can not be adjusted.

TROUBLESHOOTING CHART Continued

Probable Cause

Fuel oil strainer or
nozzles clogged.

Reduction in fuel pump
capacity.

Fuel oil not atomized.

Fuel oil not ignited.

Faulty adjustment of
water temperature
regulator wheel.

Faulty thermostatic
element.

Improper adjustment
of water pump dis-
charge valve.

Faulty burner opera-
tion.

Possible Remedy

Clean fuel oil strainer. Re-
move nozzles and clean nozzle
strainers. Clean internal sur-
faces of nozzle tops.

Change gaskets.

Remove and clean fuel noz-
zles.

Check electrodes for loose-
ness, improper spacing, or
pitting.

Adjust accordingly.

Replace if defective.

Open or close valve to suit.

Diagnose cause and correct
as needed.
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.F’I-FE’,) ST,’:,TES "ARIHE C)RPS
!tili[is Instrction Company
:arine Coros _niner Sci;onl

".rine Corns Rase
,r,,:. Le.ieune, orth Carelina ?R542

Ii,TPD,D(

1. GAI.". -,H..."-"-"r’"In"!.’,. (2 i.II’.’.)

Your ,l,ties Ps a asic ,’-!vqiene F.mipment nnera.ter are to operate various
,,inas eF ’..ster -..,poly mi).ent wlich re(:uire tn.. use n r.,allnn tank

The lack qf thp t.n!< nr the inai;ility to set it r !.,rnnerlv ,.;oId render thp

emiTment seless h:ecd:se the ,...,ter cnI(l not be stered.

2 :"n"., ,:;,,F- To rovide the stHnt wit.i the -nov:le,.Joe and skill to,

R I:{Ti<!,R’:,:; (2

q ’,.,.,1’’LI’!& LEi.P,i!I:’W., nn {’TT"E(S):.,’,u. rovided ;,ith a .3,00(1 qa]]on tank &nrl
T :-(1:L-4, C pter 2.sled,elr:(-_r, inst,:ll the ta’nk in qccorci.lnce ,iEh

b. ’;"ill ,.iO Lhis b.V lecture, de:".mstrution, .nl a:,nlicatinn.

c. There ,,ill he a proress test at tle end of lectre.

d. vm :,ill he tesLed on installation of the tank drinQ oractical
aplic.tinn nertion of this lesson.

TRA;SIFIJ.i: .:, that we hve discussed v,ht ,,.’e are ,oin, o rln let’s lnok
the nnPe}l.tre of t:e 3,)()0 nallon tank.

Show IT’ tape (]5

...)

t. ;G,;encl4 t,,r:

a. Tan’: ,""IP llon ca{acitv ,.,’,.e_n filled within.. 7 inches {rein the I.o,
and is constructe o ruh-.er

h. ’h)lt eye s,! to tiqhten dot.m the suoort tubes.

c. Cl,]th (.oct."’ cruunH ;a’e of black r,:bher and is fount and
t;e tan from !einn mncture;lay on the qromd l,eneaLh th tank to Frevent "
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U-IODOI

d Cover asse:bly ton ].’-+. ft sf+ure, n,,Ic, n llack and ru!;ber Used for
coverinq the t.nk.to prevent tle .,at.r+r in the t..,!,: from becoming! recontaminated --by flying dust oarticles.

e. Outlet .,sseblies 2" ;"ale an! fc.ale ca+s sed for drainin ,ater out
of tank.

f. Pin straiqht i;eade:! used to fasten the stave ca, ps to the SLpport
t lhe.

Pin, tnt ,sec! to secure Cuy lines.

h. Repair kit used to repair holes or tears in the tank.

i. ope, sisal used to tie do,;;n the tank.

.i. %tavp, harc!,,,eod 3 3/4" ,,,ide, i4" Ion. Th,+v are ir..stallpd en the tank
for further cu,]oort.

k. Sta+ve, caT; .-sse,hl. used to slide ever t.]e sta, ves and used in
coni lqctiol ,,’iti the .,’- ,norts Also smm)rts th tnk nd las an eyelet
for tyi nc

I. St,vr+, ca,o extensiom :s,d to +liie over the staves and ,.,.,hen tlsed in
conjnction ,,:ith the ti,e supports ,ive additional snport to the tanL’.
Euinped ’+,;it} eyelet f>r tyinu ,Io.n the tank.

t.. TIJbe supports inner and outer. Tin.so are lone altmipum )oles. ]nP
sl.iHes into tq..’,, .n’,.;,er .nd can ...!’ ,djusted to so.port the tanl.:.

Ti<]I.;LCSITIO:"+: .Jo..v., that we ,inow the noroenclatJre of the ?,0 nallon tan.c, let us
discuss the procedures for setin.q up the t,:,’n,..’.

?. Settinr. the tank up

e. Pre!are a location close t t:e ’.ater source for the tank assembly

(!) Pre.-re a level loc.+tion at least I( fmet in di.meter

any shar or pointea, ob.iects that ,,fiht pierce the tank

h. Position the tank and

(1) Lay out e,round cloth in center of nre)are,i location

(?) Place the fol<led ta,l< it+ t,e center of the rond cloth, and nfo].+l
the ta nk.

(3) Place taves, stave caps, tube upnorts, ton cover, and repair V, it
near the positionm:! tank

c. .nssemble the tank

O--
c-
pl

o:
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(i) Insert the v’ooden staves. L.rt at the i)ottom of the tank and nass
each stave throuoh each of the five lOOnS or stave pockets, n.roaressin, to the
top of the tank.

(2) Attach the tank staves.

(el Select one of the lonq, aluminum cap assemhlies.

(b) eld the mner eyelets toward the inside of the tank and slin
it down over te tn of the tave and necker assemblies.

(c) Skin 4 staves and attach a short stave with the iorizontal
eyelet, facinn to the outside

(d) Attach the last or short stave cap on the fifth stave

(3) Extend ,e.ch of the pair of telesco.in aluminm support tubes to
the apnroxi,ate diareter of tie tank.

d. Erect the four ta.ves that have cafes, extend the alurinum support tubes
across the ank, 3rid atch them with the cans usina the straight pins and cotter
pins as ,rovi,ed.

e. :.ri,,e the fq,m :,ooden tent pins into tile oround approxir,ately 5 feet
fro the :)ase of the tank op..nositp_ each cam ass(,l)l.,,,. Tie ach of the 1Q foot
uy lines to th eves of the cap asse,!)l,,:/, .,or.., it snuQ nd Pct,r it to the
tent piF. s.

F. ’r,fold toe i.:’- foot square top cover, and tie the r, foot lines throuqh
the corner qrn.,,rets. Place the top cover over the tank and tie it dov,n to the
pins used for tlu (luy lines.

n. Check tank fnr holes.

h. Fill ank v:ih ,ater to within 7 inches of the top.

TRAI,ISITI!II: ;!or, that we know kow to assemble the -,0’,)0 oallon tank, let us talk
ahot the nrner !)rocedures for foldinn the tank for storane.

3. Foldinn of the tank Vlr,!)

a. eI/]OV!’. and fold the tark cover

(I) Lay tank cover strainht on :roun(l

fold

(?) Fold one third over For the first fold

(3) Fold eposite end ever top of First fold For second fold

4) Turn folded cover lenc,.thwise fr third fold and Fold same as first

0O-3



fold

h.

Co

U-IOD01

(5) Fold in half, brine fmrth fold ever third fold line for fourth

Drain water fr(:n tank if necessary,

(i) On.on Iale outlet

(2) Open feale elitlet

F)israntle tank,

(I} Remove the alvqinun suonort tubes and stave can eyelets

{2) Remove the P.O v.,noden staves.

(3) Turn the tank comnletely over to drain any remaininn water. Then
turn tank hack over,

d. Ful t,n< for F-ow,nent

(i) "it the t.nk in collansed nosition, take the opposite sides of the
tank and fold them toward the center with approxi:ately i inches seoaratinm the
edqes.

() ake the second fold with the apex ends over at riht annles to the
previus fold, leavino approxinatly 2’.- inches seara/inm the edges.

() ’aW the third fold by foldinn the sides ill the same direction as
the irst fold to .,ithin aproximately 1" to 1 i/2 nches of the center hut at
ariqht angle te the second fold.

(4) :al<e toe fourth fold in the same drection as the second fold.

(5) Place-the folded tank cover in the center of mround cloth.

() Place the folded tank on top of tank cover and mround cloth.

(7) Fold two sides of the (’ron cloth over the ends of the folded tank
and top cover.

(3) FolH th other two sides of the nround cloLh over top of foled
tank .nd toe cover.

() Tie nackane tometnr with two iLces of nvlon-coated fabric or use
two uy lines.

OPP(RTIIITY F {,LIESTI),:S {3 "I)

I. (]ilESTIHS F(’4..: THE CLASS

2. ,I:.STIO?(S TO THE CL/SS

F()-4



U- 1 ,!l! ].

a. flow far must the ",.an’K he filled um to eive you apmroximately
qallon of ,ater?

A. 7 inches ,rm the ton.

b. How ,’anv tent nins e,o with the 3,00n tank?

#. ,.l tent ,2. ins

Sili., IARY
up, and fold the 3,{;:’.}0 oallnn tank.

PROR[SS TEST

REAI<

C(ntrolleL! Practical Ar,Tlication

(,_9 .IIN)

lurino t]s qerind of instruction have coverpd tP,e nomenclat,r, set

class to r,redesionated area.

(5 , l,i

(IO !li’!)

(I07 ,I!’!)

:]ivi,ie class into four man

5ach team ’,’ill b provided ,it.h a tank an,.i all its cnl;ponents ant ,.,ill

asser,hl, ,!isasse’qle, an,i fold a 3,!i]0 halloo tank.

(1) I!nr)ack 3,000 ,allon tank and e(uiment

(2) Prea re rea.

() Spread tank Iottom

) osition tank on.center of round cloth

(5) nfold tank

6) Install sr.a yes

7) Orive ouy line stakes

e) ,false Lank

(e) Install tube suport assemblies

(10 Tie r)wn tak

(.I} Cover rasH: with tank tubs.

d. After t’:e asse:nhlv is co,ap]eted, stu,;ents will dis.ssemhle, fold and
store the 3,<]0 ,-’.allon tank.

P! -q



(IPPORTUiITY FOR DUESTIO:.:S (0

i. OIIESTIO!S FO; THE CL,SS: !All nuestions would be answered on an inHividual
basis-throim-ot tlle !>racti’.<l ,nlication)

2. (!UESTIOYIS T!} THE (]LASS:
application pha’s.)

Si h’.ihA R Y
ta nk.

(’o o,uestions are rem.ired after a l’,,rctical

(1 rlh)

Gurinn L’is l,sson ,,,.,e covered the installation of the 3,00 oallon

BREAK (li}



LIST

i. ITV TaRe

2. Actual Eouinrnt

3. !’,dvance Sheet./Stclent 0utlin

M]- 7
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UNITEP STATES I’.ARI’.E CnRPS
Utilities Instr,ction Company
t’arine Corps Engineer School

irine Corps ase
Camp Le,ieune, ,orth Carolina ?542

PET.ILEO OUTLINE

CETRIFIIGAL PLI/PS

!!- IOD02
JAN 1995

IiTROF)UCTIOH

i. G’,II’! ATTENTIO’: (i0

If you Rre rnnino, a .,,ater point, what would vo, do aho,t distrihtinn the
,valet that you havP purified to the ,nit which .vo{ are sunoortinn? .’o,ld you
carry the ’..,ter hy buckets? Zy tr,ck? Possibly. Iow about usinm a p,n9 and
pumpinq it?

2 URPOS.: The .r,)ose of this period of instruction is to provide the
student with the :<nowledqe and skill necessary to DUmP waer.

,’[" r’a. ,.<LICC L::,,...II;’. OJECTIVE(S): Provide} with a centri:,-,al F,Fn, fuel,
and a water so.rce, DtlmD water in accbrdance with T; 5-R2-200-1G, chanter 3.

b. will o this by lecture, demonstration, aFd practical application.

TRANSITION: Let s now turn our attention tn the nomenclature of the engine
used with the 55 GP,’ Ceptrifuqal Pump.

ODY (TP I

l.. ’o;enclature of the .:iscensin ;,iodel A3 Ennin (15 ’:IN)

a. i.ated at 3. horse)ower

(I) inle c.vlinder

(P) Fo,r cycle

(3) ,ir cnnled

P()-I



b. Cool ino ,of the enqine

(I) Fan-fly!,,,heel encased in a sheet metal shroud

(2) The air is divi(led and directed hy ducts and baffle nlates tn
insure mifor", coolin nf all harts.

c. Carburetor rroviHes the proper mixture of easoline and air all sDeeds
and loads.

d. lqnition

() Furnished by a hiqh tension radio shielded qanneto

(2) Driven off timinn nears at crankshaft soeed

,.!aneto breaker oints adiust:qent. Gap set at .C2f! inch at. fulleo
separation.

f. Snark lJn na set. ,.L .)25 of an inch.

n. Lffrication system

(1) Const. nt

(2) !.Ises vrious :ra(!es of oil

(c) n to-15F SAE I,)

(3) Holds ne uart

h. Governor

(1) Is , centrifuna] flyball tpe

(2) Engines are emipred with either a fixed sneed (overnor or a
variable speed renlator.

(3) Tree holes re previ]ed on the vriable speed overnor

TP 3 (,..)

c
7

o

Z

Z:=-
X.

2
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2_6QQ PS

ll-lqD(i2

(a) For lq,O !P".S the sPrinn should h hooked into hole number I.

(b) For ?500 to 2n50 t.P,S nlace sDrinn in hole number 2.

!c) For steed of 29n0 PP.’S and over ,lace sprin in outer hole.

(d) Smooth ooeration is obtained ,hen the qovernor lever is set at

(OFF TP # 3)
(l TP # 4)

llse qood quality (asoline free fror Hirt and ,.,at,r

,t]ke sure vent holes in fuel tank cam are open

Holds ! qallon

i. Fuel

(1)

.i. Fuel filler

fl) Cow1 tyDe

(2) .Se.nr,tes seaiment

(B) Clean every lours

k. Choke lever

(1) ianual].v nDer.ted

(?) After -,nnine starts the choke ,:,iII auto,atic411y onen

I. Rope starter .hives two revolutions of crankshaft

m. Air filter

(I) Oil bath air filter

(l ’qolds !/4 hint oil

(3) llses s,-me as crankcase

n. ,Ground rronn to shut off enoine
(TP } .t )FF)

THA.:SIT[(;:: AS we continu#, lpt us take a lonk at the nomenclatre of the
:]arnes Pup’D.

2. ;Sarnes Pllfqn ,!O(!P] 7-!tS/-

a. Type

0-
(

m
0

o
m

m
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(I) Centri.ual

(?) SIf-Priminfl

(3) .55 P.

U-I01)02

(i)

{3)

TRA.NSITIOI:

Suction and discharee orts

Two inc!ms in diameter

Total suction lift is 15 feet

50 foot total dynamic head

Rubber vshers for air timht connection

He:.; that ,re have discussed the nomenclature of the enoine and rumn
associated v,,it7 tile q5 i’,.P;.? .urp, let’s take a look at the nomenclature of the
engine on the 55 GPi.: P,.,..

(TP -’ (:.:)
(i0.3. :.ilitar.v ,,ta,]dar;! !nmine

a. Rated at ! I/2 !’orseno’.,;er

(i) Sinnle cyl in4er

(?} eur cycle

(3) Air cooled

(zt) Gasoline enqine

C,ool inn of the enaine

(1) Fan flywheel encasel in . sheet ;netal shroud

(2) l,ir is divided and directed h, rhcts and baffle nl;tes to insre
uniform coq|inq.

c. "OI]-)FF %:,.;i tch

d. Carburetor

(1) l!anJles the ;;ro?,er i;<ture oF e,soline .d air

(2) /\d,iustinn iir, h s!,eed needle valve

(b)

lition

Counter-clockt,,ise ;akes ixture richer

Cleck,:ie maes ,’ixtre leaner
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fl) Current is oenrated by a rntatina maqnet and ionition coil

(?) Lo,, tensinn cable carries the primary current to the contact sets
and canaciters.

(3} Hinh tension cables relay the current directly frnm t inition
coil to the spark

(4) Contact oints qap set between 0.01 O.f!() in.

(5) Snark nlua aap set hetween l.O? fl.033 in.
fTP OFF)

f. Lubrication system

(i) Spla sh-Vapor type

(a) [.(3he nn crankshaft splashes oil on the components ie, the lo,,er
part of the enoin.

closed breather
’./alves anci the upper n.art of the encine are lubricated I,, a

r_ss,.r(, to oil vanors int() tie rockerIitiliT()s cry, ,,.c:se , p drw

’!ses various qrdes of oil

’;OTE: Instructor ,,ill cirat,; on chalkboard the vrious nrades of oil e.nd
te;neratures associate with the oil as st.abed with the .iconsin en<-ine.

(31 Crankcase holds !/2 nuart

n. ow:.rnor

(].) Is a centriFu(lal fl.yweiaht type

(2) Controlled bv a control rod assehlv

(3) To reoulate en.nine speed turn nut on control rod assembly.

(a) Cleckwise to increase ennine speed

(h) Counter clock.is( to decrease ermine speed

(4) flevlos a m:<ium 3600 ;]PS

Fuel

(TP ; nFF)

nO-5
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(I) Use oood [ualitv nasoline free rom dirt and water

(i) Holds one qallon

i. Fuel i=ilter

(I) 3owl type

(2) Separates sedi.ent

(3) Clean every ? hours

,i. Choke lever manHally onerated

k. Pope starter oives two revolutions of crankshaft

I. ir filter, dry element type

TI!AHSITIO: The pum associated ,,.:ith this type of emine is the 3arnes umooae 1757,.

. Darnes Pump .iodel 17571,
T.vne

(!) Centri [unal

() SI ,-nriminq

() Fr:me !ountea

() P.ated 65

Suction and :ischarqe norts

(i) I 1/2 inches in diameter

(?I Tota scon lift 15 feet

(3)

(4)

the equinment used vdth these pumps.

(-rP 7 07)
(2 ;,il :,!

r9 foot total dyn&mic iea,4

ubher ’,,aslBers for air ti,.ht connections (TP # P, I.FF)

!ov,,’ that ’..,e have disc,ssed the engines and Dumps. let’s talk about

o

rlq-G
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5. Enuinmer, t used in Ron,iunctien with C.entrifu:al Pumps

a. 25 foot cott,n discharoe hesp

h. 2{ foot rHher reenforced sction hos

c. Strainer fer end o scion hose

d. Float

TEARSITI0.: low we have discussed th nnmenclaEures of the engines and the
Hmps, ]e’s net them ready to be put into oneration.

6. Preoperationa] :intenance and Installation (2 .I)

a. Check for missinn or loose

b. Check all fluid levels {{]as, il, [c.} Fill to proner level

c. Chck stanin of

(i) Ins[all every 3E) ft (maximHm)

) Inst.ll every 300 ft to he safe

{) "lnr,allv instl]ed every 1{) f

d. Insure uB is ]ve]

e. Prvi,ie protection Erom the :lements, wind, Hirt, sno.., e[c.

TRANSITIG: Rlosely associated wih the nreonerational naintenance and
installation of the pur is he star[in,procedures and onerationa] adjsten[s.

7. Startinq ProceHures and Operational Aajustments (2 i’ll’)

a. Prie the sction hose and replace he s[rainer

h. Place hose in water

c. C1 (-se choke

d.

f.

Flip "r:i-OFF" switch

,!.iust: t,,rot.l ]ew.r l/a, nnen

-!rap start.er rope clock’,ise around nll:,v and pull until engine starts

1i0-7



n. Once ermine st_rts o,oen choke

h. Let ermine ,.,ar,l up for 5 mimJtes

i. After enoine is warm onen throttle all the ,,.av for maximum PP"’’s

.i. Observe engine and pun lurino no,oration for any mossible malfunctions.

TRA,!SITION: Further consideration must he taken v..’hen storpinn these engines.

8. Stoppinn Procedures

a. Wisconsin model enqine

(1) Idle ermine do,,,n for 5 minutes

(2) Cut ew, ine off ’.;v ,qroundino Lhe nronn on the side of the ,.anneto to
the naQne[o case.

b. F,"ilitary standare, enoine

(I) l,!le eqqine do;,,n for

().- Tn stoo eno. iF, e flirt ""(,.-"-",r s,’itch to ";FF" nosition

T,.,,JSITIO!: Once stnrpea the post onera.ional maintenance must he taken caro
of.

Post Operational i.;ainten.nc,e

a. Clean all suraces with anproved cleaninn solvent

b. Check all luid levels

c. Check to see ir .any components vibrated loose and retiohten.

PRACTICE (I tliI)

F)urinn the first ialf hour of oractical application the instructor will
demonstrate to the students, how to install the qaskets in the hoses, which
hoses to use for suction and discharo,e, how t.:.) install a strainer and float to
the suction hose, anH hv. tn prime these nur.ps, Once the instructor has
cnDleted the doorstrtion, he will or te remaininm time uide each student
durinq the preooerational chock, and the priminn of these nups. The students
will use both 55 and %5 GP;< nuplps. Once the pumps are primed, the students ill
of)orate tho pumps, numpino from the source and discharnina into a 300 nallon
tank. ,.hen the entire class has completed the oneratinn of thesP pumps, they
will perform Ist echelon and 2nd echelon aintenance on the enuioment used
durin( the nerind of instruction.

PROVIIE HELP: (1

00-8
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!urinq the demonstration and practical applictinn, two instructors will
supervise the class and heln solve any ,r’,:lems and ans;.,er an uestions which
arise from the students.

]PPORTUHITIES FOR OUESTIO,!.!S:

I. :]UESTIOHS FROf, THE CLASS:

2. OUESTIO:S TO THE CLASS:

a. !’.!hat tvoe of oil Hoes the 55 and !5 GP>i hump use het’een the temperature
of 120 to 40 ?

A. .0 l.leiht nil.

b. ,ha.t type of pump is the 55 and 65 GP/ humps

A. Centrifugal tyne

c. Do the hoses involved .ith the K5 and 5 np’, ntr have to he air tioht?

#. Yes, they do.

D:rino the last ]eri) g instrction we have cove the nrocedures
involved in the oneration n: the :5 and ::5 GI,’: numns. It ’,,ill

reoonsibility to ugate yurselves on th additions and ,,dification of these
pm]ps.

PROGRESS TEST

RE.K: 10 :’,:I )
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I!ITED STATES ":ARI,IE CORPS
llities Instruction Company
i,rine Cnrns Ennineer School

.rine Corns !ase
C-mn Le.ieune, l.!orth rarolina 2542

!,ET IL.O 0UTL IE

HASTY P IPELI."IE

!I-10D03
Apr 19r
(0-273)ed

I NTRODI ICT ,’!

(5 NIN)
I. GAIN ATTEITIOti: In the process of establishino your wter noint, yu find
out that vo c:nnoC set up thp enuipment close to the water source due to poor
drainae,inade(uate ton,7, or the water source is inaccessible to the consumer.
Wilat qeans d ou la,se available in order to overcoee tis oroblen?

2. PII.qPQSE: The :urnnse of this period of instruction is to Frovide ?/ou ,,’ith

the k,n}Dwleine :nd ski11s needed to install a ha ,s.’v aipPl inn.

I;ITPO YICE ......... (LL.,-,.., b’:., EC IE

a. ,_,,:LI: I_F?:.;II’;G ilT,IECTIVE(S): Provided with g lenqtls of 2" i,P, 4

hasty ce]l-ins, and a hammer, install-a hasty ioelino in accoraance with T21
5i3, chapter Tt,. (1_..-. Ic)

,..;ill :.io F.his hy lecture and demonstration.

There ,.HI1 he a progress test at the end of lecture.

T;ere will i)e performance test durina practical application oortion of
this

TRATSITI;!I: ’;’o,, that we know what .’e are ,.mino to cover lurin this eriod of
Tnstructinn, lrt s discuss the ipe line.

I. ?IPEI_I;;FS: The use of finelines offer tr,.e folln:’inq:

a. Fev,er ’aintpnnce problems on the euioment.

b.
lq(1 S.

C.

Pr,)vides cre.ter potential nutnut than c.xn normlly be otainPd by oth(ar

nis,.d,anLaoes of a nineline:

{1) Cost of ;eaterials

(2) Time rquired for cnnstm,cLion
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(3) Availability of e;!uipment

(,4.) Adaptability tn field terrain

d. Components of a ieline are: (ON TP # 2)

(I) Pover driven oumn used as the prime ,nnver for pumpinn the v;ater,
sually a 65 GP;-; or q.5 GP!.! .ntmn,

(2) Pipe and fittin,s are contained in the lastic nie fitters
assortment set ,.,.,hicl consists of the fo|lowin:

(a) I{]0() feet 2" !}olyvinyl chloride (PVC) nipe

(h) O llasty coupinms or pipe couolinQs

(c)
hasty cn p.linqs.

2.- 2" tv,o piece flannes, ;,hich ,y he used in nlace of the

(d) L r.’hoer fiance oaskets, used in conjunction ,,,it; the
flannes.

(i)FF TP ?)

?ow l:lat we know ’..,hat ’i)elines are med fnr, the disadvantaes,
and cqmmorents, let s look at the ;:lannin,

. PL;’U’!NI’!G PHASE: The preliminary olanninn is of the t,ost importance
hcause this will determine ho,; efficient the pinin, system will be. Thins to
consider r,e:

a. !]istance determine the distance from the water source to the location
which yu have selected for the proposed waCer point. y doino this you can
deterine the f,)llowinq:

(!.) ’-r.iol.l|It of pipe v’hich will he needed.

(] :low many pumps will he required.

h. Nepressioqs when selectinc the route for tie pi!)eline you should:

(i) Select the most level and direct reute.

(9) [aentify depressions in order t’,at nrovisions can be mode for
sr,Dor t nq the

c. Elevation of the terrain from the water source to the propose, site
sho Id be taken into consideration in order that pumps can le staoed properly tn
insure that the :.;ps will be able to pump the water at the rated capacity.

DO-2
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H. Staninq of pumps At times it will l;e necessary to use more than one
mJmp, tilerefore it is essential that the distance, depressions and elevations he
kept in mind.

(I) ,hen sta.inq pmps on level qround the ximum distance between
pumps sho,Id not xceeH 3SI feet.

(2) !"orml distance between pups is 1’;) fee.

[[II)TE
pumps .,, he less than the norm.al distance stated.

(OFF rP # 3)

!henever the elev,_=.tion of the terrain is steep, the interval Ietween

TRA!SITIOH: Once the plarnin phase is completed, the next phase is the
installation of the hasty pipeline.

g. I;!ST!.LLATI’J[; ’)F THE PIPELI.IE: geoins t the water so,.,rce in the followinn
sequence.

a. Insta]]ation of the first

(I) Position pm near the water source kinq sure that the n,.hn is as
lvel as possihl.

{2) Ccnnect suction hose to the suction side.

.l Pt a ,oo valve or strainer on end of hose.

(a) .Secre suction hose to a ]oat or a stake Hriven into the water
source in or,er that the sction point s submerged at least 4" under water hut
not rest inm on the bottom.

(5) Connect a s,ction hose to the dischar!e side if second nu;q is to
he used, this will rrevent the second pump from collapsinm the hose.

(OFF TP

NOTE: ’he, t.aninn pmps it is necessary that suction hoses be used on both
suction n.i disch.:re arts.

TRASITI;: ")nce the first pump is in place, the next step is to connect the
pir)es tomter.

h. Iistallation of the ieline heoins hv conmctinm the first lennth of
pine to the os fro, the nUnn Hiciarne m)rt with a hasty couplinq.

(I) Place the two ends nf the ipes mid to end

(a) Place one half of hasty couplinm underneath the nine.
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(i) ,a.linn the second h..-If oF the hast:y couplinn with the other

(c) Place the v:edne or spike throuqh the slots on the cauplina.

(d) ’.Isina a har,,mer drive ,.,:edoe until securely fastened.

(8) Ise of flanaes: (’".:hen hasty couplin(is are not available)

(a) nnly joint compound Lo threads of pine and flanne.

(h) Connect. the flange halves [o the end of each pime.

(c) Place a flange tonether with flange bolts and two adjustable
wrenches.

NOTE: efore ooin into the third nase, ake sure tha the ioeline is
et’l.y sunurtd t II depressions.

TRASITIT;: (.nce t.e kstv ineline is insalled ad nut,ms .re in nlce, the
next ster s to start eurroira ,...,ater throuQh it.

’;hen usinn mre than one numm the follnwino mroced,re4. ST 1’,IT i

a. Perform oreor;erational rkintenance on ,mumps beinq sed.

h. rirq the n,mLn located at the water sorc.

c. Start 9u4r at the ,ater source first, then allow water to reach the next
pump hefore attemptin9 to start the subsequent pums.

d. Once all humps are operatin<l, walk the len(th of the pipeline and
insoect for le.<s.

(l) If asty couplips are le.kin:

(a) Check for ali(nient nf the mipelin.

(I) Ta hasty couolin: wedue (s,)ike) wit lamer mtil the leak
stops.

stoDs.

If Flan(e are use1 and a leak is aetected:

(a) ..qieck pinPline For alignment.

fh) !Isinn ad,istahl v,renci.es, tighten flanne b,olts Imtil the leak

e. Check pumps and rtieline .rently to ke sure t’q.::t no more leaks
develop and tiat the nu,.qos ..re operatina pronerly.

-o

o:
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TRAm’iS I T I 0.,,’,’:
disma’ntlinq it.

5. SECU21;;I HASTY ,rI, _LI:E

a. Sufdo:,’ll ur,,ns in the reverse method.

(I) P ,,II u,ps

(2) mrin a.l] v.ater ot of the nmps.

b. [iscnnect ]l hosPs.

c. Take ninelines anart.

QPPORT]NITY FOP rLESTIOS

i ""[qTl]’i.’q F::’’. THE CLASS

2. Q.!ESTI,,HS T TUE CLASS

U- 10003

Tl,e last phase of the hast.,,, pipeline is of course nothin more than

a. ’4.c,n selectinq the route the pipeline you

A. Select the qost level and direct raute.

b. Cnce he firs nur]i- is in place, the next

A. (ionnect he pipes to,ether.

,urin1 tie last iour we covered what a oipeline is, the planninq
nhas, insalltien of, sarinq procedure and securinm the i,)eline.

3EAK (IO,

COITROLLE!] PiACTICAL #.PPLICATIO?,: (].20

nurinq the practice ohase the instruc[or will do the follov,,inq:

!. rak the class down into teams of no more then five men per team.

2. Issu o,_ch eam five lenqths of 2" ie, asty counlins, hammer, nd
flan(e.

3. ’efore Ue stuHents construct t’.e ,)i:eline, the instructor will deonstrate
step hv sten orocedre for contr,ctinm a )ipeline v:ith hasty couplino and
flanoes.

4. nce he niv,line{s) es been constructed, nps wil he nlaced wiY.hin the
Pipeline as instrceH in cla.

5. fter u,ps are n Dlace:

a, . ) H;lD
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bD

for leaks.

(!)
leak stops.

leak stops.

6.

Prime pu-,lp at water source.

Start ,n. umn at the ,,ater source.

Allo, aatr to reach the subsement pur,.n before startin the numbs.

Once the v,’ater is le.,,inn olt, walk the lennth .of the pipeline and check
If leaks are detected, repair the leak i)v eiLher:

Tappinm the v.’edee or strike further into the hasty coup.lin until

Id usinm flanmes and leak is detected, ti]hten flanoe bolts until

Ilion completion of the ractical application phase, the students wit1:

a. Oisassehle tie mineline.

b. L;isconnect ioses from humps.

c. [)rain numo, s

d. P;" nurlr, s

e. ecure a11 terials and enuiprent

PP, OVIIIE HELP: Flurin the nracical a.Dnlicaion phase an instructor will
sun.ervse tle sLudents and clarify any .uestions tle students a.v have.

OPPORTUIITY FOR ()LiESTIOS:

i. QUESTIO!IS FROr.’! THE CL/kSS

2. OUESTIO!IS TO THE CLASS

PR()GRESS TEST

SU i;4#PY:
n i’!)"l he.

urinm the last t-:o hours you had the opnortunity tn construct a hasty

on-6
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TP 2

TP - [’}

TP !-

LIST (!F SL!PPORTI’t P.PEFS

Pinelioe

Components of a pi;eline

Planninq {;ha se

Installation of ,n.ipelin

Advance She(.t Student ()utline
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

DETAILED OUTLINED

HYPOCHLORINATION UNIT

U-IOD04
SEP 1982
(D-539)ed

INTRODUCTION

GAIN ATTENTION: MIN)

How would you disinfect water in large quantities, if a hurricane hit Court
House Bay and destroyed the watermain that runs from the storage tower, by the
exchange? The water tower is your only water source.

LESSON PURPOSE: To familiarize the student with the operation of the
hypochlorination unit.

NOTE: Learning objectives are neither specified nor measured during this
lesson.

TRANSITION:

BODY

We will now cover the nomenclature of the hypochlorination unit.

1. Description and Data
(SL # 1 ON)

a. Hypochlorination Unit

(1) portable

(2) provide automatic chlorination

(3) help chlorine residual

(a) keeps residual the same if character of water remains constant

b. Capabilities of Treating Water

(1) rate of flow 2 to 100 GPM

(2) chlorine feed

(a) automatically proportioned

(b) range from 10 to 1

DO-1



c. IVlain Components

(i) hydraulically opemated hypochlorinator

(2) a water meter

(3) a pressure regulating valve

(4) manual range adjusting valve

TRANSITION:
hypochlorination unit.

U-tOlD4

(SL # 1 (FF)

Now let us turn our attention to the nnenclature of the

2. Nomenclature

a. StroKe Controller

(TP # 1 (IN)

(

(i) Setting on stroke controller determines

(a) length of stroke of the pumping shaft

(b) quantity of hFpochlorite solution amped per stroke

(c) maximum length of stroke

1 the pointer is set at i0 on the dial

(2) Maximum hypochlorinator pnprate

(a) 0 gallons per 24 hours at 12 strokes per minutes

Do

(i)

(2)

(3)
diaphram

C,

do

(TP # 1 CFF)
(SL # 2

Flow Controller

Spring loaded diaphram and needle valve

,Maintains a fixed flow rate of water

Stabilizes the force applied to the automatic hypochlorinator valve
(SL # 2 OFF)
(SL# 3 (i’)

ypochlorinator Water Supply Valve

(.I) nast be wide open during normal operation

(2) shut water supply off to hypochlorinator for maintena,ce

(SL # 3 OFF)
(SL # 4 C)

Range Adjusting Valve
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eo

(1) creates a pressure drop in the main 2 inch water line

(a) turn handle to right to increase drop in pressure

(b) turn handle to left to decrease drop in pressure

(2) the setting on the valve governs the speed of the hypochlorinator

Water Pressure Regulating Valve

(I)

the diaphram

fo

No

(SL # 4 OFF)
(SL # 5 ON)

has a spring loaded diaphrn

(a) valve is held closed until the pressure reaches 10 PSI under

(SL # 5 OFF)
(SL # 6 ON)

Water Meter Register

(1) located on top of water meter

(2)

(3)

totalizes the amount of water flowing through the by-pass line

maximum allowable water pressure

(a) 125 PSI

Water Pressure Gauge

(1)

(2)

(3)

Balancing Water Valve

(i) consists of

(SL # 6 OFF)
(SL # 7 ON)

located on top of the balancing water valve

indicates the hypochlorinator operating water pressure

should maintain 10 PSI or greater
(SL # 7 OFF)
(SL # 8 ON)

(a) diaphram

(b) valve seat rigidly fastened to the diaphram

(c) valve stem

(d) and a spring

diaphram is on the discharge stroke
(2) balances the pressure behind the pumping head diaphram, when the

(SL # 8 OFF)

DO-3



(Instructor:
back of unit.)

UolOD04
(SL # 9 ON)

Show back of unit and explain different locations of components on
(SL # 9 OFF)

TRANSITION: Keeping in mind the nomenclature of the Hypochlorination Unit, lets
go on to the Priciples of Operation.

(TP # 2 ON)
3. Principles. of Operation

a, Hypochlorinator

(1) hydraulically operate displacement pump

b. Flow controller

(1) controls of flow to a chamber behind the valve disphram

c. Cam Roller

(1) no pressure exsists behind the valve diaphram if the cam roller is
on low portion of the cam

(a) pilot valve is open

(2) pressure then builds up behind the valve diaphram

(a) enough to overcome the force of the return spring

d. Pump Shaft and Pumping Head Diaphram

(1) moves forward to execute the pumping stroke

e. Pumping Stroke on Poppet Valves

(1) installed heads up, and tails down

(2) suction poppet is closed during this process

(3) discharge poppet is open

(a) solution is pumped out of a space between the head diaphram
and pump body

f. Pumping Stroke

(1) continue until cam roller passes over the tip of a cam lobe

(a) the follower immediately drops down to a low portion of the’- cam

(b) the pilot valve opens

(c) pressure is relieved from behind the valve diaphram

DO-4



stroke
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(2) return spring pushes pump shaft back

(a) this opens the balancing water chamber to provide a suction

(b) during this process the suction poppet is open, the discharge
poppet is closed and a charge of hypochlorite solution is drawn into the pump
body

(3) the number of strokes per minute which is executed by the
hypochlorinator is determined by the speed at which the cam rotates.

(4) cam is paced from water meter

(5) speed at which hypochlorinator pumps

(a) will be in direct proportion to the anount of water passing
through the meter.

(OFF TP # 2)

TRANSITION: Keeping in mind the principles of operation lets take a look at
pre operational maintenance of the hypochlorination unit.

4. Pre-Operational Maintenance MIN)

a. Inspection

(I) check for breaks, cracks, or missing omponents

(2) check to determine if all attachments required for operation are
present and serviceable

b. Servicing

(I) clean all surfaces

(2) use only an approved cleaning solvent

(3) wash with potable water

BREAK MIN

Introductory Transition During the last hour of instruction, covered the
description, nomenclature, principles of operation, and the pre-operatinal
maintenance of the Hypochlorination Unit.
components of the unit.

5. Installation

Let’s now take a look at the

MIN)

Reservoir Support

(I) Lift from stowed position so that it lies parallel to the floor.

D0-5
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b. Hypochlorite Bag

(1) insert and attach the straps to hooks on the reservoir support

c. Inlet Hose (4 foot long)

(1) attach one end of petcock adapter

(2) place other end of hypochlorite bag

d. Hypochlorinator Suction Hose (5 1/2 foot long)

(1) attach one end to the hypochlorinator suction fitting

(2) attach a strainer to the other end and place in hypochlorinator

e. Waste Water Hose (8 foot long)

(1) attach one end to hypochlorinator adapter

(2) place the other end away from apparatus

f. Hypochlorinator Discharge Hose (20 inches long)

(1) connect between hypochlorinator discharge fitting and hose
connector at inlet coupling

g. Connections at Inlet and Outlet

(1) 2 inch female pipe connections

(2) in some cases, adapters are furnished for

(a) 3 inch house

(b) 4 inch pipe discharge connection

TRANSITION: Now that we are familiar with the installation of the
hypochlorinator unit, let’s prepare it for starting.

6. Preparation for Starting

a. Check water piping, hose connections, and tube connections for leaks.

b. Make hypochlorite solution and pour into reservoir.

(1) use high test hypochlorite powder to clear water

(2) 10 ounces of hypochlorite powder to 5 gallons of water

(a) makes up 1 percent solution

DO-6
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(b) used for a rated flow near 100 GPM

c. Remove hypochlorite suction hose and strainer from solution reservoir
and clean if necessary.

(I) replace hose and strainer in solution reservoir

d. Hypochlorinator Stroke Control

(I) indicator pointer set a i0 on dial

e. Open water supply valve in hypochlorilnator water supply line

(i) open range adjusting valve wide

f. Install poppet valves

(i) heads up, tails down

(2) two on unit

(3) located on suction and discharge side of pump body

(4) consists of:

(a) 2 gaskets

(b) 1 disc

(c) i poppet

TRANSITION: Once everything is preset on the hypochlorination unit it is ready
to be put into operation.

7. Starting the Hypochlorination Unit MIN)

a. Place unit into water line that is to be treated

(I) inlet and outlet markings must be observed

b. Decide what maximum flow is to be treated

(I) produce this flow through the apparatus

(a) maximum flow not to exceed i00 GPM

(2) range adjusting valve

(a) adjusts speed of hypochlorinator to 12 strokes per minute for
maximum flow

c. Unit must be set so that the number of strokes per minute divided by 12
equals, actual flow at time of adjustment dived by maximum flow to be treated.

DO-7
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Hypochlorinator

(I)

(2)

U-IOD04

check to see if it is primed

(a) usually self priming

priming may be aided by bleeding air out of the pump block priming

(a) plug should be unscrewed during pumping stroke

(b) and quickly tightened at beginning of suction stroke

(c) if unit cannot be primed

1 check hypochlorinator suction line for air leaks

e. After hypochlorination unit has been in operation for a short time, take
a chlorine residual test.

(i) if reading is low

(a) increase strength of hypochlorite solution

(2) if reading is to high

(a) set stroke control at "8" on dial

(3) if reading is still to high

(a) reduce stroke control setting to "6" on dial

(4) if reading is still above maxiumum

(a) dilute hypochlorite solution and repeat test

(5) chlorine residual test should be taken at frequent intervals

(6) hypochlorinate solution

(a) When solution drops to within 2 to 3 inches of the strainer a
new batch is required.

(b) Unit will pump 60 gallons of solution in a 24 hour period,
running at 12 stroke per minute.

(c) At a.setting of "6" on the stroke control and a speed of 12
strokes per minute

unit will pump 36 gallons of solution in a 24 hour period.
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TRANSITION: Once completed with the operation of the pump we must now stop it.

8. Stopping the Hypochlorination Unit MIN)

a. The hypochlorinator will stop when water stops flowing through the main
water line under treatment.

(1) Remove the hypochlorinator suction hose and strainer from the
solution reservoir when unit is not in operation.

(a) remove suction and discharge poppet valves

(b) empty hypochlorite suction reservoir and rinse with fresh

bo

(2) Flush entire system with fresh water.

(3) Examine balancing water valve strainer and clean if necessary.

Cold Weather Shut Down

(i) Extremely essential that all water be drained from the unit.

(a) open all valves

(2) Take advantage of natural shelters

(a) construct wind breakers

(b) erect tenting

Now that we have shut down the unit, lets take a look at the post

water

TRANSITION:
operational maintenance of the hypochlorination unit.

9. Post Operational Maintenance

a. Check for damage to unit from operation

b. Check all attachments and hoses for servicability

c. Clean all surfaces

MIN)

PRACTICE: MIN)

During the first hour of the practical application period, the instructor
will have the students marched down to Camp Sweat, where he will discuss the
nomenclature and operation of the hypochlorination unit. The instructor will

>_also demonstrate how to install the hypochlorination unit into a hasty
pipeline.

During the next three hours of the practical application time, the student
will hook up a fifty-five GPM centrifugal pump, using one suction hose, a
strainer, a float, a discharge hose, and gaskets. The students will then make
all connections, airtight and prime the pump. They will then run a hasty
pipeline, using at least seven sections of two inch pipe (galvanized or PUC),
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and a discharge hose at the end of the hasty pipeline. When the student
incorporate the hypochlorination unit into the system they may place the unit
anywhere in the pipeline past the discharge side and hose of the fifty-five GPM
centrifugal pump. When they install the hypochlorination unit no extra hoses
may be used other than those assigned to the unit.

(NOTE: Hypochlorinated water should be collected in a 3,000 gallon tank at the
end of the discharge hose on the hasty pipeline, and a chlorine residual taken.
All students will perform all necessary tasks involved.)

HELP PROVIDED: MIN)

The instructor will remain with the students during their practical
application time to aid in any problems or to provide any help that might be
needed. An assistant instructor should also be on hand to assist.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS:

(5 MIN)

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS:

a. How is the hypochlorinator operated?

ANSWER: Hydraulically

b. What is the maximum water flow?

ANSWER: 100 GPM

c. What do you use in cleaning the hypochlorinator unit?

ANSWER: Approved cleaning solvent and potable water.

SUMMARY: (1 MIN)

During this period of insturction, we have covered the hypochlorination unit
involved in the disinfection of water when the clorine residual must remain the
same

BREAK (i0 MIN)
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i. ho,laltu (Refer to
Purification onit is a fre.e-mounted, oiatuic pe uni win an auaustaule low
ran uf i0 o gallons er minute. The uni cunsiss of n tullwin: TP

(TP u
a. i,,cniner3 section onsists oi pupi,g unit, a tool uox, a uiaomic

slurr3 Teeur and slurry hopper, nj.kocnlurinaur soluun teeuer auu solution
reservoirs, all necessar3 valves ano fings for connectin inch noses, ano
is 1ra,e ,oune. Ths secun’s weiwn is 4ou lus.

(TP 3
(TP urF)

1) P.ping uni consists ot centrifugal pu.p capable of

too suction litt.

Z) hngiie is a sing|e clinuer, 1:our c.cle, air cuoleu,

{a I:i19ii iynitiun s)sl;eli i,as a liiague-o 19iii.iui cable, a(u

spark pl u9

(b) Engine is StOlJpeu u pusnin9 zhe ,aWtu stop svicti.

(Tff 4 UFF)
(3) Tub] uox uaS Cumpar,ents ur sOrlh9 ti coJor cuhpardtor, cools

ano spare prts.

() 31urr teaer i,ounteu alosiue th 9asu]ine engine aria is
operateu aC ule-qudrtr npine sweu u a v-u=It aho pu] ls.

a) ri-lter aiu is :.ixeu i rue slurr.v r,upper

(c) uiapllraill tpe air cu,,prussor, pumps a}r Bu tile slurr.
iopper keepin tu slurr iix apitaLe.

(I) ]ie wressure tVpe TiJter las o seel snell ocacneu to a sLeel base
in v;uicn ar ,ounceu ven c)li,urical eieh,ecs

Z) Valves, cu,trols {.|IiU JUS uapters are muuhteu un the filr
section for asiu operaCio,s or, precoa1, iieriny anu uacKwasnih9 c)cles.

OT
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(3) ujustaute flow control ter ,iaiitairls a cunst‘ant preset flow uurin9
filteri5.

() steel cover protects ne top of the tilter sect‘ion outing
transportation anO is useo as a precoaL nu recirculain9 Lank uurn9 operaioh.
[TP 5

[TP o OFF)
(le 70l

{b) iler ele,ens consists of seven 1aenical
inuiviouall oune6 on nipples we]ued u a false uoom ot Lne filer uase.
acn fiier ele,ien is mae up of a plasCic sleeve #erfurae seel Luue
asse]y, e urass o cap, a ie roe, (Z) #1asPic cups, L spacers, a cas
oronze ease, ano an O-tin9
(TP 7 OFF)

c. Precoat‘ and recirculating t‘anK

(1) iwilen ile tilter is iot in use, tie steel prcuat ane recirculatin
taik (;vhic is part of t‘ne filter seLiunj tics over e filter snell. Te tank
is securee u tour cla,ps.

[Z) Te l;nK I’lO1LlS 3U ualluris of at‘er v,nen irl us.

u. ccessor) qui#,,ent

[I) Lolor coii,parator 11(i i[.s cup,portents

One tu quart measuring cup tor b..

(3) Une five ounce hieasurin9 cup for chlorine

[,) Uiatoi.iic ?liter eid ,a var Oil how i,ucn ia1er is to ue wuritleu
an Cne wat‘er source.

(a) Calciuii lipoc,lorie ,) also var Oil Jiioullt ot waer to be

purities.

uischarje IiOSS(b) lnree- .’b tout. le,gLii, /

3ix Ib fo0 lri.:j,, Z" uL;tion useS

(43) Une ; ilCn strainer

. uisLriuuiu LiUipiH;rlL

(,.L) Pui,ips, 3 DO uPi’, pU,i,v
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hoSeS, suci(Jn dnU uisLiJarg lloses

iaer cans

TanKs

ow chat we nave iuentitie ne comhonents of the uni anu brief|.V
uiscusse their functioi in tl, unit, lets ove on
uniz tot operation.

2. l||stal|ation

a. Locagiun each itei uf equi#uen iust be #lanneu an the site
prepareu, to ,eet the following site conditions.

(i)

source.

bruuG SnOUJU be level as pOsslble

(3) urainye snoul run aa.v true. or oo,nscrer. TruIil raw .ar ini a

(b) Gouu access Cu an eF,Ug SpoCe tur sCor9 ore anu uisriDuclu.
point

u. Raw uater

(1) jet p:hp as close tu suurc os possible, v:ust oe ]ucatQ Jess
than i5 feet auove water.

> connect a
siue Ot vu.p.

(3) Connec a i I/Z" or Z", a f iscnar nose to uiscnare siGe ut
pulhp to setiin9 anKs.

c. betin9 ans

I) bet up o tans i,i bU r ro-. sourc

(k) Fill alU cugulote

[) kiler .u ,,clier sctius ouiu b Sut up dppruximaei) u tn
SI18 lvsi S IIO iiuor

D-
C--

#1-
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(2) i,.acrilnerv secciul, should de set up so trie suction i,ose fror,

macilinerk section can reac| alost to the bottol, of uutn tanks. The machinery,-
section cannot o iure than Ib t auove Um boLtu. oT ne taiK ur
not operate.

(3 i:ilter section slloulo be set one nose length, (wiLnin iU’ rt) fru,

acniier.v scion au towards closes Qirection to sorawe area.

(4j Precoat and recirculatin9 tank snou1 be set s|ignl oft to the

side and in bwen te iI.er and haciiinery scios.

e. I,stall |loses and drain plugs

(i) Install pIii ordin ilugs

(} Inst,|| s|urr, reservoir urin plu9

the side

{) utleCK al noses Tor:

serv iceaul tv

;ashers

i,en installea fur an air igh ti

to tle source. settling taK}

(o) One c iIcn, IU tt Io% suction nose fru e restrictor valve to
filter inlet va]ve.

{7) Une inch, IU t fun9 sucLio, iuse fro the iltr outlet valve

(6) urle Z inch, luft lu% sucr-iuh use fru, ti vrcoat tdK tO the

OWl.osit siue uT i Wu,p suction volvo.

(91 Une Z iic|i IU Tl; Iuli9 ucCioh ose from Lile tiller urin cu lle

orainagu rea, i,,ilicii must ruli aV,O) rOili 1i0 source.

(iU) one or h,Or it eeueo, k iFCi ;’b Ti Ion9 discharge ose(s) troll,

tll Tlo colicrui voIvl CO Lli Sl.Orag( urea.

f. Prepusitioiln at Le valves:

(1) FilCer seCOnd,

{a) iler Irilet valve- UFr_i. Iwb-l: ]Is ilI allu’, ble ,ater



tlV #9 Ui-t)
(rP io

(TP IU bir-J
I-v ##Ii ui)

4ujust.aole tloi., control ler sub uetween IU-4U Pl.i. {hormal l)

FilLer uutlet vdlve recoa position

kilter urin valve closea

Filr.erea water sa4plin9 valve- close

(t) Air release valve c1oseu

(g) Air uleea valve UPiI

(II) Petcocks (Ufi tiOW controller) closeu

i.iacii iier.v section

{) VUliip suctioi vlve- set aL source

(u) boluD]oli HiaKe-u v, valve bPv_i,

{c) nviocHlurindLur pUilqJ Huppel: vdlves are iisallu wiLn a
tasKec Ol, bottol. d clar oisc, [.lie puppet iit:aOS Ijb l;ail GOill &rici a obKT. 0|

top.
(TP 11 bPP7
(IV ,12 Oiij

riypociilorinal;or corirol suit;in9 set ul iiiliiiiH.i of "Z".

5]urr feur coriLrul set,in9 set o uiniuuu of "O".

install lurr sigit lass.

up ne vrober Hourlc ot CalIKS iuded ne oisriuutiui poiit.

i’, J.ii)
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,,nat sHoi ju ioK fr wne isBaJiin Hoses?

M. 5ervicaDi]iB, washers, an airgn iB.

I k[ULULTUKY

Lm now iiave the uHit set uv for operatioH; r,e instaiiaion of He unit,
puips, tanks anm osms. THe next sep prior o oheratiut is maintenance.

buDY. Preoperatioh maintenance

a. Visual inspectioH: hake a
checking

(I broken, ea,aeU ur ,issiN parts

(Z} Tu ueLen;iHe iT a]] uis are huu,eo scurel.

3 b{,eck ?or eaKs, fuel,

b} ue]-anc oIus i a]lon uf 9as

D. LubricaLio schedule au ubricahts

(I) Luuriconts

Luuric dt io :cHuuI e

a) Lngine: CraHKcas olus I qt oT 5-mu

I UcK p, rior tu uFeroCioi evrj, o flours uT

L boHgt evr bu Hours ot oprio, or

u

bl CK lilealiS it’ S bbrllC

i’,i|k in CU|ur ,,aLr i oil
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c orown also inulcaes wter in oil

{u) oil barn air TiILer

prior tu uperaBion___
611allje ilel|evr IieCSSdrv

3 uiean

(TP 14 OFF)
lP i5 U)

4-- uil recommenued 3A-U auuve 32F, 3L-iU ueluw 32F

(c) Puui shaft seal

I eCK prior u operation

a cverv b hours ot uperotion

([P ib OFF)
oil Z tu 3 squirts OT 3iE-kb

(u) 51urr feeer 9ear uox

Oec prior to operation

bolus 71 of a quart ut 5gE-3u oil

3 (]ildrie i,iilll hecessry

e) hpOcnlorinaor 9eor Uox

Z uecK prior o operaion

Z Molus 3 ZI2 quarLs ot 3AE-3U oil

3 Ci,(llC irlell cessorv
[KhblTIO: 5u Tar in preparin
instal lazion
operaciu so ,ow let’s cal auout

4. 5tartin9 Pruceeures

a. H:p Primeu LHrougl] CHe prihiny plu9 or

nose, from cuagulatem tank to pu,p until water comes ouc ut soluLion maKe-up
valve.

kZ) uluse solution make-up valve.

Z=
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(i I.|eCK Uel a, fill it lecessarv

iZ) U,e fuel snu-ui vIv soimen uol

(8 pen caruureor main fuel uausting valve uewen I and I/
turns, (however, tile fuel valve snoui already b preset)

(4) Ajust 9overnor control zo I/4 spee

(b) ulose caruureor choke levr

(b) Iino startin9 rope on vulle-clocKwis

(7) Pull rope urisl to turn crankshaft over rapiQl to stdrt ewine.

(b} IT engine tails o sart, repeat seps

c. FiIer sectloii: is ,acur T-IuS iI;u tiler te air ole valw ,,,us ue 0
aujuste as tullows, air ulee valve cluseu vnen a 9oou stey
water is flowing out. hut: {YOu will et a gouu steau
all ne air has been oleo out ot Cle liler secio.)

o. Vrecoat tn -(i} The water will flow tru Ln Tilter into tne precuat O

(Z) ,IIov# te tan =o till 3/4 ull Z

e Pum suction valve: cnaue tu wrecoalrcirculain Z

Th3lllUh: At E. is Ci;e the uiL i n tn recirculai.9 positio.
he when ou prepare an uu our chemicals.

Z:
b. Chemical Kequiremets

d. CIciu nhuc,lorie

(I Hrecoac ac prepare I/ cup ur i-i/4 oz
wrecoat ccle- ohly eeeu uurin9 iniCial scarf).

(Z} #iypochlorinaLur eservuir uu b ounces u hIn
lix solution.

calci, crscIs.

I Up valve.

Sulutio. is auuu uu rusurvoir anu muse ue sirdileU I;u cacI

hill reservoir up o Z to o iiicllus frum top, usii so-iutiul



Uiaiiolnceous arill

1) rcoat talK prepare qts uf U.L. to be auueu in precoat ccle.

jlurr Teeuer auo 3 9allons of ater. /uo (b) I$O qbdrI
(iOte: for school purposes only; Z qts

a. nu. often shouio 3ou ciariqe oil insiue engine crankcase.

n. Ever3 nO ,ours ol upration.

O. hOV, i.ucil oi] UOeS tile slurr teeuer eur uux nolu?

e nave uiscusseo one pruceuures for propro[i ln6lllldllCe strilig OT

pruceuurs of Ue U-ZZ6o aer rurcau

oUbY

a. Precoat cycle

(i) t tills cii,e au the i I/4 ounces of nlh arlu k quarts of

(Z) ajus r,e ngJe spee co bO v,’s, appruxh,cel 3/ swu un
9overnor control.

() nypuc,lorinator cunLrol bit collLro] oc "Zb" Tor z LO Z hiinues,

() blurr reeuer untrul ,iii rmali uli "Z" ulltil Tilter c)cle.

(b) Prcoa ccie ill rUl uliCil lle vdter ill ll recuL olt s
clear, an ler s 9ooQ cua at U.L. oli i Tlter sleeves.

C

-I-
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(o; Flo uf vatr uuri, pre-coating, t iltr aiu slurr is urawn
from ne precoa tank t.rouwn ne precoa suction line, through the pip suction
valve to the pump. lhe punp tortes ne slurry throu pup uiscnarge line anu
hrougn ilter inlet valve into tilter snell. In ne tilter snll the filter
ai is upositee on tilter elehents anu the water trum te slurry- passes through
te elements. The waer collects in te false otto,, of he sne}l anu pressure
tortes iL through the tiller outlet valve, hroun vrecoat uiscnrge orifice,
anQ through precoat uiscnarge line ac into the wrecoat anK. Tle
continues to recirculae the recoat water until ll ne ?ilr aid has been

ueposieu on ne tiler elements.

tilter cjcle

suction valve cnane from recirculate to source

(Z} Filter outlet valve Clge to the ilter position

(3) #iypocnlorinator control ;wormal setting vuIe be set at b to 7,
uepenoin o cnlorin rsieual ut ..ater bei iiltereu.

(4) blurr feeuer cunTrul ror(.al seLtillg set aL Z.

(b) Flow or water for filter ccie Flow uT woer uurln9 e fIter
cycle is from ne settling tank through r,, water Suction -line nu cliruugil cle

discnarg lie to the ilter inlet vdlve into ti,e tiItr s,II. [i psss
tnrougi filter le,ets, uekosii, sus)enueu matter, orbanISh,S, d,u tie

tiller aiu auUeu u the slurr teuer. Tie v,ater is torcuu out [ als uutum
uT the filtr snell through the tilter uutlet valve, out t{ uOusLabl flu
control valve, to the filtered water uiscnare line to , filtereu wer
storage tanK.

(0) FaKe a cnlurihe reading of Tiltereu v,ater D. usi,9 ne filtereu
waer siplin9 valve.

for anv reasu,,
into the

u) 1 uhel at sLtleu .vLer iS UXIiaUSCCU

(C) l,,e Tilcereu acer stur9 Lank is ull

u) li,turruv’ion iu th tlltcr c3cle

c. bcwos, (r,u tilter" r"iusli-out

ii) UdCkwasnin. is ecssar ienver ti, Tilter CCI is Luppu.

bu-ll
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3) To cnohe over i-ro,:i tilr Co ucKasn wruceeu as tallows:

[a) ulose Tilter outlet valve

(u) Observe wressure un te ttluerrC pressure 9aug. il
pressure on Lhe effluent aru influe yauges equal pressure, close filter illleL
valve.

(c) Lo,.er KH,,Js Co iule speed.

(u) b1p open air release valve unu trle s,le lilie ope lle
Tilter urai( valve, burir9 LiS {,1me OU i,iili heur d iuuo "uan" cusee .v a
rush uf air rro( 1:le filer. This air ulass ,e TilLer cake ut1: 1:le outslue oT
te ?iltr e],enCs. Trer l:( broKer tilter cae an ;aer will uraitl uu1: uT
1i]e fi|ter siell, througi Le urdit va]ve, r]Ioi. Tiler Co uriri.

VIv (alle Lurll. i;er 1ru. [.e lalJmp i, iJl TIow ihlu I(: Tilter sell nu Tlusi
ou an Tilter care ur i-ureig iaLer re.nil9 ce rilLr
uo Ll;om.

rxote: i-uacwasn ioulu llu ue iecessar), uuL it ausL.rvaCiun l;liruuill Cli-

l i, ill ue necessrb, uu re-uac.,asi.)

(1) ulose uo.a valve

2) close a]r release vIv

(j) open 1;iler inlet

() open ir uleeu vIve until waCr flows uu ut , t,e close ir’
release vulva.

(b) liu frluli1 prssur Lu uuilu up Lo ie irTlueC wrssur.

7) 31p upon ir rledse valve ali(J upell Tilter uriJl volvc u Lrie SJhe.

Cihe. lluv f]Icr tu urdlh

b) flush out lle uOI:Oh, Uf LI Siull Ljclili DV OpellllLj TilLer
valve ui ur zi,u turs.

lll3111-iu,i: llie last Lieu ours ,’,e ave uicussu iie vrcuprl:iu, du

operational proceuurs 1ur Le u--Zqqb .Ler vurificaiuh bit. ow vv i,ill
uiscuss e iruceur Tar properl) shuin9 uuwn 1;he ui.

0
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7. 3nuz UOWn Hr’oceuures: en uackasil anu -Filter rlush-ouE re compcQ rlo .__.
nere are ho Turner uweraCim.s, snu uown n k,acer Hurficakio. uniL as
follows:

a. 3e all valves for tilter uoom tlusi-oug All valves i. ope.

b. Se Cne slurr) teeaer uial , .ypochlurinaor uial

c. uperate ne engine ac iule speeu tur several minutes, be chruLle
cuntrol a i/ speeu.

. SoF ne engine u usin t.e ,aneLo ruunu switch.

e. Herforhl operator’ s serv ice

a. Visual lnsoeciun ,.,ake a coiiplee visual ispecio, ot

[g) bnecK fur leas TUel. oil.
0

3) brec fuel seuihen owl aho Lurn ott teee valve m

m

b. Lubricaio,

U) bJl uOLn air tJlers. Cleck allu c161 oi1 cup rcTlll ,1C1

1/ cup ut oil

anu retill.

refill.

Hump snatt sea]

[) C.ec tdr" laKs

[u) Luuricae ,itn I-Z quirLs ot uil

j]urrj reeuer 9er box. Clc ui] i1 .;ilv i ulur cn.9

r%Vp(Jcliluriliel;,ur 9eer uux. Cluc oil iT

uu-t
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reservoir

3urv

Lnec v-bell; for

Kl(Jv $jt ls anu Clrn

Lo.er orain nos Tur n),Wocn|oriaCor ao ur lliJOCli]OrlllCor

Cleell botil Clle hopper tcl rservoir

Oisconnect a11 llOSeS

,,OV pL.p drain p]u9

#eploce vrecoa au un op o ne flr seciuu

() OeC r6 iacr uni uisLriouioll plhpS

OPPOKIUtITY ru qO3Tloh3 ,li)..

i. QU3TIuI,3 Ui’i-I bLA3b

Z. uE3TIUi5 TU Th CLAa3

a. ,,haL is ne norma] scin9 Tor e ipoci]oritaLor coiru]

a. Normal settin9 is b tu i.

b. Ho h,uci, b.. is aooeo o the siurr) hopper?

A. riv Z-quar cu,ainrs o 5 alluhs o? war.

YKObkb53 lb[ (10 i’1)

utmu,3T4l- iOi l,i). le iJrimar3 oho assistnL i(sLructor vll av a b-ZZ,u v, aLr Vur]flcLin
blic Sc up allu will uxplan ii co.diL iiistailaCiun procubres, pruprLiun
proceuures siiow v,nere oli iuur’icaiu( joiliCS ar), CtlellliCl preparation, onu
proper procoures fur 6uuill Cilet,,ict SOIUOrlS.

perfuri,eu u ]nsLrucLur bi, Lrougi ii cEle o siu uolm.

CileCKS W 9 ivan.

aiu pruceu v,tr cue wracLce application on Lne o-Zk4o Lr vuricatiun
bn .

Uu-14
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L,UhiuLLcD HALTICAL HYLiCAI-Iui

I. T,e sluuenIs wi]| DreaK uovrl into Tour I;eis, with tle stlin9 drIKS
alread3 Set Gp ld treaeu waer in ile tanks. T students will i.sa1 i
uni, perform preopertion uainCnance and cecKs, ri atner au prpar Cn
cneuicals requre.

Z. The sguoents will then start gtle uni anu as a geai o gnroun the
uperatin9 lroceures as i;istructe(.

3. The suuen1:s will 90 through all re ccles ot uperaiun of Ll,e uhi: up to
ne sut-oown OT the unit. tCer th uni is shut uown lhj, vvill expiai o
eaCh oner ne post-operaion proceuurs.

4. At the en of each a he urliIs will ue comp]etely secureu, Hi,i, nu
c eanu.

5. uurin9 tile time or operatioH as e se=lin9 anKs ptv, tne students v.i]l
be requireu to retreat tcou]te) a fres,-anK Co coniue wi tn wrcCical
appl icaion phase.

Tile primar.v ano assistant illsLructor will remain win the stuueiCs uurin9
rtlr time oT t[e pracLica awvlicotiun i urur u nswer an quesiuns or

probl,s nu o 9ive an auitio,dI istruclun on t UHlt na i.ill -el W ue
SbUerltS ill ]earl]ll Ii Ullit.

UHPuKTu1TY kUK b_3-1 ui3

I. Luesiohs troi, (e ulass: All quesLiuns will ue ans,rm un an ihuiviuual
uasis uurin9 practical app"lication.

2. huestions to t, he C]ass: hc questlos require aTLer practical applicaiu.

bu-lb
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UNITED STATES r-ARI,’E C:)RPS
Utilities Instruction Cooanv
.arine CorDs Ennineer School

I,’arine Corps 3ase
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina

OET#ILED ,.,bTL! E

60O GPH ERDL;TOR

23542

f.’T? {)E)UCT 0;!: 3 i’!I t,:

LI-IfD07
JAN 19P,5
(D-5,15)esw

I. G#IN ATTEgTI,: Purifvin a 3,000 qallon tank of water usinm the !I-22a6
can take yn un to an hour or better by the time you :,ix the chemicals, settle
the tank and .)urif.y the rater. The unit we are noinm to discuss nov., is an easy
unit to oneratp. It may look complex, bt once spt up ,you are purifyinq water
at ratp mf 600 CP’H, The water will be cPystal clear, mood tastinn, and norm
free, all wit!in an hour.

2. PURPOSE: The purDose of this period of instruction is to provide tie
l,’nowledoe and skill needed to properly operate the Sh() GPH Erdlator.

[ nRJECTI’ES:3. I!,ITROLUCE L-.P... ,I,’,:

’ Provided ;ith a 50( GPH Vatera. TERi.!IiAL LcAR,Ii,r-

Prifica’tion Unit"(Erdlator),’ heicais, two 3 mallon huc!<ets, Bower supDly, and
water supply, purify water in accordance with T?,i-(13957/;-15, chapter P. {I.4.2)

h. EiAgLI-IG LEARi,ING OBJECTIVE(S): .Provided with a 600 GPH Water
Purification IInit (E’rdlator), chemicals, power supply, water supply, and two 3
nallon buckets:

1) Point out the ;Bjor co.ponents of the unit. (l..2a)

2) Install the unit. 1.a.2h)

R) F;erform. efore operation ,.intenance on te unit. (1.4.?c)

.") Prenare the reeuirpd chemicals. (i...2)

(!) Start the unit. (1.4.2e)

(G) Prform n!rational ad,iustent. (l.a.2f!

(7) Sht [he ,nit Hown. (1.4.2)

(Q) erform after operation maintenance n the unit.(].n.2hl

in accordace ’ith T,!-(3!.’,57.’-!5, chapter 2.

C
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TRANSITIO[i: #s entioned in the terminal ]earnin (.n.lectlve,’ .YOU will be tasked
with the operation of the unit. P.,efore you can no into o_eration you need to
!.’.now aIo,t the components that make un the 500 r-PH Erdlator.

I. Homenclature

a. The 630 GPH Erdlator, when operated nroperl.v, will produce 600 GPH of
crystal clear, need tastinm, and ,erm free water. It is a comDlex unit with
some critical procedures that :must be followed. At the same time, once the unit
is set u, and the operator understands the ,nit, it is a simple unit to
operate. (0
TP i)

h. Tr ler

(I) The ,SO(] ,SPH Frdlator is "ounte,! on , . i[/2 ton, wheel tr.iler

(2) The trailer is emipned with air-operated hydraulic brakes, an
electrical svste:n for the stop an< tail lights, and lve’lina ,iacks on the f.r
corners ef tiie trailer.

(3) i-’., 2 i/2 ton {-. x 5 truck nr emal tactical vehicle is suitable for
towinq the trailer. (Off TP .i)

(.n TP 2.
c. The Fr,ilatnr assembly consists primarily of tile tank, influent launder,

e[fluent launder, wet well -sludge concentr,tortank, s],Irry ,.,eir box, down
co,er tul)e, and anitator shaft with disks. Also ,)art of the Erdlator assembl.v
is the aqitator soeed reducer, drive motor, air purn, and bridne rails. The
Erdlator asse[,bly is mounted on a separate alumin base emipped v.Hth six
carrvinq handles. (OF TP # 2)

(Oh TP 3)
d. Er(ilator Tank

(!) The erdlator tank is a circular funnel-shaped unit of one piece
aluminum construction, with a ca.nacity of approximately 245 o.allons.

() A st.b shaft and [)earing support for the anitator are mounted in
the nttom of the tank. There is a rinn near the botto:n secured to tile tank
with a series of short baffles which support the do;,;ncomer tube.

() A dra;voff port is located on_nosite the weir i_ox and anoth.er near
tom ,.’hich o:ens into the wet ;,,ell.

(I) TIere are two drains, an t!f3r)er drain for partial drainin.n’and a
lower drain for complete draininn.

(5) The erdlat.’)r tank serves as a separator .,.,ict hvdr.ulically
separates t!ile sl rrv blanket from the clear water in the urn)or section of the
tank, v..,iicl is known as the se)aration zone.

(i) It also serves ,s a clariFier as the flov,, of coamlated water is
deflected ,t tle bott,o, of the tank and directed in an m;.;ard rotatinq direction
into tile clriFication znne. ’ (OFF TP- 3). Infl.ent Launder

C
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(I) The in-Fluent launder is of nm-pioce alun-,inu1 construction and is
attached to the two bridr,e rails.

(2) The ra,, ,ter is introduced into the i;fluent launder, t!,rouoh the
as!)irators, from where it overflows into the aov,ncn.er tube or mixine zone.

f. Effluent LamHer.

(1) The effluent launder is a one-piece hexad.on shaped aluminum trounh
that surrounds the downcomer tube.

(2) It is attached to the bridne r,_ils hv three adjustable rods

(3) It collects the clear water from the upper section of the erdlator
tank and discharqes it into tle wet well tank.

a. ’,,;et ,.ell tank.

(!) The wet ’,;,ell tank is rrede of alum.inup, and consists of a trianqular
section welded tn the rear Quadr.nt of the erdlator tank for collection of the
effluent from the erdlator.

t... storage of coaculated water, and serves as() It provides for limi ,I

a sump for the suction of the filter pure.n.

(3) It contains an overflov niIe, to !;ermit operation of the erdlator
at rated canaciLy ’.,;hen the filter is stopned.

(,) A drain in the hottor of the wet well Derrlis complete dr.inar#e of
the tank to waste when water msuited for filterina is obtained from the
erdlator.

h. Sludge concentrator tank.

(I) The sludae concentrator tank is welded externally to the rear of
the wll tank.

(2) T.t is a sauare funnel-shaped aluminum tank with a shorter circular
tank ..,elded to the inside of it.

(3) Tilere is n inlet in the sid nf the main tank near the bottom
which perrr, its the flocculent slurr.!z tn enter hy ravitv.

(4) The inner tank has an or)enin< in the bottom controlled U, a
manually onerated plua valve to errit intermittent drainaae of slurry to
waste.

(5) The-re is an otlet near the ton of the min tank with a ,anuallv
operated valve to control the flow nf clear coaoulated water to th,e wet wet1"

(5) There is also an outlet in the bottom for drainine the tank

Slurry weir box.



(I) The slurry weir Box is a snll aluinu. tank ,-,elded externally to
the erdlator tank.

(2) It houses the dr.woff port near the to of the erdlator tank and
permits qravity flow of flocculent slurry from the erdlater tank to the sludge
cnncentrator tank. (T 3 O!’i)

.i. Anitator and downcomer tube.

(1) The aQitator cnnsists of a tubular sIaft with four eually spaced
circlar disFs att,ched.

2) It is mounted in the center of the erdlator tank on a hearinq
sumoort.

3) TZle a,q. it,tor is sHrrounded By the do’,..,,nco,-er tube and Baffle rinm to
form the iin.q 7onp. (TP # 30F)

(TP 4
k Aitator od r-,rpr

(I) The s;)eed rechcer is .ounted on two spacers attached to the
aoitator [)e.rinn ountino plate.

(2) It red.ces t>e speed from the aoitator drive :,otor to the erdlator
drive

rails.

,nitator c!rive molor.

(I) The aoitator motor is mounted on a blanket attached to the bridne

(9__) It is a sinqle-phase totally inclosed motor with oblon9 r:ountin
hnles in the base for use in adi,stinn the drive belt.

(3) The aqitator drive ,otor also drives the air

m. Air hump.

(I) The air Dump is an oilless type with intake filter.

(9) t is monted to the be,rino mnuntinn plate and riven off an
ro,= the sneed rechtcer

(3) It is ,,ised to furnish air to tie du)lex chemical slurry feeders.

n. Bridce rails.

i) The Bri.;l(Te r.ils censist of two aluFRiiup channels attached to the
top of the tank.

Z:
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They are seH for suBortin corrnonents of erdlat.or located over

consists of:

(!)

(2)

The erdlator unit also has the followin components:
(0I m , 5)

Filter secti(n: The filter section is mounted in a tubular frame and

i\ filter specially desimned to use diato;aceous eartl.

A filter .huron for numpinm coamlated water throuoh the filter.

Two nressure qauqes for indicatinq the nressure on the effluent and
influent sides of the filter.

4) "reco;.t funnel, for addinq nrepared diatomite slurry for nrecoatin
the filter eleF.ent.

:-
(5) \ir release valve, for releasin air traDpned,, in the filter m-

el ement s. o

(,g) Flow controller, for rintainino a -fixed constant rate of flow,
throu(h th filter, m

(7 r;.dditional v,Ives and )i,sin necessary for the operation of tl

filter. (TP -’--’ B OFF)
o

). Clemical feeders, m

Ii) The ciemical slurry feeder.

!a) n alur:inum tank-like unit, mounted to hrackets welded to the
erdlator tank. re-

x.
(5 Two identical chemical compart.nents and water collection m-

,.rn;os’ nd ’..,. ,.,eirs, one of ,:dich contains a :loat operated needle valve.

(c) ne compartment SUPFlies ..ulverized li;r.estone slurry
(coa,,l_nt aia), to tile mixinq zone.

(,) One corpart.:ent, suo.lies., diator,ite, slurr,,., to the suction inlet
of the filter Du:-p. (TP 6

2) Che,rical selection feeder.

(a) Constructed of corresiv resistant r,aterial and is -’ounted to
the erdlator mountinq base.

Ib) Consists nf two diaphraLn pHqps operated hy one electric motor
bv means of a n,r reduction F.lecha.qi.,sm.

,qO-5
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(c) The chemical solution feeder ouns Ferric chloride and calcium
hypochlorite solutions from two rubber pails into the ::iino zone.

q. Raw water and filter pumps.

(I) The ra, water and filter nmos are identical. 8oth are
centrifuoal, vertical type, powered by a self-contained, integrally built
universal motor.

() a.; v.ater pump.

(a) Used for pumpinq the raw water to the prdlator.

(b) It is mounted in a thular frame desioned to mount on the
er(1]ator base when no in use.

(3) Filter pup.

(a) Used For pu.in coaqulated :,ater fro the .,eL ,’el] tnk to
the tilter.

{’,)) It, is ,.ounted m the erdlator base.

r. (enerator: enerator set !0 K’,,!- 30 !<.-, is sed for nover source,
when conercial )order is not available.

TRASITIO.: ’.,e have liscussed .ha components :ke uF, the 6[_ Erdlaor and have
briefl.xmlained their fmctions, now let’s ,ove to the ins[allation of the
unit. (TP -’
2. IiSTALLATIOtl

a. Site selection.

(I) SelecI: site that is relatively level.

() ,tral camouflaoe.

() Fxistio roads available for access.

() ’it-,in 5q ft of ,,,’ater source.

(5) -’i ni=u i’prove:ent re(uired.

b. Trailer.

(I) #osition trailer nd disconnect from to,,inn vehicle.

(2) Lover the four levelinQ iacks and level the unit.

0-6
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c. Accessories.

(I) Set. up distrib,utien tanks, tryinn tn renin within 50 ft of unit..

(2) Set u distribution ..hump.

d. Safety chec<.

(!) nround the <)0 Erdlator with a 6 ft mround rod and cable.

(2) Check all circuit broaker. They must be in the "Off" position.

(3) C.ecK all res and rake sure khere are no loose or frayed wires

e. Install hoses.

(i) heck all hosos for the gallo4inn:

(a) Serviceability- no cracks, cuts, crushed sections in hose.

TP # 9 0)
(b) Tyne the hose is either a rubber suction hose or cotton

discharce, must have t,ne proper tyoe.

(c) Size the hose must he the promer size for the flow of water.

(d) .,ashers the hose must have a washer in it to prevent leakame
an,! for a air tight fit on the connections.

() Connections

(a) I" x I)" suction hose with strainer source to ra water num.

(b) i" x 5’ disclaroe hose, raw ,aater hump to raw water inlet
nipe.

(c) 1" x li)’ suction hose, (3V-!2) filter pumo discharme valve to
(CV-13) filter in)ut valve.

(d) !" x l’,l’ suction bose, (CV-23) filter otletvalve at 45 elbow
to wet well tank.

!e) l" x 2.5’ dischar<e hose, (CV-23) filter rutlet valve, at eO
elbow to storane tank.

(f) 1 i/2" x I0’ uction hose (I;V-3) c,;,,nlete drain valve to waste

(n) 1 i/2 x l.q’ suction hnse (!?V-I ) Filter ,!rain valve to waste.
(TP # n OFF)

(TP
f. Valve re-nner-tion msitin.

nO-7



(1)

/ )

(7)

()

(_)

()

()

(,)

()

()

()

FCV-I raw tI:..ter restrictor valve

LL CV-I r.v! water hypass valve

V-I raw ,..,ater inlet valve

.r,v-2 imestene slurry feed valve

DV-3 complete drain valve

DV-4 partial drain valve

CV-5 solution make-up valve

L]V-6 weir box outlet valve

CV-7 liquid level control valve

C,V-R slucige control valve

r,V-9 sludce drain valve

ml-].O vet well dr.in valve

RV-I.2 filter ump Hisciar,,e valve

CV-I filter input valve

VV-I vent valve

CV-15 recot feed valve

F)V-15 ilter dischare valve

ARV-17 air release valve

u-1 filter discharee valve

iC-IQ drain cock

V-_(, flo, control valve

C-91 drain cock

C-.. drain cock

CV-23 ]Iter eutput valve

Cv-24 air control valve
DV-25 drain plum for raw water

u-Ir)D07

10 GP

Open

(]pen

Partial ]y Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Closed

Open to first notch

Closed

Open

Closed

Closed

Filter

Open

Closed

Cl o sed

Filter

Open

Closed.

Set nt ig P!.,

C osed

Closed

Hecirclate

Partial ly .Open

Closed

C
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(TP # In OFF)

DREAK (I0

IITRO[)UCT.,’.;RY TRAi<SITIO;: (i .’III)

The nagt hour v,e discussed the nomenclature, the components of the unit, and
also the installation procedures. Let’s finish ith preparinQ the mit and move
to the operation of it.

ETiA,LI< LEA’,41i’G OJ,,EC l(S:

i. When provided with a GO0 3PH erdlator, perform preoperational
,,aintenance on the unit in accordance with T.-O3a7A-15. {I.4..3)

o en )r(vi,e,i with a 00 .,P,i prdlator, prepare the rquired chemicals
fr the nit in accordance ,’ith ’ ’

’hen provided with a ,) GPH er.lator, star the unit in accnrdance vth
Ti:’-n3’57r-1. .,":.(;.5)

?. Chemical Solions.

a. Chemical reirements.

(44

Frric chloride.

(a) ’sed as , coaaulant.

(h) Solution IIb of ferric chlorlm, mixed in a 3 nallon nail.

(2) Pulverized limestone.

{a) !sed as the coagulant aid.

(b) Snl,tion 12Q ?P of imesLone ,nixed in slurry hnpper.

(c) Solution is rechar,ed every hour with ]2(1 PP’:’

Liestone is not added Ln.il erdlator air puo is ooeratinn

(3) Ca Iciu , lrite (. thl

() Is a disinfpctant.

(5) Soltion ).15 omis of calcium-, l,/pocllorite mixeI in a 3

iatoaceous earth (].g.).

O:
C:
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Ised as i tilter aid.

Solution the B.E. slurry is used in two places.

1 !... lhs of D.E. mixed in filter i)recoat f!nnel.

2 .iO ]bs o[ L).E. mixed in slurry hopper.

--3 D.E. is recharqed in slurr.v hopper every hour with .10 Ibs.

O.E. is not added in hopper until precoat cycle is finished.

(5) Activated carbon.

(a) Used as an absorbent.

memoves any nnleasant odor or taste in the ;,rater.

Snltion Q.2B Ibs of activated carbon is mixed into th
liestone sl.rrv iopoer v.nen needed

ferric chloride and calcium I-,ypochlorite tooether.
mi x,_, they form a noisons chlorine has.

b. Chemical Scale Settir,.rls.

(!) erric chloride indicator set at 1./_ e.n the scale of the chemical
solution.

(2) Calcium hypochlorite inmicator set a[ 5. on the scale u.til tank
is filled.

TRANSITIO?.i: The next step in preDaraton is ,.maintenance. The unit has to be
checked and nrenperatin maintenance must he performed. This stae can he
performed anytime durine, mreparation.

a. PreoperatieQ I;[aintenance daily services.

a. Visual inspection.

(!) Chec!< For leaks, water, nil,

(2) Check For loose or missin ..,]tS, CreWS, F|IILS.

(7) Insrect for damar.,e to unit, es)ecially il c()ld ,.eather operations.

Check for frozen, or cracked valves.

(h) Check for frozen pipes nr sections of ,nit.

(4) ntr,mpnts and contrn!.



(a) Chck" fnr loose connectinns.

(b) Check for cracked or broken class (caures).

Lubricants and I.uhricant Interval.

(1) Lubricants.

(a) OT-10 insulatina oil, electrical.

(h) OE-IO oil, enqine, heavy duty.

(c) GO lubricant, aear oil.

(d) GOS lubricant, qear oil sub-zero temperature.

() CAA nrease, automotive and artillery.

Lubrication Schedule.

(TP Pa OFF)
(TP ,qh

(a) Solution feeder.

1 Drive arms ever.y 5 hours
snarinnlv with OE-IO

2 l_ever arm every Dr..
snarinnly with

3 Drive rm hearinns #ver.v 9.g..q hours
[.I.s,arinqlv with

gear case checl:ed hefore operation

ever_’,/ 1C hours of operation
chanqed every 50(3 hours
1 i/4 ()t OT-IO (TP - b OFF)

(TP -."- ea 0 I

(!) Anitator.

i ,.qlttor reductiop ,;er every 0 hoHrs
narinolv with
Hrained anH refilled ev.ery
I,(.)Q hours
0 very !(:) hours

2 Aeit.tor shaft hearine ever.v :SO hours
snarin,n.lv with I

(TP --’ 9a nFF!
{TP # h

Trailer levelinq lacks whpn in use every 2(l lors
sDarinely with GAA

00-11
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(TP 9b OFFI

NOTE: Lubricants-re apnlied sarinmlv or anroxi,atelv I to 2 ounc#s

r)T,,/,.,ITIO,’: nnce everythin is set up, the unit has been checked and scheduled
aintenance .erfora, you are then ready to start t k.e nit.

5. [-;tartinc tIe unit.

a. {;enerator.

(!) merform efore operation nintenance.

(2) Fke sure unit is nrounded.

() Start nenerator.

b. Raw ,,,atpr ,mD orime r,w ’saLem huron.

C. Circuit breakers.

(].) Trn on :-ain ’reaker.

(R Turn on r .,’ater pump.

( Prime and start solution feeler. Solition feeder is tarted
soon as you Iave v,’ter in t.e influent launder.

;. .iiator s, tart aql,.,[or’ (rive as soon as ,you Iave i foot of ,,.,ter, in
erdlator

e. Solution eder.

(1) Fill ;oth compartnents in slurry geeder with water.

(P) nnce air pumn tarts ani$.etinn water add l(I PP. of limestone tn
limestone slurri., hopper copartent.

{a) drJ .25 Ib activated carbnn if needed.

(h) Set ti,er on front for r,chrq.
(c} Li,".ston is recharced evmr, ho.r ,,,ith i?(} PP:,I.

,e HJsc ased the rintenance, che,nicals, and startinq rocedures of the nit
in the l,st hour. "ov, Lat t.e h.ve the unit in oneratinn thore are
that we us follow in order to oper.}te te unit

C

0-12
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I. b:hen tasked I.lith the oppriI]ion of the ,". I:p.! erdlator, oerform
operational ad.iust:ents F.o the ,nit in ccordnce ,’itq T.-397-15. (i.4.(.)

2. hen tasked .with the nneration ef te 0 :]PH erdlator, shut the unit
down in accordapce with T’-037:-15.

3. hen tasked with the ener.tion of the ,) rPH erdlator, nerForm post
oneraional intenance nn the unit in accordance ..ith T’-(.;3957A-15.

. Ourino Operation ad.iustents nder .nr:;al conditions.

a. Chemical ad,istr,ents.

(i) Ferric chloride.

(.) i-" ,!atEr in er(’,lator tank is cloIdy, increase the ferric

i;-,; If ,,ater in erdlaF, or tank is r_,:, decrease ferric cInriae.

(?) Li’.stonp.

the floc in the er:llator tank apears to Ie licht anc
risinQ, increase ]i:estone.

(b) If the floc iu tie erdlator tank appears heavy anc rolling,
decrease li,,estope.

{3) !ctivted carbon if there is any ]mleasant odor or taste to the
water that is rified, add activatpd carbon to the ir’estone sie of the slurry
hopper.

b. melt rotatine ad,iusents.

(!) If f]oc blanket in the tank is bankin( and sloshino acainst the
siHp, dcrp.se t;e speed on the c,itator speed redcer

(2) If [here is little er m.. ;ove :ent i floc blanLet, increase the
SnH of t.e eGitatnr s;ped reHcer.

r. fi:l nnt la ncer.

(I) ,s v’:ter Fills in te erdlt:)r tank one side nf the effluent
launcher is lowered. This allows Foreinn :atter tn dr,in off into the ,.et well
and he dra]ne(; out

(P) !nce the tank is clear, fewel the effluent launder so that the
water =In-s evenly t.;rooh Lhe hnles in the side. This .llows constant flow of
coaoulateH vat,r into te ’et ,aell.
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d. Chemical solution feeder ad.iJst,nent ;!TH .n.i,st sc.le settinn down to
1.2 on chemical sol,tion feeder.

Valve ad,!usL,nent s.

(1) L:V-IO -’et ,.,ell (!rain valve close,I.

(2) CV- sludne drain val,e eartiallv onened.

(3) CV-7 iouid level control valve F)enee.

f. :.iet v’ell turn on .et ;,,Pll low lvel alr,.

11) Circuit breaker in control cabine[.

(2) Tnnale switch on outside of control cah’ln.t.-

Four c.vcles of operation.

(]) hrecot cvcle.

Fill nrecoat funnel 2/3 Full ,,ith coaqulated water.

(h) TI’.e ).4 li)s of :’.E.a.nd mix it .,ith tIe v,,ter in the precoat
F,!nne!.

(c) O)en CV-15, precoat -,eel. valve, ,n<i al low slurry tu Jraln iito
hotto. nf filter.

(d) Close CV-15 when funnel is e:’,r.)ty.

(el Onen BV-12 .ilter ptmL) ,ischarae valve.

(f) Start the filter pump.

(,) Close VV-I. when a stead.,., strc,dv’ OF water co,es fro..:l the valve
hOS.

(h) Precoat cycle may last fro:q a to 6 inutes nr until you can
_.,._e a nod co.t or cake of ".,.E. nn the filter sleeve...

(i) rIn;" of ,..,ater P,Irinm nrecoat cycle: The ,.,ater leaves the wet
.,ell thrnmh a ,,el]o;., ni’e into the filter nurn. Tt tr.)vels throunh []V-]2,
throuah the I(,’ iece of s,ction hose into CV-13. It drn,s own through CV-13
into thp bottom nF the filter section. It risps on th insid nf the filter
housi on the outside nf the filter sleeves, ,mtil it reaches the ton of the
hesinp. :he ’.,,ater is then ,or.co thrnuch the filter leeves and elements leave
a cake of [i.[. on the outsi,le of the filter sleeves. ’.ater then drops down
tl,rolnh thr. effl,pnt c "" ,.’ ’l-#-., intose.inn thronn tie hnttnr hosina into -V-!,->, C’
Cf--2 thic) iS iIl the recirculate nosition, out IMP ) elbow throu(h the
sction hose and hack into the well ank.

f2) FilLer cycle.



(a) Chemical slurry: l].F. add .I0 lhs to .aiatoite slurr, hopper

(h) Valves.

I Cha]qe CV-23 from recirculate to filter.

2 (]rack CV-11 to allow a sTall ar,unt of I..E. tn enter the
line behind the fiTter !)um{) to the filter housinr.

(c) Filter c.vcle may run from 1Q minutes to iF hours, dependin on
the sorce conditions.

fd) FIo. of water for filter cycle: Tile flow of :ter frem the
wet yell and through the filter is the same as the flow in the precoat cycle
untl tie ,,’a,...,r reaches CV-23. urin filter, C-23 is set on "FII_TER"
oositio. The flo, of water leaves CV-93 nut the qO elbow and the I"x25’
c%t’)l dischre ose t t-e storame

(a) .easons nr times for cI<,.,.’ash.

!
water fr, 5oLrc.

Surce is ;iry no Innner canable of cra,,,.,ino, sfficient

c qtor(;e tanks are Full.

3 Interrumtioq in oneration.

4 Effluent pressure oauqe drops to 5 PSI c,:tused l-v filter
element cloe(ir,o u with impurities and D.E.

(h) Ualve adjustments.

I. ,Close BV-I filter discharge valve.

2 Close Cv-11 Hiatomite slrry feed valve.

? Filter effl.ent ressure naune must enualize the nressure
of the ini"lunt

Turn ]ff fi [er

5 [rmediately close ,/-i_ filter n discharne valve.

’g Cianne Rv-17 air release valve, i=r)q filter to hackv:ash
I-I! fiIT.er ,Irain at sa,:e time.

7 qnpn VV-]4 vent valve.

C-- Allow filter to’drain completely.

F:O-I 5
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(n)

(f)

I!-ln[O7

-a s n cycle.

Chanqe CV-13 filter input valve, from filter to !,’sh.

Open

Start the filter pump and -;ash f{r one minute.

TIirn off the filter

Close RV-12

Allo,... filter to drain comDletely.

TRAi!SITI;L,"J: t tiis time .you would determine if you were ooinn back intn
o.er:tion ,qain or you are qoina to secure and shut down tfe unit.
no,., niq to ill,cuss the hut dow nrocedres.

7. h, Procnd

N.:rl nff ar, itator driv circuit ’
Rereve ci;emical soluLion scticn hose from bckets.

thinq.

f.

i.

e are

.llou.. solution ,Fd..mr,.. to run until all the clenica] is nu,;,)e( m.,t of

E:,pty i’,TH ,nd ferric chloride pa, ils.

’)o qot dmp ,HTq a, nd ferric chloride in the same waste area.

Tur (!FF chemicl solution feeder.

Turn C)F

Turn OFF weL ’..,ell alarrq circuit breaker.

Turn rTF ..et well alarm tnle switch.

Shut down Pain ..)reP, ker.

ge ner ter.

(!) Shut dov.,n enerator.

Z) nisconnect pozer cable.

Valve e,iustPents.

(i) enen ev-a

C:

I
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:IQTE: If sh,t down does not exceed ? :lays r the unit is not ,einm to be mowd,
do not open i)V-3. This ’..,HI] al]e,,. the unit to h sL.rted ,.dth}ut lavinn tn form
a new ]oc.

(3) Den CV-5, after ,.-ater level ias dromed [)eln, the valve.

4) ]n rv-11

(:S) Oen DV-IO

() en RV-Q

(7) ,]pen CV-7 and CV-G

(R) Remove vent ]ums on limestone and ).E. slurry cmparti’ents.

;r)TE: mrain slurries into a mail.

(9) {:(}en gV-12

I. i)isconnect r.v,, ..ter pump discharqe and suction hose.

;:]. mnv .]] hOSeS raill and n;t in mroner storn area

n. eove dr&i .)]ums v-;5 and )V-?G from filler Lump and raw water pump.

o. Once r,m;ps are drained reinsta]l 91us.

n. Clean the raw ,gter Duro and L,r:p up electric cord, aOd nlace nurlp i!
mroper gEoreoe area.

TF,AHRITIO:: In ad(iitin to tie steps wich we have discussed previously the
most in)rtant hart of securinn a unit is clninq and post operational

ma intenance.

8. Pnst ,;eratinn :.’a intena nce

a. Visual inspecti()n.

i) Check for leaks, ,,ter, oil, fuel.

?) Rhck For loose or ;,issimn b(It, crew, nuts.

(3) rheck For damaee to Ue unit fro omration.

b. Too1 ,nd enuinr,ent.

(I) "ake ure all tools ,re cleaned and sti]l in s,rviceaale condition.

(2) ccrssnrv eaui’nnt assiqnd to the uni[ is clea:eJ, servinealle
and nroperl’, sLowe{; or ;,onted.

,0-17
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c. Trailer and ,mit.

(i) Clean foreion ,rotter from external parts of ,!,,it.

(2) qemove oil, reae, mud, clemica! from unit.

() Clean trailer, bed, sides, tailate, ladder.

d. l.ubrication.

/i) Perfor sche(iuled preventive Maintenance from consolidated Io.

2) ,’II lubrication noints shoId be chcked.

e. Canvas or Paulin.

(l) Renlace all roof lows.

(?) Place ..,aulin on roof bows pro[’erly.

!3) ecre tie down ropes to lsiine hooks on sides, front and rear of

fe
.iacks.

PROGRESS TEST

i3REAK

i EiS{)!ST: hT OZi

The instructor will move the class to CImp Sweat for a comnlete
demonstration on the O.O GPH erdlator.

(,4) uckle stra()s on front and rear corners oF paulin.

Levelinn jacks if unit. is te be moved to another area raise lvelinn

{i il!:)

ln

Show c, nrl exnlain how the mit is installed, preoperational maintenance,
remaration ..nd renuired chemicals, oration of nit: startina tke unit,
onerational adjus%mens, shutdo;.n oF unit, post opera, tional ’.aintenance.

PRACTICE:

Af[er the d.,,nnstr.tinn the class will be broken down into a tenqs. Each
team will se their notes and reerences to mt t.heir it into full operaion.
Four {OO !IpH r41,tors ,,;ill be uilized For th practical ann, lication.

The stdents ’,:ill .qo throuni all ;rocedures ;ne at a ime, with t,he rest of
the team at the ,nit followinq alon( with their notes.

:OTE Trailer w!ourILei uniLs may he sed if nec.ssarv

HELP:

0
m

m
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The primary instrctor arid ()ne assistant ipstructor ,ill remain with t,:,,
students durinq the entire pracic.l ;r, iction oF the unit. Surve.,., all .
tams to ma!ce sr they ar fllo:.ine, tl,,ir tes and annlyine the proced,res

correctly. nswer any ,questiop.s fro.. the stu(!ents cencerninn the operation of
the unit. /-ia stdents :.,,ho are in need of ..dlitionl instruction.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QIIESTIOCIS:

!. F)UESTIO!,;S FRO,M THE CLASS:. FUESTIO,IS TO THE CLASS:

a. What type of oil oes into the rhe,qical solur, ion Feeder pump?

/\!SiER: Electrical insu]atinm oil.

b. What are the four cycles of operatien

,I",S’ER: Preceat, filter, I)acl<,.,ash, and ,,,ash.

c. What che,ic,l solution -o,Id he ad,iusted lo correct the flec in the
ernlator tank if it is heavy and

,(’.S’.IE<: necrease i-,estone.

S’I ,-/UY:

t)urin, t}is rerio( of instruction you were provided with t},p kno..,lme and
sci]l to idpnt.if.,..’ the components, install the unit,, PerForm peroneration
,,ainten.nce, omeational procedures, s,utdown and post oneration] ,aintenance
(.n the ,-l eDi.; erdlatnr.

P)ST TEST: ’I N)

EAK (0 ,’I{,)

no-19



LIST :’F S!IPPORTIilG PAPERS

I. TP ! Trailer i:mnted

2. TP #2 Erdlator

.R. TP #3 rHlcter Tnk

,. T? 4 Ait,tor Sr)ee educer

5. TP 5 Filter. TP P6 Che,ical Solution Feeder

7. TP 7 Raw ,Lter.. TP Installation

q. TP ;9 Hnse Cnnn,ctions

lq. TP -’.; /, Ires

!I. TP ’ l.hricant

!9. TP ;t:l Lu(ricntion C’q,rt

13. TP ;aa ,nit,,Lnr

i ,C. T; ,h Trilpr Lhe ,art

!. SP-UT-Pn2 Sttvent

1G. :dv{ nce

17. Stlent, {rtl in
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UNITED STATES MARINE C(PS
Utilities Instruction Company
varine Corps Engineer School

i’,arine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, Nortn Carolina 28542

DETAILED OUTLINE

1500 PH WATER PURIFICATION UNIT

U-IOD09
JAN 1984
(D-1OOO)ef

INTRODUCTION:

i. GAIN aTTENTION: I,IIN)

The 1500 GPH Erolator is larger and a little more complicateo tnan the 00
GPH Erdlator, but the 1500 GPH Erolator ooes operate relatively similiar to tne
600 GPH Erolator. The 1500 [PH Erolazor will proouce potable ano palatable
orinking water from raw water at a rate of 1,500 gallons per hour.

2. PURPOSe: The purpose of this perioo of instruction is to provioe the

information and knowleoge necessary to operate the 1500 GPh Erolator.

3. INTRUUUCE LEARNING UBJECTiVS vll)

a. TERMINAL LEARNING UBJECTIVE(S): Provioem wit a 1500 GPH water
Purification Unit (Erlator), chemicals, two 3 gallon DucKers, power Suppl, ano
water supply, purify water in accordance with TI’PO4461A-15, Chapter 2.
(1.4.3)

D. ENABLING LEARNIG OBJECTIVe(S): Provimed with a 1500 bP mater
Purifica’ion Unit (Erslator), chemicals, power supply, water supply, anm two 3
gallon buckets

(i) Point out each major component of the unit. (i.4.3a)

(2) Install the unit. (1.4.3b)

(3) Perform before operation maintenance on the uni. (i.4.3c}

(4) Prepare 1ie requires chemicals. (1.4.3d)

(5) Start the unit. (i.4.3e)

(D) Perform operational aQjustments. (i.4.3f)

(7) Shut the unit oown. (1.4.3)

(L) Perform after operation maintenance on tne uni. (i.4.3h)

in accormance with TM-O4461A-15, Chapter 2.

D0-1
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TRANSITION: As mentioned earlier, tile 1500 GPH Erdlator does operate relatively
similar to the 600 Erdlator, but the components are larger and some are
different from the 600 Erdlator. Let’s cover the components that make up the
1500 Erdlator.

(TP #i ON)

BODY

1. NOMENCLATURE

a. Van type body mounted water purification unit, Met-Pro Model 1500-2600,
which consists of water purification equipment insta|led in an insulated and
heated van body.

(TP I OFF)

(TP #2 ON)

(TP #2 OFF)

(TP #3 ON)
b. Erdlator assBnbly

(i) Erdlator tank is a circular funnel-shaped unit of one piece
construction with a capacity of approximately 530 gallons.

(2) Agitator shaft with circular disks. The agitator shaft is a
tubular shaft with five equally spaced circular disks attached. The agitator is
surrounded by the downcomer tube and baffle plates to form the mixing zone.

(3). Sludge concentrator tank is welded to the front of the wet vell
tank. It is a square funnel-shaped alumin:n tank with a shorter circular tank
welded inside of it. The inlet for the main tank is near the bottom which

permits flocculant slurry to enter by gravity.

(4) Wet well tank is made of al:nintn and is a triangular section
welded to the erdlator tank for collection of effluent from the erd|ator.

(5) Influent launder unlike the 600 Erdlator, the 1500 Erdlator has

t influent launders mounted on the tw bridge rails. The raw water is
introduced into the influent launders by four aspirators from where it flows
into the downcomer tube.

DO-2
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(6) Aspirators the four aspirators are located at the end of the raw
water piping. They direct the raw water into the influent launder and provide
aeration of the raw water.

(TP #3 OFF)

(7) Agitator drive motor is mounted on an adjustable sliding base

attached to the bridge rails.

(8) Speed reducer is a wom-gear type used to reduce the drive speed
from the agitator drive motor to the agitator shaft.

(TP #4 ON)

(9) Filter section consists of: One diatomite filter, one filter

pump, a precoat funnel, air release valve, and additional valves and piping
necessary for the flow and operation of the filter.

(TP #4 OFF)

(TP #5 ON)
c. Chemical feed equipment

(i) Slurry feeder provides pulverized lhnestone to erdlator tank and

a diatomite slurry to the filter. The slurry feeder is an al:ninum a|loy

casting with two watertight compartments. Each compartment has a capacity of .
gallons of water.

(TP #5 OFF)

(TP # 6 ON)

(2) Chemical solution feeder assembly feeds ferric chloride and

calci1 hypochloride solutions into the erdlator tank. The assembly consists of

two diaphragm pumps, electric motor, gear reduction mechanism, reciprocating
mechanism, and priming levers. Has an adjustable feed rate of I/2 gph to 2 .qph
without stopping the pump with scale setting of I.(]-5.0 ppm.

(TP 6 OFF)

(TP #7 ON)
d. Supporting equipment

DO-3
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(I) Electric pumps, two electric self-priming, portable centrifugal
pumps. Electric motor, 2(J8 volts AC, 3 phase, 60 cycle. Pumps have a 1-1/2
inch suction and discharge ports with a capacity of 65 gpm at a 5(3 foot head.

NOTE: One electric pump is generaly used as a distribution pump. Both pumps
may---be used in series for pumping raw water farther than 50 feet.

(2) Auxiliary pump is a gasoline engine driven pump and is a 2 inch
integral, self-priming pump capable of producing 65 gpm at a 50 foot head.

(TP # 7 OFF)

(3) Water storage tanks, three collapsible fabric tanks, 3,000"gallon
capacity each, used for storage of filtered water. (TP # 8 ON)

(4) Personnel heater; is used for protection of personnel when
operating during inclent conditions. The heater is thermostatically
controlled, multi-fuel, combustion air motor and blower, with safety controls.
It operates on 115 volts AC, 60 cycle, single phase ann is rated at 60,000
BTU’s.

NOTE: If gasoline is used, 1 pt of oil must be added to eac 5 gallons of
Iine.

(5) I,I-64 set contains all necessary fittings, floats, tools, pover
cables, measuring cups, and color comparator.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS: ;.;IN)

1. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class: None are required at this time.

SUMMARY: MIN)

During the past hour, I covered the nomenclature of the 1500 GPH Water
Purification Unit.

BREAK: NIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION:

We have identified the components of the 1500 Erdlator. Let’s cover the
preoperation procedures with installation.

2. INSTALLATION: MIN)

a. Locate source and set up unit as close to source as possible on
relatively level terrain.

(TP # 9 ON)

b. Remove leveling jacks from the storage box and place one under each
corner of the van.

m"
X-

Z:

00-4
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c. Check levels on sides and rear of van to ensure the van is level.

(TP # 9 OFF)

d. Open side panel doors (weather permitting) for easy access to installed
equipment.

e. Unload all supporting equipment M-64 set.

TRANSITION: The next phase is to set the valves before the unit can be
started.

(TP # I0 ON)

f. Preoperation valve settings (REFER STUDENTS TO STUDENT HANDOUT).
Valve sequence or codes are:

Sjnbol

DC-1

DC-2

BPV-3

CV-4

CV-5

CV-6

CV-7

ARC Air Release Valve
CV Control Palve
DV Drain Valve
VC Vent Cock

Location

Raw water line flow
indicator mani fold

Raw water line flow
indicator manifold

Raw water line flow
indicator manifold

Raw water line flow
indicator manifold

Raw water line flow
indicator manifold

Raw water line to
slurry feeder

Raw water line to
imestone slurry feeder

DC Drain Cock
BPV Bypass Valve
FV Float Valve

Name & Function

Draincock influent
side of manifold

Draincock effluent
side of manifold

Bypass valve Raw
water line flow indicator

Control valve- influent
side of raw water line
flow indicator

Contol valve effluent
side of raw water line
flow indicator

Ventcock Top of raw
water ine

Control valve Raw water
feed for limestone slurry
feeder

(TP # 11 ON)

Position

C1 osed

Closed

Closed

Open

Open

Closed

Open

C

0--

.-I-

O:

i1

1,11

--l-

Is1
X’

Z-"
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CV-

CV-9

CV-IO

CV-11

BPV-12

CV-13

CV-14

CV-15

CV-16

CV-17

FV-18

DV-19

DV-20

DV-21

DV-22

Location

Raw water line to
slurry feeder tank

Raw water line to
manifold aspirator

Raw water influent
line to aspirator

Raw water influent
line to aspirator
(Rear influent launder)

Raw water level
al arm pi pi n.q

Raw water level
alarm piping

Coagulated water line
from slurry takeoff
weirbox to sludge

Coagulated water line
from erdlator tank to
diatomite dilution box

False bottn of the
concentrate tank

Orifice plug valve

Raw water level
alarm piping

Partial drain line
for erdlator tank.

Complete drain line
for erdlator

Sludge draw-off for
concentrator

Complete drain line for
sludge concentrator

Name & Function

Control valve- Limestone
hopper water feed valve

Control valve- Raw
water influent valve

Control valve- Raw
water aspirator valve

Control valve- Raw
water aspirator valve

Bypass valve controls
raw water rate of flow

Control valve controls
flow of raw water on
bypass line

Weir box outlet valve
Permits drainage of
sl udge

Solution make-up valve
supplies coagulated
water for mixing chemicals

Sludge control valve
Controls waste sludge
draw-off

Liquid level control
valve- Controls clear
water into wet well from
sl udqe concentrate

Float valve

Partial drain valve

Complete drain valve

Partial drain valve
for concentrator

Sludge concentrator
complete drain valve

U-IOD09

Position

Partially
open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

C1 o seal

Closed

Parti al y
open

Closed

O

C-
o
rrt-

-4-

C
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Symbol Location Name & Function
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Position

DV-23 Drain line from waste
tank

Waste tank drain valve Open

CV-24 Drain line from wet
wel

Check valve prevents
backup of waste water
into settled water in

wet we

C1 osed

DV-25

DV-26

DV-27

CV-32

CV-33

Drain water line from

wet wel

Drain line from

chemical slurry feeder

Drain line from
chemica| slurr) feeder

Slurry feeder filtered
water Iine

S1 urry feeder fi tered

water Iine

Complete drain valve
for wet well

Open

Drain valve diatnaceous Closed

earth slurry compartment

Drain valve Limestone
sl urry compartment

Closed

Control valve Allows

filtered water to
diatoaceous earth
slurry compartment

Closed

Solution make-up valve

filtered ;ter

Closed

CV-34 CoaqulaLed water line

to suction side of

filter pump

Filter pmr, feed valve Closed

DO-7
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OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

1. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class: None are required.

SUMMARY:

MIN)

MIN)

During the last hour I covered preoperation of the unit.

BREAK: (i0

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: The past hour we identified the valves and controls of
the unit. Let us now continue with the remaining steps for the instal|ation

procedures and then move on to the preoperational laintenance and chnical
requirement,

h. Trailer mounted generator set. 10-30 kw

(1) Locate not more than 50 feet away frn water purification unit.

(2) Perform preoperation maintenance check.

(3) Perform safety check.

(a) Make sure that both units are grounded.

(b) Check for loose or frayed wires,

(c) Make sure that all breakers are off.

(4) Connect power cable by color code as follows:

L I Black L3 Blue

L2 Red L0 White

NOTE: Make sure that code and terminal connects correspond on generator
inal and control cabinet.

i. Raw water pump Locate as close to source as possible. If pump is more
than 50 feet away from unit, set both electric pumps in series.

j. Hoses.

(1) A 1-1/2 inch, 25 foot discharge hose to pmlp discharge and the
water intake connection on van.
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(2) A 1-1/2 inch, 10 foot suction hose with strainer and float to
suction side of pump.

(3) A 1-1/2 inch, 25 foot discharge hose to the female hose connection
on left side of van.

(4) A 2 inch, 20 foot suction hose to erdlator drain on right side of
van.

van.

NOTE

k.

I.

(5) A 2 inch, 20 foot suction hose to filter drain on left side of

Drain hoses must run away from source.

Set up storage tanks no farther than 50 feet from erdlator.

Set up distribution pump.

TRANSITION: The last hour we discussed the nomenclature of the unit and found
out what the i, nstallation procedures are. Let’s move on with the maintenance
requirements.

3. LUBRICATION INTERVALS AND LUBRICANTS

a. Lubrication intervals are performed according to tile lubrication
instructions (LI) posted in the TI of each unit.

(TP #12 ON)

operation.

hours.

(2)

b. Lubrication Points

(1) Agitator

(a)

(b)

Agitator drive shaft bearings

1 GAA grease

2 50 hours

Agitator gear assembly

1 Check oil level before operation and every 10 hours of

2 GO Gear Oil

(c) Agitator shaft bearing

1 GAA grease

2 50 hours

(d) Agitator gear assembly drained and refilled every 1,000

Filter section plug valves ACF grease, 50 hrs.
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(3)

(4)

Chemical slurry feed equipment

(a) Slip clutch and slurry feeder bearings

1 50 hours

2 GAA Grease

(b) Slurry feeder chain tightener

1 50 hours

2 GAA Grease

(c) Slurry feeder gear assembly speed reducer

1 GO Gear oil

2 Check every 10 hours

3 Drain and refill every 1,UO0 hours

TRANSITION:
the next step is to measure and add chemicals.

much of each chemical are needed.

U-IOD09

(TP #12 OFF)

(TP #13 ON)

Chemical solution feeder assembly gear case fill and level gauge

(a) OT Insulating oil, electrical

(b) Check every 10 hours

(c) Drain and refill every 500 hours
(TP #13 OFF)

Still working on preparation; once maintenance has been completed,
Let’s look at what type and how

4. CHEMICAL REOUIREMENTS

water

water

Ferric chloride is used as the coagulant, 2 Ibs. to 4 gallons of

Calcium hypochloride used as a disinfectant, 8 ozs to 4 gallons of
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c. Pulverized limestone coagulant aid, 14 pounds to 14 gallons of water

d. Diatomatious earth- filter aid

(1) Precoat funnel 1-1/2 pounds to 1 gallon of water.

(2) Slurry hopper 7 pounds to 14 gallons of water.

e. Activated carbon absorbant

(1) Added to limestone slurry hopper

(2) 1.4 pounds

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

i. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class:

MIN)

{one are required.

SUM{4ARY: During the past hour, I covered installation procedures, preoperational
maintenance, and preparing the required chemicals.

BREAK: (10 I,IIN)
 ,IIN

ITRODUCTOIKY TRANSITION:
operation.

5. STARTING

a. Prime and start raw water pump

(1) Push start switch in control cabinet

(2) Push start switch on pump

b. Chemical solution feeder

(i) Prime feeder

(2) Set feed indicators

(a) Ferric chloride set at 1.5 ppm

(b) Calcim} hypochlorite set at 5.0 ppm

c. Chemical slurry feeder

(1) Adjust flow into feeder by adjusting valve CV-8

(2) Set FEI-6 at 50 PPM (Limestone feed variator)

The next phase is to put the 1500 Erdlator into

i,ill.i)

C

0

T

Z:

Il
X
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(3) Charge limestone hopper with 14 Ibs of limestone.
full to proper level:

it.

When hopper is

(a) Close CV-8

(b) Adjust CV-7 to gradually feed limestone to erdlator tank

Agitator Start agitator when the erdlator tank has i foot of water in

e. Bleed air from raw water flow indicator.

f. Adjust CV-9 to read 15 PSI on gauge.

g. When erdlator tank is full, drain off all foreign material from the top
of the tank by lowering the effluent launder.

h. Once all waste is drained, level the effluent launder.

i. Partially open CV-14, Slurry weir box valve

j. )pen CV-1,6 to first notch

k. When sludge concentrator tank is full, completely open CV-IG.

I. hen clear water is in the top of sludge tank, open CV-17.

m. Adjust chemical solution feeder. Reduce calciq hypochlorite to 1.5
gph

n. When clear coagulated water is flowing into the wetwell, close I)V-25.

TRANSITION: The unit is in operation, the next step will be the operational
adjustments that are necessary to perform the four cycles of operation.

6. OPERATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS

a. Precoat cycle

(I) Preposition valves

(a) Close CV-32, D.E. slurry feed valve

(b) Close CV-33, Solution make-up valve
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(e)

(f)

(g)

()

(i)

()

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(2)

U-IOD09

Set CV-36 to filter

Close CV-37 precoat funnel feed valve

Open CV-38 filter vent valve

Close DC-39 draincock

Open CV-40, filter discharge valve

{)pen DC-41, draincock

Close DC-42, draincock

Open DC-43, draincock

Close DC-44, draincock

Adjust CV-45 to 25 ]pm’s, flow controller

Set CV-46 on recirculate, filter output

Close DV-a7, filter drain valve

Close DC-48, draincock

(p) Set ARV-49 to filter, air release valve

(q) Close CV-50, filtered water control valve

(TP 14 OFF)

Mix O.E. in bucket, (1-1/2 Ibs. of O.E. to 1 gallon of water.
into precoat funnel

(3) Open CV-37, allow mix to completely drain into filter.

(4) Close CV-37

(5) Open CV-34, filter pump Feed valve

(6) Start filter pump

(7) Close CV-38, when water flows out

(8) Precoat For 4-6 minutes

(a) Until good cake of L).E. on filter is present

(b) Until water in filter is clear

Filter cycle

Pour
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(1) Change CV-46 to filter

(2) Open CV-50

(3) Prepare 7 pounds of D.E. for slurry hopper

(4) Open CV-33

(5) Close CV-33 when water flows out

(6) Open CV-32, adjust for proper flow

(7) Add D.E. to comparbnent

(8) Set FEI-5 to 50 PPM

(9) Close CV-32 when hopper is full

(10) Filter cycle lasts 10 minutes to 10 hours

c. Backwash

(i) Four reasons for backwash

(a) An interruption in the filter cycle

(b) Storage tanks are full

(c) Source is empty

(d) When influent and effluent pressure gauges differ by 5 psi

(2) To go into backwash do the following procedures:

(a) Close CV-40 and CV-50

(b) Let pressure gauges equalize

(c) Shut down filter pump

(d) Close CV-34

(e) Close f)V-23, drain for sludge tray

(f) Turn ARV-49 to backwash and open DV-47 at the same time.

(.q) ripen CV-38

(h) Allow filter to completely drain

d. i,ash cycle valve adjustment
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(1) Change CV-36 to wash

(2) Open CV-34

(3) Start filter p:np

(4) Wash for i to 2 minutes

(5) Stop the filter pump

(6) C]ose CV-34

(7) Allow filter to drain

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

i. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class:

Ml i

MIN

SUMI,RY: During the past hour, I covered starting the unit and performing
operational adjustments.

BREAK: 10

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: When you have completed the operational adjustments,
there are tv) things you can do, restart with precoat, or go into the shut-
down procedures vhich we are going to cover.

7. SHUTDOWN

a. If operation of the unit will be within 24 hours from time of shut-
(Unlessdown, only the partial drain valve on the erdlator tank may be opened.

operating in freezing temperatures)

Close slurry feeder variators FEI-5 and 6.

Open drain valves DV-26 and DV-27.

Turn off slurry feeder drive.

Remove chemical hoses from solutions and allow chemical pump to pump
dry.

f.

g.

h.

i.

Empty solution trays.

Stop solution feeder.

Stop the agitator drive.

Open all valves and draincocks.
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j. Stop raw water pump.

k. Open the petcock valve on the base of the raw water pump.

I. Disconnect all hoses

m. Shut down generator

TRANSITION: Once shutdown procedures are completed, the next phase in
post-operation is post-operation maintenance.

8. POST-OPERATION MAINTENANCE

After operation services must be performed after every operatingae
period.

unit.

bQ General

(I) Inspect unit for any damage from operation

(2) Keep work area clean and free from muddy conditions around the

c. Lubrication

(1) All lubrication points should be checked

(2) All scheduled lubrication must be performed.

d. Check the unit for leaks: piping, valves, pumps.

e. Personnel heater if used, make sure sediment bowl is cleaned, inspected,
and clean filter.

Clean equipment, remove oil, mud, chemicals, or any other foreign
matter.

g. Check and clean chemical hoppers and trays.

h. Make sure that all tools and support equipnent are clean and storeu away
pro per y.

i. Make sure van-body side panels and doors are secured properly.

j. If unit is not going to be used again, disconnect;

(i) the electrical cable to generator

(2) remove leveling jacks and place in holder inside van.

DEMONSTRATION MIN
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The primary instructor and assistant instructor wi|l have the students set up
the unit and give a dnonstration on the unit. They will identify the
components and valves. The instructors will put the unit into operation going
through the proper procedures, explaining them as they are being performed.
After the demonstration, the instructor will break tile students down into teams
for the practical application on the 1500 GPH Erdlator.

PRACTICE: MIN)

The students under supervision of the instructor will perform the operational
procedures, perform the proper maintenance checks, and prepare the proper
chemicals. After the day of operation, the unit wi|l beproperly secured, PM
and cleaned.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

I. QUESTIONS FROM TilE CLASS:

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS:

H IN

a. Nhat is the anount of limestone added to the limestone slurry hopper?

A. 14 Ibs of limestone

b. Backwash is performed on the unit Wnen the influent and effluent
pressure gauges differ by how many psi?

A. 5 psi

SUMMARY MIN

This period of instruction on the 1500 GPH Erdlator covered the components,
explaining what makes up the uniL, pre-operation covering maintenance,
installation, preparing chemcial. Then we went into the operation of the unit,
covering starting procedures, the four cycles of operation precoat, fi|ter,

backwash, and wash. The last phase which is the shutdown procedures and post-
operational maintenance checks.

WRITTEN EXAM: (60 MIN)

Upon conclusion of the practical application phase, tile students will be
administered a 50 question written exanination.

NOTE: See Written Exnination, Instructor’s Guide.
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LIST OF SUPPORTING PAPERS

Student Outline

Student Handout

Transparenc ies

i Van

2 Water Purification Unit

3 Erdlator Assembly

4 Filter Section

5 Ch,ical Feed EuiFnent

6 Chemical Solution Feeder

7 Supporting Equi,[ment (Pmnps)

8 Personnel lieater

9 Leveling Jacks

10 Valve SeQuence Codes

11 Water Purification Unit (Valves)

12

13

14

Lubrication Points (1)

Lubrication Points (2)

Filter Section (Valves)

o
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

U-IOD13
JAN 1985
(D-610)esw

DETAILED OUTLINE

SINGLE DIAPHRAGM RECIPROCATING PUMP (MUD OG)

INTRODUCTICN (3 MIN)

GAIN ATTENTION: Can someone explain what mud is? Mud is wet, soft earth. Can
someone explain what a hog is? A hog is a mammal of the Suidae family. So, if
we combine the two to make Mud-Hog, we can safely say we have a hog that feeds
on mud, correct?

LESSON PURPOSE: To familiarize the student with the single diaphraqm
eiproc’ting pump (mud hog).

TRANSITION: Now that I have stated the purpose of this period of instruction,
let’s talk about the Single Diaphragm Reciprocatinq Pump or what is commonly
known as the Mud Hog.

BODY

I. Description of the Pump (25 MIN)

There are basically two types of Mud Hogs, the Gorman Rupp Model 4D2A016 and the
Rex Chanbelt Model 40G. Both have the same operating principles and are
equipped with a military standard engine. I will point out the differences
between the two models during the demonstration.

(ON TP # 1)
a. General Description

(1) Engine

(a) Two cylinder, 4 cycle, air cooled soline engine, military
standard model

(b) Rated horsepower 3.00 HP

(c) Maximum speed 3600 RPM

(d) Normal operating speed 3500 RPM

(e) Spark plug gap .020 inches
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day

(2)

(3)

U-10D13

(f) Crank shaft driven maQneto gap set at .020

(g) Fuel tank 1.5 gallons gasoline

(h) Average fuel consumption 0.35 gph or 2.7 gallons per 8 hour

(i) Engine crankcase

(a) Uses dipstick to measure oil level

(b) Crankcase holds 1 qt 30 wt oil

(c) Check oil every 5 hours of operation

(d) Change oil every 25 hours of operation

Reduction gear case

(a) Power from engine

(b)

(c)

(d)

(OFF TP # I)
(ON TP # 2)

Reduces speed of connecting rod to 60 strokes per minutes.

Connecting rod assembly

1 Connected to gear case

2 Has grease cup for lubricating bearings

3 It raises and lowers diaphragm

Capacity

i Gear case

a Uses lubricating oil

b Holds 2 pts

(1__) Check daily

(2_) Change every i000 hours of operation

2 Connecting rod bearings

a Lubrication is checked daily

b Grease when required with GAA grease

Pump Body

(OFF TP # 2)
(ON TP # 3)

(a) Rubber Diaphragm

O"
T
C-
O"
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1 Secured to rim of pump body

2 Fastened to connecting rod

(b) Check Valves

1 Suction and discharge

2 4 inch ports

(c) Clean out door with drain plugs

b. Capabilities of the pump

CQ

(1) Used for dewatering job sites

(2) Liquid carries a high percentage of trash

(3) Can pump 40% mud and 60% water

(4) Has a total dynamic head of 35 feet

(a) Static suction head should not exceed 25 feet

(b) Static discharge head is i0 feet

(5) Pumps at a rate of I00 GPM

Trailer

(1) Located on two wheels

(a) Nonpneumatic wheels (without air)

(b) Sealed-type ball bearings

(2) It has lift or tow bail for easy movement.

(3) It has two lifting- tie down eyes in the center.

Accessories

(1)

U-10D13

(OFF TP # 3)

(ON TP # 4)

(OFF TP # 4)

(ON TP # 5)

(OFF TP # 5)

(ON TP #6)

Data Plates

(a) Transportation gives dimensions for transportation

(b) Contains engine serial number
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(2)

(3)

TRANSITION:

(c) Contains federal stock number for ordering

Foot Valve 4 inch in diameter

Hoses

(a)

(b)

U-IOD13

There are four, 4 inch, 10 foot long suction hoses

They are used for both suction and discharge side of the pump

(OFF TP # 6)

Now let us turn our attention to the installation of the pump.

Installation of the pump (7 MIN)

a. Pump Site

(1) Level area

(2) Close to source as possible

(3) Block wheels so pump does not shift during operation

b. Hoses

(I) Check hose for serviceability Cuts or breaks in hoses

(2) Check connections

(a) Air tight

(b) Gaskets

(3) Suction lift

(a) Should not exceed 25 feet

(b) Install strainer or foot valve when possible

(4) Discharge hose

(a) Should not exceed 10 ft above machine

(b) Hose should not exceed 50 feet in length

(c) All hoses come in I0 foot sections
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TRANSITION:
putting the machine into operation.

3. Operation of the Pump

a. Pre-Operation Check

bearings

U-10D13

After you have installed the pump, you should be ready to begin

(15 MIN)

(1) Fill fuel tank with regular motor fuel

(2) Check engine crankcase oil level

(a) Observe level indicated on dip stick

(b) Add if necessary

(3) Check oil level in pump reduction gear case Add if necessary

(4) Connecting rod needle bearing

(a) Hand turn down grease cup slightly to force grease into the

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(b) Add if necessary

(5) Prime pump body through priming hole

Starting the pump

Flip engine "on-off" switch to "on" position

Close choke valve

Wind engine pull rope on the pulley clockwise and pull the rope

Open choke valve slowly to obtain smooth engine operation

Adjust the engine throttle to obtain desired engine speed

c. Stopping the pump Shut off engine by flipping the "on-off" switch to
the "off" position

TRANSITION:
pump.

Let us now turn our attention to the maintenance procedures for the

(ON TP # 7)

Maintenance of t.he Pump

a. Engine fuel tank Fill if necessary

(8 MIN)
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b. Engine Crankcase

(1) Check oil every five hours.

(2) Change every 25 hours of operation.

c. Connecting Rod Bearings

(1) Check grease cup daily

(2) Turn 1/4 turn twice daily during operation

(3) Fill cup as required

de Pump Body

(1) Flush with clean water after operation

(2) Drain after each operation

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

i. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

a. How many hoses come with the single diaphraQm pump?

A. Four, 4 inch, i0 foot long suction hoses

b. What is the ratio of mud to water this pump can pump?

A. 40% mud and 60% water

c. How often do you change the engine crankcase oil?

A. Every 25 hours

SUMMARY:
nstal’lation, operation, and maintenance.

BREAK

U-10D13

(OFF TP # 7)

(ON TP # 8)

(OFF TP # 8)

(3 MIN)

(2 MIN)

During the last hour, we have covered the single diaphragm pump

(I0 MIN)
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DEMONSTRATION (30 MIN)

1. Have students to march to Camp Sweat for the purpose of demonstrating the
single diaphragm pump.

2. The instructor will demonstrate for 30 minutes, the correct procedures for
setting up and operating the single diaphragm pump.

3. The students will connect the hoses, gaskets, and foot valves assigned to
the single diaphragm pump.

4. The students will perform, pre-operational check, prime, and put the unit
into operation.

OPPORTUNITY FO QUSTI.ONS

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS:

(2 MIN)

Will be answered during demonstration.

(2 MIN)

SUMMARY: During the last period of instruction we covered the:

1. Set up the sinqle diaphragm reciprocating pump

2. Performed preoperation maintenance

3. Started the unit

4. Shutdown the unit

BREAK (10 MIN)

pl

--C"o:
I"

X
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LIST OF SUPPORTING PAPERS

1. Advance Sheet/ Student Outline

2. Transparencies:

3. TP 1 General Description

4. TP 2 Reduction Gear Case

5. TP 3 Pump Body

6. TP 4 Capabilities of the Pump

7. TP 5 Trailer

8. TP 6 Accessories

9. TP 7 Maintenance of the Pump

i0. TP 8 Maintenance of the Pump Body
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REVERSE OSMOSIS
WATER PURIFICATION UNIT (ROWPU)

600 GPH

MARINE CORPS ENGINEER SCHOOL
MARINE CORPS BASE

CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA





WARNING

When selecting a site for the reverse osmosis be sure that ground is firm and
level.

Electricity can kill you on contact; take proper precautions when working around
electrical control boxes or junction boxes.

Insure that the reverse osmosis is provided with a good ground so you will not
become its ground rod.

Whenever possible select the best available water source in order to get maximum
use of the unit.

You are working with dangerous chemicals both before and after you mix them.
Carelessness can cause irritation of eyes, lungs, and skin. Protect yourself
and others by using extreme care.

Never attempt to make electrical repairs while the unit is in operation.

Noise level of the generator can cause hearing damage. Ear protectors, as
recommended by the medical and safety officer, must be worn when working near
this set.
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INTRODUCTION

GENERAL INFORMATION

1-1 Scope. This student handout describes the operating procedures and
operators maintenance procedures for the 600 GPH Reverse Osmosis Water
Purification Unit (ROWPU).

1-2 Operating Records. You must always keep good operating records by
recording all the necessary data in order that if the unit malfunctions, you can
refer to them before performing corrective maintenance.
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INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS AND CHECKS

a. CLOSE: Seven Drains

b. OPEN: Vent Pulse Dampener Valve
Vent Cartridge Filter Valve
Vent Multimedia Filter Valve
Vent Vessels Valve
Vent Product Water Valve
Regulate Product Flow Valve

c. Set Element Cleaning Switch to OFF

d. Set Backwash Valve to NORMAL

e. Set all Control Box Switches to STOP or OFF

f. Push in Emergency Stop Button

g. Ground the Unit

h. Set Timer

(i) Set white can to "SR".

(2) Set reconditioning knob to "IDLE" position.

i. Set up Chemical Feed Pump

(i) Install chemical hoses.

(2) Set up chemical buckets.

(3) Set pnp valves to prime.

j. Check oil in chemical feed pp and RO pnp

k. Install pps and hoses as follows:
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Attach float to strainer with enough rope to allow strainer to go under water
but not touch bottom. Hook up raw water system (fig. 1-1). Use only enough
hose to reach between water source and the ROWPU.

sTRAINER 1-1/2 IN. HARD RUBBER HOSE

I-I/2 IN.
CANVAS
HOSE

RAW WATER

CO NEC’nON- 
I- I/’ IN. CANVAS HOSE RO/PUW

FIGURE 1-I. RAW WATER SYSTEM

CAUTION

Make all hose connections tight. If raw water hose draws in air, you cannot
prime the pump. Never operate pumps without strainer. You don’t want to draw
leaves and dirt into the ROWPU. They will damage it.
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Connect the backwash water tank and pump to the ROWPU as shown in figure 1-2.
Start at the ROWPU and work toward the tank.

BRINE

BACKWASH
WATER

:ONNECTION
ROWPU 2,1N. CANVAS HOSE

CANVAS
BRINE
HOSE

2 IN.
SWIVEL
ADAPTER

BACKWASH STRAINER

2 INCH cSWIVEL
AOAPTERS

2 IN. SWIVEL 2 IN. DOUBLE
ADAPTER HOSE NIPPLE

FIGURE 1-2. BACKWASH WATER SYSTEM
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Attach distribution nozzle to canvas hose as shown in figure 1-3 and hose to the
product water distribution pump. Work backwards until last connection is made
at the ROWPU. Make sure pump drain valve is closed.

OISTRIBUTION
NOZZLE

I-I/2 INF

I-I/2 IN.M

I-I/Z IN. M

PWOOUCT WATER
1"1/2 IN. r. HO

I’llZ IN.M

1"1/2 IN F"LA OSTmOUTON

FIGURE 1-3. PRODUCT WATER SYSTEM
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Hook up waste water and vent vessels systems as shown in fiqure 1-4. Start at
ROWPU end with hose going down and away from THE ROWPU, and downstream of raw
water intake.

NOTE

Recheck all your hose connections to make sure they are tight.

VENT

VESSELS
WASTE
TER

2 INCH CANVAS PRESSURE
HOSES

FIGURE 1-4. WASTE WATER SYSTEM
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2. OPERATING PROCEDURE

a. START Generator.

b. Pull Out Emergency Stop Button (Yellow light will come on).

co Prime Raw Water Pump(s).

d. START Raw Water Pump(s).

e. START Chemical Feed Pump.

f. Mix 107 ml of polmer in 3 gallons of raw water.

g. Prime and calibrate poljmer chemical pump.

(i) Set polymer chemical feed control knob to 5.

(2) Wait until no more air bubbles are seen.

(3) Set pol3ner chemical feed control knob to 2.6.

(4) Obtain 60 ml of solution in one minute from tube without strainer.
(If not, readjust control knob setting.)

h. Set polisher pump valve to RUN.

i. Close vent multimedia filter valve.

j. Start booster pump.

k. Close vent cartridge filter valve.

I. Reset RO pump.

m. Start RO pump.

n. Close vent pulse dampener valve.

o. Wait I0 minutes. (During which you mix .2 Ibs. of chlorine and .I Ibs.
of sodium hex.)

p. Prime and calibrate chlorine and sodium hex (same as polymer pump).

q. Set sodium hex pump valve to RUN. (Leave chlorine pump valve on PRIME.)

r. Leave citric acid pump nn PRIME and control valve on 10.

s. After i0 minutes examine filtered water for clarity.

(i) Obtain 600 ml of water from cartridge filter drain valve No. I.

(2) You should see the bulls-eye clearly (if not, reduce control
setting on polymer feed pump, wait I0 minutes and recheck the water).
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to

reading is obtained.

V,

W,

X,

(3) Once the clarity test is satisfactory, do the following:

Turn vent vessel valve clockwise slowly until fully closed.

Adjust regulate product flow valve slowly clockwise until proper gauge
(See chart below.)

Set chlorine pump valve to RUN.

Close product water vent valve.

Monitor all gauges during operation.

GAUGE READINGS, NORMAL AND TROUBLE POINTS

NORMAL READINGGAUGE INDICATOR TROUBLE POINT READING

1. Cartridge Filter

2. Multimedia Filter

3. Raw Water Flow

4. Brine Flow

5. Product Water Flow

a. Salt Water
b. Brackish Water
c. Fresh Water

6. RO Pressure psi

a. Salt Water
b. Brackish Water
c. Fresh Water

7. RO Vessels

8. TDS of Product Water

8 to 20 psid

0 to 10 psid

27 to 33 gpm

16 to 24 gpm

6 to 12 gpm
Up to 13.5 gpm
Up to 13.5 gpm

800 psi or less
500 psi or less
500 psi or less

50 to 100 psid

Below 1500 ppm

Over 20 psid

5 psid over first reading

Drop to 25 gpm or less

Below 15 gpm

Above 12.0 gpm
Above 13.5 gpm
Above 13.5 gpm

Above 900 psi
Above 600 psi
Above 600 psi

Above i00 psid

Above 1500 ppm

4. NORMAL SHUT DOWN (SHORT SHUT DOWN)

a. Turn all chemical pnps back to prime.

b. Open regulate product flow valve.

c. Open vent vessels valve.

d. Open all vent valves.

e. Stop all pps (in sequence).

f. Push in emergency stop button.
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5. POST-OPERATION MAINTENANCE

a. Inspect the unit and all components for damage.

b. Clean all components.

Co Check oil in RO and chemical feed pnps.

6. PACK THE UNIT FOR STORAGE (LONG SHUT DOWN)

a. Backwash multimedia filter.

b. Perform normal shut down.

c. Open seven drains and drain the ROWPU.

Drain RO pnp using JOG switch (after water stops flowing out of sevendo
drains)

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

I.

m,

Drain booster pnp.

Drain pressure vessels (disconnect product water lines).

Drain lines on the back of backwash timer (one at a time).

Drain chemical feed pup.

Drain, clean, and fold all storage tanks.

Drain all punps.

Disconnect, drain, and roll all hoses.

Repack all accessories inside each storage box.

Install pnps, storage boxes, pails, hoses, sledge hammer, and alnin
paddle inside ROWPU.

n. Install trailer cross braces.

7. BACKWASH OF MULTIMEDIA FILTER

a. Reasons for backwashing.

(I) When multimedia filter gauge rises above i0 psi{, or 5 psid above
the initial reading.

(2) When RO unit will not be operated for 30 days or longer.

(3) Before movement.

b. Backwash procedures.

(i) Perform normal shutdown of unit.
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(2) Open gate valve on bottom of the brine tank.

(3) OIen backwash pnp draincock to insure thai pnp is primed.

(4) Turn backwash handle to backwash.

(5) Activate backwash switch.

(6) Backwash pnp should come on within 3 to 5 minutes.

8. R.O. ELEMENT CLEANING

a. Reason for cleaning.

(1) Whenever the R.O. pressure psi gauge rises above the maximn
allowable pressure and at the same time the product water flow gauge drops below
minimn output (6 gpm).

(2) Upon termination of field exercise (operation).

(3) TDS of product water gradually rises above 1500 TDS.

(4) Brine flow increases noticeably and adjustment of regulate product
flow valve does not correct the product water flow.

(5) R.O. vessels gauge rises above 100 psid.

b. Cleaning procedures.

(1) Backwash multimedia filter.

(2) Adjust water level in brine tank to 7 inches from the bottom.

(3) Mix 70 Ibs. of citric acid.

(4) Open regulate product flow valve.

(5) Open vent vessels valve.

(6) Switch hose from backwash hose connection to vent vessels outlet.

(7) Remove product water hose from the product water storage tank.

(8) Insure thai brine hose is placed inside the brine tank.

(9) Turn on element cleaning switch.

(10) Operate for 45 minutes or until temperature of brine water reaches
IIOF.

(11) Turn off element cleaning switch.

(12) Reconnect backwash hose to backwash hose connection and vent
vessels hose.
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(13) Operate unit normally for 10 minutes with regulate product flow
valve fully OPEN.

(14) After 10 minutes adjust regulate product flow valve.

(15) After 3 minutes place product water hose into product water tank.

(16) If citric acid solution does not help, repeat the same process
using 1800 ml of "TRITON X-IO0" detergent.

9. CITRIC ACID FEED

NOTE: Citric acid feed is performed at least once every 20 hours of operation,
or----’o get pH of the brine water down below 8.0. Citric acid makes R.O.
membranes tighter (stronger) to improve salt rejection. The R.O. membranes
operate best in water containing 5.5 pH. For example: Water with 5.5 pHmight
produce 500 ppm TDS product water, where as same water with pH of 7.5 might
produce a product water with 1000-1500 ppm TDS.

a. Procedures

(1) Put three-quarters (3/4) of a pound of citric acid into citric acid
pail, using citric acid measure.

(2) Fill the pail with 3 gallons of brine water.

(3) Stir chemical and brine with wooden paddle until chemical is fully
dissolved.

(4) While the ROWPU is operating normally, set the citric acid chemical
feed pnp valve on RUN, and set chemical feed control knob to 10.

(5) Continue operation until the pail is empty.

(6) Draw a 250 ml water sample from the brine hose to insure that the
pH is below 8.0.

(7) If that reading is not below 8.0, feed a new batch of citric acid
chemical mix.

(8) When reading is below 8.0 set feed pnp valve to PRIME and refill
the pail with water.

(9) Feed is completed.

10. STERILIZATION OF R.O. ELEMENTS

a. Purpose for sterilization To prevent biological growth inside the R.O.
element which would cause deterioration of the membrane. This process should be
performed when:

b. Return to CONUS from foreign soil.

c. R.O. unit is to be idle for over a 30 day period.
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NOTE: When water source contains a hi’gh concentration of plant life or
-f’I-ogical growth the lapse time for non-usage should be no longer than 15 days
vise 30 days.

11. REMOVING THE ELEMENTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF STORAGE

a. Procedures

(1) Add 12 gallons or 36 Ibs. of formaldehyde to 7 inches of brine
water in the brine tank.

(2) Follow same procedures as in regular cleaning of R.O. elements but
operate for only 30 minutes.

NOTE: If elements are to be removed from unit for storage, allow element to
remain inside vessels for 12 hours before removal from vessels and repacking.

(3) Remove elements and drain for 10 minutes VERTICALLY if they will be
repacked in plastic bags.

NOTE: Elements do not have to be taken out of unit and repacked in plastic bags
u--less unit will not be in use for a long period of time (6 months or longer).

CAUTION: Care should be taken in using any type of formaldehyde. Strict
attention to label directions and precautions in handling is a MUST. Vapors can
be harmful or irritating if adequate ventilation is not provide.TT-’-Protective
clothing and common sense should be used.
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

DETAILED OUTLINE

U-IODI1
U-22E07
MAR 1985
(D-434) gvf

OPERATION OF REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER PURIFICATION UNIT

INTRODUCTION IN)

I. GAIN ATTENTION: (Pass around a glass full of product water from Reverse
Osmosis Unit) What can you tell me about the water in that glass? For example,
can you tell me where the water that you are drinking came from? How many of
you like the taste of salt water? The water that you are drinking came from the
ocean right here by our base.

2. PURPOSE: The purpose of this lesson is to provide you with the knowledge
and skills necessary to operate the Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S)

a. TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with a Reverse Osmosis Water
Purification Unit, chemicals, power supply, water supply, necessary tools, and
reference materials, purify water in accordance with TM 5-4610-215-10, pp. 2-27
to 2.96. (1.5.1)

(ON TP # 1, REVERSE OSIOSIS WATER PURIFICATION UNIT)

b. ENABLING LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with a Reverse Osmosis Water
Purification Unit, chemicals, power supply, water supply, necessary tools, and
reference material

(I) Install the unit (I.5.1a)

(2) Perform pre-operation maintenance (1.5.1b)

(3) Prepare chemical solution (i.5.1c)

(4) Start the unit (I.5.1d)

(5) Adjust the unit (1.5.1e)

(6) Shut down the unit (I.5.1f)

(7) Perform post-operatlon maintenance (I.5.1g)

(8) Pack the unit for long shutdown (1.5.1h)

in accordance with Ti 5-4610-215-10, pp.. 2-27 to 2-96.
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NOTE: Whenever we refer to the front of the R.O. unit we refer to the side with
the control panel on it, and the back of the R.O. unit is the side which holds
the pressure vessels, plus the respective right and left side of the unit.

TRANSITION: Now that we know what we have to learn, let’s begin with the first
item; identification of components.

(OFF TP #I)

BOD.___Y (44 MIN)

I. Identification of Components

Before I begin describing the Reverse Osmosis Unit, let me take a couple
mnutes to show you a chart.

(ON TP #2, RANGES OF SEPARATION)

This chart shows different types of filtration processes, which range from
conventional filtration such as: screens and strainers, sand, cloth and fiber,
and diatomaceous earth filters, all the way to the Reverse Osmosis process.
This chart also shows the approximate size of various particles removable by
each type of filtration.

(OFF TP #2)

TRANSITION: Let’s continue now with identifying the components of the unit.
Tm going to identify the components of the unit as I cover the flow of water
through the unit.

(ON TP #3, 600 GPH ROWPU)

a. The water is delivered to the RO unit through the raw water pump. There
are two raw water pumps and they can, if needed, be connected in series. Make
sure that enever using any type of pump, when pumping from the source, use a
strainer on the end of suction hose and rubber washers on all hoses for air
tight connection. The raw water pumps are:

(1) Centrifugal

(2) Self-priming

(3) Rated at 30 gpm with a 105 ft. head

(4) Powered by 2 HP electric motor

(OFF TP #3)
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(ON TP #3A, MULTIMEDIA FILTER)

b. When the water enters the ROWPU it goes through the multimedia filter
first. The multimedia filter consists of 425 Ibs of bedding (gravel: fine
through medium). On top of the bedding is located the filter media, weighing
805 Ibs. This media consists of: 3" of garnet, 12" of filtered sand, 15" of
ceal, and 2" of plastic material. The top layer of plastic is the lightest and
the bottom layer of garnet is the heaviest. Water enters the filter through the
top inlet pipe and passes through the layers of media to the bottom of the
filter. Once on the bottom the water enters the perforated pipes on the bottom
of the filter and it travels out the outlet pipe located on the bottom of the
filter. The filter has a 30" inside diameter and is Hi-Flo depth (HD-30).

(OFF TP #3A)
(ON TP # 3, ROWPU)

c. From the multimedia filter the water is picked up by the booster pump.
This pump is:

(1) Centrifugal.

(2) Rated at 30 gpm with a 50 ft. head.

(3) Powered by a 1 HP electric motor.

d. The booster pump pushes the water through a cartridge filter. The
cartridge filter consists of eight 40 inch long cloth fiber cartridges and
provides secondary stage filtration by removing any suspended matter in the
water missed by the multimedia filter.

e. From the cartridge filter the water is picked up by the RO pump. The RO
pump is a high pressure pump with:

(1) Positive displacement (pistons).

(2) Rated at 51 gpm with a 980 psi head.

(3) Driven by V-belts from a 20 HP electric motor.

f. The RO Pump holds 2 gal. of heavy duty (HD) 40W, or 30W nondetergent
oil: use Shell Turbo 69 oil, which is changed:

(1) Before first operation of the unit.

(2) After first six weeks of operation.

(3) Every three months or 1000 operating hours.
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g. The RO pump pushes the water through the pulse dampene (which reduces

the shock (pulses) caused by pistons of RO pump) and into the RO vessels. There
are four vessels connected in series from top to bottom, and each vessel holds
two RO elements.
(OFF TP # 3)
(ON TP #4, RO VESSEL W/TWO ELEMENTS)

(I) This diagram shows the RO vessel which contains two RO elements.
These elements are connected in the middle by an interconnector. The other ends
of RO elements are connected to the end caps of the RO vessel by the end
connectors. The end connectors look just like the interconnector on the
outside, except that one end has a larger opening than the other end, whereas
the interconnector has the same diameter hole throughout. The end connector
will fit only one way. The smaller opening must be facing the end cap.

(OFF TP #4)

(ON TP #5, RO ELEMENTS AND CONNECTORS)

The end connector, interconnector and end cap require O-rings when assembling
the RO vessel. The RO elements require a brine seal during assembly. The brine
seal is 6.00 inches in O.D. The interconnector O-ring has a 1.756 inch O.D.
The end connectors have 1.680 and 1.756 inch O.O. O-rings.

NOTE: All seals and O-rings should he lubricated with a silicone base
icant.

(OFF TP #5)

(SHOW RO ELEMENT)

(2) This is a Spiral Wound RO Element which is designed to reject a
minimum of 98.5% of salt from the water and about 99% of all organic material in
the water.

(ON TP #6, RO ELEMENT)

This element is made up of two a layered membrane (BLUE) with a permeate carrier
(GREEN) between the layers which forms a sandwich. A perforated plastic pipe
(BLACK) is placed at one end of the sandwich. The edges of the membrane are
sealed with the porous backing material inside the resulting envelope.

This membrane envelope and a mesh spacer (RED) is then rolled up onto the
plastic pipe to produce a compact unit so that it will fit into a simple tubular
pressure vessel.

At the open ends of the element the mesh spacer creates a gap that will allow
the feed water to pass through the roll. As the pressure is applied to the RO
vessels, some of the water passes through the membrane and collects in the
permeate carrier within the sealed envelope. The water spirals inward along the
permeate carrier to the center, out of the envelope through the pipe
perforations, through the pipe and out of the module (RO elements). As the
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water passes through the membranes the remaining feed fluid becomes more
concentrated. This concentrated fluid (brine) continues to flow through the
mesh in the roll and emerges through the mesh spacer gaps at the other end of
element.

The brine flow then enters the next element and the process repeats itself,
until water goes through all eight RO elements. Then it leaves the RO unit and
is stored in the brine tank for backwashing filters.

The water which passes through the membranes comes out of each RO vessel and
then leaves the RO unit as a product water

(OFF TP #6)

h. The product water is distributed from the product tank by using a water
distribution pump. The distribution pump and electric motor are the same as the
booster pump and motor.

(ON TP #7, CHEMICAL FEED PUMP)

i. The RO unit also uses certain chemicals to aid in production of product
water. There are four chemical feed pumps:

(1) Polymer feed pump adds polymer (polyelectrolyte) solution to raw
water to collect small pieces of floating solid matter into groups large enough
to be removed by the filters.

(2) Chlorine feed pump adds chlorine to product water to kill
bacteria so water in tanks remains drinkable.

(3) Sodium hex feed pump feeds diluted sodium hex (sodium
hexametaphosphate) to the water filters to prevent calcium scaling.

(4) Citric acid feed pump adds diluted acid (tricarboxylic acid) to
filtered water as required for cleaning RO elements.

The chemical feed pump has a 3.17 gal/hr capacity and is powered by a 1/3 HP
electric motor. The chemical feed pump holds 1 pt. of Shell Omala 220 gear oil
(with rust inhibitor). The oil is checked weekly and changed every 4000 hours
of operation or each year.

(OFF TP #7)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

(1 MIN)

a. What does the multimedia filter consist of?

A. 425 Ibs. bedding (gravel, fine to medium)
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A. 805 Ibs. filter media

b. What is the purpose of the cartridge filter?

A. Remove any suspended matter missed by the multimedia filter

(1 MIN)

SUMMARY: During the first hour of instruction we partially covered the
identification of components of ROWPU.

BREAK: (10 MIN)

(1MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the second hour of instruction we will cover
the remaining components for proper identification

BODY Cont’d: (46 MIN)

(ON TP #8, CONTROL PANEL)

j. Control Panel the control panel consists of various gauges, valves,
lights, switches, and hose connections.

(1) Control Box Assembly consists of indicator lamps and switches to
start, operate, and stop all pumps.

(2) Panel Light provides light for inside of the ROWPU and for the
control panel.

(3) Vent, Cartridge Filter relieves air from cartridge filter.

(4) Vent, Pulse Dampener relieves air from pulse dampener. Pulse
dampener reduces the shock (pulses) caused by the pistons of the RO pump.

(5) Vent Multimedia Filter relieves air from multimedia filter.

(6) Backwash Valve valve used to wash multimedia filter.

(7) Multimedia Filter Gauge shows pounds of pressure rise in
multimedia filter and indicates when filter is dirty.

(8) Waste Hose Hook Up connection for dirty brine that was used to
wash the multimedia filter.

(9) RO Vessels Gauge shows pounds of pressure rise in the RO pressure
vessels and indicates the condition of RO elements.

(10) Raw Water Flow Meter measures in gallons per minute the amount
of water drawn in by raw water pumps and fed into ROWPU.
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(11) Backwash Water connection for backwash hose from backwash pump.

(12) Raw Water connection for hose from raw water pumps.

(13) Ground Rods help protect operator from electrical shock.

(14) Backwash Gauge measures amount of water flowing through
multimedia filter during backwash cycle.

(15) RO Pressure PSI Gauge shows discharge pressure of the RO pump in
pounds per square inch (psi). Gauge reading depends on setting of the regulated
product flow valve.

(16) Brine Flow Meter measures amount of brine flow from the ROWPU in
gallons per minute.

(17) Regulate Product Flow Valve closes the outlet of the RO vessels.
Controls the rate of flow of the product water,

tank.
(18) Brine connection for salty water hose from the ROWPU to brine

(19) Vent Vessels allow water to bypass pressure vessels when
operator is not ready to purify water.

(20) Product Water Flow gauge shows the number of gallons per minute
of drinking water put out by the ROWPU.

(21) Cartridge Filter Gauge measures pounds of pressure rise in the
cartridge filter and indicates when filter is dirty.

(22) Product Water connection for drinking water hose from ROWPU to
product water tank.

(23) RO Element Cleaning Switch used to operate backwash pump during
cleaning of RO elements. Switch is located on left side of control panel under
a spring-loaded safety guard.

CAUTION: Switch must be OFF when backwashing the multimedia filter. Operating
the RO element cleaning switch during hackwashing can cause damage to the RO
elements,

(OFF TP #8)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1, Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

(2 MIN)

a. What is the purpose of vent filter valve?
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A. Relieves air from the filter

b. What controls the pressure reading on the RO Pressure PSI Gauge?

A. Regulate Product Flow Valve

(i MIN)
SUMMARY: During this hour we covered most of the controls and connections on
the RO unit. After the break we will cover the remaining components.

BREA_____K (I0 MIN)

(1MIN)
INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the third hour of instruction we will cover
the remaining components of RO unit.

BODY (46 MIN)

(ON TP #9, CONTROL BOX ASSEMBLY)

(24) RO Pump Low Pressure Indicator Lamp yellow lamp that comes on
when RO pump suction pressure drops below 10 psi. This lamp also indicates that
RO pump should have shut off.

(25) RO Pump High Pressure Indicator Lamp red lamp that comes on when
RO pump discharge pressure is higher than 1250 psi. This lamp also indicates
that RO pump should have shut off.

(26) Distribution Pump Indicator Lamp green lamp comes on when
distribution pump motor is running normally.

(27) Raw Water Pump No. 1 Indicator Lamp green lamp comes on when raw
water pump No. I motor is running normally.

(28) Raw Water Pump No. 2 Indicator Lamp green lamp comes on when raw
water pump No. 2 motor is running normally.

(29) Chemical Feed Pump Indicator Lamp green lamp comes on when
chemical feed pump motor is running normally.

(30) Booster Pump Indicator Lamp green light comes on.when booster
pump motor is running normally.

(31) RO Pump Indicator Lamp green light comes on when RO pump motor is
running normally.

(32) Emergency Stop Switch when pushed in, this switch shuts off power
to all pump motors.

NOTE: Green lamp indicates that the pump motor starting relay is activated, and
does not indicate that the pump is running normally. This applies to items
27-31,
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CAUTION: The Emergency Stop Switch should not be used to shut off the ROWPU
except In emergency condition. To do so can cause damage to the equipment.

WARNING: Push emergency stop button in ONLY if any of the following conditions
exists:

(a) Operating personnel could be injured or the equipment could be
damaged if operation of the ROWPU is allowed to continue.

(b) Red higb pressure lamp associated with RO pump comes on but
unit does not automatically stop.

(c) Yellow low pressure lamp associated with RO pump comes on but
unit does not automatically stop.

(d) Some other serious trouble (malfunction) is indicated by
noise, vihratlon, large water leaks, etc.

(e) When backwash pump lamp and backwash pump itself come on
during normal filtering operation.

(f) When high pressure relief valve activates during operation.

(g) When rupture disc activates during normal operation.

cycle.
(33) Start Backwash Switch toggle switch used to start the backwash

(34) Backwash Pump On Indicator Lamp white lamp comes on when the
backwash pump motor is running normally.

NOTE: All indicator lights have a blackout adjustment on them. By turning the
cover right or left you can increase or decrease the amount of light
showing on the lamp.

(35) RO Pump Start Switch toggle switch used to start, run, and stop
the RO pump motor.

(36) Booster Pump Start Switch -toggle switch used to start, run, and
stop the booster pump motor.

(37) Chemical Feed Pump Start Switch toggle switch used to start, run,
and stop the chemical feed pump motor.

(38) Raw Water Pump No. 2 Start Switch toggle switch used to start,
run, and stop the raw water pump No. 2 motor.

(39) Raw Water Pump No. 1 Start Switch toggle switch used to start,
run, and stop the raw water pump No. I motor.

(40) Distribution Pump Start Switch toggle switch used to start, run,
and stop the distribution pump motor.

(41) RO Pump Reset Switch toggle switch that resets the high or low
pressure switch after it shuts of the RO pump. If the malfunction has been
corrected this switch will turn off the low pressure or high pressure
indicator.
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(42) RO Pump JOG Switch toggle switch that can be used to run the R0
pump for 3 to 5 seconds.

(43) Panel Light Switch toggle switch used to turn the panel light on
and off.

(OFF TP #9)

(ON TP #10, VENT VESSELS VALVE)

(44) Vent Vessels Valve the vent vessels valve bypasses the flow of
raw water into the RO vessels. The vent vessel valve is located on left side
behind the control panel.

(OFF TP #I0)

(ON TP #11, VENT PRODUCT WATER VALVE)

(45) Vent Product Water Valve the vent product water valve allows air
to escape from product water line and lowers product water pressure. The vent
product water valve is located to the right of the top RO vessel.

(OFF TP #11)

(ON TP #12, CHEMICAL FEED PUMP CONTROLS)

(46) Chemical Feed Pump Controls used to control the flow of each
chemical. One knob is located on the back of each chemical feed pump.

NOTE: The sight glass for checking oil level on chemical feed pump is located
T---he back of the chemical pump on the right side. When changing oil you have
to siphon out oil through openings or remove right side of the pump and allow
the oil to drain out.
(OFF TP #12)
(ON TP #13, CHEMICAL FEED PUMP VALVES)

(47) Chemical Feed Pump Valves four valves are used to prime the
chemical feed pumps, and direct chemicals into the purification cycle. The
valve settings are:

(a) Up for RUN.

(b) Left for OFF.

(c) Down for PRIME

(OFF TP #13)
(ON TP #14, DRAIN VALVES)

(48) Drain Valves seven drain valves are located at the right back of
the ROWPU. They are used to draw samples at various stages of purification and
to empty water from the unit before moving.

(OFF TP #14)
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(ON TP #15, CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL)

(49) Circuit Breakers circuit breakers are located in the junction
box. They are used to shut off power to pump motors, utility outlets, and
backwash timer if there is an electrical malfunction in the circuit.

(OFF TP #15)

(ON TP #16, JUNCTION BOX)

(50) Junction Box junction box on the right side of control panel is
used for attaching pump cords and has two utility outlets.

(nFF TP #16)

(ON TP #17, BACKWASH TIMER)

(51) Backwash Timer the timer is contained in a metal box and located
on the side of the control valve for the multimedia filter. The timer is used
to control the backwash cycle of the multimedia filter.

(OFF TP #17)

(ON TP #18, SAFETY VALVES)

(52) Safety Valves the ROWPU has two automatic safety valves. The
high pressure relief valve and the rupture disc assembly.

(a) The high pressure relief valve is located just after the pulse
dampener. If RO pressure goes above Ii00 psi this valve opens automatically and
discharges water through a pipe at the back of ROWPU.

NOTE: If this valve activates immediately press the push emergency stop switch.
When the pressure drops below II00 psi the valve will close automatically.

(OFF TP #18)

(ON TP #19, RUPTURE DISC)

(b) The rupture disc assembly is located on the pipe between the
RO pump and the pulse dampener. The rupture disc is a thin sheet of metal that
tears when the pressure goes above 1425 psi.

NOTE: If the rupture disc assembly ever activates press the push emergency stop
switch and open the regulate product flow valve. When pressure drops, replace
the ruptured disc. Also notify maintenance to troubleshoot the high pressure
relief valve and the high pressure switch.

(OFF TP #19)
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NOTE:
colors:
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The ROWPU piping is identified according to function by the following

COLOR

B1 ack band

Red band

Yel low band

B1 ue band

Purple band

Purple band

FUNCTION

Raw water

Backwash waste

Filtered water

Product water

Brine discharge

Brine piping on RO pressure vessels

We have identified all major components of the ROWPU.
components will be identified as we operate the unit.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the class:

2. Questions to the class:

a. What are the two safety features for the RO pump?

A. High and low pressure switch

b. What is the purpose of backwash timer?

A. Control the backwash cycle of multimedia filter

SUMrlARY: During this hour of instruction we finished covering the
identification of components.

BREAK

The other minor

(2 MIN)

(I MIN)

(10 MIN)

(I MIN)

During the fourth hour of instruction we will cover:INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION:

1. Installation of ROWPU.

2. Performing pre-operational maintenance.

INSTRUCTORS NOTE: Continuation of the class should be made at this point on the
RO units. Instructor should combine the rest of this lecture with demonstration
by pointing out the subject on the unit itself instead of transparencies.
However, if the instructor chooses to continue this lesson in the classroom, he
can continue using the transparencies as stated in this lesson plan.
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(ON TP #20, CHOOSING SITE)

2. Install the Unit

U-IODII/U-22E07

(30 MIN)

a. Choosing the site When choosing the site to set up and run the ROWPU,
remember the following:

(1) If you’re going to use a stream or lake as the raw water source,
stage the ROWPU upstream from the camp.

(2) The raw water hoses can reach about 75 ft. Be sure you stage the
ROWPU close enough so the hoses can reach the stream or lake, but also be sure
that the ground is solid and fairly level.

(3) Take advantage of any nearby forest cover.

(4) Take advantage of any finished roads.
level surface.

(OFF TP 20)

b. Preparation for Use

straps.

input.

They can furnish a solid,

(1) Roll up canvas cover over the ROWPU frame and fasten with tie-back

(2) Remove the two frame cross braces. Release cargo straps.

(3) Remove one suction hose float and five chemical pails.

(4) Remove three hard rubber suction hoses that are used for raw water

(5) If carrying storage tanks with the ROWPU, remove them and the:

(a) Paddle

(b) Sledge hammer

(c) Three hard rubber drinking water hoses and eight canvas hoses
consisting of four 1 1/2" and four 2" hoses.

(6) Remove the two storage boxes but do not empty them.
No. I contains:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Turbidity tube

Input strainer

Distribution nozzle

Storage box
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(d) Thermometer

(e) Flashlight, drop cord and lamps

(f) Tools and spanner wrenches

(g) TDS meter

(h) Chemical measures (cylinders)

(i) Tape for wrapping pipe threads

(j) Hose reducing nipples

(k) 100 watt light bulb

(1) RO vessel end cap pullers

(m) RO pump valve seat tools.

(7)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The other (storage box No. 2) contains:

Chemical feeding tubes

Ch emi cal s

Water testing kit

Chemical mixing wooden paddles

Color comparator kit

100 ml plastic cylinder.

(8) Remove two raw water pumps.

(9) Remove backwash pump.

NOTE: This pump is very heavy. Get help when lifting or moving this pump.

(10) Product water distribution pumpwill have to be shipped separately
outside the ROWPU.

(11) Test source water using TDS meter. The TDS (Total Dissolved
Solids) meter measures the amount of dissolved solids in raw and product water.

(SHOW METER AND BEAKER)

Test source water as follows:

(a) Obtain 250 ml (sample beaker) of sample water.
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(b)

water three times.

(d)

U-10DII/U-22E07

Obtain TDS meter and RE-IO range extender.

Rinse cell cup of TDS meter and range extender with sample

Fill cup of the meter with sample water.

(e) Push range extender into cup (when using brackish or sea
water) seating the O-ring seal.

(f) Set meter at highest scale.

(g) Press button on the TDS meter to get reading.

(h) If using range extender, multiply the reading by ten (10).

(i) Record reading.

(j) Remove range extender and rinse cup and extender with fresh
water. (Use distilled water if possible).

NOTE: Fresh water is between 0 1500 TDS.
Brackish water is between 1500 10,000 TDS.
Sea water is 10,000 + TDS
Average sea water is 35,000 TDS.
Water fit for human consumption 0 1500 TDS.

c. Installation

(1) Lay out the equipment removed from the unit near the water source
as follows:

(ON TP #21, FIELD INSTALLATION)

(2) Assemble the brine tank and product water tank(s).

(OFF TP #21)

(ON TP #22, RAW WATER SYSTEM)

(3) Install raw water system.

(a) Hook up raw water pump(s) between source and the ROWPU.

(b) Install strainer and float at the end of water suction
hose connected to pump suction outlet.

(c) Connect canvas discharge hose(s) between pump discharge
outlet and raw water connection on the ROWPU.

(d) Connect electrical cable from pump(s) to junction box.

(OFF TP #22)
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(ON TP #23, BACKWASH PUMP AND STRAINER).

bracket.

the holes.

U-IOD11/U-22E07

(4) Install the backwash strainer onto the backwash pump.

(a) Remove the two mounting, bolts, nuts, and washers from

(b) Place backwash strainer bracket against the frame and line up

(c)

(d)

(e)

(OFF TP #23)

Insert bolts into holes, add washers and nuts.

Attach strainer inlet connection to swivel on backwash pump.

Tighten all connections.

(ON TP #24, BACKWASH WATER SYSTEM)

(5) Connect backwash water system.

(a) Connect 2" canvas brine hose(s) from brine outlet on the ROWPU
and have it drop into the backwash water tank.

(b) Connect 2" canvas hose from the backwash water connection on
the ROWPU and the backwash strainer on the backwash pump..

(c) Connect 2" suction hose between backwash pump (using a 2"
double hose nipple) and gate valve on the backwash water tank (using 2" swivel
adapter). Close the gate valve.

(d) Connect electrical cord to junction box.

(OFF TP #24)

(ON TP #25, PRODUCT WATER SYSTEM)

(6) Connect product water system.

(a) Connect 1 1/2" hard rubber hoses between product water outlet
on the ROWPU and adapter on the storage tank.

(b) If using two storage tanks, connect 1 I/2" hard rubber suction
between the tanks using a 1 1/2" gate valve and adapters.

(c) Install hard rubber hose to the storage tank using a 2" to i
1/2" reducer and connect the other end to the distribution pump and distribution
nozzle.
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nozzle.

bOX.
(OFF TP 25)
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(d) Connect canvas hose between distribution pump and distribution

(e) Connect electrical cable from distribution pump to junction

(ON TP #26, WASTE WATER SYSTEM)

(7) Connect waste water system

(a) Connect 2" canvas hose between vent vessels outlet on ROWPU
and drain system.

(b) Connect 2" canvas hose between waste water connection on
ROWPU and drain system.

(OFF TP #26)
(8) Recheck all hose connections to make sure they are tight. (ON TP

#27, CHEMICAL FEED PUMP TUBES)

(9) Attach tubes to chemical feed pumps.

(a) Remove chemical tubes from storage box No. 2

(b) Install tubes without strainers to the chemical feed pump
valves, and the tubes with strainers to the feed pump in this order:

1. Clear tubes with inside support to polymer

2. Regular clear tubes to chlorine

3. Yellow tubes to sodium hex

4. Rlack tubes to citric acid

(c) Set pump valves to prime

(d) Set up chemical buckets

(OFF TP # 27)

NOTE:

(I0) Ground the ROWPU with the ground rod.

Normal electrical hookup to the ROWPU is:

L1 Black L3 Green or Blue

L2 Red LO White
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(11) Initial Adjustments

(a)

(b)

(c)

(4)

(e)

(f)

(g)

U-10D11/U-22E07

Open five vent valves.

I. Vent multimedia filter valve

2. Vent pulse dampener valve

Vent cartridge filter valve

4. Vent vessel valve

Vent product water valve

Set backwash valve to normal.

Push in emergency stop button.

Set all control box switches to STOP or OFF position.

Open regulate product flow valve (counterclockwise).

Set element cleaning switch to OFF.

Set backwash timer.

(ON TP #28, TIMER RECONDITIONING KNOB)

(OFF TP #28)

1. Set reconditioning knob to idle position.

(N TP #29. TIMER MECHANISM)

(OFF TP #29)

2. Push up on the latch and remove timer mechanism.

Set white cam on "SR" position.

4. Replace timer mechanism and close cover.

(h) Close seven drains in the rear of the unit.

(i) Make sure all hoses and lines are properly connected.

3. Perform Pre-Operation Maintenance

a. Check oil levels

(I) R.O. pump oil level should be at least half way up on sight
glass.
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glass.
(2) Chemical feed pump oil level should be to the middle of the sight

h. Perform visual inspection

(1) General Inspect the general appearance and possible damage of the
unit and all its accessories.

(2) Filters Check for loose connections and leaking gaskets.

(3) Gauges and Indicators Inspect for broken glass and loose
mountings. Check for salt residue inside the gauges.

(4) Pumps Check for possible damage, damaged fittings, inspect drive
belts on R.O. pump.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

I. Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

(2 MIN)

a. What is the maximum amount of TDS in drinking water?

A. 1500 ppm

b. During the pre-operation check, all control box switches are set at?

A. OFF or STOP

(1MIN)
SUMMARY: During this hour of instruction we covered the installation and
operator’s maintenance on the ROWPU.

BREAK (10 MIN)

(1 MIN)
INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that our unit is set up and maintenance has been
performed, let’s continue with preparing the required chemicals, starting the
unit, and performing operational adjustments

4. Preparin9 Chemical Solution (10 MIN)

As we discussed earlier, the ROWPU used four types of chemicals, let’s
prepare a solution of each:

a. Mix polymer solution:

(1) Fill 107 ml measure to the 107 ml (milliliter) mark with liquid
polymer chemical.

(2) Pour liquid chemicalintQ polymer pail.
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(3) "Add brine or raw water’up to 3 gal. mark.

(4) Stir with wooden paddle for at least a minute.

(5) Set solution in front of polymer pump and put both clear tubes thathave inside supports into the polymer pail.

NOT____E: The chlorine, sodium hex, and citric acid solution should be mixed afterthe unit is put into operation.

b. Mix chlorine solution

(i) Pour 3 gal. of brine into raw water pail.

(2) Fill calcium hypochlorite measure with .2 pounds (91 grams) ofcalcium hypochl orite.

(3) Pour calcium hypochlorite into pail marked chlorine.

(4) Pour brine from raw water pail into chlorine pail.

(5) Stir with wooden paddle for one minute.

(6) Set solution in front of chlorine pump.

(7) Put both clear tubes into chlorine pail.

c. Mix sodium solution

(I) Pour one-tenth (.I) of a pound (45 grams) of sodium hex into sodiumhex measure.

(2) Put sodium hex into pail marked sodium hex.

(3) Add brine to pail marked sodium hex to 3 gal. mark.

(4) Stir with wooden paddle for I minute.

(5) Set solution in front of sodium hex pump.

(6) Put both yellow tubes into sodium hex pail.

d. Mix citric acid solution.

(1) Pour three quarters (3/4) of a pound (340 grams) of citric acidinto citric acid measure.

(2) Put citric acid into pail marked citric acid.

(3) Add brine to pail marked citric acid to the 3 gal. mark.

(4) Stir with wooden paddle for one minute.
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(5) Set solution in front of citric acid pump..

(6) Put both black tubes into citric acid pail.

NOTE:
intended.

TRANSITION:

BODY

5. Starting the Unit

a,

h.

NOTE

U-10DII/U-22E07

Do not use chemical pails and wooden paddles for jobs other than

Now that our chemicals are prepared we can go and start the unit.

(16 MIN)

Start generator set, and apply power to ROWPU.

Pull out emergency stop button.

Yellow lamp, RO pump low pressure, on ROWPU control box assembly comes on
as soon as generator supplies power to the ROWPU.

(ON TP #30, EMERGENCY STOP)

c. Push emergency stop button in if any of the following conditions exist.

(1) Operating personnel could be injured or the equipment could be
damaged if operation of the ROWPU is allowed to continue.

(2) Red high pressure lamp associated with RO pump comes on but unit
does not automatically stop.

(3) Yellow low pressure lamp associated with RO pump comes on but unit
does not automatically stop.

(4) Some other serious trouble (malfunction) indicated by noise,
vibration, large water leaks, etc.

NOT_.__E: If low or high pressure switch shut down the ROWPU automatically, they
can only be reset with the reset switch.

(OFF TP #30)

(ON TP #31, RAW WATER PUMP)

d. Prime the raw water pump(s).

(1) Make sure the drain valves are closed.

(2) Prime the pump through the priming plug or the discharge outlet on
the pump.

(OFF TP #31)
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eo

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Start raw water pump(s).

Set switch upward to START.

Hold switch up until green lamp comes on.

Release the switch.

Switch will return to RUN

Look at raw water input hose, if pump is drawing water, the hose
will pulsate and fill with water.

(6) The raw water flow rate will jump from 0 to 40 gpm and then
gradually drop down to between 25 and 35 gpm flow.

f. Turn on chemical feed pump.

(ON TP #32, PRIMING CHEMICAL PUMP)

g. Prime polymer chemical feed pump.

(I) Set polymer chemical feed control knob to 5.

NOT..__E: Adjust controls of chemical feed pumps only while motor is running.

(OFF TP #32)

(2) Allow pump to run on prime until no more air bubbles are seen in
the solution flowing in the reinforced clear plastic tube.

NOTE: If pump fails to prime set control knob to I0 Pump will pick up the
prlme in a few sections. Return control knob to 5.

h. Calibrate the pump.

(i) Set control knob to 2.6.

(2) Obtain your I00 ml graduated plastic cylinder.

(3) While the polymer pump is running, lift tube without strainer out
of pail and catch flow for I minute.

(4) Flow should be 60 ml. If not, adjust the control knob setting
until you get a 60 ml per minute flow.

(5) Record the knob setting.

i. With raw water pump(s) working and the chemical feed pump running, set
polymer pump valve from PRIME to RUN.
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j. Go around to control panel.

k. Close vent multimedia filter valve as soon as a full stream of water
flows out of vent pipe, (located at the bottom right-hand front of the unit,below RO pump belt guard).

I. Start booster pump.

m. Set vent cartridge filter valve to CLOSE as soon as a full stream of
water flows out of vent pipe.

n. Set RO pump reset switch upward to RESET.

(I) Release switch.

(2) Yellow RO pump low pressure lamp goes off.

(3) Switch returns to ON.

o. Start RO pump.

NOT_.___E: RO pump will not start with low pressure lamp on.

p. Observe RO pump.

(i) Make sure the RO pump is running.

(2) Make sure the belts are not slapping.

(30 Make sure the pump is running smoothly.

q. Set vent pulse dampener valve CLOSE as soon as you see a full stream of
water coming from the vent pipe.

r. At this time the filtered water is bypassing the RO vessels.

s. Operate unit like this for I0 minutes.

t. While waiting the I0 minutes, prime and calibrate the chlorine and
sodium hex chemical pumps just like the polymer chemical pump.

u. Set citric acid pump knob to I0, and leave it on prime. (It requires
no calibration).

v. After calibration set sodium hex valve to RUN.

w. After I0 minutes of operation, examine the filtered water for clarity.
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(ON TP #33), TURBIDITY CHECK)

(1) Obtain the 1000 ml graduate cylinder with the white bulls-eye set
in a black background on the bottom of the tube.

(2) Draw a sample of 600 ml of water from drain No. 1 cartridge filter
into the turbidity tube.

(3) Look down into the turbidity tube and you should be able to see
both the white bull’s-eye and the black disc at the bottom of the tube clearly.

(4) If both cannot be seen clearly (water is chalky), run the ROWPU
another I0 minutes. Repeat the sampling test.

(5) If after second sampling test, water is not clear, readjust polymer
chemical feed control knob setting to 2.0.

(6) Wait 5 minutes then examine another sample of water.

(7) If water is still not clear, repeat this process and keep reducing
the chemical setting by .5 each time and waiting 5 minutes until the water is
clear.

(8) Obtaining a clear sample of water means that you have the right
amount of polymer mixed with raw water for better filtration.

(OFF TP #33)

TRANSITION: At this point the unit is all set up, and ready to go into the
inal operational adjustments.

6. Adjust the Unit (5 MIN)

a. Slowly close vent vessels valve, (located behind vent vessels outlet).
This closes off the waters path of least resistance and allows filtered water
to enter RO vessels.

h. Slowly adjust regulate product flow valve to the right (clockwise).

(1) Watch for rise on product water .flow gauge.

(2) Watch for decrease on brine flow gauge.

(3) Watch for rise of pressure on RO pressure PSI gauge.

NOTE: Normally, product water flow should not exceed 13.5 GPrI. RO pressure PSI
gauge should not go above 900 PSI. Keep in mind that the higher the TDS of raw
water the more pressure it will take to pump it through the RO vessels.

By closing the regulate product flow valve, you are blocking off the flow of
water on the other side of vessels, which results in higher pressure within the
RO vessels pushing water through the RO elements.
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NOTE: Close regulate product flow valve very slowly. Sudden high pressure to
t----RO vessels could damage the RO elements.

c. Watch gauges until you obtain proper balance (as stated below). Record
gauge reading.

d. Gauge readings, normal and trouble points. (46 MIN)

GAUGEIINDICAIUR
Cartridge FIter

7. Multimedia FIter
3. Raw Water Flow-. Brine Flow. Product Water Flow

a. Salt Water
b. Brackish Water
c. Fresh Water

6-. RU Pressure
a. Salt Water
b. Brackish Water
c. Fresh Water

’--f. RU Vessels. IU Of Product Water

NURMAL REAUING
I tO ZU psid
U tO IU psid
Z to 9pm
16 to z4 9pm

6 to 12 gpm
Up to 13.5 gpm
Up to 13.5 gpm

800 psi or less
500 psi or less
500 psi or less
bU to IUU psid

Be)ow IbUU ppm

IRUUBLE PUINI READ
Uver ZU sid
b psd over first readrop to Zb 9pm or ess
Below Ib 9pm

Above 12.0 gpm
Above 13.5 gpm
Above 13.5 pm

Above 900 psi
Above 600 psi
Above 600 psi
bove IUU psid
Above IbUU ppm

e. Set chlorine valve to RUN position. Close vent product water valve.

f Watch water level in brine tank. When tank is full, remove brine hose
from tank and put it in the drain. After next backwash, put hose back into tank
to refill it.

g. Watch water level in product tank.

(I) Keep tanks clean and covered.

(2) To distribute water, start distribution pump.

h Obtain occasional chlorine readings from product water hose.. If too
high ;r too low, adjust setting on chlorine chemical feed pump.

i. Monitor all gauges during operation.

TRANSITION: At this point the Reverse C)smosis Unit is operating normally. The
nex’t area to cover is the normal (or short) shutdown procedures.

7. Normal (Short) Shutdown Procedures

a. Set all chemical pump valves to prime.

h. Open regulate product flow valve.

c. Open vent vessels valve.

d. Open four vent valves:

(I) Vent cartridge filter valve

(2) Vent pulse damper valve

(3) Vent multimedia filter valve.

(4) Vent product water valve
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e. Place Reverse Osmosis pump wtch down to STOP (yellow low pressure lamp
will come on).

f. Place booster pump switch down to STOP.

g. Place chemical feed pump switch down to STOP.

h. Place raw water pump switch(es) down to STOP.

i. Push in emergency stop button.

NOTE: If unit will not be operated within 12 hours, open the seven drains andrFTn the unit.

TRANSITION: After shutting down the Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit,
ust like with any other piece of equipment, you must do the post-operational
maintenance.

8. Post-Operation Maintenance (15 MIN)

a. General Inspect general appearance of the unit.
leaks, loose or missing bolts, screws, nuts, and hoses.
damage and loose or broken cable connections.

Inspect for water
Inspect for signs of

b. Frame and Equipment Remove oil, grease, mud, chemical spills, and
other matter from all parts of Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit.

c. Multimedia and Cartridge Filters Inspect for leaks and loose
connections and mountings.

d. Gauges and Flow Indicators Inspect for broken glass and look for loose
mountings and tube connections.

e. Chemical Feed Pump Inspect for loose mounting nuts. Inspect for
cracked or broken fittings. Check oil level and condition of oil.

f. Reverse Osmosis Pump Check all five V-belts for cracks, rubbing, and
signs of wear. Check belt tension. Check oil level and condition of oil.

TRANSITION: Upon completion of any operation you must pack up the unit for
movement or storage.

9. .,Preparation for Movement or Storage (45 MIN)

NOTE: Preparation for storage must also be performed during short shutdown if
the temperature will drop below freezing.

a. Backwash multimedia filter (backwash will not have to be performed when
shutting down for short shutdown).

b. Shut off Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit using normal shutdown.
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c. Open seven drains in the back of Reverse Osmosis Water Purification
Unit.

d. After water stops flow out of seven drains, drain the Reverse Osmosis
pump.

(1) Set Reverse Osmosis pump jog switch to jog position and hold it for
3 to 5 seconds.

(2) Repeat this step until no more water comes out of pulse dampener
drain valve.

e. Drain booster pump.

(1) After water stops flowing out of seven drains set the booster pump
switch to RUN position.

(2) A11ow bster pmp to run for no more than 5 seconds, Set the
b$ter pum} switch to STOP position.

(3) Repeat these steps until no more water comes out of cartridge
filter drain valve.

f. Disconnect plastic tubing from each vessel so they can drain. Reconnect
tubing when vessels are fully drained.

g. Disconnect the plastic connectors holding the plastic lines on the
backwash valve assembly (one at a time) on the multimedia filter and allow lines
to drain. Reconnect the drained lines back to the valve assembly.

h. Drain chemical feed pumps.

(1) Empty and rinse all chemical utility pails and fill them with brine
water.

(2) Set pump valves to prime.

(3) With pump motor running set pump controls to 10.

(4) After 2 minutes remove chemical hoses from all chemical utility
pails.

(5) Stop pump and remove all hoses from chemical pumps.

(6) Disconnect, drain, and reconnect the chemical hoses from the back
of chemical pump valves.

(7) Start the chemical pump and run it for 5 to 10 seconds to drain all
water from inside the chemical pumps.

i. Drain product water tank(s).

j. Drain brine tank.
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k. Drain raw water, distribution, andbackwash pumps.

I. Shut off generator and disconnect cables.

m. Disconnect, drain, and roll all hoses.

n. Clean and fold all water tanks.

o. Repack all accessories (as indicated) in each storage box.

p. Install pumps, storage boxes, pails, hoses, sledge hammer and aluminum
paddle inside Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit.

q. Install trailer cross braces.

The Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit is now ready for movement or
storage.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

(2 MIN)

a. When priming chemical feed pump, the control knob should be adjusted to
what setting?

A. 5.0

b. When adjusting regulate product flow valve, the two most important
gauges to watch are ?

A. R.O. pressure PSI gauge and product water flow gauge.

(1MIN)
SUMMARY: During the past period of instruction we covered the preparation of
chemicals, starting the unit, operational adjustments and normal (short)
shutdown. After the break we will put the units into operation and practice
what we learned.

NOTE: ADMINISTER PROGRESS TEST (15 MIN)

BREAK (10 MIN)

(I MIN)
INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During this period of instruction we will operate the
units. You will perform all pre-operational maintenance, start the unit,
prepare chemicals, perform operational adjustments, and perform normal (short)
shutdown.
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CONTROLLED PRACTICAL APPLICATION (959 MIN)

I. Instructor will cover the flow of water through the unit.

2. Instructor will pass out "Student Reference Text" on the R.O. unit to each
student.

(2 MIN)
3. Instructor will demonstrate the complete operation of the R.O. unit.

4. Instructor will demonstrate the operation of the TDS meter.

5. Students will use the rest of the time to practice the operation of the R.O.
unit.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS: (0 MIN)

1. Questions from the class: All questions will be answered on an individual
basis throughout practical application.

2. Questions to the class: No questions are required after a practical
application phase.

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: By now we know how the unit operates and how to make
adjustments. The next area we will cover is backwashing the multimedia filter
and performing citric acid feed. Both of these procedures are performed to aid
the R.O. unit in producing the best water possible.

1. Backwash of Multimedia Filter (45 MIN)

a. Reason for backwash. To remove any dirt and solid material which got
caught inside multimedia filter layers. During the backwash cycle the filtered
water from the brine tank is pumped by the backwash pump through the multimedia
filter layers in reverse (from bottom to top) and any dirt and solid materials
are washed out from the filter media.

h. When to backwash. The multimedia filter should be backwashed:

(1) Every 20 hours of operation.

(2) When multimedia filter gauge rises 5 psid above the initial
reading.

(3) When R.O. unit will not be operated for a long time.

(4) Before movement.

c. How backwash cycles work. Before we get into how to backwash, let’s
cover the backwash timer. As we know the backwash timer controls the backwash
cycles of the backwash procedures. We will cover all four cycles and how the
timer affects each one. The backwash timer opens and closes the six valves at
certain times, and the six valves allow the water to pass in a certain direction
which results in a backwash cycle of the multimedia filter.
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(ON TP # 34, INSIDE BACKWASH TIMER)

When the backwash switch is activated it causes the gear teeth of the
reconditioning knob to come in contact with the gear teeth of the timer motor
and the reconditioning knob begins to slowly rotate. As it rotates it causes
the four cams to which it’s attached to rotate also. Those four cams each have
slots which start the microswitch (each switch activates at a different time).
The microswitch causes the white cam to rotate to it’s next setting. Each
setting on the white cam opens and closes certain valves which allow water to
flow a certain way. Lets cover each of the four backwash cycles and see how
the six valves operate.

(OFF TP # 34)
(ON TP # 35, "BW" BACKWASH STAGE)
The four cycles of backwash are:

(1) "BW" backwash When the white cam rotates first, it stops on "BW"
or backwash stage. During the backwash stage the water enters the valve area
(always in the middle). Valves 3 and 4 are the only open valves which force the
water to go through the valve 3 and out the bottom pipe to the bottom outlet of
the filter. This water then flows through the multimedia filter upward and
comes out through the filter inlet pipe and comes back into valve 1 chamber. At
this point valve 4 is open, and the water is then forced to travel down (inside
valve 4 and 5 body) and out to the waste outlet pipe which is connected to the
waste hose outlet. There are three stages to this backwash cycle: Normal
backwash, high speed backwash, and normal backwash again. Inside the timer
there is a separate cam and microswitch which starts and STOPS high speed
backwash.

(OFF TP # 35)
(ON TP # 36, NORMAL BACKWASH)

During normal backwash, the waste water which leaves the six valves flows
straight through the flow restrictor valve and out of the unit. This restrictor
valve allows only 70 GPI to flow through it, which registers on the flow gauge.

(OFF TP # 36)
(ON TP # 37, HIGH SPEED BACKWASH)

During high speed backwash, the single cam. inside the timer activates and
opens a diaphragm valve which allows additional flow of waste water to go
through another restrictor valve. Together both restrictor valves allow about
100 120 GPM flow of waste water which causes the water inside multimedia
filter to flow faster.

(OFF TP # 37)

When the high speed cam deactivates the switch it causes the closing of
diaphragm valve, which puts the waste water into normal backwash again. All
three cycles of backwash last between 10 and 14 minutes, and during this cycle
all the dirt is washed out from the media layers.
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(ON TP # 38, "BR" OFF STAGE)

(2) "BR" Off Stage As the four cams rotate the second cam activates
the microswitch which rotates the white came to the "BR" setting. During this
stage only valve 5 is open. Since the water which enters the valve cavity has
no place to go, there is no flow of water through the filter. This allows the
filter media to settle down after the backwash. The flow meter should register
0 GPM flow water.

(OFF TP # 38)
(ON TP # 39, "CR" RINSE CYCLE)

(3) "CR" Rinse Cycle As the four cams rotate they cause the third
microswitch to activate, which rotates the white cam to the "CR" setting.
During this cycle, valves I and 5 are open and the water which enters the valve
cavity flows through valve I and through multimedia filter and comes into the
valves from the filter outlet. Valve 5 allows the rise water to go out the
waste outlet and out to the waste hose hookup.

(OFF TP # 39)
(ON TP # 40, "SR" Service Cycle)

(4) "SR" Service Cycle When the white cam rotates fourth and last
time it puts the six valves into service position. Valves 1 and 2 are open
which allows water from pump cavity to go up through valve 1 and out to filter
inlet line. The water flows from top to bottom normally, and reenters the
valves from filter outlet valves. Valve 2 allows the water to pass through, and
exits through the outlet to the booster pump. Also at this stage the backwash
pump is turned off and backwash cycle is completed.

(OFF TP # 40)

TRANSITION: Now that we know that the backwash cycle works, let’s go and see
how it’s done.

d. Performing backwash

(1) Shut down the R.O. unit normally (short shutdown)

(2) Make sure the element cleaning switch is OFF

(3) Check water level in brine tank

NOTE: You need at least 1500 gal. of brine water to backwash one R.O. unit.

(4) Open brine tank valve (connecting tank and backwash pump suction
hose)

(5) Prime backwash pump. (Open drain cock on the bottom of the pump or
loosen discharge hose on the pump to get a water flow.)

(6) Turn backwash valve handle down to "backwash"
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Set START backwash switch up and release immediately.

CAUTION: To avoid damage to the controls, DO NOT hold start backwash switch upor more than 5 seconds.

(8) Backwash pump and backwash cycle should start within 2 to 3
minutes. The cycle is started when the white lamp comes on, and is ended when
the backwash pump stops and white lamp goes OFF. The complete backwash cycle
lasts about 20 minutes.

NOTE: During backwash cycle, the operator must observe the R.O. unit and the
control panel for proper operation, and make sure the brine tank does not go dry
before the backwash cycle is completed. The proper gauge reading on the
backwash gauge is 0 to 70 to 120, depending on which cycle of backwash the unit
is in.

(9) When backwash is completed and the white lamp goes off, turn
backwash valve handle to normal.

(10) Close brine tank valve.

(11) Start the R.O. unit normally.

CAUTION: Backwash should NEVER be performed if the R.O. unit multimedia filter
is drained or partially drained. If so, operate the R.O. unit normally for at
least 30 minutes nonstop to prime the filter and to remove all air from inside
the filter.

TRANSITION: Now that we know how to backwash, let’s perform Citric Acid feed.

11. Citric Acid Feed is performed after 20 hours of operation, to get pH of the
brine water measurement down to 5. 8. Citric acid makes RO membranes tighter
(stronger) to improve salt rejection. The RO membranes operate best in water
containing 5.5 pH. For example: Water with 5.5 pH might produce 500 ppm TDS
product water, whereas same water with pH of 7.5 might produce a product water
with 1000 1500 ppm TDS. Due to cost of citric acid it is recommended to use
citric acid only after each 20 hours of operation.

a. Performin Citric Acid Feed.

(1) Put three quarters (3/4) of a pound of citric acid into citric
acid pail using citric acid measure.

(2) Fill the pail with 3 gal. of brine water.

(3) Stir chemical and brine with wooden paddle.

(4) While the ROWPU is operating normally, set the citric acid chemical
feed pump valve on RUN and set chemical feed control knob to 10.

(5) Wait for 10 minutes.
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(6) Draw a 250 ml water sample from the brine hose where it enters
brine tank and check pH reading.

(7)
chemical mix.

(8)

(9) Feed is completed.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

a.
cycle?

bo
hours?

If that reading is not below 8 feed a new batch of citric acid

When reading is below 8 set feed pump valve to PRIME.

(2 MIN)

What is the most important item to remember before starting backwash

A. That the multimedia filter has been primed with water.

Is it safe to perform citric acid feed more frequently than every 20

A. Yes. Citric acid feed helps to strengthen the element membrane for
better salt rejection.

(1 MIN)
SUMMARY: During the past hour we covered the backwash of multimedia filter and
citric acid feed. After the break we will perform these procedures.

BREAK

(1 MIN)
INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the past hour we learned about the performance
of the backwash and citric acid feed. Now let’s go out and put all that
knowledge to good use.

(359 MIN)CONTROLLED PRACTICAL APPLICATION

1. Make sure that each unit to be backwashed has sufficient amount of water in
the brine tank. If not, operate the R.O. unit normally but leave the regulate
product flow valve fully open until the proper amount of water in the brine tank
is obtained.

2. Make sure all units to be backwashed have primed multimedia filter. If not,
operate the unit for at least 30 minutes.

3. Demonstrate procedures for backwash and then for citric acid feed.

4. Have students backwash the units.
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5. After backwash have students perform citric acid feed during normal
operation of the R.O. units.

6. Any time left will be used on practicing the operation of the R.O. units.

TRANSITION: Up to now we only operated the R.O. unit under normal conditions.
Let’s cover now a couple of different operating conditions.

12. Operation Under Unusual Conditions

NOTE: The ROWPU with supporting equipment can operate under different
temperature and weather conditions.

a. Cold Weather

(1) Inspect the unit more closely during cold weather.

(2) Don’t let water freeze anywhere on the unit, pumps, or hoses.

(3) CAUTION: Turn valves slowly during cold weather because metal
contracts and becomes very brittle.

(4) WARNING: Wear rubber gloves when handling and setting valves.
Your hands can freeze to the metal.

(5) If raw water hoses freeze, poor water flow will reduce pressure in
RO pump. The RO pump low pressure lamp will come and RO pump will shut itself
off. Bring hoses under cover until ice melts.

(6) The ROWPU will make less product water when temperature of raw
water drops.

(7) When the ROWPU is shut down during cold weather (temperature falls
below 32F for longer period of time), remove the RO elements. Store the
elements indoors or in a tent where the temperature is above freezing and allow
them to dry.

(8) Always keep the side covers down to reduce wind chill factor of the
weather.

b. Hot Weather

(1) When it’s 90 or above, park the unit in the shade and leave canvas
cover over the unit. Leave control panel uncovered.

(2) Plant life in water will clog filters and, therefore reduce time
between filter cleanings during hot weather.

(3) Check raw water and product water more often during hot weather,
plant life becomes more common in water during hot weather.

(4) Check motors and motor starters for high temperature. If any get
too hot the motors will shut off.
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(5) Check wire insulation more carefully to prevent problems.

Dusty and Sand Area

(1) Protect equipment. Leave side covers down except over control

(2) Keep ground around unit damp so sand and dirt won’t blow tooeasily.

d ry.

(3) Cover all storage tanks.

Rainy and Damp Areas

(1) CAUTION: To avoid electrical shorts, keep all electrical items

(2) Provide good water drainage.

(3) Protect chemicals.

e. Salt Water Areas

(1) Wash and wipe ROWPU with product water and wipe dry.

(2) Paint all metal starting to rust.

f. Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Contaminated Areas
(1) The ROWPU has equipment which is used as a post treatment whennuclear or chemical contaminants are present. The RO membrane itself willremove any biological contaminants in the water. For nuclear or chemicaltreatment, the equipment consists of a cartridge to remove nuclear contaminants;and a cartridge used to remove chemical contaminants; and the adapters,bushings, clamps, couplings, reducers, and tubing needed for assembly.

(2) For nuclear contamination, use the cartridge marked "FOR USE WITHRADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATED WATER ONLY".

(3) For chemical contamination, use the cartridge marked "FOR USE WITHCHEMICALLY CONTAMINATED WATER ONLY".

(ON TP #41, NUCLEAR AND CHEMICAL FILTERING)

(4) Install the equipment between the two product water tanks. Use oneof the raw water pumps to force the water through the cartridge.

15) Operate the ROWPU in the normal manner.

(6) Change the cartridges after every i00 hours of operating time.
(OFF TP # 41)
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OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

i. Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

(2 MIN)

a. Will the output of water during cold weather increase or decrease?

A. Decrease

b. How long should you hold the JOG switch when draining RO pump?

A. Not more than 5 seconds

(1 MIN)
SUMMARY: Now we have covered most of the operation, and after the break we will
go into the long shutdown.

BREAK (10 MIN)
(1MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Before the break we discussed the long shutdown, now
et’s perform the ong shutdown procedures.

CONTROLLED PRACTICAL APPLICATION (359 MIN)

1. Students will perform all steps necessary to complete a long shutdown within
the R.O. unit only. All pumps and hoses located outside the unit don’t have to
be removed and secured. However, instructor will describe how they would be
secured normally.

2. Any time left after completion of long shutdown will be spent on practicing
the operation of the unit.

(1 MIN)
INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: By now we know how to operate, clean, and secure the
R.U. unit. lhe only area left to cover is the maintenance portion. The
subjects covered will be cleaning, post-operational maintenance, and operator’s
maintenance.

BOD.__Y (46 MIN)

13. RO Element Cleaning Methods. It will be necessary to clean the RO elements
to improve total dissolved solidS (TDS) rejection, and reduce operating pressure
(RO pressure PSl). Two methods of cleanin elements are available. One method,
which is used more often, is to flush citrlc acid solution through the vessels.
The second method is to flush triton X-IO0 soapy cleaning solution through the
vessels. This second method is used usually as a backup for the first method,
if the first method can’t do the job. These solutions remove unwanted material
from the membranes.

a. The RO elements must be cleaned:

(1) Whenever the pressure in the RO vessels shown on RO pressure PSI
indicator rises to either 900 for seawater or 600 for fresh water, and at same
time product water flow gauge drops below minimum reading (6GPM).
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(2) Product matter output drops several gallons per minute on product
water flow indicator with no change in temperature. (The unit operates better
in warmer weather than in colder, ideal is 74F).

(3) Brine flow increases noticeably and adjustment of regulate product
flow valve does not correct the product water flow indication.

(4) Before movement or after completion of exercise.

b. RO element cleanin procedure.

(1) Element cleaning switch must be OFF except while cleaning RO
elements.

(2) Backwash multimedia filter.

(3) Adjust water level in brine tank to 7 inches. Check for 7 inch
brine water level with telescoping aluminum mixing paddle.

(4) Remove backwash hose from outlet on backwash pump and connect Vent
Vessel hose to outlet of the backwash pump.

(5) Add 70 Ibs (two 3-gal. bucket full) of citric acid to 7 inches of
water in 3000 gal. tank.

NOTE: If using 1500 gal. tank use only 35 Ibs (one 3 gal. bucket full) of
’citric acid)

(6) lix the chemical with mixing paddle for one minute.

(7) Make sure Regulate Product Flow Valve is open

(8) Open Vent Vessel Valve.

(9) lake sure the valve on bottom of tank is open.

(10) Remove product water hose from product water tank, and allow to
drain on the ground.

(11) Push element cleaning switch up to START position.

(12) Brine flow indicator should show a flow of 20 gpm or more.

(13) Allow citric acid solution to flow for 45 minutes.

NOTE: Temperature of the water will rise during element cleaning. At no time
should it exceed 120F, stop flushing with citric acid solution. After
flushing, system will be rinsed by 5 minutes of normal operation.

(14) Stop flushing by pushing the element cleaning switch down to OFF.

(15) Remove vent vessels hose from outlet of the backwash pump and
connect backwash water hose to backwash pump outlet.
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(16) Drain the citric acid solution into a shallow, man-made lagoon a
reasonable distance away from the unit.

(17) Perform startup procedures for normal filtering operation.

(18) Close vent vessels valves.

(19) Allow the ROWPU to operate for 10 minutes with the regulate
product flow valve fully open (turned fully to the left until it stops) to rinse
the RO pressure vessels.

(20) Adjust regulate product flow valve until product water flow
indicator reads less than 13.5 gpm and RO Pressure PSI indicator reads between
500 and 900 psi.

(21) Allow the ROWPU to run for 3 minutes, then place product water
hose into product water storage tank above water level.

NOTE: If the Regulate Product Flow Valve adjustment will not give a proper
product water flow indicator reading after 2 hours of operation, shut down the
ROWPU normally.

(22) Flush out the ROWPU with 1800 ml Triton XolO0 detergent added to 7
inches of water in the 3000 gal. backwash tank. (If using 1500 gal. backwash
tank cut the dosage in half). Rinse the RO vessels in the same way you did with
acid for 15 minutes or until detergent can no longer be seen in the rinse water.

c. Sterilization of R.O. Elements

(1) Sterilize R.O. elements when:

(a) Returning to storage for a long time.

(b) Not operating unit for more than one week during hot climate
or for more than two weeks during cold climate.

(c) Returning from out of CONUS deployment (out of country)

(2) Purpose for sterilization to prevent biological growth inside the
R.O. elements.

(3) How to repack elements Before elements can be reinserted inside
their plastic bags they must first be treated with a formaldehyde solution as
follows:

(a) Add 12 gallons or 36 Ibs of sterilization material to 7 inches
of nonchlorinated filtered water (brine).

(b) Follow same procedure as in regular cleaning of R.O. elements,
but operate for only 30 minutes.
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(c) Let unit and elements set for 12 hours.

(d) Remove elements and drain for 10 minutes vertically.

(e) Insert elements in proper plastic bags, and tape the open end.

(4)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

The following solutions are recommended:

Formaldehyde, use 6505-00-139-1321

Formaldehyde analyzed reagent, 6810-00-817-0353

Paraformaldehyde (available commercially)

Hydamine 3500 (available commercially)

Roccal-2 (available commercially)

NOTES: 1. If the R.O. unit will not be operated for a period of couple weeks,
rinse the elements with formal dehyde and leave that water insid the vessels.

2. If using hydamine 3500 or roccalo2 in the solution change quantity
to 2.6 Ibs.

CAUTION: Care should be taken in using any of the listed materials above. Pay
attention to label directions and precautions in handling. Vapors can be

irritating. Good ventilation and common sense are a must.

TRANSITION: After performing the post operational maintenance, let’s see what
the operators maintenance is all about.

14. Operator’s Maintenance

a. Changing RO elements.

NOTE: RO elements are replaced anytime TDS of product water exceeds 1500 pm.
Each RO vessel contains two RO elements.

During the initial shipment of ROWPU from the factory the RO elements are
shipped separately from the RO vessel.

CAUTION: Unit must be shutdown and all pressure relieved before removing the RO
lement, or loosening any parts of the RO pressure vessels.

(1) Pre-removal Procedures

(a)

(b)

(c)

Shut the ROWPU down normally.

Open all vents, drains, and controls.

Mark end caps and vessel (alignment marks), to insure that end
caps are installed in the same positiontQ reduce chances of leaks.
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(2) End Cap Removal

cap (I0).
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(a) Open quick disconnect (1) and pull out tube (2).

(b) Remove nut (3), screw (4), clamp (5), and coupling (6).

(c) Loosen nut on elbow (12) and swing elbow (7) away from the end

(d) Remove end cap nuts (8) and washers (9) from the end cap (10).

(OFF TP 42)
(ON TP 43, END CAP REMOVAL)

CAUTION: Do not attempt to pry end cap from vessel.
seal.

(e) Screw two end cap puller bolts (I/4 20 x 2 in.) into
threaded holes in end cap.

This could damage the

(f) Alternately rotate each bolt one complete turn until end cap
and O-ring are separated from the RO pressure tube. Remove end cap and O-ring.

(g) Repeat this procedure to remove the rear end cap.

(OFF TP 43)
(ON TP #44, ELEMENTS AND CONNECTORS)

(3) Installation of RO Elements

(a) Lubricate O-rings with a silicone base O-ring lubricant.

(b) Install O-rings (I) and (3) in connectors (2) and (5).

(OFF TP #44)

NOTE: The end connectors require two different O-rings. End connector O-ring
TiT--as an O.D of 1.680 in. O-ring (3) has an O.D. of 1.756 in.

WARNING: RO elements are packaged in sealed plastic bags with a protective
chemical called formaldehyde which is poisonous; avoid fumes and keep away from
eyes and mouth. Handle with extreme care. After handling wash hands thoroughly
with soap and water.

CAUTION: After removing RO element from sealed plastic bag, take care to keep
element clean. Failure to do so will bring dust and dirt into RO element and
cause early element failure.

Remove element from plastic bag only when you are ready to install it
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(c)

(d)
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Remove new RO element from sealed plastic bag.

Lubricate brine seal with a silicone based lubricant.

(e) Install brine seal (1) in groove of RO element (2) making sure
open tip of the seal faces the end of element closest to the groove.

(f) Insert by hand the first RO element (2) into RO vessel (3)
until brine seal (1) touches end of RO vessel.

(OFF TP #45)

CAUTION: When inserting RO elements into RO vessel make sure that the end of
the element without brine seal goes in first on the front side of the RO vessel
(with direction of flow).

(ON TP #46, JOINING RO ELEMENTS)

element.
(g) Place interconnector (3) on product water tube (2) of first RO

(h) Remove second RO element from sealed plastic bag.

(i) Lubricate and install brine seal.

(j) Insert product water tube (2) of the second RO element into
i nterconnector (3).

(OFF TP #46)
(ON TP #47, CENTERING RO ELEMENTS)

(k) Slide both RO elements (i) and interconnector (2) into the RO
vessel (3) until they are centered in the vessel.

(I) Place end connectors (4) on both ends of product water tubes
of RO elements.

(OFF TP #47)

(m) Lubricate and install end cap O-rings and end caps.

(n) Align end caps with match mark on RO vessel.

(o) Press end caps into studs and install ten washers and nuts
onto studs.

CAUTION: 65 in. Ibs. is maximum torque for end cap nuts.

(p) Reconnect tubes and pipes to RO vessel.

NOTE: During operation observe for leakS.
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(4) Removal of RO Elements

(a) Remove both end caps.

(ON TP #48, ELEMENT PULLER)

(b) Assemble element puller.

Connect together the puller rod and puller rod handle.

2. Insert elements puller (I) into RO vessel (2). Push
puller through end--connector (3), through the product water tubes of the two RO
elements (4), and through the interconnector (5) between the two RO elements.

3. Place element puller plate (6) on assembled element puller(1) and secure wit-flat washer (7) and nut (8).

(c) Slowly pull both RO elements (4) from RO vessel (2), being
careful to keep element puller centered in tube.

(OFF TP #48)

CAUTION: When removing RO elements from RO vessel make sure you remove themr’om the opposite end of installation (always with the direction of flow).

removed.
(d) Disconnect the element puller after both elements are

(e) Separate RO elements by removing RO element interconnector.

NOTE: It will require at least two people when removing elements. One to pull
on the element puller assembly and one to hold the elements as they come out.

CAUTION: O-rings and brine seals should be replaced each time the elements are
removed. However, they might be ble to be reused if great caution is used
during removal and installation of elements. Inspect the O-rings and brine seal
carefully before reusing. Worn or damaged seals can cause brine water to leak
into the product water tube.

b. Changing cartridge filter tube elements.

(ON TP #49, CARTRIDGE FILTER)

NOTE: The cartridge filter contains eight filter tube elements and a springl---ed seat and clamp assembly with a clamp hook that goes through each filter
tube element. The clamp hook attaches to the lower seat plate. Cartridge
filter tube elements should be changed when cartridge filter gauge differential
pressure rises above 20 psid.

(I) Removal of cartridge filter tube element.
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(a) Shut down ROWPU in the normal manner.

(b) Open vent cartridge filter valve.

(c) Open drain No. 1 cartridge filter valve fully.

(d) Loosen three eye nuts (1) and slide eye nuts and washers (2)
from the three cover brackets (3).

(e) Lift cover (4) and remove cover seal O-ring (5) from filter.
Be careful not to damage cover seal O-ring (5) and vent hose (6).

NOTE: Check O-ring for cracks, breaks, and hardening. Replace defectivengo

(f) Grasp handle of filter seat and clamp hook assembly (7) and
pull up until it catches and stays open. Extend clamp hook to handle length (by
about 1 inch) and lock it in extended position.

(g) Let assembly fall to resting (original) position.

NOTE: Arrow stamped on the upper seat plate (8), near handle, shows direction
filter seat and clamp hook (9).

(h) Tilt assembly until hook is free from lower seat plate (10).

(i) Lift assembly and remove cartridge Filter.

(2) Installation of cartridge filter tube element.

(a) Remove and discard used filter tube (11).

(b) Place new filter tube (11) on assembly and rotate slightly to
assure seating on upper seat plate (8).

(c) Insert assembly into filter shell with hook and tube in hole
of lower seat plate (10).

(d) Engage hook on underside of lower seat plate (10).

(e) Grasp handle of filter seat and clamp hook assembly and pull
up until it uncocks allowing holding spring to retract.

(f) Rotate assembly slightly to assure seating.

(g) Allow handle to go down so filter tube seats on plate.

NOTE: Upper seat plate on the filter seat and clamp hook assembly should be
centered on the tube thereby covering all of the center hole of the tube.
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(h) With one hand on the handle of the filter seat and clamp hook
assembly (7), and the other hand on filter tube (Ii) attempt to remove each
assembly without tipping handle to one side and unhooking.

NOTE: If filter tube and seat and clamp assembly can be removed without tipping
l--le to one side and unhooking, the installation is incorrect. Pull hook from
handle to catching position and reinstall filter element.

(i) Make sure the cover seal O-ring is lubricated and correctly in
place.

(j) Carefully replace cover (4) on cartridge filter. Avoid damage
to O-ring (5) and plastic vent tube(6).

(k) Swing the three eye nuts and bolts up through the ears on
cover brackets (3) and tighten eye nuts (I) evenly until cover is fully down.
Do not over tighten.

(I) Inspect filter during operation for leaks.

(OFF TP #49)

NOTE: During the initial shipment of the unit from the factory the cartridgeer tube elements are shipped outside the filter unit.

(ON TP #50, BACKWASH PUMP STRAINER)

c. Backwash pump strainer.

(I) Removal, cleaning, and intallation.

(a) Shutdown ROWPU in normal manner.

(b) Loosen T-handle screw assembly (I) by turning to the left to
release pressure on the strainer cap (4).

(c) Loosen the two bolts (2) and swing the yoke (3) and the
T-handle out of the way.

(d) Lift off strainer cap (4) from strainer housing (8).

(e) Remove gasket and inspect it.

(f) Remove screen (6) frown strainer housing.

(g) Remove drain plug (7) from bottom of strainer housing (8).

(h) Flush strainer screen and strainer housing with product water
to remove foreign matter and dirt.

NOTE: Make sure all holes in the screen are open.
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(i) Install strainer screen and drain plug in strainer housing.

(j) Install gasket, cap, and close and tighten the yoke.

(k) Tighten T-handle.

(OFF TP #50)
(ON TP #51, RUPTURE DISC)

d. Removal and installation of rupture disc.

NOTE: The rupture disc is a safety device for the RO pump high pressure
discharge lines. If that pressure ever reaches 1425 psi on the RO Pressure PSI
gauge, the rupture disc tears open (ruptures). The disc is mounted in a screw
type mount body on top of the RO pump discharge pipe. You must replace the
rupture disc after it blows, before you start the ROWPU again.

CAUTION: If you continue operation after the rupture disc opens, you could
damage the ROWPU. Immediately shut off the ROWPU with the emergency stop button
and open the regulate product flow valve all the way.

(1) Removal

(a) Remove hold down screw (1) from body (4).

(b) Remove hold down ring (2).

(c) Remove ruptured disc (3).

(2) Installation

the top.
(a) Place the side of the new disc (3) that curves upward toward

(b) Insert it into the body (4).

(c) Replace hold down ring (2).

(d) Return hold down screw (1).
(OFF TP # 51)

e. Disassemble and assemble chemical pump head assembly

(ON TP #52, CHEMICAL FEED PUP HEAD ASSEMBLY)
(1) Remove chemical hoses

(2) Hold studs (22) in place against pump body (2) and remove two nuts
(14) from studs (22).

(3) Remove flange (15) from studs (22) and valve carrier (16).

(4) Remove valve carrier (16) and seal ring (17) from ball valve (18).

(5) Remove ball valve (18) and seal ring (19) from pump body (12).
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NOTE: Notice position of the ball valve (up or down).

(6) Repeat the same steps for the lower part of chemical pump head
assembly.

(7) If any pump parts need cleaning, soak them in solution of baking
soda and water, rinse, and allow to air dry.

(8) To assemble chemical pump head assembly perform steps 2 to 6 in
reverse order.

(OFF TP #52)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the class

2. Questions to the class

(2 MIN)

a. How much citric acid is used in 3000 gal. tank when cleaning R.O.
elements?

A. 70 Ibs.

b. During cold weather operation, how should you turn the valves?

A. Slowly, because metal contracts and becomes brittle.

(1 MIN)
SUMMARY: During the last hour of lecture we covered:

1. Cleaning R.O. elements

2. Post operational maintenance

3. Operators maintenance

BREAK (10 MIN)

(1 IN)
INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: Now that we know how to perform the cleaning of R.O.
elements, and to perform the operator’s maintenance, lets us go and actually do
it.

CONTROLLED PRACTICAL APPLICATION (347 MIN)

1. Have students clean the R.O. elements in each unit. If possible have some
units cleaned with citric acid and some with Triton x-lO0 detergent.

2. Have students change one set of elements in each unit. They can re-install
the same elements.
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3. Have each student remove and install same cartridge filter.

4. Have students take apart one chemical pump head assembly on each R.O. unit.

5. If there is any time left over, the students can cover any area that they
feel they need extra time on in preparation for the test.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. Questions from the class: All questions will be answered on an individual
basis throughout the practical application.

2. Questions to the class:
application.

No questions are required after a practical

(2 MIN)
SUMMARY: During the past couple of days we covered all areas necessary to
properly operate and properly maintain a R.O. unit. Knowing and properly
following these procedures will keep your R.O. unit in constant mission ready
condition.

BREAK (10 MIN)
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I0.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

LIST OF SUPPORTING PAPERS

Advance Sheet/Student Outline

Transparency #I, Reverse Osmosis Unit

Transparency #2, Range of Separation Process

Transparency #3, 600 ROWPU

Transparency #3A, Multimedia Filter

Transparency #4, R. O. Vessel with two Elements

Transparency #5, R. O. Elements and Connectors

Transparency #6, R. O. Element

Transparency #7, Chemical Feed Pump

Transparency #8, Control Panel

Transparency #9, Control Box Assembly

Transparency #I0, Vent Vessels Valve

Transparency #ii, Vent Product Water Valve

Transparency #12, Chemical Feed Pump Controls

Transparency #13, Chemical Feed Pump Valves

Transparency #14, Drain Valves

Transparency #15, Circuit Breaker Panel

Transparency #16, Junction Box

Transparency #17, Backwash Timer

Transparency #18, Safety Valves

Transparency #19, Rupture Disc

Transparency #20, Choosing the Site

Transparency #21, Field Installation

Transparency #22, Raw Water System

Transparency #23, Backwash Pump and Strainer
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26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

Transparency #24, Backwash Water System

Transparency #25, Product Water System

Transparency #26, Waste Water System

Transparency #27, Tubes to Chemical Feed Pump

Transparency #28, Timer’s Reconditioning Knob

Transparency #29, Timer mechanism

Transparency #30, Emergency Stop

Transparency #31, Raw Wated Pump

Transparency #32, Priming Chemical Pump

Transparency #33, Turbidity Check

Transparency #34, Inside Backwash Timer

Transparency #35, "BW" Backwash Stage

Transparency #36, Normal Backwash

Transparency #37, High Speed Backwash

Transparency #38, "BR" Off Stage

Transparency #39, "CR" Rinse Cycle

Transparency #40, "SR" Service Cycle

Transparency #41, Nuclear and Chemical Filtering

Transparency #42, End Cap Removal

Transparency #43, End Cap Removal

Transparency #44, Elements and Connectors

Transparency #45, Inserting R.O. Elements

Transparency #46, Joining R.O. Elements

Transparency #47, Centering R.O. Elements

Transparency #48, Element Puller

Transparency #49, Cartridge Filter

Transparency #50, Backwash Pump Strainer

Transparency #51, Rupture Disc

Transparency #52, Chemical Feed Pump Head Assembly

Performance Test
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OPERATING LOG

FOR THE

REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER
PURIFICATION UNIT



GENERAL NFORHA’I II)N

This operating log has been developed to document tlt. performance ot Lhe
eO0-eph Reverse Ozmo.is Water Purification Unit (ROPU). The history of
operation and performance are critical in determining caus.s of premature
mcmlcane failure and other problems affecting the unit as well as to evaluate
Lh, overall relLability of the system.

The log documents the Reverse Osmosis elements serial uumbers, ROPU
operating time overall performance, chemical usage, and your comments.

Section I should be completed whenever you start or stop the ROU.
lmlcate the quantity of product water produced when the ROUPU is operat.ed.
]i the RONPU is operated 24 hours a day without stopping, indicate the quantityo prndu.t water produced during 24 hours, ilse the folloing formula to
’a]c.tat, water production over 24 hours when you know th,. flow rate in gallons
per minute (gpm): 2 hr/day x 60 min/hr x flow rate (gpm) gal/day.

S’lion l[ is the performance record and should he tompteted every one,
’igtt hos of operation. (If data ’oIle’tion is every hour, divide entry
blc,’k i half to accommodate number of daily entries.) Plea;, c’omplete
(’It.t’ies in this section. The water quality should be m(,asul-ed with the test
kits provided ith the ROWPU.

Section Ill should be completed whenever you chag- the heuical
pump seLt. rigs.

S’’tion IV dotulelts yolr co,eats about the overall oporation of the
tll;I. Please also identify the date and time of routine events such as liler
Ia,kwar. higs, backwash water Ilow rate, membrane cleanings, equipment Ialures,
’t iu( maintenance, probIes etc.

’Fh, pages are identified with an A and B for each given page number.
When arty part of a page is completed, leave the remaining unused spaces blank
and proceed to the next page number.

When a serious I, roblem arises with the ROWPU, forward R()PIJ location,
problem description], copies ot appropriate log book pages, personnel to cmtact,
mailing address, and/or telephone number (if any) to Belvoir R&D Center,
STRBE-GS, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060, and call Autovon 354-572/5172 or Conerctal
(}’03) 664-5472/5172.



Page -A

ROWPU SERIAL NUMBER__

REVERSE OSMOSIS

ELEMENTS SERIAL
NUMBERS

OPERATING TIMES AND WATER

DATE

.TART

TIME

DATE
STOP

TIME

ESTIMATED QUANTITY

OF WATER pROIJUCED

UNIT PERFORMANCE

OPERAFOR

D DATE

TIME

MULTIMEDIA
FILTER, PSID

RAW WATE R FLOW,
< GPM

RO VESSELS, PSID
z

RO PRESSURE, PSI

BRINE FLOW, GPM

CARTRIDGE FILTER,

PSID
PRODUCT WATER
F LOW GPM
RAW WATER TDS,

PPM

’PRODUCT WATER TDS.

PRODUCTION

PPM
RINE TEMPERATURE.i DEGREES F

BRINE pH, UNITS

PRODUCT WATE R,
CH LO..RINE, PPM



Page -B

III CHEMICAL ADDITION

DATE

POLYMER

TIME

CHLORINE

SODIUM
HEXAMETA
PHOSPHATE

CITRIC ACID

MICRO-
METER
SETTING

FLOW,
MLIMIN

POLYMER
USED

POLYMER
ON-HAND

MICRO-
ME TE R
SETTING

F LOW,
ML/MIN

CHLORINE
USED

CHLORINE
ON-HAND

MICRO.
METER
SE TTI NG

FLOW,
ML/MIN

SODIUNk
HEX
USED

SODUM-
HEX
ON-HAND
MICRO.
METER
SETTING

FLOW,
ML/MIN

CITRIC
ACID
USED

CITRIC
ACID

ON-HAND

IV COMMENTS: Document Times and Dates of Filter Backwash, Backwash Water Flow Rate (glom),
Membrane Cleanings, Problems, Equipment Failure, Routine Maintenance, Etc.

2.

3.

4.
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STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER PURIFICATION INIT
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Feb 85
(D-182) ed

SECTION I POINT OUT EACH MAJOR COMPONENT

Point out each major component of the R.O. Unit by selecting the number from the
illustration which corresponds with it’s name listed below. Place the number
from the illustration which corresponds with its component.

a. Chemical pump valves
b. Booster pump
c. R.O. pump
d. Cartridge filter
e. Control panel
f. Pulse dampener
Q. Chemical pump motor
h. Multimedia filter
i. R. O. pressure vessels

PA-I
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SECTIhN II FUNCTION OF COMPONENTS

With the use of notes and references, match the component in column "A" with

their function in column "B". In the space provided by colmn "A" write the

letter from column "B" which defines the function of each component.

COLUMN "A" COLUM______N "B’.__’

1. Raw water pump

2. Distribution pump

3. Booster pump

4. Rackwash Dump

5. R. O. pumo

6. ultimedia filter

7. Cartridge filter

8. Pressure vessels

9. R. C). el ements

10. C,hemical feed ump

11. Pulse dampener

PA-2

a. Pumps chemicals (polymer,
chlorine, sodium hex, and
citric acid) to aid the
filtration process.

b. Reduces the shock (pulses)
caused by the pistons of the
R.O. pump, of the flow of raw
water.

c. First stage of filtration,
removes unsafe foreign matter
from raw water.

d. Picks up water from cartridge
filter and pumps it under areat
pressure thru the pressure
vessel s.

e. Second staQe of filtration,
removes fine dirt particles
which were omitted by
multimedia filter.

f. Llsed for distribution of
product water from _product
water strorage tank(s).

g. Pumps brine flushing water
from backwash tank {brine tank)
through the multimedia filter
for backwashing, or through
the R.O. elements for cleaning
them.

h. Contains R.(. elements, and
allows them to be pressurized.

i. Picks up filtered raw water
from multimedia filter and
pumps it into the cartridge
filter.

,i. Spiral-wound membrane material
used in separatin(l the
dissolved solids from the raw
filtered water.

k. Draws raw water from the source
and pumps it into the R.(.
Unit.
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SECTION III TROUBLESHOOTING R.O. UNIT

Hypothetical Situation You are an R.O. unit operator. While monitoring
the operation of the R.O. unit you observe signs that there is something wrong
with the unit. You, as the operator, must identify the problem and select a
proper remedy to rectify the problem.

Instructions: In the following situations, Part "A" lists all gauge
readinqs, test results, and observations which you made during monitorinq of the
unit. Part "B" lists possible faults with the unit, and Part "C" lists the
possible remedies which may rectify the problems.

I. With the use of notes and references, read Part "A" of each situation to
determine the possible fault.

2. Once you have identified the fault in Part "A" circle the letter in Part
"B" which best defines the fault.

3. Read Part "C" at the end of each situation and circle the possible
remedy which would correct the fault.

SITUATION 1

Part "A"

Raw water source (TDS) 30,000 pm
Multimedia filter gauge 3 Dsid
Cartridge filter gauge 10 psid
Raw water flow meter 32 gpm
R.O. vessel gauge 70 psid
R.O. pressure PSl gauqe 900 psi
Brine flow meter 27 gpm
Product water flow meter 5 .qpm
Product water TDS 900 ppm
Brine water pH 7.5

Part "R" Fault

a. Defective R.O. elements
b. Fouled up multimedia filter
c. Improperly adjusted backwash timer
d. Dirty R.F). elements

Part "C" Remedies

a. C,hange cartridge filter elements
b. Adjust white cam on backwash timer
c. Clean R.O. elements
d. Replace connector O-rin.qs



SITUATION 2

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 15,000 ppm
Multimedia filter gauge 5 psid
Cartridge filter gauge 18 psid
Raw water flow meter 32 gn
R.O. vessel gauge 60 psid
R.O. pressure PSI gauQe 700 psi
Brine flow meter 19 gpm
Product water flow meter 13 gpm
Product water TDS 300 ppm
Brine water pH 7.0
R.O. pump low pressure lmp keeps coming "ON".

Part "B" Fault

a. Dirty R.O. elements.
b. C.loaged raw water pump strainer.
c. Fouled up cartridge filter elements
d. Dirty multimedia filter.

Part_’_C .- Remedy

a. Change R.O. elements.
b. Backwash multimedia filter.
c. Readjust backwash timer.
d. Replace cartridge filter elements.

U-O2EOT/U-O5F07
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SITUATION 3

Part "A"

Raw water source (TDS) 2,500 ppm
Multimedia filter gauge 15 psid
Cartridge filter gauge 5 psid
Raw water flow meter 33 gpm
R.O. vessel gauge- 65 psid
R(. pressure PSI aauae 400 psi
Brine flow meter 20 gpm
Product water flow meter 13 gpm
Product water TDS 100 ppm
Brine water pH 6.5
Raw water coming out of waste hose.

Part "C" Remedy

a. Readjust backwash tlmer.
b. Backwash multimedia filter.
c. Perform citric acid feed.
d. Clean R.O. elements.

Part "B" Fault

a. Dirty R.O. elements
b. Improperly adj,sted

backwash timer.
c. Defective O-rings inside

connectors.
d. Dirty cartridge filter.



SITUATION 4

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 15,000 ppm
Multimedia filter qauqe 10 psid
Cartridge filter gauge 4 psid
Raw water flow meter 33 Qpm

R.O. vessel gauge- 50 psid
R.O. pressure PSI Qaue 300 psi

Brine flow meter 20 gpm
Product water flow meter 13 gDm

Product water TDS 100 ppm
Rrine water pH 7.5
R.O. pump low pressure lnp keeDs coming "ON".

Part "B" Fault

a. Dirty R.O. elements.
b. F)irt.v cartridqe filter.

c. Dirty multimedia filter.
d. nirty timer strainer.

Part "C" Remedy

a. Clean timer strainer.
b. Backwash multimedia filter.
c. Change cartridqe filter elements.
d. Chanqe R.O. elements.
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ITUATInN 5

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 49,000 ppm
Multimedia filter gauQe 4 psid
Cartridge filter qauge 10 psid
Raw water flow meter 33 gpm
R.O. vessel gauge- 50 psid
R.. pressure PSI qauQe 800 psi

Brine flow meter 23 Qpm

Product water flow meter 10 qpm
Product water TDS 500 ppm
Brine water pH 7.4
Raw water cominQ out of waste hose.

Backwash timer set on "idle" and "SR"

Part "C" Remedy

a. Backwash multimedia filter.

b. Change cartridge filter elements
c. Clean backwash timer strainer
d. Clean R.(. elements

PA-5

Part "B" Fault

a. Dirty raw water pump
strainer.

b. Dirty multimedia filter
c. Dirty cartridge filter
d. Dirty backwash timer

strainer.



SITUATION 6

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 35,000 ppm
Multimedia filter gau(le 6 psid
Cartridge filter gauge 10 psid
Raw water flow meter 34 gpm
R.O. vessel gauge- 70 psid
R.I. pressure PSI gauae 780 psi
Brine flow meter 24 gpm
Product water flow meter 10 qpm
Product water TDS 600 ppm
Rrine water pH 8.5

Part "R" Fault

a. pH too high.
b. Dirty R.a. elements.
c. Dirty cartridge filter.
d. Improperly adjusted backwash timer.

Part "C" Remedy

a. Clean R.O. elements.
b. Perform citric acid feed.
c. Rackwash multimedia filter.
d. Replace cartridge filter elements.
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Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 3,500 ppm
Multimedia filter gauqe- 3 psid
Cartridge filter gauoe 7 psid
Raw water flow meter 33 gpm
R.O. vessel gauge 110 psid
R.O. pressure PSI gauge 450 psi
Brine flow meter 20 gpm
Product water flow meter 13 apm
Product water TDS 150 ppm
Brine water pH 7.4

SITUATION 7

Part "B" Fault

a. Dirty multimedia filter
b. Dirty R.O. elements
c. Raw water pump not pumping

at rated capacity.
d. White cam on timer not set

proper I y.

Part "_C" Remedy

a. Change R.O. elements.
b. Clean cartridge filter elements.
c. Clean R.O. elements.
d. Chanae O-rings on connectors.



SITUATION 8

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 500 ppm
Multimedia filter gauqe 15 psid
Cartridge filter gauge 6 psid
Raw water flow meter 34 qpm
R.O. vessel gauge- 65 psid
R.f). pressure PSI QauQe 300 psi
Brine flow meter 21 gpm
Product water flow meter- 13 gDm
Product water .TDS 50 ppm
Brine water pH 7.3
Water coming out of waste hose.
Backwash timer is set on "idle" and "SR".
Iackwash timer strainer is clean.

Part "F" Fault

a. Fouled control valves.
b. Dirty multimedia filter.
c. Dirt.v cartridae filter.
d. Dirty R.O. elements.

Part "C" Remedy

a. Clean R.O. elements.
b. Replace (-rinas on connectors.
c. Clean control valves.
d. Clean raw water strainer.

STTIIATION 9

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 31,500 ppm
Multimedia filter gauqe 2 psid
Cartridfle filter gauge 8 psid
Raw water flow meter 12 gpm
R.O. vessel gauge- 57 psid

R.O. pressure PSI gauqe 775 psi
Brine flow meter 21 gpm
Product water flow meter 10 gpm
Product water TDS 475 p
Brine water pH 7.8
R.O. Pump low pressure lamp keeps cominq "ON".

Part "C" Remedy

a. Change R.O. elements.
b. Clean multimedia filter.
c. Inspect raw water suction line for blockage.
d. Replace O-rings on connectors.

PA-7
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Part "R" Fault

a. Dirty cartridge filter.
b. Air leak or blockage on

raw water suction line.
c. Dirty multimedia filter,

d. Dirty R.O. elements.



SITUATION 10

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 42,000 ppm
ultimedia filter .Qauge 4 psid
Cartridge filter gauge 9 psid
Raw water flow meter 35 clDm
R.(. vessel gauge- 60 psid
R.O. pressure PSI ,qauae 800 psi
Brine flow meter 25 gpm
Product water flow meter 10 gpm
Product water TDS 1550 ppm
Brine water pH 7.6

Part "B" Fault

a. Dirty R.O. elements.
b. Defective R.O. elements.
c. Improperly adjusted backwash timer.

b. Dirty multimedia filter.

Part "C" Remedy

a. Replace R.O. elements.
b. Clean R.O. elements.
c. Rackwash multimedia filter.
d. Replace cartridge filters.
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SITUATION 11

Part "A"

Raw water source TDS 17,000 ppm
ultimedia filter gauqe 5 psid
Cartridge filter qauge 5 psid
Raw water flow meter 33 gpm
R.O. vessel gauge 60 psid
R.O. pressure PSI gauge 200 psi
Brine flow meter 33 gpm
Product water flow meter 0 gDm

Product water TDS 17,000 ppm
Rrine water pH 7.4

Part "B" Fault

a. Improperly adjusted back-
wash timer.

b. Cloaged raw water Dump

strainer.
c. Dirty R.O. elements.
d. Defective R.O. elements.

Part "C" Remedy

a. Replace R.O. elements.
b. Replace cartridge filter elements.
c. Readjust backwash timer.

d. 11ncloa strainer on raw water umo.

PA-8
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ADVANCE SHEET/STUDENT OUTLINE

OPERATION OF REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER PURIFICATION UNIT

PURPOSE: The purpose of this lesson is to provide you with the knowledge and
skills necessary to operate the Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit.

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with a Reverse Osmosis Water
Purification Unit, chemicals, power supply, water supply, necessary tools, and
reference materials, purify water in accordance with TM 5-4610-215-10, pp. 2-27
to 2-96. (1.5.1)

ENABLING LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with a Reverse Osmosis Water
Purification Unit, chemicapower supply, water supply, necessary tools, and
reference material

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Install the unit (1.5.1a)

Perform pre-operation maintenance

Prepare chemical solution (1.5.1c)

Start the unit (1.5.1d)

Adjust the unit (1.5.1e)

Shut down the unit (1.5.1f)

Perform post-operation maintenance

Pack the unit for long shutdown

(1.5.1b)

(1.5.1g)

(1.5.1h)

in accordance with TM 5-4610-215-10, pp. 2-27 to 2-96.

STUDENT REFERENCE(S): TM 5-4610-215-10.

ASSIGNMENT: None.
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OUTLINF’

1. Identification of Components

a. Water delivered through raw water pp.

(1) Centrifugal

(2) Self-priming

(3) Rated at 30 gpm

(4) Powered by 2 HP electric motor

b. Water goes through multimedia filter. Media consists of:
12" of filtered sand, 15" of coal, and 2" of plastic material.

3" of garnet,

S0-2



c. Water is picked up by booster pump.

(1) Centrifugal.

(2) Rated at 30 gpm

(3) Powered by a i HP electric motor.

d. Booster pump pushes water through cartridge filter.
eight 40 inch long cloth fiber cartridges.

U-10D11/U-22E07

Filter consists of

eQ From cartridge filter water is picked up by RO pump.

(1) Positive displacement

(2) Rated at 51 gpm

(3) Driven by V-belts

RO Pnp oil changed:

(1) Before first operation

(2) After first six weeks of operation.

(3) Every three months or i000 operating hours.

RO pp pushes water through pulse dampener and into RO vessels.

(1) RO vessel contains two RO elements.

(2) Spiral WDund RO Element is designed to reject 98.5% of salt from
water and 99% of organic material.

Element is made up of two layered membrane with a permeate carrier.
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h. Product water is distributed from the product tank by a water
distribution pnp.

i. Chemical feed pups:

(1) Polymer feed punp- adds polymer solution to raw water.

(2) Chlorine feed pnp- adds chlorine to product water.

(3) Sodin hex feed punp- feeds diluted sodin hex to water filters.

(4) Citric acid feed pnp adds diluted acid to filtered water.

j. Control Panel

(1) Control Box Assembly

(2) Panel Light

(3) Vent, Cartridge Filter

(4) Vent, Pulse Dampep.er

(5) Vent Multimedia Filter

(6) Backwash Valve

(7) Multimedia Filter Gauge

(8) Waste Hose Hook Up

(9) RO Vessels Gauge

(10) Raw Water Flow Meter
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(11) Backwash Water

(12) Raw Water

(13) Ground Rods

(14) Backwash Gauge

(15) RO Pressure PSI Gauge

(16) Brine Flow Meter

(17) Regulate Product Flow Valve

(18) Brine

(19) Vent Vessels

(20) Product Water Flow Gauge

(21) Cartridge Filter Gauge

(22) Product Water

(23) RO Element Cleaning Switch
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(24) RO Pnp Low Pressure Indicator Lamp

(25) RO Pump High Pressure Indicator Lamp

(26) Distribution Pnp Indicator Lamp

(27) Raw Water Pump No. i Indicator Lamp

(28) Raw Water Pp No. 2 Indicator Lamp

(29) Chemical Feed Pnp Indicator Lamp

(30) Booster P:np Indicator Lamp

(31) RO Pump Indicator Lamp

(32) Emergency Stop Switch
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WARN I NG
ex st

d a aged.

Push emergency stop button ONLY if any of the following conditions

(a) Operating personnel could be injured or equipment could be

(b) Red high pressure lnp associated with RO pnp comes on but
unit does not automatically stop.

(c) Yellow low pressure lamp associated with RO pump comes on but
unit does not automatically stop.

(d) Serious trouble is indicated by noise, vibration, large water
leaks, etc.

(e) when backwash pep lamp and backwash pep come on during
normal filtering operation.

(f) When high pressure relief valve activates during operation.

(g) When rupture disc activates during normal operation.

(33) Start Backwash Switch

(34) Backwash Pump On Indicator Lamp

(35) RO Pump Start Switch

(36) Booster Pump Start Switch

(37) Chemical Feed Pump Start Switch

(38) Raw Water Pump No. 2 Start Switch

(39) Raw Water Pump No. 1 Start Switch

(40) Distribution Pump Start Switch

(41) RO Pump Reset Switch
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(42) RO Pnp JOG Switch

(43) Panel Light Switch

(44) Vent Vessels Valve

(45) Vent Product Water Valve

(46) Chemical Feed Pnp Controls

(47) Chemical Feed Pump Valves

(a) Up for RUN.

(b) Left for OFF.

(c) Down for PRIME

(48) Drain Valves

(49) Circuit Breakers

(50) Junction Box

(51) Backwash Timer

(52) Safety Valves

(a) High pressure relief valve.
psi this valve opens.

If RO pressure goes above 1100

psi.
(b) Rupture disc assembly tears when pressure goes above 1425
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ROWPU piping identified according to colors:

FUNCTION

Raw water

Backwash waste

Filtered water

Product water

Brine discharge

Brine piping on RO pressure vessels

2. Install the Unit

a,

U-10D11/U-22E07

COLOR

B1 ack b and

Red band

Yellow band

B1 ue band

Purple band

Pur pl e b and

Choosing the site

(1) Stage ROWPU upstream.

(2) Stage ROWPU close enough so hoses can reach but be sure ground is
solid and fairly level.

(3) Take advantage of forest cover.

(4) Take advantage of finished roads.

b. Preparation for Use

(1) Roll up canvas cover and fasten.

(2) Remove frame cross braces.

(3) Remove one suction hose float and five chemical pails.

(4) Remove three b.ard rubber suction hoses.

(5) If carrying storage tanks remove them and

(a) Paddle

(b) Sledge hammer

(c) Three hard rubber drinking water hoses and eight canvas hoses.
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(6) RBnove storage boxes. Storage box No. 1 contains:

(a) Turbidity tube

(b) Input strainer

(c) Distribution nozzle

(d) Thermometer

(e) Flashlight, drop cord and lemps

(f) Tools and spanner wrenches

(g) TDS meter

(h) Chemical measures

(i) Tape

(j) Hose reducing nipples

(k) I00 watt light bulb

(I) RO vessel end cap pullers

(m) RO pump valve seat tools.

(7) Storage box No. 2 contains:

(a) Chemical feeding tubes

(b) Chemicals

(c) Water testing kit

(d) Chemical mixing wooden paddles

(e) Color comparator kit

(f) i00 ml plastic cylinder.

(8) Remove raw water pnps.

(9) Remove backwash pimp.

(10) Product water distribution shipped separately.

U-10D11/U-22E07
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(11) Test source water.

(a) Obtain sample.

(b) Obtain TDS meter and RE-IO range extender.

(c) Rinse TDS meter and range extender with sample water.

(d) Fill cup with sample water.

(e) Push range extender into cup.

(f) Set meter at highest scale.

(g) Press button on TDS meter.

(h) If using range extender, multiply reading by ten.

(i) Record reading.

(j) Remove range extender and rinse cup and extender.

Installation

(i) Lay out equipment.

(2) Assemble brine tank and product water tank.

(3) Install raw water system.

(a) Hook up raw water pnp.

(b) Install strainer and float.

(c) Connect canvas discharge hose.

(d) Connect electrical cable.
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(4) Install backwash strainer.

(a) Remove mounting bolts.

(b) Place backwash strainer against frame.

(c) Insert bolts.

(d) Attach strainer inlet connection to swivel.

(e) Tighten all connections.

(5)

water tank.

Connect backwash water system.

(a) Connect 2" canvas brine hose from brine outlet into backwash

(b) Connect 2" canvas hose from backwash water connection to
backwash strainer.

(c) Connect 2" suction hose between backwash pnp and backwash
water tank.

(d) Connect electrical cord.

(6) Connect product water system.

(a) Connect I 1/2" hard rubber hoses between ROWPU and storage
tank.

(b)
between tanks.

(c)
p np.

(d)
nozzle.

(e)

If using two storage tanks, connect 1 1/2" hard rubber suction

Install hard rubber hose to storage tank and distribution

Connect canvas hose between distribution pnp and distribution

Connect electrical cable.
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(7) Connect waste water system

(a) Connect 2" canvas hose between vent vessels outlet and drain

system.

(b)
drain system.

(8)

Connect 2" canvas hose between waste water connection and

Recheck hcse connections.

(9) Attach tubes to chemical feed pps.

(a) Remove chemical tubes from storage box No. 2

(b) Install tubes without strainers to the chemical feed pnp
valves, and the tubes with strainers to feed pnp.

(c)

(d)

Clear tubes with inside support to pol)mer

Regular clear tubes to chlorine

Yellow tubes to sodiu hex

Black tubes to citric acid

Set pnp valves to prime

Set up chemical buckets

NOTE:

(10) Ground ROWPU.

Normal electrical hookup is:

LI B1 ack

L2 Red

L3 Green or Blue

LO White

(11) Initial Adjustments

(a) Open five vent valves

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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(b) Backwash valve

(c) Emergency stop button

(d) Control box switches

(e) Regulate product flow valve

(f) Element cleaning switch

(g) Backwash timer

I. Reconditioning knob

2. White cam

(h) Seven drains

(i) Hoses and lines

Perform Pre-Operation Maintenance

a. Check oil levels

(1) R.O. pnp

(2) Chemical feed pnp

bo Perform visual inspection

(1) Inspect general appearance

(2) Filters

(3) Gauges and indicators

(4) Pnps
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Preparing Chemical Solutions

a. Mix polymer solution:

(I) Fill 107 ml measure with liquid polymer chemical.

(2) Pour into polymer pail.

(3) Add brine or raw water.

(4) Stir.

(5) Set solution in front of polymer pmp and put both clear tubes that
have inside supports into the polymer pail.

b. Mix chlorine solution

(1) Pour brine into raw water pail.

(2) Fill calciun hypochlorite measure with calciun hypochlorite.

(3) Pour into pail marked chlorine.

(4) Pour brine from raw water pail into chlorine pail.

(5) Stir.

(6) Set in front of chlorine pnp.

(7) Put both clear tubes into chlorine pail.
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etc.
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c. Mix sodiuT solution

(1) Pour sodiun hex into sodiu hex measure.

(2) Put into pail marked sodin hex.

(3) Add brine to pail.

(4) Stir.

(5) Set in front of sodiun hex punp.

(6) Put yellow tubes into sodin hex pail.

d. Mix citric acid solution.

(I) Pour citric acid into citric acid measure.

(2) Put into pail marked citric acid.

(3) Add brine.

(4) Stir.

(5) Set in front of citric acid pup.

(6) Put black tubes into citric acid pail.

Starting the Unit

Start generator set, and apply power to ROWPU.

Pull out emergency stop button.

Push emergency stop button in if any of the following conditions exist.

(1) Personnel could be injured or equipment could be damaged.

(2) Red high pressure lamp comes on but unit does not stop.

(3) Yellow low pressure lamp comes on but unit does not stop.

(4) Serious trouble indicated by noise, vibration, large water leaks,

Prime the raw water punp(s).

(1) Drain valves closed

(2) Prime through priming plug or discharge outlet.
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35 gpm.

f.

g.

Start raw water pnp.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

U-10D11/U-22E07

Switch up to START.

Hold until green lamp comes on.

Rel ease.

Switch will return to RUN

If pnp is drawing water, hose will pulsate and fill.

Raw water flow rate will jnp to 40 gpm and drop to between 25 and

Turn on chemical feed pnp.

Prime polymer chemical feed pnp.

(I) Set polymer chemical feed control knob to 5.

(2) Run until no more air bubbles are seen.

h. Calibrate the pup.

(1) Set control knob to 2.6.

(2) Obtain 100 ml graduated plastic cylinder.

(3) Catch flow for i minute.

(4) Flow should be 60 ml.

(5) Record the knob setting.

Set polymer punp valve from PRIME to RUN.

j. Go to control panel.

k. Close vent multimedia filter valve.

I. Start booster pnp.

m. Set vent cartridge filter valve to CLOSE.
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n. Set RO pnp reset switch to RESET.

(1) Release switch.

(2) Yellow lamp goes off.

(3) Switch returns to ON.

o. Start RO pnp.

U-10D11/U-22E07

p. Observe RO pnp.

(1) Pnp running.

(2) Belts not slapping.

(3) Pnp running smoothly.

q. Set vent pulse dampener valve CLOSE.

r. Filtered water bypassing RO vessels,

s. Operate for 10 minutes.

t. Prime and calibrate chlorine and sodin hex chemical pnps.

u. Set citric acid pp knob to 10, and prime.

v. Set sodiun hex valve to RUN.

w. After 10 minutes examine filtered water.

(1) Obtain 1000 ml graduate cylinder with white bulls-eye on bottom.

(2) Draw a sample of 600 ml of water.

(3) Look into turbidity tube and should be able to see white bulls-eye
and black disc clearly.

(4) If not run ROWPU another 10 minutes. Repeat test.
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(5) If not clear, readjust pol)mer chemical feed control knob.

(6) Wait 5 minutes.

(7) If water is still not clear keep reducing chemical setting by .5.

(8) Clear sample means right anount of polmer.

6. Adjust the Unit

a. Slowly close vent vessels valve.

b. Adjust regulate product flow valve clockwise.

(1) Rise on product water flow gauge.

(2) Decrease on brine flow gauge.

(3) Rise of pressure on RO pressure PSI gauge.

c. Obtain proper balance.

d. Gauge readings, normal and trouble points.

GAUGE/INDICATOR
1. Cartridge Filter
2. Multimedia Filter
5. Raw Water Flow
4. Bi’ne Flow
5. Product Water ]ow

a. Salt Water
b. Brackish Water
c. Fresh Water

NORMAL READING
1 to 20 psid
0 to 10 psid

26 to 33 gpm
16 to 24 9pm

6 to 12 gpm
Up to 13.5 gpm
Up to 13.5 pm

TROUBLE POINT READ
Over 20 psid
5 psid over first readin{
Drop to 25 Bpm or less
Below 15 pm

Above 12.0 gpm
Above 13.5 gpm
Above 13.5 pm

RO Pressure psi
a. Salt Water 800 psi or less Above 900 psi
b. Brackish Water 500 psi or less Above 600 psi
c. Fresh Water 500 psi or less Above 600 psi

7. RO Vessels 50 to I00 psid Above 100 psid
8. TDS of Product Water Below 1500 ppm Above 1500 ppm

e. Set chlorine valve to RUN. Close vent product water valve.

f. When tank is full, remove brine hose and put in drain.
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g. Watch water level in product tank.

(i) Keep tanks clean and covered.

(2) To distribute water, start distribution pnp.

h. Obtain occasional chlorine readings from product water hose.

i. Monitor all gauges.

7. Normal (Short) Shutdown Procedures

a. Set all chemical pnp valves to prime.

b. Open regulate product flow valve.

c. Open vent vessels valve,

d. Open four vent valves:

e. Place Reverse Osmosis pp switch to STOP.

f. Booster pnp switch to STOP.

g. Chemical feed pnp switch to STOP.

h. Raw water pnp switch to STOP.

i. Push IN Bnergency STOP button.
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8. Post-Operation Maintenance

ao General

b. Frame and ecIuipment

c. Multimedia and cartridge filter

d. Gauges and flow indicators

e. Chemical feed pup

f. R.O. pnp

9. Preparation for Movement or Storage

a. Backwash multimedia filter

b. Perform normal shutdown

c. Drain ROWPU
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d. Drain R.O. pump

e. Drain booster pnp

f. Drain vessels

g. Drain lines on backwash timer

h. Drain chemical feed pnp

i. Drain product water tank(s)

j. Drain brine tank

k. Drain all punps

I. Shut off and di3connect generator

m. Disconnect, drain, and roll all hoses

n. Clean and fold all storage tanks

o. Repack all accessories as indicated in each storage box

p. Install pumps, storage boxes, pails, hoses, sledge hammer, and alninn
paddle inside ROWPU

q. Install trailer cross braces
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10. Backwash of Multimedia Filter

a. Reason for backwash.

b. When to backwash,

(I) Every 20 hours of operation.

(2) When multimedia filter gauge rises 5 psid above initial reading.

(3) When R.O. unit will not be operated for a long time.

(4) Before movEnent.

c. Backwash cycles.

(1) "BW" backwash

(2) "BR" Off Stage

(3) "CR" Rinse Cycle

(4) "SR" Service Cycle
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d. Performin9 backwash

(1) Shut down R.O. unit.

(2) Element cleaning switch OFF

(3) Check water level in brine tank

Need at least 1500 gal. of brine water.

(4) Open brine tank valve.

(5) Prime backwash pp.

(6) Turn backwash valve handle to "backwash".

(7) Set START backwash switch up and release.

(8) Backwash pnp should start within 2 to 3 minutes. Backwash cycle
lasts about 20 minutes.

(9) When backwash is completed turn backwash valve handle to nomal.

(10) Close brine tank valve.

(11) Start R.O. unit.
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ii. Citric Acid Feed

U-IOD11

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Performin9 Citric Acid Feed.

Put three-quarters of a pound of citric acid into citric acid pail.

Fill pail with brine water.

Stir with oden paddle.

Set citric acid chemical feed pnp valve on RUN and chemical feed

control knob to 10.

(5) Wait 10 minutes.

(6) Draw a sample and check pH reading.

(7) If not below 8 feed a new batch.

(8) When below 8 set feed pnp valve to PRIME.

(9) Feed is completed.

12. Operation Under Unusual Conditions

a. Cold Weather

(I) Inspect closely.

(2) Don’t let water freeze on unit.

(3) Turn valves slowly.

(4) Wear rubber gloves when handling and setting valves.

(5) If raw water hoses freeze, bring under cover until ice melts.

(6) ROWPU will make less product water when temperature drops.

(7) When shut down during cold weather rBnove the RO elBnents.

(8) Keep side covers down.
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b. Hot Weather

(1) Park unit in shade and leave canvas over unit.

(2)
cleanings.

Plant life will clog filters and reduce time between filter

(3) Check raw water and product water more often.

(4) Check motors and motor starters for high temperature.

(5) Check wire insulation.

c. Dust, and Sand, Area

(1) Protect equipment.

(2) Keep grouna damp.

(3) Cover storage tanks.

d. Rainy and Damp Areas

(1) Keep electrical items dry.

(2) Provide good water drainage.

(3) Protect chemicals.

e. Salt Water Areas

(1) Wash and wipe ROWPU with product water and wipe dry.

(2) Paint all metal starting to rust.

f. Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Contaminated Areas

(1) ROWPU has equipment which is used as a post treatment when nuclear
or chemical contaminants are present.
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(2) For nuclear contamination, use the cartridge marked "FOR USE WITH
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATED WATER ONLY".

(3) For chemical contamination, use the cartridge marked "FOR USE WITH
CHEMICALLY CONTAMINATED WATER ONLY".

(4) Install equient between product water tanks.

(5) Operate the ROWPU in the normal manner.

(6) Change cartridges every 100 hours.

13. RO Element Cleanin Methods.

a. The RO elements must be cleaned:

(1) When pressure in RO vessels rises to 900 for seawater or 600 for
fresh water.

(2) Product matter output drops several gallons per minute with no
change in temperature.

(3) Brine flow increases noticeably.

(4) Before movement or after completion of exercise.

b. RO element cleanin9 procedure.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
Vessel hose.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(I0)

(Ii)

Element cleaning switch OFF.

Backwash multimedia filter.

Adjust water level in brine tank to 7 inches.

Remove backwash hose from outlet on backwash pp and connect Vent

Add 70 Ibs of citric acid to 7 inches of water in 3000 gal. tank.

Mix with mixing paddle.

Regulate Product Flow Valve open.

Open Vent Vessel Valve.

Valve on bottom of tank open.

Remove product water hose from product water tank.

Element cleaning switch to START.
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(12) Brine flow indicator should show a flow of 20 gpm or more.

(13) Allow to flow for 45 minutes.

(14) Stop flushing.

(15) Remove vent vessels hose from outlet of the backwash pp and
connect backwash water hose.

(16) Drain citric acid solution into shallow, man-made lagoon.

(17) Perform startup procedures for normal filtering operation.

(18) Close ve,t vessels valves.

(19) Allow ROWPU to operate for 10 minutes to rinse.

(20) Adjust regulate product flow valve.

(21) Allow ROWPU to run for 3 minutes, then place product water hose
into product water storage tank.

(22) Flush ROWPU with 1800 ml Triton X-IO0 detergent added to 7 inches
of water in the 3000 gal. backwash tank.

c. Sterilization of R.O. Elements

(1) Sterilize R.O. elements when:

(a) Returning to storage.

(b) Not operating unit for more than one week.

(c) Returning from out of CONUS deployment.
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(2) To prevent biological growth.

(3) Repack elements.

(a) Add 12 gallons of sterilization material to 7 inches of
nonchlorinated filtered water.

(b) Follow same procedure as in regular cleaning of R.O. elements,
but operate for 30 minutes.

(c) Let unit and elements set for 12 hours.

(d) Remove elements and drain fer 10 minutes.

(e) Insert in plastic bags and tape.

(4) Solutions recommended:

(a) Formaldehyde, use 6505-00-139-1321

(b) Formaldehyde analyzed reagent, 6810-00-817-0353

(c) Par aformaldehyde

(d) Hydamine 3500

(e) Roccal-2
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14. Operator’s Maintenance

a. Changing RO elements.

(I) Pre-removal Procedures

(a) Shut the ROWPU down.

(b) Open all vents, drains, and controls.

(c) Mark end caps and vessel.

cap.

(2) End Cap Removal

(a) Open quick disconnect (1) and pull out tube (2).

(b) Remove nut (3), screw (4), clamp (5), and coupling (6).

(c) Loosen nut on elbow (12) and swing elbow (7) away from the end

(d) Remove end cap nuts (8) and washers (9) from the end cap.

(e) Screw to end cap puller bolts into threaded holes.

(f) Alternately rotate each bolt one complete turn.

(g) Repeat to remove rear end cap.

(3) Installation of RO Elements

(a) Lubricate O-rings.

(b) Install O-rings.

(c) Remove new RO ELEMENT.

(d) Lubricate brine seal.

(e) Install brine seal.

(f) Insert first RO element

(g) Place interconnector on product water tube.

(h) Remove second RO element.

(i) Lubricate and install brine seal.

(j) Insert product water tube in interconnector.
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(k) Slide RO ELEMENTS AND INTERCONNECTOR INTO RO vessel.

(1) Place end connects on ends of product water tubes.

(m) Lubricate and install end cap O-rings and end caps.

(n) Align end caps with match mark on RO vessel.

(o) Press end caps into studs and install ten washers and nuts.

(p) Reconnect tubes and pipes.

(4) Removal of RO Elements

(a) Remove both end caps.

(b) Assemble element puller.

1. Connect puller rod and puller rod handle.

2. Insert elements puller into RO vessel. Push through end

connector, product--water tubes, and interconnector.

3. Place element puller plate on assembled element puller and

sec ure.

(c) Pull 3oth RO elements from vessel.

(d) Disconnect element puller.

(e) Separate RO elements.

Changing cartridge filter tube elements.

(1) Removal of cartridge filter tube element.

(a) Shut down ROWPU.

(b) Open vent cartridge filter valve.

(c) Open drain No. 1 cartridge filter valve.

(d) Loosen eye nuts and slide from cover brackets.

(e) Lift cover and remove seal O-rings.
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(f) Grasp handle of filter seat and clanp hook assembly and pull
up. Extend clamp hook and lock.

(g) Let assembly fall to resting position.

(h) Tilt assBnbly.

(i) Lift assembly and remove cartridge filter.

(2) Installation of cartridge filter tube element.

(a) Remove and discard used filter tube.

(b) Place new filter tube on assembly and rotate.

(c) Insert assembly into filter shell.

(d) Engage hook on underside of lower seat plate.

up.
(e) Grasp handle of filter seat and clanp hook assembly and pull

(f) Rotate assembly.

(g) Allow handle to go down so filter tube seats on plate.

(h) With one hand on the handle of the filter seat and clamp
hook assembly and the other on filter tube attempt to remove each assembly.

(i) Make sure cover seal O-ring is lubricated and in place.

(j) Replace cover on cartridge filter.

(k) Swing eye nuts and bolts up and tighten.

(1) Inspect filter during operation for leaks.
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Backwash pp .trainer.

(1) Removal, cleaning, and installation.

(a) Shutdown ROWPU.

(b) Loosen T-handle screw assembly.

(c) Loosen bolts and swing yoke and T-handle out of the way.

(d) Lift off strainer cap.

(e) RBnove gasket and inspect it.

(f) Remove screen from strainer housing.

(g) Rove drain plug from strainer housing.

(h) Flush strainer screen and strainer housing.

(i) Install strainer screen and drain plug.

(j) Install gasket, cap, and close and tighten the yoke.

(k) Tighten T-handle.

(2)

Removal and installation of rupture disc.

(1) RBnoval

(a) Remove hold down screw.

(b) Rove hold down ring.

(c) Remove ruptured disc.

Installation

(a) Place new disc.

(b) Insert into body.

(c) Replace hold down ring.

(d) Return hold down screw.
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e. Disassemble and assemble chemical pump head ,ssembly

(1) Remove chemical hoses

(2) Hold studs and remove nuts

(3) Remove flange and valve carrier

(4) Remove valve carrier and seal ring from ball valve

(5) Remove ball valve and seal ring from pnp body

(6) Repeat steps for lower part

(7) If pnp parts need cleaning, soak them, rinse and air dry

(8) To assemble in reverse order.
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CAT HOLE

The "cat hole"’ is to be used by troops on the move. It is

merely a hole 6 to 12 inches deep; excrement is deposited in

the hole and the hole is filled immediately after use with

compacted earth. Since it is used only once there is no need

to mark the site.

’OTES
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STRADDLE TRENOtES

These trenches are used for bivouacs and temporary camps and
should NOT be confused with the deep-pit latrines required
in more permanent caps. They are generally called "one-two-
three straddle trenches" indicating they are I Foot wide,
feet deep, and Feet long. Straddle trenches, I for each
I0 men, should be constructed on a line and be parallel to
each other. The dirt removed in digging should be placed at
one end of the trench and a can or shovel should be placed
on the pile of dirt so that each man can cover his excrement
and toilet paper as soon as he is through. An ample supply
of toilet paper should be provided, and should be protected
by cans or canvas during inclement weather. Boards or ft
stones should be placed along each side of the trench to
provide a firm footing. Although it is not shown in the
lustration, a drainage ditch should be dug around each strad-
dle trench to prevent flooding in inclement weather. When
the trenches are to be closed they should be sprayed with a
residual insecticide, filled and mounded over with two feet
of compacted earth, and sprayed again. The site should be
marked with a sign labeled LATRINE CLGSED and the date it
was closed.

NOTES
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DEEP-PIT LATRINE

The deep-pit latrine is designed for more permanent cDps.
The portable field latrine (4-holer) is generally used in
the EqF for the construction of the deep-pit latrlne. Seats
should be provided on the basis of I for each 12 men. One
4-hole latrine is assumed to provide accommodation for 50
en or I rifle platoon. A pit four feet deep should last
two weeks. For longer periods add I foot depth for each ad-
ditional week. An ample supply of toilet paper should be
provided, and should be protected by cans or canvas during
inclement weather. Although it is not shown in the illus-
tration, a drainage ditch should be dug around each deep-pit
latrine to prevent flooding in inclement weather. Flyproo-
ing the pit is mandatory. In flyproofing the pit, an area
4 feet wide and 6 inches deep is dug around the pit. This
excavation is covered with oil-soaked burlap, and the earth
replaced and packed down. The box should be placed firmly
on the ground and earth should be packed around the bottom
of the box to discourage flies. When the pit is filled to
within 2 feet of the surface it should be closed. The con-
tents of the pit, the side walls, and the ground surface to
a distance of at least two feet from the side walls should
be sprayed with a residual insecticide. The pit should be
filled to the ground surface and mounded over with two feet
of compacted earth. The site should be marked with a sign
labeled LATRINE CLOSED and the date it was closed.

NOTES
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HOUND LATRINE

This type of latrine may be used when a high ground water
level, or a rock formatlon near the ground surface prevents
the digging of a deep pit. A mound of earth having a top at
least 8 feet square should be constructed so that a portable
field latrine may be placed on its top. "lhe mound should be
high enough to meet the pits requirement for depth allo-
ing one foot fro the base of the pit to the water or the
rock level. The mound is built in one foot layers. The sur-
face of each layer is roughened before the next is added.
When the desired height has been reached, the pit is dug into
the mound. It may be necessary to brace the walls with wood
sandbags, or other suitable material to prevent cave-ins.
The mound latrine should be flyproofed, maintained and
closed in the same manner as the deep-pit latrine.

NOTES
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BORED HOLE LATRINE

This type of latrine consists of a hole, about 18 inches in
dlameter and from 6 to 20 feet deep covered by one-hole
latrine box. A metal drum, with both ends open is sunken
sufficiently to allow 18 inches of it to remain above the
ground and the drum is covered with a flyproof seat cover
with a self-closing lid. This type of latrine is satisfac-
tory for small units, provided the necessary mechanical e-
quipment (or boring the hole is available. The same princi-
ples of maintenance and closing of a latrine apply to this
latrine.

NOTES
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URINE SOAKAGE PIT

This reproduction shos pipe urinals of salvage pipe and im-
lovised tin funnels and depicts a soakage pit with a cross
section view showing construction. e pit is filled with
broken rocks flattened tin canss broken bottles, brickss and
other contact materiaI. For CLARITY OF ILLUSTRATIONs he 6
inches of earth covering and the oil-soaked burlap have not
been shom. Note the sae ventilating shafts as shon on
the illustration of the soakage pit. The shaftss with the
openings screeneds extend from 6 to 12 inches above the sur-
face of the pit to within 6 inches of the bottom of the pit.
The surfaces of the shafts that extend below the level of
the ground are perforated with 1-inch hoIes.

NOTES
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V-TYPE UP,INAL AND SOAKAGE PiT

This figure illustrates a V-type urinal with splash board and

soakage pit. This urinal is made of wood and tar paper, or

may be improvised of tin. galvanized iron. or any other suit-

able material.
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IIWROVISED URINAl.

This urinal aa), be iaprovised roa two discarded paint or

lard cans as shmm in the drawing. The urinal should be

ounted on a soakage pit o suficient size. The sae gen-

eral maintenance instructions apply to this urinal as do to

other urinals illustrated.
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the drawing. The urinoil should be placed on a soakage pit when
possible, or Installed with a French drain.
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SOAKAGE PIT

The soakage pit is used to dispose of all types of liquid
wastes, lne pit is dug 4 feet square and 4 feet deep. The
hole is then filled to within 6 inches of the top with any
of the folIowing materials: rocks, flattened tin cans, bro-
ken bottles, rubble, bricks, or any other suitable contact
material. Oil-soaked burlap is then spread over the stones
and covered with 6 inches of compacted earth, however, for
CLARITY OF ILLUSTRATION ONLY, this has not been shon. The
liquid waste entering the pit is held in void spaces until
it seeps into the ground. Ventilating shafts made of scrap
materials 4 to 6 inches square may be used to lessen the o-

dors. These ventilating shafts extend 6 to 12 inches above
the surface and to within 6 inches of the bottom of the pit.
Numerous l=inch holes are interspersed in the sides of the
underground sections. The tops of these shafts are covered
by screen, straws or grass. The purpose of these shafts is
to introduce air throughout the pit to avoid septic condi-
tions. An adequate air supply allows decomposition to take
place under aerobic conditions with fewer odors. Ihen the
pit is to be closed it should be sprayed with a residual
spray and covered with 2 feet of compacted earth and the
covered site margd with a sign labeled CLOSED SOAKAGE PIT
and the date the pit was closed.

NOTES
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BAFFLE GREASE TRAP

In this picture is shown the box-type baf1e grease trap.
Baffles may be used in boxes, drums or barrels in the con-
struction of a grease trap. Salvaged boxes or barrels may
be reinforced and/or treated to serve this purpose. One
baffle extends half the depth of the box and the other baff-
le extends to within one inch of the bottom of the box. The

water is poured into the box on the side nearest the half-
baffle and the grease remains on the surface of the first

two sections of the trap. The pressure of the fluid forces
the grease free water under the last baffle board and out

the pipe into the soakage pit.

NOTES
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BARREL GREASE TRAP

Shown in this illustration is the barrel-type grease trap
with strainer and lid. Salvaged materiais including oil

drums pipe. screen0 and scrap lumber are utilized in con-
structing this sanitary device. The principle employed in
this grease trap is the saae as that utilized in the box-

type baffle grease trap. In this instance the pipe serves
the purpose of a baffle. Its intake is I inch from the bot-
tom of the barrel0 and the pressure of the liquid above
forces the grease-free water through the pipe and into the
soakage pit. The grease remains on top of the water to be
scooped off.

OTES
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FILTER GREASE TRAP

This grease trap may be used in place of the baffle types on

the previous pages. It will effectively remove grease from

liquid kitchen wastesj however, the top layer of sand will

require frequent replacement.

NOTES
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This grease trap utilizes crossed soakage trenches and a pail

as sham in the illustration. For norma! oeration, to such

devices should be constructed and used on alternate days.
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EVAPORATIQ BEDS

This sanitation device is used to dispose of liquid kitchen

wastes in locations Here soakage pits and grease traps are

impractical. Evaporation beds are recoended or priods

of shox duxtion in hot dr), cliates and where ther is

little chance of attracting flies.
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GARBAGE PIT

Shown in this renroduction is a standard size pit which will

serve one hundred men for one day for the disposal of solid

and semisolid kitchen waste. When the pit is filled with

garbage to within 2 feet of the surface it must be closed

by covering with tightly packed earth.

NOTES
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BARREL INCINRATOR

This incinerator is easily improvised and will effectively

consume small aounts of garbage and combustible refuse. A

grate is made of scrap pipe inserted in the holes as shown

and the entire device is placed over a cross trench for suf-

ficient draft.

NOTES
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INCLINED PLgE INCINERATOR
ON SIDE OF A BANK

’l’his inciJlerator uili$ the natural slope of the ground tc

provide the inclined plane, Garbage and refuse is placed on

the loading platform and fed continuously down the inclined

plane toward the grate. Usually an auxiliary fire is re-

quired at the grate in order to obtain good combustion.

NOTES
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SS KIT WASH|NG SET-UP

This is the standard set-up for washing mess kits, utilizing
issue inaersion heaters and 32-gallon galvanized iron cans.
As shown, 4 cans are required: Two containing hot soapy
waterj and two containing clear BOILING water. With immer-
sion heater in place, the capacity of the can is reduced to
20 gallons. One quart of water should be provided in each
can for each hess kit to be washed.

NOTES
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,IE.SS KIT WASIII,qG SET-UP WIll VAPOR BURER

This installation is similar to the ess kit washing line
shown on the previous page, with the excepion that ;,,.t is
suppIied by a vapor burner. Gasoline or stove oil J. fed by
8ravity to the "U" shaped pipe where it emerges from small
perforations as shown in the insert. The heat from this
flame vaporizes the lasoline or stove oil passing through
the upper pipe. The vapor then bruns with an intense flae
as it eerges from the perforations.
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KIT IAIING SET-UP ’I’11 VAPOR BURNER

This installation utilizes the same heating principle, but a
different design, as the device on the previous page. llo-
ever, the water containers are improvised of $$-gallon drums
which have been cut lengthwise. A length of pipe is then
fitted to the bung hole and the four containers are mounted
horlzontall over a soakage pit. Water can then be dis-
charged from each drum by removing the pipe from the bung
hole, however, grease will accumulate in the soakage pit,
since the greasy water has not gone through a grease trap.

NOTES
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MESS KIT WAStiINC SET-UP WIll FIRE TRENQi

This installation is used in heating water in four contain-

ers, two hot soapy and two clear boiling, for mess kit wash-

ing. C. I. cans, placed in the halved, salvaged oil drums

with the bottoms removed, are suspended over a fire trench

by means of salvaged pipe or other metal scrap.

.OTES
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This device utilizes steel helants as basins For hand wash-

ir, etc. The structure can be built frm salvage luaber,

or trees, or branches. The center trough drains into a

grease trap to renove soap scun sad then into a soakage pit.

The center strip will support individual ntrrers.
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HMD WASHING DEVICE TIPPING $ GAI,LON CAN

A handashin facility hich is suitable for installatiom

by latrines or sasses is easily tnprovised of 5 gallon water

cans. One can should be filled with clear water 8rid the

other shonld be ftlled with soapy water and spproprlsto|y

lsholed.
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SHER SOLAR IIEATEO

is is a simple device which utilizes the sun’s heat to wam

bath water, me bottom of a $$-gallon drum should be removed

and the drum inverted on the improvised platform. A short

length of pipe can then be fitted in one bung-hole, together

with a valve and improvised shotmr head.

NOTES







UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

STUDENT OUTLINE

SINGLE TRAILER LAUNDRY UNIT

U-IOEO
Oct 1983
(D-565)ed

PURPOSE: The purpose of this period of instruction is to provide the knowledge,
and skills required to properly operate the single trailer laundry unit.

REFERENCE(S): TM 10-3510-208-12 w/cl, c2.

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with a single trailer laundry unit,
detergent, water supply, power supply, and articles to be laundered, launder
the articles in accordance with TM 10-3510-280-12, pp. 2-1 to 2-26. (1.5.3)

ENABLING LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Provided with a single trailer laundry unit,
power supply, and water supply:

I. point out the major components of the unit. (I.5.3b)

2. install the unit. (I.5.3c)

3. perform before operation maintenance on the unit. (i.5.3d)

4. start the unit. (I.5.3e)

5. perform operational adjustments. (i.5.3f)

6. shut the unit down. (i.5.3g)

7. perform after operation maintenance on the unit. (I.5.3h)

in accordance with TM 10-3510-208-12, pp. 2-10 to 2-26.

OUTLINE

1. NOMENCLATURE: The single trailer laundry unit, when properly operated, can
produce 120 pounds of clothing, washed and dried in one hour. The single
trailer laundry unit consists primarily of the water heater, washer-extractor,
dryer, water pump, and air compressor, mounted on a trailer.

a. Trailer
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bo Water heater.

(I) Heats incoming water

(2) Two automatic, air operated valves, control the water

(3) Fuel nozzle

(4) Burner nozzle and ignition electrodes

(5) Blower

(6) Fuel pump

c. Water pump

(I) Portable, centrifugal water pump

(2) Will deliver 18 to 20 gallons of water per minute

d. Air compressor

(1) Provides air pressure for operation of the laundry unit.

(2) Requires 80 to 95 PSI

e. Washer-extractor

(1) End-loading reversible, cylinder type.

S0-2



(2) Constructed of corrosion-resistant metal

U-IOEO

(3) Two electric motors one for washing operations and one for
extraction operations.

(4) Designed to be operated either manually or automatical|y.

f. Tmbl er

(1) Open-end, nonreversible type.

(2) A motor operates the cylinder

g. Air heater

(1) Located on top of the tumbler shell

(2) External fuel supply

INSTALLATION

a. Site selection

(1) Natural protection

(2) Firm, level, well drained ground

(3) Near a plentiful supply of clean water

(4) Accessible to a traveled route or road network

S0-3



bt Trailer

(1) Lower the front support.

U-IOEO$

(2) Set trailer brakes

(3) Unhook trailer

(4) Removing and folding the laundry cover

(a) Remove the cover

SO -4



(b) Fold the cover

U-IOEO

(5) Level trailer

(6) Lower rear support

c. Water Pump

(1) Remove from storage location

(2) Connect the water pump power cables

S0-5



(a) Remove power cables from storage

U-IOEO$

(b) Connect male plug connector to water pump service out|et

receptacle.

(c) Uncoil the second cable and connect the two power cables.

(d) Water pump motor switch to OFF position,

connector
(e) Connect the second cable to the water pump receptacle

(3) Install strainer and 25 foot suction hose

(a) Remove strainer from storage

(b) Remove suction hose from drain bin

SO-6



(c) Uncoil hose

(d) Check suction hose and strainer couplings

U-IOEO

(e) Connect suction hose to strainer.

(f) Connect suction hose to water pump in-take port.

(g) Place suction hose strainer into water source

(h) Connect hoses between pump and water heater.

(i) Uncoil hoses from water pump towards water heater

(j) Connect the hoses

S0-7



(k) Check water heater inlet adapter

(1) Connect second hose to water heater water inlet.

U-IOEO$

d. Water heater

(1) Release the low water indicator rod.

(TP # 6 ON)

(2) Install the fuel lines

(a) Remove fuel hose from storage

(b) Install barrel plug adapter

(c)

(d)

-(e)

Connect hose to barrel plug adapter "SUPPLY".

Connect hose to fuel filter

Tighten connections

(f) Connect fuel hose to barrel plug adapter "RETURN".

(g) Connect hose to fuel pump

(h) Tighten connections

(3) Install water heater exhaust duct

(a) Remove exhaust duct from storage

(b) Connect the two sections of the exhaust duct.

S0-8
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(c) Check the sections

(d) Connect joined duct to water heater exhaust vent

(4) Fuel pump motor switch in OFF position.

Dryer-tumbler

(1) Install fuel lines from fuel container to fuel filter and fuel pump

(a) Remove fuel hose from storage

(b) Install barrel plug adapter

(c) Connect fuel hose to barrel plug adapter "SUPPLY".

(d) Connect fuel bose to fuel filter

(e) Tighten connections

(f) Connect fuel hose to barrel plug "RETURN".

(g) Connect fuel hose to fuel pump

(h) Tighten connections

(2) Connect canvas duct to dryer-tumbler air exhaust port.

S0-9



(a) Remove duct from storage

(b) Unfold canvas duct

(c) Round out the duct

U-IOEO$

port.
(d) asbestos-lined end towards the dryer-tnbler air exhaust

(e) Spring lock clips

(f) asbestos-lined duct band inside discharge opening

(g) Spring lock clips

(h) Elevate free end of canvas duct off

(3) Connect flexible exhaust duct to dryer-tumbler

(a) Remove flexible duct from storage

(b) Locate flanged end

(c) Align flange stud pins

(d) Lock in place

(e) Secure duct to duct plate

(4) Remove cushioning material from the mercury bulb housing of air
temperature control.
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Washer-Extractor

(1) Install the trailer step assembly.

U-IOEU

(2) Remove washer-extractor front tiedown bar.

(3) Remove washer-extractor rear support.

(4) Remove the washer-extractor front support.

(5) Install the washer-extractor drain hose.
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(6) Unlock the washer-extractor drain valve lever.

(7) Install a grounding system to the laundry unit.

3. PRE-OPERATION MAINTENANCE:

ao Daily Services

(1) Visual inspection

(a) Leaks

S0-12
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(2)

(b) Loose or missing bolts, screws and nuts.

(c) Damage

(d) Cold weather operations

1 Frozen or cracked valves and hoses.

2 Frozen pipes

3 Broken or missing V-belts

Instrents and controls

(a) Loose connections

(b) Cracked or broken glass

(3) Check switches for operation

(4) Check valves for operation

(a) Air compressor

(b) Water heater

(c) Washer extractor

(d) Washer-extractor control valve

(e) Fuel valves

(5) Check fuel supply connections
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(6) Check exhaust connections

U- IOE05

(7) Check water and drain connections

(8) Check operation of the manual drain valve.

Lubricants and Lubrication Intervals

(I) Lubricants

(a) GO

(b) GOS

(c) GAA

(d) OE

(2) Lubrication interval

(a) 50 hours of operation

1 Washer extractor

2 Drying tnbler
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(b) 100 hours of operation

i Washer-Extractor

U-lOEO$

2 Drying tumbler:

(c) 250 hours of operation

I Nasher-Extractor:

2 Drying-tumbler:

(d) 500 hours of operations

1 Washer-Extractor

2 Drying-tumbler

(e) Trailer

I Front leveling jack:

2 Rear stabilizing jack:

NOTES;

I. Washer motorslide:

2. Motor bearings:

3. Oil can points:

4. Trunnion bearings:
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5 Gear reducer:

6. Drive chain:

7. Burner blower motor bearings:

8. Intervals

U-IOEO

Lubricants are applied sparingly or approximately ! or 2 ounces.

OPERATION

a. Main power switch

b. Start the air compressor

(1) Bleeder valve

(2) ON-OFF switch

(3) Air pressure

(4) Open bleeder valve

(5) Close bleeder valve

Co

do

(6)

Pump service outlet switch

Walk around the laundry unit noting excessive air leaks.

Start the water pump

(1) Prime the pump
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(2) Start the water pump mot)r.

(a) Nater pump motor switch cover

(b) Switch upward to ON

(c) downward to OFF

U-IOEO

eD

(d) Move switch upward to ON position

(e) Release switch cover

Start the water heater

(I) Open heater vent valve

(2) Close heater vent valve

(3) Float hold down rod

(4) Water temperature control thermal switch

(5) Nater heater OFF/ON switch

(6) Fuel pressure gauge

(7) Pump pressure adjusting set-screw
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(8) Observe through the burner or spark sightglass to determine if a
flame is present.

(9) Burner shutter lever

(10) Fuel shutoff valve

fo

(11) Make adjustments as necessary

Start the dryer tumbler

(1) Temperature control

(2) Start button

(3) Fuel pump

(4) Pressure gauge.

(5) Adjust the fuel

(6) Start button of lower manual starter assembly.

(7) Burner fuel cutoff valve

Operate the washer-extractor

(1) Automatic cycle

(a) Formula control
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(b) Washing and extracting the load.

I AUTO-MANUAL control switch

2 Load washer-extractor

3 Check air compressor gauge

4 Add washing supplies

5 AUTO-MANUAL switch to AUTO

6 Warning bell and the signal light

7 Using a multi,suds formula

cycle
8 At completion of washing but before pre-extract-extract

SO-i9



9 At completion of formula

10 Repeat washing-extracting operations

(2) Manual cycle

(a) Load washer

(b) Select formula

(c) Set fingers for manual operation.

(d) Check air compressor pressure gauge

(e) Add washing supplies

(f) Push AUTO-MANUAL to MANUAL

(g) Set electrical timer

(h) Add water to proper level

U-IOEO

(i) Rinse

(j) Extraction

(k) BRAKE-DRAIN switch to DRAIN

(1) WASH-PRE-EXT switch to PRE-EXT

(m) EXTRACT switch from OFF to EXTRACT

(n) Extract the clothes

(o) When timer has elapsed push EXTRACT switch to OFF
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(p) BRAKE-DRAIN switch to OFF

(q) AUTO-MANUAL switch to OFF

(r) Remove clothes

(s) Repeat washing and extraction operations

h. Drying the load (Cotton or Wool)

(1) Place clothes into the dryer.

(2) Close tumbler door

(3) Set temperature control switch

(a) cotton

(b) wool

DURING OPERATION MAINTENANCE

a. Air compressor

(1) Air pressure

(2) Airleaks

b. Water pump

(1) Unusual noise

(2) Water leaks

c. Water heater

(1) water temperature

(2) Fuel combustion and fuel adjustments

(3) Temperature adjustments

d. Washer-Extractor

(1) Observe cycle movement.

(2) Unusual air leaks

U-IOEO$
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(3) Water leaks

(4) Observe extraction

e. Drying-tumbler

(1) Observe temperature reading

(2) Insure proper temperature for proper garments.

(3) Fuel leaks

(4) Adjust fuel pressure

SHUTTING DOWN OR STOPPING THE LAUNDRY UNIT

a. May begin while the last load of wash is being dried

b. All washer-extractor control panel switches in OFF position.

c. Turn OFF the air compressor.

d. Close water heater fuel shutoff valve.

U-IOEO

e. Turn OFF water pump switch

f. Drain the heater, valves, and hoses

g. Open air vent valve

h. When drying operations are completed, push the stop-reset button of the
lower manual starter assembly on the tumbler.

i. Turn off fuel cutoff valve

j. Open tumbler door and allow the tumbler to cool

k. Stop the blower and burner

7. POST OPERATION MAINTENANCE

a. Water holding equipment

b. Water valves

c. Air line ’,alves
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d. Fuel lines

e. Hoses

f. Electrical cords

g. Water pump

U-IOEO

h. Canvas exhaust duct

i. Cushion material
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

U-IOF01
OCT 1984
(D-69)esw

DETAILED OUTLINE

FIELD SANITATION

INTRODUCTION (5 MIN)

(TP #1 ON)

1. GAIN ATTENTION: In the armed forces, manpower is the most valuable asset.
Everything possible must be done to conserve this asset. In recent wars more
deaths have resulted from enemy actions than from disease, but disease still
causes the greatest loss of manpower through disability and time lost from duty.

Success in battle the ultimate objective of any military force demands
that troops be maintained in a constant state of combat readiness. Field
hygiene and sanitation contributes to this effort by employing all of the
measures designed to protect and improve the health of Marine Corps personnel.

2. PURPOSE: To familiarize the student with the procedures for installing and
maintaining field sanitation devices.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNING qBJECTIVE(S): Learning objectives are neither specified
nor measured during the lesson.

TRANSITION: Before we cover the procedures for installing and maintaining field
anitation devices, let’s talk about the areas of responsibility for field
sanitation.

(TP #1 OFF)

BODY

1. Areas of responsibility:
while in the field. They are:

(38 MIN)

Many personnel are responsible for your health

(TP #2 ON)

a. Commanding Officer

(1) The commanding officer of a military organization is responsible
for the health of his command. In the fulfillment of this responsibility, he is
assisted by a staff of trained specialists. Using the technical advice and
guidance of these individuals, he issues orders and enforces measures which will
most effectively maintain sanitation and practices conducive to the health and
well being of his troops.
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(2) To provide for the accomplishment of the many time consuming duties
essential to the establishment and maintenance of a healthful field environment
for the troops, the commander appoints a field sanitation team and makes
arrangements for the team members to receive the training which they need to
accomplish these duties effectively.

The duties entail performing, instructing, supervising, assisting,
inspecting, and reporting, as applicable, to insure that appropriate field
sanitation facilities are established and maintained, that effective sanitation
and control measures are applied, and that effective sanitation and protective
methods are practiced by the troops.

(TP #3 ON)

b. Medical Officer: The commander’s chief advisor in maintaining the
health of his troops is the medical officer. The medical officer is responsible
for providing effective medical services, including treatment of disease and
injury; devising, recommending, and supervising activities and training directed
toward disease prevention, personal hygiene, and first aid; furnishing technical
advice and supervision in connection with the health aspects of camp sites,
water supply food and its preparation, waste disposal, bathing facilities,
housing, clothing, and insect and animal control. While it is the commander’s
direct responsibility to enforce the practices of field sanitation, it is the
medical officer’s responsibility to advise what should be done. Only in matters
involving technical knowledge does the medical officer specify how it should be
done. The commander may authorize the medical officer to give orders in his
(the commander’s) name for immediate correction of defects in sanitation. Even
then, full responsibility remains with the commander.

(TP #4 ON)

c. Medical Department

(1) The preventive medicine officer recommends to the medical officer
and the commander, a preventive medicine program which will meet the particular
needs of the command. He supervises the commander’s preventive medicine program
which encompasses communicable disease control, personal hygiene, environmental
sanitation, and nutrition.

(2) The bioenvironmental engineer and the sanitary engineer give
technical advice to the preventive medicine officer and the medical officer
regarding problems of environmental engineering and the control of disease
carrying insects and rodents.

(3) The veterinary officer serves as an assistant and technical adviser
to the medical officer and is responsible for the inspection of foods of animal
and nonanimal origins, sanitary inspection of civilian food establishments,
zoonosis control, and veterinary care and treatment of government owned animals
and authorized privately owned pets.
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(4) Preventive medicine units comprised of preventive medicine
officers, entomologists, bioenvironmental engineers, sanitary engineers,
veterinarians, laboratory specialists, and preventive medicine specialists
supervise and assist in the execution of measures of disease control within the
command as directed by the medical officer.

(TP #4 OFF)

d. Combat Service Support Units: Combat service support units are
responsible for food supply and service, clothing stock and issue, laundry and
dry cleaning facilities, field shower units, and self-service supply centers.
They provide for the repair of clothing, footwear, and tentage, supplies and
materials required for personal hygiene, insect and rodent control and
sanitation are provided under the combat service supply system.

e. The Individual: The promotion of the health of the service is the
responsibility of every individual member. A person’s ignorance of or
indifference to the practice of military sanitation can counteract much of the
combined effort of many services working for his welfare.

For his own sake, as well as for the sake of his buddies, it is
imperative that every individual know and observe the rules of hygiene and
sanitation and adhere to the principles of good health and good living.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS (3 MIN)

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

a. Who is the most important person in maintaining good sanitary habits?

A. The individual

b. Who advises the commander in matters of hygiene and sanitation?

A. The medical officer

(2 MIN)

SUMMARY: During the first hour I covered the responsibilities of the commanding
officer, medical officer, combat service support units and the individual.

BREAK (i0 MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the second hour of instruction we will cover
waste di’s’posal.
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BODY (45 MIN)

2. Medical Importance of Waste Disposal

a. Large quantities of all types of waste, liquid and solid, are generated
each day under field conditions. These materials must be removed promptly and
thoroughly; otherwise the camp. or bivouac will Quickly become an ideal breeding
area for flies, rats, and other vermin. Filthborne diseases such as dysentery
(amebic and bacillary), typhoid, paratyphoid, cholera, and plague could become
preva Ient.

b. The term waste includes all types of refuse resulting from the living
activities of humans or animals. The following types of wastes will be
discussed:

(1) Human waste (feces and urine)
(2) Liquid wastes (wash, bath, and liquid kitchen wastes)
(3) Garbage
(4) Rubbish

c. The methods which should be used for the disposal of wastes depend upon
the military situation and the unit location. Burial and burning are the
methods most commonly used in the field.

3. Disposal of Human Wastes

a. The devices most generally used for disposal of human wastes in the
field are:

(1) Straddle trench heads
(2) Deep pit heads
(3) Burn-out heads
(4) Mound heads
(5) Bored hole heads
(6) Pail heads
(7) Urine soakage pits.

b. The devices for disposing of human waste in the field vary with the
situation

(1) When troops are on the march, each person uses a "cat hole" during
short halts. It is dug approximately I foot deep and is completely covered and
packed down after use.

(2) In temporary bivouac of 1 to 3 days the straddle trench is most
likely to be used unless more permanent facilities are provided for the unit.

(3) In temporary camps deep pit head and urine soakage pits are usually
constructed. Until such time as the construction of deep pit can be completed,
straddle trench heads are used. Where the construction of deep pit head is not
practicable, other types of heads are used. Whatever head device is used, the
unit is responsible for its construction, maintenance, and closure.
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4. Rules Common to the Construction, Maintenance,and Closing of Latrines

a. In determining the type of head to be constructed, consider the
following:

(1) Length of stay how long you will be at that location.

(2) Water level how deep you can dig before hitting the water level.
To protect water from contamination, do not extend the depth of a pit or trench
below the underground water level.

(3) Soil condition is it stable or must the hole be revetted.

b. In determining the location within the camp area for construction of
heads consider the following.

(1) The protection of food and water from contaminat.ion. To protect
food and water from contamination, select a location which is at least 100 yards
from the unit mess and 100 feet from the nearest water source and which drains
away from all water sources.

(2) The accessibility of the users. Choose a location which is
accessible to the users but reasonably near the end of the unit area.

(TP #5 ON)

c. AFter the heads have been completed, construct the necessary protective
and hygiene devices:

(1) Place canvas or brush screens around the heads or tents over them.
In a cold climate the shelters should be heated if possible.

(2) To prevent surface water from flowing into the shelters dig
drainage ditches around them.

(3) In each head shelter, provide toilet paper on suitable holders with
tin cans for covering the toilet paper to keep it from getting wet during bad
weather.

(4) Instal] a simple, easily operated handwashing device just outside
each head shelter. These devices should be kept filled with water at all times
so that each individual can wash his hands after he uses the head.

(5) At night, if the military situation permits, keep the heads
lighted; otherwise extend cords from trees or stakes to the latrines to serve as
guides.

d. Police the heads properly and maintain a good fly control program in the
entire camp area to prevent fly breeding and to reduce odors.
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(1) Keep the lids on the head seats closed and all cracks sealed.

(2) Scrub the head seats and boxes with soap and water daily.

(3) Spray the inside of the shelters with a residual insecticide twice
weekly. If a fly problem exists, also spray the pit contents and the interior
of the boxes twice weekly with a residual insecticide. Using lime in the pits
or burning out the pit contents, except in burn-out heads, is not effective for
fly or odor control; these methods are not, therefore not recommended.

e. At such time as a head pit becomes filled with waste to a point I foot
from the surface if it is to be abandoned, remove the box and close it as
follows:

(1) Using an approved residual insecticide, spray the pit contents, the
side walls, and the ground surface extending 2 feet from the side walls.

(2) Fill the pit to the ground level with successive 3 inch layers of
earth, packing each layer down before adding the next one; then mound the pit
over with at least I foot of dirt and spray it again with insecticide. This
prevents any fly pupa, which may hatch in the closed head from getting out.

(3) Place a rectangular sign on top of the mound. The sign must
indicate the type of pit and the date closed as well as the unit designation in
nonoperational areas.

(TP #5 OFF)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

(3 MIN)

a. What type of head is used in a temporary bivouac area?

A. The straddle trench

b. How far away from the mess hall and the water source should the head be
located?

A. At least 100 Feet.

(2 MIN)

SUMMARY: During this second hour of instruction we have covered the types of
wastes, disposal of human wastes and rules common to the construction,
maintenance, and closing of heads.

BREAK (10 MIN)
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INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the next hour we will cover the construction of
head facilities

BODY (47 MIN)

4. Construction of head facilities (TP #6 ON)

a. Straddle trench

(1) A straddle trench is dug 1 foot wide, 2 1/2 feet deep, and 4 feet
long.

(2) This will accommodate two men at the same time.

(3) The number of trenches provided should be sufficient to serve at
least 8 percent of the unit strength at one time. Thus for a unit of 100 men,
at least 16 feet of trench or four-trenches are needed. The trenches should be
at least 2 feet apart. There are no seats in this type of head but boards may
be placed along both sides of the trenches to provide better footing.

(4) Some of the earth removed is piled at the end of each trench, and a
shovel or paddle provided so that each man can promptly cover his excreta and
the toilet paper which he uses.

(5) If possible tin cans should be provided to protect toilet paper
during inclement weather.

b. Deep pit head nothing more then a deep pit with a standard 4 seat box
placed over it.

(1) The pit is dug 2 feet wide and 7 1/2 feet long. This allows 3
inches of earth surface on each side of the pit to support the box.

(2) Depth of the pit depends upon the estimated length of time head is
to be used. As a guide, a depth of 1 foot is allowed for each week of estimated
use, plus I foot of depth for dirt cover when it is to be closed.

(3) It is not generally desirable to dig the pit more than 6 feet deep
because of the danger of the walls caving in. Rock or high ground water level
may also limit the depth of the pit. In some soils, supports of planking or
other material may be necessary to prevent the walls from caving in. Earth
should be packed tightly around the bottom edges of the box so as to seal any
openings through which flies could gain entrance.

(4) Deep pit box The standard box has four seats and is 8 feet long
and 2 1/2 feet wide at the base.

(5) A unit of 100 men requires two 4 seat boxes or 16 feet of head
space.
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(6) The holes should be covered with flyproof, self-closing lids. Any
cracks should be f.ly proofed by nailing strips of wood or tin over them. A
metal deflector should be placed inside the front of the box to prevent urine
from soaking into the wood. The deflector may be made from flattened cans.

(7) It is sometimes desirable to install a vent stack in the more
permanent pit head to release the moisture ladened gases of decomposition, thus
preventing condensation from forming on inside of the self-closing lids which
may come in contact with an individual’s back. The vent stack should extend
from the upper part of the pit to approximately 6 feet above the ground level.
The outside opening of the vent stack must be screened.

(TP #8 ON)

c. Burn-out head May be used when the following conditions exist

(1) When soil conditions (hard, frozen, rocky) make digging a deep pit
head difficult.

(2) Particularly suitable in jungle areas with high water tables.

(3) Burn-out head should not be used when air pollution regulations
prohibit open fires.

(4) For a unit of 100 men, at least 8 are needed.

(5) A 55 gallon drum is placed into the ground, leaving enough of the
drum above the ground for a comfortable sitting height.

capacity.
(a) The drum may be cut in half, thus making two heads of less

(b) A wooden seat with a flyproof, self-closing lid is placed on
top of the drum.

(6) The head is burned out daily by adding ufficient fuel to
incinerate the fecal matter.

(a) Highly volitile fuel such as gasoline or JP4 should not be
used because of its explosive nature.

(b) A mixture of I quart of gasoline to 5 quarts of diesel oil is
effective but still it must be used with caution.

(7) If the drum must be moved to another site before it is burned out,
handles should be welded to the sides of the drum to make it possible for two
men to carry the drum with ease. Furthermore, it is convenient to have two sets
of drums, one set for use while the other set is being burned clean. If the
contents are not rendered dry and odorless by one burning, they should be burned
again. Any remaining dry ash should be bruned.
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(TP #9 ON)

d. Mound head

(1) May be used when The water level or a rock formation near the
ground surface prevents the digging of a deep pit.

(2) A mound of earth with a top at least 6 feet wide and 12 feet long
is formed so that a four-seat, flyproof box may be placed on top of it.

(3) The mound is made high enough to meet the pit’s requirements for
depth allowing 1 foot from the base of the pit to the water or rock level.

(4) Before the mound is built, the area where it is to be placed should
be broken up or plowed in order to aid seepage of liquids from the pit.

(5) The mound is formed in approximately 1 foot layers. The surface of
each layer is roughened before the next is added.

(6) When the desired mound height has been reached, the pit is dug into
the mound.

(7) It may be necessary to brace the walls with wood, sandbags, or
other suitable material to prevent cave-ins. The exact size of the base of the
mound depends upon the type of soil; it should be made large enough to avoid a
steep slope. It may be necessary to provide steps up the slope.

(8) An alternate method for constructing the mound head is to build the
pit first on top of the ground, using lumber, logs, corrugated sheet metal, or
other available material. The dirt is then piled around the pit and up to its

brim, thus creating the mound.

(9) The mound head is seldom used because of the variety of disposal
devices available.

TP #i0 ON)

e. Bored hole head: The bored hole head is satisfactory for a small unit,
however, the necessary mechanical equipment for boring the hole must be
available.

(1) A hole about 18 inches in diameter and 15 to 20 feet deep is bored
into the ground. The hole is then covered by a one seat box.

(2) If box is not available, a metal drum which has both ends removed
is sunk into the ground over the hole, leaving about 18 inches of the drum above
the ground surface. A flyproof, self-closing lid is then fitted securely on top
of the drum.

(3) Bored hole head should be constructed on basis of eight per 100
men.
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(TP #Ii ON)

f. Pail head-

(1) A pail head may be built when conditions (populated areas, rocky
soil, marshes are such that a head of other types cannot be constructed.

(2) A standard type box may be converted for use as pail head by:

(a) Placing a hinged door on the rear of the box

(b) Adding a floor

(c) Placing a pail under each seat.

(3) If the box is located in a building, it should be fitted with an
opening from outside the building.

(4) The seats and rear door should be self-closing and the entire box
should be made flyproof.

(5) The floor of the box should be made of an impervious material
(concrete, if possible) and should slope enough toward the rear to facilitate
rapid drainage of water used for cleaning the box.

(6) A urinal may also be installed in the head enclosure with a drain
pipe leading to a pail outside. This pail also should be enclosed in a flyproof
box.

(7) The waste in pails may be disposed of by burning or by hauling to a
suitable area and burying.

(8) The emptying and hauling of containers of waste must be closely
supervised to prevent careless spillage.

(9) The use of plastic bag liners for pails reduces the risk of
accidental spillage. The filled bags are tied at the top; then they are
disposed of by burning or burial.

(TP #11 OFF)

TRANSITION: Now that we have covered the different types of head facilities,
let’s talk about urine disposal facilities.

5. Urine Disposal Facility is any device which is primarily used for urine
disposal.

a. Urine disposal facilities should be able to provide the following:

(1) Should be able to accommodate at least 5 percent of the command at
one time. This means that five urinal pipes are needed for a unit of 100 men.
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(2) When trough urinal pipes are used, 10 feet of length should be
allowed for I00 men.

(3) When urinals are provided, one is required per 100 men.

b. Urinals should be drained either into a soakage pit or into a standard
deep pit head if the urinals are constructed in conjunction with it. The urine
may be drained into a deep pit head through a pipe, a hose, or a screened
trough.

(1) If a soakage pit is to be used, it should be dug 4 feet square and
4 feet deep and filled with rocks, bricks, broken bottles, or similar rubble.

(2) It should be covered with tar paper, boards, or other suitable
material and a layer of earth.

c. If the urine disposal facility is located some distance from the
sleeping area, another urinal should be provided at a convenient location for
use at night.

(TP #12 ON)

d. Urinal pipes-should be at least 1 inch in diameter and approximately 36
inches long.

(I) They are placed at each corner of the soakage pit and if needed, on
two sides halfway between the corners.

(2) The pipes are inserted to a point 8 inches below the surface of the

pit with the remaining 28 inches slanted outward above the surface.

(3) A funnel made of tar paper, sheet metal which has no rough edges,
aluminum foil, plastic, or similar material is placed on the top of each pipe.

(TP #13 ON)

e. Urinal trough about 10 feet long should be provided when material for
its construction is more readily available than pipes.

ends.
(1) Trough is made of sheet metal or wood with eight V or U shaped

(2) If the trough is made of wood, it is lined with heavy tar paper or
metal.

(3) A splash board is inserted down the middle of the trough.

(4) The legs which are to support the trough are cut slightly shorter
on one end. At this lower end a shallow trough or a pipe is attached to carry
the urine from the urinal trough to the soakage pit or deep pit.
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(TP #14 ON)

f. Urinoil

(1) In areas where the ground water level is not too high, that is more
than 3 feet below the surface, the urinoil is an acceptable type of urine
disposal facility.

(2) The urinoil is a 55 gallon drum designed to receive and trap urine
and to dispose of it into a soakage pit. Urine voided through the screen onto
the surface of the oil immediately sinks through the oil to the bottom of the
drum.

(3) As urine is added, the level rises within 3 inch diameter pipe and
overflows onto the 1 1/2 in diameters pipe through the notches cut in the top of
this pipe. The oil acts as an effective seal against odors and against the
entrance of flies. The screen on top of the oil is lifted by supporting hooks
and cleaned of debris as necessary.

g. Urine Soakage Pit

(1) In order for a urine soakage pit to function properly, the troops
must not urinate on the surface of the pit. The funnels or trough must be
cleaned daily with soap and water and the funnels replaced as necessary.

(2) Oil and grease must never be poured into the pit, as they may clog
it. When a urine soakage pit is to be abandoned or it becomes clogged, it
should first be sprayed with a residual insecticide; then it must be mounded
over with a I foot covering of compacted earth and marked.

(TP #14 OFF)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS (3 MIN)

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

a. What are the dimensions of a straddle trench?

A. 1 foot wide, 2 1/2 feet deep, 4 feet long.

b. How many urinal pipes are needed for a unit of 100 men?

A. 5

SUMMARY: During our third hour of instruction we have covered the different
types of head and urine disposal facilities.

BREAK (i0 MIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the last hour, I will cover the disposal of
iquid waste, garbage and rubbish.
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BODY (27 MIN)

6. LiQuid Waste

a. In the field, wash, bath, and liquid kitchen wastes are disposed of in
the soil usually by means of either soakage pits or soakage trenches. In order
for the soil to absorb these liquids, grease and soap, as well as any soil
particles, must first be removed from them.

a. Soakage pits

(1) In a temporary camp the disposal of liquid waste may be disposed of
by the use of a soakage pit.

(2) The size of the pit may vary but it should be at least 4 feet
square and 4 feet deep. This normally will be adequate to dispose of liquid
kitchen waste for 200 persons. If the troops are to remain in the camp for 2
weeks, two pits should be constructed Each pit should be used on alternate
days, thus lessening the possibility of clogging.

(3) All washing and bathing devices should be provided with soakage
pits. These soakage pits are constructed in the same way as a urinal soakage
pit except that the urinal pipes are omitted.

(4) A grease trap is provided for each pit, except those under
showers.

(5) The area under field showers, as well as under drinking devices,
should be excavated a few inches and then filled with small, smooth stones to
keep the water from standing.

(6) Should a soakage pit become clogged, it is closed.

(a) Soakage pit is closed by covering it with 1 foot of compacted
earth and marked.

(b) A new one is constructed.

(TP #15 ON)

c. Soakage trenches

(i) If the qround water level or rock formation exists close to the
surface, soakage trenches instead of pits should be used. A soakage trench
consists of a pit 2 feet square and 1 foot deep with a trench extending outward
from each of its sides for a distance of 6 or more feet.

(2) Trenches are 1 foot wide and vary in depth from 1 foot at the
central pit to 1 1/2 feet at the outer ends.

(3) The pit and trenches are filled with the same materials used in a
soakage pit.
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(4) Two such units should be built to dispose of liquid kitchen waste
for every 200 persons, and each should be used on alternate days. One unit
should be built for each washing device provided.

(5) A grease trap is provided for each soakage trench. A soakage
trench is closed by covering it with 1 foot of compacted earth and marked.

(TP #16 ON)

c. Grease traps all soakage pits and soakage trenches should be provided
with grease traps. There are basically two types of grease traps.

(1) Baffle grease trap

(a) A baffle grease trap may be made from a drum or from a
water-tight box.

(b) The drum or box is divided vertically into an entrance chamber
and an exit chamber by attaching a wooden baffle.

(c) The baffle should be placed so that the entrance chamber will
be approximately twice the size of the exit chamber.

bottom.
(d) The baffle should hang to a point within 1 inch of the

(e) A strainer which may be made from a small perforated bow
filled with straw, hay, or burlap is inserted into the lid above the entrance
chamber.

(f) A pipe is inserted into the exit chamber about 3 to 6 inches
below the top as an outlet to the soakage pit.

(g) This baffle grease trap is usually placed on the ground at the
side of the soakage pit with the outlet pipe extending 1 foot beneath the
surface at the center of the pit. If a grease trap is not water-tight, it must
be placed partially under the ground.

(h) Before the grease trap is used, the chambers are filled with
cool water. The waste liquid is poured through the strainer which retains any
solids. As the warm liquid strikes the cool water, the grease rises to the
surface of the entrance chamber; and the liquid runs under the baffle, filling
the exit chamber when the liquid reaches the outlet pipe near the top of the
exit chamber, it runs through this pipe into the soakage pit. Unless the grease
trap is of sufficient capacity, the warm greasy liquid poured into the trap will
heat the cool water in the trap, thus allowing the grease to remain uncongealed
and to pass through the trap. The efficiency of this grease trap can be
increased by constructing it with multiple baffles. Also, a series of traps may
be used.

(i) The baffle grease trap must be properly maintained to prevent
clogging of the soakage pit. The grease retained in the trap should be skimmed
from the surface of the water daily or as often as required and either buried or
burned. The entire trap should be emptied and thoroughly scrubbed with hot,
soapy water as often as necessary.
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(2) Barrel Filter Grease Trap.
(TP #17 ON)

(a) The barrel filter grease trap may be made from a 30 to 50
gallon barrel or drum which has the top removed and a number of large holes
bored into the bottom.

(b) Eight inches of gravel or small stones are placed in the
bottom and covered with 12 to 18 inches of ashes or sand.

(c) A piece of burlap is fastened to the top of the barrel to
serve as a coarse filter.

(d) The trap may be placed directly on the soakage pit, or it may
be placed on a platform with a trough leading to the pit.

(e) Every 2 days the grease trap should be emptied, washed, and
refilled. The material removed should be buried. The burlap filter should be
either ashed or replaced every day.

(f) A pail strainer may be used instead of the burlap filter. It
is made by boring holes in the bottom of an old metal pail or can and filling it
with grass or straw. This strainer will remove coarse particles of food and a
small part of the grease. It is placed on top of the barrel grease trap.

(TP #18 ON)

d. Evaporation Beds

(1) In places where clay soil prevents the use of standard soakage
pits, evaporation beds may be used if the climate is hot and dry.

(2) Adequate number of 8 by 10 foot beds are constructed to allow 3
square feet of surface area per person per day for kitchen waste and 2 square
feet per person per day for wash and bath wastes.

(3) The beds are spaced so that the wastes can be distributed to any
one of the beds.

(4) In the construction of a bed, the top soil is first scraped to the
edges, thus forming a small dike around it.

(5) The earth within the bed is spaded to a depth of 10 to 15 inches
and raked into a series of rows, making the ridges approximately 6 inches above
the depressions. These rows may be formed either lengthwise or crosswise as
deemed desirable for best distribution of. water.

(6) Rotation of beds

(a) One bed is flooded during the day with liquid waste to the top
of the ridges, which is equivalent to an average depth of 3 inches over the bed;
then the liquid waste is allowed to evaporate and percolate.
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(b) After 3 or 4 days this bed is usually sufficiently dry for
respading and reforming. The other beds are flooded on successive days and the
same sequence of events is followed.

(c) Careful attention must be given to proper rotation, maintenance,
and dosage of evaporation beds. It is also essential that the kitchen waste be
run through an efficient grease trap before it is allowed to enter the
evaporation beds. If these beds are used properly, they create no insect hazard
and only a slight odor. Other modifications of waste disposal methods are
possible and should be used when they are more adaptable to the particular
situation.

(TP #18 OFF)
e. Garbage disposal

(1) Garbageis solid or semi-solid waste resulting from the preparation,
cooking, and serving of food. Garbage is disposed of by burial or
incineration.

(2) Burial

(a) When troops are on the march, in bivouac, or in camps for less
than 1 week duration, garbage is disposed of by burial in pits or trenches.

(b) These pits or trenches should not be over 30 yards from the
mess area.

(c) Garbage pits must not be located closer than 100 feet to any
source of water used for cooking or drinking.

(d) Pits are preferred for burying garbage during overnight
ha Its.

(e) A pit 4 feet square and 4 feet deep is suitable for 1 day for
a unit of 100 men.

(f) At the end of.the day or at such time as the pit is filled to
1 foot below the ground surface, it should be sprayed with insecticide; then it
must be filled with earth, mounded over with an additional foot of compacted
earth, and marked.

(g) The continuous trench is more adaptable for stays of 2 days or
more.

(h) The trench is first dug about 2 feet wide, 3 to 4 feet deep,
and long enough to accommodate the. garbage for the first day.

(i) As in the pit method, the trench is filled to not more than i
foot from the top. The trench is extended as required, and the excavated dirt
is used to cover and mound the garbage already deposited. This procedure is
repeated daily or as often as garbage is dumped. It is a very efficient field
expedient for depositing of garbage.
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(3) Incineration.
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(a) In temporary camps of over 1 week, the garbage is often burned
in open incinerators. Excellent types of open incinerators may be constructed
from materials which are readily available in any camp area.

(b) Since incinerators will not handle wet garbage, it is
necessary to separate the liquid from the solid portion. This is done by
straining the garbage with a coarse strainer such as an old bucket, salvaged
can, or 55 gallon drum in which holes have been punched in the bottom.

pit or trench.

1 The solids remaining in the strainer are incinerated.

2 The liquids are poured through a grease trap into a soakage

(c) Field incinerators should be located at least 50 yards
downwind from the camp to prevent their being an odor nuisance.

(d) The inclined plane incinerator will dispose of the garbage of
an entire battalion, evacuation hospital, or other unit of similar size.

(TP #19 ON)

(e) The inclined plane incinerator can easily be protected from
rain or wind. Time and skill, however, are required in building it.

(f) The construction of the inclined plane incinerator begins by
inserting a sheet metal plane through telescoped 55 gallon drums from which the
ends have been removed.

(g) The metal plane should extend approximately 2 feet beyond the
upper end of the telescoped drums to serve as a loading or stoking platform.

(h) The telescoped drums are positioned on an inclined surface.

(i) A grate is placed at the lower end of the telescoped drums.

(j) A wood or fuel oil fire is provided under the grate.

(k) After the incinerator becomes hot, drained garbage is placed
on the stoking platform. As the garbage becomes dry, it is pushed through the
telescoped drums in small amounts to burn.

(I) Dig a fire pit at the bottom of an incline, line it with
rocks, and place a grate over it.

(m) Place three telescoped drums in a shallow trench up the
incline, letting the lower end of the telescoped drums extend somewhat over the
fire pit so the flame will be drawn up the drums.

(n) If a sheet metal plane is available, is should be used as it
permits more thorough drying of the garbage.
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(TP #19 OFF)

f. Rubbish Disposal

(1) In temporary camps or bivouac, all rubbish usually is buried in
pits or in trenches with the garbage. If this is done, flatten the tin cans and
break down boxes before they are added to the rubbish.

(2) In camps where the length of stay is over 1 week, the combustible
rubbish is usually burned in a barrel incinerator. The noncombustible rubbish
is either buried or hauled to a suitable disposal site.

(3) Should the unit be located near an ocean or on an island, rubbish,
as well as garbage, may be disposed of by having it hauled out to sea and
dumped.

(TP #20 ON)
g. Barrel incinerator

(1) A barrel incinerator is made from a 55 gallon drum by cutting out
both ends, punching many holes near the bottom, and inserting grates inside the
barrel several inches above the holes.

(2) The barrel is supported several inches above the ground on stones,
bricks, or dirt filled cans thus allowing space to build a fire under the
barrel.

(3) The rubbish is put into the barrel on the top grate.

(TP #20 OFF)

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

(3 MIN)

a. What methods of waste disposal are most commonly used in the field?

A. Burial and burning

b. When do you use an evaporation bed?

A. Where clay soil prevents the use of standard soakage pits?

SUMMARY: During this fourth hour of instruction we have covered disposal of
Tiqui wastes, and disposal of garbage and rubbish.

-4-
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PROGRES,S .TEST (20 MIN)

BREAK (i0 MIN)

.DEM,ON.STRAT,ION (50 MIN)

1. The instructor will take the students to mock up area.

2. Students will proceed through area, with the instructor explaining each type
of head facility.

BREAK (i0 MIN)
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3. TP# Commanding Officer
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14. TP# Urinal Trough

15. TP# Urinoil

16. TP# Soakage Trenches

17. TP# Barrel Grease Trap

18. TP# Barrel Grease Trap

19. TP# Evaporation Beds

20. TP# Inclined Plane Incinerator

21, TP# Barrel Incinerator
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
marine Corps Engineer Scnool

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina

U-1OL02
SEP 1984
(D-540) esw

DETAILED OUTLINE

FIELD BATH UNII

INTRODUCTION (5 MIN)

1. GAIN ATTENTION: When you’re working outdoors, especially in dirt or muad)
area, there is nothing that you want to ao better at the ena of the ay than
take a nice not shower and in some cases, 9o into town an party. A fiela bath
unit provides such luxury for the troops in the field and at the sle time is a
gooa morale Dooster. It’s going to be your Job as a hygiene equipment operator
to provide such showers using a fiel Datn unit.

Z. PURPOSE: The purpose of this perioa of instruction is to provide you with
the Knowledge and skill necessary to set up ana operate a fiel bathing
facility.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNING OBJECTIVES

a. TERMINAL LLARNING OBJECTIVE(S): Taske to set up a fiel bathing
facility ana proviae with a Field Bath Unit, fuel, an wazer supply, operate the
unit in accordance with TM-OO848D-15, chapter 2. (1.5.1)

b. ENABLING LEARNING OmJECTIVE(S): Provide with a Field bath Unit, fuel,
an water supply.

(1) Point out each-major component of the unit. (l.5.1b

(2) Install the unit. (l.5.1c)

(3) Perform before operation maintenance on the unit. (l.5.1m)

(4) Start the unit. (1.5.1d)

(5) Ajust the unit. (1.5.1e)

(6) Shut the unit own. (1.5.1f)

(7) Perform after operation maintenance on the unit. (i.5.1h)

in accordance with TM-OO848D-15, chapter 2.

c. I will ao this by lecture, demonstration, and practica] application.

b. There will be a performance test at the en of the class.
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TRANSITION: Now that we know what this class is all about and what is expected,
lets begin with the escription of the unit.

BODY

1. General Description NOTE:
details.

a. Pdel ECSB-64 and EC8-79

b. Portable field bath unit

c. Liquid fuel fireQ

(40 MIN)

Refer to SR-UT PO2, pp. 4-1 tnru 4-23 for full

d. Will deliver approximately 1 1/2 gal. per min. of 102 F water to each
of its 24 snower nozzles on an attached shower stand assembly.

e. The unit is trailer mounte, an is equippea

(i) Trailer lights.

(2) Hydraulic air Drakes.

(3) Nchanical hand brake

f. The unit is capable of processing approximately 400 men per hour.

TRANSITION: The next thing which I am going to discuss Js the different
components which make u the field at unit.

2. Components and theory of operation (POINT OUT EACH COMPONENT)

a. Water system (ON TP#1)

(I) The water pump picks up the water from te source through a 1 1/2"
suction hose which is connected to the suction port on th pump. The water is
then discharged through the water pump outlet through the pump discharge valve
into the bottom of the boiler.

(2) The water pressure is registerea on the pressure gauge locateQ
directly above the water pump ischarge valve.

(3) The water pp is irectly coupled to the engine by a shaft an
roller chain coupling.

(OFF TP#I)
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b. Boiler (ON TP#2)

(i) Boiler is of fire tube construction with four passes of flue gases.
These gases are forced through the fire tubes by the blower.

(2) The combustion chamber is the first pass of flue 9as. Tnis is
where the highest concentration of heat is generateo.

(3) The second, third and fourth passes take place when the flue gases
travel through a predetermined path through the fire tubes, which provides
maximum heat to the water within the boiler.

(4) Both the front head and the rear head of the boiler are lineO with
heat resisting refractory material which ais in retaining the heat.

(OFF TP#2)

c. Burner fuel system (ON TP3)

(i) The burner fuel is store in two 25 gallon tanks located within the
fenders on each side of the bath unit.

(2) The following fuels may be useo.

(a) Diesel

(b} Number 1, 2, and 3 US fuel oil (No. 1 anO 2 in extremely cold
weather.)

(c) LuDricated kerosene (add 1 cup of luDricazing oil to each
gallon of kerosene. Note: Use oiesel fuel when possible. Avoio gasoline when
possible.)

(3) The fuel pump draws the fuel from the fuel storage tanks through
fuel suction lines which are located on the bottom of each tank. Each fuel
suction line has it’s own shutoff valve.

NOTE: These valves may’ be used to draw fuel out of each tank separately if
-Treo thus preventing syphoning action when the unit is shut down. These fuel
suction lines are connected to the fuel strainer on the fuel system.

(4) The fuel strainer removes foreign materials from the fue| by
passing the fuel through a double layer of fine screen mesh. Removing these
materials from the fuel will protect the fuel pump, fuel pressure regulator, ano
burner from wear due to solid seoiment in the fuel.

C-
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(5) The fuel pump draws the fuel from the fuel storage tanks throuyn
the fuel suction lines and suction shut off valves, through the fuel strainer to
the fuel pump. The fuel pump, then pumps the fuel to the fuel pressure
regul ator.

(6) The fuel pressure regulator maintains proper fuel pressure at the
burners. Tne fuel pressure is regulated by an adjusting set screw. This
adjusting set screw when adjustea properly will maintain (148 psi. for the
EC8B-7g and i00 psi. for all other models) the regulator allows the proper
amount of fuel to pass through the fuel pressure gauge to the main fuel burner
valve.

(7) The main fuel valve is noshing more than a control valve that
allows the fuel to enter the main fuel line when this valve is open. Once the
fuel goes through the main fuel control valve it will flow to either:

(a) The main fuel line which carries the fuel to the burner.

(b) The other fuel line leads through the water temperature
regulator to the two side burner valves. (Wast connonly known as secondary
valves.) These side burner valves are used mostly in cola weather. The water
temperature regulator meters the fuel to these valves.

(8) Tne water temperature regulator controls the temperature of the
water by regulating the amount of fuel being suppliea to the two sioe burner
valves. This is accomplished by the water temperature regulator which is
equipped with a thermastatic bulb. When heat is applied, the liquia turns to
gas which expands and travels through the capillary tube. The gas transmits a
pressure equivalent to the temperature of the water, thus regulating the amount
of fuel to the side burner valves. This pressure controls the piston valve by
causing the piston to open or close tne fuel supply to the two sioe burner
valves. From the two side burner valves the fuel flows to the burner fuel
nozzles

(OFF TP#3)

(ON TP#4)

(9) The uel being suppliea to he fuel nozzles is unaer pressure (14
psi. on the EC8B-79 and at 100 psi. on the EC8-64 model bath unit). This nigh
velocity of fuel insures that the fuel is atomizea as the fuel leaves the burner
nozzle tips and insures efficient and complete combustion. The three burner
nozzles are rated at:

(a) All shower units main nozzle rated at 5 GPH.

(b) EC8-79 two secondary nozzles rated at 1.35 GPH.

(c) (n all other models, the secondary nozzles are ratea at 2.0
GPH.

(10) The fuel is ignited by a continuous spark from the magneto.

T
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(a) The electrodes are connected by an ignition cable to the
magneto oistributor rotor which provides a continuous spark when tile engine is
operating and the electrode gaps are properly set.

(b) Spark plug gap between electroae points shoula be gappea at
1/8 inch between the tips.

(c) Electrode tips shoul be adjusted to be 3/16 inch forwarm and
3/16 inch above the center of the nozzles tips.

(d) The nozzle tips shoulm be 17/32 inch from the face of the
miffuser plate.

(OFF TP4)

(ON TP5)
d. Blower: Once the fuel is ignited, the combustion canDer must be

provided with an adequate supply of air for proper combustion. The neeaea air
is provided by the blower. The blower is driven Dy a v-belt an pully
arrangement off the engine. The blower supplies the air for combustion ana also
forces the hot air through the boiler fire tubes, The blower has a manually
operate aa,per at the blower inlet which regulates the amount of air which must
be in proportion to the amount of fuel being burnec.

e. Engine

(1}

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(9)

(OFF TP5)

(uN TP#6}

Wisconsin engine

Single cylinder

Four cycle

Air coolea

Gasoline operate

EC8-64 .5 H.P.

EC8-79 7 h.P.

ECSb-64 maximum speed 3300 r’s

EC88-79 maximum spee 3600 rpm’s

(OFF TP61
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OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIUNS

1. QUESTIONS FROM THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO ThE CLASS

SUMMARY:
bath unit.

a. What is the operating fuel pressure for the ECSB,7Y?

A. 148 psi.

b. What is the main fuel nozzle rated at?

A. 5 GPH.

During this first hour I have pointed out the major components of the

BREAK: (I0 IvIN)

INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the last perioa of instruction, I covered the
components of the bath unit, but in order for you to become more knowledgeable
about the unit you must know how to set it up and run it. In oraer for you to
learn how to do this, I will cover how to:

1. Install the unit.

2. Perform before operation maintenance on the unit.

3. Start the unit.

4. Adjust the unit.

5. Shut the unit down.

BODY (45 IN)

3. Install the unit (1.5.1c)

a. Location: the bath unit shoula be locatea as close to the camp as
possible and at the same time close to the water source as possible.

b. Water Source: Naval regulations state that we must use aisinfecte
water for showers. However, ground or surface water can be used if it’s
approved by the medical officer.

(ON TP7)

c. Drainage: Position the unit and dig a mrainage ditch around it so that
the waste water cannot arain back into the supply suction inlet.

m

Z:
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Shower stand:

(i) Set up shower stanas

(2) Shower stanms should be snielmed from the winm by cheese clotl or
canvas, The best shield to use is a GP tent. Showers shoula De stlielmea from
view when the camp contains both sexes.

(3) Duck boards should be used when possible to prevent troops from
standing in the mum during shower time.

(OFF TP#7)

e. Dressing Room: During cold weather or when both sexes are present in
the camp, a mressing area should be set up by the showers. The best thing to
use is a GP tent. Tent stoves may be installed in them muring cold weather.

f. Install 1 1/2" suction nose from suction outlet on the water pump to the
water source.

NOTE: A 1 1/2" ischarge hose may be installe to the boiler arain valve to
}’ETlitate draining of the boiler.

NOTE: aKe sure that all oses have rubber washers ana that all connections are
tignt.

TRANSITION: Now that I have covered now to properl install the unit, let’s
discuss how to perform before operation maintenance of the unit.

4. Perform before operation maintenance of the unit I.5.1d)

a. Pre-operation checks

(i) Inspect all parts of the unit for mamage, dents or corrosion.

(2) Water system

(a) Install water pump anm boiler orain plugs.

(b) Close water pump aischarge valve.

(c) Prime water pump.

(d) Open water pump discharge valve.

(e) Open boiler petcock.

(f) Open snosver shutoff valve (at least one).

(g) Close boiler drain valve.
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(3) Engine fuel system

(a) Check engine fuel tank to make sure the tank is full, and that
an adequate supply is available.

(b) Open fuel seaiment bowl needle valve under the fuel tank.

(4) Engine

(a) Check engine crankcase oil

I, If oil low fill it to the proper level.

2. If oil is contaminated, it should be changed with one
quart of the folling types of oi|.

3. Types of oils that may be usea.

a. 40-120 USE Oh-30.

D. 5-40 USE OE-20.

C. 20-b USE OE-IO.

4. Oil is checKea aail before and after operation.

5. Change after every 50 hours of operation.

(b) Carburetor air cleaner

1. Type of oil same as crankcase.

2. Check daily before and after operation.

3. Change as required (1/4 p.).

(UFF TP8)

(c) Blower shaft bearins

1. Grease fittings are locateo on bearing pillow blocks at
both the pu|ly end--and the damper end of the blower shaft.

of operation.
2. Lubricate daily with GAA grease, an after every 8 hours

Water pump shaft bearings Lubricate weekly with GAA grease.

oil.
(e) Roller chain coupling Lubricate weekly with a few squirts of

0-
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(f) Monthly lubrication points

(1) Trailer spring shackle pins.

(2) Trailer caster wheels.

(3) Trailer caster mounting bracket.

(4) Parking brake cable.

(5) Burner fuel system

(a) Make sure burner fuel tanks are full ana that an aaequate
reserve supply is available.

(b) Open the suction ana return valves locatea on the bottom of
the unit.

(c) Close main fuel valve.

(d) Crack open one of the seconaary fuel valves.

(e) Close amper.

TRANSITION: The unit is now ready for operation, whicn brings us to the next
step.

5. Start the unit: (1.5.1e) (Refer to SR-UT-P(2 PP.4- 1or etails)

a. The high speed needle valve should be opened 1 i/4 turns from close
position.

b. Close choke.

c. Set throttle 1/4 speed.

d. Wind starting rope clockwise on sheave.

e. Pull starting rope (HARD).

f. If engine fails to start repeat steps a. to e.

g. Let engine ile at low speed for about 5 minutes. This will a|low te
engine to warm up gradually.

n. after 5 minutes increase engine spee to full throttle.

TRANSITION: Not that the engine is operating, let us move on to the operating
aajustments.
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6. Aojust the unit: (1.5.1f)

a. Once the boiler is full, there will be a steady stream of water shooting
out of the boiler petcock. At this time close boiler petcock.

b. Check water pressure to insure that the unit pump is provioing the
needed pressure.

(1) If both shower valves are open the pressure should reao 25-30 psi.

(2) If one shower valve is open the pressure shoul read 30-35 psi.

(3) Adjust water pressure by increasing or decreasing the engine rpms.

NOTb: Temperatures of the water may be raised by closing the pump oischarge
va--Tge until the flow is own to a minimum flow out of the shower heas.

c. Check fuel pressure gauge for correct pressure reaing. The EC8-79
moel should register 148 psi ano all other moels 100 psi. If the gauge reas
bove or below the proper reading, remove the cap on the pressure regulator,
keep the engine running at full throttle ano adjust the pressure regulator by
turning the ajusting screw with a screwdriver of an allen wrench. Turn the
screw counterclockwise to ecrease pressure and clockwise to increase pressure.

d. Close damper on the blower by means of the control lever.

e. Lighting the boiler the following procedures are for lighting the
boiler in the automatic mode.

(1) Open the main burner fuel valve partially or approximately i/4 of a
turn an at the se time slightly open the damper by the amper control to
allow an adequate supply of air to aid combustion. Combustion occurs when the
fuel oil is ignited by a continuous spark between the electrooes.

(2) Once ignition has been accomplished aojust the damper control lever
until a gray haze is emitted from the exhaust stack. Now the unit is in full
operation.

TRANSITION: Now that we know how to operate the fielo bath unit. Let us
discuss shutting the unit own.

7. Shut the unit own: (1.5.1g)

a. Normal shut Qown procedure. If the fielc oath unit is to be use again
within a 48 hour period when ambient temperatures is above reezing the
following procedures must be adhered to.

(1) Extinguish boiler.

O
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(2) Close the secondary and main fuel valves.

(3) Open the aanper fully.

(4) Allow engine to operate at full throttle for 2 to 3 minutes in
order to purge the combustion chaliber.

b. Stopping th engine.

(i) Once purging of the combustion chamber has been completea reauce
the engine speed to an idle for at least 5 minutes to allow the engine to cool
down.

(2) If magneto switch is of pressure type, merely push the switch up,
this will shut own te engine.

(3) If the magneto is equippea with a toggle switch, pus switch to the

rear to shut down the engine.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

i. QUESTIONS FROI THE CLASS

2. QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

(5 MIN)

a. What types of oil are usea in the engine crankcase for an ambient
temperature of 30 F?

A. OE 20.

b. What is the setting of the high speem neemle valve?

A. 1 I/4 turn from the closed position.

c. What is the operating water pressure for 24 shower nozzles?

A. 25-30 psi.

d. Wat is the first step in lighting the boiler in the automatic mode?

A. Open main fuel valve partially or approximately i/4 of a turn ana at
the sane time open aamper control enough to allow an amequate supply of air to
aid combustion.

SUMMARY: During the last hour we coverec the installation, before operation
maintenance, starting tne unit, adjusting the unit, anm sKutting te unit own.

REAK (10 VIN)
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INTRODUCTORY TRANSITION: During the next period of instruction I will cover the
short and long shut oown of the field bath unit and perform after operation
maintenance on the unit.

BODY (35 IN)

8. Types of shut down

a. Once a normal shut (Iown of the bath unit has been completed the unit
will be put into a short or a long shut down.

b. Snort shut down if the bath unit is to be used again within 48 hours
when the ambient temperature is above freezing the following procedures will
apply.

(i) Perform normal shut oown.

(2) Close fuel suction and return valves.

(3) Close water pump discharge valve.

(4) Close gasoline tank sediment bowl valve.

NOTE: Upon completion of a snort shut down, the operator should perform after
operation maintenance on the unit (Will be covered after long shut down).

c. The unit will De placed in a Ion9 shutdown for any of the following
conditions:

(1) When securing for transport.

(2) When the unit will not be operated for an extended period of tine.

(3) When temperatures drop below 40 F.

(4) Long shut down includes the following:

(a) Normal and short shut down and:

(b) Open water pump discharge valve.

(c) Drain boiler by opening drain valve.

(d) Remove water pump drain plug.

(e) Break loose one or two unions durin9 freezing conditions.

(f) Disconnect and drain suction hoses.

TRANSITION: Once the bath unit has been placed in a short or long shut down the
ability to perform operation maintenance on the unit is a must in order that the
unit is ready for the next operation.

U0-12



Perform after operation maintenance on the unit

a. Daily services must be aone to the unit.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS

1.

2.

(1.5.1h)

b-lOE02

b. Engine Check engine oil, if low aad, if contaminated change.

c. Fuel system

(i) Fill gasoline tank.

(2) Fill diesel tanks.

(3) Check for fuel leaks, make repairs as soon as practical.

d. Lubricate unit in accoraance with LuDe Oroer.

e. Visually inspect the unit.

(I) Check for damaged or broken parts.

(2} Check for loose or missing nuts and bolts.

f. Clean the unit.

(1) Insure Hat the engine compartment is free of grease and oil.

(2) Clean the unit with only approveo solvents.

(5 MIN)

QUESTIONS FRO THE CLASS

QUESTIONS TO THE CLASS

a. What are three types of shut aown?

A. Normal, snort and long shut aown.

b. What must be done to the field bath unit during freezing weatler?

A. Drain all the water out the unit.

SUMMARY: During the last hour I covere the types of shut down and how to
perform after operation maintenance of the unit.

PROGRESS TEST: (i0

BREAK (i0
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DEONSTRATION (The class will be taken to the bath unit area.
will oo the following. The unit will be set up beforehand)

U-tOE02

The instructor

1. Point out each major component of the unit.

2. Explain the installation procedure.

3. Perform before operation maintenance on the unit.

a. inspect the unit for oamage, bena or corrosion and missing parts.

b. Water system explain what has to be done to this system.

c. Engine fuel system explain what has to be done.

d. Engine

(1) Check oil

(2) Check air cleaner oil

c. Lubrication explain areas which must be lubricatea.

(i) Blower shaft bearing

(2) Water shaft pump bearing

d. Burner fuel system- Point out location

4. Start the unit Instructor will explain starting procedure:

a, Set high speed needle valve

b. Close choke

c. Set the unit

d. Allow engine to warm up.

e. Increase speed to full throttle.

5. Aajust the unit Instructor will explain the adjustments to De performe.

a. When boiler is full close petcocK.

b. Increase or ecrease engine spee in order to obtain correct water
pressure.

DO-14



(1) 25-30 psi for 24 shower heads.

(2) 30-35 psi for 12 shower heads.

c. Check fuel pressure that it registers at:

(i) 148 psi for ECSB-79 model.

(2) i00 psi for all other models.

d. Close damper.

Lighting of the Loiler Instructor will explain the:

a. Automatic mode.

b. Manual mode.

c.

U-IOE02

Cnce the fuel ignites adjust damper to obtain a gray haze from the
exhaust stack.

7. Shut the unit down The instructor will explain the:

a. Normal shut down.

b. Short shut Gown.

c. Long shut down.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION (HOURS)

Upon conclusion of the demonstration the class will be divided into two groups
and will be assigned to one of the two units. The primary and assistant
instructor will observe each student as they actually put the unit into full
operation. The students not actually operating the unit will observe and study
the handouts.

OPPORTUNITY FOR UESTIONS

1. QUESTIONS FROI, THE CLASS: All questions will be answere on an individual
basis throughout the practical application.

2. QUSTIUNS TO THE CLASS: No questions are require after the practical
applica’tion phase.

SUMMARY: During his perio of instruction, you were proviue with the
knowledge and skill to install, operate, and perform maintenance on the bat
unit.

Hopefully, the information that was presented to you today will stay with
you throughout your career. By correctly operating the Datb unit, yOU will not
only provide a great morale booster, but also a personal hygiene factor for the
troops in the field.

REAK (10 IN)
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TP#1 Water System

TP2 Bo er

TP#3 Burner Fuel System

TP#4 Oil Burner Assembly

TP5 B1 ower

TP#6 Engine

TP#7 Shower Unit

TP#8 Engine Fuel System

LIST UF SUPPORTING PAPERS

SR-UT-P02 Field Water Supply and water Purification Equipment

#vance Sheet/ Student Outline

b-IOE02
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina

U-IOE02
SEP 1984
(D-262) esw

ADVANCE SHEET/STUDENT OUTLINE

FIELD BATH UNIT

PURPOSE: To provide you with the knowledge and skills necessary to set up and
operate a field bathing facility.

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S):

Tasked to set up a field bathing facility and provide with a Field Bath Unit,
fuel, and water supply, operate the unit in accordance with TM-OO848D-15,
chapter 2. (1.5.1)

ENABLING LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S):

Provide with Field Bath Unit, fuel and water supply:

I. Point out each major component of the unit. (l.5.1b)

2. Install tile unit. (I.5.1c)

3. Perform before operation maintenance on the unit. (l.5.1d)

4. Start the unit. (l.5.1e)

5. Adjust the unit. (l.5.1f)

6. Shut the unit down. (l.5.1g)

7. Perform after operation maintenance on the unit. (l.5.1h)

in accordance with TM-OO848D-15, chapter 2.

STUDENT REFERENCE(S): TM-OO848E-15/I

ASSIGNMENT: Read SR-UT-P02, chapter 4 P 4-1 through 4-23

OUTLINE

i. General Description

a. Model

SO-I



b. Portable

U-IOE02

c. Liquid fuel fired

d. Will deliver approximately 1 1/2 gal. per min. of 102 F water to each
shower nozzles.

e. Trailer mounted

f. Capable of processing 400 men per hour.

2. Components and theory of operation

a. Water system

(1) Water pump picks up water from source.

(2) Water pressure registered on pressure aauge.

(3) Water pump directly coupled to engine,

S0-2



b. Boiler

U-IOE02

(1) Fire tube construction with four passes of flue Qases.

tubes.

(2) Combustion chamber is first pass

(3) Second, third and fourth passes when gases travel through fire

(4) Front head and rear head of boiler lined

c. Burner fuel system

(i) Two 25 gallon tanks

(2) Followinq fuels may be used.

(a) Diesel

(b) Number 1, 2, and 3 US fuel oil

(c) Lubricated kerosene

(3) Fuel pump draws fuel from fuel storage tanks.

(4) Fuel strainer removes foreiqn materials.
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(5) Fuel pump pumps fuel to fuel pressure regulator.

U-IOE02

(6) Fuel pressure reQulator maintains proper fuel pressure at burners.

(7) in fuel valve allows fuel to enter main fuel line.

(8) Water temperature regulator controls temperature of water by

regulating fuel.

(9) Fuel is under pressure.

(10) Fuel ignited by magneto.

S0-4



(a)

U-IOE02

Electrodes connected to magneto distributor rotor

(b) Spark plug gap 1/8 inch

tips.
(c) Electrode tips 3/16 inch forward and above center of nozzles

(d) Nozzle tips 17/32 inch from face of diffuser plate.

d. Blower supplies air for combustion.

e. Enqine

(1) Wisconsin engine

(2) Single cylinder

(3) Four cycle

(4) Air cooled

(5) Gasoline operated

(6) ECSB-64 6.5 H.P.

(7) EC8B-79 7 H.P.

(8) EC8B-64 maximum speed 3300 rpm’s

(9) EC8B-79 maximum speed 3600 rpm’s

S0-5



3. Install unit

U-IOE02

a. Location: close to camp and close to water source.

b. Water Source: ground or surface water if approved by medical officer.

c. Drainage:

d. Shower stand:

(1) Set up shower stands

(2) Shower stands should be shielded.

(3) Duck boards should be used.

e. Dressing room:

f. Install suction hose

S0-6



4. Perform before operation maintenance of the unit.

U-IOE02

a. Pre-operation checks

(1) Inspect all parts for damage, dents or corrosion.

(2) Water system

(a) Install water pump and boiler drain plugs.

(b) Close water pump discharge valve.

(c) Prime water pump.

(d) Open water pump discharge valve.

(e) Open boiler petcock.

(f) Open shower shutoff valve.

(Q) Close boiler drain valve.

S0-7



(3) Engine fuel system

U-IOE02

(a) Check engine fuel tank.

(b) Open fuel sediment bowl needle valve.

(4) Engine

(a) Check engine crankcase oil.

i. If low fill.

2. If contaminated, change.

3. Types of oils.

a. 40-120 USE OE-30.

b. 5-40 USE OE-20.

c. 20-5 USE OE-IO.

4. Oil checked daily

5. Change every 50 hours

(b) Carburetor air cleaner

1. Oil same as crankcase.

2. Check daily

3. Change as required

(c) Blower shaft bearings

(d)

(e)

1. Grease fittings

2. Lubricate daily and every 8 hours.

Water pump shaft bearings

Roller chain coupling

S0-8



(f) Monthly lubrication points

U-IOE02

(1) Trailer spring shackle pins.

(2) Trailer caster wheels.

(3) Trailer caster mountinQ bracket.

(4) Parking brake cable,

(5) Burner fuel system

(a) Burner fuel tanks full

(b) Open suction and return valves.

(c) Close main fuel valve.

(d) Crack open one secondary fuel valves.

(e) Close damper,

5. Start the unit:

a. High speed needle valve opened 1 1/4 turns.

b. Close choke.

c. Set throttle 1/4 speed.

d. Wind starting rope clockwise.

e. Pull starting rope.

f. If enqine fails to start repeat steps.

g. Let engine idle to warm up.

h. After 5 minutes increase engine speed to full throttle.
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6. Adjust the unit:

U-IOE02

a. Once boiler is full close boiler petcock.

b. Check water pressure.

c. Check fuel pressure Qauge.

d. Close damper on blower.

e. Lighting the boiler.

(1) Open main burner fuel valve partially and sliQhtly open damper

(2) Once ignition has been accomplished adjust the damper control

7, Shut the unit down:

a. Normal shut down procedure.

(1) Extinguish boiler.

SO-IO



(2) Close secondary and main fuel valves.

U-IOE02

(3) Open damper fully.

(4) Allow engine to operate at full throttle for 2 to 3 minutes.

b. Stop the enqine.

(1) Reduce engine speed to idle for at least 5 minutes.

(2) If magneto switch is of pressure type, push the switch up.

rea r.
(3) If the magneto is equipped wi.th a togqle switch push switch to

8. Types of shut down

a. Once normal shut down has been completed put into short or long shut
down.

b. Short Shut down if unit is to be used again within 48 hours.

(i) Perform normal shut down.

(2) Close fuel suction and return valves.

(3) Close water pump discharge valve.
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(4) Close gasoline tank sediment bowl valve.

U-IOE02

c. Placed in long shutdown for any of the following conditions:

(1) When securing for transport.

(2) When not operated for extended period.

(3) When temperatures drop below 40 F.

(4) Long shut down

(a) Normal and short shut down

(b) Open water pump discharge valve.

(c) Drain boiler

(d) Remove water pump drain pluq.

(e) Break loose one or two unions.

(f) Disconnect and drain suction hoses.

S0-12



9. Perform after operation maintenance on the unit.

U-IOE02

a. Daily services

b. Engine

c. Fuel system

d. Lubricate unit

e. Visually inspect

f. Clean the unit.

S0-13





bulTLL} STTJ i,I COPS
Uil iCleS ins&ruction Company
r,arine Corps nineer School

V,rirle urps baSE

Camp LeJeune. orl Laroli.a 2b42
b-iObU5
J I8
(u-3z3) v

Ii,TuUUCIIu 3 mlh)

I. Aliw ATTEIrlbN: As i,iarines e a11 go o he field anu at times our clothing
a{u boules uece infcteu by a11 yFes .f insects. Ticks aria rea bugs are
fairly easy to remove from your clothing a,m bOmieS, but lice booy, eau, anu
cra) anu their e99s are hore uificul tu rmh,ove. Lice a|su crry .vphus
fever, relapsin fever, anu ire,on fever..ho vJulu -ou Kill these misease
promuci ng insects?

Z. PUkPL3E: io tm, iliarize the stumen iCh ne uperaLio, of tJe {elousn,g

Learnin9 uujectives re ,iner specirie nor ,.easureu urin nis
esso..

. will uo this by lecture, ehunstration, anu practical :pplicaLioi.

Th3iTIo: bfore w ca. oprae elousir, UiL, .e ,,us r,o

numenciaure of ile unit.

bOUY (4Z

i. ,’uhLATUKL O DLLOUSIrU ONll-

a. le ueluusing uniB is a puraule self cunBainem uni (uurcem u. a
Buuldr sBue ira,m.

b. I is powreo my a ole cl inuer wasoIir,e engin tr,o s comecem o ne
air co,pressor by meas o a flmxible couvli9.

c. The total weight uf he unin is bU pOUnmS.. Te dusti9 du.s fur uisi.nsi9 usLin9 agents re connecLeu to t,e air
(aanifo] b nose asseiD]ies.

(TP
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TRN5 Ir la:

(TP 2

i,o Ciat we ilave a oescripion of Ue urlic le’s cover t,e engine.

a. The engine is manutacure u.v konler.

b. ,el: al61P.

c. Tpe: 4-c)c]e, air-coo]eo.

. Rat: 4.7

e. Fuel tanK: I gallon.

f. Fuel srainer is locae i

y. lhe uni is sreu u a pull rope.

n. ir cleaner holds 5/32 N of oil.

i. i,abneto 9ap

j. Spark plu gp is U.O3U in.

3. LUBRICATIU; OF ThE DELuUSINU uiiT

Let’s now cover zne lubrication of the uelousin9 uni.

Fill and cnecK level ,ail.

Cnange ehgine oil ever.v 50 hours uf uperaio,.

a. CranKcase

quart of oil.

(TP 2 ukF)

(TP 3

The unit halos one

the emperdture is :ove 3UF use uc 3U .
I:h Lemperature is i:roi 3U tu IuF use UF ib

,,en the te,,perature is OF o -6bF use UL3 iu.

Ai r cleaner

(I) Fill oil reservoir o level ,ark.

(Z) Clen daily.

Z=

-4-
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(3)

(TP ,#3 UFF)
T #i Oh)

C.

(TP 4 ofF)
(TP ,5 U)

bolus b/32

Fuel Tank

[1 aci rue] as requlro.

Clean strainer iisiee ank whenever necessary.

Oil uon :oints.

u-luOb

Fuel Strainer (seoilaent bowl)

(lj lan seuiirieni; uowl screen when necessary.,

(;) Tighten f.ntlO iiUf. it asket is leaking.

Luuricae control inages a,u a1l expuseu aujusin

f. Spar Plu9

t p.
(i) keplace ivilerilif it has a cracKeu i,sulaur ur ur,eu ulectroee

(Z) Clean anu se spark wlu9 for O.b3u inch.

(3) Kepldce leau wire it fra.veu ur uroku..

4) Clean anm tighten loose connectio,s.

iagneto

(1) keplace wiZteu ur burne iagneto poii,ts.

(Z) Hr’oher puiht 9ap aujustli,en is b.b15 iilC.li,

(3j C.ecK ujusr.liierit vr.), :50O iuurs.

{IP mb UFF)
l-P ’o

n. Idle ujustl,erit Screw.

(TP b uVF)

i. lliui Speee iemule Valve.

(TP 2

Turn scruvv 31G I;o I-i/4 l;urns open.

Turn screv, 1-iiz to 2 turns opii.
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u-iUL(b

j. Col,,wressor |ov,er Screll: R.uve ae clean ,i approvee cleanin
solvent an r thorouily ;vit, co,,hressed air.

k. Cowressor ir Cleoer: ]ea ,ieever ecessr with co,hresseu air.

]. E,gi,e Srou 3cree: Clean viCl, cop,pressed air.

(oFF TP

TRASITI: ;,,o. tna we ave covere t ro,eclaLur a ]uricato points

#. STARTING PRUCEDURES

a. Cpen the co:prssor relief cock.

. Ue the fuel shutoff valve.

c. Set ne 9overnor cotro] lever ree huc}es

hositio.. Close the

b. Pull uo te h.aneto stov sitch.

f. ,rap starting rope aruun sheave ano pull

6. Gpen te cnoe util Fin war,s up.. Set 9overshot speeu to Z2Uu KPC,iS v,nich vou] ue iul] throttle.

i. Corn}oct the gus ad rose assB,oies to the te cun,ectors.

j. Fill zne dusting guns with the proper gusting agen an secure
uustirg cas to the

k. When the air pressure gauge reaus Z psi, elousir operation
starteu.

T(aNSITIOi: wov, tat we Kno te operatio of te elOuslrh uit, le’s Iarn
tie operatun u the unit uor unusual couitio.s.

b. OPERTIU 6,..,b U;USGAL Wu,ulTiu,S

a. raiol] ih exrB,e colo (6e]ov

(i) ke:,uve siow and ice frohl tuel taIK cap prior tu fillip9 te taK
ad Keep the tnk fbl] at o]]

(2) Keep 1:ue] ta{iK cap tight to wrevet ,oisture a}d dirt /ruh entering
the tak.

OT
C:

1-
0----T
Z:
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(3)
conc}itions.

O-IOOo

Servi.c t;e toe] straiIJer H,ore 1requent] than uurin9 nura]

(4} e=love ice oHe s==o fro==, t=e spark plub, HiagriCo an cable an
keep it clean anu free aT ,oisure.

5) Luuricate the uelousin outfi in accoruance vain require .pe oil
aria servic He air cluaner ,.ore reqbetl.

b. Opera, ion in extrehe bea.

(I) Efficient cooling, auequate ventilation, anu lubricaion are of
vital in}portar,c.

() Check the fl),wheel snrouu, clinder crankcase, air co,pressor fins,
a ulov,er scroll scree fur isuficient ventilation of the engine d- air
coHpressor.

c. bperaion in uusty ur sard aras.

I) Service the air c}eaner Treque]y anu replace oil in
beco,es dirt. Hove te ,o cohpressor air cleaners aria blov ou tie dir aria

ust, replacin9 e Hecessary. Also eeh tile coh,pressor Iower scroll scree
clean anu iree of clogging.

(Z) Provie aeequate protection o keep san an uirt froth enerig te
fuel sste aFU service the ue} strainer as oen as necessary.

(3) Kep he ]whee] shroud, c]iner crankcase, co,pressor ins, an
bloer scroll screeH fre fro, us ad uirt.

{4) Lubricate the uelousi outfit in accoroance wi ne requireo
at oii.

Operation urder rain3 or t,:hiu conditions.

(i) lfen tile ui is not ol;eraing, plac a canvas or otiler ,aterproof
coverin9 over tie uni. bo not use ti,e unit in the rain L;nlss i is protecteo
by a tarpaulins, br) unit before oprain.

Spark pluws, hagIo au cable soulo e Hecke often because of
h:liuity. etecive parts soulu e replaceo.

e. Uperaio in salt ;’,ater reas.

(I) Sale ,water causes strui9 corrusiv action on ,etal. Care Hust be
tak to avoi eirec cotac vith salt water. .asH u, tl- nit wit, clean
fresh water ot frequent intervals, taKin9 care not to cont,iate the fuel
s).ste,, or oaHag t}e ignitioH sste it, water.

rust iH;]eoidel.v ano vain expose surfaces.
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f. Check all luurication.

f. Operation at ,ijh altituees.

(i) T,e air compressor ir uutput in cuoic fee per nue an pounus
pr sqar inch wil raeually (crase as operating alcue abov sa
increases. For acn 1,bU fee of o1iue oove sa level, here vii1 e a
reduction in nurseoer uf 3 perce,t.

(2) Snoulu cne air co,pressor ch, ecrease because oI nigh Mtitues,
increase er,ine speeu aUVdcin the overnur control inkage.

(3} 5ervic the air co,prssur air cleaners as necessary.

(4) Open the neole valves sl
nonaal running position after ngine is sarteU.

(5) Ludricae as requireu.

TJSITI: ow hat e know ne operaion of the unit under abnurnal
coniios, let’s o InCO cne sutuov, procours.

. lale the
goveror cuncrul.

Push up on Le mneco stop switch.

C1use tn fuel snutotf cucK.

Discoanec the ,uns ano nose aSSeh,bJ is,

U1eCK lle Uit for n aage that hig.t nave occurreu urin9 operaion.

I. QUESTIbi3 FxUii THE CLa35

2. (bb3TIOiS IU Th CL33

a. at #nat sectin uo &.ou see the nigh spee neeule valve?

a. I-1/ to 2 urns u. What is ne sap sein9 for the s}arK plugY

a. u.UbU icn.

SU,.i,KY: burin9 this periuu of instruction v.e cuver ne nomencIure,
’luuricion, sdrtin9 procedures, ow tu oNerae uhdr any p u atnr or
errain, an final l how o snu t.e uni uow..
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L. The isrcor i]l] ,,ove he ciass co C.p S.,’ea for

2. Atter cne uionsraion ne class iil] ue uroken uuwn i[iO

e will use eir notes au reteretices o pu e uli into operaion.
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Utilities Instruction Company
Marine Corps Engineer School

Marine Corps Base
Camp LeJeune, North Carolina 28542

STUDENT OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION TO FIELD LAUNDRY OPERATIONS

U-IOEO|

Nov 1983
(D-641)drf

PURPOSE: To familiarize the student with the duties and responsibilities of
personnel in laundry operations.

NOTE: Learning objectives are neither specified nor measured during this
eon

OUTLINE:

1. MISSION OF A LAUNDRY SECTION

2. PERSONNEL AND THEIR DUTIES IN A LAUNDRY SECTION

a. Laundry Foreman

S0ol



b. Assistant Laundry Foreman

c. Dryer Operator

d. Laundry Equipment Repaiman

e. Washer Operator

f. Laundry Clerk

g. Laundry Workers

3. WORK FLOW OF A LAUNDRY SECTION

a. Supported unit

b. Laundry personnel at the receiving area

c. Soiled laundry

d. Production estimates

SO-2
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e. Laundry is washed

U-IOEO

f. Transferred to drying tumbler

g. Dry laundry dilivered to the shipping area

h. At the shipping area

i. When operating in conjunction with a bath and clothing exchange
facil ilty

4. OPERATOR’S MAINTENANCE IS DONE IN THREE PHASES

a. Before Operation Maintenance

b. During Operation Maintenance

(1) Observe and listen

(2) Continuous job

c. Post or After Operation Maintenance

(1) After shut down

(2) Basically as before operation

S0-3
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5. THE FORMULAS FOR THE FIELD LAUNDRY UNIT

a. Formula I

(1) To launder clothing and decontaminate cotton

(2) Sea water can be used

(3) A bleaching agent

b. Formula II

(1) To launder woolen items

S0-4



(2) To reduce shrinkage and strain on the items

U-IOEOB’

Formula Ill

(1) To launder cotton items used in hospitals

(2) Sea water can be used

(3) A bleaching agent

Formul a IV

(1) To launder outer clothing

(2) If the garments show poor water repellency

(3) Water repellent garments never starched

Formula V

(1) For mothproofing woolen items

(2) After washing

(3) Dry

Formula VI

(1) To decontaminate clothing

(2) For woolen clothing

(3) Recommended organic chelating agent

(4) When hard water is used

(5) Substituted for organic chelating agents

S0-5
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g. Formula Vll

(1) To launder and decontaminate unimpregnated cotton and woolen items

(2) Detergent and super tropical bleach mix

(3) Cotton and woolen items

h. Formula VIII

(1) To launder durable press garments

(2) Two-thirds capacity

6..DISPOSING OF WASTE WATER

a. Drainage Ditch

b. Ocean

c. Report location to higher headquarters

7. PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

a. Chemically Protective Outfit

b. Mask and Hood

c. Rubber Gloves

S0-6
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8. BULK LAUNDRY

a. Consists of

b. When supporting a hospital

c. At clothing exchange facility

d. In support of a clothing and textile maintenance facility

S0-7



9. ORGANIZATIONAL LAUNDRY

a. Consists of

U-IOE06

b. Differs from bulk laundry

c. Differs from individual laundry

i0 INDIVIDUAL LAUNDRY

a. Corresponds to commercial practices

b. Deals directly with individual

c. Pin system of identification is used

d. Specific mission assigned to the laundry section

11. LAUNDRY FORMS

a. Laundry Schedule

(1) Done by the NCOIC

SO-8



(2) Consists of

U-tOE06

b. DA Form 3136 (Roster and Statement)

(1) Used with bundle laundry

(2) Used by receiving clerk for accountability

(3) Kept and maintained by laundry section

c. DA Form 1974 (Laundry List) Medical Treatment Facility and Organization

(1) Used for accountability

(2) DA Form 1974

(3) Form must show

(4) Ordered through regular supply system

d. DA Form 2886 (Individual Laundry List)

(1) Used by individual

(2) Maintained at laundry section

(3) Done in triplicate

S0-9
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12. RECEIVING LAUNDRY TURN-INS

a. What unit

b. Turn-in scheduled

c. Type of laundry turn-in

(1) Individual

(2) Organizational

(3) Bulk

d. Check forms accompanying laundry

e. Make a count

S0-10



f. Count individual pieces of organizational laundry

U-IOE06

g. Sign a receipt

h. Return one signed copy to unit representative

13. CLASSIFYING LAUNDRY TURN-INS

a. Prepare the laundry area

b. Organizational laundry

S0-11



c. Bulk laundry

U-IOE06

d. Individual laundry

e. Mark (pin) individual turn-ins

f. Pin individual turn-ins

(1) Identify each piece

(2) Pin mark according to

(a) Utility jacket

S0-12
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(b) Utility trousers

(c) Utility cover

(d). Socks

(e) Undershirts

(f) Underdrawers

(g) Laundry bags

S0-13



14. CHEMICALS

a. Water

b. XXCC3 Impregnate

c. Detergent Type II

d. Kerosene

15. PREPARATION OF CLOTHING

a. Clean and dry

S0,14
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b. Unbuttoned, unfolded and pockets turned out

UolOE06

c. Separate into two groups

d. Reimpregnate outer garments separately

e. One washer load consist

16. PREPARATION OF THE REIMPREGNATION SOLUTION

a. General

(1) Temperature

(2) Stirring

(3) Waste water

(4) Protective clothing

b. Procedure

17. LAUNDERING AND REIMPREGNATING

S0-15
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a. Formula

(1) Formula used

(2) Do not pour prepared batch of XXCC3 into washer until temperature
has reached

(3) Slosh warm water around and pour into washer

(4) Run the washer

(5) Garmets removed when

b. Cleaning

c. Storing and Packaging Reimpregnated Clothing

S0-16
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18. M-2 IMPREGNATE TEST KIT

a. Used to determine if the clothing contains sufficient impregnate

b. Test portions of clothing where impregnate is subject to rapid
deterioration

Test procedure

(1) Prepare the kit

(2) Test clothing items

(3) Safety and workmanship

(a) Wear respirator

(b) Mark all containers

S0-17



(c) Store in well ventilated dry room

U-IOE06

(d) Read instructions entirely

(e) Clothes unbuttoned, unfolded and pockets turned out

(f) Allow the clothes to cool before packing

(g) Firefighting equipment

S0-18
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UNIT OF INSTRUCTION: Field Laundry Washing Formulas

U-IOE07

FORMULAS

All formulas in this handout are for use with the single trailer laundry unit.
Water level, time and temperature of the laundry operation for the single
trailer laundry unit are shown in each formula. The detergents in each formula
are effective in both soft and hard water.

a. Formula I

Operation

Sud s

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

8

8

8

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temper at ure
FIC

100/38

130/55

140/60

140/60

120/49

100/38

Suppl ies

Detergent, type I, 6 oz

Detergent, type I, 4 oz

Detergent, type I, 2 oz

Sour, 2 oz

SH-1



b. Formula II

U-IOE07

Formula II is used to launder woolen items such as blankets, winter uniforms,
winter underwear, and socks. To reduce shrinkage and strain on the items, the

washer should be fully loaded and stopped during filling and draining. Also,
the tumbler should be fully loaded.

Operation

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

12

12

12

12

12

Ti me
(min.)

Temperature
FIC

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

Supplies

Detergent, type II, 6 o

Detergent, type II, 4 o

Sour, 2 oz

c. Formula III

Formul III is used to launder cotton items used in hospitals. When the supply
of fresh water is low, seawater can be used if type II detergent is used in

twice the amount shown for each suds operation. Fresh water should be used for
the last two rinses. A bleaching agent should be used when white clothing or

bedding is laundered.

Operation

Sud s

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

8

8

8

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

5

5

5

2

2

2

Temperature
FIC

100/38

130/55

140/60

160/71

140/60

110/43

Supplies

Detergent, type I, 6 oz

Detergent, type I, 4 oz

Detergent, type I, 2 oz

Sour, 1 oz

SH-2



d. Formula IV

U-IOE07

Formula IV is used to make outer clothing, such as field wear and raincoats,
water-repellant. Soiled garments sometimes lose repellancy. If the garments
show poor water-repellancy after they are laundered and dried they should be

treated again. Water-repellant-treated garments must never be starched.

Operation

Sud s

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water-repel ant
treatment

e Formula V

Water
level
(in.)

8

8

12

12

12

12

1 i/2

Time
(min.)

5

5

2

2

2

2

10

Temper ature
FIC

100/38

130/55

140/60

140/60

120/49

120/49

100/38

Supplies

Detergent, type I, 6 oz

Detergent, type I, 4 oz

Compound, water-repel-
lant, textile-finish,
tpe I aqueous, 3 pints

Formula V is used for mothproofing woolen items before they are stored for the
summer or returned to stock. After washing the clothing put it in the extractor
for 4 minutes. Then dry the clothing at not more than 140 F/60 C.

Operation

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temper at ure
F/C

100/38

100/38

100/38

100/38

100/38

Supplies

Detergent, type II, 6 oz

Detergent, type II, 3 oz

Insecticide,DDT,l 1/2 pt

SH-3



f. Formula Vl

U- IOE07

Formula Vl is used to decontaminate clothing that has been radioactively
contaminated above the maximum tolerance level. For woolen clothing, the
formula must be changed to use type II powder detergent with water temperature
not more than i00 F/38 C. Also, the washer-extractor cylinder must be fully
loaded and stopped during filling and draining. For white clothing or bedding,
a bleaching agent should be used. A recommended organic chelating agent is
tetrasodin salt of enthylene diamine tetraacetic acid which is available
commercially as Versene, Nullapon, or Sequestrene S.T. When hard water is used,
the amount of chelate should be increased at the rate of I ounce cheltate per 83
grains of water hardness. An equal weight of sodium hexametaphosphate or sodium
tetraphosphate may be substituted for the organic chelating agent.

Operation

Suds

Acid

Acid

Chel ate

Chel ate

Rinse

Rinse

So ur

Water
level
(in.)

9

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

5

5

3

3

5

Temperature
FIC

90132

140/60

140/60

140/60

140/60

140/60

120/49

tap water

Suppl ies

Detergent. type I, 6 oz

Citric acid crystals,
4 Ib

Citric acid crystals,
2 Ib

Chelating agent, 1 lb.
dry weight

Chelating agent, 1 lb.
dry weight

Laundry sour, 1 1/2 oz
(use equal parts of
sodium sil icoflouride
and sodium acid
flouride)

SH-4



g. Formula VII

U-IOE07

Formula VII is used to launder and decontaminate unimpregnated cotton and woolen

items that have been chemically or biologically contaminated. Detergent and

super tropical bleach (NSN 6850-00-264-8942) must be mixed together in water
before they are put in the washer. Cotton and woolen items must not be put in

the same wash load. When items such as belts, webbing, canteen covers, and pack
carriers are washed, the time of the first suds should be increased to 15
minutes.

Operation

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

.Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temperature
FIC

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

Supplies

Detergent, type II, 6 oz;
decontaminating agent;
super tropical bleach
(STB), 2.51b

Detergent, type II, 4 oz

Sour, 2 oz

h. Formula VIII

Formula VIII is used to launder durable press garments. Be sure the washer is

loaded to only two-thirds of.its capacity.

Operation

Sud s

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temperature
FIC

140/60

125/52

110/43

I00/38

100/38

Suppl ies

Detergent, type II, 8 oz

Detergent, type II, 4 o

SH-5



i. Formula Xl

U-IOE07

Launder and reimpregnating formula: This formula is used for laundering and
reimpregnating chemical protective clothing outfit.

Water
Oper ati on evel Time Temper ature Supplies

(in.) (min.) F/"C

Suds 11 3 90/32

Suds 11 3 90/32

Rinse 11 3 90/32

Rinse 11 3 90/32

Reimpregnation ii i0 120/49

Detergent, type II, 6 oz

Detergent, type II, 3 oz

61bs XXCC3 prepared
as a slurry

NOTE: In the last operation, do not pour the prepared batch of XXCC3 into the
washer until after the water at 120F has been put into the washer. Slosh about
a gallon of warm water around in the can to loosen the remaining XXCC3 slurry,
and pour this into the washer. It is important to get as much of the XXCC3 into
the washer as possible. Run the washer for 10 minutes, extract for one minute
and dry. The garments are to be removed from the dryer when warm to the touch.

SH-6
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j. Formula X

Delicate garments.

Water
Oper ati on evel Time Temper at ure

(in.) (min.) F/C
Supplies per 100 bs.
clothing (1)

Suds 12-15" 5 120F 5 ozs. Detergent laundry
Type II (2)

8 ozs. Sodium Metasili-
cate (3)

Suds 12-15" 10 120F 3 ozs. Detergent Laundry
Type I I

6 ozs. Sodium Metasili-
cate

Rinse 12-15" 3 120F Water

Rinse 12-15" 3 IO0F Water

Sour 12’15" 5 95F Sour to pH 5.0 (4)

(1) The washer should be about 2/3 the rated capacity.of the washer.

(2) Detergent Laundry Federal Specification P-D-245, FSN 7930-99-1221.

(3) Sodium Metasilicate Federal Specification 0-S-604, FSN 6810-281-2054.

(4) 2-3 ozs. Sodium Silico Fluoride, Federal Specification P-S-683, Sour

Laundry, FSN 7930-291-8321.

SH-7
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LAUNDRY OPERATION SETUP
SINGLE-TRAILER UNIT

POSITION WATER HEATER SIDE
OF TRAILER WITHIN 50 FEET
OF THE WATER SOURCE
AND SET HANDBRAKES.

LOWER TRAILER SUPPORT AND REAR STABILIZING JACK.
REMOVE TRAILER TARPAULIN AND LEVEL THE UNIT

REMOVE ALL PAPER, TAPE, AND PRESERVATIVE FROM NEW UNITS.
1



LAUNDRY OPERATION SETUP
WASHER-EXTRACTOR

REMOVE THE 4 SUPPORT BRACES.

UNLOCK THE MANUAL DUMP
VALVE LEVER.

CONNECT DRAIN HOSE TO DRAIN
PAN AND POSITION DISCHARGE
END DOWNSTREAM FROM THE
SUCTION HOSE.

REMOVE WATER PUMP FROM
TRAILER AND POSITION IT NOT
MORE THAN 10 FEET ABOVE
WATER SOURCE.
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LAUNDRY OPERATION SETUP
WATER HEATER

CLOSE WATER HEATER FUEL
AND VENT VALVES.
RELEASE AND RAISE LOW
WATER FLOAT HOLDDOWN ROD
AND SECURE WITH SETSCREW.

CONNECT FUEL LINES FROM
FUEL SUPPLY TO FUEL FILTER
AND TO FUEL PUMP.

CONNECT 7" DUCT TO
EXHAUST PORT.

J VENT EXHAUST TO OPEN AIR.
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LAUNDRY OPERAT
WATER PUMP

TUP

CONNECT SUCTION HOSE
TO WATER PUMP INLET.

INSTALL STRAINER TO END OF HOSE AND ELEVATE IT OFF OF STREAM BED.
CONNECT INLET HOSE FROM WATER PUMP OUTLET TO WATER HEATER, INLET.
CONNECT POWER CABLE TO WATER PUMP POWER RECEPTACLE AND TO
PUMP SERVICE OUTLET.
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LAUNDRY OPERATION SETUP
DRYER-TUMBLER

CLOSE THE MANUAL FUEL SHUTOFF
VALVE.

INSTALL FUEL LINES FROM
SUPPLY TO FUEL FILTER AND
FUEL PUMP.

CONNECT 12" CANVAS DUCT
TO DRYER EXHAUST PORT.
(KEEP IT OFF THE GROUHD).

CONNECT " DUCT TO DRYER
BURNER EXHAUST PORT,

ALL EXHAUST TO OPEN AIR I
5



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
DAILY SERVICES -- WATER HEATER

BEFORE OPERATION
CLEAN FUEL FILTER ( WEEKLY ).
CHECK BURNER ELECTRODE FOR
PROPER SPARK..
CLEAN LENS ON SIGHT TUBE.
CHECK FUEL LINES FOR LEAKS.
CHECK WIRING FOR CUTS, FRAYS,
AND LOOSE CONNECTIONS.
INSPECT CONTROLS AND GAGES FOR
DAMAGE AND LOOSE MOUNTING.

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER.

DURING OPERATION
TEMPERATURE GAGE SHOULD
READ 95 TO 160 F.
FUEL PRESSURE GAGE SHOULD
READ 60 P.S.I. TO 100 P.S.I.



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
DAILY SERVICES WASHER-EXTRACTOR

BEFORE OPERATION
INSPECT CYLINDER FOR DAMAGE.
CHECK DRAIN VALVES FOR PROPER
OPERATION.
CLEAN SHEAVES, BRAKE DISCS, AND
SHOES.
CHECK BELT TENSION.
CHECK WIRING AND AIR HOSES.
INSPECT CONTROLS AND GAGE FOR
DAMAGE AND LOOSE MOUNTING.

DURING OPERATION
CHECK DRAIN VALVES, CONTROLS,
AND INSTRUMENTS FOR
PROPER OPERATION.

LUBRICATE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH
CURRENT
LUBRICATION ORDER.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
DALLY SERVICES-- WATER PUMP

BEFORE OPERATION
INSPECT AND CLEAN
STRAINER ( WEEKLY ).
INSPECT CONTROL SWITCH FOR
DAMAGE AND LOOSE MOUNTING.

BEFORE & DURING
OPERATION

INSURE THAT SUCTION STRAINER
IS PROPERLY POSITIONED AND
FREE OF DEBRIS.

DURING OPERATION
OBSERVE FOR LEAKS, UNUSUAL
NOISE, OR VIBRATION.

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
DAILY SERVICES -- DRYER-TUMBLER

BEFORE OPERATION
INSPECT CYLINDER FOR DAMAGE.

CHECK LINT TRAP AND CLEAN IF NECESSARY.
INSPECT FUEL FILTER FOR SEDIMENT IN BOWL.
CHECK FUEL LINES FOR LEAKS.
CHECK WIRING FOR CUTS, FRAYS, AND
LOOSE CONNI:’CTIONS.
CHECK COHTROLS AND GAGES FOR DAMAGE.

DURING OPERATION
FUEL PRESSURE GAGE SHOULD READ 100 P.S.I.
EXHAUST TEMPERATURE GAGE SHOULD READ
250 F. FOR COTTON; 200 F. FOR WOOL.
INSPECT EXHAUST DUCTS FOR LEAKS.

ILUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER. I
9



STARTING THE AIR COMPRESSOR

CLOSE AIR TANK DRAIN VALVE.
PLACE ON-OFF SWITCH TO
ON POSITION.
WHEN PRESSURE GAGE READS
60 TO 70 P.S.I., STOP GENERATOR
AND LISTEN FOR AIR LEAKS.
IF NONE, DRAIN CONDENSATION
FROM AIR TANK, CLOSE VALVE,
AND RESTART GENERATOR.
ALLOW PRESSURE TO RISE TO
80TO95P.S.I. FOR OPERATION.

"lO



STARTING THE WATER PUMP

PLACE WATER PUMP SERVIE
OUTLET SWITCH IN ON POSITION.

PRIME PUMP THROUGH THE
PRIMING PORT.

PLACE WATER PUMP SWITCH
IN ON POSITION.

ALLOW
FOR PU

APPROXIMATELY 2 MINUTES
MP TO PICK UP PRIME.
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STARTING THE WATER HEAT[R

OPEN WATER HEATER VENT VALVE
AND LEAVE OPEN UNTIL WATER
FLOWS FREELY FROM THE
VENT DRAIN VALVE.

PLACE WATER HEATER SWITCH
IN ON POSITION.

FUEL PRESSURE GAGE
SHOULD READ 80 P.S.I.
IF GAGE SHOWS LESS, CHECK ’
FOR LEAKS IN FUEL LINE
CONNECTIONS.

ADJUST FUEL PRESSURE TO
READ 60 TO 80 P.S.I.



STARTING THE WATER HEATER(coN.)
OBSERVE THROUGH ELECTRODE
SIGHTGLASS FOR BLUE SPARK.
OPEN BURNER SHUTTER HALFWAY.
OPEN FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE
1/4 TURN.
OBSERVE THROUGH BURNER SIGHT
GLASS FOR FLAME; IF PRESENT,
OPEN FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE FULLY.
ADJUST OPERATING PRESSURE
TO 88 P.S.I.

CAUTION
IF NO FLAME IS PRESENT,
CLOSE FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE AND
ALLOW SYSTEM TO PURGE
FOR 15 SECONDS.

13



STARTING THE WATER HEATER (coN.)

ADJUST THE SHUTTER LEVER
UNTIL EXHAUST IS CLEAR.

SET THE WATER TEMPERATURE
CONTROL TO /4

ADJUST THE WATER TEMPERATURE
CONTROL SO HEATER AUTOMATICALLY
SHUTS OFF AT 160

14



STARTING THE DRYEi 
SET TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR
200 (WOOL) OR 250 (COTTON).
PUSH THE UPPER START BUTTON.
FUEL PRESSURE GAGE SHOULD
READ 100 P.S.I.

IF THERE IS NO PRESSURE READING,
OR IF READING FLUCTUATES, INSPECT
FUEL LINES FOR AIR LEAKS. IF NONE,
OPEN PETCOCK BELOW FUEL
PRESSURE GAGE AND VENT FUEL PUMP.
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STARTING THE DRYER (coN.)
OOBSERVE THROUGH THE BURNER
SIGHTGLASS FOR A SPARK.

O,PUSH THE LOWER START BUTTON.
’OOPEN THE BURNER FUEL SHUTOFF
VALVE ONE FULL TURN.
FUEL MUST IGNITE WITHIN 10
SECONDS. IF NOT, CLOSE VALVE,
WAIT 15 SECONDS, AND THEN REOPEN
VALVE FOR IGNITION.

OWAIT 10 SECONDS AND OPEN FUEL
VALVE COMPLETELY.

OADJUST BURNER SHUTTER UNTIL
EXHAUST HAS STEADY MUFFLED ROAR.
WASHER-EXTRACTOR IS NOW READY)FOR OPERATION.

16



FORMULA CONTROL RECORD
REMOVAL

TURN OFF POWER SOURCE AND REMOVE CONTROL BOX COVER.

RAISE FINGER LOCK, OPEN LOCK HANDLE, AND RAISE FINGER
BLOCK OUT OF THE WAY.
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FORMULA CONTROL RECORD
REMOVAL (CON.)

PULL OUT ON AUTOMATIC
CONTROL KNOB AND
REMOVE FORMULA
DRUM FROM
DRUM HEADS.
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FORMULA CONTROL RE
INSTALLATION

REMOVE RECORD LOCK
FROM THE TUBE IN THE
DRUM AND REMOVE
FORMULA RECORD.

OUNT DESIRED FORMULA
RECORD OVER DRUM
SCREEN WITH BENT ENDS
OF RECORD IN SLOT OF
DRUM. INSTALL RECORD
LOCK, BEING SURE IT
SEPARATES ENDS OF
RECORD.



FORMULA CONTROL RECORD
INSTALLATION

PULL OUT ON AUTOMATIC
CONTROL KNOB AND MOUNT
DRUM ON SHOULDER OF
DRIVE END OF DRUM HEAD,
ROTATING DRUM SLOWLY
UNTIL DRIVE CLIPS SEAT
IN DRUM HEAD.

RELEASE KNOB SO THAT
FREE END OF DRUM HEAD
ENTERS DRUM. TURN KNOB
COUNTERCLOCKWISE UNTIL
NOTCH IN DRUM HEAD
SEATS OVER CLIP.

(CON.)



FORMULA CONTROL RECORD
INSTALLATION (CON.)

LOWER FINGER BLOCK AND
LOCK IN PLACE. MAKE SUR
FINGER CONTACTS ARE
IN PROPER ALINEMENT
WITH COLUMNS ON
FORMULA RECORD.

CLOSE CONTROL BOX

TURN POWER
SOURCE ON.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTING
AUTOMATIC OPERATION

INSURE ALL SWITCHES ARE OFF.

WITH PROPER FORMATROL CHART ON
THE DRUM, TURN CONTROL KNOB
COUNTERCLOCKWISE TO

LOAD A MAXIMUM OF 60

START OF CYCLE.

LBS. OF CLOTHES.

CHECK AIR COMPRESSOR GAGE; IT
MUST REGISTER AT LEAST 80P.S.I.
(95P.S.I. IS DESIRED.)

KEEP MOISTURE AWAY FROM
ENGINE-GENERATOR AND KEEP
SURROUNDING AREA DRY.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTI-NG
AUTOMATIC OPERATION (CON.)

O TURN AUTO-MANUAL SWITCH TO AUTO
BELL WILL RING AT END OF EACH)WASH CYCLE AND AT BEGINNING
OF PRE-EXTRACT CYCLE.

WHEN BELL RINGS, OPERATOR’S PRESENCE
IS MANDATORY TO DEPRESS SIGNAL
SWITCH AND ADD WASHING SUPPLIES.

WHEN BELL RINGS PRIOR TO PRE-
EXTRACT, DEPRESS SIGHAL SWITCH TI
START PRE-EXTRACT CYCLE,

DO NOT MAKE ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS OR CHANGE
FORMATROL CHART WHILE
UNIT IS IN OPERATION.

POSITION.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTING
AUTOMATIC OPERATION CON.

IF EXTRACTION IS EXTREMELY
ROUGH, PLACE AUTO-MANUAL SWITCH
IN MANUAL.
PLACE BRAKE-DRAIN SWITCH IN
BRAKE AND ALLOW EXTRACTOR TO
COME TO COMPLETE STOP.
PLACE AUTO-MANUAL SWITCH TO OFF.
TURN FORMATROL CHART TO START
OF PRE-EXTRACT.
WAIT 40 SECONDS, PLACE AUTO-MANUA
SWITCH IN AUTO.
WHEN BELL RINGS, PLACE AUTO-MANUAL
SWITCH IN OFF.
OPEN WASHER DOOR, REMOVE CLOTHES,
AND PLACE THEM IN DRAIN BIN.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTING
MANUAL OPERATION

REFER TO TABLES 3 &.4)OF TM 10-3510-208-12

LOAD A MAXIMUM OF 60 LBS.
OF CLOTHES.

TURN FORMATROL CHART UNTIL
ALL SLOTS ARE CLEAR OF
CONTACT FINGERS.

CHECK AIR COMPRESSOR GAGE
TO READ AT LEAST P.S.I.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTING
MANUAL OPERATION (CON.)

ISURE ALL SWITCHES ARE OFF.
PLACE AUTO-MANUAL SWITCH IN

SET ELECTRICAL TIMER AND PLACE
WASH-PRE-EXTRACT SWITCH TO WASH.

OPERATE HOT AND COLD WATER
SWITCHES UNTIL FORMULA LEVEL
AND TEMPERATURE ARE REACHED.

IF TOO MUCH WATER, PLACE
BRAKE-DRAIN SWITCH TO DRAIN
AND THEN TO OFF WHEN
FORMULA LEVEL IS REACHED.

ADD DETERGENTS.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTING
MANUAL OPERATION (CON.)

WHEN WASH CYCLE IS COMPLETE,
PLACE BRAKE-DRAIN SWITCH IN
DRAIN.
TO RINSE, PLACE BRAKE-DRAIN
SWITCH IN OFF. OPERATE HOT AND
COLD WATER SWITCHES UNTIL FORMULA
LEVEL AND TEMPERATURE ARE REACHED.
TO EXTRACT, PLACE BRAKE-DRAIN
SWITCH IN DRAIN. PLACE
WASH-PRE-EXT SWITCH TO
PRE-EXT POSITION, WAIT 10 SECONDS,
AND PLACE EXTRACT SWITCH TO
EXTRACT POSITION.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTING
MANUAL OPERATION (CON.)

IF EXTRACTION IS EXTREMELY ROUGH,
PLACE EXTRACT AND PRE-EXT SWITCH
IN OFF.
PLACE BRAKE-DRAIN SWITCH IN
BRAKE.
WHEN CYLINDER STOPS, PLACE
BRAKE-DRAIN SWITCH IN OFF.
WAIT 40 SECONDS AND PLACE
WASH-PRE-EXT SWITCH IN PRE-EXT.
PLACE BRAKE-DRAIN SWITCH
IN DRAIN.
PLACE EXTRACT SWITCH TO EXTRACT;
RELEASE PRE-EXT SWITCH.
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WASHING AND EXTRACTING
MANUAL OPERATION (co.)

EXTRACT LOAD FOR 5 MINUTES,
THEN PLACE EXTRACT SWITCH
TO OFF.

PLACE BRAKE-DRAIN SWITCH TO
BRAKE AND THEN TO OFF WHEN
CYLINDER STOPS.

WHEN DOOR LOCK PiN

RETRACTS, PLACE
AUTO-MANUAL SWITCH IN OFF.

REMOVE CLOTHES AND PLACE
IN DRAIN BIN.
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DRYING THE LOAD
REFER TO TABLE 5 OF TM 10-3510-208-12
FOR DRYING TEMPERATURE.

PLACE HALF OF WASHER LOAD IN
THE DRYER TUMBLER.

CLOSE DOOR SECURELY AND SET
ELECTRICAL TIMER TO
REQUIRED DRYING TIME.

SET TEMPERATURE CONTROL
TO PROPER TEMPERATURE.

WHEN BUZZER SOUNDS, TURN TIMER
OFF, OPEN DRYER DOOR, AND
CHECK CLOTHES FOR DRYNESS.

REPEAT IF CLOTHES ARE STILL WET.
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE
TURN DRYER FUEL VALVE OFF.

TURN
VALVE OFF.

TURN WATER PUMP OFF
AND DISCONNECT POWER
CABLE.

WATER HEATER FUEL SHUTOFF

DISCONNECT SUCTION
AND OUTLET HOSE AT
WATER PUMP AND OPEN
PETCOCK DRAIN.
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE (co

PLACE WASHER
AUTO-MANUAL SWITCH
IN MANUAL AND PRESS
HOT AND COLD WATER
SWITCHES FOR 2 MINUTES.

OPEN DRAIN VALVE ON
WATER LEVEL INDICATOR.

SECURE WASHER DUMP
VALVE LEVER IN OPEN
POSITION.
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE(coN.)

TURN WATER HEATER
POWER SWITCH OFF
AND OPEN WATER
HEATER VENT VALVE.

REMOVE INLET HOSE
AND EXHAUST DUCT
FROM WATER HEATER.

REMOVE FUEL LINES
FROM WATER HEATER;
STOW IN TOOL BOX.

DEPRESS AND LOCK
LOW WATER FLOAT
HOLDDOWN ROD.
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE

PRESS DRYER LOWER STOP BUTTON, THEN UPPER STOP BUTTON.

REMOVE FUEL LINES FROM DRYER FUEL PUMP AND STOW IN TOOL BOX.

OPEN LINT TRAP, CLEAN OUT, THEN SECURE COVER.
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE (co,.)

CLOSE THE DRYER
SHUTTER VALVE.

TURN COMPRESSOR
ON-OFF SWITCH TO OFF.

OPEN AIR DRAIN VALVE
ON COMPRESSOR TANK.

REMOVE 12" DUCT AND
STOW IN DRYER.

REMOVE 5" EXHAUST
FROM DRYER.
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE (coe.)

REMOVE 1.5" FLEXIBLE EXHAUST
FROM GENERATOR AND
STOW INSIDE 5" EXHAUST.

STOW STEP ASSEMBLY IN
DRAIN BIN.

REMOVE DRAIN HOSE
FROM DRAIN PAN.

STOW SUCTION, DRAIN, AND
INLET HOSES AND STRAINER
IN DRAIN BIN.

STOW ELECTRICAL CORDS
IN DRAIN BIN.
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE (co,.)

STOW FUEL DRUM ADAPTERS,
GROUND ROD, AND CABLE
ASSEMBLY INSIDE 7" DUCT.

STOW GENERATOR FUEL DRUM
ADAPTER ON GENERATOR.

INSTALL 4 TIEDOWN BRACES
OF WASHER.

ECTION ON 7" DUCT,
FUEL ADAPTERS, GROUND ROD,AND CABLE ON TRAILER DECK.

STOW ONE S
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SHUTTING-DOWN PROCEDURE (CON.)
PLACE OTHER SECTION OF 7" DUCT OVER 5" DUCT AND
SECURE TO TRAILER, FENDER, AND WASHER.

STOW WATER PUMP ON TRAILER AND SECURE.

O COVER GENERATOR WITH TARPAULIN.
COVER ENTIRE UNIT WITH TARPAULIN.
RAISE REAR STABILIZING JACK.
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UNIT OF INSTRUCTION: Field Laundry Washing Formulas

U-IOE07

FORMULAS

All formulas in this handout are for use with the single trailer laundry unit.
Water level, time and temperature of the laundry operation for the single
trailer laundry unit are shown in each formula. The detergents in each formula
are effective in both soft and hard water.

a. Formula I

Operation

Sud s

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

8

8

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temper at ure
FIC

100/38

130/55

140/60

140/60

120/49

100/38

Supplies

Detergent, type I, 6 oz

Detergent, type I, 4 oz

Detergent, type I, 2 oz

Sour, 2 oz

SH-1



b. Formula II

U-IOE07

Formula II is used to launder woolen items such as blankets, winter uniforms,
winter underwear, and socks. To reduce shrinkage and strain on the items, the

washer should be fully loaded and stopped during filling and draining. Also,
the tumbler should be fully loaded.

Operation

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temper ature
FIC

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

Supplies

Detergent, type II, 6 o

Detergent, type II, 4 o

Sour, 2 oz

c. Formula III

Formul III is used to launder cotton items used in hospitals. When the supply
of fresh water is low, seawater can be used if type II detergent is used in

twice the amount shown for each suds operation. Fresh water should be used for

the last two rinses. A bleaching agent should be used when white clothing or

bedding is laundered.

Operation

Sud s

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

8

8

8

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temperature
FIC

100/38

130/55

140/60

160/71

140/60

110/43

Supplies

Detergent, type I, 6 oz

Detergent, type I, 4 oz

Detergent, type I, 2 oz

Sour, 1 oz

SH-2



d. Formula IV
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Formula IV is used to make outer clothing, such as field wear and raincoats,
water-repellant. Soiled garments sometimes lose repellancy. If the garments
show poor water-repe]lancy after they are laundered and dried they should be

treated again. Water-repellant-treated garments must never be starched.

Operation

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water-repellant
treatment

e. Formula V

Water
level
(in.)

8

8

12

12

12

12

1 1/2

Time
(min.)

5

5

2

2

2

2

i0

Temper ature
FIC

100/38

130/55

140/60

140/60

120/49

120/49

100/38

Supplies

Detergent, type I, 6 oz

Detergent, type I, 4 oz

Compound, water-repel-
lant, textile-finish,
type I aqueous, 3 pints

Formula V is used for mothproofing woolen items before they are stored for the
summer or returned to stock. After washing the clothing put it in the extractor
for 4 minutes. Then dry the clothing at not more than 140 F/60 C.

Operation

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

Water
level
(in.)

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temperature
F/C

100/38

100/38

100/38

100/38

100/38

Supplies

Detergent, type II, 6 oz

Detergent, type II, 3 oz

Insecticide,DDT,l 1/2 pt

SH-3



f. Formula Vl
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Formula VI is used to decontaminate clothing that has been radioactively
contaminated above the maximum tolerance level. For woolen clothing, the
formula must be changed to use type II powder detergent with water temperature
not more than 100 F/38 C. Also, the washer-extractor cylinder must be fully
loaded and stopped during filling and draining. For white clothing or bedding,
a bleaching agent should be used. A recommended organic chelating agent is
tetrasodin salt of enthylene diamine tetraacetic acid which is available
commercially as Versene, Nullapon, or Sequestrene S.T. When hard water is used,
the amount of chelate should be increased at the rate of 1 ounce cheltate per 83
qrains of water hardness. An equal weight of sodium hexametaphosphate or sodium
tetraphosphate may be substituted for the organic chelating agent.

Operation

Suds

Acid

Ac id

Chel ate

Chelate

Rinse

Rinse

So ur

Water
level
(in.)

9

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

Temperature
FIC

90/32

140/60

140/60

140/60

140/60

140/60

120/49

tap water

Supplies

Detergent. type I, 6 oz

Citric acid crystals,
4 Ib

Citric acid crystals,
2 Ib

Chelating agent. 1 lb.
dry weight

Chelating agent, 1 lb.
dry weight

Laundry sour, 1 1/2 oz
(use equal parts of
sodium si icoflouride
and sodium acid
flouride)
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g. Formula Vll
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Formula Vll is used to launder and decontaminate unimpregnated cotton and woolen

items that have been chemically or biologically contaminated. Detergent and

super tropical bleach (NSN 6850-00-264-8942) must be mixed together in water
before they are put in the washer. Cotton and woolen items must not be put in

the same wash load. When items such as belts, webbing, canteen covers, and pack

carriers are washed, the time of the first suds should be increased to 15
minutes.

Operation

Suds

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

.Rinse

h Formula VII I

Water
level
(in.)

12

12

12

12

12

Time
(min.)

5

Temperature
FIC

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

90/32

Supplies

Detergent, type II, 6 oz"

decontaminating agent;
super tropical bleach
(STB), 2.51b

Detergent, type II, 4 oz

Sour, 2 oz

Formula VIII is used to launder durable press garments. Be sure the washer is

loaded to only two-thirds of its capacity.

Operation

Sud s

Suds

Rinse

Rinse

Rinse

12

12

12

12

12

Water
level Time
(in.) (min.)

5

5

3

3

3

Temperature
FIC

140/60

125/52

110/43

100/38

100/38

Supplies

Detergent, type II, 8 o

Detergent, type II, 4 o

SH-5



i. Formula Xl
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Launder and reimpregnating formula: This formula is used for laundering and
reimpregnating chemical protective clothing outfit.

Water
Operation Ievel Time Temperature Supplies

(in.) (min.) F/C

Suds 11 3 90/32

Suds 11 3 90/32

Rinse 11 3 90/32

Rinse 11 3 90/.32

Reimpregnation 11 10 120/49

Detergent, type II, 6 oz

Detergent, type II, 3 oz

61bs XXCC3 prepared
as a slurry

NOTE: In the last operation, do not pour the prepared batch of XXCC3 into the
washer until after the water at 120F has been put into the washer. Slosh about
a gallon of warm water around in the can to loosen the remaining XXCC3 slurry,
and pour this into the washer. It is important to get as much of the XXCC3 into
the washer as possible. Run the washer for 10 minutes, extract for one minute
and dry. The garments are to be removed from the dryer when warm to the touch.
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j. Formula X

Delicate garments.

Water
Operation level Time

(in.) (min.)
Temper ature

FIC
Supplies per 100 Ibs.
clothing (1)

Suds 12Z15" 5

Suds 12-15" i0

Rinse 12-15" 3

Rinse 12-15" 3

Sour 12’15" 5

120F 5 ozs. Detergent laundry
Type II (2)

8 ozs. Sodium Metasili-
cate (3)

120F 3 ozs. Detergent Laundry
Type I I

6 ozs. Sodium Metasili-
cate

120 F Water

i00F Water

95F Sour to pH 5.0 (4)

(1) The washer should be about 2/3 the rated capacity of the washer.

(2) Detergent Laundry Federal Specification P-D-245, FSN 7930-99-1221.

(3) Sodium Metasilicate Federal Specification 0-S-604, FSN 6810-281-2054.

(4) 2-3 ozs. Sodium Silico Fluoride, Federal Specification P-S-683, Sour

Laundry, FSN 7930-291-8321.

SH-7
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DETAILED OUTLINE

TENT PITCHING, STRIKING, AND FOLDING

U-1UE01
Dec 84
(D-538)e

INTRODUCTION: 5 MIN)

1. GAIN ATTENTION: During your time in the military you will be required to
sometlmes spend a few nights in the field. Sometimes the weather gets reall
nasty and you will need a shelter. This class will teach you what you will eed
to know in order to provide yourself ana your fellow Marines with this shelter.

2. PURPOSE: The purpose of this period of instruction is to provide the
stuaenB with the procedures, knowledge an skill require to pitch, strike, an
fold tents.

3. INTRODUCE LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

a. ENABLING LEARNING OBjECTIVE(S): Provide with a Tent, GP Meoium, an a
mallet, erect Bne tent In accordance with Tm 10-8340-211-13, chapter 3.
(1.5.1a)

b. I will c]o this by lecture an application.

TRANSITION: Now that we have discussed what we are to ao urin9 this period of
nsBruction let us take a look at a general aescription of the tent.

BODY MIN)

1. TENT (TP i ON)

a. The medium tent is rectangular and has a slanted roof (TP # 1 OFF)

(TP 2 ON)
b. The tent is made in one piece, the walls are split at the four corners

and are fastened with zippers (slide fasteners).

c. The tent has two doors, one at each end. (TP # 2 OFF)

2. COMPONENT HARDWARE (TP # 3 ON)

a. Pins. There are6’twl" sizes of wooden pins: The large ones.are 24" loDg
and the small ones are long. (TP # 3 OFF}

(TP 4 ON)
b. Lines and fairlead. Most guylines are attache to the tent through a

metal fairleaa. (TP 4 UF)
TP # 50N

c. Poles. There are four sizes of poles. The eaves and door poles come in
one piece (the oor pole is a little longer than the eave pole). The center
pole is almost twice as long as the eave pole It comes in two sections. The
ridge pole is the longest. It also comes in two sections. ITP # 5 OFF)

TP # 6 ON)

DO-1
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MIN)3. STEPS FOR SETTING UP TENT

a. Remove the tent from the tent cover

(i) Untie the tent cover

(2) Slip the 3’x3’ folded tent off the tent cover.

b. Remove wooden pins from the box

c. Lay poles near the cleared area

d. Prepare the pins, poles, and ridge guy lines.

(1) Separate the long pins from the short pins

(2) Separate the door poles from the eave poles

(3) Separate the center pole section from the ridge pole section

(4) Join the center pole and rioge pole sections. (Top of the rioge
pole sections are slightly roundeo; they must match when joined).

(5) Take one of the 50 foot ridge guy lines, an fold in half.

(6) Do the same for the other ridge guy lines.

e. Unfold the tent. (TP # 7

(1) Place the 3’x3’ folde tent in the middle of a cleared area

(2) Unfold the tent to a 3’x6’ fol

(3) Unfold the tent to a 16’x6’ fold

(4) Unfold second folo of the tent roof.

(5) Unfold first fold of the tent roof.

(6)

(7)

(B)

Unfold side walls

Unfold end walls ana oors

(TP 6 OFF)

(TP # 7 OFF)
(TP # 8 ON)
(TP # 8 OFF)
(TP l 9 ON)
(TP # 9 OFF)

(TP # I0 ON)

Untie flaps on both stove pipe openings on tent roof.
(TP # 10 OFF)
(TP # 11 ON)

Position laid-out tentfo

(i) ake sure that the corners of the tent are square.
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tent.

g.

(2) Tuck walls under tent, but leave guy lines stretched out away from
(TP # 11 OFF)
(TP # 12 ON)

Position the pins and poles

(1) Drive a short wooden pin straight into the grouna next to each
corner of the tent.

(2) Slip corner foot stops over the pin. (TP # 12 OFF)
(TP 13 ON)

(3) Lay the eave poles 90 to the tent so that the spinOle ends face
the tent walls at each eave grommet. (TP 13 OFF)

(TP # 14 ON}
(4) From the other end of the eave pole, measure 24" (the length of one

long wooden pin) out from each side of the pole, and drive long WOoden pins into
the grommet. (TP 14 OFF)

(TP # 15 ON)
(5) Drive long pins into the grommet at a 60 angle with the top of the

pins leaning towarO the tent notches facing away from the tent.

(6) Attach side guy lines to the pins (As you are looking at the tent,
the top lines goes to your left and the bottom lines goes to your right.

(TP # 15 OFF)
(TP # 16 ON)

(7) Lay two eave poles 90 to the corner of the tent.

18) Measure over 12" from the smooth end of each eave pole towaro the
corner of the tent (one half tile two length of a long woooen pin).(TP # 16 OFF)

(9) Drive in two long woooen pins at 60 angle so the top of the pins
lean toward the tent and the notches face away from the tent.

(10) Remove one eave pole, and leave the other with the spindle ena
facing the grommet.

(11) Attach corner guy lines to pins. (As you are looking at the fair
lead on the tent the top guy line goes to the left and the bottom guy line goes
to the right.)

(12) Repeat steps (7),(8),and (9) for the other three corners

(13) Go to each corner pin (4) closest to the doors, ana lay the smooth
end of an eave pole so that the pole is lying straight out away from the tent.

(TP # 18 uN)
(14) Measure out to the metal bana below each spina|e (5’) ana rive in

long wooen pins. (TP 18 OFF)

(15) Lay one eave pole 90 to each ie of the door opening.
(TP # 19

(16) Measure over 12" from the smooth end of each eave pole away from
the door opening (one-half the length of a long wooden pin).

DO-3
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(17) Drive in two long wooden pins at 60 angle so that the top of the
pins lean toward the tent and the notches face away from the tent.

(18) Attach door guy lines (2) to pins. (TP # 19 OFF)
(TP 20 ON)

(TP # 20 OFF)

(TP # 20 ON)

(19) Make sure your final tent layouts look like .this:

h. Raise the tent walls.

(1) Slip the corner eave poles under the tent walls, and push the
spindle end through the grommets. (One person must De at each corner.)

(TP # 20 OFF)
(TP # 21 ON)

(2) Lift each corner pole to the upright position

(3) Tighten guy lines just enough to hola tent corners in the upright
position. (TP # 21 OFF)

(TP 22 ON)

(4) Slip the eave poles unaer the tent walls, an push the spindle end
through the eave grommets.

(5) Lift each eave pole to the upright position. (TP # 22 OFF)

(6) Tighten guy lines just enough to tlold tent walls in the upright
position.

(7) Slip the aoor poles (6’x2") under the tent walls near the aoor
openings an push the spindled ena through the eave grommets above the front and

rear doors.

(8) Tighten door guy lines just enough to hola the doors in the upright
position.

i. Set up and assemble poles.

(1) Take the ridge pole into the tent through the door.

(2) Slide the two center poles into the tent under the side wall.

(3) Put the spindles of the center poles through the holes in the ridge
pole, and have the rounded side facing towards the roof.

(4} Raise the center poles in order to put the sle spindles through
both the riage plates and the grommets in the tent roof.

j. Straighten the tent.

(1) Reach through the stove pipe openings next to each grommet in the
tent roof with the folded en of the 25 foot ridge guy line.

DO-4



(2)

(3)
long pins.

(4)

U-IOE01

Attach the ridge guy lines to the spindle of the center poles.

Toss the lines to someone outside the tent for attaching to the

Raise the center poles straight up (vertical) inside the tent.
This might take two persons at each pole.

(5) Tighten ridge guy lines and secure.

(6) Be sure that all guy lines are now attached to the pins and that
the poles are straight. Tighten lines just enough to remove all wrinkles from
the tent.

(7) Close zippers (slide fasteners) at the four corners.

(8) From the inside of the tent, tie jumper lines attached near each
pole to all the eave poles and aoor poles

(9) Fasten tie tapes at inside corners of tent around corner eave
poles.

(10) Drive short wooaen pins at remaining side and end wall-foot stops,
and attach foot stops to pins.

k. Dig a trench aroun the tent.

(1) Dig the side next to the tent wall 5" deep straight down and 4 to
5" away from the foot stop pins.

(2) Slant the other side of the ditch.

Additional Information

(1) Taking down the tent. Striking (taking oown) the tent is done by
REVERSING all the steps you have just learned.

OPPORTUNITY FOR QUESTIONS:

1. QUESTIONS FROi THE CLASS

2. q,U.ESTIONS TO THE CLASS

a. How long are the door poles?

ANSWER: b’5" long

b. How many center poles come with the tent

ANSWER: Two (2)

c. How far from the upright poles are the tent pins driven?

ANSWER: 24" on each side

DO-5
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CONTROLLED PRACTICAL APPLICATION:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(I0)

(11)

do
store the tent for storing.

SUMF’RY

a.

b.

C.

POST TEST:

U-IOE01

Divioe the class into two teams

March class to Predesignated area.

Teams will be given one tent and all components and will

Prepare the area

Unfold the tent

Prepare pins, poles, and ridge guy lines

Position laid out tent

Position the pins ana poles

Raise the tent walls.

Set up and assemble ridge poles

Set up and assemble center poles

Raise the roof

Straighten the tent

Dig a trench arouna the tent

After the assembly is completed, students will isassemble, fo|d and

BREAK

Procedures for pitching a tent.

Procedures for striking a tent.

Procedures for folding a tent.

NUNE

(IO
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Student Outline

Transparency # 1

#2

#3

#4

#5

6

#7

#8

#9

I0

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

#16

#18

#19

#20

#21

#22

LIST OF SUPPORTING PAPERS

ivied n Tent

Four Corners

Pins

Lines

Poles

Performance Steps

Unfold Tent 3x3

Unfolc Tent 3x6

Unfold Tent 16x6

Unfolcl Tent Roof

Layout

Position Poles ana Pins

Eave

Wooaen Pins

Long Pins

Eave Poles

Metal Bana

Measure Eave Pole

Final Tent Layouts

Set Corner Poles

Lift Eave Poles

U-IOEOI
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